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PREFACE. 
The work of our Congo Mission is carried on in two distinct lang- 

uages or dialects of the Bantu family, the one being the Buluba- Lu- 

lua and the other the Bukuba or Bushonga language. 

The Bukuba or Bushonga Tribe is one of the most interesting people 

of equatorial Africa. They have a wonderful history handed down by 

tradition from generation to generation. 

According to tradition these people, several hundred years ago, mi¬ 

grated from the North West near Lake Tchad and settled in the central 

part of what is now known as the Belgian Congo. Their land, known 

as the Bukuba or Bushonga Kingdom, is bounded on the North and 

North West by the Sankuru River; on the South East by the Lulu a 

River; on the South and South West by the Kasai River. They are 

known by the surrounding tribes as the Bakuba people, but among 

themselves as the Bushonga. The name is derived from an ancient 

hunting knife called shonga. 

The Bushonga have a highly organized government with three judi¬ 

cial courts of appeal, viz. the local court, the district or county court 

and the supreme court. The last mentioned consists of a regular par¬ 

liament with the higher and lower houses. In all these courts are 

efficient lawyers and judges. Crimes are punished by imprisonment, 

fines and death. In the houses of parliament all the interests and 

industries of the kingdom are represented. They have a high and 

interesting code of laws. Another interesting feature is that women are 

represented by women in all the judicial courts. There are also wom¬ 

en members of parliament. Thus, woman suffrage has existed among 

the Bushonga for many centuries. 
* 

With the exception of the Royal family and a few favorites of the 

king, the Bushonga are monogamists. Real love, courtship, and mar¬ 

riage exist among them. Their love for their children is just as great 

as that found among any people in any other part of the world. They 

live in family groups and are careful that marriages do not take place 

between near relatives. Women of the royal family are permitted to 

choose their own husbands. The heir to the throne is never the king’s 

son, but the son of the king’s sister. 
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The industries of the Bushonga are far superior to those of the sur¬ 

rounding tribes. Their art in carving, blacksmithing, basketry, mat 

weaving, etc., is most remarkable. They weave an abundance of cloth 

from thread made from the palm frond. They are gifted in the making 

of various dyes and in the blending of colors. They go with their 

bodies neatly clad from waist to just below the knees, their customary 

mode of dress. Their fancy and embroidered work is’magnificent. They 

also cultivate the soil and raise an abundance of Indian corn, 

millet, peanuts, peas, cassava, sugar cane, etc. They also have many 

goats and fowls. 

They believe in a Supreme Being, the Creator of man and of all 

things. They also believe in the transmigration and the immortality 

of the soul. They trace their own origin from divine ancestry. Al¬ 

though they have many fetishes and charms, they are not worshippers 

of idols. 

Their language is beautiful, highly inflected, rhythmical, musical, 

and full of many idioms, parables, fairy tales, lullabys and songs. 

There are many other very interesting facts concerning this won¬ 

derful people that cannot be mentioned in this short preface. Being 

superior as lhe3r are in so many ways they are not so susceptible to 

the gospel as are the other tribes among whom we labor. However, 

the gospel is gradually penetrating throughout their entire kingdom. 

Evangelistic work is being done in many of their towns and villages 

including the capital itself, and many of them are now followers of 

Christ. 

Upon ray arrival in Africa in 1902 I began the study of the Buluba- 

Lulua language under the instruction of Dr. W. M. Morrison who was 

at that time making a dictionary and grammar of the Buluba-Lulua 

language. At the end of six weeks I gained a working knowledge of 

the Buluba-Lulua tongue, that is I was able to take a class in the Day 

School and the Sunday School. However, just as I was becoming inter¬ 

ested in the language and work among the Baluba people I was sent to 

work among the Bushonga or Bakuba people who spoke an entirely 

different language from the one I was trying so hard to learn. 

At that time, our work among the Bakuba being very new, no defi- 
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nite attempt had been made to do anything in an analytic way in the 

Bushonga or Bukuba language. Therefore, being encouraged by my 

colleagues, I began at once to find out all I could about the language. 

I met with many perplexing problems, especially in the conjugation of 

the verb, the pronunciation and the spelling of words and the classifi¬ 

cation of nouns. My other work was so varied that it was impossible 

to give undivided attention to the language. However, I observed care¬ 

fully every possible feature and listened carefully to the language as it 

was spoken by the natives, even from the smallest child to the king 

himself. 1 frequently sat in the judicial courts and listened to the 

court language. 1. also had special language boys with whom I dis¬ 

cussed various points in the construction of the language. It was not un¬ 

til recent years, however, that I was able to put my notes and jottings 

into some tangible form and to arrange my dictionary in alphabetical 

order. 

I wish to express just here my most grateful appreciation of help 

and suggestions received from my colleagues on the field. I wish to 

mention especially the help, sympathy, and encouragement received 

from our master linguist, Dr. W. M. Morrison whose grammar and 

dictionary of the Buluba-Lulua language was of invaluable help to me 

in getting my book arranged, etc. I must express also my obligation 

for help obtained from works of other languages of the Bantu family, 

especially from those of Mr. Stapleton and Mr. Laman. 

My greatest help, however, came from the natives themselves. I can 

never forget the patience of the wives of king Lukenga and of the prin¬ 

ces in my discussions with them concerning certain problems of the 

language which I was trying to solve. I want to make mention of my 

language boys who seemed never to grow weary of the constant dem¬ 

and that I made upon them. Special mention must be made of Mbo- 

he Lumuana, Shamingi, Mishamikohi, Mukuna, and Mingashanga. 

I must also mention little three year old Mabudi who helped me to 

solve one of the hardest problems which I had ever met.I had worked 

upon a certain feature of the language for a long, long time without 

arriving at a satisfactory conclusion. One day while sitting on my 

front porch, not even thinking of the language, little Mabudi came up 

my front steps on hand and knees for fear of falling. He asked me a 
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question which involved the problem which I was trying to solve. I 

rejoiced greatly because the thing was established, for the native 

children speak their mother tongue perfectly and never make a 

grammatical mistake. 

I most gratefully acknowledge also splendid help given me by Miss 

Alice Werner, Reader in Bantu Languages in the University Of Lon¬ 

don. Miss Werner is an authority on the Bantu languages and the 

people of the Bantu family. I had some doubt as to whether the Bu- 

shonga or Bukuba tribe really belonged to the Bantu family. Miss 

Werner helped me to clear this doubt. 

I am also in debt to Dr. T. Graham Bailey, M. A., B. D., D. Lift., 

Reader in Hindustani and Hindi in the University of London, for some 

most valuable help on phonetics. 

The work done on this language has been a colossal task, for during 

the entire time my other missionary activities did not decrease but 

rather increased. I was compelled to work in season and out of season 

to accomplish what I have done. It has cost far more than can be expres¬ 

sed in words, but in spite of the cost I have enjoyed this part of my 

work far more than I am able to say. It is to me a very precious gem! 

However, I am fully aware of the fact that it is far from being perfect 

or exhaustive, but my earnest prayer is that it may be instrumental in 

helping those who shall labor among the Bushonga or Bukuba tribe to 

get a speedy knowledge of their language, and that it may be blessed of 

the Holy Spirit in the rapid spread of the gospel of peace and salvation 

among the Bushonga or Bukuba tribe who do not know that their 

Supreme Being is the true God who “So loved the world, that He gave 

His only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in Him should not 

perish, but have everlasting life;” also that the Bushonga tribe may be 

instructed in the Word of God and that they, too. “Might believe that 

Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God; and that, believing, they might 

have life through his name.” 

Althea Brown Edmiston. 
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GRAMMAR 

ORTHOGRAPHY. 

I. THE ALPHABET. 

1. The Alphabet of the Bashi Bushonga (Bukuba) language consists of 

seventeen letters which are as follows: 

Letters. Pronunciation. English Equivalent. Example 

a a as a in jar, bata, people. 

b bay << b a balm, buanyi, wisdom. 

d day < i d < < date, dina, name. 

e e << e u they, bei, to lay aside. 

Cf 
O gay 

n 
9 

a thing, ngata, woman. 

h (two sounds): 

1. phay no equivalent, hanga, sheep. 

2. ash as h in she or chip. , shiya to sharp 

ntsho, peanut. 

i i as i in machine, imisha, accept. 

li kay i i k << 
king, kata, bread. 

1 lay u l n lady, lela, to cry. 

m may u m 11 man, muana, child. 

n nay u n 11 not, ena, to go. 

0 0 t e 0 11 wrote, iyota, garden. 

s say e i s 11 shield, shola, to leave. 

t tay i i t a tone ' to, to go out. 

u u u u u rule, lu, to row. 

w way a IV n water, wena, you. 

y yav a 
y 

11 yonder, yei, substance. 

Note 1. It is interesting to observe the absence of the letters c, f, j, 

q, r, v, x, and z from the alphabet of the Bushonga language. 

The letter is sometimes heard, but this is due to the intermingling 

of dialects, for among the Bashi Bushonga are many persons of other 
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tribes. There are also other subjects of the Bakuba people, such as the Ba- 

Hianga, the Bangena, the Bashoba, the Bakele, etc., who speak the Bu- 

kuba language with more or less purity, but with certain variations in 

accent and pronunciation called by the Bakuba the Lumbila. 

Note 2. In addition to the vowel sounds given in the alphabet we find 

the short sounds a, e, u, o, also the broad a. 

Note 3. Bearing in mind the above changes of the vowel sounds, and 

with a little exception in the sound of the initial m and n in combina¬ 

tion with other consonants (7,8), the language is phonetic throughout. 

Note 4. One must be constantly warned against diminished words, syl¬ 

lables, phrases, etc. Final vowels are often not heard at all. See 891 (e) 

note 1. 

Note 5. Sometimes it is difficult to distinguish between the sounds of 

different letters of the alphabet: 

(a) Between o and n, and a and u. 

(b) Between final i and a. 

(c) Between b and h. One may hear, for instance, ikohi or ikobi, 

box; bube or buhi, badness; aha or aba, their, etc. 

(d) Between final i and ya. One may hear shui or shuya, acquit; mbai 

or mbaya, friend; dioi or dioya, word; makai or makaya, tobacco; 

etc. 

2. The long vowels are a, e, o, u, with which is classed the broad a. 

Rem. 1. Throughout the entire vocabulary of the Bukuba language 

we have found only fivt; words that contain this broad a. They are as 

follows: muata, person; buata, hunting net; bvala, village; buasha, 

forehead or front; buata, bow; the broad a being in the initial syllable 

of these words. 
i 

Since the ua of these words is pronounced like o in bolt or as o in 

November, but a little higher, these words will be written throughout 

the entire grammar and dictionary as follows: muota or mota; buota or 

bota\ buola or bola; buosha or bosha; buota or bota. This is done to avoid 

diacritical marks. However, the concord agreement of these words 

with adjectives, verbs, etc., is not affected by this change in spelling. 

Bear in mind also that in the formation of the plural of these nouns o 

must be treated as a. See 23, 42, 51, 60 — 64, 
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Rem. 2. Under the influence of i long o sometimes becomes oi, and 

long a becomes ai or short a. See 25, (a) and (b). 

Rem. 3. Under the influence of i, a preceded by i becomes short e. 

See 25 (c). 

Rem. 4. Observe that e followed by i is long; as tei, vt., to remove; 

lei, vi., to bury; bei, vt., to lay aside; nyei, vt. to go to meet; lei, vi., 

to be weary; tei, fire; etc. 

3. The short vowels are a, e, o, u. 

Rem. 1. These short vowels have the following sounds respectively: 

a as a in fat] e as e in let; o as aw in awe or shawl; wasM in up, 

Rem. 2. Under the influence of i short o sometimes becomes ue, the 

e being short. See 25, (a). 

Rem. 3. Under the influence of i long u sometimes becomes short u; 

as shui, vt., from shu, vi., to be acquitted. See 25, (d). 

Rem. 4. It is important to observe that, throughout the dictionary 

and grammar of the Bukuba language, no diacritical marks will be 

employed. Therefore one must listen carefully to the natives for 

correct pronunciations of words. 

4. The consonants b, d, h, l, s, and t have the common English pro¬ 

nunciation and therefore present no difficulty. 

5. G is always found in combination with N and has the sound of 

G in sing. The G is never found alone and has always the nasal 

preceding. 

6. H has two sounds: 

(a) It is employed to represent a peculiar breathing sound which 

is not found in the English. In order to make this sound, as in the 

word hanga put the lips together as in preparing to whistle, protrude 

them slightly and do not allow them to press against the teeth, then 

expel the breath, uttering the sound, letting the lips fall apart. 

(b) E, preceded by S has the common English sound of H \n shall 

or in church. 

7. M has the common English sound except at the beginning of 

words in combination with other consonants. See 1, Note 3. 

8. N has the sharp nasal sound of N in not except at the beginning 

of words in combination with other consonants. See 1, Note 3. 
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9. S is always found in combination with H and has the common 

English sound of S in shall or church. 8 is never found alone. 

10. w is always a consonant and is therefore never employed as a 

vowel. For the close relationship of W with U in certain euphonic 

changes, see 26. 

11. Y, like W, is always a consonant and is therefore employed as a 

vowel. For the close relationship of Y with I in certain euphonic 

changes, see 26. 

DOUBLE CONSONANTS. 

12. Double Consonants occur when N,M,, and 8 are found in combina¬ 

tion with other consonants. 

M is found before b and h; N before d, g, h, t, s, and y; S before h. 

Bern. The double consonant sh has the sound of sh in shall. 

13. It will be noticed in the pronunciation of the double consonants 

with M that: 

(a) When double consonants come in the body of the word the divi¬ 

sion of the syllable occurs between the preceding vowel and the double 

consonants and that the M has the common English sound, e. g. a — 

ma — mbo — la, he struck me. 

(b) However, when the double consonants come at the beginning of 

the word M has a slight nasal sound. For example, in the pronuncia- 

tion of mbola, jackal, close the lips, let the initial sound pass through 

the nose, then expel the breath, saying bola. 

TRIPLE AND QUADRUPLE CONSONANTS. 

14 Triple consonants occur when N and T are found before sh; as, 

a-ma-nsho-la, he left me; ba-ma-tsha-ka-la, they scattered. 

Quadruple consonants occur when N is found before tsh; as, ba- 

ma-ntshe-ha, they knew me 

Rem. The triple consonants tsh have always the sound of ch in chalk. 

15. It will be noticed in the pronunciation of the double, triple and 

quadruple consonants with N that: 

(a) When N comes at the beginning of the word in combination 
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with other consonants it has a very slight nasal sound, and often not 

heard at all. Notice the pronunciation of the word nkidi, friend, close 

the lips, let the initial sound pass through the nose, then expel the 

breath, saying kidi. G, in the above case, has the soft sound of G in 

sing; as, ngadi, concubine; nguoma doctor; etc, 

(b) When N is found in combination with other consonants in the 

body of a word the following sounds are present: 

(1) When N comes before d, t, and y the division of the syllable 

occurs between the preceding vowel and the consonants following and 

N has the common English sound. 

A-ma-ndo-sha he told me; a-ma-ntshi.ka, he accompanied me; ha- 

ma-nya-ka, they killed him; ba-ma-nto-ma, they sent him. 

(2) When N comes before g, k, and s it has the ringing souu 1 of A 

in ring, sing, etc. 

Bci-ma-nga-sha they helped him; ba-ma-nkue-ta, they pierced him; 

ba-ma-nsko-la, they left him 

Note 1. G in the above words, i. e. in combination with other 

consonants in the body of a word, has the sound of G in sing. 

Note 2. For n before li and b, See 30. 

DIPHTHONGS AND VOWEL COMBINATIONS. 

16. There are several proper diphthongs in which both vowels are 

. pronounced at the same time. Some of the more common are as follows: 

(a) Ua, pronounced as wa in wasp. 

Buala, disease. 

(b) Ue, pronounced as ue in question. 

Buesha, good luck. 

(C) Ui, pronounced as ue in bequeath. 

Buina, you. 

(d) JJo, pronounced as uo in quotation 

Muonyi, sower. 

(e) Uo, pronounced as o in bolt or as o in November, but a little 

higher. 

Buola, village, See 2, Rem. 1. 
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A buola, by (followed by agent). 

(f) Oi pronounced as oi in oil. 

Mboiki, writer. 

Rem. Frequently the u in diphthongs is very slightly sounded. This 

is especially true in the case of the prefix of nouns whose stem begins 

with a vowel; as, muonya, life; luana, fence; etc. 

(g) la pronounced as ea in idea. 

Biana, graves. 

(h) Ie, pronounced most like ea in beatitude. 

Bismi, my (biketa) things. 

(i) Io, pronounced as eo in deodoriize. 

Biona, lean (ones). 

17. There are other vowel combinations such as ai, ia, etc., which 

must be treated as diphthongs otherwise separate syllables would 

have to be made for each vowel sound. 

Mai, my mother; odia, to eat, etc. 

18. All vowel combinations are treated as diphthongs or tripthongs 

and therefore form one syllable. 

Bua-la, disease; bui-na you; bue.ke-na, you will go; luai, one thous¬ 

and; dioi: word; etc. 
0 

II. SYLLABLES. 

19. In dividing words into syllables the most accurate and best 

method of pronunciation rather than etymology is of greatest impor- 

. tance. 

20. The syllable usually begins with a consonant and ends with a 

vowel or diphthong. Each diphthong with its consonant makes a syl¬ 

lable. 

mua-na, child; ta-ia, father; mua-ta, chain; bua-la, disease; mbua, dog 

etc. 

Rem. 1. Some words begin with a vowel. 

A-ma.ta.ye-ka, he gave to us; i.mi-sha, accept; odia, eat; o-wa, die; etc. 

Rem. 2. In a large number of words throughout the language the 
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final vowel is never sounded except in certain constructions or unless 

the words are spoken slowly and distinctly or emphatically. One 

hears, for example, anen, for anena, he has gone; ayeh for ayeha, he 

gave to you; ntem for ntema, heart; etc. However, if we say yena bita, 

when we go; ayeha bita, when we give to you; etc., the final is distinct, 

ly sounded. 

21. Where double, triple, and quadruple consonants occur the divi¬ 

sion takes place between the preceding vowel or diphthong and the 

consonants following. 

Ba-ma-nya-ha, they Killed him; muo-nya, life; ba-ma.ntshe-ha they 

knew me; ba-ma.nsho-la, they left him; etc. 

Rem. 1. When N comes before g, h, and s, it must be borne in mind 

that A has a very slight nasal sound, especially is this true in the case 

of v.g. 

Ba.nga-sha, they helped him; ba.ma-nkue-ta, they pierced him. See 

15, (b), (2). 

Rem. 2. The initial A7, followed by one or more of the other conso¬ 

nants, is not considered a syllable. In such cases the double, triple, 

or quadruple consonants with the succeeding vowel or diphthong form 

the syllable. 

Nga-ta, woman; ngo, thus; mbua, dog*; nshu-ki, saviour; nga-di, con¬ 

cubine; ntsho-na, patches; etc. 

III. EUPHONY. 

4 

22. Too much emphasis cannot be placed on this subject which 

plays a very important part throughout the inflection of this language. 

ELISION AND CONTRACTION OF VOWELS. 

23. A vowel is elided when it comes before its like in the same word, 

and a generally elides before all other vowels in the same word. 

Therefore: 

a + a becomes a; i + i becomes i; i + a becomes i; 

a + e ” e; a + u ” u; e + a ” e; 

a 4- o ” o; u + i ” u; etc. 
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Thus: 

Ba -f ana becomes bana, children; ha + emi becomes bemi< my 

(bana, children, understood); ma -f oi becomes moi, words; bi -b ina 

becomes bina, your (biketa, things, understood); ba + ukuma becomes 

bukuma, they will rise; bu -b ila becomes bula, you are; etc. 

24. Elisions occur frequently between words in sentences. Especially 

is this true when a word ends with a vowel and is followed by a word 

beginning with a vowel. Id such cases the elision is generally indicated 

by an apostrophe (’). Some of the ordinary cases are as follows: 

(a) Often the final vowel is elided when followed by a word begin¬ 

ning with a vowel; as istiana for isha ana, his father; muamistiemi for 

muamisha emi, my wife; NshuBita, for Nshuki. ita, our Saviour; etc. 

Rem. 1. However, sometimes in order to preserve the parts of the 

word distinct neither vowel is elided. Especially is this true in the 

compound tenses of the verb when the present participle is used and 

the root of the verb begins with a consonant. 

Ayasha amulca, he is loving; bayasha abuaka, they are falling; banena 

a buola, they have gone to the village; etc. 

Rem. 2. In rapid speaking the two vowels are often not distinctly 

heard, but they are usually heard in slow speaking, especially is this 

true in reading. Again in the writing of hymns one may find it conve¬ 

nient to elide one of the vowels or to retain both vowels without seriously 

affecting pronunciation or euphony. 

EXPANSION AND ASSIMILATION OF VOWELS. 
* * i > 

25. Expansion or assimilation of vowels is noted in a few words of 

two syllables ending in ma, ha, ha, ga, and ia. 

(a) Observe the expansion of long o to oi and short o to ue 

under the influence of final i. 

Mboiki, scribe, from boka, to write; nkoimi, judge, from koma, to judge 

npiki (pi. baloiki), witch, from loka, to swear against; nuengi (pi. baluengi), 

admonisher, from longa, to admonish; kueki, vt., to assemble, from 

kokama, vi., to assemble; etc. 

(b) Observe the expansion of a to ai under the influence of final i. 
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Naingi, vt., to strengthen, from nangata, to be firm; mbaiki shepherd, 

from baha, to guard; naiki (pi. balaiki) teacher, from laka, to teach; etc- 

Note 1. For the suffixes ma and ta in the words kokama and nangata, 

see 299. 

Note 2. Frequently oi in the words given above is pronounced like 

short u, and ai like short e. Note in this connection the words 

Mboihi or Mbuki; Mbaiki or Mbeki, the names of women; also the words 

hoiki or huki, pot; haingi or hengi, sister, etc. See 391, (c) Note 4. 

(c) Observe the assimilation of a, preceded by i, to e under the 

influence of final i. 

Nyeki (pi. badieki), murderer, from diaka, to kill; nyei (pi. badiei), eater, 

from odia, to eat; etc. See 287 B. VIII (2) and (7). 

(d) Observe the change of long u to short u, and long a to short a 

under the influence of final i. 

Lumi, vt., to bend, from lumata, vi., to be bent; ngami, vt., to cleanse, 

from ngama, vi., to be clean; etc. See 299. 

Rem. ‘Note that the expansions and assimilations given under (a)-(d) 

above take place only when the final vowel a has been changed to i or 

imi, or when i is suffixed, but when the final vowel a has been changed 

to idi, or when isha is suffixed, no expansion or assimilation takes 

place. See 76 (d), 245 and Rem. 2, 293, 300, and 307. 

Change of V to W and 1 to Y. 

26. In inflections, when u begins a word and is followed by a vowel 

in the same syllable it takes the consonant form w. Thus, uanena 

becomes wanena, you went; ue becomes we, you are; uena becomes 

wena, you; etc. 

27. In inflections, when i begins a word and is followed by a vowel 

in the same syllable it takes the consonant form y. 

Itanga iakita becomes itanga yakita, the sun has set; iketa iemi be¬ 

comes iketa yemi, my thing; etc. 

Rem. 1. 1, meaning with or and, may or may not change to y when 

followed by the possessive pronouns. See 100, also 115, (c), (1)- (7). 

Rem. 2. Sometimes the i is retained when followed by a vowel; as, 

iketsh’iemi^ my thing; etc. 
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EUPHONIC CHANGES OF CONSONANTS. 

28. L, followed by i, becomes d. 

Thus, eVi becomes ed'i, he has; kulolidi becomes kulodidi, do not 

speak, from Lola, to speak; etc. 

Rem. 1. L, preceded by n referring to the 1st. pers. sing of class I, 

or by the n used in the formation of the gerund, becomes d. Thus, 

amalosha becomes amandosha, he told me; nloshala becomes ndoshala, 

telling; etc. See 217. 

Exceptions: 

When the n referring to the 1st. pers. sing, or the n used in the for¬ 

mation of the gerund, is followed by li(di) the n and the li(di) are 

expanded into ntsh. Thus, andiaka becomes antshaka, he killed me; 

ndiakala becomes ntshakala, killing; etc. 

Rem. 2. When L is preceded by n that does not refer to t he 1st. 

pers. sing., or to the n used in the formation of the gerund, it becomes n. 

Thus, bamanlosha becomes bamanosha, they told him; anlaka be- 

comes anaka, he taught him; etc. See 25, 43, 307, (a). 

Exceptions: 

When the L, in this case, is followed i, the n and the li(di) are 

contracted to ny. Thus, bandiaka becomes banyaka, they killed him; 

ndiimi becomes nyimi, lost one; ndiu becomes nyu, corpse; etc. 

Rem. 3. Because of this close relationship of n and l, na is very 

often pronounced la. The 1st. pers. pro. prefix (107) is either na, la or nda. 

Thus, one may hear lamuka or ndamuka. T want; kalamukidi or kana- 

mukidi I do not want: etc. 

Rem. 4. Final na of other words is frequently pronounced la. Thus, 

one may hear bunonona or bunonola, strength; ileshina or ileshila, 

reward; etc. 

29. In certain inflections t, followed by i, becomes tsh. This is 

especially true when final ta is changed to ti; as, ntotshi, speaker, from 

iota, to speak; atshidi bana, when they had taken, from at a, to take; etc. 

The t sometimes changes to tsh when the final vowel a of words ending 

in ta is elided and the initial vowel of the following word is i; as, ketsidina. 

your (keta) hats; iketsli inna, his (iketa) thing; etc. However, when the 
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vowel following t is contracted t is not changed to tsh. Thus, taiya be¬ 

comes tiya, let us go; toimisha becomes timisha, let us accept; etc. See 

23, 207, 243. 

30. N, followed by b or hf becomes m. 

Thus, anbuesha becomes ambuesha, he caused me to fall; etc. 

item. ]. when the final a of words ending in na is changed to i the n 

generally becomes ny; as, inuonyi, sower, from ana, to sow7. See 307. 

Note in this connection that the n may or may not become ny before 

the applied suffix islia. See 294, (d) and Eem. 

Eem. 2. Note that the n of roots ending in na is not affected when the 

final vowel a is changed to idi. Thus, lena, to see, gives kalenidi, he did 

not see; mana, to finish, gives kamanidi, he did not finish; etc. 

Eem. 3. Note also that n, employed as in 33 (a), is not affected when 

followed by i; as, aninama, he stooped down; aniya, he came; etc. 

Note in this connection the conjunction bani, nda. 

Eem. 4. n + n — n ; n + in — m. 

For exceptions see 34, 35. 

31. In certain inflections, and for the sake of euphony, n is employed 

between a vow’el and a consonant; as, kamidi ansheka, a nice goat; koka 

ambe, a bad chicken; etc. See 30. 

32. In certain inflections, and for the sake of euphony, n, coming 

before a form beginning with a vowel, takes either the form of mhu (>nh), 

ntsh, ny, or mu; and na becomes nda. 

Examples: 

(a) Of mhu (mh): 

Anamala becomes amhuamala, he touched me; aneka becomes am- 

heka, he gave to me; numala becomes mhumala, raising; etc. See 109, Eem. 

5; 113, Eem. 5; 217, Eem. 4. 

(b) Of ntsh: 

Luma, journey, gives ntshena, journeys; etc. See 48. 

Eem. 1. Note in this connection the emphatic pronouns ntshemi, 

ntshana, etc. See 98, Eem. 4 and 5: 100, Eems. 2 5;246, Eems. 2-6. 

Eem. 2. Note also in this connection n when followed by li (di), or y or 

ny. 

Bamandiima gives bamantshima, they forgot me; bamannyuta becomes 

bamantshuta, they kissed me; baniannyata becomes bamantshata, they 
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tread upon me; bamanyeha becomes bamantsheha, they knew me; etc. 

See 28, Eem. 1; 100, Bern. 8; 217, Rem. 2. 

(c) Of ng: 

Unasha gives ungasha, help me; amanuesha becomes amangueslia, he 

died for me; etc. See 109, Bern. 2, Note; 217, Bern. 4, Note; 227, Note. 

(d) Of ny: 

Bamandiaka becomes bamanyaka, they killed him; etc. See 28, Rem. 

2 and exceptions; 287, B. VIII. (2); 897, Bern. L. 

(e) Of nda: 

Naanena gives ndanena, I went; laekeua, gives ndekena, I 

shall go; etc. See 28, Bern. 3. ; 107 and Rem. 2. 

Rem. 1. For contraction of vowels, see 23. 

Rem. 2. For n employed between the two vowel5, see 33 (a). 

(f) Of mu. See 76, (a); 145-151; 215 and Rem. 2; 420-421. 

33 Certain consonants sometimes serve to separate two vowels. 

(a) N is thus employed between any two vowels in verbal inflec¬ 

tions before roots beginning with a vowel when there is no pronominal 

infix. See 112, 113. 

Aimisha becomes animisha, he accepted; aena becomes anena, he 

went; aoka becomes anoka. etc. 

Rem. Note that the n is not used between the two vowels in the 

negative in which case the vowels are simply contracted. See 23. 

Thus, oka, to hear, gives katokidi, we did not hear; katoka, we had 

not heard; etc. The two tenses here used are the past and the past 

perfect. 

(b) Y is thus employed between any two vowels in verbal inflec¬ 

tions before roots beginning with a vowel and is preceded by a prono¬ 

minal infix. See L10, 111. 

Amabuasha becomes amabuyasha, he helped you; amabaula becomes 

amabayula, he asked them; amctbaoka becomes amabayoka, he heard 

them; etc. 

Rem. 1. Note exception in the case of the 3rd. pers. sing, of clas¬ 

ses I and III. 

Amainula he asked him; bamamuoka, they heard him: bamanga they 

helped him; etc. 

Rem. 2. Note that Y is also sometimes employed to separate vowels 
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in the formation of nouns. 

Ngola, older one, gives bayola, older ones; mueki, giver, gives bayeki] 
givers; iyeyeki, giving, from ekci, to give; etc. 

Rem. 3. Yis often prefixed to a word beginning with a vowel for 

the sake of euphony. 
Ingeta becomes yingeta, sign; ena bata becomes yena bata when the 

people go; etc. 

Rem. 4. Note that Y is employed between the subordinating par¬ 

ticle a- and roots beginning with the vowel u in the past perfect tense; 

as ayudidi bata, when the people asked, from ula to ask; etc. 
(c) w is sometimes prefixed to a word beginning with a vowel for 

the sake of euphony; as, bamuka u'oka maxi, they wish to bathe; etc. 
34. In certain inflections when n comes before m the m is replaced 

by b. This is seen in the formation of the gerund also wben the 1st. 

pers. sing pronominal infix comes before a root beginning with m. 

Thus, anmuka becomes ambuka, he loved me; anmona becomes am- 

bona, he saw me; nmonala becomes mbonala, seeing; nmanala becomes 

mbanala, finishing; etc. See 113, Rem. 6.; 217, Rem. 7; 287.B. VITI., 

(3). 

35. In certain inflections when n comes before a root beginning with 

n the n of the root becomes d. This is seen in the formation of the 

gerund, and when the 1st. pers. sing, pronominal infix comes before 
a root beginning with n. 

Thus, amannaingi becomes amandadngi. he strengthened me; a,man- 

nenyi becomes amandenyi3 he enlarged me; nnamala becomes ndamala, 

lightning; nnenala becomes ndenala, enlarging; etc. See 113, Rem. ft; 

217, Rem. 7. 

Rem. The n of roots beginning with n no doubt has the force of 1. 

See 28. 

IV. ACCENT. 

36. This is a very important subject and can only be mastered by 

careful listening to the language as it is spoken by the natives them¬ 

selves, also by constant practice in speaking it. The Bukuba language 
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is quite free from a strong accent on any syllable, and, on the whole, 

is very smooth, rhythmical and musical. In simple words of two or 

three syllables there is a slight accent on the penult, with a second¬ 

ary accent on fourth, fifth and sixth syllable in inflected words. 

Ano, he has died; alu, he rowed; amatawesha, he di£d for us; etc. 

Note 1. When the word has seven or eight syllables the primary ac¬ 

cent falls on the antepenult and the secondary accent on the sixth 

syllable. 

Itashuhatashul'isha, he will save us. 

Note 2. It is interesting to note the pronounciation of a few words 

that are spelt exactly alike but have a different meaning. These words 

are accented on the same syllable. However, the one is pronounced 

with a rising inflection on the accented syllable, and the other by a 

falling inflection on the accented syllable. 

Shuoma, swine; ngata, woman; bata, women. These are pronounced 

with a falling inflection. 

Shuoma, gift; ngata, inside; bata, people. These are pronounced 

with a rising inflection one the accented syllable. 

Rem. Diphthongs arc regarded as syllables. 

Buala, disease; muana, child; mvedi, star. 

THE PARTS OF SPEECH. 

NOUNS. 

37. Unlike the Indo-European system of languages, the inflection 

of nouns is made by the use of prefixes instead of suffixes. 

38. The only change in the noun is that to express number, singular 

and plural. There is no case system. Case relations are shown in this 

language by the position of the word in the sentence or by certain 

prepositional words. 

39. There is also no gender system. See 59. 

40. There are in this language two numbers, singular and plural. 

41. The variations for number are made by certain prefixes, and 

according to these, the nouns divide themselves into ten classes. It 
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is of vast importance that these should be well understood and learned 

because the entire principle of concord rests upon them. 

Rem. It is important to note that there are no definite or indefinite 

articles corresponding to the English “the,” “a,” and “an.” 
v 

The prefixes of the different classes are as follows: 

Singular. Plural. 

Class L mm ba. 
u II. mu- mi- 
it III. n- n- 
i: IV. n- n- 
u V. lu-(la) n. (ntsh-) 
u VI. di- ma¬ 
a VII. bm in a- 
u VIII. i- ma- 
u IX. i- bi- 
u X. ka- tu- (ta-). 

We shall now take up each class in its order. 

CLASS I. 

42. In this class mu- is prefixed to stems beginning with a vowel 

and ba- for the plural. JV- is prefixed to stems beginning with a, conson¬ 

ant for the singular in this class and ba- for the plural. See 30, 43. 

Singular. Plural. 

mu-ota, person, ba ta, people. See 2, Rem. 1 

mu-ana, child, ba-na, children, 

mu-onyambanga, stranger, bonyambanga, strangers. 

Rem. 1. Observe the laws of euphony and the contraction of vowels, 

See 23. 

Rem. 2. For the word muota becoming bata in the plural, see 2. 

Rem. 1. 

43. The stems of many nouns of this class begin with a consonant 

and therefore take the prefix n- in the singular, however the concord of 

verbs, adjectives, etc., is regular throughout. 
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The following are some nouns of class I with n- as prefix in the sing.: 

Singular Plural 

n-kidi, friend, ba-kidi, friends. 

n-tudi, black-smith, ba-tudi, black-smiths. 

n-shi, inhabitant, ba-shi, inhabitants. 

n-yimi, king, ba-nyimi, kings. 

m-bami, lawyer, ba-mbami, lawyers. 

m-boiki, scribe, ba-boiki, scribes. 

n-doi, namesake, ba-ndoi, namesakes. 

n-donaka, contemporary. ba-ndonaka, contemporaries 

n.yi bita, leader in battle, ba-nyi bita, leaders in battle 

n-gola, older one, ba-yola, older ones, 

n-geta, slave, (ba-eta) beta, slaves. 

n-gata, woman, (ba-ata) bata, women. 

n-gadi, concubine, (ba-adi) badi, concubines. 

n-guoma, doctor, ba-nguoma. doctors. 

(n.la) na bulanca, bridegroom, ba-la malanca, bridegrooms, 

(n-lii) nyi, a rich person, ba-di, rich persons. 

(n-lunga) nunga, man, ba.lunga, men. 

(n.loiki) noiki, witch, ba-loiki, witches. 

(n-laiki) naiki, teacher, ba.laiki, teachers. 

m-hutslii, liar, ba-hutshi, liars. 

n-tshueki, albino, ba-tshueki, albinos. 

Rem. 1. Note that the prefix n- of this class is dropped in the plural 

before stems beginning with l, h. t and s. 

JNote also that the prefix n-is retained in the plural before 

stems beginning b, d, g, m, n. and y. 

Note exception in the case of the words, ngadi, ngata, ngeta, 

ngola, and mboiki. The g in the foregoing words are no doubt employed 

for the sake of euphony. See 32. 

Rem. 2. There are also a number of nouns of this class that have no 

prefix in the singular. 

The following are some of the more common of these nouns: 

Singular. Plural. 

kuma, chief, ba.kuma, chiefs. 
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ba-tata, fathers, 

ba-mamu, grand.parents. 

CLASS II. 

44. In this class mu- is prefixed, in the singular, to stems begin- 

ning with a vowel, and mi- for the plural. 

Singular, 

mu-ata, chain, 

mu-onya, life, 

mu-anya, heat(of sun), 

mu-edi, star, 

mu-aka, street, 

mu-nya, mouth, 

Rem. Note exception in the case 

word is no doubt mu-unya, See 23. 

Plural. 

mi-ata, chains, 

mi-onya, lives, 

no plural, 

mi-edi, stars, 

mi-aka, streets, 

mi-nya, mouths, 

of the word mu-nya, mouth. This 

45. There are a large number of nouns in this class whose stems 

begin with a consonant, and take the prefix n- in the singular, and mi- 

in the plural. However, the concord of verbs, adjectives, etc., in the 

singular, is always mu-. 

The following is a list of nouns of Class II that take the prefix 

n. in the singular: 

Singular, 

n-tema, heart, 

m-buha, band (for the head), 

n-kentsha, command, 

n-tshika, fable, news, report, 

n-dela, cloth, 

m hika, stick, stake, 

n-guna, work, 

n-shasha. happiness, 

n-tshi, season, 

n-te, stick, 

n-yinga, smoke, 

(n-lola) nola, alarm, (See 28, Rem. 2), 

Plural. 

mi-tema, hearts, 

mi-mbuha, bands, 

mi-kentsha commands, 

mi-tshika, fables, 

mi-ndela, cloths, 

mi-hika, stakes, 

mi-nguna, works, 

mi-shasha, happinesses, 

mi-tshi, seasons, 

mi-te, sticks, 

mi-nyinga, smokes, 

mi-lola, alarms, 
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(n-liu)nyu, corpse(See28, Rem. 2, Exception),mi-diu, corpses, 

(n-nama) nama, tax, (See 30, Rem. 2), mi-nama, taxes, 

(n-rnnna) muna, hem, mi-muna, hems, 

(n-nena) nena, oppression, No plural. 

Rem. Nouns of class II, having the prefix n- in the singular, drop 

the n- in the plural when followed by a consonant that is not b, d, g> 

m, n or y. 

CLASS III. 

46. In this class n- is prefixed to the stem for both the singular 

. and the plural. 

Note that n becomes m before b and h. See 31. 

Singular, 

n-gona, moon, 

n-gongisha, bed bug, 

n-tshetsha, lightning, 

n-yua, meat, 

m-bua, dog, 

m-bula, rain, 

m-bola, jackal, 

Plural. 

n-gona, moons, 

n-ngongisha, bed bugs, 

n-tshetsha, lightnings, 

n-yua, meats, 

m-bua, dogs, 

m-bula, rains, 

m-bola, jackals. 

Rem. Nouns of this class consist of animate objects only, includ¬ 

ing meat, rain and lightning, which are considered animate by the na¬ 

tives. 

47. In Class III must be placed a number of words that have no 

prefix at all. However, the agreement in concord of verbs, adjectives 

etc., is the same throughout. 

Some of the more common of these words are as follows: 

Singular, 

hanga, sheep 

Plural. 

hanga, sheep, 

koka, chicken koka, chickens 

kamidi, goat, kamidi, goats, 

hami, antelope, hami, antelopes, 

kema, monkey, kema, monkeys, 

huo, rat, huo, rats, 
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Bern. Sometimes ba- is heard in the plural of nouns of class III. 

However, it is not the proper prefix. When nouns of this class are used 

in the plural without modifications the prefix ba- is sometimes heard, 

and the noun, in the thought of the speaker, is a person. However, as 

soon as a modifier is employed with the noun, the prefix ba- disappears, 

e. g. Bahami, antelopes becomes at once hami ihe, two antelopes. 

CLASS IV. 

48. In this class n- is prefixed to the stem for the singular and n- 

for the plural. 

Note 1. Bemember that n becomes m before b and h. See 30. 

Note 2. One will find in this class a number of nouns that have no 

prefix at all. However, the agreement in concord of verbs, adjectives, 

etc., is the same throughout. 

Note 3. Nouns of this class are made up of INANIMATE objects 

only. 

Singular. Plural. 

n-goma, drum, n-goma, drums, 

n-guma, bag, n-guma, bags, 

n-tshala, stream, n-tshala, streams, 

n-gila, grave, n-gila, graves, 

n-doma, fruit, n-doma, fruits, 
n-gadiha, sword, n-gadiha, swords, 

n-ganga, trade, n-ganga, trade, 

n-gonga, bell, n-gonga, bells, 

n guha, shield, n-guha shields, 
m-boka, road, m-boka roads, 
m-bata, seat, m-bata, seats, 
m*bata, debt m-bata, debts, 
m-bixa, back, m-bixa, backs, 
m-boha, sunset, m-boha, sunsets, 

m-boka, pebble, m-boka, pebbles, 
m bonga, cup, m. bonga, cups, 
m-bota. seed, m-bota, . seed, 
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-hadi, hoof, -hadi, hoofs, 

-hama, power, -hama, powers, 

-hanga, staff, -hanga, staffs, 

-hema, chalk, -hema, chalks, 

-hia, taste, flavor, -hia, tastes, 

-hima, forgetfulness, no pi. 

-hoiki, pot, -hoiki, pots, 

-hoka, skin, -hoka, skins, 

-hontsha, arrow, -hontsha , arrows. 

-hota, sore, -hota, sores, 

-hoxa, thirst, -no pi. 

-hueta, times, -hueta, times, 

-huha, flour, no pi. 

-hungi, bugle, -hungi, bugles, 

-kaha, anger, •kaha, 

-kata, bread, .kata, 

-kai, oar, -kai, oars, 

•ldnga, custom, -kinga, customs, 

-kodi, drum, •kodi, drums, 

-tama, limb, -tama, limbs, 

shadi, palm oil, -shadi, 

.shama, palm tree, .shama, palm trees, 

.shama, roof, -shama, roofs, 

.shina, the earth, bottom, -shina, 

-shola, odour, -shola, odours, 

Eem. 1. The above are some of the most common nouns of this class. 

Many others, along with these, will be found in the vocabulary. 

Eem. 2. Because of the variableness of the concord (60-64) agreement, 

in the SINGULAR, of nouns of this class, it is one of the most difficult 

sections in the entire study of the Bukuba language. However, if the 

information, given under the remarks that follow, is carefully studied, 

the difficulties met with in this class will be easily mastered. 

Eem. 8. Under certain conditions the concord agreement of nouns of 

this class, in the SINGULAR is a, mi or i. 

(a) The conditions under which the concord agreement of nouns 
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of this class, in the singular, is ALWAYS a: 

(1) Relative pronouns referring to nouns of this class. See 145- 

152. 

Tamuka mbonga ambaka a mbula, we want the cup that was in 

the house; ntshina arnbodi, it was it (mbata, chair), that broke; etc. 
# 

(2) The prefixes of the modifying words, when nouns of this 

class, in the singular, are modified: 

1. By the demonstrative (124) adjectives kitiya (129) and kuna 

(135). 

Bamuka ngoma akuiya, they want this drum; tamuka nguma akuna, 

we want that bag. 

2. Possessive adjectives or possessive adjective pharases. 116-120. 

Mbong’emi, my cup; ngem ana, his ax; mbata a bam, their seat, 

king a a bata, the custom of the people; etc. 

3. By nouns employed as adjectives. See 75, (a) and (e). 

Mbonga a yema, a white cup; mbata a tola, a red chair; ngema a 

nganga, a new ax; nceka a Mbawota, the dress of Mbawota; etc. 

4. By substantive numerals (motshi, first, excepted) employed as 

adjectives. See 85, 86, Rem. 4, 89, 92. 

Toxa a mbata ahina, sit upon the second seat; utayeka mbonga 

anshamala, give us the sixth cup; etc. 

5. By the distributive adjective ekidi. See 75 (e), Rem. 7. 

Bashoma ngema ekidi, tbey bought another ax. 

Note. Under no other conditions is a the concord agreement of 

nouns of this class. 

(b) The conditions under which the concord agreement of nouns of 

this class, in the singular, is ALWAYS mi: 

(1) The prefix of simple descriptive adjectives (65-68) modifying 

nouns of this class. This includes the substantive numeral motshi or mo, 

but excludes the distributive adjective ekidi. 

Ngoma misheka, a pretty drum; nguma minena, a large bag; 

ndanga mikixya, a short fork; ndoma mikeka, a small seed; rnboka mitadi, 

a long road; ngnlia minonona, a strong shield; hota mibe, a bad sore; 

hoiki mikima, every pot; ngila miteka, any grave; ndonga mintshi, the 

same needle; ntshala mimotshi, one river; ntsheka mimo, one dress; etc. 
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(2) The pronominal infix referring to nouns of this class, in the 

singular. See 112, 118, 165, Rem., 227, (2). 

Bamikaha, they sold it (ngema, ax); bamislioma, they bought it 

(rnbonga); bamishahala, they hoed it (mboka, roadj; etc. 

Note. Under no other condition is mi the concord agreement of nouns 

of this class. 

(c) The conditions under which the concord agreement of nouns of 

this class, in the singular, is ALWAYS I: 

(1) The prefix of all disjunctive personal pronouns, simple and com¬ 

pound, possessive and demonstrative (kuiya and kuna7 excepted), 

referring to nouns of this class. See 61-62, 94-98, 116-119, 132, 138, 

141, 105-108. 

Ina, it (rnbonga, cup); inameta, it (ngema, ax) alone; iyina, it (mbata, 

chair alone; ina, its; as, tshika biketa a dika di yina,, put the things on 

its top or the top of it {mbata. seat, understood); rnbonga ina, that cup; 

ntsheka yiyi, this dress here; ngema kayiyi, the ax, here it is; etc. 

Note. For the euphonic use of y see 27, also 33 (c). 

(2) All pronominal prefixes (relative pronouns, 145, excepted) of 

verbs of which nouns of this class are the subject. See 110, 111, 145, 177. 

Mbonga yabodi, the cup has broken; ngema imabuaka, the ax fell; etc. 

Rem. 4. It might make the difficulties, met with in this class, more 

clear and easier to master, by saying that, under ALL OTHER CON¬ 

DITIONS, save those mentioned above under Rem. 3, (a) and (b), the 

concord agreement of nouns of this class, SINGULAR and PLURAL, 

is i. Thus, by carefully learning all that has been written under Rem. 

3, (a) and (b) above, the whole matter concerning the concord 

agreement of nouns of this class will be thoroughly mastered and 

understood. 

Rem. 5. Where i is the concord agreement of nouns of this class, 

singular and plural, there is absolutely no way of distinguishing be¬ 

tween the singular and the plural, except in the case of the plural 

pronominal infix. Thus one is almost entirely dependent upon the 

use of a simple adjective, or judge from the context as to whether a 

noun or pronoun of this class is singular or plural. 

Ina inameta imabuaka may mean it alone has fallen or they alone 
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have fallen; mboka ina may mean that road or those roads; mbonga yiyi 

may mean that cup there or those cups there; ngema imabodi may 

mean the ax has broken or the axes have broken; etc. 

CLASS V. 

49. In this class lu. is prefixed to the stem for the singular, and 

n(ntsh-) for the plural of stems beginning with a vowel. Stems that 

begin with a consonant have no prefix in the plural unless they begin 

with b, in which case the prefix n- becomes m. 

Singular. 

lu-ana, fence, 

lu-ema, song, 

lu-ena, journey, 

lu-ona, patch, 

lu-osha, stream, 

lu-boma, ten thousand, 

lu-bana, valley, 

lu-shu, day, 

lu.mba, palm nut, 

lu-shenana, one million, 

lu-ntsho, peanut, 

lu-ntshuka, one hundred thousand, 

lu-hala, small fence, 

lu-keta, hat, 

lu-toka, body, 

Rem. 1. The prefix n- of this class 

ginning with a vowel. See 32. 

Note exception in the case 

the plural. 

Rem 

followed by vowel, is silent. 

Plural. 

ntsh-ana, fences, 

ntsh-ema, songs, 

ntsh-ena, journeys, 

ntsh-ona, patches, 

ntsh-osha, streams, 

m-boma, ten thousands, 

m-bana, valleys, 

shu, days, 

mba, palm nuts, 

shenana, millions, 

ntsho, peanuts, 

ntshuka, hundred thou¬ 

sands, 

hala, small fences, 

keta, hats, 

toka, bodies. 

becomes ntsh- before roots be- 

of lu-asha, leaf, which becomes kasha i in 

2. The u of the prefix lu- of this class is short, and, when 
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CLASS VI. 

50 In this class di- is prefixed to the stem for the singular and ma. 

for the plural. 

Singular. Plural. 

di-ama, wing, (ma-ama) mama, wings, 

di-oi, word, (ma-oi) moi, words, 

di-isha, eye, (ma-isha) misha, eyes, 

di-ina, tooth, (ma-ina) mina, teeth, 

di-ina, name, (ma-ina) rnina, names, 

Rem. For the contraction of vowels, see 23. 

CLASS VII. • 

51. In this class bu- is prefixed to the stem for the singular and m,a- 

for the plural. 

Singular. Plural. 

bu-lelela, bench, ma-lelela, benches, 
bu-lantsha, marriage, ma-lantsha, marriages, 
bu-kidi, friendship, no plural, 

bu-tu, night, ma-tu, nights, 
bu-iki, plentiful, no plural 
bu-ala, disease, (ma-ala)mala, diseases, 

bu-ola, village, (ma-ola)mala, villages, 

bu-osha, forehead, (ma-osha)masha, foreheads 
bu-ota, bow, (ma-ota)mata, bows, 

Rem. 1. For the contraction of vowels, see 23. 

Rem. 2. Bear in mind that the o of uo in the words buola, buoslw, 

and buota, is really broad a. See 2, Rem. 1, also 23. 
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CLASS VIII. 

52. In this class i - is prefixed to the stem for the singular and ma 

for the plural. 

Singular. Plural. 

i - kohi, box, 

i - shu, hoe, 

i - lie la, egg, 

i - laka, bed, 

ma - kohi, boxes, 

ma * shu, hoes, 

ma * kela, eggs, 

ma - laka, beds, 

CLASS IX. 

53- In this class i - is prefixed to the stem for the singular and 

bi - for the plural. 

Plural. 

bi - keta, things, 

bi - kodi,. bones, 

bi - shasha, lungs. 

Singular, 

i - keta, thing, 

i- kodi, bone, 

i- shasha, lung. 

54. There are a large number of nouns of class IX with stems 

beginning with a vowel in which case the prefix i- of the singular be¬ 

comes Y-. See 26, 27, Items, and notes. 

Examples: 

Singular. 

y-osha, bark, husk, 

y-ingeta, sign, 

y-ungala, vagabond, 

Plural. 

bi-osha, husks, 

(bi-ingeta ) bingeta, signs, 

(bi-ungala) biungala, vagabonds. 

CLASS X. 

55. In this class ka- is prefixed to the stem for the singular and tu 

for the plural. 

Eem. 1. This class is generally used in the formation of the diminu¬ 

tive, indicating either smallness in size or amount. Therefore ka. may 

be prefixed for the singular and tu- for the plural to the stems of all 

the other nine classes when it is desired to express the diminutive of 

any noun of those classes. 
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Kem. 2. The u of the plural prefix tu- of this class is short before 

consonants, and is generally elided, assimilated or silent when followed 

by a vowel, this is especially true when this prefix comes before a vowel 

in verb inflections; as, tuana tabuaka, the little ones have fallen. 

Examples of the other classes in the diminutive: 

Singular. 

Class I. ka-ana, a small child, 

Plural. 

tu ana, small children 

“ II. ka-ata, a u chain, tu-ata, a chains, 

“ III. ka-kamidi, (t goat, tu-kamidi a goats, 

“ IV. ka mbonga, < < cup, tu mbonga a cups, 

“ V. ka.keta, a <( hat, tu-keta, a hats, 

“ VI. (ka-ina) kina a tooth, tu-ina, tt teeth, 

“ VII. ka-lelela, it bench, tu-lelela, ti benches, 

“ VIII. ka-laka, a bed, tu laka, tt beds, 

“ IX. ka-kodi, tt bone, tu-kodi, a bones, 

Note 1. The prefix n- or m- of class III and IV is not elided upon 

prefixing the diminutive prefix ha- and tu-; as, ka-mbua, small dog; 

tu mbua, small dogs; etc. 

Note 2. Observe that the words for fire (tueya) teya, and pus 

tu-nya belong to this class without the idea of the diminutive. 

Note 3. Some words used to express bulk or quantity employ the 

corresponding diminutive plural when a small quantity is meant. 

For example, mashi, water, gives tu-ashi, a little water, mana, palm wive, 

gives tu-ana, a little palm wine; makela, blood, gives tu-kela, a little blood; 

etc. 

56. Some words have the singular in one class and the plural in 

another. 

Examples: 

Singular. 

luo, (class V.), arm, 

lukola (class V), leg, 

nena ( ” II), finger, 

mbula ( ” IV), house, 

ntshuma( ” IV), house, 

ngona ( ” IV), field, 

Plural. 

mio (class II), arms, 

mikola ( ” II), legs, 

ndema ( ” IV). fingers, 

mambula ( ” VII or VIII), houses, 

matshuma ( ” VII ” VJII), houses, 

mangona (” VII ” VIII), fields. 
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57- Some words belonging to either class VII or VIII and ex¬ 

pressing the idea of quantity or bulk take the plural form where in 

English the singular is used. 

Mas hi, water; makela, blood; mana, earth; mana, 'palm wine; etc. 

58. It will be interesting to note that to class I belongs most words 

and nouns referring to persons or rational beings. 

To class III belong animate objects only. These include rain and 

lightning considered animate by the natives. 

To class IV belong inanimate objects only. 

To class VI belong most words expressing the abstract idea of 

quantity. 

To class X belong diminutives. Beyond this we are not able to 

give any special rule which governs the division of nouns among the 

several classes. 

Rem. 1. Most introduced words adjust themselves to the various 

classes readily according to sound and meaning. Take, for example, 

the word biscuit which, because it begins with hi, would naturally fall 

into class IX, the singular being ishakela, and the plural bishalceta. 

Rem. 2. Not all nouns referring to persons belong to class I. 

lyesha (cl.VIII), twin; imbuemi (cl. IX), bachelor; iycla (cl. VIII), a 

leader in war; etc. 

Rem. 3. One might be a bit puzzled at first in separating the nouns 

into the various classes upon hearing words having the same prefix 

for the singular. Therefore, a few remarks on this subject might be 

helpful. 

Rem. 4. Bear in mind, that, almost without exception, all nouns 

• belonging to class I refer to persons. After obtaining the singular ask 

for the plural and the question is generally settled. If there beany 

difficulty in finding the plural, use an adjective or a phrase with the 

singular noun. This will generally determine the class to which the 

noun belongs. 

Examples: 

(a) Of classes I and II. Let us take the word muana, child. If we say 

the child of the world we have muana a shina. Here we note a as 

the preposition which is the agreement of the concord of class I 
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Now let us say the street of the city, we have muaka mu bold. Here we 

have mu as the preposition which is the agreement of the concord 

of class II. See 62 Rems. 2-3. 

(b) Of classes I, II, III and IV, which have nouns whose prefix in 

the singular is N- Let us say the Saviour of men, and we have Nshuki a 

bata. Here again we note that a is the preposition which is the agree¬ 

ment of the concord of class I. Now let us say the heart of the many 

and we have ntema mu nunga. Here again we note mu as the prepo¬ 

sition which is the agreement of the concord of class II. Now let us 

say the dog of the man, and we have mbua a nunga. Here we have 

a as the preposition which is the concord of class III. We see at 

once that mbua does not belong to class II because the preposition 

depending upon it would be mu. However, there is no way to distin¬ 

guish it from class I except to find out its plural or to remember that 

it does not refer to a rational being. Class IV is easily determined 

by using any ordinary adjective; as, mbonga minena, a large cup. 

(c) Of classes VIII and IX. We have in both of the3e classes the 

singular prefix i-, and there is no way to determine to which class 

nouns having the prefix i-, belong except to find out what the plural is. 

GENDER. 

59. As has already been stated (37) there is no Gender system in this 

language. A distinction of sex may be made in the following ways: 

(a) By using entirely different words. Just as we say in English boy 

and girl; man and woman; hen and rooster; cow and ox; etc., we say in 

this language, ngata (I), woman; nunga (I), man; muni (I) a koka (III), 

rooster; ngadi (I) a koka, hen; muni a kamidi (III), male goat; ngadi a 

kamidi, female goat; etc. 

(b) When the word is what may be called common gender, that is, 

male or female, the distinction is made by using a qualifying word or 

phrase; as, nunga for male and ngata for female. 

Thus, we say, muana nunga, a male child; muina ngata, a female 

child; He ngata, girl; bile bata, girls; He nunga, boy; bile balunga, boys; etc. 

Rem. 1. The word He is an abbreviation for ilenga (IX), young person. 

Rem. 2. It is interesting to note in this connection that there is a 

compound word male up of classes I and IX which means child or young 
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person, without distinction of sex. 

Mu (I) ilenga (IX), child or young person; ba bilenga, young children 

or young people. 

Note. Mu ilenga is pronounced as one word thus, mmlenga. Mu is an 

abbreviation for muana. 

Rem. 8 Note that the plural of muana ngata is buna ba bata, while 

the plural for muan’a nunga is bana balunga. 

CONCORD. 

60. That principle of language by which certain words are considered 

as depending upon certain other words is known as Concord. This depen¬ 

dence is manifested by the dependent words having the same pronominal 

prefixes as the words of which they are regarded as subordinate. 

61. It has already been observed (37) that in the Bantu System of 

languages the nouns are inflected by means of prefixes and not suffixes. 

This is not only true of nouns but also of verbs, adjectives, pronouns and 

other inflected forms. Therefore the end and not the beginning of the 

word is the root. 

62. It is most important to remember that the prefix of the noun 

furnishes the basis of concord for all words dependent upon that noun. 

The verb takes the prefix of the noun that stands as its subject, the 

adjective takes the prefix of the noun it modifies, the pronoun takes 

the prefix of the noun for which it stands. Thus this principle of 

Alliterative Concord is very important for upon it depends the correct 

speaking of the language. After having mastered this principle of con¬ 

cord as given below one will have the key to the language and will be 

able to speak it freely and fluently in a remarkably short time. 

Rem. 1. We shall find, in certain inflections, under pronouns that 

the prefix of the noun is sometimes employed as infix. 

Rein. 2. In the prepositional phrases showing possession we find 

that the preposition (of) is simply the prefix of the noun or the prefix 

agreeing with the noun modified. See 64. 

Luketa lu muana, the hat of the child; biketa bi bata, the things of 

the wornep; ntema mu nunga, the heart of the man; muana a ngata, the 
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child of the woman; ntudi a buola, the black-smith of the village; nyua 

a mbua, the meat of the dog; ntsheka a Mbawota, the dress of Mbawota; 

etc. 

63- The prepositional particle a, meaning in, into, to, from, at, on, 

upon, onto, by, for, out, out of, over, along, under, underneath, around, 

against, among, amongst, towards, away, away from, etc., always 

stands alone and does not affect the concord. 

Amatshika biketa a dika di ilaka, he put the things upon the bed. 

Rem. Frequently the preposition a is elided when preceded by a 

word ending in a vowel; as, amatdmbula, he came out from the 

house; amatoldbuola, he arrived at the village. 

64 The pronominal prefixes of all the classes are as follows: 

Singular. Plural. 

Class I. a- (sometimes an-. See 31) ba- 
u 11. mu. mi- 
a III. a- ( “ an- “ 31) i- 
u IV. i- mi- a- (See 48, Rems. 1-5) i- 
u V. lu- (la) i- 
u VI. di- ma- 
(l VII. bu- ma- 
u VIII. i- ma- 
u IX. i» bi- 
u X. ka- tu- (ta-). 

Rem. 1. In certain localities among the Bakuba, it is important to 

note that, with a few exceptions, the a of pronominal prefixes ending 

in a becomes i when followed by a pronominal infix. This change of 

the vowel a to i is noted in nearly all the tenses, affirmative and nega. 

tive. 

Examples: 

(a) In the second present actual, indicative; thus, hatayeka be¬ 

comes bitayeka, they are giving to us; etc. 

(b) In the second present actual preceded by mbe; thus, mbe bata- 

yula becomes mbe bitayula, if they are asking us; etc. 

(c) In the negative of the past indefinite tense; thus, Kueta katamu. 

kidi becomes Kueta kitamukidi, Kueta did not love us; etc. 
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(d) In the negative of the past perfect definite indicative; thus, ka- 

batamuka becomes kabitamuka, they did not love us; etc. 

(e) In the Purportive, negative and affirmative; thus, atashukisha 

becomes itashukisha, that he may save us; ekababvyeka becomes ekabi- 

buyeka, that they may not give to you; etc. 

(f) In the future tense affirmative; thus, atayekatayasha becomes 

itayekatayasha, he will help us; labayekabayeka becomes ndibayekabaye. 

ka, I shall give to them; tabuyekabuyeka becomes tibuyekabuyeka, we 

shall give to you; batayekatayeka, becomes bitayekatayeka. they will give 

to us; etc. See 111. 

(g) In the present and past perfest tenses with the subordinating 

particle a- ; thus, abalosha bita becomes ibcdosha bita, when we tell 

them; abaloshidi bita becomes ibaloshidi bita, when we had told 

them; etc. 

Note. Sometimes e is heard instead of i; as etayekatayasha, he 

will help us; etc. 

Exceptions: 

(1) If the pronominal infix is 1st, 2nd. or 3rd. pers. sing, of class I, 

or 3rd. pers. sing, of class III, the a of the pronominal prefix does not 

change to i; as, bamuekamueka, they will give to him; etc. 

(2) The a of the pronominal prefix does not change to i in the 

past indefinite tense affirmative.; as, abayvka, he gave to them; etc. 

Rem. 2. For the indefinite subject ha becoming bi before all prono¬ 

minal infixes, see 230, Rem. 8. 

Rem. 3. In certain other localities the vowel a of the pronominal 

prefixes does not undergo any change; thus one may hear aiayekataya. 

sha; tabayekabayeka; atashukadashukisha ; etc, 

Rem. 4. The pronominal infixes will be treated later. 

ADJECTIVES. 

65. The Bukuba language has very few adjectives when compared 

to the Indo-European languages. Not only does one word represent 

wholly distinct adjectives in English; as, sheka which means good, 

beautiful, lovely, handsome, etc., but many are entirely wanting. 
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Note. In this book only the root of the adjective is given; as, -he, 

had; -sheka, good; -kelta, small; -nonona, strong; etc. 

66. Adjectives take the prefixes corresponding to the number and 

class of the noun modified. These prefixes are the same as the prono¬ 

minal prefixes. See 64 and Rems. 1-3. 

67. Adjectives follow the noun modified. 

68. Examples of nouns with adjectives: 

Plural. 

bana basheka, good children, 

minya mibe, bad mouths, 

mbua ibe, bad dogs, 

mbata isheka, nice seats, 

keta isheka. nice hats, 

mixa mabe, bad eyes, 

matu mantshi,thesamenigbts, 

makolii masheka, nice boxes, 

biketa bibe, bad things, 

tute tukuya, short sticks 

69. Where there are contractions or elided forms the adjective takes 

the regular unchanged prefix of that class and number. 

moi manonona, strong words; mina manena, large teeth; etc. See 23, 

also 31 and 49. 

70. When the word modified is a pronoun, understood or expressed, 

the adjective takes the prefix of the noun for which the pronoun 

stands. 

J3ita te hanonona, we are (bata, people) strong; hie bibe, they are (hi- 

Tcete, things) bad. 

Rem. For the English forms mine, his, hers, yours, etc,, when em¬ 

ployed as predicate adjective with the verb to he omitted in the Baku. 

ba, see 185, Rem. 4. 

71. Some adjectives double themselves, but in doing so the mean¬ 

ing is generally changed. 

Thus, hiketa hi yema yema means new things, while biketa hi yema 

means dean things. 

The word yema is really a noun of class IX. The pi. is biema. 

Singular. 

Class I. muana ansheka, a good child, 

II. munya mube, a bad mouth, 

ITT. mbua ambe, a bad dog, 

IV. mbata misheka, a nice seat, 

V. luketa lusheka, a nice hat, 

VI. dixa dibe, a bad eye, 

VII. butu buntshi, the same night, 

VIII. ikohi isheka, a nice box, 

IX. iketa ibe, a bad thing, 

X. kate kakuya, a short stick, 
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72. The words to, hua, and yona, are indeclinable. 

lbonga ye to, the water jar is full; rnbongo ye hua, the cup is full; bi. 

beta bie yona, the things are plentiful or sufficient. 

73. The noun may be omitted but the adjective must agree with it 

understood. The adjective never stands uninllected. 

Amuka muslieha, he wants a good one (nte, stick) 

Rem. Sometimes the prefix of the noun is written instead of the 

noun, this is especially true in complex sentences; as, nte muyasha bita 

abatala ihontsJci muyasha alekisha mu mubatshidi bita ikola, the stick 

which we are cutting is better than than the one we cut yesterday; ha 

beta a buala, bikiyafyhe people who are at the village will come; etc. 

74 When several adjectives modify a noun they are written after 

the noun without a connecting word. The following rule holds good in 

regard to the relative position of there modifying words; the posses¬ 

sive and demonstrative adjectives come next to the noun, then the 

simple adjective, and lastly the numerals. 

Biketa biana bikuiya bikima bie bukala, all these his things are worth¬ 

less; amuka mite mitadi minonona, he wants long strong sticks; miata 

miemi minena mihe miadima, my two large anklets are lost; etc. 

75 Because of the fewness of simple adjectives other constructions 

are used to express the idea. 

(a) The adjective phrase is sometimes thus employed. 

mashi ma hio, cold water; lit. water of coolness; mashi ma tei; hot 

water, lit. water of fire; iketa i tola, a red thing, lit. a thing of redness; 

nunga a shosha, a white man, lit. a man of whiteness. 

(b) The word muna (class I, pi. bina), owner of, doer of, etc., is also 

sometimes used followed by a noun which noun has an adjective 

meaning or force. 

Muna biketa, a wealthy person, i. e. a possessor of things; bina ngu- 

na, workmen, i. e. working people. 

(c) The auxiliary verb da with i followed by the substantive form 

of the adjective or some noun, is another common way of indicating 

the adjective when used as a predicate complement. 

Nunga akuiya ed'i bunonona, this is a strong man; muana akuiyo{ ed'\ 

buanyi, this is a smart child; Ntshemi ed’i nyinga. God is love; etc^ 
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(d) Frequently the adjective is contained in the verb as a predicate 

complement. 

Angama, to become bright or clean; ahita, to become soiled or dirty; 

aloma, to become mature, strong or grown; etc. 

Rem. In the above cases when the simple qualifying adjective is 

needed the active past participle is used. See 76 (a). 

(e) Often a simple noun is used in the sense of an adjective. 

Muaria nunga, a male child; mucin’a ngata, a female child; nyehi maka- 

ma, a knower of affairs; nkedi makama, a doer of affairs; etc. 

Rem. 1. Certain ordinal numerals are thus treated as substantive 

adjectives. 

Mite ishenga, ten sticks; bata luai, a thousand people; etc. 

Rem. 2. Certain abstract nouns are employed in the sense of an ad¬ 

jective; as bata budiya, rich people; etc. 

Rem. 3. We may also hear such expressions as, mite butadi, long 

sticks; shola buhi, bad smells; iyabuhi, bad luck; muana buslieka, a pretty 

child; etc. 

Rem. 4. There is the abstract noun itodi, faultiness, which is 

sometimes employed as an adjective. 

Luntsho Vitodi, a faulty peanut; ntsho bitodi, faulty peanuts. 

Rem. 5. There is the abstract noun ihuona used in the sense of an ad¬ 

jective, but always precedes the noun modified. 

Ihuona i nunga, a worthless man; bihuona bi balunga, worthless men; 

ihuona i nte, a worthless stick; bihuona bi mite, worthless sticks; etc. 

Rem. 6. The word inuna is another abstract noun used in the sense 

of an adjective. 

Inuna i mota, an old person; binuna bi bata old people. 

76. As in English, participles aie used as simple adjectives. This is 

especially true of the past participles, both active and passive (224- 

230). 

(a) The Active Past Participle is simply the root of the verb to 

which is prefixed n, m, or mu; n before roots beginning with a conson¬ 

ant that is not b or h\ m before b and h; mu before roots beginning writh 

a vowel; and is inflected by prefixing to this the prefix of the noun 

modified. 
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Nte mumbolca, a broken stick; muota angua, a dead person; ndela 

mumbantsha, torn cloth; muota ambuaha, a fallen person; etc. See 145 

and Rems; 220-226. 

Rem. 1. Under this head falls the class of participles (75(d) ) which 

have a simple adjective force; as, bahala, clean; ngama, bright; hita, 

dirty; bma, mature, grown, strong; etc. 

Ndela mumbahala. clean cloth; ndela mumhita, soiled cloth; iketa 

ingama, a bright thing; bata banoma, mature people; etc. See 145 and 

Rems.; 224, 225. 

Rem. 2. The above phrases may be rendered as relative clauses; as, 

ndela mumbantsha,, cloth which has torn, nte muboka, stick which has 

broken; etc. 

(b) The Active Past Perfect Participles are formed thus: prono. 

minal prefix plus root with the final vowel a changed to idi- See 245 

and Rems. 

Hanga adimidi, a lost sheep; muota awedi. a dead person; nte mubua- 

kidi, a fallen stick; etc. See 226 and Rems. 

Rem. The phrases given under (b) may also be rendered as relative 

clauses; as, nte mubuakidi, a stick which had fallen; etc. 

(c) The Passive Past Participles are formed in two different ways: 

(1) By prefixing the pronomimal prefix plus n, m, or mu (76 (a)) 

to the root of the transitive verb, and by suffixing -ma. 

Ndela mumbanama, torn cloth; muota ankuetama, sl pierced person; nte 

mumbokama, a broken stick; muota anyakama, a murdered person; etc. 

Rem. 1. These phrases may also be employed as relatives clauses; 

as nte mumbokama, a stick that has been broken; etc. 

Rem. 2. Remember that n becomes m before b and h, and that mu 

is used before roots beginning with a vowel. 

Rem. 3. When roots of more than two syllables end in la the la is 

dropped before the suffix -ma; as, nte mumbokama instead of nte mum. 

bokalama; etc. 

Rem. 4. Roots ending in i or m, do not take the suffix -ma; as, bata 

banshuengi, awakened people; bishima binodi, arranged food; biketa bin. 

shuei, hidden things; bata banshui, acquitted people; bishima binama 

cooked food; etc. 
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Rem. 5. For a long time we thought that by prefixing the prono¬ 

minal prefixes to the root of the transitive verb the Past Passive 

Participle was obtained, but after careful testing we find that this does 

not hold true. Thus, bata badiaka really means people to kill instead 

of murderedpeople', etc. 

Rem. 6. Note simple sentences with the use of various roots. 

Babokala nte, they broke the stick; bashuengi bata, they awakened 

the people; balodi bishima; they arranged the food; bashuei biketa, 

they hid the things; bashui nunga, they acquitted the man; b'alama 

bishima, they cooked the food; etc. 

(2) By using the indefinite subject (168) as pronominal prefix, and 

the prefix of the noun modified as pronominal infix. 

Ndela bamubana, torn cloth; nte bamubokala, a broken stick; mota 

bankueta, a pierced person; nunga banyaka, a murdered man; etc. 

See 227 and 228. 

Rem. The literal meaning of the above phrases is; The cloth, they 

have torn it; etc. 

(d) The Passive Past Perfect Participles are formed by changing the 

final vowel a of the root to i, and the suffix -ma to -mi] and are in¬ 

flected by prefixing to this changed root the pronominal prefixing of 

the nouns modified. 

Ndela mubanyimi, torn cloth; nunga akaikimi, a cut man; nunga 

akuetshimi, a pierced man; nte muboikimi, a broken stick; etc. See 

229, 230. 

Rem. 1. The phrases given above may be rendered as relative 

clauses; as, Ndela mubanyimi, cloth that had been torn; etc. 

Rem. 2. Roots ending in i do not take the suffix -ma) as, bishima 

bilodi arranged food; biketa bishuei, hidden things; etc. 

Rem. 3. Roots ending in ma do not take the suffix -ma, however, 

the final vowel a of the root is changed to i; as, bishima bilami, cooked 

food; etc. 

Rem. 4. Note difference of participles derived from transitive, and 

intransitive verbs. Both ndela muambantsha and ndela mubanarna 

mean torn cloth, however, the one means cloth that has become torn 

of its own accord, and the other means cloth that has been torn by 

some one; etc. 
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ADJECTIVE PHRASES. 

77- Adjective phrases are introduced by various prepositional 

words, the most common of which is of. The word of is supplied in this 

language by the pronominal prefix (64) agreeing with the noun, 

understood or expressed, which precedes the phrase. 

78. The adjective phrase is used to express various relations. Some 

of these relations are as follows: 

(a) The adjective phrase is the common way of expressing 

of when it indicates possession. 

Biketa hi Kueta, Kueta’s things, lit. the things of Kueta; mambota 

ma hana, the children’s bananas, lit. the bananas of the children; 

luketa lu nunga, the hat of the man, or the man’s hat; etc. 

Rem. 1. If two or more nouns are connected by the conjunction i or 

bani, and, are used implying joint possession of the same thing, the 

preposition referring to the noun modified is employed only once, 

just as in English. 

Mite mi Kueta bani Mikohi, Kueta and Mikohi’s sticks. 

Rem. 2. If on the other hand, separate possession is meant, or if 

the nouns are connected by mbe, or, the preposition is used before each 

noun, and, in the case of the second noun, the prefix of the noun 

modified is repeated or the noun itself is used. 

Biketa bi Kueta i hi hi Mikohi, the things of Kueta and those of 

Mikohi; Bashena ndela mu Kueta mbe mu mu Mikohi? did they steal 

the cloth of Kueta or that of Mikohi? Bishima bita i bi bi bana bitat 

our food and that of our children; etc. 

(b) The adjective phrase is frequently used as a simple adjec¬ 

tive. See 75 (a). 

(c) The noun preceding the phrase may sometimes be omitted, 

especially is this true when the same noun is used twice in the same 

sentence, its place being supplied by using the prefix of the noun 

twice. 

Toka (v pi.) i bata yoko, i lu lu bata ba Ntshemi i lu lu bata ba shatana. 
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the bodies of people shall die, both the body of the people of God and 

the body of the people of Satan. 

(d) The adjective phrase is used to express direction. 

Anena a rnboka a Nshenga, he went in the direction of Mushe- 

ngi, lit. he went in the road of Mushengi. 

(e) The word lzana meaning some one else, is used in an adjective 

phrase. 

Bihete hi Icana, another’s things, lit. the things of some one else. 

Rem. 1. When the noun of the adjective phrase has the same prefix 

as the noun modified the preposition is often omitted, especially in 

rapid speaking; as, mishuha mishuya instead of mishuka mi mishuya, 

vines of thorns; etc. 

Rem. 2. When the noun modified and the noun of the phrase have 

the prefix ma— or mi— the preposition becomes mi; as, manoma mi 

mite instead of manoma ma mite, fruit of trees; mangona mi manoma 

instead of mangona ma manoma, fields of fruit; etc. 

79. It is important to note that the infinitive is employed in inflect¬ 

ions and has about the same force as the infinitive to of the English. 

See 216. 

Amuka ayesha mbolca akela nguna, he wants to know how to work. 

80. The preposition construction combined with the infinitive is 

frequently employed to express purpose. 

Kueta aniya i biketa bi'haha, Kueta has brought things to sell. 

Note. For contraction of vowels, see 23- 

COMPARISON OF ADJECTIVES. 

81. In this language there is no inflection of adjectives to express 

comparison as in English and other European languages. Furthermore, 

there is no sharp distinction between the comparative and the super¬ 

lative construction, should a shade of difference be desired, it is sup¬ 

plied by an adverb or an emphatic particle, such as hue, moma, hoka. 

82. The verbs shama and leka, to surpass, with the abstract derivative 

of the adjective having the prefix bu- of class VII, are used to express 

the idea of comparison. 
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Nte mualeka nunga butadi, the tree is taller than the man; nunga 

ashama muana bunonona, the man is stronger than the child; Mikohi ale- 

ka bekidi butadi, Mikohi is tallest, lit. Mikohi excells or surpasses the 

others in height. 

83. Other methods of expressing the comparative: 

(a) Sometimes the comparative is expressed by using with each 

noun adjectives having opposite meanings. 

Nte mumu mue bukuya, muna mue butadi, this stick is shorter than 

that, lit. this stick is short, that one is long. 

(b) The English too, meaning excess of quantity or quality, is also 

expressed by shama or leka, to excell or surpass. 

Nte muashama butadi, the stick is too long; iketa yaleka bunena, the 

thing is too big. 

(c) The English very, modifying an adjective, may be expressed in 

several ways: 

(1) By the use of hue after the adjective; as, nte mutadi kue, a very 

long stick; mu ana munonona kue, a very strong child; etc. 

(2) By using moma after the adjective; as, biketa bisheka moma, very 

nice things; muana anena moma, a very large child. 

(3) By the use of the verbs shama and leka, to excell or surpass, with 

the abstract quality of the adjective. See 82. 

Mite miashama butadi, the sticks are very long; muana aleka buno¬ 

nona, the child is very strong. 

(4) By using the word koka, modifying the adjective. 

Mite mitadi koka, very long sticks. 

(5) By elongating the last syllable of the adjective. 

Iketa isheka-a, a very nice thing. 

(d) The English as.as is best expressed by saying that the 

quality possessed by one thing is the same as that possessed by another 

thing. 

Butadi bu nte bue muna butadi bu nunga, the tree is as high 

as the man, lit. the height of the tree is like the height of the man, 

(e) The English not so---as may be expressed by saying that 

quality possessed by one thing is not the same as that possessed by 

another thing. 
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Muana ka butadi muna nunga, the child is not so tall as the 

man, lit. the child has not the tallness like a man. 

(f) The English less than is expressed in much the same way as not 

so.... . as. 

Muana ha bunonona buemi, the child is less strong than myself, lit. 

the child is not my strength. 

Rem. We may also turn the sentence around and use the verb 

shama or leka. 

Ndaleka muana bunonona, the child is less strong than I. Lit. I 

surpass the child in strength. 

NUMERALS. 

84. CARDINALS. 

1 -mo or motshi 27 mash’a'he i shamala 

2 -he 30 mash’a’shata 

3 -shata 31 mash’a’shata i -mo or -motshi 

4 -nai 40 mash’a’manai 

5 -tana 41 mash’a’manai i -mo or -motshi 

6 -sham ala 42 mash’a’manai44 -he 

7 shamala 50 mash’a’tana 

8 inana 60 mas h’a’mashamala 

9 diha 70 mashenga shamala 

10 ishenga 80 44 inana 

11 ishenga i -mo or motshi 90 44 diha 

12 ishenga i -he 100 kama 

13 44 44 .shata 101 44 i -mo or -motshi 

16 44 “ -shamala 102 4 4 44 -he 

17 44 44 shamala 103 44 44 -shata 

18 44 ‘inana 110 4 4 4 4 ishenga 

19 44 44 diha 200 41 ihe 

20 mash’a’he 400 44 inai 

21 mash’a’he i -mo or motshi 600 44 ishamala 

22 mash’a’he i -he 700 44 shamala 
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800 

900 

1000 

1001 

1369 

4000 

10,000 

20,000 

100,000 

200,000 

1,000,000 

2,000,000 

4,000,000 

5,000,000 

8,000,000 

9,000,000 

kama inana 

diha 

luai 

” i -mo or -motshi 

luai kama ishata mash'a’sham ala i diha. 

ntshuai inai 

luboma 

mboma ihe 

luntshuka 

ntshuka ihe 

lushenana 

shenana ihe 

shenana inai 

shenana itana 

shenana inana 

shenana diha 

85. The cardinals 1-6 are inflected and follow the rules of ordinary 

adjectives. However, 7-10 are regarded as substantives, This is also true 

of 100; 1,000; 10,000; 100,000, 1,000,000; and all the multiples of 10; 

100; 1,000; 10,000; 100,000; 1,000,000; etc. 

Note 1. Observe the elision of eng and the prefix via- in the numerals 

20; 30; 50; and 60; also the elision of eng in the numeral 40. Instead of 

mashenga make (20); mashenga mashata (30); mashenga matana (50); 

mashenga mashamala (60); we have maslia’he; mash’a’shata; mash'a'tana; 

masli a shamala, 

This contraction or elision is no doubt brought about in the quick 

method of speaking as well as for the sake of euphony. The a between 

the apostrophes is, we believe, the final a of mashenga. 

Rem. 1. Note that they say maslia’manai instead of mash’a’nai. 

Rem. 2. Often, in counting things, they repeat the noun when the 

amount is above 10; 20; 30; 100; etc.; as, bata ishenga i bata bake, twelve 

people; mite mash’a he i mite mishata, twenty-three sticks; etc. 

Rem. 3. When reaching 10 or 100 in counting, they usually follow it 

by the word to; as, ishenga i to, a full ten; kama ’ to, a full hundred. 
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Note 2. The Bakuba never say 70, 80, 90, or 700, 800, 900 or 7000, 

8000, 9000, etc., but instead they use a descending scale. Instead of 70 

they say kama shamala meaning 100 less 80; for 80, kama inana, 

meaning 100 less 20; for 90, kama diha, meaning 100 less 10; for 700, 

luai la shamala, meaning 1000 less 300; for 8000, luboma luinana, 

meaning 10,000 less 2000; etc. 

86. The number 7 is of class IV; the numbers 8 and 10 are of class 

VIII or IX. The number 100, is also of class IV. The numbers 1000, 

10,000, 100,000 and 1,000,000, are all of class Y. The number 9 is of 

class VI. 

Rem‘. 1. Both motshi and mo mean one when used as an adjective. 

Rem. 2. The numbers 11-16, 21-26, 81-36, 41-46, etc., having the 

six inflected forms, cause them to agree with the noun expressed or 

understood. 

Rem. 8. It is interesting to note that in rapid speaking the con¬ 

junction i, and, in numerals, is not heard. As in English, one hears, 

ntshuai ihe kama ishata masliamanai i diha, two thousand three 

hundred forty and nine. 

Rem. 4. The numeral motshi or mo is used as a substantive when 

modifying nouns of classes I, II and III in the singular. 

Examples of cardinal numerals: 

Iketa imotshi or \mo, one thing; muota motshi or mo, one person; nte 

motshi or mo, one stick; kamidi motshi or mo, one goat; hoiki mimotshi 

or mimo, one pot; mite mihe, two sticks; hata bashata, three people; 

biketa binai, four things; makohi matana, five boxes; malaka masha- 

mala, six beds; mite shamala, seven sticks; biketa inana, eight things; 

mite diha, nine sticks; bata ishenga, ten people; biketa ishenga bihe, 

twelve things; mite ishenga i shamala, seventeen sticks; malaka mash* 

a'he, twenty beds; mite kama ishamala mash'a' shamala, six hundred 

and sixty sticks; bata ntshuai ihe kama inai mash'a'tana bashata, two 

thousand four hundred and fifty-three people; malaka me ishenga, 

there are ten beds. 

87. Sometimes the substantive forms inana, diha, ishenga, kama, 

luai, etc., employ the adjective phrase. 
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Inana i mite, eight sticks, lit. eight of sticks; diha di bata, nine 

people, lit. nine of people; luai lu hasha, a thousand cowries, lit. a 

thousand of cowries; etc. 

88. By doubling the cardinal numerals the distributive idea is ob¬ 

tained, indicating how much each time; how many to each one; two 

and two; three and three; etc. 

Tola mite alola mihe mihe, bring sticks to-day, two each time; 

Tolanyanya mite muota mihe muota mihe, bring the sticks, each person 

two; yakanyanya bata bahe bata bahe, go ye two and two. 

89. The substantives are made from the inflected numerals from 

1 _6 by prefixing n- to the stem. These substantives, formed accord¬ 

ing to class II and followed by the adjective phrase, express the idea 

of both, all tree, all four, etc. 

Bekila mhena mu bana, call both of them; tola nshata mu mina, bring 

all three of them (mite, sticks); nai mu yina yano, all four of them (mbua) 

have died; tola ntana mu mana, bring all five of them (malaka, beds); 

nshamala mu bana banena, all six of them {bata, people) have gone. 

Rem. 1. Note that the substantives are followed by the pronoun 

agreeing in number and class with the noun for which it stands. 

Rem. 2. Note also that the verb takes the prefix of the noun understood 

and not the prefix of the substantive. 

Rem. 3. The idea of once, twice, etc., is expressed by the use of the word 

hueta, time or times. followed by the substantive. 

Bola nte hueta motshi or mo, strike the tree once; bola nte hueta 

amhena, strike the tree twice; bola nte hueta anshala, strike the tree 

thrice; etc. 

Rem. 4. The idea of one time, two times, etc., is expressed by the use 

of hueta and the cardinals used as adjectives. 

Bola nte hueta mimo, strike the tree one time; bola nte hueta the, strike 

the tree two times; bola nte hueta ishata, strike the tree three times, 

etc. See 84, 85, and 86. 

Rem. 5., The idea of simultaneously, at the same time, is expressed in 

two ways. 

(a) By the use of the words hueta, time ox times, and ihua, same, 

with the cardinal motshi, one. used as an adjective. 
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Bokanyanya mite a shina liueta mimotshi, throw the sticks down at the 

same time or simultaneously; kelanyanya nguna ihua imotshi, do the 

work simultaneously or at the same time; etc. 

(b) By the use of the words yelala, like, same, and ishola, at the same 

time or simultaneously. 

Bokanyanya mite a shina yelala, throw the sticks down simultaneously; 

bokanyanya mite a shina ishola, throw the sticks down at the same time. 

90. One ivith, the same, the same as, like, identical with, etc., are 

expressed by the cardinal numeral motshi used as an adjective. 

Ntshemi i Yishu i Nyuma Ansheka be Muota Motshi, God and Jesus and 

the Holy Spirit are one; batota dioi dimotshi, they spoke the same 

identical word; atshika biketa a indodi imotshi, he put the things in the 

same place. 

Rem. 1. Ihua with the cardinal numeral motshi, used as an adjective, 

means alike, the same. 

Mikana mikuiya mie ihua imotshi, these books are alike or the same. 

Rem. 2. The indeclinable adjective yelala also expresses the idea of the 

same, like, identical, etc. 

Batota yelala, they spoke alike; batota dioi yelala, they spoke the same 

word; bata bakuiya be yelala, these people are alike; batshika biketa a 

indodi yelala, they put the things in the same place; Ntshemi i Yishu i 

Nyuma Ansheka, be yelala, God and Jesus and the Holy Spirit are the 

same, are one, are alike. 

91. In abstract counting, one two, three, etc., the inflected forms from 

2-6 have an i prefixed to the stem, the steins of 8 and 10 begin with i; 

1, 7, and 9 have no prefix. 

Thus we say: motshi, one; ihe, two; ishata, three; inai, four; itana, 

five; ishamala, six; shamala; seven,- inana, eight,* diha, nine; islienga, ten; 

etc. 

Rem. Sometimes the substantives are used in abstract counting, 

however, concrete idea is evidently in the mind of the counter. In this 

case the word kosha, instead of motshi is used for one. 

Thus we have: kosha, one; mhena, two; nshata, three; nai, four; ntanat 

five, nshamala six. 

Note. The other numerals remain unchanged as in abstract counting 

in the other method. 
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ORDINAL NUMERALS. 

92. There is a regular ordinal form made up of the substantives 

used as adjectives which regularly receive the pronominal prefix (64) 

agreeing with the noun modified. 

Examples of ordinal numerals: 

1st., motshi; as, bulelela bumotshi, the first seat, 

2nd., mhena; 4 tt bumhena, a second “ 

3rd., nshata; ” u bunshata, a third 

4 th., nai; “ .< bunai, u fourth “ 

5th., ntana; “ u buntana, tt fifth “ 

6th., nshamala 44 u bunshamala, a sixth “ 

7th., shamala; 44 . u bushamala, tt seventh “ 

8th., inana; “ il buinana, it eighth 

to
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diha; 44 u budiha, i . ninth “ 

10th., ishenga, 44 It buishenga, it tenth “ 

11th., ishenga i motshi; u u i bumotshi. it eleventh u 

12th., “ i -he; “ “ ’he, it twelfth 44 

13th., “ i -shata; “ “ ’shata, tt thirteenth 44 

20th., mash’a’he; as, “ bu mash’a’he, tt twentieth 44 

Rem. The words buosha and bukosha are sometimes used under 

certain conditions instead of motshi) as, ntshi mu buosha, or ntshi mu 

bukosha, the first season. 

93. The end the last, may be expressed by an adjective phrase with 

lumoma; as, muota a lumoma, the last person; iketa i lumoma the last 

thing; muanaa lumoma, the last child; etc. 

Rem. The end (terminus) is moma (2); moma mu hueta akuiya, the end 

of this age. 
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PRONOUNS. 

94 The Pronouns divide themselves into the following classes 

Personal, Possessive, Demonstrative, Relative, and Interrogative. 

95 The pronouns take the pronominal prefix of the nouns for which 

they stand whether these nouns be expressed or understood. See 64. 

PERSONAL PRONOUNS. 

96 All pronominal forms which stand for nouns, whether these 

nouns refer to rational beings or not, are known as personal pronouns. 

97 The personal pronouns divide themselves into disjunctive and 

conjunctive forms. 

A. SIMPLE FORMS. 

98 The Simple Disjunctive Personal Pronouns are determined by the 

class and number of the noun for which they stand and are as follows: 

Singular. Plural. 

Class I. 1st. pers. mimi, I bita, we, 
a 2nd. a wena (uena), you, buina, you, 
a 3rd. u ana, he or she, bana, they 
a II. u a mur.a, it, mina, u 

it III. a •u ana, 11 ina, u 

a IV. H a ina, “ ina, “ 

a V. u a luna, “ ina, 11 
a VI. u a dina, “ mana, 
a VII. a a buna, “ mana, u 

a VIII. a a ina, “ mana, u 
a IX. a a ina, u bina, “ 
a X. a a kana, “ tuna, tl 

Rem: 1. Note that, with the excepton of the 1st. pers. singular and 

plural of class I, all the disjunctive personal pronouns are formed by 

simply prefixing the pronominal prefixes (64) of the nouns for which 
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they stand to the stem -na. 

Rem. 2. There being no distinction for gender, ana means he or she 

in class I, also it in class III. 

Rem. 3. It mast be borne in mind that there are no indefinite forms 

for it and they, like the English, which may refer to any noun other 

than persons. The pronoun must agree in class and number of the 

noun for which it stands. 

Rem. 4. The English objective cases me; thee; him; her; us; you; them; 

it; when they are used absolutely, are generally expressed, in this 

language, by the Simple Disjunctive Personal Pronouns. The prono¬ 

minal infix, as direct or indirect object, is always used, in addition to 

the disjunctive personal pronoun, in the objective case. 

Rem. 5, The English posseessive case of me (my)] of thee (thy); of 

him (his); etc.; is expressed, in this language, by the possessive pro¬ 

noun forms. See 119. 

Rem. 6. Where in English, the 2nd. pers. pi. is used, whether one 

or more than one person is addressed, in this language, the 2nd. pers. 

sing, is always used when one person only is meant. 

Rem. 7. It is important to note that the initial u of wena (uena) is 

generally silent or assimilated when preceded by a vowel; hence, one 

may hear ena instead of uena; as, abuak’ena, when you fall. 

99. The Simple Disjunctive Personal Pronouns are used as follows: 

(a) Absolutely or for emphasis as subject or object. In this case, 

however, the verb must always have its regular pronominal prefix for 

subject and infix for object in addition to the disjunctive forms. 

Wena uyasha akela husheha, you are doing well; Kueta amatakesha bi- 

ta buhi, Kueta treated us badly; ayasha atshika biketa a mbula nyanya? 

Ana, who is putting the things in the hiuse? He (is). 

(b) For emphasis after possessive adjectives or phrases. 

Ikama yana, ana. his own affair. 

(c) With certain prepositions. 

(1) The preposition #. 

Iya a mimi< come to me; iya a bita, come to us; etc. 

(2) The preposition i preceded by knntsha or kodia 

Yaka a kuntsha i bana, go to them; yaka a kodia i muna, go to 
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it (nte): 

(3) The preposition i standing alone. 

Amabuaka yemi. he fell with me; babetsha yau, they worked with 

you; wena umanena yana, you went with him; ana amatota yita, he 

spoke with us; Bana bamancna i bana, the children went with them; 

bamanodia yina, they ate with you (pJ); amatosha i muna, he sat with 

it (nte); etc. 

Note 1. For the euphonic change of i to y , and the euphonic use of y 

between two vowels, see 27, 33 (c). 

Note 2. Note that after the preposition i the possessive forms of the 

1st. and 2nd. persons, sing, and pi., are used instead of the dis¬ 

junctive personal pronoun forms. See 119. 

Note 3. The i does not always change to y. 

Amabuaka i emi, he fell with me; amatota i au, he talked with 

you; babentsha i ana, they worked with him; bamatosha ita they 

sat with us; etc. 

(4) Muna, like, also takes the disjunctive forms. 

Ana e muna wena. he is like you. 

(d) As direct or indirect object. See 104; 115, (c), (l)-(7). 

(e) As subject in the Inverted Order when the place of the pron¬ 

ominal prefix is takes by a relative pronoun or a subordinating particle. 

See 102, (a)-(b); 103; 115, (b); 145-152. 

Rem. For the use of the disjunctive personal pronouns as pronominal 

suffixes, see 109 and Rem. 

100. The Simple Disjunctive Personal Pronouns are often employed 

in an emphatic sense, in which case, those beginning with a vowel, 

take the prefix ntsh.; as, ntsliuena, thou; ntsham, he; ntshina, it; etc. 

Those beginning with a consonant remuin unchanged. When the emphatic 

personal pronouns are employed as subject of the sentence or as object 

of the preposition i, the verb takes the same construction as in the 

relative clause. See 145-152. 

Ntshucna ityasha akela busheka, you are doing right; antshana ankela 

buhi, he did wrong; buina humuiya, you have come; mimi lamuena, I 

went; muna mumbuaka, it {nte) fell; etc. 

Ubuaka i ntshemi, you are falling with me; baba i ntshana, they were 
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with him; amuiya i ntshemi, he came with me; bamuenn i ntshau, they 

went with you; bambuaka i ntshana, they fell with him; hamuena intshi- 

na, they went with you (pi.); bantota i ntshita, they talked with us; bamui- 

ya i inuna, they came with it (nte); abuakidi i ntshita, he had fallen with 

us; etc, 

Rem 1. The constructions given above with the emphatic disjunctive 

personal pronouns are really relative clause constructions, the real 

meaning in the mind of the speaker being, it is he who did wrong; it 

is they who fell with him; etc. 

Rem. 2. Note that ntshuena, you (sing.) is never employed as object 

of the preposition i, 

Rem. 8. Note that ntshemi, me ntshau, you, (sing.); ntshita, us; ntshina 

you (pi.); are never employed as subject or as direct or indirect object 

but always as object of the preposition i. 

Rem. 4. The other emphatic forms may be employed as direct or 

indirect object, however, in this case they do not affect the construe, 

tion of the verb as when employed as subject. 

Tayasha aloma ntshena, we beg you; bamueka ntshana, they gave to 

him; etc. 

101 In inflections, when the disjunctive personal pronouns used as 

subject follow the verb, the final vowel of the verb generally elides 

before pronouns beginning with a vowel. The elision being indicated 

by an apostrophe (’). 

Abuak'uena, when you fall; abnak'ana, when he falls; abnaldina, when 

it (theta) falls; etc. 

Rem. Note that the u of the pronoun wena(uena) is restored in 

most inflections when wena as subject is in the inverted order. See 

98. Rem. 8. 

102- The disjunctive personal pronouns used as subject may take 

the inverted position: 

(a) In subordinate clauses of time, place and manner. See 391, (b) 

Atola bita a bnola tokodia bishima, when we reach the village we 

shall eat; kalayehidi kodia mueiPana, I do not know where he went; tota 

mboka ntota mimi; speak as I spoke; ukela mboha antota bana, do as they 

said; etc. 
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(b) As subject of a relative clause when the verb also contains 

a direct object pronoun as a prefix. 

Tola mite mibatala bana, bring the sticks which they are cutting. 

Rem. In constructions given under (a) and (b) above, the disjunc¬ 

tive personal pronouns cannot be employed at the same time if the 

nouns for which they stand are employed. 

Atodidi Kueta a buola buana amanodia bishima, when Kueta reached 

his village he ate food. 

103. The disjunctive personal pronouns, employed as subject in 

the inverted order, come after the auxiliary verb in compound tenses, 

i. e. those tenses formed with an auxiliary verb and a participle. 

Tola mite miyash’ ana abatala. bring the sticks which he is cutting. 

104 In simple declarative sentences wThen the verb contains a 

direct or an indirect pronoun as a pronominal infix, the disjunctive 

personal pronoun, employed as a direct or an indirect object, follows 

the verb. 

(a) As direct object when the verb also has an indirect object 

pronoun as pronominal infix. 

Kueta amueka tuna, Kueta gave it (luketa, hat) to him. 

(b) As indirect object when the verb has also a direct object pro¬ 

noun as a pronominal infix. 

Bamhek'uena, they gave me to you. 

Rem. 1. In (a) and (b) above of this paragraph, the disjunctive 

personal pronouns are often preceded by i. This is especially true in 

certain localities among the Bakuba people. 

Kueta amueka i luna, Kueta gave it to him; bamhek ’ i a, they 

gave me to you; etc. 

Rem. 2. Note that, in constructions given under Rem. 1, (a) and 

(b) of this paragraph above, instead of the regular disjunctive personal 

pronoun forms of the 1st and 2nd pers. sing, and pi., the possessive 

forms of these pronouns are employed. See 119, also 99, (c) , (2), Note. 

Rem. 3. For the use of the disjunctive personal pronouns as pro¬ 

nominal suffixes, see 109 and Rem. 
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B. COMPOUND FORMS 

105. There is a compound disjunctive pronoun expressing the idea 

of alone; only; by one's self, by myself; by yourself; etc., which is formed 

by -meta preceded by the simple disjunctive pronouns. Note that an 

abbreviated form is used in the 1st., 2nd., 3rd. pers. sing, of class I, 

and 3rd. pers. sing, of class III. 

106. The Compound Forms with -meta are as follows: 

Singular. Plural. 

Class I. 1st. 

2nd. 

3rd. 

pers. 
u 

it 

mimeta 

wemeta 

ameta 

bitameta 

buinameta 

banameta 
a II. u ll munameta minameta 
u III. u it ameta inameta 
a IV. ll ll inameta ii 

u V. . a ll lunameta ii 

ii VI. u ll din ameta manameta 
a VII. u ll bunameta it 

u VIII. n ll inameta ll 

n IX. u ll ii binameta. 
u X. u u kanameta tunameta. 

Rem. This compound disjunctive personal pronoun follows the 

noun or pronoun to which it refers, or it may follow the verb if the 

noun or pronoun to which it refers is not expressed. 

Anhela nguna nyanya? mimi mimeta. Who did the work? I myself 

or 1 alone; ndena mimeta, I am going alone; tola biketa binameta, 

bring the things only; etc. 

107. There is another compound disjunctive personal pronoun which 

is formed by prefixing i- to the simple disjunctive personal pronouns. 

It is difficult to translate into English the idea expressed by this 

compound form. It seems to be employed to add a certain emphasis 

or smoothness to the sentence. No attempt should be made to trans¬ 

late it. 
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108. The Compound Disjunctive Pronoun Forms with the prefix i- 

are as follows: 

Singular. Plural. 

Class I. 1st. pers. imimi. ibita 

2nd. ll iwena ibuina 

3rd. u iyana ibana 
ii II. u u imuna imina 
n III. u n iyana iyina 
u IV. u a ivina iyina 
u V. u ll iluna iyina 
u VI. u li idina imana 
u VII. u u ibuna ii 

u VIII. u li iyina a 

a IX. a ll ii ibina 
a X. a ll ikana ituna. 

Examples: 

Tena ibita a Nxenga, let us go to Mushengi; amatayeka ibita biketa 

bisheka, he gave to us nice things; Biketa biabuaka ibina, the things fell. 

Rem. 1. Note that these compound pronoun forms generally follow 

the verb, and agree with the noun or pronoun expressed or understood. 

Rem. 2. Both of the compound disjunctive forms are sometimes 

used in the same sentence. 

Tena ibita bitameta a Nshenga, we are going alone to Mushengi. 

II. CONJUNCTIVE. 

109. The Conjunctive Personal Pronouns are those which are inflec¬ 

ted directly with the verb and form a part of the verb. They are the 

most common personal pronominal construction for subject, direct 

object, and indirect object, and may be divided into Pronominal Pre¬ 

fixes and Pronominal Infixes. 

Rem. 1. In many of the Bantu Languages are found regular pro¬ 

nominal suffixes similar to the pronominal prefixes and infixes. This 

is especially true of the Buluba-Lulua Language. In the Bukuba Lang¬ 

uage there are no real pronominal suffixes. The disjunctive personal 
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pronouns follow the verb just as do the nouns for which they stand 

without altering their form. 

Although the pronouns following the verb are not written, in this 

book, as an integral part of the verb, one may, for the sake of conve¬ 

nience, suffix these disjunctive personal pronouns to the verb. How¬ 

ever, in doing so the words are lengthened, and the difficulty in spel¬ 

ling is increased. 

Thus, one may write abuakamuna or abuaka muna, when it (nte) 

falls; labayekabayekamuna or labayekabayeka muna-, I shall give it 

(nte) to them; etc. If the noun for which this pronoun stands is writ¬ 

ten, we have, abuaka nte, when the stick falls; labayekabayeka nte, I 

shall give them the stick. 

Rem. 2. Pronominal Prefixes and Pronominal Infixes only are 

treated in this book. 

A. Pronominal Prefixes. 

110. The Pronominal Prefix always stands at the beginning of the 

verb, agreeing in person, number, and class with the subject, whether 

subject be expressed or understood. The disjunctive personal pro¬ 

nouns cannot take the place of the pronominal prefixes. 

Rem. 1. Since the pronominal prefixes agree with the nouns for 

which they stand they are called personal pronouns throughout this 

book. The verb, as well as the adjective, must be made to concord 

with the class of the noun which stands as its subject. 

Rem. 2. For the usual euphonic changes following n, u, and i, 

see 26-32. 

111. The Pronominal Prefixes are as follows: 

Singular. Plural. 

Class I. 1st pers. n- na or la- ta 

2nd u u- bu- 

3rd. u a- ba 
u II. u u mu- mi- 
u III. u u a- 

• 
l- 

u IV. ({ u a- mi- i- (See 48) i- 
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u y u u lu(la) i- 

“ VI. a u di- ma- 

“ VII. u u bu- ma- 

“ VIII. u u i- ma. 

“ IX. u u i- bi- 

“ X. a u ka. tu-(ta) 

Rem. 1. When the 1st. pers. pro. prefix singular comes before 

beginning with a vowel the na- or la- becomes nda-. See 32 (e). 

Examples of pronominal prefixes: 

Nayasha atoska a shina, I am sitting upon the ground; ndamuka bishi- 

ma, I want food; lakela nguna, I am working; uyasha atuma ndela, you 

are sewing cloth; ana akela buhi, he did wrong; biketa bikima biahuona, 

all the things have rotted; mite miabuaka, the sticks have fallen; take- 

kakela nguna busheka, we will do the work well; makela mabualca a shi¬ 

na, the eggs have fallen upon the ground; mbua ikima yatshina, all the 

dogs have run away; etc. 

Rem. 2. For the contraction of vowels, see 23. 

Rem. 3. In some localities the a of pronominal prefixes ending in a 

becomes i when followed by pronominal infixes. For a full discussion 

of this change of a to i, see 64, Rems. 1-3. 

B. Pronominal Infixes. 

112. The Pronominal Infix is always found immediately before the 

stem of the verb in inflection and is used in the place of the noun as 

direct or indirect object. 

Rem. 1. The noun and its corresponding infix are never used at the 

same time. Thus the pronominal infixes differ in this manner from 

the pronominal prefixes. See 106. 

Rem. 2. With the exception of the 1st. and 3rd. pers. sing of class 

I and 3rd. pers. sing, of class III, the pronominal infixes are the 

same as the pronominal prefixes. In the case of the 1st. pers. sing, 

the pronominal infix is -n-, and the 3rd. pers. sing of classes I and III 

is generally -mu. before stems beginning with a vowel and -n- or -m- 

before stems beginning with a consonant. See 64, Rem. 4; 113 Rems 2-5. 

Rem. 3. The pronominal infix -a- of the 2nd. pers. sing, is always 

assimilated or contracted. 
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113. The Pronominal Infixes are as follows: 

Singular. Plural. 

Class I. 1st. pers. -n- -ta- 

2nd. u -a- -bu- 

3rd li -mu- or -n- or -m- -ba- 

u II. u u ■mu- -mi- 

u III. n ll -mu- or -n- or -m- -i. 

a IV. u u •rni- -i- 
u V. u ll -lu. -i- 
u VI. (l ll -di- -ma. 

u VII. u ll -bu- -ma- ) 
a VIII. u ll -i- •ma- 
u IX. u ll -i- -bi- 
* i X. u ll -ka- -tu- 

Examples of pronominal infixes: 

Bantshika, they accompanied me, in which we have ba- as pronominal 

prefix + a as tense sign -f -n- as pronominal infix + tshika as stem; 

amamitokala, he pulled them up, in which we have a- as pronominal 

prefix + ma as tense sign + -mi- as pronominal infix + tokala as 

stem; amatabola, he beat us, in which we have a- as pronominal prefix 

4- ma as tense sign + -ta- as pronominal infix + bola as stem; 

buamueka biketa, you gave him things, in which we have bu- as prono¬ 

minal prefix -f a as tense sign + -mu- as pronominal infix + eka 

as stem. 

Rem. 1. For contraction of vowels, see 23. 

Rem. 2. -mu- as pronominal infix in the 3rd. pers. sing, of classes 
I and III, is used before roots beginning with a vowel. 

Aniueka, he gave to him; bamuamala, they touched him; batnui- 

mala, they refused to give to him; etc. 

Note exception in the case of at a; wela (uela); and uesha, causa¬ 

tive form of owa; in which cases we have ng instead of -mu-. 

Bangata, they seized him; banguela, they contended over him; 

anguesha, he died for him. 

Rem. 3. When the 1st. pers. pro. infix is followed by li (di) the 
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n and the li (di) are expanded to ntsh. This is also true when the 1st. 

pers. pro. infix -n- is followed by ny or y. 

Thus, bandiaka becomes bancaka, they killed me; bannyata be¬ 

comes bantshata, they tread upon me; banyeha becomes bantsheha, 

they knew me; etc. 

See 28, also 287, B. VIII (2) (7). 

Rem. 4. When the 1st. pers. pro. infix -n. comes before a root 

beginning with l the l becomes d. 

Thus, bamanlenala becomes bamandenala, they expected me. 

See 28 and Rem. 1. 

Rem. 5. When the 1st. pers. pro. infix comes before a root be¬ 

ginning with n the n of the root becomes d. 

Thus, amannaingi becomes amandaingi he strengthened me. See 

35 and Remark. 

Rem. 6. When the 1st. pers. pro. infix comes before a root begin¬ 

ning with m the m of the loot is replaced by b. 

Thus, banmuka becomes bambuka> they loved me; banmona be¬ 

comes bambona, they saw me. See 34. 

Note. Remember that n becomes m before b• See 30. 

Rem. 7. When the 1st. pers. pro. infix -n- comes before a root 

beginning with a vowel it become mhu or mh- 

Thus, banoma becomes banhuoma, they shaved me; baneka be¬ 

comes bamheka, they gave to me; etc. See 32 (a). 

Note again an exception to the roots ata\ wela (uela); uesha, the 

causative form of owa, in which cases we have ng. See 32 (c). 

114. There is also a special infix -di- which has the same position 

and construction as the pronominal infix, and is employed when the 

verb is reflexive, that is, when the object is also the subject of the 

verb, and is to be translated by myself; by himself; etc. This con 

struction with -di- also expresses the idea of ones own accord; one s 

own account; etc. 

Amadidiaka, he killed himself; amadimuka, he loved himself; etc. 

Rem. The reflexive infix -diemployed with the causative form of 

the verb produces the reciprocal form of the verb. 

Tayash'adimukisha, we love one another; bayash'adidiakisha, 

they are killing one another; etc. 
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Relative Position of Pronominal Infixes, and the Disjunctive Personal 

Pronouns following the verb as subject, direct object or indirect object. 

115. That the principle of the preceding rules, 101-104,112, 113 and 

Rems., may be more clearly understood, the verb eka, to give, is con¬ 

jugated with prefixes, infixes, and the disjunctive personal pronouns fol¬ 

lowing the verb. 

The 3rd. pers. pi. of the past indefinite tense of the indicative mood 

is taken, in which ha- is the pronominal prefix, and a the tense sign. 

The infixes and the disjunctive personal pronouns are not affected in 

any way by the pronominal prefix and the tense sign. Observing the laws 

of euphony we have the following: 

Singular. 

(a The conjugation of the verb with the pronominal infixes. 

I. 1st. pers. infix bamheka, they gave to me or gave me ( dir' obj 

I. 2nd. ti it bayeka, tt a ‘ ‘ you or you ( a a 

I. 3rd. it it bamueka, tt tt “ him n 11 him ( a n 

II. ft tt tt bamuyeka a a “ it tt tt it ( a tt 

III. tt ft ft bamueka, tt tt ti it tt tt 

“ ( 
tt tt 

IV. ft tt ft bamiyeka, u tt tt tt 11 n 
“ ( 

tt tt 

V. ft ft ft baluyeka, tt tt it ti a tt 

“ ( 
a tt 

VI. it tt tt badiyeka, a tt ti tt tt 

“ ( 
a tt 

VII. t t it tt babuyeka, a tt it tt a a 

“ ( 
a a 

VIII. tt it tt baiyeka, tt a it tt a a 

“ ( it t. 

IX. it tt it baiyeka tt tt ft ft n tt 

“ ( 
ft if 

X. it ft it bakayeka tt u a tt tt 
i' 

tt 

“ ( ft tt 
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1. 1st. ft ft 

Plural. 

batayeka, “ tf << us << n 
US ( 

a. tf 

I. 2nd ff ff babuyeka, “ tt tt you a ft you ( 
n tt 

I. 3rd. ft if babayeka, “ tt tt them n ft them ( 
fi t< 

II. a ft tt bamiyeka, “ tt a «< tt tf 
( 

tt n 

III. i f if ft baiyeka, “ tt n u 
>> 

if a 
( 

a a 

IV. ti ft *ft baiyeka “ tt a a tt tt tt 
( 

a <( 

V. t( ft ft baiyeka, “ a tt 11 tt tt a 
< 

n tt 

VI. tt ft ff bam ayeka, “ tt tt a tt tt a 
( 

a tt 

VII. tt ff tt tt tt n tt tt tt ft tt ( 11 tt 

VIII. S f tt tt ft tt tf a n a tt u 
( 

a tt 

IX. ft If tt babiyeka, “ 
a u n tt < < 

( 
• < n 

X. 
ft ft tt bafcuyeka 6 tf n tt a tf u 

( 
tt n 

Note. 1. For the assimilation of -a-, pronominal infix 2nd. pers 

sing., see 23 and 112, Rem. 3. 

Note 2. For mh 1st. pers. pro. infix sing., see 32 (a), 113, Rem. 5. 

Note 3. For the euphonic use of Ybetween two vowels, see 33 (b). 

Note 4. The Pronoun may be a direct or an indirect object. This 

is determined by the context. 

(b) Conjugation of the verb with the disjunctive personal pro¬ 

nouns following the verb as subject in the present tense of the form 

of the verb with the subordinating particle a. Note the contraction 

0f vowels. See 23. 

Singular Plural. 

Class 1. 1st. pers. eka mimi, when I give eka bita, when we give 

“ I. 2nd. a ek’uena, if you “ eka buina a you 11 

“ I. 3rd. 11 ek’ana, if he gives, eka bana, tt they n 

“ II. “ 11 eka muna, if it eka mina, < t 11 n 

“ III. “ ft ek’ana, ti n tt ek’ina, ft tt 11 

“ IV. “ 11 ek’ina t t tt tt ekina, a a 11 

a y tf 11 eka luna, ft tt n ek’ina, 11 n 11 

tt yj ti ff eka dina, tf a tt eka roana, tt 11 H 

“ VII. " tt eka buna, tt a tt a t. t f 11 tt 

“VIII. “ (( ek’ina if tt tt a n a tt tt 
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44 IX. “ “ ek’ina, “ “ “ bina, “ 41 44 

“ X. 44 44 ek* kana, 4 4 44 44 tuna 44 44 44 

Rem. For the use of the disjunctive personal pronouns as prono¬ 

minal suffixes, see 109, Rem. 1. 

(c) Conjugation of the verb with infixes, and disjunctive personal 

pronouns as direct or indirect object. 

(1) First person singular as indirect object, the disjunctiv e per 

sonal pronouns as direct object. 

a * 

Singular. 

bamhek’uena or bamhek’ i a, they gave you to me 

44 ’ana a CL ? • 44 l ana ii ii him u a 

bamheka muna u bamheka i muna, a ii it u ii 

bamhek’ana a bamhek’i ana, ii a ii u a 

44 ’ina u bamkeka i yina, ii a ii u ii 

bamheka luna a 44 i luna, ii n ii u ii 

44 dina u 44 i dina, ii ii a u ii 

44 buna u 44 i buna, a ii a u a 

bamhek’ina a 44 i yina, ii a ii u ii 

44 ’ina a u i ii ii ii a u a 

bamheka kana it 44 i kana, ii ii ii u ii 

Plural. 

bamheka buina or bamhek’ina, they gave you to me 

bamheka bana bamheka i bana, ii ii them ll 
• 

a 

44 mina n 44 i mina, ii ii ,i ll u 

bamhek’ina u 44 i yina, a a ii ll u 

44 ’ina ll ii i u a ii a ll u 

44 ’ina u a ^ u ii a ii ll u 

bamheka mana ll 44 i mana ii a a u u 

It u. u ii j a a ii u a ii 

u u ll ii j a'- a ii a u it 

44 bina ll 44 i bina a u a u ii 

44 tuna ll 44 i tuna ii ii ii u ii 
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(2) Second Person singular as indirect object,, the other persons as 

direct object. 

Singular. 

bamhek ’ uena or bamhek ' i au, they gave me to you 

bayek ’ ana a bayek’ i ana, a a him u u 

bayeka muna u bayeka i muna, a a it u u 

bayek’ ana a bayek’ i ana, tl a <t a il 

bayek’ ina a bayeka i yina, li a a u ii 

bayeka luna a a i luna, a 11 u u ' il 

“ dina a a i dina, a u u a a 

“ buna a a i buna. 
/ 

u a u a it 

bayek’ ina a ii i yina, it a u a a 

“ ’ ina ii a i “ it a (( u a 

bayeka kana a il i kana, a a ii u a 

Plural. 

batayek’uena or batayek’ i au, they gave us to you. 

bayeka bana a bayeka i bana, a a them a u 

“ mina a a i mina, a a a a a 

bayek’ina a a i yina H a a a u 

“ ’ina a a i “ a a a a a 

“ ’ina a it i “ a a a a a 

bayeka mana a a i mana, a a a a a 

u n a a i “ a a a a a 

a a a a i “ a a a a a 

“ bina a a i buna, a a a a a 

“ tuna a a i tuna, a a a a a 

Note. For the use of the disjunctive personal pronouns as prono¬ 

minal suffixes, see 109, Rem. 1. 
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(3) Third person as indirect object, the other persons as direct 

object. 

Singular. 

bamhek’ana or bamhek’ i ana, they gave me to him 

bayek’ana u bayek’ i ii a ii you u ii 

bamuek’ana << bamuek’ i u ii u him ii a 

baraueka muna u bamueka i muna ii a it u ii 

bamuek’ana u bamuek’ i ana, a a ti ii u 

bamuek’ina ii bamueka i yina, ii a a a a 

bamueka luna a u i luna, : a a ii ' ii ii 

“ dina u u i dina, u a ii a a 

“ buna a il i buna, u a 11 ii a 

bamuek’ina u ll i yina, u ii ii u ii 

“ ’ina it u i u u it ii Cl a 

bamueka kana il li i kana, a a a a ii - 

Plural. 

butayek’ana or batayek’ i ana, they gave us to him 
babuyek’ “ ii babuyek’ i ii ii ii you ii ii 

bamueka bana ii bamueka i bana, ii a them ii ii 

“ mina ii ii i mina, a a u a ii 

bamuek’ina u a i yina, ii ii ii it ii 

“ ’ina a ii i a a a ti a a 

“ ’ina a a i a a u ii a a 

bamueka mana u a i mana, ii a a u a 

a a li ii i a a a a Ci u 

a ii ll a i a a a ii n u 

“ bina ll u i bina, a a a a ii 

“ tuna ii i tuna, a a a u ti 
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(4) First, pers.pl. as indirect object, the other persons as dircet 

object. 

Singular. 

batayek’uena or batayek’ i au, they gave you to US. 

“ ’ana u “ ‘ i ana, .< u him u .11 

batayeka muna it batayeka i muna, u ii it u ll 

batayek’ana u batayek’ i ana, u it h u ll 

“ ‘ina n batayeka i yina ii a ii u ll 

batayeka luna u “ i luna u a ii ii << 

“ dina a “ i dina u u a ii ll 

“ buna n “ i buna, i 4 u a ii ll 

batayek’ina u “ i yina ll u ii n ll 

“ ’ina n it | it ll u ii u ll 

batayeka kana It “ i\kana, ll n a it ll 

Plural. 

batayeka buina or batayek’ i na, they gave you to US. 
a bana ii batayeka i bana. a a them ii ii 

a mina it << i mina, ii a a a u 

batayek’ ina it ii i yina, a ii it ii u 

a i ii u u i “ n ii tt <» u 

n > u ii ii i u ii a u a 

batayeka mana it a i mana ii a a u n 

u ii i t ii i “ u a ii u n 

ll ii a it i “ u ii a ii u 

U bina u a i bina, ii a ii u a 

it tuna it a i tuna, a u ii u u 
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(5) Second pers. pi. as indirect object, the other persons as direct obj. 

Singular. 

bamheka buina or bamhek’ina they gave me to you 

babuyek * ana << babuyek’i ana, «( tt him tt a 

babuyeka muna tt babuyeka i muna, a a it u a 

babuyek ’ ana a babu3^ek’i ana, 11 11 «< it a 

tt ina a babuyeka i yina, a n «( a n 

babuyeka luna a “ i luna, a a a a tt 

< < dina < < “ i dina, a a <« tt a 

a buna << “ i buna, a n << a i t 

babuyek’ ina it “ i yina, tt a <( tt tt 

<< 
> ina it << j a it a a tt i i 

babuyeka kana it ft i kana tt tt tt tt it 

Plural. 

batayeka buina or batayek’ina they gave us to yon. 

bahuveka bana n babuyeka i bana, “ a them tt tt 

tt 
mina a 

“ i mina, “ a ■ a tt tt 

babuyek* ina tt “ i yina, “ a u tt tt 

tt > 
ina tt n j tt tt a tt tt ft 

a 
tt tt j tt tt tt tt tt tt 

babayeka mana t; 
“ i mana, “ tt tt u tt 

tt a tt it £ tt tt tt tt tt it 

tt n tt t. j tt tt a u a it 

a bina a “ i bina, “ n tt n it 

n ^una tt ft ituna? ft a a n it 
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(6) The third pers. ph as indirect object, the other persons as direct 

obj. 

Singular. 

bamheka bana or bamheka i bana, they gave me to them. 
bayeka a << bayeka i “ a a vou 

«y 

n u 

babayek ’ ana tt babayek ’ i ana, tt tt him tt tt 

babayeka muna tt babayeka i muna, 11 a it tt tt 

babayek ’ ana, tt babayek’ i ana, tt tt tt tt a 

babayek ’ ina n babayeka i yina, tt tt u tt a 

babayeka luna a tt i luna, tt tt n n tt 

<< dina tt 11 i dina, 11 tt 11 a 11 

ti buna tt it i buna, tt 11 11 11 tt 

babayek ’ ina 11 11 i yina, n tt tt 11 11 

<< » ina u tt i “ n n 11 11 «t 

babayeka kana tt tt i kana, 

Plural. 

n n tt tt tt 

batayeka bana or batayeka i bana, they gave us to them. 

babayeka tt < t babuyeka i “ u 11 you tt < c 

babayeka < < a babaveka 
<r‘ 

i “ tt 11 jhem 11 11 

«{ mina a it i mina, tt 11 > t 11 11 

babayek’ ina a tt i yina, 11 11 n tt 11 

a » n 11 tt i “ 11 11 11 tt u 

«« 5 a a It i “ 11 u tt tt tt 

babayeka mana n it i mana, n a tt tt a 

a tt tt if i “ n a tt tt a 

a a a it i “ a u 11 tt n 

a bina it it i bina, 11 a 11 tt tt 

tt tuna tt tt i tuna, tt tt a tt tt 

Rem. All the indirect objects used in the preceding conjugations are 

of class I. The pronouns of classes 1I-X may be employed in the same 

way as indirect objects. 
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(7) The following will show the relations of the direct and indirect 

objects of classes II-X. 

Singular. 

II. bamueka muna or bamueka i muna, they gave it (nte) to it (koka) 

III. bamuek’ ana ss bamuek’ i ana, ss ss 
(( (hula) “ “ ( a 

) 

IV. “ ’ ina SS bamueka i yina, < t it “(mbonga)“ “ ( a 
) 

V. bamueka luna a “ i luna, ss i( “(luketa) “ “ ( a 
) 

VI. “ dina a “ i dina, a ss “ (dina) “ u ( ss 
) 

VII. “ buna ts “ i buna, ts is “ (buota) “ “ ( ts 

) 

VIII. bamuek’ ina a “ i yina, a ss “ (ilaka) “ “ ( SC 

) 

IX. “ ’ “ a << i “ is a “ (iketa) “ “ { 
it ) 

X. bamueka kana u 
u i kana u a “ (kate ) “ “ ( u 

) 

Plural. 

II. bamueka mina or bam. i mina, they gave them (mite) to it (koka) 

III. bamuek ’ ina a iS i yina, ss u ss (hula) ts Si ( it 

) 

IV. a ’» a ss a i “ Si (< ss (mbonga) Si ss 
( 

ss 
) 

V. a > ss ss Sf i “ Si Si ss (keta ) n it ( ss ) 

VI. bamueka mana a ss i mana, Si ss Si (mina ) Si (i 

( 
ss 

) 
VII a a a Si i “ Si i t Si (mata ) ss Si 

( 
Si 

) 

VIII. a ss ss Si i “ ss a u (malaka) a Si 

( 
Si 

) 

IX. a bina a Si i bina, Si u a (biketa ) ss Si ( Si 

) 
X. ss tuna H Si j tuna, S i ss Si (tute ) Si Si 

( 
Si 

) 

POSSESSIVE PRONOUNS. 

I. Simple Forms. 

116.. With the exception of the 1st, and 2nd. persons singular and plural 

of class I, the possessive pronouns are exactly like the disjunctive person¬ 

al pronouns (98). However, the Possessive Pronouns are always preceded 

by the the pronominal prefix (@4) of the noun which they modify. The 
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1st. and 2nd. persons singular and plural, also the 3rd. pers. singular 

class I and 3rd. pers, sing, of class III, take the pronominal prefix of the 

noun modified and are, therefore, nothing more than possessive adj¬ 

ectives All the other possessive pronouns are preceded by the pronominal 

prefix of the noun modified and are, therefore, nothing more than 

possessive adjective phrases. 

117. The possessive pronouns follow the noun modified, that is, the 

thing possessed. 

118. Bear in mind that the same form is used for his and her. See 98, 

Rem. 2. 

119. The root and form of the pronouns used in the possessive case 

are as follows; 

Singular. Plural. 

Glass I. 1st. pers. •emi, my or mine, i-ta, our or ours, 
<< I. 2nd. a -a-(au),thy or thine, -ina, your a yours 
a I. 3rd. tt •ana, his, her or hers, bana their or theirs, 
n II. a a muna, its, mina, “ tt n 

u III. a tt -ana, “ ina, “ tt tt 

u IV. a a ina, “ a tt tt tt 

a V. it a luna, “ a tt tt u 

tf VI. tt a dina, “ mana, “ tt tt 

tt VII. a tt buna, “ tt tt tt tt 

a VIII. a tt ina, “ a a tt it 

tt IX. tt a a tt bina, “ tt it 

it X. a tt kana, “ tuna, “ tt it 

Rem. 1. In certain inflections the possessive adjective pronoun of the 

3rd. pers. plural becomes aha instead of bana; as, bisk’aha instead of 

bisha ha bana, their fathers; biy aha instead of biya ba bana, their moth¬ 

ers. See 122 (a) and (b). 

Rem. 2. The noun ishashanga (9) may be employed when joint poss¬ 

ession is meant; as, nte muishashanga, the stick of one or more persons; etc. 

120- Examples of possessive adjective pronouns and possessive 

adjective phrases: 

Nte muemi, my stick; kamidi a, your goat; jnbong'ana, his cup; l-uke- 

ta lu bana, their hat; nte, muana, his stick- £ana bita, our children; 
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malaka mina, your beds, biketa b'\ bana, their things; butadi bu muna, 

its (nte) length; ntshue muana, its (mbua) head; mitshue mi yina, 

their (mbua, dogs) heads; ndela mu lima, its (luketa) cloth; mind el a 

mi yina, their (beta) cloths; bunena bu dina, its (dina tooth) size; bune- 

ne bu mana, their (mina teeth) size; bana bemi, my children; bentsha ba 

bana their friends; bakidi ba bana, their friends; etc. 

Rem. 1. Note that the words bentsha and bakidi, friends, when 

modified by the possessive adjective pronouns of the 1st. and 2nd- 

pers. sing, and pi., also 3rd. personsingular, the possessive adjectives 

take the singular prefix instead of the plural prefix, as would be expec¬ 

ted. 

Thus, we have bentsti1 emi, or bakidi emi, my friends; bentsh'au or 

bakidi au, your friends; bentsK ana, or bakidi ana„ his friends; bentsK- 

ita or bakidi ita, our friends; bentsKina or bakidi ina, your (pi.) friends. 

Rem. 2. For the euphonious use of Y, 27, also 33 (c). 

Rem. 3. The English forms mine, his, hers, yours, etc., when em¬ 

ployed as predicate adjective complement after some form of the verb 

to be, are expressed by omitting the verb to be and putting in its place, 

in certain cases, / which precedes the possessive adjective the latter 

agreeing with the noun modified. The letter % is only employed with the 

possessives of the 1st. and 2nd. persons, sing, and plural of class I, and 

3rd. pers. sing, of classes I and III. The negative in this case is kai. 

Examples: 

Dioi dihuiya i diemi, this word is mine; muana akuna i au, that child, 

is yours; mite mikuiya i miand, these sticks are his; bana bakuiya i bita,; 

these children our ours; mite milmna i mina, those sticks are yours(ph); 

dioi dikuna kai diemi, that word is not mine; etc. 

Note 1. In the case of the other pronouns employed in the posses¬ 

sive case we have instead of i the demonstrative pronoun specializing 

the object near the speaker (138) . The negative in this case is simply 

ha. 

Examples: 

Muana akuna wuya bana, that child is theirs; dioi dikuiya ka didi ha¬ 

nd, this word is not theirs; matami makuna mama yitia, those feet are 

theirs {mbua, dogs understood); mitshhue 'Mikuiya ka mimi yina, these 
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heads are not theirs (dogs); etc. 

Note 2. If the subject is repeated in the complement it is simply- 

modified by the possessive adjective or the possessive adjective phrase, 

in this case neither i nor the demonstrative pronoun is employed. The 

negative in this case is simply ka which precedes the predicate com¬ 

plement. 

Examples: 

Muana akuiya muan'emi, this child is mine; bona bakuna bana b'iy’ina 

those children are your neighbors; mite mikuiya ka mite mita, those 

sticks are not yours; etc. 

121. An emphatic disjunctive personal pronoun is sometimes 

employed after the possessive adjective or the possessive adective 

phrase. 

Lutota luau, wena, your disturbance! 

II. Contracted or Enclitic Forms. 

122. There are a few nouns referring to relationship that are neve? 

used alone but are always followed by a possessive pronoun which some 

times becomes an enclitic. The ordinary prefixes, proper to number 

and class, are often omitted from the possessive adjective pronoun 

and, in some cases, the final vowel of the noun is elided before the 

possessive adjective pronoun. There are also nouns under this head 

that include the possessive idea without being modified by a posses¬ 

sive adjective. 

It is interesting to note, in this connection, that the word for one's 

mother has a different form for each person in the singular of the pos¬ 

sessive case, while the word iya means mother when modified by the 

plural possessive adjectives. Note also that the word for.mother, when, 

modified by the possessive adjective his.ov her, is ina. . _ 

The following will make the meaning of the statements above more 

clear: 
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(a) Nouns with the final vowel elided before the possessive adjec. 

tive: 

Singular. Plural. 

in’ana, his mother, bin’ana his mothers, 

iy’ita, our “ biy’ita, our “ 

iy’ina, your (pi.) mother, biy’ina, your “ 

iy’aha, their “ biy’aha, their “ 

ish’ana, his father, bish’ana his fathers, 

ish’ita, our . “ bish’ita, our 11 
ish,ina, your (pi.) father, bish’ina, your “ 

ish’aha, their “ bish’aha, their “ 

(b) Nouns which include the possessive idea without being modified 
• • \ 

by a possessive adjective; 

Singular. Plural. 

mai (or maya or mei) my mother, bamai, my mothers, 

nyo, your mother, banyo your “ 

isho, your father, bisho, “ fathers. 

Rem. 1. Note that although the words ina, iya, mother and isha, 
father, have the prefix of class IX, the concord agreement of the verb 

is the same as class I. 

Rem. 2. Note that the words, mat, my mother; and nyo, your 

mother, are nouns of class I, having the regular pronominal prefix 

(64) of that class. 

Rem. 3. Note that, as a rule, one seldom hears ish'emi, my father. 

Note also that tat a ita, our father; tata ina, your (pi.) father; is more 

frequently heard than ish'ita, or ish'ina* 
Rem. 4. Note that the compound words, mu ina, muiya, followed by 

the possessive adjective, express the idea of neighbor, fellow-towns¬ 
man, etc. The word mu is an abbreviation for muana• 

Muinana, his neighbor; bana b'inina, his neighbors; mu'iy'ina, 
your neighbor; bana b'iyina, your neighbors; muiyita, our neighbors; 

bana b'iyita, our neighbors; etc. 

Note. These compound words are pronounced as one word; as mui¬ 
nana', binana', etc 
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Rem. 5 The following are other expressions for fellow-townsmen: 

Mima buola buita> our fellow-townsman; bash\ buola buita-t our fel¬ 

low-townsmen; muna buola buemi, my fellow-townsman; bina buola bui- 

na, your (pi.) fellow-townsmen; shi buola buana, his fellow-townsman; 

bashi buola bu bana, their fellow-townsmen; etc. 

Rem. 6. The following express the idea of a member of the family 

or of the family clan: 

Muanetni may mean my child or the child of my relative; muanita? 
onr child or our relative; bana bit a, our relatives; muan'a mai, my rela¬ 

tive or my neighbor or my kinsman; bana ba maimy relatives or kinsmen 

or neighbors; mua'nyo, your (sing.) relative or neighbor or kinsman; 

bana ba nyo, your relatives or neighbors or kinsmen; etc. 

Note 1. If it is desired to indicate sex in the above cases, the words 

nunga, man; and ngata, woman, may be employed with the above ex¬ 

pressions; as, mu'in'ana ngata, his female neighbor; muan'emi nunga, my 

son; etc.; etc. 

Note 2. Note that in the compound word mua’nyo the last syllable na 

of the word muana is elided. 

Rem. 7. The expression muan'a mai is a polite way of hailing or ad¬ 

dressing a friend or person whose name one mayor may not know, and 

expresses the idea of “My friend,” so common in English, 

Rem. 8. Muan’emi ibota means my own child; buna bemi bibota, my own 

children; muandna ibota, his own child; bana bana bibota, his own chil¬ 

dren; etc. 

Rem. 9. There is no definite word for brother or sister. The word 

haingi (pi. bahaingi) may be used by a brother in speaking of his sister, or 

by a sister in speaking of her brother. However, the brother connot use 

the word haingi in speaking of his brother, nor a sister in speaking of a 

sister. Thus, if a boy says haing’emi, he means his sister; if a girl says 

haingemi, she means her brother. If a boy says ngoVemi, he means an 

older brother; if he says muakidi emi, he means a younger brother. If 

a girl says ngoVemi, she means an older sister; if she says muakidi emi, 

she means a younger sister; etc; etc. 

Note 1. Of course the word haingi (pi. bahaingi) may be employed in the 

case of all persons, the only thing to be taken in consideration is the sex 

of the possessor; as, buina balunga baaniya i bahaingi bina kamotshi, you 
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men have come and your sisters also; etc.; etc. 

Note 2. The words haingi, ngola, and muakidi, may mean cousin also. 

DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS. 

123. As in English, The Demonstrative Pronouns, of this language, 

have reference to the position of the object referred to. 

124. These demonstratives may be used as simple adjectives modifying 

the noun expressed, or as a simple pronoun standing for the noun un¬ 

derstood. The inflection, however, in either case is the same and is 

determined by the pronominal prefix (64) of the noun expressed or under¬ 

stood. 

125. As a rule, the demonstrative adjective follows the noun modified. 

126. With the exception of the 1st. and 2nd. per3. sing, and pi. of class 

I, the demonstratives are third person. We find the 1st. and 2nd. pers. 

singular and plural employed in the case of emphatic demonstrative 

pronouns. 

127. The demonstrative pronouns divide themselves into four classes: 

(a) Those indicating objects near to the speaker, corresponding to 

English this, these. 

(b) Those indicating objects remote from the speaker, corresponding 

to English that, those. 

(c) Those specializing the object among other objects near the speak 

er, and expressing the idea of this .person or thing here; these persons or 

things here. 

(d) Those expressing emphasis; as, here it is; etc. 

« 

I. Demonstratives Indicating Near Objects. 

128. The Demonstrative Pronouns indicating near objects and mean¬ 

ing this or these are formed by prefixing to the stem -kuiya the pronom¬ 

inal prefix (64) of the noun referred to. 
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129. The demonstratives for near objects are as follows: 

Singular. Plural. 

Class I. akuiya bakuiya 
u 11. mukuiya mikuiya 
u III. akuiya ikuiya 
u IV. akuiya ikuiya 
u V. lukuiya ikuiya 
li VI. dikuiya makuiya 
u VII. bukuiya makuiya 

l'. VIII. ikuiya makuiya 
u IX. ikuiya bikuiya 
u 

Rem. 

X. tukuiya 

-Kuiya may be written kui. 

tukuiya 

130. Examples of demonstratives indicating near objects: 

Muana akuiya, this child, mite mikuiya, these sticks; bata bakuiya, these 

people; luketa lukuiya, this hat, iketa ikuiya, this thing; etc. 

Rem. Sometimes the word ngo is employed as a demonstrative, 

meaning this, that, these, those. 

Iketa ingo, this thing, biketa bingo, these things; bata bango, those 

people; etc. 

II. Demonstratives Indicating Remote Objects. 

131. The demonstrative pronouns indicating remote objects and 

expressed in English by that, those, yonder are formed by prefixing to 

the stems -kuna or -na the pronominal prefixes (64) of the nouns refer¬ 

red to. 

132. The demonstratives for remote objects with the stem-kuna are 

as follows: 

Singular. Plural 

Class 1. akuna bakuna 

“ II. mukuna mikuna 

“ III. akupa ikuna 

“ ]V. akuna ikuna 

“ V. lukuna ikuna 
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makuna 

makuna 

makuna 

bikuna 

tukuna 

133. Examples indicating objects near the person spoken to with 

the stem kuna\ 

Ikeia ikuna, that thing; bata bakuna, those people; mite mihuna, 

those sticks; etc. 

134. The demonstrative pronouns for remote objects on the stem 

-na are as follows: 

Singular. Plural. 

Class I. una or wuna bana 
u II. muna mina 
a III. una or wuna ina 
u IV. ina ina 
u V. luna ina 
.( VI. dina mana 
u VII. buna mana 
u VEIL ina mana 
u IX. ilia bina 
u X. kana tuna. 

Rem. Note u- or w- is the pronominal prefix for the 3rd. pers. sing, 

of classes I and III, instead of -a-. 

135. Examples of demonstratives indicating remote objects on the 

stem -na: 

Muota wuna or muota una, that person; nte muna, that stick hanga 

una or hangci wuna, that sheep; bata bana, those people; mite min a, 

those sticks; luketa luna, that hat; hate kana, that small stick; etc. 

136 The stem-kusha is often heard instead of the stems-kuna and 

-na. However, the stem -kuslia has more reference to time than place 

and expresses, generally, the idea of something previously mentioned 

or something not regarded as present either to the speaker or the per¬ 

son spoken to. 

VI. dikuna 

VII. bukuna 

VIII. ikuna 

IX. ikuna 

X. kakuna 
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Lashu lakusha, that day; Jcabokidi dioi dikusha, they did not hear 

that message; etc. 

III. Demonstrative Specializing the Object Among Other Objects 

Near The Speaker. 

137. The demonstratives specializing the object near the speaker, 

and expressing the idea of this person or thing here) these persons or 

things here are formed by simply doubling the pronominal prefix (64) 

of the nouns referred to. 

Rem. Note here also, that the pronominal prefix of the 3rd. pers. 

singular of classes I and III is u- or wu- instead of a-. 

138 The demonstratives specializing the object near the speaker 

are as follows: 

Singular. Plural. 

Class I. uya or wuya baba 
a II. mumu mimi 
u III. uya or wuya yiyi 
u IV. yiyi yiyi 
u V. lulu yiyi 
a VI. didi mama 
u VII. bubu mama 
a VIII. yiyi mama 
u IX. yiyi bibi 
a ■ X. kaka tutu 

1. For the euphonic use of Y, see 27, 33, (c). 

Rem 2. There is perhaps only a slight shade of difference be tween 

this demonstrative pronoun and the demonstrative referring to near 

objects. 

139. Examples of demonstratives speciaiing objects near the 

speaker. 

Muana uya or wuya, this child here; nte mumu, this stick here; bata 

baba these people here; iketa yiyi, this thing here; malaka mama, these 

beds here; etc. 

Y. Emphatic Demonstrative Pronouns. 

140- The Emphatic Demonstrative Pronouns which express the 
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idea of here it is; here they are; etc., are formed by prefixing ka- to 

the demonstrative pronouns specializing the object near the speaker. 

Rem. Note that we have among these demonstratives the 1st. and 

2nd. persons, singular and plural, which are formed by prefixing ka- 

to the simple disjunctive personal pronouns. 

141. The emphatic demonstrative pronouns are as follows: 

Singular. Plural. 

Class I. 1st. pers. kamimi kabita 

2nd. u kawena kabuina 

3rd. u kawuya kababa 
a II. u ll kamumu kamimi 
ll III. n ll kawuya kayiyi or kaiyi 
n IV. a ll kayiyi or kaiyi kayiyi or kaiyi 
u V. a ll kalulu kayiyi or kaiyi 
u VI. u ll kadidi kamama 
u VII. n ll kabubu kamama 
u VIII. u ll kayiyi or kaiyi kamama 
it IX. u ll kayiyi “ kaiyi kabibi 
a X. u ll kakaka katutu 

1 

142. Examples of emphatic demonstrative pronouns: 

Kamimi awimyi, here I am here; hawena awona, there you are there; 

halhta awonyi, here we are here; nte, hamumu, the stick, here it is. 

ha mama, here they are (mahohi, boxes); muana, haivuya, the child, here 

he is; hamim, ndaniya, here I am, I have come; habita, taniya, here 

we are, we have come; etc. 

143. It is important to note that the emphatic particle ha is often 

used before nouns or other parts of speech to which special attention 

is called. In such cases one of the regular demonstrative adjectives is 

usually placed after the noun. 

Ka mite mikuiya, here are the sticks; ha luheta luhuna, there is the 

hat (near you); etc. 

144. This ha- is sometimes found before the regular demonstrative 

forms besides those under 141. It is often found with the disjunctive 

personal pronouns. No doubt the 1st. and 2nd. pers. singular and 

plural of class I, mentioned under emphatic demonstrative pronouns 
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(140-141) come under this head. 

Ka muna mukuiya, here it is (nte, stick); ka bana bakuna, there they 

are (near you); etc. 

RELATIVE PRONOUNS. 

145. No distinct Relative Pronoun is found for the use as subject 

of the relative clause like the ivho, which or that of the English; this 

lack is supplied by the ordinary personal pronominal prefixes (111) 

agreeing in person, number and class with the antecedent. 

Mite mimbuaka miahuona, the sticks which fell have rotted; ndabenga 

muota ambola muan'emi, I drove away the person who struck my child. 

Rem. 1. Note that the relative clause always follows the antecedent. 

Rem. 2. Sometimes only the prefix of the antecedent is heard. 

Tamona ba beta a baola, we saw them (bata, people) at the village. 

bishima hiyashi bita alama alola biyasha ashama bi bilamidi bita ikola, the 

food which we are cooking excels that which we cooked yesterday. 

146 When a relative pronoun, in a relative clause, is the object, 

direct or indirect, of the verb, the ordinary pronominal prefixes are 

used as the relative pronoun, in which cases, the relative pronoun, 

whether it be direct or indirect object, comes at the beginning of the 

verb, preceding the tense sign, and the subject of the relative clause 

follows the verb. 

Mite mibatala balunga mihuokahuona, the sticks which the men are 

cutting will rot; in which mi of mibatala is the relative pronoun used 

as direct object; mite mimbatala bana miabuaka, the sticks which they 

cut have fallen; dina dintokala Kueta dibaka ahnona, the tooth which 

Kueta pulled out was rotting; bata bamueka bita biketa banena, the 

people to whom we gave things have gone. 

Rem. 1. In compound tenses the subject ol the relative clause, if a 

pronoun, comes after the auxiliary verb, if a noun, it comes after the 

Unite part of the verb. See 103. 

Mahohi rnayasha buinu atola mabuakabuaka, the boxes which you are 

bringing will fall; baloma malaka mabaka abetama Kueta, they asked 

for the beds on which Kueta was lying; kandina’ buyeka biketa biyasha' 

buyeka babela a shina, I shall not give you things that those of the’ earth 

give you; etc. 
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Rem. 2. In the Relative Clause Constructions it is important to note 

the various forms the verb takes under certain conditions. 

(a) When the verb of the relative clause is in the past indefinite tense 

and does net contain a pronominal infix it takes the changed or irregular 

form of the past indefinite tense. See 246, Rem. 3. 

Ndamona nunga ankueta mimi, I saw the man whom I pierced; nunga 

amuena i bata aniija, the man who went with the people, has come; nda¬ 

mona nunga ambola muan’emi, 1 saw the man who struck my child; tamona 

bata bamuena a Nshenga alola, we saw the people who went to Mushengi 

to-day; etc. 

Note. Observe that, in the above constructions, the subject, if a dis¬ 

junctive personal pronoun, always follows the verb of the relative clause 

(b) When the verb of the relative clause is in the past indefinite tense 

it takes one of the following three forms: 

(1) When the relative clause modifies the subject of the independent 

clause, and the verb of the relative clause contains a pronominal infix, 

the verb of the relative clause takes the regular form of the past indef¬ 

inite tense, indicative. 

Muota ababola anena, the person who struck them has gone; muana 

abuyeka biketa aniya, the child who gave you the things has come. 

(2) When the relative clause modifies the object of the independent 

clause, and the verb of the relative clause contains a pro. infix, the verb 

takes the form of the past perfect tense indicative. 

Tamona bata hamabubola, we saw the persons who struck you. 

(3) When the verb of the relative contains a direct and an indirect 

object, if the subject of the relative clause is a disjunctive pers. pro., the 

verb mana with the infinitive is employed. £ee 2! ]. 

Babela bLeta bimabita bayeka, they refused the things which we gave 

to them; tanimisha bana baman uetayeha, we accepted the children which 

you gave to us; banodia bishim a biman'a bayeka, they ate the food which 

he gave them. ... ,..., . 

Note 1. Observe flint the final syllable na of mana is elided before 

pronouns beginning with a consonant, and the the final vowel a of mana 

elides when followed by a pronoun beginning with a vowel. 

Note 2. Observe also that the final syllable na of the disjunctive per- 
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sonal pronouns ana and icena may also be elided for the sake of euphony 

or because of the tendency of the Bakuba to abbreviate their words. See 

l, Note 4, also 391,, Note 1. 

(c) When the verb relative clause is in the past perfect tense it takes 

the changed or irregular form of the past perfect tense. See 247 and248} 

and Rem. 2. 

Bamanimisha malaka mibayekidi Kueta, they accepted the beds which 

Kueta gave to them. 

Note 1. Observer that when the verb of the relative clause contains 

loth a direct and an indirect object, the direct object is the relative pro* 

noun, and the indirect object is a pronominal infix, and the subject 

of the relative clause follows the verb. 

Bamabelabana bibayekidi bita, they refused the children whom we gave 

to them; bamanimisha biketa bibayekidi Mikohi, they accepted the things 

which Mikohi gave to them; etc. 

Note 2. Observe that when the verb of the relative clause con¬ 

tains only one object it is always a direct object and the relative pro¬ 

noun is the subject of the relative clause. 

Bamamona nunga itakuetshidi, they saw the man who pierced 

us; bamamona balunga bibadiakidi, they saw the men who killed therm 

Note 3. For the change of the a, of pronominal prefixes ending 

in a, to i, See 64 and Rems. 1-3; 111, Rem. 3; 178. 

Note 4. When the verb of the relative clause contains no prono¬ 

minal infix the relative pronoun is always either subject or direct ob¬ 

ject of the relative clause. 

Tamamona nunga adiakidi balunga, we saw the man who 

killed the men; nunga adiakidi balunga amancna, the man who kil¬ 

led the men had gone; tamamona nunga abodidi muanemi, we saw 

the man who struck my child; nunga akuetshidi bana amano, the man 

whom they pierced died. 

Note 5. Observe that when the subject of the relative clause is a 

noun or a disjunctive personal pronoun it always follows the verb. 

(d) When the verb of the relative clause is in the habitual tense 

and contains a pronominal infix it takes the tense sign maka instead 

of kaka. See 243, Rem. 2. 
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Bata bamakabumuka banena, the people who habitually love 

you have gone; balunga bamakatayeka biheta baniya; the men who 

always gives us things have come; etc. 

(e) When the verb of the relative clause is in the habitual tense and 

does not contain a pronominal infix it tales the following form: pro^ 

prefix + n, m or mu + stem + ka. See 243, Rem. 4, (a)-(c). 

Note. M comes before b and h, N before all the other consonants and 

mu before stems beginning with a vowel. 

Balunga bankelaha nyuna banena, the men who habitually do the work 

have gone; %uana ambuakaka elangata, the child who always falls is here; 

bata bamuenaka a Nshenga baniya, the people who always go to Mushengi 

have come; nunga amuiyaka anerta, the man who habitually comts has 

gone; etc. 
147. There being no distinct possessive relative in this language, 

the English possessive whose and the the possessive phrases of whom, of 

which, ere., are expressed in other ways. The use of the word muna (cl. I), 

owner, (pi bind), in an adjective sense, is a very convenient method. 

Muna mu ana ayash’alela anena a buola, the person whose child is 

crying has gone to the village; bina makohi mela a mhula biya ihotshi, 

the persons whose boxes are in the house are coming now. 

148. The preposition in, on, upon, into, etc. governing the relative 

pronoun in English are not expressed but understood when governing 

the relative pronoun in this language. 

Mindela miela ilcohi iyasli ana atosha, the cloth is in the box on which 

he is sitting; kalamonyi ikohi iyasli ana atshika biheta, I have not seen 

the box in which he put the things; iya i bulelela buyasha bana atosha, 

bring the bench upon which they are sitting. 

Rem, The idea of the preposition with governing the relative pronoun 

in English, is expressed in this language by employing the usual rela¬ 

tive pronoun referring to the antecedent and following it in the same 

clause by i and the disjunctive personal pronoun agreeing with the antece¬ 

dent. 

Note that in the case of the 1st. and 2nd. pers. sing, and ph, the 

possessive forms are employed after i. See 99, (c) (3); 119. 

Balunga bantosha mimi i bana babuaka, the men with whom I sat fell; 
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Mbohe akalia biketa bikima bimuiya Kueta i bina, ^Jbohe has sold all the 

things which Kueta brought, lit. which came with them Kueta. 

149. Frequently the antecedent is omitted in which case the Indi¬ 

rect Construction (124) is used, However, the antecedent is generally 

in the mind of the speaker, having been previously mentioned in the 

discourse. 

Bamabadiaka banena, who killed them have gone {bata, people under, 

stood, as antecedent); Kueta amakaha bikima bimuikidi bana, Kueta sold 

what they gave him (biketa things, understood as antecedent). 

150. The compound relative words whoever, whosoever, ivhatsoever, 

etc., meaning every one who, everything which, are generally expressed 

by the word kima, all, every, followed by the relative clause. 

Yishu amanimisha bakirna bidi a bola buana, Jesus accepted whosoever 

came to him; tamnka bikima bitayek'nena, we want whatsoever you give 

us; akaka bakima bambaka mboka, he cut whosoever were in the road. 

151. The negative in relative clauses is formed by the usual 

negative of the indicative mood, preceded by the subordinating particle 

mbe to which relative clause may be prefixed. 

Tamnka biketa hi mbe kaba i bina, we want things that they do not have 

bayashsi amuka biketa bimbe kabatodidi, they want things they did not 

bring; nunga ambe kanamonyi aniya, a man whom I do not know 

has come; bvkekakela makama mambe bata kabehi mboka akela, you shall 

do things that men are not able to do. 

Rem. 1. The idea of not yet in the relative clause may be expressed 

bv using the verb Jo be aha followed by mbe and the negative of the past 

indefinite tense indicative mood, in which case the relative pronoun may 

be prefixed to the auxiliary verb. 

Luketa luaJiuena mbe kutodidi luadima, the hat which you have 

not yet brought is lost; nunga aha mimi mbe kanamonyi aniya, a man 

whom I have not yet seen has come; baniya i biketa bialia mimi 

mbe kalamukidi, they brought things which 1 have not yet wanted; 

tamnka alena nunga aha mbe kidi, we want to see a man that has not yet 

come; ndamuka luketa luaha mbe kaltiidi, I want a hat that has not. yet 

come; etc.... ' . -■ > . 
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Rem. 2. The subordinating particle mbe, to which the relative pro¬ 

noun may be prefixed, may precede the auxiliary verb. 

Ndamvka luketa lumbe yaha kutodidi, I want the hat that you have not 

yet brought; baniya i biketa bimbe yaha kalamukidi, they brought the 

things which I do not yet want; ndamuka nunga arnbe yahakidi, I want a 

man that has not yet come; layasha\ bulosha ikama ikuiya a bukoslia bti- 

mbe yaha kayidi, I tell you this affair before it has come to pass.; etc. 

Rem. 8. The idea of who or which or that has not, etc., may be 

expressed by aha followed by mbe and the negative of the present tense 

of ela followed by i. 

Tayeha bata haha mbe kaba i mangona, we know people that have no 

fields; Kueta ashoma kamidi aha mbe ka i muta, Kueta bought a goat that 

is not fat; Muota aha mbe ka i biketa bantakantamala biel'ana i bina, the 

person who has nothing shall have taken from him that which he has; 

etc, 

Rem. 4. The idea of who or which or that had not, etc., may be 

expressed by the past tense affirmative of ela followed by mbe and the 

negative of the past tense of ela followed by i. 

Tamona bata baba mbe kababa i kamidi, we saw people who had no 

goats; muota aha mbe kaba i biketa bi’odia amano, the person who had 

nothing to eat has died; batola nte muba mbekamuba i tama, they brought 

a stick which has no limbs; etc. 

152. The future negative in the relative clause is expressed by the 

use of the auxiliary verb aha, to be, to which the relative pronoun is 

prefixed followed by the regular future negative preceded by the subor¬ 

dinating particle mbe. 

Bakaha biketa biaha bana mbe kabinena i bina a Nshenga, they sold the 

things which they will not take to Mushengi. 

Rem. The future tense affirmative in the relative clause is expressed 

by the use of the Second Present Actual form of the verb to which the 

relative pronoun is prefixed. See 240. 

Tshika biketa biena bana i bina a Nshenga a makohi, put the things 

which they will take with them to Mushengi in boxes. 
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INTERROGATIVE PRONOUNS. 

155. We find among the Interrogative Pronouns those that are declin¬ 

able and others that are not. However, whether the interrogative word 

be used as modifier, object or subject it usually comes last in the sent¬ 

ence. 

Rem. 1. The interrogative particle ke comes after the word modified, 

whether that word comes at the end or at the beginning of the sen¬ 

tence. See 156 and Rem. 

Rem. 2. Mbonyi generally comes last in the sentence. See 157. 

Rem. 3. When the interrogative word, as subject, comes last in the 

sentence the verb takes the same prefix which it would take if the 

interrogative word were at the beginning of the sentence. 

The following is a discussion of some of the more common of the 

interrogative words and phrases.- 

154. Nyanya? ivho? whom? The pi. is banyanya? This interrogative 

refers to persons only. 

Amuiya nyanya? who came? 

Amuiya i nyanya? with whom did he come? 

Bantola banyanya? who brought him? 

Rem. 1. The usual method of asking one’s name is as follows: 

Dina diana nyanya? what is his name? lit. his name is who? 

Minama bana banyanya? what are their names? 

Rem. 2. The possessive whose? is expressed by an adjective phrase 

of nyanya or the plural banyanya is the object. 

Biketa bi nyanya? whose things? lit. the things of whom? 

155. The question what is it? what are they? etc. may be expressed 

by prefixing to nyanya the pronominal prefix (64) of the noun to which 

it refers. 

Dina di yina nyanya? what is it (iketa, thing)? lit. the name of it is 

what? inyanya? what is it? B iny any a? what are they? Dina di tuna 

(tunyama, little animals) tuny any a? what are they? lit. the name of them 

is what? 

Rem. These forms have reference only to irrational beings or to 

inanimate things. 
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156. Ke? what ? what hind ? which ? 

This interrogative particle always follows the noun, and is indeclina¬ 

ble. This being the case it may or may not come at the end of the 

sentence. 

lheta he? what ro which thing? or what hind of thing? 

Nunga he amuiya? what or which man has came? or whot hind of a 

man has come? 

Rem. Some times we hear simply he? what? what is it? 

157. Mhonyi? what? what is the matter? This word is also indeclina¬ 

ble. . 

Anhela mhonyi? what did he do ? 

A wona mhonyi? what is the matter yonder? 

158. The idea of how many? is expressed by the indeclinable com¬ 

pound word mbadi-he? 

This word may come at the end or at the beginning of the sentence. 

Mite mbadi-he? how many sticks? 

Bata mbadi-he ? how many people? 

Mbadi-he bamuiya how many came? (bata, people) 

159. The various interrogative words meaning whether? whence? 

why? where? when? etc., used in direct and indirect questions will be 

discussed under adverbs and conjunctions. 

OTHER PRONOMINAL FORMS. 

160- The Indefinite Pronouns of the English, not specifying any 

particular individual or thing; as, all, another, any, both, few, many, 

none, another, several, some, much, every, each one, plenty, nothing, etc.? 

are expressed in this language by a certain class of words, the majority 

of which are simple adjectives or used as adjectives or as adjective 

prepositional phrases or as simple substantives. 

I. Words of Number and Quality. 

In English these are expressed by many, few, both, much, all, every, 

each, one, plenty of, nothing, etc.. 
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161. (Of) build many, much. 

Build is preceded bj the prefix of the noun referred to, meaning of. 

Bi buiki biela-ngata, many (biketa, things) are here. 

Ba buiki banena, many (fata, people) went. 

162. Kima, all entire, each, any, every, whole, etc. 

This word is a simple adjective, and is inflected as such. 

Bakima baniya, all (fata, people) have come; bikima bialiuona they have 

all rotted (biketa, things)’, etc. 

Rem. The idea of all of them is expressed by the substantive form 

of kima followed by the possessive adjective pronoun. In which case 

the verb takes not the prefix of the substantive but of the noun or 

pronoun referred to by the possessive adjective. 

Nkima mu bana baniya, all of them (bata) have come; nkima muita, 

takekakela nguna, all of us will do the work; nkima mu mite miabuaka, 

all of the sticks have fallen; 

Note 1. According to this arrangement we have the construction 

for both, all three, all four, etc. See 89. 

Note 2. Kima is also used to express the idea of any, anything, any 

one you wish, whatever, whoever, used, as a rule, in the plural, where 

in English the singular is usually found. 

Tamuka biketa bikima bitayeka bana, we waut anything they will 

give us; 

163. Keka, few. 

This is an ordinary adjective generally meaning small, especially in 

the singular. 

Biketa bikeka, a few things; bata bakcka a few people; Kueta amuka 

atosha a wonyi shu ikeka, Kueta wishes to sit here a few days. 

164. Bukala, nothing, empty, none, for nothing, is indeclinable. 

Te bukala, we have nothing or none. 

Rem. 1. The idea of being empty handed, or of not possessing anything, 

may be indicated by umoi moi 

Te moi moi, we have nothing, we are empty handed. 

Rem. 2. The indeclinable word buanga, emptiness, has the force of 

an adjective, and, when used after the noun, expresses the idea of be¬ 

ing empty, void, etc. 

Ibonga ye buanga, the water jar is empty. 
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Rem. 3. The word bukala used in an adjective phrase means of no 

account, worthless. 

Biketa bi bukala, worthless things, lit. things of no account. 

II. DISTRIBUTIVE. 

165. Midi. . . . ekedi or iyekidi .... iyekidi, and motshi . . . motshi, 

the one .... the other, some .... others. 

These words are inflected as simple adjectives. 

Yekidi yabuaka yekidi yashala a dika, the one (ikohi, box) fell, the 
other remained above; iyekidi yano iyekidi ed'i muonya, the one {kami- 

di, goat) died, the other is alive; bamotshi banena, bamoishi belangata, 

some (frota, people) have gone, others are here; batola makohi mekidi 

bashola mekidi a Nshenga, they brought some boxes, they left others 

at Mushengi. 

Rem. When akidi or iyekidi or motshi are not used distributively they 

express the idea of another, others. 

Ted'i nte muekedi, we have another stick; bed'i Mekidi, they have 

others( (biketa,, things); bekidi fbata, peopleJ bakela ngo, others did thus. 

166. The idea of of its kind, of one kind.. of another kind, to itself. 

by itself, is expressed by yikala, or by ihua followed by ekidi. 

Nte mukuiya muela yikala mumu muela yikala, this stick is of one 

kind, this one here is of another kind, i. e. they are different. 

luketa 1 ukuiya lue ihua yekidi, lulu lue ihua yekidi, this hat is of one 

kind, this one here is of another kind. 

Tshika biketa a yikala yikala, put the things each in a place to itself 

or by itself. 

Rem. 1. The idea of of another kind, of its kind, of a different kind, is 

sometimes expressed by the compound disjunctive personal pronoun 

See 105*108. 

Luketa lukuiyadue lunameta, lulu lue lunameta this hat is of its kind, 

this one here is of its kind, or this hat is of one kind, this one here is of 

another kind. 

Rem. 2. For the construction of each when distribution is meant, 

see 88. 
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III. Miscellaneous. 

167 The reciprocal words as the English each other, one another, are 

expressed in this language by the verbal reflexive infix -di-. and a 

verbal suffix -isha which will be treated later on. 

Bayasha adimukisha, they love each other: badimukisha, they love one 

another; bayasha aaihanyisha, they are like each other; etc. 

Rem. The idea of to be alike may also be expressed by the word ihua 

followed by the word motshi. 

Mikana mikuiya mie, ihua imotshi, these books are alike; etc. 

168. They, one of the English (German man, French on), employed 

as in definite subject, is expressed by the use of the simple 3rd. person 

plural (179) pronominal prefix of Class I, with bata understood. This 

method is also frequently used to express the passive voice of the 

English. See 179 (a). 

Bayasha tota ane “Muana abuaka,” they say that the child has fallen; 

badiaka nunga a bola Kueta, the man was killed by Kueta, lit. they kill¬ 

ed the man by Kueta; etc. 

Rem. For such expresions as he si the one, that is the one, etc. the 

simple disjunctive personal pronouns are employed. See 98. 

VERBS. 

PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS. 

On account of the varying pronominal prefixes and other euphonic 

changes, the inflection of the verb seems difficult, however, the princi¬ 

ples having been mastered, the inflection of the verb is comparatively 

easy. 
169. In the 2nd. pers. sing, imperative mood, is found the root or 

the simplest form of the verb. This root generally ends in a. To this 

simple form are prefixed and suffixed the various mood and tense 

signs, and the pronominal prefixes and infixes. As occasion arises there 

are added to this root various suffixes which indicate certain modifi¬ 

cations of the radical idea of the verb. Thus, we have such simple 

stems as tota, speak; kela, do; sliota, search for; etc. 

Rem. 1. It will be seen later on that the final vowel and, sometimes 

the final syllable, undergo a change. Therefore, one might say that 

the unchangeable stems of the verbs given above are: to, ke, xo. 
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Rem. 2. The root and not the infinitive is found in the vocabulary. 

170 There are four moods: The Imperative, the Subjunctive, and 

the Purportive. The first three have about the same uses as the Eng¬ 

lish. The name Purportive is given to the fourth because it is a form 

of the verb that expresses end or purpose. 

171. The Present Participle is used as a verb-phrase in the forma¬ 

tion of the progressive compound tenses. The active past and passive 

participles are used as adjectives and agree with the noun or pronoun 

which they modify whether the noun be expressed or understood. 

172. The tenses formed on the root of the verb without the use of 

an auxiliary verb are called simple tenses; as anena, he went; bamamu- 

ha, they loved 

173. Those tenses formed with the use of the present participle 

and an auxiliary verb are called compound tenses, in which case the 

auxiliary is the real verb, the participle being only a verb-phrase. 

Layesha akela ngnna, I am doing the work; bayesha atola mashi, 

they are bringing water; etc. 

174. The verb, having the same pronominal prefixes, agrees in 

person, number, and class with the noun which stands as its subject. 

See 110. 

These prefixes, with a few exceptions, are the same for all moods 

and tenses. It is important to observe the laws of euphony in all forms. 

NEGATIVE CONSTRUCTIONS. 

175. In many cases the negative forms are different from the affirm¬ 

ative. Because of this fact the affirmative and negative forms are 

placed beside each other in the paradigms. 

176. The ordinary negative particle is ha-, which, with a few except¬ 

ions, is found prefixed at the beginning of the verb, preceding all other 

pronominal prefixes, infixes and tense signs. For exceptions, under cer¬ 

tain circumstances, see 267, 273, 285. In compound tenses it is pre¬ 

fixed, with a few exceptions, to the auxiliary verb. For exceptions, in 

certain inflections, see 152 and Rems., also 201-203. 

Rem. 1. In class 1, 2nd. pers. sing., the negative particle hu- in¬ 

stead of ha- is found. 
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Rem. 2. In the imperative mood, the 2nd. pers. sing, and pi. kave 
the -ka suffixed also. 

Kukelaka nguna, do not do the work; kabutolaka mite, do not bring 

the sticks. 

177. Bearing in mind the usual elisions and contractions of 

vowels (25), the negative pronominal prefixes are as follows. 

Singular. Plural. 

Class I. 1st. pers. kana- or kala- kata- 
2nd. a ku- kabu- 
3rd. a ka- or k- kaba- 

u II. u u kamu- kami- 
u III. u u ka- or k- kai- 
u IV. u u kai- kai- 
u V. u u kalu- kai- 
<c VI. u u kadi- kama- 
u VII. u u kabu- kama- 
ti VIII. <c a kai- kama- 
a IX. u u kai- kabi- 
u X. u u kaka- katu- 

4 

Rem. 1. The final vowel a of ka- elides before forms beginning with 

a. See 23. 
Rem. 2. Sometimes the final vowel a elides before forms beginning 

with e or i unless a consonant is inserted between the two vowels. 
See 33. 

Rem. 3. In cases where the copulative predicate is omitted the nega¬ 
tive is simply kai or ka preceding the noun o*r other part of speech. 

See 120 and Rem. 3 and Notes; 185, Rem. 4. 

178. It is important to note that, in certain localities among the 

Bakuba people, the a, of the negative pronominal prefixes ending in 

becomes i when followed by a pronominal infix. For a full discussion 
of this change of a to i, see 64, Rems. 1-3; also 111 and Rems. 
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VOICE. 

179 The regular forms of the verb are in the Active Voice. The 

verbs may be transitive or intransitive, as the case may arise. 

180 There are a number of intransitive verbs that express the 

Middle Voice idea of the Greek. The verbs are not active in the sense 

of the subject performing an act nor passive in that the subject is 

acted upon but that the condition has come about without any 

external agency. 

Nte muaboka, the stick has broken; nshuka muabata, the cord has 

broken; muana ashoma, the child has hid himself; ndela muabantsha, 

the cloth has torn of its own accord. 

Rem. The Middle Voice forms generally end in met or ta. See 299. 

181 There are various methods of expressing the passive voice: 

(a) By the indefinite 3rd. pers. pi. active voice (168) which is 

active in construction but passive in meaning. If the agent is mentioned 

it is preceded by a bola, by. 

Batola mite a bola Kueta, the sticks were brought by Kueta. 

Badialca nunga, the man has been killed, lit. they have killed the 

man. 

(b) By the suffix -ma added to the root, This form, though passive 

in meaning, has the active voice inflection throughout. 

Ayasha adiahama, he is being killed. 

Aliakadiakama, he is habitually being killed. 

Awela kadiakama, he is about to be killed. 

Adiakama, he has been killed. 

Amadiakama, he had been killed. 

Adiakadiakama, he will be killed, etc. 

Rem. 1. The form under (a) is more frequently employed than the 

form under (b) 

Rem. 2. The pronominal infix of the form (a) becomes the subject 

when the verb has the passive voice meaning. 

Mite bamitola, the sticks have been brought, lit. they have brought 

them. 
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Rem. 3. Verbs of more than two syllables ending in la drop the la 

before the suffix -ma\ as, mite miakalama, the sticks have been revers¬ 

ed, from kalala. 

Rem. 4. Verbs ending in ma or i do not take the suffix.-ma; as, bi- 

shima bialama, the food is cooked; bishima bialodii the food is arranged, 

bata babetshi, the people are laid down; bata bashuengi. the people are 

awakened; bata bashiti, the people are seated; biketa biashuei, the 

things are hid; balunga bashui, the men are acquitted; etc. See 2^9. 

230 and Rems. 

AUXILIARY VERBS. 

182- The auxiliary verb, used mostly in the formation of compound 

tenses, are defective and irregular. 

183. There being no auxiliaries which correspond to the English 

have and had their lack is supplied either by the past tense sign or by 

one of the forms given below. 

Some of the most important auxiliary verbs are now taken up. 

I. Ela, to be. 

184. This auxiliary is found only in the present tense affirmative 

and, as a rule, is never used in the formation of compound tenses. 

Occasionally it is heard instead of wela in the formation of the future 

imminent tense; as, tela kena, we are about to go. See 198. 

185. The auxiliary ela is always followed either by an adverb of 

place or by an adverbal phrase, or by a predicate noun or a predicate 

adjective. 

Bela ngata, they are here; biketa biela makohi, the things are in the 

boxes. 

Rem 1. When ela is followed by a predicate adjective or a predicate 

noun the last syllable la is dropped. 

Bata bakuna be basheka, those people are good; etc. 

Rem. 2. Ela followed by i, with, gives have, in which case the final.a 

is elided, and an apostrophe (’) is employed in its place, and the 1 of ela 
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becomes d. See 28. 

Bana bed’i bishima, the children have food; nunga ed’i biketa, the man 

has things; nded'i mite, I have sticks; etc. 

Rem. 3. It is interesting to note that when any noun or pronoun is 

employed as complement after the verb to be, the verb is omitted alto¬ 

gether. The negative in this case is simply ka which precedes the predi¬ 

cate complement. 

Iketa ikuna ilaka, that thing is a bed; ikela ikuna ka koka, that egg is 

is not a chicken; etc. 

Note 1. The subject may be repeated in the predicate complement. 

Muana akuna muanemi, that child is mine; Muana akuna ka mu- 

anana, that child is not his; etc. 

Note 2. If the predicate complement is a possessive adjective only 

i takes the place of the verb, and precedes the possessive adjective; the 

latter agreeing with the noun modified. The negative in this case is kai 

which precedes the possessive adjective. 

Bana bakuna i be mi, those children are mine; dioi dikuna i dina, that 

word is yours; dioi dilnma kai diemi, that word is not mine; etc. 

Note. 3- In the case of the other pronouns employed as a possessive 

adjective phrase, we have, instead of i the demonstrative pronouns 

specializing the object near the speaker which displaces the prefix of 

the noun modified. The negative in this case is simply ka which pre¬ 

cedes the demonstrative pronoun. 

Muana akuna wuya bana, that child is theirs; dioi dikuna ka didi 

bana, that word is not theirs; etc. See 120, Rem. 3 and notes; 138. 

Rem. 4. The indefinite idea of there is, there are, etc., may also be 

expressed by the letter i. 

A mboka i bata, in the road there are people; a bola buita i biketa 

biodia, at our village are things to eat; ete. 

The negative in this case is expressed by the indefinite negative 

kua. 

A mboka kua bata, in the road there are no people; a bola bu Sha- 

tana kua nshaslia, at the village of Satan there is no happiness; etc. 

Note. Instead of the constructions given under Rem. 4., the verb 

may take the prefix of the noun employed as the object of the prepo- 
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sition. 

A bola buita hue biketa biodia, at our village are things to eat; a 

rnboka ye bata, in the road there are people; a mbula kaiba mashi, in 

the house there was no water; etc. 

Rem. 5. The idea of it is good, it is well, etc., is expressed by pre¬ 

fixing bi- to the auxiliary verb ela followed by busheka followed by the 

infinitive. 

Bie busheka akela nguna alola, it is good to work to-day; kabia bu- 

xeka adiaka kamidi, it was not good to kill the goat; bimba busheka aba- 

tala mile, it was good to cut the sticks; kabibaka busheka atosha bukala: 

it was not good to sit idle; etc. 

Note 1. The above construction followed by the Purportive mood 

expresses to some extent the idea ought and must. 

Bie busheka balama bishima, they ought cook some food: kabia bu¬ 

sheka babola bana, they must not beat the children; bimbaka, busheka 

balemala makama mabe, they ought to have stopped the bad palavers; 

kabibakidi busheka babela dioi di tata, they ought not to have disobeyed 

father’s word; etc. 

Note 2. The idea of it is wrong, etc., may be expressed by using 

buhi instead of busheka as, bie buhi akela ngo, it is wrong to do thus, 

etc. 

Rem. 6. When the subject of eZa is in the transposed order and 

begins with a vowel the final a of ela is elided, if the subject begins 

with a consonant, the final syllable /a is elided. See 391 (b). 

Biketa bieVana i bina bie bisheka, the things which he has are good; 

bana be mimi i bana be bakeka, the children whom I have are small; 

takela ibita nguna e bita i muanya, let us work while we have day light; 

e bana i bishima bay ash'oka nshasha, while thy have food they are happy; 

etc. 

Rem. 7. The idea, of it is /, it is they, etc., may be expressed by 

the disjunctive personal pronouns standing alone The negative in this 

case is simply ka which precedes the pronoun. 

Mimi it is I; bita, it is we; ka wena, it is not you; ka bana, it is 

not they; etc. 

Rem. 8. The indefinite idea of there is no, there is no one; etc., 

may be expressed by the indefinite negative kua followed by the noun 
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in question. 

Kua mota, there is no one; kua ikama, there is no affair; kua iketa, 

there is none, nothing; etc. 

Rem. 9. When ela is followed by the preposition ka the final syl. 

lable la is elided. 

Mbe be ka bola katayehidi, if they are at the village we do not know. 

186. A form having the simple root a and taking the regular nega¬ 

tive pronominal prefixes is employed as the negative of ela in the pre¬ 

sent tense. 

187 A form having the root ba is used as the past and past pre¬ 

fect tenses, affirmative and negative of ela, which are employed in the 

formation of the 'past and past perfect progressive tenses, of the indicat¬ 

ive mood, in which case ka is suffixed to ba. 

Present Tense. 

Affirmative 

188 Formation: Pro. prefix 

-f ela. 

Negative. 

189 Formation; Neg. pro. prefix 4 a. 

Past Tense. 

Affirmative. 

190. Formation: Pro. prefix 

4- ba. 

Negative. 

191. Formation: Neg. Pro. prefix 

-f- ba 

Rem. 1. In certain constructions we find an m {n) prefixed to the 

stem mba. However, the form mb a (mbaka) is generally employed in 

complex sentences and is similar to the changed or irregular form 

of the past indefinite tense. See 244, 245, Rem. 10. 

For the various uses of this form, see 225, Rem. 5; 227, (2) Rem. 2; 

230, Rem. 2; 271, Rems. 2-4. 

Rem. 2. In some localities the form mba {mbaka) is also heard in 

simple sentences; as, Kueta ambaka akela nguna, Kueta was working; 

Kueta ambaka, Kueta was there. However, the idea in the mind of the 

speaker is, It was Kueta who was working; it was Kueta who was there. 
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Rem. 3. By suffixing the particle*ka to the root ha the idea of place 

is expressed, also the indefinite there was, etc, 

Kueta ahaka, Kueta was there; nnnga abaka, there was a man; hana 

hahaka a mbula, there were children in the house; etc. 

Rem. 4. Ba, without the suffix- ka, is always followed either by a 

predicate adjective, a predicate noun or the preposition i; as, baba bata 

baxeka, they were good people; baba babe; they were bad; aba i mite mihe, 

he had two sticks; etc. 

Rem. 5. This tense in the affirmative may be followed by the 

emphatic pronouns; as, bamba i ntshana, they were with him,* etc. See 

100, Rems 1 4. 

Rem. 6. The root ba followed by i, with, in the past tense gives had. 

Aba i mite, he had sticks; ka i bishima, he had no food. 

Past Perfect Tense. 

Affirmative. Negative. 

192. Formation : Pro. prefix-f ina 193. Formation: Use neg. of 

the tense sign + ba. the past tense as given 

under 191 above. 

Rem. 1. The form mba (mbaka) is also sometimes heardin this tense, 

but is generally employed as under 190 and 191, Rems. 1-2 above, and 

has more the meaning of the past tense than the past perfect tense. 

Bata bamba basheka banena, the people who were good have gone; etc. 

Rem. 2. The particle -ka may also be suffixed to this tense to express 

the idea of place, etc., in which case the a of ka is replaced by idi in 

the negalivc. 

Bata bamSbaka ’mbula, the people were in the house; mite kamibakidi 

a ngona, the sticks were not in the field; etc. 

Rem. 3. The form mba with the suffix-Aa may be followed by the em¬ 

phatic pronouns, preceded by i. 

Mikohi ambdka i ntshana Mikohi was with him. 

Rem. 4. The form of the past perfect tense followed by i, with, gives 

had had. 

Kueta amaba ilnshima Kueta had had food; Mikohi kaba i mite, Mikohi 

had not had any sticks. 
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II. Yasha, to be, 

194. This auxiliary is used only in the present tense, affirmative and 

negative. It is never found alone, but always in tbe formation of the 

Present Progressive, indicative mood, affirmative and negative. 

Present Tense. 

Affirmative. Negative. 

195. Formation: Pro. prefix + yasha. 196. Formation: Neg. pro. 

prefix + yasha. 

Rem. 1. Sometimes the root ana is heard instead of yasha. 

Bata banana akela nguna, the people are working; etc. 

Rem. 2. Sometimes the infinitive is heard after this axuiliary. 

Balnnga bayasha kabentsha ngona, the men are working the field. 

Rem 3. Note the position of the noun or pronoun when the subject 

of yasha is in the transposed order. 

Ikama iyasha akela balnnga kaya bvsheka, the affair which the men are 

doing is not good; ayasha bit’enal mboka tamokamona muedi, while we are 

walking along the road we shall see a star; etc. 

III. Ila or ina, to be. 

197 This auxiliary in the form of ila and, sometimes, in the form 

of ina, is frequently used instead of ela by certain individuals. When 

thus used it conforms to all that has been said concerning ela. 

In the form of ina this auxiliary is employed in the formation of 

the negative of the Second Present Actual, the Future and the Futu¬ 

re Imminent tenses, also in the negative Present Imminent tense. 

Note. For the close relationship of n and l, see 28. 

IV. Wela, to be about to. 

198 The present tense alone is found on this root in the affirma¬ 

tive. The negative of this auxiliary is found on the root ina. See 197. 
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Present Tense. 

Affirmative. 

199. Formation: Pro. prefix + 

wela. 

Negative. 

200. Formation: Neg. pro. pre¬ 

fix + ina. 

Rem. 1. This auxiliary is used in the formation of the Future Im¬ 

minent tense. 

Rem. 2. This root is generally followed by the infinitive with the 

prefix ka~. Occasionally the prefix a- is heard; as, bawela akela nguna, 

^hey are about to work. 

Rem. 3. Sometimes ela is heard instead of wela; as, tela kena, we 

are about to go. 

Rem. 4. Note that when the subject of wela is in the transposed 

order the infinitive with the prefix a- is employed instead of infinitive 

with the prefix ka . See 216. 

Nguna muicela bita akela mve busheka, the work which we are about 

to do is good; ikama iwela akela Kueta ye busheka, the affair which 

Kueta is about to do is good. 

V. Aha, to be, 

201. This auxiliary, followed by the Second Present Actual Pro¬ 

gressive and used in the formation of the Prese.it Actual progressive 

of the indicative mood, is peculiar in that it, with a few exceptions, 

precedes the pronomin 1 prefixes, tense signs etc., negative and affirm¬ 

ative. See 151. 

Rem. 1. The negative is the same as the negative of yasha 

preceded by aha• See 1 98. 

Rem. 2. Y is prefixed to aha for the saLe of euphony. See 33 (c) 

and Rem. 
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Present 

Affirmative. 

202. Formation: Aha followed 

by the Second Present Actual Pro* 

gressive to which the pronominal 

prefixes have been prefixed. 

Tense. 

Negative. 

203. Formation: Aha followed 

by the negative oiyasha. See 196. 

Rem. 1. This auxiliary is employed in other constructions than that 

of the Present Actual Progressive. 

(a) It may precede other auxiliary verbs. 

Yaha hela’ mbida they are now in the house; yaha he hata ha Ntshemi; 

they are now Christians. 

(b) It may be employed alone followed by a predicate noun. 

Kueta yaha muana ankeka, Kueta is still a child; • yaha hata babe 

they are still bad people; etc. 

(c) It may precede the negative of the past and the past perfect 

indefinite tenses of the indicative mood, in which case it means not yet 

to have done, etc. 

Yaha kahakedidi nguna, they have not yet done the word; yaha kahamu 

di, they have not yet loved; yaha kabamuka, they had not yet loved. 

Rem. 2. By prefixing the negative pronominal prefixes to aha the 

idea of being absent is expressed: 

Present Tense. 

Singular. Negative, I am absent, etc. Plural. 

Class I. 1st. pers. kandaha kataha 
a I. 2nd. a kuaha kabuaha 
a I. 3rd. a kaha kabaha 
li II. a a kamuaha kamiaha 
c. III. a a kaha kayaha 
a IV. a a kayaha kayaha 
a V. a a xaluaha kayaha 
it VI. a ,i kadiaha kamaha 
it VII. a a kabuaha kamaha 
a VIII. a a kayaha kamaha 
a IX. a a kayaha kabiaha 
a X. a a kakaha katuaha 
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Rem. 3. The adverb ngata suffixed to the form given above 

expresses about the same idea only the idea of place is in mind. 

JBana kabahangata, the children are not in here; biketa kcibiahan- 

gata, the things are not here. 

Rem. 4. The form given under Rem. 2 above followed by i and 

the possessive pronoun followed by i and the word dioi or ikama, expres¬ 

ses the idea of to have nothing to do with. 

Kandah'i ana i dioi, I have nothing to do with him or I have 

nothing in him; kabah'emi dkama, they have nothing in me; kabatiita 

i dioi, they have nothing in us; etc. 

Rem. 5. By prefixing ku - to aha we get kuaha, meaning no. 

Rem. 6. Aha alone is sometimes used for no, however, in this case 

the negative of the past indefinite is understood. This is especially 

true after questions, the answer of which is in the negative. 

Kuetaanene? yaha, has Kueta gone? No. The whole answer com. 

plete would be, yaha kayedi, he has not yet gone; etc. 

Rem. 7. Aha followed by the auxiliary verb ela followed by i, with, 

and a noun or pronoun, expresses the idea of while I have or while I 

am with; etc. 

Yaha nded'i hala, while I am with the people; yaha ed’ i mite, while 

he has the sticks 

Note:-If ela is followed by a disjunctive personal pronoun the last 

syllable la of ela is elided before the pronouns beginning with a con¬ 

sonant. 

Yaha e hana ’ita, while the people are with us; yaha e mimi i bana, 

while I am yet with them; yaha ehana'ita, while he is with us; etc. See 

115, Rem. 7. 

Rem. 8. Aha sometimes has a negative meaning without a negative 

prefix. 

Biketa biah'ita, biadima the things that were not with us are lost; 

ah'emi arnbela, “he that is not with me is against me;” etc. 

VI. Ala, to be. 

204. Ala is a regular verb, but may be employed in an auxiliary 

sense in the place where the auxiliary verb ela is defective. This is 

chiefly the case in conditional clauses, and in the future indicative, 
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Ala bita bata basheka bata bekidi bitamukatamuka if we are good 

people other people will love us; mbeukela busheka wakad'i nshasha, 

if you do right you will be happy; mbe be bata babe bakala i mahetshi, 

if they are bad people they will suffer; etc. 

205. There is a verb tshika which, when inflected alone, means to 

'put or to place, but, when used in connection with other verbs, some¬ 

times in an auxiliary sense and sometimes as a regular verb, means 

to have just done; contin ue to do; do still; do first; e. i. before doing come 

thing else; to be about to; should or would like to; etc. 

The negative expresses the idea of not yet doing; not yet to have done’, 

etc. 

Rem. 1. In compound tenses tshika comes between the auxiliary- 

verb and the present participle. 

Ayasha tshika akela nguna, he is just now working; etc. 

Rem. 2. In the Future Imminent tense tshika takes the form of the 

infinitive and comes between the auxiliary verb and the present part¬ 

iciple. 

Awela katshika akela nguna, he is just about to work; etc. 

Rem. 3. Tshika takes the regular inflection when employed in the 

past, the past perfect, and the future tenses of the indicative mood, 

and is followed by the present participle. This is also true when tshika 

is used in the purportive mood. 

Atshika akela nguna, he has just about done the work; amatshika ake¬ 

la nguna, he had just about done the work; atshikatshika akela nguna, he 

will just do the work; atshika akela nguna, that he may just do the 

work; etc. 

Rem. 4. In the Imperative Mood tshika, followed by the present 

participle, expresses the idea of continue to do; do still. 

Tshika akela nguna, continue to work; tshika toslia continue to sit, sit 

a little longer; etc. 

The negative imperative may be expressed by the use of the verb 

lemala followed by tshika in the form of the infinitive which in turn is 

followed by the infinitive of the other verb. 

Lemala atshika akela, nguna, dp pot continue to work. lit. stop to con. 

tinue to work. 
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Rem. 5. Tshika, taking the form of the Second Present Actual Pro¬ 

gress sive followed, by the present participle, means let do; do now or first, 

i. e. before doing something else: / should or would like to do; etc. 

Batshika akela ikama ikuiya, let them first do this affair; tatshika a. 

kela nguna, let us do the work first or we would like to do the work 

first. 

Rem. 6. Tshika, followed by the past or the past perfect tense indica¬ 

tive, expresses the idea of to he about to. 

Tshika hamana nguna, they were about to finish the work; tshika nda- 

huaka, I was about to fall; tshika hamanena, they were about to go; 

Tshika bamabuaka, they were about to fall; etc. 

Rem. 7. Tshika, with the final vowel a changed to idi and followed 

by the infinitive, expresses the idea of was about to; as, atshikidi adia- 

ka bata, he was about to kill the people; atshikidi abuaka, he was 

about to fall; . 

Rem. 8. Tshika, in the tenses of the verb with subordinating particle 

a-, and followed by the infinitive, expresses the idea of when about to; 

etc.; as, atshika bana akela nguna, when the children are about to work; 

antshika bana akela nguna, when the children were about to work; 

atshikidi bana akela nguna, when the children were about to work; etc. 

Rem. 9. Tshika, used as the auxiliary verb in the past perfect pro¬ 

gressive tense, expresses the idea of not yet to have done; as, kaba- 

tshika abuaka, they have not yet fallen; etc. 

Rem. 10. Tshika is regularly employed in the Subjunctive Mood. 

206. rlhe root tela followed by the present participle means to have, 

already done, do before, do in advance, do first or previously. The nega¬ 

tive means to have not yet done- 

Rem. 1. The initial a, tense sign of the present participle, is elided 

when preceded by the root tela, and the final syllable la of tela is drop¬ 

ped before the participle, in the affirmative. 

Atdbuaka, he has already fallen; katedi abuaka, he has not yet fallen; 

atekate buaka, he will fall before hand; ate yena, he has gone already; 

ate odia, he has already eaten; katedi odia, he has not yet eaten, katedi 

yena, he has not yet gone, etc. 

Rem. 2. The root tela, when used alone, means to go before, go in 

advance, go ahead, etc. 
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VIT. Other Auxiliary Words and Constructions- 

207. There are a number of verbs and verbal constructions that 

are employed in an auxiliary sense, followed generally by the infini¬ 

tive. See 216 and Rem. 3. 

A few of the more common of these constructions are given below. 

208. Can, be able, etc., of the English, is expressed by various con¬ 

structions: 

(1) By the verb yeha followed by mboka and the infinitive. 

Kueta ayeha mboka atola nte, Kueta is able to carry or can carry the 

stick, lit. Kueta knows a way to carry the stick. 

Note, in the connection, the expression ayeh'ena he can go; bay eld i- 

ya, they can come; etc., without the use of mboka. 

(2) By the verb mona followed by mboka and the infinitive. 

Kueta amona mboka atola nte, Kueta can carry the stick, lit. Kue¬ 

ta sees a way to carry the' stick. 

(3) By the auxiliary verb ela followed by i and mboka and the 

infinitive. 

Kueta ed'i mboka atola nte, Kueta can carry the stick, lit. Kueta 

has a way to carry the stick. 

(4) By the verb koka followed by the infinitive. 

Kueta akokidi atola nte, Kueta is able to carry the stick; Kueta 

kakok1 atola nte, Kueta is not able to carry the stick; etc. 

Rem. Note that the final vowel of koka generally becomes idi in the 

affirmative. However, the other form is also heard; as, takok'akela 

nguna, we can work; katakok' akela nguna, we can not work; etc. 

209. May of the English, indicating permission, is expressed by the 

Purportive Mood. 286, (b). 

210- There seems to be no special expression for the English must 

and ought which are so frequently used in the English. These are, as a 

rule, expressed by the use of the simple tense forms. The adv. husheka, 

followed by the Purportive mood expresses the idea of must and ought 

fairly well; as, husheka nkela nguna alola, you must work to-day; bushe. 

ka habatala mite ngesha, they ought to cut sticks to-morrow; etc. See 

also 185, Rem. 6. 
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Rem. The idea of must and ought may also be expressed by the use 

of ikama as subject, and the one that ought as object, of the root ata 

followed by the infinitive; as, ikama ahayata ahentsha ngona alola, they 

ought to work the field to-day; Ikama yangata atoma hana a bola tata, I 

must send the children to father; etc. 

211- The following words are, as a rule, followed in construction by 

the infinitive. 

Lei, fail to; as, alei ashenala nte, he failed to raise the stick. 

Mana, finish (to); as, amana akela nguna, he has finished doing the 

work. 

Tela, to do before or in advance; as, ate'tshakala mas hi, he has already 

thrown the water out. See 206, Rem. 2. 

Tetsha, to begin to; as, atetsha akela nguna, he has begun to work. 

Muka, to wish or want to; as, amuka akela nguna, he wanted to work. 

Rem. 1. The English expression I am going to, etc., is expressed by 

the future tense followed by the Purportive mood; as, balunga bekena 

adiaka nyama, the men are going to kill an animal. 

Rem, 2. The expression to do afterwards, etc., may be expressed by 

the past indefinite tense of shala, to remain, followed by the present 

participle; as, astiena, he went afterwards; etc. 

Rem. 3. Note that the roots tela, shala and ena, drop the final sylla¬ 

ble before the infinitive or the present participle. 

Tane'shota kamidi, we went to look for the goat; etc. 

Rem. 4. Can do afterwards; etc., may be expressed by the past ind¬ 

efinite tense of yeha followed by the present participle; as, yeti ena, he 

can go afterwards; etc. 

FOEMATION OF MOOTS AND TFNSFS. 

In attempting a speaking knowledge of the language one will find 

the study of the moods and tenses in connection with the paradigms 

very helpful. See 287. 

No doubt there are verbal forms and combinations that are not given 

here. However, we feel safe in saying that the more important are 

given below. 
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IMPERATIVE MOOD. 

212. The forms of the simple imperative are found in the present 

tense only, affirmative and negative, and have the same use as in English. 

Present Tense. 

Affirmative. Negative. 

213- Formation: (a) The 2nd. 

person singular is the simple stem 

of the verb. 

(b) The 2nd. person plural is 

formed by suffixing-uyanya to the 

stem of the verb. 

214. Formation: The 2nd. person 

singular is formed by prefixi¬ 

ng hu and suffixing ka to the 

stem of the verb. 

Thus, hu + stem + ha. 

The 2nd. pers. pi. is formed 

thus, ha + bu, pronominal pre¬ 

fix, + stem + ha. 

215 We must note a few irregular imperative constructions: 

(a) The root ena, to go, is defective in the imperative affirmative, 

singular and plural. This defect is supplied by yaha for the 2nd. per¬ 

son singular, and yahanyanya for the 2nd. person plural. In the ne¬ 

gative imperative, ena is regular. The 2nd. pers. sing, being huenaka, 

and the 2nd. pers. pi. being habuenaha. See 287, B. VIII (1). 

Rem. 1. The root ena also presents some peculiar combinations in 

expressing certain hortative ideas. 

(1) Sometimes the final vowel of this root is replaced by tshi 

Tentshi or tentsliinyanya, let us go. 

(2) Sometimes one hears tamuena or tshuetshi or tshuetshinyanyaf let 

us go. See 28. 

(b) Often where in English both verbs are in the imperative, the 

imperative followed by the purportive mood is found in this language, 

especially is this true after verbs of motion. 

lya ukela nguna, come and work; yahanyanya bubalosha ane, “Bishima 

biashila,” go tell them that the food is ready. 

(c) There are several methods of expressing the Hortative Imperative 

idea: 
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(1) The form of the first person plural is bs follows: 1st pers. pro. 

prefix plus nyanya. 

Tenanyanya, let us go; takelanyanya nguna, let us work; etc. 

(2) There is also a hortative similar to the form in 215 Rem. 1. (2). 

Tya tamuena, iyanyanya tamvena, come let us go; etc. 

(8) The simple first person plural, purportive mood, may also be 

used; as, takela nguna muita, let us do our work. 

(4) The hortative idea may also be expressed by the third person 

singular or plural, purportive mood; as, akela, let him do; bakela, let them 

do. The negative hortative idea, in the first person plural, also in the 

third person singular and plural, is expressed by the regular negative 

imperative. 

Katatshinaka, let us not fear; katshinaka, let him not fear; kabatshinaka, 

let them not fear; mitema min a kamiditaka, let not your hearts be 

troubled, tremble or be afraid; etc. 

(5) Ka is sometimes suffixed to the root for emphasis in the affirma¬ 

tive. 

Bayola bata baicaka, ba bilenga, bashalaka, let the old people die, let 

young people live; bita tatotaka, bata bokaka, let us speak, let the people 

hear; etc. 

Rem. In this case where ka is suffixed to the root, two verbs are gen¬ 

erally used, the first expressing the hortative idea, while the second may 

express the purportive idea. 

Shama iwaka, mitoka mimennka, let the old palms die that the young 

palms may live; Ntshemi atotaka, tokaka, let God speak that we may hear; 

etc. 

(d) The compound pronominal form in i preceded by the purportive 

mood forms a lesser imperative which expresses a mere wish. The 2nd., 

pers. sing and pi., only are used in this form; as, ivala iivena, busheka, 

abide well; buena ibuina busheka, go well, good journey; etc., See 105-103. 

THE INFINITIVE. 

216. The infinitive is formed by prefixing a- or /ca- to the root 

of the verb. 
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Rem. 1. With a very few exceptions, the Infinitive with the prefix ka- 

is never heard except in the Future and the Future Imminent tenses. 

Rem. 2. The k of the prefix ka- may have been prefixed for the sake 

of euphony. 

Rem. B. The infinitive with the prefix a• is most frequently employed. 

Rem. 4. The infinitive with the prefix a- may be employed as follows: 

(1) As direct object as, Kueta amuka abentsha ngona, Kueta 

wishes to work the field. 

(2) Adverbially; as, bane’benga nyama, they have gone to hunt 

animals. 

(3) As a part of an adjective phrase; as, bed’i biketa biodia, they 

have things to eat. 

(4) As a part of an infinitive phrase; as, lemala abola bata, stop 

beating the people. 

Rem. 5. Note the use of rnboka, meaning how, with this form of the 

infinitive. See 208. 

Katayehidi rnboka atola mite, we do not know how to carry the sticks. 

217. When wishing to express the abstract idea of the verb, the 

idea may be obtained by prefixing n and suffixing la to the stem, in 

wdiich case a noun of class IV is formed, and has the same force in 

this language as the gerund in English. 

Ntotala, speaking; ntoshala, sitting; mbentshala, cultivating; mhenala, 

going; n tshimala, being lost, forgetting; ntshihala, opening; ntshehela 

knowing; ntshakala, wasting; mhetala, passing; mhumala, rising; mbonala, 

seeing; etc. 

Ntshehala a bana a Ntshemi ibashukisha, their knowing God saved them. 

jStshihala a ikniki iba busheshka, the opening of the door was good. 

Akelala a nguna yashama nshikarna bukala working is better than 

sitting idle. 

Rem 1. We have purposely used a number of illustrations to show the 

euphonic changes of various roots beginning with a vowel. 

Rem. 2. Observe that when the n, employed in the formation of the 

gerund, is followed by li {di) the n and the li are contracted to ntsh. This 

is also true when this n of the gerund comes before a root beginning 

with ny or y. 

Examples: 
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Ndiakala becomes ntshakala, killing; ndiimala becomes ntshimala, losing; 

nnyatala becomes ntshatala, treading upon; nyehala becomes ntshehala, 

knowing; etc. See 287, B. VIII, (2), also Rem. 2 (c), (7). 

Rem. 8. When n, used in the formation of the gerund, is followed by 

a root beginning with m the m of the root is replaced by b; thus, mmu- 

kala becomes mbukala, loving; minor/ala becomes mbonala, seeing etc. 

Rem. 4. With a very few exceptions, when the n, used in the form, 

ation of the gerund, comes before a root beginning with a vowel it bec¬ 

omes mh or vihu; thus, vel ala ecomes mhekala, giving: nokala becomes 

mhuokala, hearing; etc. See 82 (a). 

Exceptions are found in the case of the roots wela {vela), ata, owa. 

In which case the n becomes ng; thus, nivelala becomes ngnelala, con¬ 

tending for; natala becomes ngatila, seizing; nuelala becomes nyuelala, 

dying for; etc. See 237, B. VIII, (6). 

Rem. 5. Roots of more than two syllables ending in la, ta, ma, or sha 

do not take the suffix-Za. Thus, kalala gives nkalala, reversing; shikama 

gives nshikama, sitting; imisha gives mhuimisha, accepting; emata gives 

mhuemata, standing; etc. 

Rem. 6. When the n, used in the formation of the gerund, comes 

before a root beginning with n, the n of the root becomes d; thus, 

nnenala becomes ndenala, enlarging; etc. See 85 and Rem. 

Rem. 7. Observe that the gerund is a noun of class X. See 55. 

Rem. 8. The infinitive with the prefix a- is also employed to express 

the abstract idea of the verb; as, akela 7iguna alekisha atosha bukala, to 

work is better than sitting idle; etc. 

218. It is well to observe that the infinitive is not employed so freely 

in the Bakuba language as in the English, neither does its use in the 

English always corresponds to its use in the Bakuba language. No set 

rule can be given. However, it will be helpful to note that, generally, 

when the subject of the first verb is also the subject of the second the 

infinitive with the prefix a- is used in the second verb, on the other 

hand, if the subject of the two verbs are diffrent, the purportive mood 

is employed in the second verb. 

Ngata anena abentsha ngona, the woman has gone to work the field; 

bamuka balunga bakela nguna, they want the men to work; bamuka 
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banyaka, they want them to kill him; bam ab ay oka batota makama, they 

heard them speaking palavers; etc. 

Rem. When the subject of the second verb is expressed as being 

acted upon the past perfect passive participle is employed; as, tamaha- 

tana babetshi we found them laid down; bambaka bashuengi, they were 

awakened; bambaka bemi, they were stood up; bambaka badiekimi, they 

were killed; tamabatana bakuetshimi, we found them pierced; etc. 

219. The infinitive may take all the concurring parts of the verb, such 

as direct object, indirect object, etc. 

PARTICIPLES. 

220. With the exception of the present participle, which is employ- 

ed as a verb-phrase in the formation of the compound tenses, the 

participles are mere adjectives. See 171 and 178. 

Rem. Like the infinitive, the present participle may take all the 

ordinary concurring parts of the verb, such as direct object, indirect ob¬ 

ject, etc. 

221. There are five participle forms: The Present Active, the Past 

Active, the Past Perfect Active, the Past Passive, and the Past Perfect 

Passive. 

I. Present Participles. 

222. The Present Participles are formed by prefixing a- to the root 

of the verb. 

Rem. 1. The prefix a- is elided when followed by a root beginning 

with a vowel. 

Bayash’ena, they are going. 

Rem. 2. The prefix a- is also elided when followed by pronominal infix. 

Kueta ay ash a ’ babola, Kueta is beating them; etc. 

Rem. 8. Note that the prefix a of the Present Participle is retained 

before roots beginning with a consonant, especially if there is no pro¬ 

nominal infix. 

Bamabaka atota they had been speaking. 
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223. The Present Participles are used in the formation of the fol¬ 

lowing tenses of the indicative mood: Present Progessive, Past Progres¬ 

sive, and the Past Perfect Progressive. 

II. PAST ACTIVE PARTICIPLES. 

224. The Active Past Participles are formed thus: pro. prefix + n 

-j- stem. 

Rem. Remember that n becomes m before b and h, and that mu is 

used before roots beginning with a vowel. See 80, 81, 32 and ( f). 

Note an exception to the root owa, to die, in which case the n 

becomes ng; as, bata bangua. dead people. See 32 ( c ). 

225. Active Past Participles are used only as adjectives. 

Muota ambuaka, a fallen person; nte mumboka, a broken stick; ndela 

mumhuona, rotten cloth; muota angua, a dead prson; etc. See 287, B. 

VIII (6). 

Rem. 1. The above phrases may be rendered as relative clauses; as, 

muota ambuaka, a person who has fallen; nte mumboka, a stick which 

has broken; etc. 

Rem. 2. Sometimes when the prefix of the noun modified ends in a 

vowel and the stem of the verb begins with a vowel the mu is not pre¬ 

fixed to the stem. Thus, one may hear either nte muoma or nte mumuo- 

ma a dry stick; mana monia or mana mamuoma, dry earth. 

Rem. 3. When wishing to express the idea of the English he is dead; 

they are lost; they are hid; it is torn; it is broken; etc., in the Bukuba, use 

the past indefinite tense indicative; as, ano, he is dead; badirna, they are 

lost; bashorna, they are hid; ndela muabantsha, the cloth is torn; nte mua- 

bantsha, the stick is split; etc. 

Rem. 4. When wishing to express the idea of the English he ivas dead; 

they were lost; they were hid; it was torn; it was broken; etc., in the 

Bukuba, use the past tense baka of ela followed by the past indefinite 

tense indicative. See 187, 192, 193, Rem. 1. 184. 

Abaka ano, he was dead; babaka badima, they were lost; ndela mubaka 

muabantsha, the cloth was torn; nte mubaka muaboka, the stick was 

broken; etc. 
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Rem. 5. To express who ivas dead, etc., use the past tense mbaka of 

the auxiliary verb ela ( See 184, 187, 190, 191, Rem. 1, 192-198, Rem. 

1. ) followed by the past indefinite. 

Muana amhaka ano, the child who was dead; hata hambaka badima, the 

people who were lost; banco bambaka bashoma, the children who were 

hid; ndela mnmbaka m.uabantsha, the cloth which was torn; nte inumbaka 

muaboka, the stick which was broken; etc. 

Note that the constructions given under Rem. 4 are similar to the 

compound predicate; as, babaka, badima, they were there, they wer^ 

lost. See 398. 

III. PAST PERFECT ACTIVE PARTICIPLES. 

226. The Past Perfect Active Participles are formed thus: pro. 

prefix + stem with the final vowel a changed to idi (See 245, Rems, 

2 8). This participle is also used only as an adjective. 

Hanga adimidi, a lost sheep; muota awedi, a dead person; nte mumbua- 

kidi, a fallen stick; etc. 

Hem. 1. The above constructions may be rendered as relative clauses; 

as, hanga adimidi, a sheep that had been lost; etc. 

Rpm. 2 The idea of the English he had been lost; etc., may be ex¬ 

pressed in Bukuba by the use of the past tense of ela followed by the 

past perfect definite tense indicative. See 187, 190, 191, and Rems. 

Abaka amadima, he had been lost; babaka bamano, they had been dead; 

babaka bamashoma, they had been hid; ndela inubaka mnmabantsha, 

the cloth had been torn; nte mubaka mumaboka, the stick had been lost; 

etc. 

Note that these constructions are similar to the compound predicate; 

as, abaka amashoma, he was there, he was hid. See 398. 

IV. PAST PASSIVE PARTICIPLES. 

227. There are two methods of expressing the Past Passive Participle: 

(1) Pro. prefix -f n + stem + ma. 

Muota ankuetama, a pierced person; ndelamumbanama, tom cloth; 

mambula mamhikama, built houses; etc. See 76 (c) and Rems. 1-5. 
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Rem. 1. Remember that n becomes m before b and h and mu is 

used before stems beginning with a vowel. Note exceptions in the 

case of the roots ata and wela (uela) in which case the n becomes ng; 

as, ndela mungatama, seized cloth; ndela munguelama, disputed cloth. 

See 32 (c). 

Rem. 2. The phrases under (1) above may be rendered as a rela¬ 

tive clause; as, muota ankuetama, a person that has been pierced; bata 

banyakama, people that have been murdered; etc. 

Rem. 3. Note that roots of more than two syllables ending in la 

drop the la before the suffix -ma. See 181, (b) Rem. 3. 

Rem. 4. Roots ending in ma or i do not take the suffix-ma, See 

181, (b) Rem. 4. 

Rem. 5. The method given under (1) above may be employed with¬ 

out the suffix -ma, but in that case the relative pronoun becomes 

the direct object and the subject of the relative clause is either expres¬ 

sed or understood. 

Ndela mumbana Kueta, the cloth which Kueta tore, etc. 

(2) The indefinite subject as pro. prefix + pro. infix agreeing 

with noun modified + stem. See 168. 

Ndela bamubana, torn cloth; muota bankueta, a pierced person; 

nte bamubokala, a broken stick; etc. See 76 (c). 

Rem. 1. The literal translation of the phrases given under (2) 

above is, the cloth, they have torn it; etc. 

Rem. 2. The idea of the English he was killed; they were pierced; 

etc., may be expressed in the Bukuba by the use of the past tense 

mbaka of ela followed by the past passive participle, method (2). See 

184, 187, 192, 193 and Rem. 1. 

Muota ambaka banyaka, the person was murdered; bata bamboka 

bibadiaka, the people were murdered; ndela mumbaka bamubana, the 

cloth was torn; etc. 

Rem. 3. For the idea of he has been killed; etc,- see 168, 181, (b) 

228 The Past Passive Participles are used as adjectives. 

Rem. For the use of method (2) in the conjugation of the verb} 

227, Rem. 2. 
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V. PAST PERFECT PASSIVE PARTICIPLES. 

229. The Past Perfect Passive Participles are formed thus: pro. 

prefix + stem -f ma with the final vowel a of the stem and of the suf¬ 

fix -ma changed to i. 

Ndela mubanyimi, torn cloth; muota akuetshimi, a pierced person; etc. 

230 The Past Perfect Passive Participles are employed as adjectives. 

Bata badiekimi, murdered people; bata bashuengi, awakened people; 

bishima Miami, cooked food; bishima bilodi, arranged food; bata batshi- 

mt, seized people; etc. 

Rem. 1. The constructions just given may be rendered as relative 

clauses; as, bata badiekimi, people who have been murdered; etc. 

Rem. 2. The idea of they were killed) etc., may be expressed by 

the use of the past tense mb aka of ela followed by the past perfect pas¬ 

sive participle. See 184, 187, 190, 191, Rem. 2. 

Bambaka badiekimi, they were killed; bambaka bashuengi, they were 

awakened; bambaka babetshi, they were laid down; bambaka bashiki, 

they were seated; bambaka bemi, they were stood up; bishima bimbafra 

bilami, the food was cooked; bishima bimbaka bilodi, the food was arran¬ 

ged; etc. 

Rem. 3. For the idea of they had been killed; etc., see 168; 181, (b). 

Rem. 4. Verbs of more than two syllables ending in la drop the 

la before the suffix -ma> See 76 (c) Rem. 3. 

Rem. 5. Roots ending in i do not take the suffix -ma or undergo 

any change. See 76 (d) Rem. 1. 

Rem. 6. Roots ending in ma do not take the suffix -ma, See 76 

(d) Rem. 2. 

Rem. 7. The past perfect passive participles may be employed as 

a modifier of the direct object; as, tamabatana babetshi, we found 

them laid down; tamabatana bashuengi, we found them awakened; 

tamabatana bashiki, we found them seated; tamabatana bakuetshimi, 

we found them pierced; tamatana bishima bilodi, we found the food 

arranged; amatana bishima bilami, he found the food cooked; bamatana 

biketa bishuei, they found the things hidden; etc. 

Rem. 8. The Past Perfect Passive Participle may also be formed in 

the same manner given under paragraph 227 (2), but in this case the 
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final vowel a of the root is changed to i and the indefinite subject ha 

is changed to bi-; as, tamamona nte himushuengi, we saw a stick 

stood up; bamamona malaka bimashaingi, they saw the beds lifted up; 

tamona balunga bibakuetshimi, we saw the pierced men; etc. See 227 (2). 

Note that in this case the direct object which the participle modifies 

is a noun instead of a pronoun. 

INDICATIVE MOOD. 

231. There has been some difficulty in finding suitable names for 

the various tenses which are more or less arbitrary, however the names 

chosen are such as would give some idea of the meaning of the tense. 

In the indicative mood are found both simple and compound tenses. 

See 172, 173. 

The uses of this mood are about the same as in English. 

Present Progressive. 

Affirj native Negative. 

232. Formation: Pres, tense of 
the auxiliary yasha followed by 
the present participle. 

233- Formation: Pres, negative of 
the auxiliary yasha followed by the 
present participle. 

234 The Present Progressive tense is employed to express progres. 

sive or continuous action or being without indicating the time as to 

when the action began or when it will end. 

Rem. 1. This tense may be rendered as a simple present tense; as, 

labuakaf I fall, etc. 

Rem. 2. This tense may be followed by the preposition i, ivith, and 

the emphatic disjunctive personal pronouns, ntshemi, me; ntshana, him; 

ntshau, thou; ntshita, us; ntshina, you; etc. See 100, Rems. 1-4. 

Present Habitual. 

Affirmative. Negative. 

241. Formation: Pro. prefix + | 242. Formation: Meg. pro. prefix+ 
Icaka the tense sign + stem | n + stem + ka. 

Rem. 1. Remember that n becomes m before roots beginning with a 

vowel, and m before b and h. See 30, 32 (f)8 
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Rem. 2. Note exceptions to the roots ata, owa and wela (uela), in 

which cases ng instead of mu is prefixed to the root; as, kabangataka, 

they do not habitually take; kabanguaka, they do not habitually die; 

kabanguelaka, they do not habitually contend for. 

Rem. 3. The present habitual tense affirmative may also be formed 

as follows: pro. prefix + n + stem followed by the infinitive with the 

prefix ka-; banshena kashena they habitually steal; ambuaka kabuaka, he 

habitually falls; bamuena kena, they habitually go; etc. 

243. The Present Habitual tense is used to express habitual or custo¬ 

mary action. 

Bakakakela nguna, they habitually do the work; kabankelaka, they do 

habitually do the work; katambuakaka, we do not habitually fall; kaba- 

musnaka, they do not habitually go; etc. 
Rem. 1. When the negative habitual tense contains a pro. infix it 

takes the following form: neg. pro. prefix + ka + pro. infix + stem; 

as, kabakatamuka, they do not habitually love us; etc. 

Rem. 2. When the verb of the habitual tense affirmative contains a 

pro. infix and is used in the indirect interrogative construction; or in 

the direct interrogative construction with one of the interrogative 

words, it takes the tense sign maka instead of kaka; as, bata bamakata- 

muka banena, the people who habitually love have gone; Kueta amaka- 

takesha ke? what does Rueta habitually do for us?. 

Rem. 3 When the verb of the habitual tense affirmative, in the 

direct interrogative construction, with or without a pro. -infix, is 

employe 1 without one of the interrogative words and the simple yes or 

no is expected, it takes its regular form; as, Kueta akakatamuka? does 

Kueta habitually love us? Kueta akakabetama -ntuengi? does Kueta 

habitually sleep? 

Rem. 4. There are a number of constructions in which the habitual 

tense affirmative takes the following form: pro. infix + n + stem + 

ka. 

(a) In a direct interrogative construction when the verb does not 
contain a pronominal infix and one of the interrogative words is em¬ 
ployed. 
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Nyimi ankeshaka bata ke? what does the king habitually do for the 

people? Banyaka mambona banyanya? who habitually eats corn? Banyo- 

ka mashi banyanya? who habitually drinks water? etc. 

(b) In indirect interrogative constructions when the verb does not 

contain a pro. infix. 

Bata bamuiyaka a buola buita banana, the people who always come to 

our village have gone; nyimi akesha bata bambelaka dioi diana he? what 

will the king do to the people who habitually disobey his word? Amadim 

tshika a bola wuya ankomaka busheka, he committed himself to him 

who always judges righteously; nungct amuenaka a Nshenga aniya, the man 

who always goes to Mushengi has come; etc. 

(c) In the present tense of the form of the verb with the subordin. 

ating particle a- ; as, ankelaha bata brdd ngo boko, when people hab¬ 

itually commit sin thus they will die. 

(d) In expressing the idea of according to custom or as is the custom• 

Balama bishima rnbok.a anamaka bana, they cooked the food as is 

their custom to cook; bana bakeka babuaka ihua imbuakaka bana, the 

little children fell as is their custom to fall; balei nyu muna ikelala i 

bana mboka aneika bana, they buried the corpse according to their 

custom to bury. See 28, Bern. 2, 

Note. Observe that the root ala, to dwell, drops the final syllable la 

when used in constructions given above; as, bata bamuaka a Nshenga 

baniya, people who habitually dwell at Mushengi have come. 

Rem. 5. Note that when the n, employed in the various constructions 

of the habitual tense, comes before li(di) the n and the li become ny. 

Thus, katandiakaka becomes katanyakaka, we do not habitually kill; 

etc. See 28, Rem. 2; 287, B. VIII (2) and Rems. 2-7. 

PAST INDEFINITE TENSE. 

Affirmative. Negative. 

244. Formation: Pro. prefix + a\ 245. Formation: Neg. pro. prefix + 

the tense sign -f stem. j stem with the final vowel a changed 

[ to or replaced by idi. 

Rem. 1. Remember that a + a — a. See 23. 

Rem. 2. In the negative of the past indefinite tense wrhen a root 
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ends in a vowel other that a it remains unchanged and -di is simply 

suffixed to the stem. 

No gives kanodi, it did not rain; bo gives Icabodi, he did not heal; lu 

gives haludi, he did not row; lei gives kaleidi, he did not get tired; tei 

gives kateidi, he did not remove; Lodi gives kalod.idi, he did not arrange; 

edi gives k^didi. he did not measure; etc. 

Rem. 3. In the negative of the past indefinite tense when roots of more 

than two syllables end in ma the final vowel a is not replaced by idi 

however, both the final a and the a preceding the final syllbale ma be¬ 

come i. 

Tengama gives katengimi, he did not stagger; betama gives kabetshi- 

mi, he did not lie down; shikama gives kashikimi, he did not sit down- 

elama gives kedimi, it is not sufficient; hulama gives kahudimi, it did 
not topple over; etc. 

Note. The ma of these roots is really a suffix. See 294, Rem. 3; 299. 

Rem. 4. In the negative of the past indefinite tense, roots of more 

than two syllables ending in la drop the la in the formation of the 

negative, and the final syllable of the diminished root determines the 

change. 

Lemala gives kalemidi, he did not leave; kalala gives kakadidi, he 

did not reverse; tshakala gives hatshakidi, he did not scatter; kutala 

gives kakutshidi, he did not wash; etc. 

Rem. 5. In the past indefinite tense roots ending in ya drop the 

ya in the negative. 

Shiya gives kashidi, he did not sharpen; etc. 

Rem. 6. Roots of more than two syllables ending in isha, whether 

isha is a part of the original root or whether it has been suffixed in for¬ 

ming a derivative verb, do not undergo any change in the negative in 

the past indefinite tense. 

Imisha gives katimisha, we did not accept; bangisha gives kababuba- 

ngisha, they did not lie on you; tumisha gives katabatumisha, we did 

not sew for them; etc. See 293-295. 

Rem. 7. Note that roots ending in na the n does not become ny when 

the final vowel is replaced by idi. 

Mana gives kamanidi, he did not finish; bana gives kabanidi, he 

did not climb; etc. See 30. 

Rem. 8. Note that the final vowel a of mona changes to i in which 
case the n becomes ny\ as, kamonyi, he did not see; See 30. 
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Rem. 9. Sometimes one hears the past indefinite tense affirmative 

formed as follows: pro. prefix + stem + the infinitive (with the prefix 

ka.). 

Bashomakashoma biketa, they bought the things. 

Rem. 10. In certain constructions we must note a changed or 

irregular form of the past indefinite tense affirmative, in which case 

we have the tense sign n, m or mu instead of a. See 30, 32, (f). 

This change is noted: 

(a) In the case of interrogative constructions. See 415, Rem. 1. * 

(b) In ” ” ” relative clause constructions, See 100, Rem. 

1-4; 145; 146, Rem. 2, (a). 

(c) In the case of the past tense with the subordinating particle a- 

See 269. 

(d) Note that this same form of the verb is employed in the for¬ 

mation of the past active participle. See 76 (a). 

Note. For the sake of convenience this form given under Rem. 10 

above will be called the irregular or changed form of the past indefinite 

tense throughout this book. 

246 The Past Indefinite tense expresses simple completed action 

in the past time, without indicating whether the past is far or near. In 

translating it into English one has to be guided by the connection, as 

to whether the simple past tense should be used; such as, he worked; he 

wrote; etc.; or by the present perfect tense; such as, he has worked; he 

has written; etc. 

Amena, he went or he has gone; babuaka, they fell or they have fallen. 

Rem. This tense is often used instead of the present progressive. 

Bamuka bishima, they want food. This expresses a very present past. 

PAST PERFECT TERSE. 

Affirmative. Negative. 

247 Formation: pro. prefix + j 248. Formation: Neg. pro. prefix 

ma the tense sign + stem. \ + stem. 

Rem. 1. Note that the tense sign via is not employed in the negative 

of this tense. 
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Rem. 2. In certain constructions we must note a changed or irregular 

form of the past perfect tense affirmative, in which we have, instead of 

the tense sign ma, the final vowel a of the root replaced by idi. See 244; 

245, Rems. 2-8. 

This irregular form is noted: 

(a) In relative clause constructions. See 146 (c); 247; 248, Rem. 2. 

(b) In the past perfect tense of the verb with the subordinating 

particle a -. See 272. 

(c) In various interrogative constructions. See 417; 418: 419; Rem. 1. 

(d) Note that this same form of the verb is employed in the formation 

of the past perfect active participle. See 76 (b). 

249- The Past Perfect tense is employed to show that an action was 

completed before some other event or action took place. The event or 

action may not always be expressed, however it is always in the mind 

of the speaker. There is also the thought of the action being completed 

and can not be recalled. 

Often it is difficult to distinguish between the Past Indefinite and the 

Past Perfect tenses. An example might make it more clear: 

Kueta abuaka (Past Indef.), Kueta has fallen (just now). Kueta ama- 

buaka (Past Perfect), Kueta had fallen (before he died) or he fell (which 

resulted in his death). 

PAST PROGRESSIVE. 

Affirmative. Negative. 

250. Formation: ela + ka 
followed by the present parti¬ 
ciple. 

251. Formation: Neg. past tense 
of ela + ka with the final vowel of 
ka changed idi followed by the 
present participle. See 245, Rems. 
2-8. 

252- The Past Progressive is used to express an action as having been 
in progress in the past time, but was completed before the arrival of the 

time limit of the present time. 

Rem. For m prefixed to the stem ba or baka, see 190, 191, Rem. 5. 

Kueta abaka akela nguna, Kueta was working (but is not at the pres® 

time). Buna kababakidi akela nguna, the children were not working. 
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PAST PERFECT PROGRESSIVE. 

Affirmative. 

253. Formation: Past perfect 
tense of the auxiliary ela + ka 
followed by the present participle. 

Negative. 

254. Formation Neg. past tense of 
the auxiliary ela + ka followed by 
the present participle. 

Rem. For m employed as tense sign instead of ma in the past perfect 

tense of ela, see 192, 193, Rem. 1. 

255. The Past Perfect Progressive tense is employed to express an action 

as having been in progress before some other action in the past occurred. 

Rueta amabaka akela nguna, Kueta had been working. Banakababaka 

akela nguna, the children had not been working. 

FUTURE 

Affirmative. 
256- Formation: Pro. prefix + 

first syllable of the stem + ka + stem. 

Negative. 
257- Formation: use neg. of the 
Second Present Actual tense. 

258. The Future tense expresses the same idea as that of the English. 

However, the Future tense is used much less frequently than the future 

tense in English. 

Tabakabala biketa, we shall count the things. 

Rem. 1. The rule for the formation of the future tense might be made 

more simple by saying pro prefix + first syllable of stem + the infinitive 

(with the prefix ka-). 

Rem. 2. Stems that have only one syllable sometimes present a little 

difficulty in forming the future, however, that one syllable must be used 

in the same way as in the case of roots of two or more syllables. 

Baleikalei, they will fail, from kalei, to fail. 

Rem. 3. The a of the prefix ka- of the infinitive is contracted before 

roots beginning with a vowel. See 23. 
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Kena, to go; kiya, to come; hula to ask; kona, to mar; kata, to seize; etc. 

Rem. 4. Sometimes roots, whose first syllable is a vowel, present 

some difficulty in forming the future tense, however, the vowel, being 

the first syllable, must be treated in the same way as other syllables. 

Boko, they shall die, from owa, to die; bekena, they will go, from ena, 

to go; bikiya, they will come, from iya, to come; etc. 

Rem. 5. When the verb in the future tense contains a pronominal 

infix the infix is treated as a part of the first syllable of the root. 

Yishu itashukatrjshukisha, Jesus will save us. The same thing is true 

of the reflexive pronominal infix -di-. See 110. 

Bata bidimukadimuka, the people will love themselves. 

Note: For the prefix i instead of a in the first illustration under Rem. 

5, See 64 Rem. 2 (a). 

FUTURE IMMINENT. 

Affirmative. Negative. 

259. Formation: pro. prefix + 260-Use negative of the Second 
wela followed by the infinitive with Present Actual Tense, 
the prefix ka- 

261. The Future Imminent is employed to show that an action is 

impending or is about to take place. 

One is liable to confuse the Future Imminent with the Present 

Imminent. However, the latter always means an act that is 

just about to take place in the present time limit, that is 

immediately while the Future Imminent is rather indefinite as to the 

time limit. The following will make it more clear: Kamimi ndena{ spoken 

by one just in the act of leaving), I am about to go, I am off; mite miwela 

kabuaka, the sticks are about to fall (may fall at any time). 

Rem. 1. Sometimes the infinitive with the prefix a- is heard after this 

auxiliary verb instead of the infinitive with the prefix ka-. 

Bawela ashahala m^oka, they are about to hoe the road. 

Rem. 2. For past imminent tenses, see 205, and Rems. 6-8. 
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PRESENT IMMINENT. 

Affirmative. Negative. 

262- Formation: the Emphatic 263. Use negative of the Second 
Demonstrative Personal Pronoun Present Actual. 
(140-144) followed by the Second 
Present Actual Progressive. 

264. The Present Imminent Tense is employed to show that an act is 

just about to take place immediately in the present time limit, and is 

expressed in English by going to or about to. 261. 

Eem. 1. Thelstpers. sing, and plural are used more frequently in 

this tense than the other persons and numbers. 

Eem. 2. The last syllable of the demonstrative pronoun is seldom 

heard in speaking. Hence one hears: kami ndena instead of kamiini nde. 

na, I am going, l am about to go, kadi tena instead of kahita tena, we are 

going, we are about to go; etc. 

Eem. 3. For past imminent tenses, see 205, and Eems. 6-8. 

265. It is interesting to note the forms of the verb in the present, 

past, and past prefect tenses with the subordinating particle a-; also 

in various relative clause, and indirect interrogative constructions. See 

76 (a)-(d); 145 Eem. (a), (d) (2)-(4); 146-150; 423-424. 

The forms of the ^erb with the subordinating particle a- are as follows: 

PRESENT TENSE. 

Affirmative Negative. 

266. Formation: a + stem fol- j 267. Use negative of the Present 
lowed by the subject. | Progressive. 

268. The present tense with the subordinating particle a- is employed 

in the protasis of future sentences; as, abuaka balunga bakakakata, when 

the men fall they will get up. 

Eem. 1, The a-is generally elided before stems beginning with a 

vowel; as, iya Yishu ashukashuka bata bana, when Jesus comes he will 
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save his people; yena Kueta a Nshenga ashakashala, when Kueta goes to 

Mushenga he will remain; etc. 

Rem. 2. The particle a- becomes i in this tense when followed by a 

pro. infix that is not 1st, 2nd, or 3rd. pers sing, of class 1, or 3rd. pers. 

sing, of class III; as, ibutona bana, when they offend you; etc. 

Eem. 3. The idea of until, as, while, etc., may be expressed by this 

tense; as, kela nguna iya Mikohi, work until Mikohi comes; yena balunga 

a mboka balekalena koya, as the men go along the road they will see a 
leopard; akela Mikohi nguna Kueta atokatosha, while Mikohi works Kueta 

will sit idle. 

Eem. 4. In this tense the habitual is expressed by the use of the form 

of the negative habitual without the negative pronominal prefix; as an- 

kelaka bat a makama mabe bahekahetana, when people habitually do 

wrong they will suffer. See 242. 

Eem. 5. The present tense of the auxiliary verb ela may be employed 

in this tense; as, el1ana i buala ahekahetana, while he is sick he will suf¬ 

fer; yaha eVana i lita ‘mboka tanosha ikama yita, while he is now (or yet 

or still) in the road with us let us tell him our affair; etc. See 185, 

Rem. 7; also 202, 203, Eem. 7. 

Eem. 6. The root ala may be employed in this tense instead of ela; 

as ala bita bata basheka bata bekidi bitamukatamuka, when we are good 

people other people will love us. 

PAST TENSE. 

Affirmative. Negative. 

269. Formation: a- + n + J 270. Formation: Use negative of the 
stem followed by the subject. | Past Indefinite Indicative mood. 

Eem. 1. Remember that n becomes m before b and h. See 30. 

Eem. 2. Remember that mu is used before roots beginning with a vowel. 

Eem. 3. Note exception to tbe use of mu before the roots owa, to die; 

ata, to seize, uela {uela), to contend for; in which cases the n becomes 

ng; as angua balunga, when the men died; angvela balunga, when tbe men 

contended for; angata balunga, when the men seized; etc. 

271. I he past tense with the j article a. is employed in the protasis 
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in past contingent sentences; as, ankela Kueta ngana atosha, when Kueta 

did the work he sat down; ambuaka balunga bano, when the men fell 

they died; amuena Kueta a Nshenga ashala, when Kueta went to Mushe- 

nge he remained; etc. 

Bern. 1. The idea of until, as, while, etc., may be expressed by this 

form of the verb; as, Kueta akela nguna amuiya balunga, Kueta worked 

until the men came; amuena balunga a mboka balena koya, as the men 

were going along the road they saw a leopard; ankela Mikohi nguna Kue¬ 

ta atosha bukala, while Mikohi worked Kueta sat idle; etc. 

Bern. 2. When the verb in this tense contains a pronominal infix the 

past tense of the auxiliary verb ela, followed by the present participle, 

is employed; as, aniba bita ‘bayeka biketa banena, when we gave them 

the things they went away. 

Bern. 8. In this tense the past tense of the auxiliary verb ela takes 

the same form as the finite verb; as, aniba bita bata babe tahetana, when 

we were bad people we suffered. 

Note that when the subject begins with a vowel ka is suffixed to the 

verb; as, ambak’ana i bualu ahetana, when he was sick he suffered. 

Bern. 4. In the compound tense a- is prefixed to the auxiliary verb; 

as, aniba bita yena a mboka tashakala nyimi, while we were going along 

the road we met the king. 

Bern. 5. When the n, used in the formation of this tense is followed 

by li (di), the n and the di are contracted to ny. Thus, andiaka balunga 

becomes anyika balunga, when the men killed; andiima balunga becomes 

anyima balunga, when the men were lost; etc. See 28; 287, B. VIII. (2). 

PAST PEBFECT TENSE. 

Affirmative. Negative. 

272. Formation: a + stem Use negative of the Past Perfect 
with the final vowel a of the stem Indefinite, indicative mood, 
changed to idi. See 245 Bt ms. 2-8. 

273. The Past Perfect tense with a- is employed in the protasis of 

past perfect contingent sentences; as, abnakidi bana bamano, when the 

children had fallen they died; ayedi Kueta a Lueba amashala, when Kueta 
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had gone to Luebo he remained; idi Yisu amawesha bo>ta, when Jesus had 

come He died for the people; etc. 

Rem. 1. When the verb of this tense contains a pronominal infix 

that is not 1st, 2nd or 3rd pers. sing, of class I, or 3rd pers. sing of 

class III, the particle a- becomes i; as ibaloshidi bita makarna tamanena, 

when we had told them the affairs we went away. 

Rem. 2. In this tense, the past tense of ela is used instead of the past 

perfect tense; as, aba bita bata babe tamahetana, when we were bad 

people we suffered. 

Note that when the snbject begins with a vowel ka is suffixed to the 

verb; as, abak'ana i bitala amahetana, when he was sick he suffered. 

Rem. 3. The past tense of ela is also employe! in the past perfect 

progressive of this form of the verb; as ababita yena amboka tamatana 

nyimi, when we were going along the road we met the king. 

Rem. 4. The words huota when; shanga, until; idima, if; may be em¬ 

ployed before all the tenses with the particle a-; as, huota abuaka hana, 

when the children fell; Kueta akela nguna shanga anita itanga, Kueta 

worked until the sun went down idima abuakidi balunga, if the men 

had fallen; etc. 

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD. 

274. The Subjunctive Mood is generally employed in conditional or 

contingent clauses, however, not in all conditional clauses. 

PRESENT TENSE. 

Affirmative. Negative 

275. Formation: Tshika fol- j 276. There is no special negative 
lowed by the First Present Actual. I for this tense. 

277. The Present Subjunctive is employed in independent sentences 

to express a mere wish or desire to do something before doing something 

else. 

Tshika takela nguna, we would lffie to do the won*, i. e. before doing 

something else; etc. 

Rem. 1. The negative of the Second Present Actual with tshika 
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preceding the participle might be employed as the negative of this tense; 

as, kabina tshika qkela nguna, they do not wish to continue to work; etc. 

Rem. 2. For the various forms in which tshika is employed, see 205, 

Rems. 1-10. 

PAST TENSE. 

Affirmative. 

278. F ormation: Pro. prefix + 
n + tshika followed by the present 
participle. 

Negative. 

279 Formation: Neg. pro. pre¬ 
fix tshika with final a changed 

O 

to idi, followed by the present 
participle. See 243, Rem., 2-8. 

280. The Past Subjunctive is employed in the apodosis of the past or 

impossible conditional sentences. 

Tshikambe biya a ivonya tantshika’ badiaka, if they had come here 

we would have killed them; tshika mbe ungata aluo, muana katshikidi 

abuaka, if you had taken him by the arm, the child would not have 

fallen; etc. 

PAST PERFECT TENSE. 

Negative 

282. Formation: Tshika fol¬ 
lowed by mbe, neg. pro. prefix + 

stem 

283. The Past Perfect Subjunctive is employed in the protasis in 

the past perfect or impossible conditional sentences. 

Tshika mbe bakela nguna lantshika bayeka ndela, if they had worked 

I would have given them some cloth; tshika mbe biya a wonyi kala~ 

tshikidi badiaka, if they had come here I would not have killed them: 

tshika mbe wiya buasha muana katshikiddo, if you had come quickly his 

child would not have died; tshika mbe bumbuka buntshika akela mboka an- 

totshidi mimi, if you had loved me you would have done what I said; 

tshika mbe ikama ikuiya kaya ikakama lantshika'bulosha, if this affair had 

not been true I would have told you. 

Affirmative. 

281- Formation: Tshika followed 

by mbe pro prefix + stem. 
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PURPORTIVE MOOD. 

PRESENT TENSE. 

Affirmative. Negative. 

284. Formation: Pro. prefix +| 285- Formation: JE + neg. pro. 
[j prefix -p stem. 

Rem. Note the form of the present pnrportive tense is the same as 

that of the Second Present Actual, however, they differ in meaning. 

286. The name Purportive is given to this mood because of the 

fact that it expresses, generally ejid or purpose. The present tense only 

is found in this mood. 

Some of the more common uses of this mood are as follows: 

(a) To indicate end or purpose, with the English meaning, that, in 

order that, to, lest, that not, in order that not etc. 

Tola bulelela nyimi atosha, bring the seat that the king may sit down. 

Bayasha ashota balunga bakela nguna, they are looking for men to 

work. 

Bayasha atola mite bahikd mbula, they are bringing sticks in order that 

they may build a house. 

Ata bana ekababuaka, take hold of the children that they may not 

fall. 

(b) In indicating different imperative ideas, chiefly the hortative. 

Takela nguna muita bus "eka^ let us do our work well; bena, let them 

go; biya, let them come; bamuka bata bakirna, let them love every body; 

Rem. 1. Frequently after verbs of motion the final vowel a of the 

purportive is replaced by idi; as, yaka ubekidi bana, go call the children; 

yaka uhedidi nguna, go do the work; etc. 

Rem. 2. Sometimes after verbs of motion the final vowel a changes 

to i and the pro. prefix is not used, this is especially true after the 

future tense. 

Tiki kadi, we shall return; teke'monyi, we shall go seeing; tekertihidi. 

we shall go remembering; yaka hudi mite a buanya, go throw the sticks 

into the forest; etc. 

Rem. 3. Also after verbs of motion a form of the Purportive is 

heard in which the final vowel a is changed to i and e is prefixed to the 

root. 
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Iya wetemi tei, come make a fire; yaka weboiki biketa a mbema, go throw, 

the things into the hole; yakanyanya buetodi mite, go bring the sticks; 

etc. 

Rem. 4. There are a number of constructions in which the form of 

the Purportive is employed without a purportive meaning: 

(a) In making a request or asking permission, generally expressed 

in English either by the future indicative or by may, shall or must 

and the infinitive. 

Tabatala mite? may we cut the sticks? tena a buola, may we go to 

the village ? 

Note. In expressing the idea of must I? Shall I? etc., and the simple 

yes or no is expected in reply, the final vowel a of the root is changed 

to i. 

Tatodi mite, must we bring the sticks? Tadieki koka? shall we kill 

the chickens? Tabekedi bana? shall we call the children? See 418, 

Rems. 1-2. 

(b) The future tense in direct interrogative constructions, is fre¬ 

quently expressed by this form of the verb, when an interrogative 

word is used. 

Otola ntema muana akela ke? when his heart becomes sorry what 

shall he do? Yishu iya lashu ke? what day will Jesus come? See 419. 

Rem. 5. The negative particle ko may be employed before the 

pronominal prefixes in the negative of the Purportive mood instead 

of eka. 

Kolabuaka, that I may not fall; koubuaka, that you may not fall; Jzobi- 

buaka, that they (tbiketa, things) may not fall; etc 

Note that ko precedes the regular neg. ka in the case of the 3rd. 

pers. sing, of classes I and III; as, kokabuaka, that he may not fall. 

VERB PARADIGMS. 

287 The various moods and tense forms are now taken up, beginning 

with the auxiliary verbs, followed by the verb bitaka, to fall. In order to 

master the language even to a small degree, one should study these 

forms very carefully. 
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A. AUXILIARY VERBS. 

I. Ela (neg. a), to be. 

(a) Present Tense—I am, etc. 

Affirmative. Negative. 

Singular. Plural. Singular. Plural 

Class I. 1st. pers. ndela. tela kanda kata 

2nd. “ wela buela kua kabua 

3rd. “ ela bela ka kaba 
a II. “ “ muela miela kamua kamia 
u III. “ “ ela yela ka kaya 
a IV. “ “ yela u kaya u 

a V. “ “ luela u kalua u 

a VI. “ u diela .mela kadia kama 
a VII. “ u buela u kabua u 

li <1
 

1—
1 

1—
1 

1—
1 

“ yela u kaya u 

, a IX. “ ti a biela u kabia 

u X. “ u kela tela (tuela) kaka kata (katua) 

( When ela is followed by a predicate adjective or a predicate noun.) 

(b) Present Tense-I am, etc. See 185, Rem. 1. 

A ffirmative. Negative. 

Sing ular. Plural. 

Class 1. 1st. pers. nde te Use negative of 

2nd. “ we bue Ela (a) above. 

3rd. “ e be 
u II. u u raue mfe 
a nr. u u e ye 
u IV. ii ii 

ye 
a 

u V. ii ii lue a 

a VI. ii li die me 

a VII. li a bue a 

ii VIII. a a 
ye 

a 

a IX. a a 
ye bie 

X. a a ke te (tue) 
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( When ila is used as ela in (a) above ). 

(c) Present Tense-I am. etc. 

Affirmative. 

Class 

a 

a 

a 

a 

a 

u 

a 

a 

i i 

Negative. 

Singular. Plural. 

I. 1st. pers. ndila tila 

2nd. a wila bula 

3rd. a ila bila Use 

II. u u mula mila Ela 

III. u a ila yila 

IV. a u yila u 

V. a u lula u 

VI. a u dila mila 

VII. ti a bul a u 

VIII. a u yila a 

IX. u u u bila 

X. u u kila tila (tula) 

( When ila is used as Ela in (b) above ). 

Use negative of 

Ela in (a) above. 

(d) Present Tense 

Affirmative. 

Singular. 

I am, etc. 

Plural 

Negative. 

Class 

it 

a 

a 

u 

u 

a 

l'. 

1. 1st. pers. ndi ti 

2nd. a u (wu) bu 

3rd . a i bi 

II. tt a mu mi 

III. a a i i 

IV. a a i i 

V. a a lu i 

VI. a a di mi 

VII. a a bu a 

VIII. a a i 

IX. a u i bi 

X. a a ki ti (tu) 

Use negative of 

Ela in (a) above* 
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Past Tense-I was, etc. 

Affirmative. Negative. 

Singular. Plural. Singular. Plural. 

Class I. 1st. pers. laba taba kalaba kataba 

2nd. 44 uba buba kuba kabuba 

3rd. 44 aba baba kaba kababa 

“ II. “ 44 muba miba kamuba kamiba 

“ III. 44 44 aba iba kaba kaiba 

i—
i 

<
 

44 iba a kaiba a 

« V. 4- 44 luba u kaluba a 

VI. 44 44 diba maba kadiba kamaba 

“ vir. “ 44 buba . a kabuba a 

44 VIII. 44 44 iba a kaiba a 

44 IX. 44 a a biba kabiba 

44 X. 44 • 44 kaba tuba kakaba katuba 

Rem. For m prefixed to the stem ba in the affirmative, see 190, 191, 

Rems. 1 — 2, 

Past Perfect Tense-I had been, etc. 

Affirmative 

Singular, Plural. 

Class I. 1st. pers. la maba tamaba. 

2nd. a umaba b umaba 

3rd. a a maba bamaba 
'a II. ■ • a a mumaba mimaba 
a III. a .a amaba imaba 
a ■ IV. a ■a imaba L b 

a V. a *t 1 umaba U 

a VI. u ■a dimaba mamaba 
a VII. a a bum aba a 

a VIII. a a imaba a 

it IX. a a a bimaba 
ii X. m u kamata tumaba. 

Negative. 

Use negative of Past 

Tense as given above. 
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Rem. Form prefixed to ba instead of the tense sign ma, see 192 

193, Rem. 1. 

II. YASHA- TO BE. 

Present Tense- I am, etc. 

Affirmative. Negative. 

Singular. Plural Singular. Plural. 

I. 1st. pers. layaslia tayasha kalayasha katayasha 

2nd. u uyasha buyasha kuyasha kabuyasha 

3rd. u ayasha bayasha kayasha kabayasha 

II. “ a muyasha miyasha kamuyasha kamiyasha 

III. “ u ayasha iyasha kayasha kaiyasha 

IV. “ u iyasha a kaiyasha u* 

V. “ u luyasha u kaluyasha u 

VI. “ u diyasha mayasha kadiyasha kamayasha 

Vll. “ u buyasha u kabuyasha u 

VIII. “ u iyasha u kaiyasha u 

IX. “ a u biyasha u kabiyasha 

X. “ ti kayasha tuyasha kakayasha katuyasha 

III. AHA, TO BE. 

Affirmative. Negative. 

Yaha, followed by the Second Pre¬ 

sent Actual, is employed before all 

persons, classes and numbers. See 

287, B. IV. (b), and (c). 

Yaha, followed by the nega¬ 

tive of the Present Progres¬ 

sive Tense, is employed before 

all persons, classes and num¬ 

bers. See 287, B. IV. (a), (b). 

Rem. For Y prefixed to aha, See 33, (b), Rem. 2. 
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IV. WELA, TO BE ABOUT TO. 

Present Tense--I am about to, etc. 

Affirmative. Negative. 

I. 1st. pers. 

Singular 

lawela 

Plural. 

tawela Use negative of the 

2nd. u uwela buwela Second Present Actual 

3rd. u awela bawela Tense. See 287. B. IV. (c) 

II. a u m uwela miwela 

III. a u awela iwela 

IV. u u iwela a 

V. u u luwela u 

VI. a a diwela mawela 

VII. u u buwela a 

VIII. a u iwela it 

IX. u u u b iwela 

X. u u kawela tuwela. 

B. Paradigm of Regular Verb Buaka, to fall. 

I. IMPERATIVE MOOD. 

Present Tense-fali thou, etc. 

Affirmative Negative. 

Singular. Plural Singular. Plural. 

2nd. pers. buaka buakanyanya kubuakaka kabubuakaka 

II. INFINITIVE. 

Present Tense-To fall. 

abuaka or kabuoka. 

Rem. The form abuaka is the regular infinitive, the prefix being a. 

The other form with the prefix ka- is used less frequently, the k being, 

no doubt, prefixed for the sake of euphony. However, since this form 
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is employed in certain constructions, it is called, for the sake of con¬ 

venience, the infinitive with the prefix ha, throughout this book. 

III. PARTICIPLES. 

(a) Active. 

Present- Falling. Past Tense (224-225). Past Perfect (226) 

(b) Passive. 

Past Tense (227-228). Past Perfect (229-230). 

IV. INDICATIVE MOOD. 

(a) Present Progressive Tense- - I am falling, etc 

Affirmative. 

Singular. Plural. 

I. 1st. p. layasha abuaka tayasha abuaka 

2nd. it uyasha u buyasha a 

3rd. tt ayasha bayasha it 

11. << tt muyasha n miyasha a 

III. a tt ayasha tt iyasha n 

IV. a a iyasha a a n 

V. u a luyasha a a tt 

VI. a it diyasha tt mayasha tt 

VII. it tt buyasha it u it 

VIII. a u iyasha it a u 

IX. a tt u a biyasha tt 

X. ii It kayasha tt tuyasha n 
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Negative. 

Singular. Plural. 

kalayasha abuaka katayasha abuaka 

kuyasha tt kabuyasha tt 

kayasha tt kabayasha a 

kamuyasha a kamiyasha a 

kayasha tt kaiyasha tt 

kaiyasha it tt u 

kaluyasha tt a u 

kadiyaslia a kamayasha u 

kabuyasha u tt u 

V, 

kaiyasha it tt u 

tt tt kabiyasha u 

kakayasha it katuyasha u 

(b) First Present Actual Progressive- I am now falling, etc. 

Affirmative. 

Singular. Plural. 

I. 1st. pers. yaha labuaka yaha tabuaka 

2nd. a a ubuaka ■ u bubuaka 

3rd. u it abuaka a babuaka 

II. u u a mubuaka tt mibuaka 

III. u u a abuaka a ibuaka 

IV. It a a ibuaka a a 

V. a it a lubuaka a a 

VI. it it a dibuaka it tt 

VII. u a a bubuaka a a 

VIII. u a a ibuaka it tt 

IX. a a a a a bibuaka 

X. ti a ■ a kabuaka a tubuaka 
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Negative. 

Singular. Plural. 

I. 1st. pers. yaha kalayasha abuaka yaha katayasha abuaka 

2nd. “ a kuyasha u a kabuyasha 

3rd. “ n kayasha u u kabayasha “ 

11. a u u kamuyasha a u kamiyasha “ 

III. u u u kayasha u u kaiyasha “ 

IV. u n u kaiyaslia <( (( (( u 

V. ii ii (( kaluyasha u u u u 

VI. a a u kadiyasha u kamayasha “ 

VII. 
n a u kabuyasha a <( u u 

VIII. 
ii a u 

kaiyasha u (( a u 

IX. ll ll u u u (< kabiyaslia 

X. a a 16 kakayasha u u katuyasha “ 

(c) Second Present Actual - -1 am falling or I fall, etc. 

Affirmative. 

Singular. Plural. 

I. 1 st. p- labuaka tabuaka 

2nd. u ubuaka bubuaka 

3rd. u abuaka babuaka 

II. u ll mubuaka mibuaka 

III. u ll abuaka ibuaka 

IV. ll ll ibuaka a 

V. ll ll lubuaka ii 

VI. u ll dibuaka mabuaka 

VII. 
» 

il ll bubuaka . ii 

VIII. 
u ll ibuaka a 

IX. u ll a bibuaka 

X. ll ll kabuaka tubuaka 
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Negative. 
% 

Singular. Plural. 

kandina abuaka 

kuina (kuna) “ 

kina “ 

kamuina (kamuna) “ 

kina “ 

kayina “ 

kaluina (laluna) “ 

kadina “ 

kabuina (kabuna) “ 

kayina “ 
ll ll 

kakina “ 

(d) Present Habitual-- I habitually fall, etc 

Affirmative. 

Singular. Plural. 

I. 1st. pers. lakakabuaka takakabuaka 

2nd. ii ukakabuaka bukakabuaka 

3rd. ii akakabuaka bakakabuaka 

II. ii ii mukakabuaka mikakabuaka 

III. a u akakabuaka. ikakabuaka. 

IV. ii ii ikakabuaka ii 

V. a a lukakabuaka ii 

VI. u ii dikakabuaka makakabuaka 

VIL a a bukakabuaka a 

VIII. u u ikakabuaka a 

IX. u u u bikakabuaka 

X. u u kakakabuaka tukakabuaka 

katina abuaka 

kabuina (kabuna) “ 

kabina “ 

kamina “ 

kayina “ 
u u 

u a 

kamina 
it u 

u u v 

kabina “ 

katuina (katuna) 
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Negative* 

Singular. Plural.’ 

I. 1st. pers. kalambuakaka katambuakaka 

2nd. (C kumbuakaka kabumbuakaka 

3rd. C( kambuakaka kabambuakaka 

• 
i—

i 
i—

i (( kamumbuakaka kamimbuakaka 

III. “ a kambuakaka kaimbuakaka 

IV. “ u kaimbuakaka ce 

Y. “ 
u kalambuakaka ti » 

YI. “ (( kadimbuakaka kamambuakaka 

VII. “ 
a kabumbuakaka a 

<
 

1—
1 

1—
1 

H
H

 
• 

»\ u kaimbuakaka u 

IX. “ u << 
kabimbuakaka 

X. “ (( kakambuakaka katumbuakaka 

(e) Past Indefinite Tense- I fell, etc. 

Affirmative. Negative. 

Singular. Plural Singular Plural. 

I. 1st. p. ndabuaka tabuaka • kalabuakidi katabuakidi 

2nd. “ wabuaka buabuaka kubuakidi kabubuakidi 

3rd. “ abuaka babuaka kabuakidi kababuakidi 

V
* 

N
# 

•
 

1-1 
1—1 muabuaka miabuaka kamubuakidi kamibuakidi 

1—
1 

1-1
 

1-1
 

•
 abuaka yabuaka kabuakidi kaibuakidi 

IV. “ “ yabuaka • a kaibuakidi 

Y. “ “ luabuaka a kalabuakidi (i 

YI. “ “ diabuaka mabuaka kadibuakidi kamabuakidi 

YII. “ “ buabuaka a kabubuakidi a 

Yin. “ •* yabuaka a kaibuakidi a 

IX. “ “ i t biabuaka 66 kabibuakidi 

X. “ kabuaka tabuaka kakabuakidi katabuakidi 
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(f) Past Perfect Tense- I had fallen, etc. 

Affirmative. 

Singular. Plural. 

I. 1st, pers. lamabuaka tamabuaka 

2nd. i ( nmabuaka bumabuaka 

3rd. a amabuaka bamabuaka 

II. “ i t mumabuaka m imabuaka 

III. “ ti amabuaka imabuaka 

IV. “ it imabuaka a 

Y. “ ti iumabuaka a 

VI, “ it dimabuaka mamabuaka 

V
* • 

1—1 
1—1 
>

 i ( bumabuaka a 

Yin. “ t< imabuaka a 

IX. “ cc a 
bimabuaka 

X. “ it kamabuaka tumabuaka 

Negative. 

Singular. Plural. 

I. 1st. pers. kalabuaka katabuaka 
2nd. a 

kubuaka kabubuaka 
3rd. i i 

kabuaka kababuaka 
II. “ a 

kamubuaka kamibuaka 
HI. “ a 

kabuaka kaibuaka 
IV. “ u 

kaibuaka a 

V. “ a 
kalubuaka it 

VI. “ a 
kadibuaka kamabuaka 

YII. “ a 
kabubuaka a 

v
»

 • 
h—■J 
i—

i 

>
 11 

kaibuaka a 

IX. “ a a 
kabibuaka 

X. “ a 
kakabuaka katubuaka. 
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(g) Past Progressive-- I was falling, etc. 

Affirmative. 

Singular. Plural. 

I. 1st. pers . labaka abuaka tabaka abuaka 

2nd. ubaka l c bubaka “ 

3rd. “ abaka i i babaka “ 

II. “ mubaka i c mibaka “ 

III. “ abaka it ibaka “ 

v
»

 
v
*

 • 

1—1 ibaka a a tt 

V. “ 1ubaka a a tt 

VI. “ dibaka a mabaka “ 

VII. “ bubaka ti u n 

vni. “ ibaka it a a 

IX. “ <( a bibaka 4< 

X. “ kabaka a tubaka “ 

Note. For m prefixed to -ba, see 190, 191, Rems. 1-2. 

Negative. 

Singular. Plural. 

I. 1st. pers. kalabakidi abuaka katabakidi abuaka 

2nd. kubakidi a kabubakidi “ 

3rd. kabakidi a kababakidi “ 

II. “ kamubakidi i i kamibakidi “ 

III. “ kabakidi a kaibakidi “ 

IV. “ kaibakidi a tt tt 

V. “ “ kalubakidi a tt «< 

VI. “ kadibakidi a kamabakidi “ 

vn. “ kabubakidi tt a n 

VIII. “ kaibakidi a tt it 

IX. “ 
a a kabibakidi “ 

X. “ 
kakabakidi a katubakidi “ 
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(h) Past Perfect Progressive- I had been falling, etc. 

Affirmative. 

Singular, Plural. 

1. 1st. per. lamabaka abuaka tamabaka abuaka 

2nd. a umabaka a bumabaka ii 

3rd. a amabaka a bamabaka a 

II. a a m umabaka u mimabaka a 

III. it it amabaka i. imabaka u 

IV. ii a imabaka ii a u 

V. It u lumabaka- u n u 

VI. u ll dimabaka u mamabaka u 

VII. it a bumabaka u ii u 

VIII. a a imabaka u ii a 

IX. a ii u u bimabaka n 

X. a u kamabaka ii tumabaka u 

Rem. For to m prefixed to ba instead of the tense sign ma 

192, 193 and Rem. 1. 

Negative. 

Singular. Plural. 

I. 1st. per. kalabaka abuaka katabaka abuaka 

2nd. a kubaka a kabubaka a 

3rd. a kabaka a kababaka ii 

II. a a kamubaka a kamibaka a 

III. u a kabaka it kaibaka ii 

IV. u a kaibaka a .. ii a 

V. u a kalubaka a it u 

VI. u it kadibaka ii kamabaka ii 

VII. u a kabubaka a ii ii 

VIII. a it kaibaka ii it u 

IX. u a a a kabibaka it 

X. u ii kakabaka ii katubaka u 
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(i) Future- I shall fall, etc. 

Affirmative. 

I. 1st. per. 

Singular. 

labuakabuaka 

Plural. 

tabuakabuaka 

2nd. a ubuakabuaka bubuakabuaka 

3rd. cc abuakabuaka babuakabuaka 

II. u u mubuakabuaka mibuakabuaka 

III. cc cc abuakabuaka ibuakabuaka 

IV. ci cc ibuakabuaka Cl 

V. cc cc lubuakabuaka Cl 

VI. cc u dibuakabuaka mabuakabuaka 

vn. cc cc bubuakabuaka Cl 

VIII. cc cc ibuakabuaka Cl 

IX. cc 1C 1C Cl 

X. cc cc kabuakabuaka tubuakabuaka 

Negative. 

Use negative of the Second Present Actual Tense, 

287 B. IV. (c) 

(j) Future Imminent-I am about to fall, etc. 

Affirmative. Negative. 

Singular. Plural. 

I. 1 st. pers. lawela kabuaka tawela kabuaka Use negative of 

2nd. cc mvela cc buwela cc the Second Pre¬ 

3rd. cc awela cc b awela cc sent Actual 287 

II. cc cc muwela cc miwela cc B. IV (c) 

III. Cl cc awela cc iwela cc 

IV. Cl cc 
• 

iwela cc cc cc 

V. cc cc luwela Cl cc cl 

VI. cc cc diwela cc mawela cc 

VII. cc .1 buwela cc cc cc 

VIII. cc cc iwela cc cc cc 

IX. Cl tC cc cc b iwela cc 

X. Cl cc kawela cc tuwela cc - 
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(k) Present Imminent-I am just about to fall, etc 

Affirmative. Negative. 

Singular. Plural. Use negative 

I. 1st. pers. kamimi labuaka kabita tabuaka of the Second 

2nd. “ kawena ubuaka kabuina bubuaka Present Actual 

3rd. “ kaana abuaka kabana babuaka 287 B. IV. (c). 

II. u u kamuna mubuaka kamina m ibuaka 

III. a u kaana abuaka kaina ibuaka 

IV. ll i' kaina ibuaka u ji 

V. u a kaluna lubuaka a u 

VI. ii u kadina dibuaka kamana mabuaka 

VII. a n kabuna bubuaka u a 

VIII. a u kaina ibuaka a u 

IX. u u a u kabina bibuaka 

X. a n kakana kabuaka katuna tubuaka 

Rem. For Past Imminent tenses and other pres. Imminent 

tenses, see 205, Rems. 6 — 8. 

FORM OF THE VERB WITH THE SUBORDINATING 

PARTICLE A. 

(a) Present Tense- when I fall, etc. 

Sing. Affirmative. Plural. Negative. 

I. 1st. Pers. abuaka mimi abuaka bita Use negative 
2nd. a abuak’uena u buina of the Present 
3rd. a abuak’ana u bana Progressive, 

II. u Cl abuaka muna il mina 287 B. IV. (a) 
III. u a abuak’ana abuak'ina 
IV. a u abuak’ina a i ii 

V. u u abuaka luna a i a 

VI. u Cl 
“ dina abuaka mana 

VII. a a 
u buna a a 

VIII. a u abuak’ina a a 

IX. u ii u >i 
“ bina 

X. a u abuaka kana ” tuna 
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(b) Past Tense — When I fell, etc. 

Affirmative. Negative. 

Singular. Plural. 

L 1st. pers. arnbuaka mimi arnbuaka bita Use negative 

2nd. ll anibuak’uena u buina of the Past In- 

3rd. it ambuak’ana “ bana definite tense, 

II. u u arnbuaka muna 11 mina 287 B. IV. 

III. a n ambuak’ana ambuak’ina 

IV. u ll ambuak’ina ii ii 

V. ii u arnbuaka Inna ii ii 

VI. u ll arnbuaka dina arnbuaka mana 

VII. u ll “ buna ii ii 

VIII. u ll ambuak’ina ii a 

IX. u ll u 11 bina 

X. u ll arnbuaka kana “ tuna 

(o) Past Perfect Tense — When I had -fallen, etc. 

Affirmative Negative. 

Singular Plural Use negative of 

I. 1st. pers. 
<* 

abuakidi mimi abuakidi bita Past Perfect Defi 

2nd. u u uena u buita nite tense, 

3rd. u u ana “ bana 287 B. IV. (f). 

II. u u “ muna u mina 

III. u u “ ana abuakid’ina 

IV. a u abuakid’ina U 1 u 

V. u u abuakidi luna u > u 

VI. 
u a u dina abuakidi mana 

VII. 
a u u buna u u 

VIII. 
u u abuakid’ina u u 

IX. u a U ’ U “ bina 

X. 
a u abuakidi kana u tuna 
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V. SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD. 

(a) Present Tense - I would (like to) fall, etc. 

Affirmative. 

Singular. Plural. 

I. 1st. pers. tshika labuaka tshika tabuaka 

2nd. u a ubuaka a bubuaka 

3rd. u a abuaka a babuaka 

II. u a a mubuaka a mibuaka 

III. u a a abuaka a ibuaka 

IV. u a a ibuaka a a 

V. u u a lubuaka u a 

VI. u a u dibuaka a mabuaka 

VII. u a a It ubuaka a a 

vi n. (« a a ibuaka a U 

TX. a <« u 44 «( b ibuaka 

X. u << a kabuaka 44 tubuaka 

Rem. For various tenses and forms of the verb with tshika, see 205. 

Rems. 1-10. 

Negative. 

There is no special negative for this tense. See 277 Rem. 1-2. 

(b) Past Tense - - I would have fallen, etc. 

Affirmative. 

Singular. Plural. 

I. 1st. pers. lantshika abuaka tantshika abuaka 

2nd. a untshika a buntshika 44 

3rd. a antshika a bantshika 44 

II. a a muntshika a mintshika 44 

III. u a antshika a intshika 44 

IV. u a intshika a 44 44 

V. 44 a luntshika 44 44 44 

VI. u a dintshika 44 mantshika 44 

VII. a a buntshika 44 44 44 

VIII. a a intshika 44 44 44 

IX. a a a 44 bintshika 44 

X. a a kantshika 44 tuntshika 44 
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Negative. 

Singular. Plural. 

I. 1st. pers. kalatsbikidi abuaka j 
katatshikidi abuaka 

2nd. u kutshikidi a kabutshikidi a 

3rd. a katshikidi a kabatshikidi a 

II. a u kamutshikidi ■a kamitshikidi a 

III. u a katshikidi ii kaitshikidi ii 

IV. a a kaitshikidi : i a ii 

V. <il u kalutshikidi a ii a 

VI. ll u kaditshikidi u kamatsbikidi a 

VII. ll u kabutshikidi ii a a 

VIII. n n kaitshikidi u a u 

IX. u u ii u kabitshikidi ll 

X. u u kakatsliikidi u katutshikidi ll 

(c) Past Perfect Tense- - If 1 had fallen, etc. 

Affirmative. 

Singular. Plural. 

I. 1st. pers. thshika mbe 1 abuaka tshika mbe tabuaka 

2nd. ii a a ubuaka a a bubuaka 

3rd. a ii a abuaka a ii babuaka 

II. ii 'ii ii u mubuaka a ii mibuaka 

III. % * ii ii ll abuaka ii a ibuaka 

IV. ii a u ll ibuaka a a a 

V. a ii ll ll 1 ubuaka ii ii ii 

VI. ii a ll ll d ibuaka a ii mabuaka 

VII. ii ii ll ll bubuaka a ii a 

VIII. ii ii ll ll ibuaka a ii u 

IX. a ii l' ll a ii ii bibuaka 

X. ii a It ll kabuaka a 6>l tubuaka 
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I. 1st. pers. 

Singular. 

tshika mbe kalabuaka 

Plural. 

tshika mbe katabuaka 

2nd. a a kubuaka a ii kabubuaka 

3rd. a ii ll kabuaka 'ii u kababuaka 

II. i: a ii ll kamubuaka ii u kamibuaka 

III. a ii u ll kabuaka ii u kaibuaka 

IV. ll ii ll ll kaibuaka a ii a 

V. Li a ll ll kalubuaka ll ii a 

VI. LL ii ll ll kadi bu aka u u karnabuaka 

VII. u ■ << ll ll kabubuaka u u ii 

VIII. ll a ll ll kaibuaka u u ii 

IX. a a ll ll u ll u kabibuaka 

X. Ll a ll ll kakabuaka a u katubuaka 

VI. PURPORTIVE MOOD. 

Present Tense - - - That I may fall, etc. 

Affirmative. 

Singular. Plural. 

[. 1st. pers. labuaka tabuaka' 

2nd. “ ubuaka bubuaka 

3rd. “ abuaka babuaka 

II. a ii mubuaka mibuaka 

III. 
u ii abuaka ibuaka 

IV. ii ii ibuaka U 

V. n u lubuaka U 

VI. 
u ii dibuaka mabuaka 

VII. 
ii a bubuaka it 

VIII. 
■u ii ibuaka ii 

IX. u u bibuaka 

X. ii n kabuaka tubuaka 

Bern, Sometimes the final vowel a, in this tense, changes 

Iqbuaki. *etc. Read carefully 286, (a) - (d): Rems. 1-5. 
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Negative. 

Singular. Plural- 

I. 1st. pers. ekalabuaka ekatabuaka 

2nd. u 
ekubuaka ekabubuaka 

3rd a ekabuaka ekababuaka 
II. << a 

ekamubuaka ekamibuaka 

III. U u ekabuaka ekaibuaka 

IV. 
U u 

ekaibuaka << 

V. 
u u 

ekalubuaka << 

VI. < l u 
ekadibuaka ekamabuaka 

VII. 
u u 

ekabubuaka <1 

VIII. 
u u 

ekaibuaka 

XI. 
u u 

ekabibuaka 

X. 
u u 

ekakabuaka ekatubuaka. 

Rem i. For ko employed as the negative prefix of this tense in 

of eka, 286 (d), Rem. 5 

YII. Synopses of The Verbs Eka; Owa; Odia; Ena; Ala; Iya; In The 

FirstPerson Singular, Affirmative: 

(a) Infinitive: eka(keka); owa (howa); odia(kodia); enaikena); ada(kala); 

iya(kiya), See 287 B. VIII, also 216. 

To give; to die; to eat; to go; to abide; to come 

(b) Gerund: giving; dying; eating; going; abiding; coming. See 217. 

mhekala; nguela; ntslielci(ndiela); mhuenala; mliualala; mhuila. 

(c) Present Participle- giving; dying; eating; going; abiding; coming, 

eka; owa;odia; ena; alaiya. 

(d) Present Progressive- I am giving, dying, eating, going, abiding, 

coming lay ash1 eka; lay ash1 owa; lay ash1 odia; lay ash; ena; lay ash1 ala; la- 

yash1 iya. 

(e) First Present Actual- 1 am now giving; dying; eating; going; abiding; 

coming, yaha ndeka; yaha ndowa; yaha, ndoclia; yaha ndena; yaha ndala; 

yaha ndiya. 

(f) Second Pres. Actual-lam giving;dying; eating-.going; abiding; coming, 

ndeka; ndowa; ndodia; ndena; ndala,- ndiya. 

(g) Pres. Habituahi habitually give, die, eat, go, abide, come. Igjwheka$ 
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laUakowa; Iahxhodia; lakahena; lahahala; lahahiya. 

(h) Past Indefinite*/ gave; died; ate; went; abode; came, ndaneka; nda- 

nowa; ndanodia; ndanena; ndanala; ndaniya. 

(i) Past Per. Indicative-1 had given,had diedj, had eaten, hadgone, hadabodei 

had come, Uiman.eha; lamanowa,; lamanodia;lamanena; lamanala;lamaniya. 

(j) Past Progressive-/ was giving, dying, eating, going, abiding, coming. 

Labald eha; lab aid owa; labald odia, lab a id ena; labaid ala; labald iya. 

(k) Past Per. Progressive- 1 had been giving, dying, eating, abiding, 

coming. Lamabald eha; lamabald owa; lamabald odia; lamabald ena; lama- 

bah'ala; lamabald iya. 

(l) Future- / shall give, die, eat, go, abide, come. Ndehehla; ndohowa; ndo- 

hodia; ndehena; ndahala; ndihiya. 

(m) Future Imminent, I am about to give; to die; to eat; to go; to a- 

bide; to come: 

Nawela keka; nawela kowa; nawela kodia; nawela kena; nawela kala; 

nawela kiya. 

(n) Present Imminent-- I am just about to give: to die: to eat; to go; to 

abide: 

Kami’ndeka; kami’ndowa; kami’ndodia; kami’ndena; kami’ndala; 

. kami’ndiya. 

(o) Pres, tense with subordinating particle a: When I give; die; eat; go; 

abide; come: 

Yeka mimi; owa mimi; odia mimi;yenamimi;yala mimi; iya mimi. 

(p) Past tense with subordinating particle a\ When I gave; when I 

died; when I ate; went; abode; came: 

Amueka mimi; angua mimi; anya mimi; amuena mimi; amuala mimi; 

amuiya mimi. 

(q) Past P< rmct tense with the subordinating particle cr- When I had 

given; died; eaten; gone; abode; come. 

Yekidi mimi; awedi mimi; ayedi mimi; adidi mimi; idi mimi. 

(r) Pr«"S. Subjunctive:- I should (wish to) give; die; eat; go; abide; come: 

Tshika ndeka; tshika ndowa; tshika ndena; tshika ndala; tshika ndiya. 

(*) Past Subjunctive;-1 would have given; died; eaten; gone;abode; come; 

LantshiWcka; lantsliik'owa\ lantshildodia; lantshildena\ lantshi 

Id ala; Iqyiishifddya. 
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(t) Past Perfect Subjunctive:. If I had given; died; eaten; gone; 

abode; come: 
Tshikamhe ndeJca; tshiha mhe ndowa; tshiha mbe ndodia; tshimmbe ndena. 

? 

tshika mbe ndala; tshika mbe nd.iya. 

(u) Purportive:- That I may give; die; eat; go; abide; come; ndeka; 

ndowa; ndodia; ndena; ndala; ndiya. 

VIII. SOME IRREGULAR, PECULIAR AND DIFFICULT VERBS. 

There are a number of verbs that change their form so radically in 

certain inflections that they seem irregular, difficult and peciliar. 

However, the peculiarities having been carefully noted, they become quite 

regular and easy. The following are some of the more common of these 

verbs: 

(1) Ena, to go, is defective in the imperative affirmative, singular 

and plural. This defect is supplied by yaka; as yaha, go thou; yakanya- 

nya. go ye. 

Ena is also defective in all inflections where the final vowel of the 

verb becomes idi. This defect is also supplied by yaha. In this case 

however, the ha of yaka is elided and the a of the diminished root ya 

becomes e under the influence of i. See 25 (b); 248, Rems. 1 -8. 

Kabayedi, they did not go: ayecii balunga, when the men went; etc. 

(2) Verbs lifee diaha, to kill; odia, to eat; (diihi) dihi, to shut;(diihafo) 

dihala, to open; f'diirm) dima, to be lost; etc., are somewhat difficult 

in that in certain inflections the di of these roots seems to disappear. 

However, the d of the di is simply l which has become d on being fol¬ 

lowed by i, and because of the close relationship of n and l, the l of the 

di becomes n when preceded by n and the i of the li (di) becomes y 

unless the n preceding the li (di) refers to the 1st. pers. sing, or to the 

n used in the formation ot the gerund, in which case the n and the 

li (di) become ntsh. See 27 Rem,; 28, Rem.; 32; 217. 

Examples: 

Biandiaka becomes bantshaka, they killed me; biandiaka become &a«. 
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nyaka, they killed him; bandiimisha becomes bantshimisha, they lost for 

me; bandiimisha becomes banyimisha, they lost for him; muana andiima be¬ 

comes muana anyima, a lost child; bata bandiaka becomes bata banyaka, 

the people who habitually eat; katandiaka becomes katanyaka, we do 

not habitually eat; andiabana becomes anya bana when they eat; andiima 

bana becomes anyima bana, when they were lost; andiaka bana becomes 

anyaka bana when they killed; andiihi bana becomes anyihi bana when 

they shut; kabandiakaka becomes kabanyakaka, they do not habitually 
kill; kabandiimaka becomes kabanyimaka, they do not habitually get lost; 

ndiakala becomes ntshakala, killing; ndiihala becomes ntshihala, opening; 

ndiimala becomes ntshimala, losing; ndiala becomes ntshela, eating; etc. 

Rem. 1. Observe the forms of the verbs given above when the di is 

preceded by a vowel: 

Amabadiaka, be killed them; bamanodia bishima, they ate food; bama- 

dima, they were lost; bamadihala ikuiki, they opened the door; etc. 

Rem. 2. Note also in this connection that the d of the majority of 

roots ending in di is l which has become d, when followed by i. 

Examples: 

Bodi, vi., to break, from bola, vt., to break or to strike. 
% 

Todi, vt., to cause to reach or arrive at, from tola, vi., to arrive. 

Lodi, vt., to arrange or prepare, lolama, to be arranged. 

(8) Some verbs whose roots begin with m followed by a vowel drop 

the m when preceded by the 1st. pers. sing, pro, infix-??- , in which case 

the m of the root is replaced by b. This is also true when these roots 

are preceded by the prefix n- used in the formation of the gerund. See 

217. 

Thus, banmuka becomes bambnka, they loved me; bamanmona becomes 

bamambona, they had seen me; bamanmanyisha becomes bamambanyisha, 

they finished for me; nmanala, becomes mbanala, finishing; nmonala 

becomes mbonala, seeing; nrnukala, becomes mbukala, loving; etc. 

(4) The verb ala, to a,bide, is somewhat peculiar in that in certain in¬ 

flections the second syllable la is dropped; See 248, Rem.8. 

Bata bamuaka Nshenga banena, the people who habitually dwell at 

Mushengi have gone; muka mu'anyo ihua imualcu&dimuka, love your 

neighbor as you love yourself; etc. See 412. 

(5) The root iya, to come, seems irregular in that, with the exception 
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of the imperative 2nd pcrs. singular and plural, affirmative, i alone is 

heard throughout the conjugation. 

(6) The root owa, to die, is somewhat difficult in that in certain in¬ 

flections it seems to lose its identity. In inflections the last syllable wa 

is seldom heard except in the negative imperative; as, kuowaka, do not 

die; kabuowaka, do not die. In some inflections w alone is heard; as, 

Yishu, amabawesha, Jesus died for them. In other inflections a alone is 

heard; as angua balunga, when the men died. In still other inflections 

o alone is heard; as bano, they have died. There are also inflections 

where neither letter of the root is heard; as, Yishu amanguesha, Jesus 

died for me. The o of owa undergoes the same change as that of onyo 

and odia in (7) below, with the exception of the negative impe.w.ivj. 

The above being true, we have reason to believe that the real root is 
i 

oua, which, in certain inflections, are contracted to ua while in other in¬ 

flections the u becomes w for the sake of euphony. See 33 (e). 

It is interesting to note that the final vowel a of owa always changes 

to e before all derivative verbal suffixes, and where, in certain inflections, 

the final vowel a of other roots changes to idi, di is simply suffixed to to 

to owa. The a of owa is never dropped but simply changes to e, therefore, 

before all verbal suffixes, owa is treated as a root ending in e. See 294 (e). 

Thus, we have: katawedi, we have not died; amabawesha, he died for 

them; nguela, dying; etc. See 217; 244-245; 295; 287 B. VII; 272. 

(7) The roots onyo and odia are peculiar in that the initial o of 

these roots is elided in certain inflections, and in other inflections it is 

retained. 

The initial o of onyo and odia is elided: 

(a) When preceded by the pronominal infixes; as, babinyo, they 

drank them (biketa); bantsha, they ate me; babadia, they ate them; banya, 

they ate him; etc. 

(b) When preceded by the neg. pro. prefixes of the imperative, and 

the neg. pro, prefixes of the past indefinite tense; as kunyoka, do not 

drink; kabnnyoka do not drink, katanyodi, we did not drink; kudiaka, do 

not eat; kabudiakct, do not ye eat; kataledi, have not eaten; etc. 

(c) When preceded by n used as a part of the inflections; as, anyo 

balunga, when the men drink; katanyoka, we do not habitually drink; 

mashi manyo lava, water which the children drink; kaiavyala, we do 
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not habitually eat; any a balunga, when the men ate; bishima binya bana, 

the fool which the children ate; etc. 

(d) When preceded by the subordinating particle a- in the past per¬ 

fect tense; as, anyodi balunga, when the men drink; aledi balunga, when 

the men ate; etc. See 242 Rem.1 265-273. 

The initial o of onyo and odia is retained: 

(a) When preceded by vowel in other inflections of the verb than 

those given above, and by the pronominal prefixes; as, tayash' onyo, we 

are drinking; bakakonyo, they habitually drink; konyo, to drink; onyo, 

drink thou; buonyo, drink ye; tokonyo, we shall drink; kabin'onyo, they 

will not drink; kodia, to eat; tayastiodia, we are eating; bakakodia, 

they habitually eat; odia balunga, when the men eat; bishima biodia ba- 

ta, the food which the people eat; bokodia, they will eat; buodia, eat ye; 

todia, that we may eat; ekahodia, that they may not eat; etc. 

(b) When preceded by n used for the sake of euphony; as, tanonyo, 

we drank; banodia, they ate; etc., See 33 (a). 

Note 1. The derivative noun of onyo nyoi, drinker; banyoi, drinkers. 

Note 2. The Causative form of onyo is onyosha; as, tabayosha we 

caused them to drink. 

Note 3. What has been said concerning the final a of owa is also 

true of the final a of odia. See (6) above. 

Thus, we have, kabaledi, they have not eaten; aledi bita, when we had 

eaten; tamabalesha, we caused them to eat or we fed them; Ntshela, 

eating. 

Note. 4. The i of odia is generally elided or assimilated before the 

e, in which case the l, of odia which became d before i, is restored. See 

28. 

Note. 5. Because of the close relationship of n and /, the form aledi 

as well as aiiedi is heard; as, aledi or anedi bana, when the children had 

eaten. See 28. 

Note 6. Dia instead of odia is sometimes heard in the imperative. 

Note 7. In some cases the i of odia is not elided or assimilated, this 

is especially true when there is no pronominal infix, and when the 2nd. 

pers. pronominal prefix is employed; as, udiesha bana, feed the children. 

The i is also retained in the formation of the derivative noun of this 
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root; nyei, eater; badiei, eaters. See 28; 217; 244*245; 295; 272. 

(8) The root oto, vt. ( otola, vi.), to pound, to twist, etc., is in¬ 

flected like onyo. 

Note. The derivative noun of oto is ntoi, pounder; baioi, pounders. 

(9) The root ehi, is peculiar in that it is heard only in the pres, 

tense, negative, the form of the negative being that of the past perfect 

tense, indicative. 

Kandehi, I do not know; kehi, he does not know; kuehi, you (sing.) 

do not know; katehi, wre do not know; kabuehi, you (pi.) do not know; 

Tcabehi, they do not know; etc. See 248. 

(10) The root yeha, to know, is peculiar, in that the final vowel a 

changes to idi in the present tense, affirmative and negative, the form of 

the affirmative being that of the Second Present Actual (with the ex¬ 

ception of the final idi), the form of the negative being that of the 

Past Indefinite, indicative. See 238; 245. 

Layehidi, I know; uyehidi, you (sing.) know; katayehidi, we do not 

know; kabayehidi, they do not know; etc. 

(11) . It is interesting to note that, in compound sentences, the fi¬ 

nal syllable na of mana, to complete or finish to do, is dropped when 

followed by a disjunctive personal pronoun beginning with a consonant, 

and the final vowel a of mana is eiided before a disjunctive personal 

pronoun beginning with a vowel; as, hamanodia bishimabima)biia''bayeka, 

they ate the food which we gave them; bajnabcla bana bamanana"bayeka, 

they refused the children whom he gave to them. 

(12) When the roots tela, shala and ena are followed b}7 the present 

participle or the infinitive with the prefix a, the final syllable la and 

na are dropped and the prefix a- of the present participle and the infi¬ 

nitive is elided. 

Tate ’abuaka, we fell in advance; bamane ’diaka kamidi, they went to 

kill the goat; bamash Tela nguna. they remained to do the work; etc. 

Note that the final syllable na of ena is also dropped when followed 

by the adverbs kue or kuntsha\ as, bamue kite? where did thev go ? 

umue kuntslia ke ? where did you go ? 
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288. It is interesting to note that the. Bukuba language contains a 

large number of derivative nouns and verbs which greatly enhance 

the richness, ease and exactness of expression. 

I. DERIVATIVE VERBS. 

289. Almost without exception every simple verb root in the lan¬ 

guage has one or more derivative forms which alter in many ways the 

root meaning. This change is generally made by the means of various 

Suffixes. For example from the root toka, to come apart, we have the 

derivative forms tokala, tokisha etc. 

290- All derived forms are treated as regular verbs and may take 

the ordinary pronominal prefixes, infixes, etc. 

291- Frequently one finds two or more suffixes at the same time 

added to the same root which farther alter the root meaning. 

292. We shall find that many of the verbs are simple roots, having 

no doubt lost their derived form, on the other hand we shall also 

find roots which no doubt have a derived form but have lost their deri¬ 

vative meaning. 

Rem. It must be strictly borne in mind that not every root takes 

all the derived forms for it may be precluded in the root meaning. 

See 243, Rems. 1-10. 

APPLIED FORMS. 

293. The Applied Form of the verb is obtained by changing the 

final vowel of the root to isha, ishi. yisha, or by simply suffixing sha or 

shi to the final syllable of the root, according to rules that will follow 

later. The form resulting from this change expresses the idea of 

advantage or disadvantage to the person or thing affected, again it 

may denote an action done to some object, person or thing, and may 

as a rule, be translated into English by to, for or against, etc. 

Rem. 1. Remember that t usually becomes tsk before i. See 29. 

Rem. 2. Remember that n generally becomes ny before i, although 
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the y is not always distintly heard. See 32. 

294. The rules for the formation of the Applied Forms are as follows: 

(a) With a few exceptions the final vowel of the root is dropped and 

isha is suffixed: 

bentsha, to cultivate, gives 

benga, “ drive away, 

hika, “ set up(as house), 

toma, “ send, 

husha, “ grab, 

Note. The simple stems or roots are translated as infinitives. 

(b) Roots ending in ta generally take suffix ishi or shi. 

Rem. 1. Roots of two syllables ending in ta frequently drop the ta 

in the Applied Form, in which case shi alone is suffixed to the dimi¬ 

nished root. 

a 

a 

u 

il 

bentshisha, to cultivate for (one); 

bengislia, “ drive away “ 

hikisha, “ set up “ 

tomisha, “ send u 

hushisha, “ grab “ 

Therefore one may hear: 

ashi as well as atshishi, to sieze for, from ala, to sieze 

kueshi “ “ “ kueishishi, “ pierce “ u Icueta, u pierce 

toshi 11 1‘ ' totshishi, 11 talk “ u tola, “ talk. 

Rem. 1. In some localities is ha is heard instead of ishi. Thus, one 

hears: utayasha as well as ntayasha, help us, from ata (asha), to help; 

amabayasha as well as amabayashi, he helped them; unkuetshisha as 

well as unkuetshishi, pierce for me; etc. 

Rem. 2. There are a number of middle voice forms (299) ending 

in ta and ma, generally of three syllables, which drop the ta and ma 

in the Applied Form. However, in this case the suffix of the dimin¬ 

ished root is governed by the rules given in this section (294). 

With this change the form becomes active transitive. Thus, 

we have: 

lumishi, to bend for, from lumata, vi., to bend, 

shuemishi, a cup “ “ shomata, “ “ cup, 

shemishi a make erect for, “ sliemata, “ “ be er ect. 

shukishi, i( “ fast “ “ shukata, 11 u “ fastened, 

bakishi, a put together for, “ bakata, “ “ “ adhered, ect. 

shuengisha, . u wake up for, “ shongamau “ “ awake, 

kuekisha, u collect “ 11 kokama, 11 “ u assembled, 
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tetshishi, “ float “. “ letama, <{ “ “ float, 

tengisha, “ bend “ “ tengama, “ “ “ bent. 

Note. These roots are really derivatives themselves, but, in the ma¬ 

jority of cases, have no corresponding active transitive forms. How¬ 

ever, when such is the case, the middle voice form may be changed to 

active transitive forms by dropping the suffix .ta or ~ma and changing 

the final vowel of the diminished root to i. See 299. 

(c) Roots ending in ya drop the ya in the Applied Form. 

Shiya, to sharpen, gives shisha, to sharpen for; etc. 

(d) Yisha is generally employed when the final vowel of the root 

is preceded by n. 

Mina to dance, gives minyisha, to dance for. 

bana, u climb, u banyisha, a climb a 

mana1 u finish, u manyisha, u finish u 

Rem. Frequently roots ending in na simply drop the final vowel 

a and suffix sha; thus, one may hear mansha instead of manyitha; ban. 

sha instead of banyisha, etc. 

(e) Roots ending in e, i, o, or u, simply suffix sha. 

dihisha, to shut for, from dihi, to shut, 

teisha, u remove for, i: tei, remove, take away 

bosha, u heal a u bo u heal, 

onyosha, u drink a a onyo, a drink, 

tosha, a pound u u oto} a pound, 

lusha, a row u u luy u row; etc. 

Rem. Under this head might be placed the roots owa and odiay 

because the final a of these roots always changes to e before all verbal 

suffixes. See 287, B. VIII, (6) and (7), (b), Note 3. 

((f) Words ending in la drop the la before adding the suffix for 

the Applied Form. In this case the final syllable of the diminished 

root determines which of the suffixes is to be employed. Thus, we have; 

tshintshisha, to accompany for, from tshintshala, to accompany, 

tungisha, “ undo c< 

“ t ungala, t,: undo, pull apart? 

huliishay “ unbolt u “ kuhala, unbolt, 

nmishay “ greet u “ umalay u greet, 

batshisha, “ cut u “ batalay cut, 
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hinyisha, “ persecute cc u hinala, “ persecute, 

shishisha, “ frighten 
u u shishala, “ frighten, etc. 

Rem. 1. If the final syllable of the diminished root is la this la is 

dropped also. Thus: 

kasha, to reverse for, from kalala, to reverse, 

a-sha, “ spread out for, U alala, “ spread out, 

tosha, “ take down 
u u 

tolala, “ take down, etc. 

Rem. 2. If the diminished root is a monosyllable sha is simply 

suffixed. Thus: 

kasha, to return for, from kala, to return, 

kesha, “ do U U kela, “ do, 

basha, “ count 
u U hala, “ count, 

usha, “ fill 
u u ula, “ to be full, 

tusha, “ forge 
u 6C tula, “ forge, 

bosha, “ strike 
u U bola, “ strike, 

tosha, “ carry 
u u tola, “ carry, etc. 

Rem. B. Roots ending in di are usually derivatives from intransi- 

fives ending in la, or middle voice forms ending in lama, therefore, in 

the Applied Form, di, which in reality is li, is dropped in the same 

manner as roots ending in la. See 28, B5, 287, B. VII-VIII, 299,294, 

BOO, Rem. 1. 

Thus: 

lodi, to arrange, gives losha, to arrange for, 

idi, “ dig, i i isha, it ^j0. a 

ledi, “ encircle, 11 lesha, <{ encircle £< 

li'idi, “ upset, u husha, “ upset “ 

bodi, “ press, a bosha, £< press “ 

edi, “ measure, a esha, “ measure “ 

etc. 

(g) The Applied Forms are generally considered transitive, and may 

take both a direct and an indirect object. 

The indirect object, if a noun, comes directly after the verb, if a 

pronoun, it becomes a part of the verb. 

Ngata alamisha nyimi bishima, the woman cooked food for the ling; 

Iiueta amabadiakisha ntshna, Kueta killed the snake for them. 
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Note that the direct object is usually a noun. 
Sometimes only an indirect object can be employed; as, Yishii amata- 

weslia, Jesus died for us. 

Rem. 1. Sometimes we hear the Applied Form used instead of, as in 

English, a prepositional phrase, indicating purpose; as vyasli ensha a 

ivona ke? for what purpose do you go yonder? or why do you go there? 

ayash’ensha Mbohe, he is going for Mbohe: anihuekamhu ensha, he will go 

for me. 

Rem. 2. Note that intransitive roots become active transitive in the 

Applied Form. 

Amabawcsha, he died for them. This root is from oma, to die. 

CAUSATIVE FORMS. 

295. With a very few exceptions, the Causative Form of the verb is 

the same as that of the Applied Form. Hewever, the Applied Form 

takes, generally, both a direct and an indirect object, while the Caus¬ 

ative Form takes, usually, only direct objects, and indicates causing or 

making a person or thing to do or be the thing implied in the original 

root. 

Amatayingisha’ mbula, he caused us to enter the house; amabamonyi- 

sha hula, he caused them to see the birds; amabalcsha, he caused them 

to cry; amabalosha, he caused them to vomit; etc. 

The roots used above are: 

ingila, to enter, 

mona, “ see, 

lo, “ vomit, 

Ida, “ cry. 

Rem. 1. Occasionally, with certain roots, a second suffix -isha is suf- 

tixed to the Applied Form of the verb to form the Causative Form. 

This seems to be true ot the root kda, to make or do, which gives keshi- 

sha, to cause to do. See 291. 

Rem. 2. Often the Causative meaning is contained in the active 

transitive forms of the verb without adding a suffix, which is not true 

of the same roots in the Applied Form of the verb. Thus, we find such 
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forms as, 

shiki, vt., to seat or cause to sit down, from shikama, to be seated, 

todi u “ cause to arrive at, “ tola, “ arrive at. 

tengi, “ “ “ “ stagger, u tangama, “ stagger, 

etc. See 299, 300. 

Rem. 3. Note that the root buaka, to fall, generally drops the final 

syllable ka in the Causative Form, in which case the final vowel a of 

the diminished root bua changes to e, and sha is simply suffixed. Thus, 

we have: buesha, to cause to fall Amatabuesha, he caused us to fall. 

Under this head might come the root odia, the causative form of 

which is lesha\ as, amabalesha, he caused them to eat; etc. See 287, B. 

VIII (6)-(7). 

Rem. 4. The Causative Form of the verb may be employed to ex¬ 

press the English idea of to help to do, to assist in doin%, etc. 

Tamanasha Mikohi ngmm muana, we helped Mikohi (with) his work; 

bamahikisha ngata rabid'ana, they assisted the woman to set up her house. 

RECIPROCAL FORMS. 

296. The Reciprocal Form of the verb is made by the use of the re¬ 

flexive pronominal infix —di— in connection with the Applied Forms 

of the verb, and it expresses the idea of mutual action on the part of 

two or more persons or things. See 114, 294. 

Thus: 

diaka, to kill, gives didiakisha, to kill one another, 

muka, “ love, “ dimukisha, l' love “ “ 

shef “ laugh, “ disheisha, , “ laugh at one another, etc- 

PASSIVE VOICE FORMS. 

297. We have already noted under 181 (b) that one way of obtain¬ 

ing the Passive Voice is by the use of the suffix — ma which has the 

regular active forms in conjugation. 

Rem. The suffix — ma is sometimes used without having a passive 

voice meaning. See 299, 
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REPETITIVE FORM. 

298. The Repetitive Forms are obtained by the use of the root ka¬ 

la, most frequently, the Applied Form of kala which is kasha, followed 

by the pres. part, of other roots. In compound tenses kasha comes be¬ 

tween the auxiliary and the present participle. These forms of the verb 

express the idea repetition, repeat, do again, etc. 

Kala atota, speak again; kalanyanya atosha sit (ye) again; kasha abe- 

tama, lie down again; bayasld.akasha atosha, they are sitting again; etc. 

MIDDLE VOICE FORMS. 

299. There are a number of Active Transitive Forms that may be 

changed to Middle Voice Forms by suffixing -ta or -ma. In this case 

note that the final vowel i, of Active Transitive Forms, ending in i, 

is displaced by a before the suffix -ta or -ma, and Active Transitive 

Forms of more than two syllables ending in La drop the la before the 

suffix -ta or -ma. 

Some of the more common of these roots are as follows: 

Active Transitive. Middle Voice 

baka, to put together, bakata, to be put togetherr. 

shuka, << hold, shukata, << u steady, 

dihi, u shut, dihata, u u shut, 

lumi, (< bend, lumata, (( bend itself, 

nami, «< stick together, namata, u adhere, 

nami, <( light, as fire, namata, u be lighted, 

shumi, << load as gun. shumata, (( a loaded 

shumi. a cup, shumata, u a cupped, 

shemi, (C 

erect, shemata, (( a erect, 

numi, <( immerse, numata, a u immersed, 

shuengi, u wake up, shongama, n u awake, 

shuengi, a erect, shongata, u li erect, 

tetshi, U float. tetama, u float, 
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thedi, u push down, shelama, “ slip down, 

tengi, u bend, tengama, u be bent, 

kueki, u assemble, kokaraa, (i assembled 

kueki, a sit on haunches, kokama, “ u seated, 

hudi, u upset, turn down, hulama, u ll upset, 

lodi, u arrange, lolama, ll arranged, 

shangala, n release, shangama “ It released, 

alal a, 
ll spread out alama, ll spread out 

shuei, 
n hide, shoma, hide, 

emi, 
a erect, emata, ll erect, 

hetshi, 
a punish. hetsliama, “ ll suffer, 

Rem. 1. Observe in this connection the passive past part, betshi, to 

be laid down, from betama, to lie down. 

Rem. 2. The Active Transitive Forms ending in i no doubt come 

under the head of those roots mentioned under 300, Rem. 1, with the 

corresponding intransitive forms from which they are derived displaced 

by the Middle Voice Form. 

EXPANSIVE FORMS. 

300. There are a number of intransitive roots that may be expanded 

to active transitive forms by suffixing -la. 

The following are some of the more common of these roots: 

Intransitive. Active Transitive, 

boka, to break, bokala, to break, 

toka, come apart or out, as tooth tokala, “ pull apart or up, 

bata, “ break, as string, cease, as rain, batala, “ break or cut in two 

sheka, move, get out of the way shekala, “ move or take away, 

shaha, cross, as stream or path, shahala, “ put across, 

uma, rise, get up, umala, “ raise, as from dead 

tshaka, “ empty, tshakala , “ scatter, 

shisha, “ be afraid, shishala, “ frighten 

shena, “ rise, as stick, shenala “ raise, 

jha, remember, ihala, M remember, 
V 
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shema, “ extend, as arm, 

nama, “ come apart, 

kala, 

tola, 

bota. 

“ return, 

“ arrive at, 

unfold, as flower 

shemala, “ extend, 

namala, “ pull apart, 

kalala, “ turn over, reverse, 

tolala, “ pull down, take 

down 

botala, “ unfold, as bird its 

wings, 

hetala, “ raise, as wages or 

price, 

kata, “ rise, get up from sitting, katala, “ raise, put upon. 

Rem. 1. There are a number of intransitive roots that may be 

changed to active transitive forms by changing the final vowel a to i. 

Roofs ending in other vowels than a simply suffix i. 

The following are some of the more common of these roots: 

Intransitive. Active Transitive. 

heta, “ rise, as sun, go up hill. 

tela, to spin, as top, to be suspended, ledi, to spin, encircle, 

nena u grow, get large, nenyi, u enlarge, 

nyoma, “ suck, as child the breast, nyoimi, 11 suckle, see 25. 

tola^ . “ arrive at, todi, 11 bring to. 

banga, “ become heated or warm, baingi, 11 heat, See 25. 

kokri, “ scorch, to burn, koiki, 11 to heat, to burn, 

hela, “ boil, hedi, “ boil. 

sliu, “ be acquitted, shui, “ acquit. 

Rem. 3. Note in this connection the root bola, vt., to strike, which 

gives bodit vi., to be struck or broken. 

OTHER EXPANSIVE OR REVERSIVE FORMS. 

SOI. There are a number of roots that may be expanded or reversed 

Iby suffixing-Za. These roots may consist of both transitive and intran¬ 

sitive verbs. Some of the more common of these roots are as follows: 

kola, vt., to, rub on, gives kolala, vt., scrape off, 

tshintsha} vt. & vi., to draw near, “ tshintshala, (e to accompany, 

kama, vi., to grunt (from surprise)“kamala} vi., “ be amazed, 

lena, vt., to behold, “ lenala} vt., “ expect, 
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“ “ sweep, omala, “ “ wipe off 

ofo, { “ twist or pound, “ otola, vi., “ be in pain, 

bola, “ “ strike, bolalaj, vt., “ drag 

Rem. 1. Note that the final i of roots ending in i is replaced by a 

before the suffix -la: 

dihi, vt., to shut, gives dihala, vt., to open. 

Rem. 2. Some roots may have a transitive and an intransitive 

meaning without changing their form. This seems to be true of the 

roofs tshintsfia, to draw near, kishala, to unite; tshakala, to scatter. 

Tshintsha a wonyi, draw near; tshintsha iketa a wonyi, draw the thing 

near; 'kishala mhoka, unite the paths; mboka yakishala, the paths have 

united; tshakala biketa, scatter the things; biketa biatshakala, the things 

have scattered; etc. 

II. DERIVATIVE NOUNS. 

302. The majority of Derivative Nouns come from other nouns, or 

from adjectives, or from simple verbs or from derived verbs. The vari¬ 

ous classes of Derivative Nouns are as follows: 

Nouns From Other Nouns. 

303- By prefixing bu (class VII) to the root of a noun belonging to 

any other class an abstract idea or condition is obtained, and may be 

translated into English by the suffix -dom, -hood, .ship, etc. Thus, 

imbuemi, bachelor, gives bumbuemi, bachelorhood, 

ngata, woman, buata, womanhood, 

nyimi, king, u bunyimi, kingdom, 

muana, child, (( buana, childhood, 

nunga, man, a bulunga, manhood, etc. 

Rem. The name of the tribe is expressed in the same manner; as, 

. Bushonga, the tribe of the Bakuba people; nshi Bushonga, a man 

of the Bukuba tribe; bashi Bushonga, people of the Bukuba tribe; tota 

Bushonga, speak the Bukuba language. 
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Nouns From Adjectives. 

304. By prefixing bu. (class VII) to the root of the adjective the 
abstract idea of the adjective is obtained. Thus, 

tadi} long, gives butadi, length, tallness, etc., 
he, bad, u bube (buhiJ, badness, 

sheka, good, a busheka, goodness, 

nena, large, a bunena, largeness, 
nonona strong, a bunonona, strength, 
huya, short, u bulcuya, shortness, etc. 

Rem. 1. Certain adverbs are formed from adjectives by prefixing 

bu — (class VII) to the root of the adjective. See 366. 

Rem. 2. An indefinite reference to a person or thing may be expres¬ 

sed by the use of the indeclinable words shongala . . . huakala; shisha . . 

ntshuma, used in couplets. The couplets are generally accompanied by 

i. ,. . i) as, i shongala i huakala; bata shongala bata huakala, certain 

people; muota i shongala muota i huakala, this or that person; biketa bi 

shongala biketa bi huakala, certain things; bata shisha bata ntshuma, 

certain people; muota i shisha muota i ntshuma. this or that person; etc. 

Nouns From Numerals. 

306* By prefixing «— (class II) to the root of the numeral the idea 

entirety is obtained. See 45. 
Ns hat a mu bana baniya, all three of them came; mhuena muita tekena, 

both of us shall go. 
Rem. This same construction is employed with adjective -kima all, 

every. 
Nkima mu bana bakela nguna, all of them worked. 

Nouns From Verbs. 

307. By prefixing mu- (class I) to the root and by changing the final 

vowel a of roots ending a to i, the idea of the agent or doer of the act 

may be obtained. Thus, we have; 
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n tots hi (pi- batotshi), speaker. from tot a, to speak, 

nahi <“ balahi ), follower, iaha, u follow, 

nkedi (“ bakedi ), doer, u keta, u do, 

nshenyi (“ bashenyi), thief, u shena, u steal 

nshuki (“ bashuki), saviour, u shuka, u save, 

naiki (“ balaiki), teacher, u taka, u teach. See 25,28 

mboi (“ baboi), healer, u bo, u heal, 

nui (“ batui), rower, u lu il row, 

muadi (“ badi), dweller, <( ala, a dwell, 

mueki (“ bayeki), giver, eka, u give, 

muonyi (“ bonyi), sower, u ona, n sow, 

mueki <“ beki), pupil, (( eka, (( learn, 

mudi (“ budi), questioner u ula, << ask, 

yoi (“ banyoi), drinker, a onyo, (( drink. 

nyatshi (“ banyatshi), treader, a nyata a tread, 

nyehi <“ bayehi), knower, u yeha, u know, 

nyeki (“ badieki), murderer, a diaka, (i kill, 

nyei (“ badiei), eater, a odia, <( eat, 

nyirni (“ badirni), loser, << dirna, u be lost, 

ngaishi (“ bats hi)f seizer, <( ata, u seize, 

ngueshi (“ bueshi), one who dies 

for another, u ozua u die, 

nguedi (“ buedi), disputer, u 
wela (( 

dispute, 

etc. 

Note 1. Remember that mu becomes n before roots beginning with a 

consonant, and the n becomes m before b and h. See 30, 32. 

Note 2. Roots ending in vowels other than a simply suffix i. 

Note 3. For various other euphonic changes, read carefully 25, 28, 

32, 109, 287, B. VIIT, (2), (6), (7). 

Note 4. Nouns expressing the sufferer of the action or nouns expres¬ 

sing the one causing the action or acting for another, are obtained from 

the Passive, the Applied, and Causative Forms respectively. This is 

also true of other verbal derivatives, 
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(b) By prefixing i— (class VIII) and suffixing — la to the root of 

the verb an abstract idea of the verb or the place of the action may be 

obtained. See 300. 

Thus, 

ito la la, destination or camp, from tola, to arrive at, 

ilamala, kitchen, u lama, “ cook, 

ikitala, resting place, u kita, “ rest, 

ishomala, secret “ <t 
shoma, “ hide, 

Hulala, smithy, u tula, “ forge, 

idiakala, place of slaughter, u diaka, “ kill, 

iyekala, gift, 
u eka “ give, 

ishemala, place of worship, u 
sliemala, “ worship, 

itoshalay “ to sit, ii 
tosha, “ sit, 

itenala, “ of discussion, court, a 
tenai “ discuss, 

ibotala, “ “ birth, u 
bota, “ give birth, 

ishikama, “ to sit, <« shikama, “ sit, 

itohala, 
etc. 

“ for court, u 
tohala, “ judge, 

Rem. Note that words of more than two syllables ending in la or ma 

do not take the suffix —la. 

(c) By prefixing i— (class IX) and suffixing — la an abstract idea 

of the verb or the idea of custom or method may be obtained. Thus, 

ikelala, custom, method, from kela, to do, 

ilatala, dress, apparel, “ lata, “ dress. 

(d) By prefixing i-(class VIII or IX) to the root an abstract idea 

of the verb may be obtained. Thus, 

iiva, death, from owaf to die, 
ihetshi, suffering, u hetshi, “ punish, 
ilela, (IX), crying, << 

cry, 

ikita rest, a rest, 
ibota (IX), offspring, u bota, “ give birth, 
ilama (IX), cooking, «( lama, “ cook, 
iloka, oath, <« 

loka, “swear or bewitch 
ikueJci, (VIII), crowd, (( Itueki, “ collect, 
tsAi fei, wilderness, u 

be burned, 
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yoma (8) brush, broom, “ om«, “ 6weep, 

ishiki (VIII), seat, “ shilti, “ seat, 

ishoma, secret place, “ shoma, “ hide, 

etc. 

(e) By prefixing i-(class IX) to the root huona, to decay, the idea 

of worthlessness or valuelessness is expressed. This form must always be 

followed by the noun referred to; as, 

ihuona i muota, a worthless person, a vagabond, 

bihuona bi bata, “ pec pie, 

ihuona i nte, a “ stick, 

bihuona bi mite, “ sticks, 

Rem. This construction may be modified by the adjective *6e, bad; 

as, bihuona bi bata babe} very worthless people; etc. 

(f) By prefixing i-(class 8 or 9) and changing the final vowel a of 

the root to i an abstract idea of the verb is obtained; as, 

itshinyi, fear, faithfulness, etc., from tshina, to fear, 

iyoild, hearing, “ oka, “ hear, 

ibotshi, birth, “ bota, to give birth, 

etc. 

(g) Sometimes there is found a noun derivative expressing the 

thing used in the action put in class IV; as, 

rnbana, ladder, from bana, to climb, 

(h) A simple abstract idea of the verb root may be expressed by 

the gerund (class IV); as, 

mbokala, aim, from boka, to shut, 

nkelala, doing, “ kela} “ do, 

etc. See 217. 

(i) By prefixing ///-(class V) to the root of the verb an abstract 

idea of the verb may be obtained; as, 

lubana, hillside, valley, from bana, to climb, 

lutula, blacksmithing, forge, 

lutena, backbiting, tena, to talk about 

lutota, language, speech, noise, “ tota, speak, 

luloma, begging, loma, “ ask for, 

lubentsha, field, garden, bentsha, “ cultivate, 
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luboka, aim, 

lubunga, wandering, 

luena, journey, 

luema, song, 

u bolca 

bunga, 
ena7 

emala. “ 

“ shoot, or throw, 

“ walk about. 
<« 

g°, 

sing, 

(j) An abstract idea of the verb is sometimes obtained by prefix¬ 

ing lit- (class IV) to the root and changing the final vowel a of the 

root to i; as, lukitshi, a perch or resting place, from kita, to rest, etc. 

309 No doubt there are other derivative noun forms that have 

not been mentioned, however, the more important ones have been 

discussed. 

Rem. One must be on his guard against the presumption that 

because certain nouns derived in a given way have a fixed meaning 

other nouns formed in a similar way will have a similar meaning. 

This is not always true. The same precaution must be observed in 

regards to derivative verbs. Also bear in mind that the natives gene¬ 

rally use the simplest forms in speaking. 

ADVERBS. 

310. There are very few regular adverbs in this language. However, 

this paucity is made up by the use of prepositional phrases, nouns .etc. 

Often the idea of the adverb is contained in the verb; as, tosha, sit 

down; uma, get up. 

The ordinary English adverbs and adverbial phrases with the mean¬ 

ing in the Bukuba language are now taken up. See vocabulary for others. 

I. ADVERBS OF PLACE. 

311. Up, on high, upwards, above, etc.: a dika, a noun of class VI 

preceded by the preposition a, meaning at, on, upon, in, into, etc. 

Boka biketa a dika, throw the things up. 

Rem. The word kata (no translation) is often heard in adverbial con¬ 

structions and is both preceded and followed by the preposition a. 

Boka biketa a kata a dika, throw the things above; tshika biketa a 

a dika di malaka, pat the things upon the beds. 

312. On the other side, across, etc.: a muidi a, a noun of class II pre¬ 

ceded and followed by the preposition a. 
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Baniya a maidi a luosha, they came from across the stream. 

Bern. 'When the the name of the place is not expressed the preposh 

tion following muidi is not heard; as, banena a maidi, they have gone 

on the other side or across. 

313. At one place, together, at the same place, etc.: a indodia imotshi 

or into; a indodia yelala; as batosha a indodia imo, they sat at the same 

place; batosha indodia yelala, they sat together or in one place. 

314 .Forward, in front, before, towards, etc.: abaosha, a noun of 

class YII preceded by a. 

Bern. Before in the sense of to be first; is expressed by a bukoslia, a 

noun of class VII preceded by the preposition a. 

315. Behind, in the rear: a mbisha, a noun of class IV preceded by 

the preposition a. 
316. Down, downwards, down under, down in, down on, down at, 

underneath, etc.: a shina, a noun of class IV preceded by the preposition a. 

317. Somewhere else, elsewhere, etc.: a kuntsha yekidi, a noun of class 

IV preceded by the preposition a and modified by ekidi; a indodia (cl. 9) 

imotshi or yelala. 

318. Everywhere: kuntsha (4) ikima; kodi (4) ikima. 

319. Far, far away: kanyi, itana. 

320. Hence, here, hither, etc.: a wonyi, a ndaya, a iconyi ngonyi. 

321. Hither and thither: a wonyi a wona; as, anena a wonyi, anena 

a wona, he went hither and thither lit. he went here, he went there. 

322. In, inside: a, a ngata (4); amaningila a mbula he went in the 

house; atshika biketa a ngata a makohi, he put the things inside of the boxes. 

323. Near: a kola (4) a kola kola; as, tsliika biketa a kola a nte, put the 

things near the tree; bata bela a kola kola, the people are near. 

324. Out, outside; a bushohi (7); as, tsliika biketa a bushohi, put the 

things out or outside. 
Bern. The preposition a does not always precede bushohi; to bushohi, 

go out; tei biketa bushohi, put the things outside. 

325. Somewhere: indodia imotshi. 
Anywhere: kodi miteka, kuntsha miteka. 

326. There, thence, a wona, a ndona. 

327. Under, underneath: a shina (4). 
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328. Where? whence? whither? a kuntsha- he? a &«? <2 idodia-ke? 

hue? 

Amuena kuntsha he? where has he gone? 

Baniya a kodi ke? from whence did they come? 

Batshika biketa a indodia-ke? where did they put the things? 

Uniue' kue? where are you going? 

Biya to kue? from whence are they coming? 

II. ADVERBS OF TIME. 

329 Again: kamotshi. See 89 Rems. 1-5. 

Rem. 1. The idea of again may also be expressed by the use of the 

Repetitive Forms of the verb. See 801. 

Rem. 2. The word kamotshi is employed in the sense of also when 

there is no reference to time. 

330. Ago, long time, long ago: a bukosha; kanyi; a matetshala; shu ... shu!! 

331. Always, constantly, ceaselessly, etc.: shu ikima; lushu taka lushu 

taka; muanya nkima; muna lushu muna lushu [5). 

332. Ever, forever: luluna. 

333. Simultaneously; at the same time; at one time; etc.: ihua imotshi; 

ishola; yelala; hueta (4) mimotshi. See 89, Rems. 1-5. 

334. First; before: a buosha; a bukosha; also by the root tela, mean, 

ing to be first, to go before, etc. 

335. Daily: lushu taka lushu taka; muna lushu muna lushu. 

336. Early (in the morning): kosha butu; ntshietsha butu. 

337. Evening, afternoon: ikokala (8). 

338. Frequently: hueta buiki; shu ikima; muanya nkima. 

339 Noon; mid-day. itanga a ndenga; a ndenga; muanya muanya. 

340. Instantly, at once, now; immidiutely, etc.: ihontshi. 

341. Often, many times, frequently, t tc.: hueta buiki, shu ikima, muanya 

nkima. 

342. Soon (early in the morning): kosha butu. 

(Very early in the morning): ntshietsha butu. 

(Another time, sooner or later, afterwards): mbalahena. 
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343. To-day: aloia. 

(Day by clay, daily): muna lushu m.una lush a; lushu taka 

lushu taka. 

344. Once, twice, thrice, etchueta mimotshi; hueta amhena; hueta 

anshata. See 89, Rem. 3. 

345 To-morrow: ngesha, 4. 

To- morrow morning: kosha ngesha; a lxena ngesha. 

To-night: butu. 

546* Yesterday, ikola, 8. 
347. Day before yesterday: ikodina, 8. 
348. Day after to-morrow: a hena; a hinina. 

349. When*? huota-ke? itanga huota-ke? lushu he? ngona he? ntshi ke? 

Rem. 1. The indefinite idea of when may be expressed by the form 

of the verb with the subordinating particle a-, See 265-273. 

Rem. 2. For when in indirect questions, See 424. 

III. ADVERBS OF DEGREE AND QUANTITY. 

350. As ....as: See 83 (d). 

351. How many? how much? mbadi-ke? 
352. More:- Comparison of Adverbs. By the use of the verbs shama 

and leka both the comparative and the superlative degrees of the adverb 

are expressed. See the comparison of adjectives, 81 83. 

The following examples will make the idea more clear: 

Mbohe anshama buanyi, Mbohe is more smart or smarter than T, lit. 

Mbohe surpasses me in wisdom; Mikohi aleka Kueta aboka nte kanyi, 

Mikohi threw the stick farther than Kueta, lit. Mikohi excelled Kueta, 

to throw the stick far away; Mikohi ayashaleka Kueta akela nguna, 

Mikohi works better than Kueta, lit. Mikohi excels Kueta to work. 

353. Much; many: buiki (substantive), 7. 

Biketa bi buiki, many things; bata ha buiki, much people. 

354. Little: kakeka. 

Kueta ayasha’ tamuka kakeka, Kueta loves us a little. 

355. Too: See 83 (b). 

356. Very: See 83 (c) (1)- (5). 
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IV. ADVERBS OF MANNER. 

357. Backwards: lumbvmbisha. 

Kueta abuaka lumbimbisha, Kueta fell backwards. 

(With the breast upwards): ikakala; as, Kueta abuaka ikakala, Kueta 

fell backwards. 

358. Truly; truthfully; certainly: ikakama; dioi dikoka, 6. 

359. Quietly; patiently; slowly; carefully; etc.; bubola. 

360. Quickly; hastily; in a hurry; etc.: mbanga; ivua wua; buasha. 

361. How? In what manner? ke? mbonyi? These words generally come 

at the end of the sentence. 

Kueta ambokala nte mbonyi? How or in what manner did Kueta break 

the stick? 

Rem. The words mbuyi and ke may also modify the substantive form 

of the adjective. 

Ikolii i Kueta ye bunena ke? What is the size of Kueta’s box? Bed'i 

malaka buiki ke0? How many beds have they? Ishu yana, ye bunena, 

mbonyi? What is the size of his hoe? 

362. &o; thus; in this manner; etc. ngo, ngosha. 

Rem. The idea of according to each, etc., may be expressed by muna 

.. muna, each followed by the noun. 

Muna butu muna bntu, according to each night; by night-. 

Balling a batola mite, muna bola muna bola, let the men bring sticks 

according to each village, or village by village. 

Ubayeka minenga, muna bualu muna buala, give them medicines accord¬ 

ing to the disease. 

V. ADVERBS OF AFFIRMATION AND NEGATION. 

363. No (negative answer to a question); kuaha bi. 

Rem. 1. Frequently one of these negatives is heard at the end of 

the sentence in addition to the negative pronominal prefix. This is done 

to make the sentence more emphatic. 

Wena kukedidi nguna muait busheka bi, you have not done your work 

well, no. 
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Rem. 2. The truth of a question in the negative is often affirmed or 

denied by the negative rather than the fact asked by the question. 

Wena kukedidi vguna muau alolePl E, didn’t you do your work? E, no, 

lit. yes (I did not). 

Rem. 3. The word nkuta is often heard in expressing the idea of 

nothing, empty, in vain, failure in attempt, etc. 

Tashota biketa, tota nkuta, we searched for things, we came away 

empty; tashota manoma a nte, nkuta, we looked for fruit on the tree, 

in vain; etc. See 385 (q). 

Rem. 4. The word ibalaka, expressing the idea of to no purpose, in 

vain, is employed in very much the same way as nkuta. See 385 (s). 

364. Note: As a rule the negative pronominal prefixes, inflected di¬ 

rectly with the verb, are used. 177. 

Rem. 1. When the word not comes before a single word, such as a 

personal pronoun or a noun, it may be expessed by the particle ha; as, 

ha hana, not them; ha buina, not you; etc. 

Rem. 2. The expression not yet is often expressed by the past in¬ 

definite tense with tshiha. See 205-206. 

Rem., 3. The idea of not yet may also be expressed by the auxiliary 

verb ska. See 202-203, Rem. 6. 

365. Yes: JE. 

Wakutala mindela f E, did you wash the clothes ? yes. 

Rem. 1. The idea of “yes?v “what“present”, “I am here” etc., is ex¬ 

pressed by the word ilanga, in answering to one’s name when called. 

Rem. 2. For negative question, see 363, 364, Rem. 2. 

VT. Formation of Adverbs from Adjectives. 

366. Adverbs may be formed from certain adjectives by prefixing bu 

to the stem of the adjective; as, bube, badly, from be, bad; bunoncna, 

strongly, from nonona, strong; bubuola, carefully, from luola, weakness, 

used as an adjective; busheha, well, from sheha, good, beautiful; etc. See 

305 and Rem. 

VII. MISCELLANEOUS. 

367. Only ; just for nothing; etc., hukala. 

Bamatota hukala, they only talked or they talked just for nothing. 
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Alone, fas bread or meat without anything to eat with it), bikona. 

Kata bikona, bread alone. 

368. So; hence; wherefore; consequently; thus; therefore; etc., ka; 

ngo; ntshina; ikaina i ;kona; 

Tata, ano ka ndanoka manga, father has died therefore I am sad; 

muan emi ed'i buala ntshina amuiya mimi, my child is sick therefore I 

have come; Mai', ambekela kona amuena mi mi a buola-, mother called 

me hence I went to the village; Kueta antona ka ambola mimi, Kueta 

offended me, therefore I struck him; Kueta amatuma ndela muemi 

kona lama mimi amueka biketa, Kueta sewed my cloth, therefore I 

gave him some things. 

Rem. 1. Note that these words are generally followed by the 

forms of the verb with the subordinating particle a-. See 265-273. 

Rem. 2. Kona sometimes expresses time. 

Ikola kona amuena mimi, yesterday is the time I went. 

Rem. 3. Ntshina is simply the emphatic pronoun referring to 

ikama. See 98, Rem. 4, Notes 2.3, also 100. 

Rem. 4. Often the adverb meaning therefore, is omitted, especially 

is this true when the verb of the adverb clause is in the present or 

future tense. 

Kueta amakela nguna muemi-, lamuekamueka kamidi, Kueta did my 

work, therefore I shall give him a goat; mu ana adiaka koka, ana aya- 

sha’mbola, the child killed the chicken, therefore he is whipping him. 

369- Why? What for? Ke? Ikama-ke? mbonyi? 

Ankela nguna ikama-ke? why did he do the work? Umuena a buola 

mbonyi? Why did you go to the village? Wambosha muan emi ikama- 

ke? why did you strike my child? 

Rem. 1. Note that the simple tenses or the applied or causative 

forms of the verb are used in the affirmative. 

Rem. 2. In the negative the simple forms are used. 

Kukedidi nguna ke? why didn’t you do the work? 

Kabatodidi mite ikama - ke? Why didn't they bring the sticks? 

370 Truly; absolutely: exactly: etc., koka, ikakama. 

Akela nguna koka, he did the work absolutely. 

Kamidi amano ikakama, the goat died truly. 
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571. Very- moma; Vue. 

Wena wed’i mbami moma. you have a very bad cold. 

Kueta e muota anena hue, Kueta is a very large person. 

Ndamueka iheta ikeha moma, I gave him a very small thing. 

PREPOSITIONS. 

372. There is a great paucity of pure prepositions in this language. It 

will be surprising to note that the majority of prepositions in English 

are supplied in this language by the simple preposition a which is 

uninflected. The lack of other prepositions is supplied by noun forms 

and other constructions. Frequently the idea of the preposition is 

expressed in the verb; as, Kueta anhesha nguna, Kueta worked for me. 

Since the English abounds in prepositions it is well to note the cor¬ 

responding equivalents in this language. The idiom in the two lang¬ 

uages often presents striking differences. 

Some of the more common English prepositions and prepositional 

expressions with the equivalent in this language now follow: 

(1) For: a. 

Amahela nguna a ndela, he worked for cloth. 

(2) By (hold by), a. 

Banata muana a mio, they took or held the child by the arms, 

(3) From: a; to. 

Abuaka a nte, he fell from the tree. 

Taniga to Luebo, we came from Luebo. 

(4) In (in a line); a: 

Banemata a muanga, they stood in a line. 

(5) To: a; ha. 

Amanena a Luebo, he went to Luebo. 

Note 1. Observe that ka is employed: 

(a) After ela in the subjunctive. 

Mbe be ka buola katina ‘balena, if they are at the village we shall 

not see them. 

(b) After verbs of motion in the subjunctive. 

Mbe bena ka: Luebo bubamokabamona, if they go to Luebo you 
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will see them. 

(c) In interrogative constructions expressing to whom? etc. 

Kama iya ha baola hata he? to what people is the chief coming? 

Kueta amuena ha buola bata he? to what people did Kueta go? 

Kama ate’ shola ha baola bata he? To whom did the Lord first 

appear? 

(6) Over: a. 

Lodi ndela a biheta, arrange the cloth over the thiigs. 

(7) Along: a. 

Anena a mboka, he went along the road. 

(S) At: a; ha. 

Mite iniela a baola, the sticks are at the village. 

Note. Ka is employed as in (5) above. 

(9) Against: a. 

Tanelca biheta a nte, we leaned the things against the tree. 

(10) In: a. 

Kueta ela a rnbula, Kueta is in the house, 

an Towards: a. 

Anena a mboha a Luebo. he went along the road towards Luebo. 

(12) Away from: a; to. 

Ana aniya a buola, he came from the village. 

Taniya to ngona, we came from the field. 

(13) Around: a. 

Ana alela a mbula, he went around the house. 

(14) Out; out of: a. 

Teihamidi a luana, take the goat out of the yard. 

(15) On ( on the ground): a with shina (4). 

Lodi biheta a shinay arrange the things on the ground. 

(16) Up: a with diha (6). 

Lodi biketa a dika di ilaka, arrange the things on the bed. 

(17) Within: a. 

Kueta ihiya a ngona Hand, Kueta will come within five months 

(18) Underf underneath: a with shina. (4). 

Tshiha biheta, a shina a ilaha, put the things under the bed. 

(19) Around [go around): a with mbisha (4). 
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Lela a mbisha a mbula, go around the house. 

(20) Among; amongst; amid; in the midst of: a with hinga or ndenga (4). 

Kueta amabaka a liinga a bata. Kueta was in the midst of the peo¬ 

ple; Mikohi amabaka a ndenga a, bata, Mikohi was among the people. 

(21) By {near to, close to): a with kola, 4. 

Kueta e/a a kola a nte, Kueta is near the tree. 

(22) By (with agent in passive voice): a with buola, 7. 

Badiaka kamidi a buola Kueta, the goat was killed by Kueta, 

See 181 

(23) After; behind: in the Tear of etc.: a with mbisha, 4. 

Kueta amanena a mbisha a mbula, Kueta went behind the house. 

(24) Before; in front of etc.: a with buosha, 7. 

Yaka a buosha buemi, go in front of me. 

(25) Beside\ near to; by; etc.: a with kola, 4. 

Nte muela a kola a mbula, the tree is near the house. 

(26) Across; on the other side; etc.: a with muidi. 2. 

Yaka a muidi a, luosha, go on the other side of the stream; buola 

buana huela a muidi a wonyi a luosha, his village is on this side of the 

stream;nte muela a muidi a wonyi a mbula, the tree is on this side of the 

house. 

(27) Between; in the middle of; in the midst of; etc.: a with hanga or a 

with ndenga. 

Mala diha met a a hanga a Tmebo bani Nshenga, there are nine villages 

between Luebo and Mushenge; nte muela a ndenga a luana, the tree is 

in the midcile of the yard 

(29) On top of; over; over the top rf; etc.: a with dika, 6. 

Yaka a dika cli mbula, go on the top of the house. 

Rem. Over in the sense of throw over; as, throw the stick over the house, 

is perhaps best expressed by the verb shama or the verb leka. 

Kueta amashamisha nte a shama a mbula. Kueta threw the stick over the 

roof of the house, lit. Kueta caused the stick to pass over the roof of the 

house. Nte muashama a d%A rnbyla, the stick passed Qver the top of the 

house. 
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(30) To: a. 

lya a hita, come to us; yaka a nte, goto the tree. See 99 (c). 

Rem. 1. The idea of the infinitive in English may be expressed by 

the infinitive with the prefix a• or by the gerund. SEE 216, 217. 

Akela nguna iyasha a sham a atosha bukala, to work is better than to 

sit idle; nsheila yashama ndelala, laughing is better than crying. 

Rem. 2. To, followed by nouns referring to persons, is expressed by 

a with buola, but never by a alone. 

Toma bana a buola tata, send the children to father. 

Note. A buola may be followed by the possessive adjective referring 

to persons. 

lya a buola buita, come to us; yaka a buola bana, go to them; iya a 

buola buemi, come to me; etc. 
Rem. 3. The word kata (4) which is not translated, is often heard 

thrown in between the preposition a and the noun following it; as, yaka 

a kata a nte, go to the tree; Kueta ela a kata ‘mboka, Kueta is in the 

road; etc. 

(31) Of (showing possession): this idea is obtained by the use of the 

pronominal prefix (64) of the noun showing the thing possessed. 

Luketa la Kueta, the hat of Kueta; Ntsheka a Mbawota, the dress of 

Mbawota; bata ba Ntsheini, the people of God; nte mu Kueta, the stick ol 

Kueta; etc. 

(32) With: i. 

Kueta amadiaka kamidi i nte. Kueta killed the goat with a stick; 

Mikohi amanena i nyimi. Mikohi went with the king. See KM, (a)-(h), 

Rem. 2. 

Rem. 1. The preposition i also serves as a conjunction and means 

and, as, wena i mimi tekena, you and I shall go. 

Rem. 2. The preposition i employed in connection with the auxi¬ 

liary verb ela, to be, supplies the lack of the auxiliary have, had, etc. 

Nded'i biketa, I have things, tamaba i malaka, we had beds; etc. See 

182-193 with Rems. 

(33) Like, similar to, etc.: muna; ihua i; -ntshi. 

Ntshemi e muna munga. God is like the wind; nte mu mu mue muna 

nte muna, this stick is like or similar to that stick (yonder); ikama ihua 
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i ngo, an affair like this; biheta bintshi, like or similar things. 

(84) Through: two verbs are generally employed to express this idea, 

the one indicating the entering, the other the passing out. 

Kamidi amanivgila hi ana, amato, the goat passed through the yard, 

lit. the goat entered the yard and went out. 

Rem. 1. Sometimes the idea is expressed in the verb; as buta ama- 

lushula nte, the arrow passed through the tree. 

Rem. 2. The verbs sliama, shamisha, leha, lekislm, may also be used 

to express the idea. These verbs are followed, however, by the prepo¬ 

sition a. 

Kueta ashama a mbula, Kneta passed through the house; Mikohi ashcimi- 

sha Kueta a mbula, Mikohi caused Kueta to pass through the house. 

(85) In (in comparing prices): mboka. 

Mbana mu ndela mboka a hasha mue 'mbadi-ke? what is the price of the 

cloth in shells? 

(86) The idea of to (as far as); during (as long as); may be expressed by 

the word shanga. 

Yaka shanga nte, go as far as the tree; handin'ena shanga ashala fata i 

buala, I shall not go as long as father is sick. 

CONJUNCTIONS. 

373. As in the case of pure adjective and adverbs this language is also 

poor in pure Conjunctions. 

The Conjunctions divide themselves into two classes: (a) Coordinate 

and Correlative, and (b) Subordinate. 

I. Coordinate And Correlative Conjunctions. 

374. These connect words, sentences, clauses or phrases of the same rank 

or order in the sentence. 

375. The most common coordinate conjunction is i which means and. 

378. The conjunction i is not used nearly so frequently as the and of 
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the English. Especially is this true when two verbs follow each other in 

close succession. 

Kueta amaniya amaltela nguna, Kueta came and worked. 

377. Bani is strictly coordinate and means and. It is only employed 

between words of the same rani;,. 

Kueta bani Mboke bamanena, Kueta and Mbohe went; ndamuka ntshe 

bant ntsho, I want salt and peanuts; tshika mite bani milcohi a shina, put 

the sticks and the boxes on the ground. 

378. 1... i expresses correlative both....and. 

Tola mite miela a woniji i miela a wona, bring the sticks, both those 

that are here and those that are yonder. 

379. Mhe... .mbe expresses the correlative either....or. 

Tola in lie, mbe ini mi miela adika di mana mbe mimi miela a dika di 

bulelela, bring the sticks, either those on the ground or those on the 

bench; umheka biketa biodia, mbe ntsho mbe mambota give me something 

to eat, either peanuts or bananas. 

380. Neither .... nor, is generally expressed by putting both parts 

in the negative. 

Kalamukidi ndela, kalamukidi ntshe, I want neither cloth nor salt. 

381. Or is expressed by the use of mbe. 

Bekila Kueta mbe Mikohi, call Kueta or Mikohi. 

382. Mbe is employed in asking questions when no other interroga¬ 

tive word is used. 

Bamuka mikana mbe? do they want books or (not)? 

383. Eka means but, however, it is not so frequently used as the 

but of the English. 

Ndamuka akela nguna i buina eka mai ayasha abela, I want to work 

with you, but mother refuses. 

II. SUBORDINATE CONJUNCTIONS. 

384- The conjunctions employed to join a subordinate or dependent 

clause to that on which it depends are called Subordinate Conjunctions. 

These conjunctions will be more fully discussed under Syntax. See 

386-424. 
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Subordinate Conjunctions may be divided as follows: 

(a) Those employed in noun clauses: 

(1) Ane: that; whether:; whether. . . . or. 402 (b) (2)- (3). 

(2) Indirect questions employed as noun clauses are introduced by: 

I. Relative pronouns with antecedent omitted, meaning who, 

whom, which, what, etc., See 424 (b). 

II. Relative pronouns with the antecedents lushu, itanga, 

-ntshi, etc. omitted. See 424 (b). 

III. The words huntsha, kocli, indodia meaning where, whence, 

whither, etc., See 424 (c). 

IV. The words rnbonyi, mboha, meaning /ane. See 424 (d). 

V. Ikama he? meaning why? See 424 (e), (l)-(2). 

(b) Those employed in adverb clauses: 

(1) Those introduced by mboha, kocli, knntsha hue, indodia mea¬ 

ning whither, whence• See 328, 404. 

(2) vi- prefixed to the root is employed: 

I. To express when, after, as soon as, etc. See 405 (a) (l)-(2). 

II. To express before. See 406 (b) (1). 

III. To express till, until. See 405 (c). 

IV. To express while. See 405 (2). 

(3) A bnosha and a bn ho s ha, before, See 405 (b) (1)-(3). 

(4) Mbe, if, if not; except; unless; etc. See 408 (a)-(c); 407 (a)-(d). 

(5) Mboka; ihua i; as; like. See 412. 

(6) Ikama i; ikama i mbe. See 413. 

(c) Subordinate clauses which have no special conjunction to in¬ 

troduce them in the Bukuba, but have a conjunction in English: 

(1) Befote. See 405, (b) (4). 

(2) Until. See 405, (c) Rem. 

(3) Constructions expressing purpose and meaning that; in order 

that; so as to; lest; etc. See 408. 

(4) Constructions expressing result and meaning that. See 410. 

(5) Constructions of comparison. See 411. 

INTERJECTIONS. 

385. In addition to may and various movements .of the lips, hands 
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and body to express strong feelings, there are, in this language, many, 

very expressive interjections. The following are some of the more or¬ 

dinary of these interjections: 

(a) Ikama ihua ngo! lit. an affair like this! This interjection expres- 

es simple surprise. 

■ (b) Ode! expresses assent or satisfaction. 

(c) Mai 0! Mai OH is an expression of sudden pain or unpleasant¬ 

ness, and means, 0 my mother!! 

(d) Oila! Oila! is an expression of courtesy or of obeisance, when 

spoken to. 

(e) Ilanga\ is employed in answering when one is called, and.expres- 

ses the idea of, “present;” “here am I;” etc. 

(f) Dawe! Dawe\ expresses an amusing surprise. 

(g) Eye (elongated) is postpositive, and is employed in addressing or 

calling a person at a distance, and may be employed after any part of 

speech. 

(h) Wanuma! is the ordinary expression of salutation, and means 

are you up? The one addressed answers, ndanuma, lam up. 

(i) Hola! S/m/a hola! is a good-bye greeting at any time of day, and 

means, remain quiet. 

(j) Betaka! is a good-night greeting, expressing the idea of, ugood 

sleep." 

(k) yo! yo! yo!; ye! ye! ye!; ki! ki! hi; shu! s/m! shu!; express the 

idea of very far; far aivay; very long; very long time; anxiously, inces¬ 

santly! 

(1) Ada! here, take this! 

(m) Ngai! ! such! ! as, muana ngai! ! such a child! ! 

(n) Tei nkana! expresses an oath. 

Tei nyimi! “well, I declare!” lit. “take away the king!” used 

in expressing wonder or surprise or admiration. 

(o) Adana shu! a long time! lit. to finish the days. 

(p) Nkuta! dbalaka! nothing! in vain! to no purpose! as, ndashota biketa 

biodia, nkuta! d searched for something to eat, but (found) nothing! 

Ndanaka! ndanaka, ibalaha! I taught him and taught him, but in 

vain, to no purpose! 
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(q) Ke, ike! Is it not so? This expression is employed in argu¬ 

ment or conversation and has something of the meaning of the 

French ikNest ce pas?” 

(r) Bo! bo! bo! expresses the idea of, “There nowP\ rather 

amusing. 

(s) Odia tnana! To have accomplished a strong or great affair 

Lit. to eat a bridge 

(t) Ntshoka iimana! A great thing to be said or done, or to be 

done. Lit. a young elephant. 

(u) Ke? Knaha! Used in argument and expresses, “Is it so? No!” 

Lantshika amuck a biketa, shot a mbe laic e la kakasha amncka re? 

Kuaha! 1 would have given him things, do you think I’ll ever 
do it again? No! 

(v) Iboma ngo ke? Used in argument and seeks assent from the 

person listening and expresses the idea of, “Is it right?” “ Would you 

like this?” 

(w) Ushakala ’biLela! Used in refusing a request. 

(x) Kua Mboka! uNo mistake about it!” Used in expressing 

admiration for a person or thing. 

(y) Kua nkatala? “Nothing better!” ‘‘ Simply great or pine!” Used 

in praising a person or thing. 

(z) Kutala munya! Used in refusing a request. Lit. Wash your 

mouth! > 

SYNTAX. 

586. Many phases usually discussed under Syntax have already 

been treated under the discussion of the various parts of speech, there, 

fore, it, will not be necessary to further discuss them except when 

needed to make the thought more clear. 

Sentences naturally divide themselves into three classes, Simple, 

Compouna and Coiiipled. 
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I. THE SIMPLE SENTENCE. 

387. As in the English, the Simple Sentence of this language is 

composed of one subject and one predicate, either one or both of 

which may be compound. 

Rem. 1. So far as the construction is concerned the imperative 

mood forms, as in English, a simple sentence, and therefore, needs 

no farther discussion. 

Rem. 2. The direct interrogative also forms a simple sentence- 

See 415.421. 

THE SUBJECT. 

388. As in English, the Subject is the ruling word in the sentence, 

and is very important on account of the principle of alliterative concord. 

389. The subject n ay consist of 

(a) A single noun. 

Mite miabuaka, the sticks have fallen. 

(b) The simple pronominal prefix, or this in connection with a 

disjunctive personal pronoun, an interrogative pronoun, or one of the 

demonstratives. 

Babuaka, they have fallen; bana babuakci, they have fallen; wuya 

ayasha alela, wuna ayasha ashe. This one (muanaJ is crying, that one is 

laughing; ayasKalela uyanyal who is crying? 

(c) The gerund. 

ATshela ayasha aleka ndelela, laughing is better than crying. 

(d) An adjective ora numeral with its noun understood. 

Bake babuaka, two (persons) fell; bekidi bane mat a, the others stood up. 

(e) A combination of nouns and pronouns, 

(1) Two or more nouns may be employed thus to form a com¬ 

pound subject. In this case the prefix of the verb is always plural. It 

is important to note the rules, concerning the prefix, which are given 

in the following remarks. 

Rem. 1. When one or both nouns belong to class I the verb takes 
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the 3rd pers, pi. of class I . 

Kueta bani Mikohi baniya, Kueta and Mikohi have come; Kneta bani 

nte oabuaka, Kueta and the stick fell; bana bani ?nite babuaka, the children 

and the sticks fell. 

Hem. 2. When the nouns belong to the same class or to any class¬ 

es other than class I, the plural prefix of class IX bi— is employed. 

Nte bani bulelela biabuaka, the stick and the bench have fallen; makohi 

bani malaka biabuaka-, the boxes and the beds have fallen; mite bani 

biketa biabuaka, the sticks and the things have fallen; etc. 

Note. Sometimes when both nouns are of the same class they take 

the plural prefix of that class, however, this is unusual, the prefix bi— 

is the general rule. 

(2) The subject may consist of two or more pronouns or nouns of 

different persons. It will be important to note that the prefix of the 

verb in this case is always plural, and the 1st. pers. rather than the 

2nd. or 3rd. is used, and the 2nd. pers. rather than the 3rd. 

Kueta bani mimi tikiya, Kueta and I shall come; wena i minii tekena, 

yon and I shall go; wena i ana buekena, you and he will go; mimi i nte ta- 

buaka, I and the stick fell; wena i nte buabuaka, you and the stick fell; 

wena i mimi tabuaka, you and I fell. 

Rem. 1. There is an ordinary wray of expressing the compound sub¬ 

ject. This is done by using the more important of the subjects with 

the verbal prefix, then follow this by the other subject connected by 

the conjunction and. 

Waniya i ana, you and he came; ana abuaka i luketa, he and the 

hat fell. 

Rem. 2. There may also be a plural verb in these constructions in 

spite of the fact that the subject is singular. 

Bikiya i Kueta, they and Kueta will come. 

Rem. 3. It is interesting to note that, unlike the English, in com¬ 

pound subjects, the pronouns generally come in order- 1st., 2nd. and 

3rd. pers. 

Mimi i wena i ana tekena, /, you and he shall go. 

390. The modifiers of the subject may be 

(a) An adjective, an inflected numeral, an adjective demonstrative 
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pronoun or an adjective possessive pronoun. 

Rem. For more than one adjective modifying the same noun, See 74. 

(b) An adjective phrase. See 77 and 78. 

Rem. It will be interesting to note that when a thing is owned by 

more than one person the adjective^ shashonga is used. 

Nte muita mushashonga, our stick (in joint possession). 

(c) A relative clause. See 145. 

(d) A noun in apposition. 

Yishu, muan’a Ntshemi, amawesha bata bakima, Jesus, the Son of God, 

died for all people. 

391. There are three positions which the subject may hold in the 

sentence, viz. The Natural, the Inverted and the Transposed. 

(a) The subject, whether it be a prominal prefix or some other 

word used as the subject, in the Natural position, comes before the verb. 

This position is employed in all simple and declarative sentences. 

(b) The subject comes after the verb in the Inverted position and 

the place of the pronominal prefix at the beginning of the verb is oc¬ 

cupied by a relative pronoun or some other subordinating particle. These 

will be noted in the remarks that follow. 

Rem. 1. The subject, whether it be noun or pronoun, follows the 

verb in the Inverted position. 

Antola Kueta a buola atosha, when Kueta reached the village he sat 

down; antola bita a buola tatosha, when we reached the village we sat 

down; ankeVana nguna akita, when he did the work he rested. 

Rem. 2. In compound tenses the subject, if a noun, comes after the 

finite verb, if a pronoun, it comes between the auxiliary verb and the 

finite verb; as makohi mayasli atola Kueta me masheka, the boxes which 

Kueta is carrying are good;, makohi mayasha bita atola me mabe, the 

boxes which we are carrying are not good. 

Rem. 8. The Inverted order is used as follows: 

(1) In relative clauses when the relative pronoun is direct or indi¬ 

rect object. 

Muota amonyi mimi ikola ano, the person whom I saw yesterday has 

died; Kueta anodia biketa bintoVana, Kueta has eaten the things which 

he brought; iketa iyasliuena alata ye yemi, the thing which you have 
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on is mine; bata bay ash’ aena amona bayasliena a Nshenga, the people 

whom you see are going to Mushengi; nte mutoVana muashanga, the stick 

which he brought has fallen; tanodia kamidi adiakidi bita ikola, we ate 

the goat which we killed yesterday; muota amueka mind nte unena, the 

person to whom I gave the stick has gone; ndamuha luketa luyash'uena 

alata, 1 want the hat which you have on. 

(2) Iu substantive clauses when these clauses are used as objects in 

indirect questions. However, if the subject of the substantive clause is 

a relative pronoun it takes the natural order. 

Kalaycliidi kodi amuena Kueta, I do not know where Kueta went; 

kalayehidi bayash'iya a mboka, I.who are coming in the road. 

(3) In adverb clauses. 

Iya bana ndibayekabayeka biketa, when they come I shall give them 

some things. 

(c) The Transposed Position is used in indirect questions alone in 

which an interrogative word is employed. Nevertheless, in this case the 

verb takes the usual pronominal prefix just as if the subject stood in its 

usual place. The interrogative word which is employed as the subject 

comes at the end of the sentence. 

Antola mite nyanya? who brought the sticks? 

Bane’shota nyama a buanya banyanyi? who have gone to look for 

animals in the forest? 

Note 1. Before going further into the discussion of syntax it 

might be well to note the tendency on the part of the Bakuba to ab¬ 

breviate their words, sentences, etc. by leaving off final vowels and syl¬ 

lables. SEE 20, Rem. 

Examples: 

At ay eh’ for atayeka; he gave to us; anen for anena, he has gone; bani 

for baniya. they have come; ka bi'tena for ka bita tena, we are going 

muka mua'nyo ihua muak'uedimuka, for muka muana a nyo ihua mua- 

k’uena dimuka, love thy neighbor as thyself; biketa biman1 ue’> bayeka for 

bimana wena bayeka, the things which you gave them; biketa bimanV- 

bayeka, for bimana ana bayeka, the things which he gave them; etc. 

See 33 (a) Rem. 2, 190, 191, Note. 

Note 2. Observe in this connection the elision of the final vowel a 
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in the word ntema when modified by the possessive adjective; as, nte_ 

m’uita, our heart. 

Note 3. Observe also the elision of the final syllables la and na of 

the roots tela, shala and ena, when followed by the infinitive with the 

prefix a. 

Bane batala mite, they have gone to cut sticks; hasha’kela nguna, 

they stayed to do the work; baie’buaka, they fell before hand, etc. 

Note 4. Observe the contraction of the given name and the sir 

name into one; as, Misha’ Mikohi for Mingashanga Mikohi; Bus ha’ Minga 

for Bushaha Mingashanga; Kueta’Mbo for Kneta Mbohe; Mba’ Wota for 

Mbaka Wota; Mboiki for Mboka Kina; Mbaiki (or Mbeki) for Jkbaka Kina; 

etc. See 25, (b), Rem. 3. 

THE PREDICATE. 

392. The Predicate, if expressed, is always a finite part of the verb 

and is found in any simple or compound tense. The participle or infin¬ 

itive standing by itself can not form a complete sentence. 

Rem. 1. The predicate takes the pronominal prefixes belonging to its 

subject when thes ibjeefc is in the Natural or Transposed positions. See 

391 (a) and (c). However, if the subject of the sentence is in the In¬ 

verted position, whether it be noun or pronoun, it comes after the 

verb, and the place of the pronominal prefix at the beginning of the 

verb is occupied by a relative pronoun used as a direct or an indirect 

object, or by some other subordinating particle. 

Rem. 2. For the agreement of the predicate with compound subjects, 

see 389 (e), Rems., etc. 

Rem. 3. For the agreement of the predicate with nkima, all of, when 

followed by a possessive adjective pronoun, see 162 and Rem. 

Rem. 4. The predicate when employed as a simple copula is often 

omitted and, in certain cases, its place is taken by i which precedes the 

predicate adjective. The negative is simply kai or ka. See 120, Rem. 

3 and Notes; 185, Rem. 4 and Notes. 

393. The predicate may be compound, when this is true the con¬ 

junction i is usually omitted. 
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Bana baniya, batosha, the children came and sat down. 

394. 1 he modifiers of the predicate may be 

(a) A simple adverb. 

Kueta aniya buasha, Kueta came quickly. 

(b) An infinitive or an infinitive phrase. 

Balunga bamanena ashota nyama, the men have gone to hunt ani¬ 

mals. 

(c) A prepositional phrase. 

Bana bayasha atosha a shina a, nte, the children are sitting under a 

tree. 

(d) An adverbial clause showing different relations of condition? 

time, place, etc. 

Iya bakidi ita tadiakadiaka kamidi, when our friends come we 

shall kill a goat. 

395. The modifiers of the predicate usually follow the verb. 

Rem. To make the sense more emphatic a prepositional phrase may 

come at the beginning of the sentence. The adverbial clause is also 

generally at the beginning of the sentence. 

A ngona ye kamidi, in the field are goats. 

Mbe ukela nguna busheka layekayeka ndela, if yon do the work 

well I shall give you some cloth. 

396. The complements of the predicate may be: 

(a) predicate adjective, a predicate noun, or a pronoun. 

Mite tnie misheka, the sticks are good; Yishu amaba Ntshemi, 

Jesus was God; be bana, it is they. 

(b) A direct object which'may be: 

(1) A simple noun. 

Atola nte,.he brought the stick. 

(2) A pronoun which may be relative, demonstrative, interroga¬ 

tive, possessive, etc. 

Tanata biketa bintoVana, we took the things which he brought; 

atola, mina, he brought those (mite, sticks); banyaka nyanya? whom 

did they kill; Atola muemi, he brought mine (nte, stick); bashena bi- 

kima, they stole them all (biketa). 

(3) A pronominal infix. 

jKueta ayasha tabekila, Kueta is calling us; Kueta amabitola, 
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Kneta brought them (biketa). 

(4) An infinitive phrase. 

Bamanencc ashahala mboka, they have gone to work the 

road. 

(5) A simple adjective or numeral. 

Batola mined. they brought four {mite). 

(6) A subordinate clause, thereby forming a complex sentence. 

Bayeha kodi amnena Kueta, they know where Kueta went. 

(7) An infinitive. 

Banin ka atosha, they wish to sit down. 

(8) Compound, in which there may be 

I. Two or more nouns connected by conjunctions. 

Babola Kueta bani ngoVana, they struck Kueta and his older 

brother. 

H. A pronominal infix and a noun employed as objects. 

Bamababola i bana ba bana• they struck them and their 

children. 

III. A pronominal infix and a pronoun employed as objects. 

Amamitola i mi mi, he brought them and these (mite). 

IV. Two pronouns. 

Amabola wuya i wuna, he struck this one and that one 

( muota). 

(c) An indirect object which may be 

(1) A simple noun. 

Baneka Kueta bishima, they gave to Kueta some food. 

(2) A pronoun which may be relative, demonstrative, possessive, 

interrogative, etc, 

Wuya e nunga amueka Kueta nte, this is the man to whom 

Kueta gave the stick. 

Aneka bakuiya kata, he gave these (bata) some bread. 

Aneka i bemi bishima. he gave mine (bana) some food. See 112 (d), 

Rems. 

Amueka banyanya biketa? To whom did he give the things? 

Aneka bakima ndela, he gave them all {bata) cloth. 
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(13) A pronominal infix. 

Amueka ndela, he gave him some cloth. 

(4) Compound in which there may be 

I. A noun and a pronominal infix used as indirect object. 

Kueta am at ay el'a i liana Hi a bishima, Kueta gave us and our chil¬ 

dren some food. 

II. Two or more nouns connected by conjunctions. 

Kueta aneka bata nyua i bana ba bana, Kueta gave the women and 

tyieir children some meat. 

III. A pronoun and a pronominal infix used as indirect object. 

Kueta amatayeka makeM i tvuya, Kueta gave us and this (person) 

some eggs. 

IV. Two demonstrative pronouns. 

Kueta aneka tvuya kata i muna, Kueta gave this (person) bread and 

* that one also. 

(d) An object and an objective predicate noun. 

Bamashola Kueta nyimi a bana, they chose Kueta as their king. 

Bamueka dina Mmphi, they named him Mikohi, lit. they gave him 

the name Mikohi. 

Rem. When wishing to express the idea of appointment to office it 

may be done by using the abstract name of the office as object of the 

verb eka. 

Baneka Kueta bunyimi, they appointed Kueta king. 

Bamueka bukama, they gave him the chieftainship. 

(e) A double object. 

Bamaloma Kueta bishima, they asked Kueta for food. 

Kueta amababaka buemi, Kueta accused them of theft. 

(f) A direct and an indirect object. 

Baneka Kueta nkana, they gave to Kueta a book. 

(g) An internal object, i. e. an idea already expressed by the verb. 

Balela bilela, they cried (cries). 

Bamina imina, they dance ( a dance). 

Bangonala ingonala, they snored (a snore). 

397. It is important to note the position of the direct and the 

indirect objects. 
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(a) When there is but one direct object it always follows the 

verb unless it is a pronominal infix. 

Kueta atola me, Kueta brought a stick. 

Kueta amutolct, Kueta brought it (nte). 

(b) If a verb has a direct and an indirect object it must be obser¬ 

ved that 

(1) If both objects are nouns they follow the verb, the indirect object 

being first. 

Baneka bana bishima, they gave the children food. 

Note. The above rule is observed, the pronominal infix being ex¬ 

cepted, when any other pronominal word is used as direct or indirect 

object. 

K'teta aneka wuva bishima, Kueta gave this (person) some food. 

Ancka Mikohi mnna, he gave Mikohi that (ndela, cloth). 

(2) When the direct object is a noun or a demonstrative pronoun or a 

possessive j)ronoun or an interrogative pronoun, and the indirect object 

is a personal pronoun, the direct object comes after the verb, and the 

indirect object becomes a pronominal infix. 

Amueka bishima, he gave him food. 

Amabayeka munu, he gave them this {ndela). 

Amueka i muemi, he gave him mine {nte). 

Arnabayeka nyanya? Whom did he give them? 

(3) WTien the indirect object is a noun or a demonstrative pronoun or 

a possessive pronoun or an interrogative pronoun, and the direct object 

is a personal pronoun, the direct object becomes a pronominal infix. 

Kueta amahuyekd Albohe, Kueta gave it {buielela) to Mbohe. 

Kueta aluyeka wuya, Kueta gave it {tubeta) to this one (person). 

Kueta abiyeka i bemi, Kueta gave them {biketa) to mine (bana). 

Kueta ambiyeka nyanya? To whom did Kueta give them {biketa)? 

(4) W'hen both the direct and the indirect objects are personal pro¬ 

nouns, see 115. 

398. T he modifiers of the direct and the indirect objects may be ad¬ 

jectives, etc., just as in the case of the subject, see 390 (a) (d). 
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II. THE COMPOUND SENTENCE. 

399. The Compound Sentence of this language is formed in the same 

manner as in the English, consisting of two or more simple sentences 

which may or may not be connected by a conjunctive word, and which 

adhere in every respect to the rules of the Simple Sentence. See 387-389. 

Rem. The coordinate conjunction is usually omitted in the Com¬ 

pound Sentence. See 375-376. 

HI THE COMPLEX SENTENCE. 

409, Since the Complex Sentence is composed of an independent 

clause and one or more dependent clauses it will be better understood 

if treated according to the nature of the dependent clause, which may 

have the quality of an adjective or a substantive or an adverb. 

Rem. The usual rules pertaining to the subject, predicate, objects, 

etc., which were discussed under the Simple Sentence are the same for 

the subordinate clauses in complex sentences. 

A. THE ADJECTIVE CLAUSE. 

401. Witho ut exception the Adjective Clause is introduced by a rela¬ 

tive pronoun and always comes directly after the noun or pronoun 

which is qualified by it. 

Nunga anshanga, anena, the man who fell has gone; Kueta adiaka ka- 

midi anya mambona mana, Kueta killed the goat that ate his corn. 

Rem. For a fuller discussion of the Adjective Clause, see 145- 150. 

B. THE SUBSTANTIVE CLAUSE. 

402. In their relation to the verb of the independent clause the 

Substantive Clauses have the quality of nouns. 

The following are some of the ways in which the Substantive Clause 

is employed: 
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(a) As subject of the verb in the independent clause. 

Kueta, mbe akela nguna mbe atosha hukala, kua ikama yemii whether 

Kueta worked or whether he sat idle, is not my affair. 
(b) As object of the independent clause. 

(1) All indirect questions may be used thus as objects, The majority 

of these are simply relative clauses with the antecedent omitted. 

Kalayehidi iy ash'ana a tola, I do not know what he is carrying. 

(2) There may come in this connection the direct discourse con- 
struction after verbs of thinking, saying,, etc., in which the verb of the 

independent clause, expressed or understood, is connected by the subor¬ 

dinating conjunction ane (or mbe). 

There are no conspicuous indirect discourse constructions as are 

found in the Indo-European languages. The exact words of the speaker 

are generally quoted, and ane has the force of thus, saying or some like 

expression used in the indirect discourse construction. When translat¬ 
ing into English the usual that is generally expressed followed by the u- 

sual sequence of tense. 
Kueta atota ane, “Ndaniuk'ena a buola buemi,” Kueta says that he wants 

to go to his village, lit., spake, saying, ‘T want to go to my village.” 

Mihohi amatota ane, ‘‘Kanzzdi amano, Mikohi said that the goat died. 

Ana amanimita ane, “Kama, ndanimisha” he answered and said, ‘‘Lord, 

I believe.” 

Rem. 1. Often the verb of thinking, spying, etc., is not expressed. 

Nteni inuana mnanotola ane, “Mai kidi inbonyi?” his heart ached (and 

he said), “Why doesn’t my mother come?” 

Rem. 2. In the following expressions note that the purportive mood 

is used, instead of the infinitive construction as is usually found in the 

English. 

Yaka ulosha bana batosha, go and tell the children to sit down, lit. 

that they may sit down. 

The person giving the message stys, Ayasha atota ane, “Batosha,” he 

savs for them to sit, lit let them sit. 

Yaka unosha atola mite, go and tell him to bring the sticks. The per¬ 

son carrying this message says, ayasha atota ane, “Atola yiite, ” he says. 

for him to bring the sticks, i. e., let him bring the sticks. 
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Yaka unosha iya, go and tell him to come, lit. that he may come. 

(3) Also note in this connection the construction for whether (if) and 

whether.or. 

Yaka ulena hana mhe hayash'oma, go see whether the children are 

sweeping. 

Kalayehidi mhe aniya, I do not know whether he has come (or not). 

Kalayeshidi mhe akela ngana mhe atosha hukala, I do not know 

whether he worked or sat idle. 

Rem. 1. The subordinating particle mhe has the meaning of that 

when employed to introduce subordinating clauses, or when used after 

verbs expressing a ivish, a request or a desire. 

Tamuka mhe, utayasha, we want you to help us; tamuka mhe unaingi 

mitemmxta, we want you to strengthen our hearts; hamvka mbe hanya. 

ka, they want them to kill him; kata i mboka mhe te’shota wyama a hua. 

nya a muimila, we are able to go hunting animals in the forest in the 

darkness. 

Note. In these constructions mhe is generally followed by the pur 

portive mood. 

Rem. 2. In certain constructions the particle mhe has a negative 

meaning. 

Kuloshaka muota, mbe motshi, tell no person, no, not one; kahidi, 

mhe motshi, they did not come, no, not one, 

C. THE ADVERB CLAUSE. 

403. The Adverb Clause qualifies the verb or an adverb or an adjec¬ 

tive in an independent clause, and expresses different relations of place, 

time, condition, purpose, cause and manner. 

Rem. A subordinating phrase, w7ord or particle usually connects the 

two clauses, in which case the subject of the dependent clause taxes the 

inverted position. 

ADVERB CLAUSES OF PLACE. 

404. The Adverb Clause of Place are expressed by the use of the 
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words mboka, indodia, kocli, kuntsha, hue, and are to be translated by 

where, whither, whence, etc. See 328. 

Ndayeha mboka amuen ana, I know where he went. 

Kueta ayash’ abetama a indodia imhuak'ana, Kueta is lying where he 

fell. 

Kalayehidi kodi imuiya bana, I do not know from whence they came. 

AD VERS CLAUSES OF TIME. 

405. Below are given some of the more common Time constructions 

of the English with the meaning in the Bukuba. 

(a) When, after, as, as soon as, are expressed by the form of the 

verb with the subordinating particle a . See 265-278. 

(1) In past constructions the past tense of the form of the verb 

with the subordinating particle a- is used in the dependent clause, and 

a regular past tense, indicative, in the independent clause. See 265-273. 

Atodidi Kueta a buola buana amanodia bishima, when Kueta reached 

his village he ate food. 

Lusha lubuakidi mimi lamanoka bualu bu buiki, the day I fell I was 

very sick. 

Ambaka mimi iya'mboka ndashakala hoya, as I was coming along the 

road I met a leopard. 

(2) In future constructions the present tense of the form of the 

verb with the subordinating particle a- is employed in the dependent 

clause, and any tense expressing a future idea, such as the present pro¬ 

gressive. the present purportive, the future or the imperative, is em¬ 

ployed in the independent clans). Se) 255-273. 

Atola bana mite bena a buola, when (as soon as, after) they have 

brought the sticks they may go to the village. 

(b) Before may be expressed by the form of the verb with the sub¬ 

ordinating particle a- by a buosha; by a buosha bu; by a, bukosha ; or by a 

simple negative, according to circumstances. 

(I) The form witn the subordinating particle a• is generally em¬ 

ployed with the regular past tenses, indicative mood. 

Amuen'ana a buola atola mite a buosha, before he went to the village he. 
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brought the sticks. 

Kutodidi mite a huosha bumuiya ivena mbonyi? why didn’t you bring 

the sticks before you came. 

(2) A bukosha has the quality of first, and usually comes at the be¬ 

ginning of the sentence there by inverting the order of the clauses. This 

construction finds place in any of the moods and tenses. 

A bukosha utola mite, ivena a buola, first bring the sticks, then go to the 

village. 

A bukosha alama kata, ariodia bishima, first she cooked the bread, then 

she ate. 
Bern. When the sentence with a bukosha is put into the negative the 

clauses come in the same order as when before is used, 

A bukosha kayedi a buola, atola mite, first he had not gone to the vil¬ 

lage, he brought the sticks. 

(8) A bukosha followed by mbe or the form with the subordinating 

particle a is employed in the same manner as before in English, and 

the clauses have the same order as in English. 

Bern. 1. Note that when mbe is found after a bukosha the subject 

of the dependent clause takes the natural position. 

A bukosha, mbe ivena umanena a buola umatola mite, before you went to 

the village you brought the sticks. 

Bern. 2. When the form with the subordinating particles- is found 

after a bukosha the subject of the dependent clause takes the inverted 

position. 

A bukosha, amuen uena a buola watola mite, before you went to the 

village you brought the sticks. 

A bukosha yen'uena a buola utola mite, before you go to the village, 

bring the sticks. 

(4) The simple negative is employed in the subordinating clause 

without any special subordinating word to express the idea of before. 

This construction is simply two simple sentences. 

Yaha kuyedi, utola mite, before you go, bring the sticks. 

Kueta atola mite, yaha Itidi, Kueta brought the sticks before he came, i. 

e., he had not yet come he brought the sticks. 

(5) Before may also be expressed by transposing the clauses and us. 

ing the fojf|n of the verb with the subordinating particle a- with the same 
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constructions as are used for amp under 405 (a) (l)-(2). 

AtoVuena mite, icena a buola, after you bring the sticks, go to the 

village, i. e. before you go to the village, bring the sticks. 

(e) Until, till, may also be expressed by the the form of the verb 

with the subordinating particle a~ in the same manner as after with this 

construction followed by a verb telling what is done after the preceding 

clause. See 265- 273; 405 (a) (l)-(2). 

Yaka, vkela nguna, akita itcoriga idemala, go and work until the sun 

sets, lit. go and work, when the sun sets stop. 

Rem. Two simple sentences may also express the idea of till and until. 

Ukelangana ikiya work until he comes, lit. work, he will come- 

(d) The idea of when may be expressed by the following cons¬ 

tructions: 

(1) In the same sense as after. See 405, (a\ (l)-(2). 

(2) In the same sense of ivhile, See 268, Rem. 3. 

(8) In indirect questions. See 424. 

ADVERB CLAUSES OF CONDITION. 

406. The Adverb Clauses of Condition are introduced by the subor¬ 

dinating word tube in the present tenses, and mbe preceded by tshika in 

the past tenses. The past tenses may be preceded by mbe alone. 

Rem. 1. If the subject is not expressed the word mbe may be prefixed 

to the verb preceding the pronominal prefix. 

Rem. 2. For the use of the verb ala in these conditional tenses, be¬ 

cause of the defectiveness of the auxiliary verbs, see 204. 

Rem. 3. The following will show some of the ways in which the 

Adverb Clauses of condition are formed: 

(a) Present general conditions are made by employing in the prota¬ 

sis the present tense preceded by ra6e and in the apodosis the present 

progressive, the imperative or any other present construction may be 

Qsed. 

Mbe ala nyimi, ka indena, if he is king, he is not a lazy person. 

Mbe kaba bata badieka, be bata babe, if they are not good people, they 

are bad people. 

(b) Future conditions form the protasis by the use of the Second 

present Actual, indicative, preceded by mbe, and the apodosis by the 
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use of the future indicative or any other future construction. 

Mbe bimisha Yishu, Ntshemi ibashukabashukisha, if they accept 

Jesus, God will save them. 

Mbe bukela nguna busheka, Kueta ibuyekabuyeka nshe, if you do 

your work well, Kueta will give you some salt. 

Mbe tala bata basheka, Ntshemi itamukatamuka. If we are good people 

God will love us. 

(c) Past conditions form the protasis by the use of the past tenses 

indicative mood preceded by mbe, and the apodosis by the future indica¬ 

tive or any other future construction. 

Mbe bumakela nguna ibuyekabuyeka nshe, If you have done the work 

he will give you some salt. 

(d) The past or impossible conditions form the protasis by the use of 

the past perfect subjunctive, and the apodosis by the use of the past 

subjunctive. 

Tshika mbe wena mbanga, muana katshikidi abuaka, if you had gone 

quietly, the child would not have fallen. 

407. When the protasis is thrown in the negative with the meaning 

unless, except, if not, etc., the following constructions may be employed 

for the four classes of condition, the prodosis remaining unchanged, that 

is as the affirmative protasis: 

(a) For the Present General Conditions we have the negative of the 

present tenses preceded by mbe. 

Mbe kata bata basheka, te bata babe, if we are not good people 

(then) bad people. 

Rem. The root ala may be employed in this construction. See 204. 

Mbe bala kaba bata basheka, be bata babe, if they are not good people 

they are bad people. 

(b) For Future Conditions use the negative of the Second Present 

Actual preceded by mbe. 

Mbe kuna atola mite katina ayeka nshe, if you do not bring the sticks, 

we shall not give you any salt. 

Mbe bala kabina akela nguna, kabin’ osha nshe, if they do not do the 

work, they will not receive any salt. 

Mbe biketa kabina bisheka kabina’bishoma, if the things are not good, 

they will not buy them. 
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(c) For Past Conditions use the negative of the past tenses indica¬ 

tive preceded by mbe for the protasis. 

Mbe kabukedidi nguna, kcibina bayeka nshe, if you have not done the 

work, they will not give you any salt. 

Mbe mbonga akidya kayelddi mboka ato a rnima, mbe ikama ingata imi- 

nyo, ikama ikelama ihua imuk’uena, if this cup is not able to go from me, 

if I must drink it, let it be done as you wish. 

(d) In Past Conditions with the negative protasis use the past perfect 

negative subjunctive. 

Tshika mbe kabakela nguna buhi, tantshika ’ bayeka nshe, if they had 

not done the work poorly we would have given them some salt. 

ADVERB CLAUSES OF PURPOSE. 

408 In the English the dependent clauses of purpose are generally 

introduced by that, in order that, so that to, in order to, etc., while in the 

Bukuba language they are generally expressed by the purportive mood 

without any conjunctive word showing subordination. 

Yaka ukeslia Kueta nguna, akita, go do the work for Kueta in order 

that he may rest. 

Tola biketa a buola Kueta, ahika mbula, bring the things to Kueta 

that he may build a house. 

Utayeka bunonona, tabela Sliatana, give us strength that we may re¬ 

fuse satan. 

Ubayeka buanyi boka dioi dia, give them strength that they may hear 

your word. 

Uinueka bisliitna, odia, give him some food that he may eat. 

Kueta ayasha ashota bata, bashenala mite, Kueta is looking for people 

to raise the sticks. 

Yaka ulosha bata, bashenala mite, go tell the people to raise the sticks 

See 402, (b), (2), Rem. 2. 

Rem. 1. The negative in order that not, so that not, lest, etc., may be 

expressed by the purportive negative. 
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Batala nte ekamubuaka, cut down the tree in order that it may not 

fall. 

Kueta ayasha akana ikuiki kamidi ekingda, Kueta is fastening the 

door that the goat may not enter. 

Kueta ayasha alosha hata ikama i Ntshenu ekabena a buola Shatana, 

Kueta is telling the people the palaver of God that they may not go to 

Satan. 

Rem. 2. Frequently the present imperative negative is heard instead 

of the purportive negative in expresssing in order that not, etc. 

Batala nte kamubuakaka, cut down the tree in order that it may not 

fall. 

Kueta ayasha alcana ikuiki, kamidi kingilaka, Kueta is fastening the 

door that the goat may not enter. 

Kueta ayasha alosha bata ikama i Ntshemi kabenxka a buola Shatana, 

Kueta is telling the people the palaver of God that they may not go to 

Satan. See 287, B. IV. (d). 

409. In certain constructions the infinitive is employed to express 

the idea of purpose. 

(a) The infinitive in an infinitive phrase is employed in this manner. 

See 216. 

Umueka biketa hi odia, give him something that he may eat, lit, 

things of to eat. 

Ubayeka rnashi m’onyo, give them some water to drink. 

Ubayeka mashi m’oka, give them some water to bathe. 

Rem. It is well to note the difference between the construction with 

the use of the present infinitive and the construction with the purpor¬ 

tive mood. In the former the idea of the adjective is very conspicuous, 

while in the latter the idea of purpose is the prevailing feature, having 

two distinct clauses, Therefore, ubayeka mashi m’oka means give them 

some bathing water; while ubayeka mashi boka, means give them some 

water in order that they may bathe. 

(b) The present infinitive, as an adverb, is also employed in express¬ 

ing the purportive idea. 

Baniy i dbatala mite, they have come to cut the trees. 

Rem. It is well to note in this case also the difference between the 
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infinitive and the purportive forms. See 218. 

ADVERB CLAUSES OF RESULT. 

410. There being no subordinating particle or word, as in the Eng¬ 

lish, for expressing Adverb Clauses of Result, they are expressed by two 

separate independent clauses, and are not in reality complex sentences. 

Ndaniya buasha iidalei. I came so fast that I am tired. 

ADVERB CLAUSES OF COMPARISON. 

411. In these constructions, again, there is no subordinating word 

like the than, as...as, not so...as, of the English, and the simple sentence 

instead of the complex sentence is employed. 

(a) See 81-83 for comparison of adjectives. 

(b) See 83, (d) for forms with as...as. 

(c) See 83, (e) for forms with not so...as. 

(d) See 352 for the comparison of adverbs. 

ADVERB CLAUSES OF MANNER. 

412. Adverb Clauses of Manner are introduced in this language by 

the words mboka {way, as) and ihua {same, like, as). 

Yishu ikiya mboka amuenana, Jesus will come as (in like manner) he 

went. 

Ukela a shina ihua inkelak'uena a dika, do on earth as you do in heaven. 

Ulcela mboka ankela bana, do as they did. 

Ukela mboka antota mi mi, do as I said. 

Muka mua'nyo mboka ‘muak’ue ldimuka, love thy neighbor as }?ou 

love yourselt. 

Bita tanosha ileshina ihua inkela bita, we received a reward according 

to what we did. See 287, B. VIII (4), 

Ihua i Tata amumlaka bata ‘iwa, mimi liyasJi umala bata, as my Fat* 

her raises people from the dead even so do I raise them. See 145 Rem. 

Kueta amakela mboka akedidi Mikohi, Kueta did as Mikohi did. 

Mboka akedidi Kueta nguna muana ngo tamuka bata bakima bakela 

nguna mu bana, the manner in which Kueta did his work thus we want 

all the people to do their work. 
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ADVERB CLAUSES OFCAUSE. 

413. Adverb Clauses of Cause, which are introduced into English by 

the words for, since, because, are introduced in the Bakuba language by 

ikama i or ikama imbe. 

Kueta aniya ikama i muariana ano, Kueta came because his child has 

died. 

Ikama i muanana ano kona amuiya Kueta, because his child died is 

whv Kueta has come. 
Bamabadiaka ikama imbe bamakela bulii, they killed them because 

they did wrong. 

Bamabtiboka a muata ikama imbe bamadiaka bata bekidi, they threw 

them in chains because heyt killed other people. 

Bamahayeka biketa ikama imbe be bata bantana, they gave them 

things because they are poor people. 

Mambona mamayengidi ikama imbe bamamayona a indodia iba mle 

kaiba i mana manonona, the corn withered because they sowed it in 

ground that was not rich. 

Tamatshina ikama imbe katayehidi mboka akela nguna i mite, we ran 

away because we were not able to work with sticks. 

Wen a kuna atshika Muofa a ikina a ind<)dia i ba banguaka ikama 

imhuoriana\ thou wilt not leave thy Holy One among the dead tor him 

to decay. 

Rem. 1. Sometimes i with ikama understood is employed alone. 

Rem. 2. The idea ot to have need of, cause or reason for, may be ex¬ 

pressed by the use of the auxiliary verb ela followed by i and ikama 

i or ikama imbe, which in turn is followed by some form of the finite 

verb. 

Bata bankela buhi bed'i ikama i kela nguna munonona, the people who 

did wrong have cause to do hard work. 

Bana bakuiya bed'i ikama i'kela nguna, these children need to work. 

Balunga bankela nguna bed''i ikama mbe bosha mindele, the men who 

did the work have reason for receiving cloth. 

Note. When ikama i is employed note that it is followed by the in¬ 

finitive phrase, while when ikama imbe is employed it is followed by 

the purportive. 
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Rem. 3. The idea to have need of, or cause or reason for, may also be 

expressed by the negative of ela tollowed by i and ikama imhe. 

Bata baha mbe kaba i buala kaba i ikama imbe nguotna ababo, people 

who have no sickness have no need of a physician to heal them. 

Balunga baha mbc kaba i nguna kaba i ikama imbe bosha mind ela, the 

men who have no work have no reason for receiving cloth. 

INTERROGATIVE CONSTRUCTIONS. 

414, Interrogative Constructions may be divided into two classes, 

Direct and Indirect. 

I. DIRECT INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES. 

415. In these constructions a direct question is asked to which there 

is an expected answer, the interrogative word, when one is employed, 

may be the subject, direct object, indirect object, or a prepositional 

phrase, and generally comes last in the sentence. It will be noted that 

the Direct Interrogative Sentences are much like the Simple Sentence 

in form. 

Rem. 1. Note that when the verb is in the past indefinite tense and 

contains no pronominal infix, and one of the interrogative words is 

used, the verb takes the changed or irregular form of the past indef¬ 

inite tense. See 545, Rem. 10. 

Antola mite nyanyaf who brought the sticks? 

Bankuetu kamidi a Kueta a buola nyanya? who killed Kueta’s goat? 

Bamuiya kodi ke? from whence did they come? 

Rem. 2. When the verb is in the past indefinite tense and contains 

a pronominal infix, and one of the interrogative words is employed, 

it takes the regular form of the past indefinite tense or the regular 

form of the past perfect tense. 

Kueta abayeka ikcta kef what did Kueta give them? 

Kueta amabalosha moi ke? what did Kueta tell them? 

For Other direct interrogative constructions, see 153, 328, 349, 361, 

362. 
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Rein. 3. When the verb is in the past indefinite tense, and no inter¬ 

rogative word is employed, and the simple yes, or no, is expected in 

reply, the regular form of the past indefinite tense is used. 

Balunga babatala mite? did the men cut the trees? 

Rem. 4. The interrogative word comes directly after the verb when 

it is an indirect object. For the direct object when it is a noun or a 

demonstrative pronoun, see 397, (b), (1) —(2). 

Kueta amakesha nyanya nguna? for whom did Kneta do the work? 

Kueta amueka nyanya mite? to whom did Kueta give the sticks? 

Rem. 5. Note that when the subject of the interrogative sentence is 

expressed it takes the usual place before the verb. 

416. Generally there is no interrogative word in sentences where 

the simple yes, or no, is expected. When this is the case the interroga¬ 

tive is indicated by the raise of the tone of the voice on the last vowel 

of the sentence, However, in sentences of this kind where the English 

makes the subject postpositive, in this language the subject takes 

the usual place at the beginning of the sentence. 

Abuaka? Did he fall? 

Kueta akela nguna muana? Did Kueta do his work? 

Rem. 1. Sometimes the particle mbe, or not, asks the question in 

constructions like these. 

Abuaka mbe? did he fall? 

Kueta akela nguna mbe? has Kueta done his work or not? 

Rem. 2. For the question in the negative, see 363, Rem. 2. 

417. In interrogative constructions when an interrogative word is 

employed, the past perfect tense indicative, whether verb does or does 

not contain a pronominal infix, takes the changed or irregular form of 

the past perfect tense. See 248, Rem. 2. 

Wena ubayekidi iketa ke? what did you give to them? 

Ana angidi bata ke? why did He create people? 

Ana idi mbonyi? why did he come? 

Rem. 1. When no interrogative word is employed, and the simple 

yes, or no, is expected the regular form of the past perfect tense indi¬ 

cative is used. 

Ana amakela nguna? Did he do the work? 

Biketa biekidi bimabaka? were there other things? 
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Ana amabuaka? did he fall? 

Rem. 2. Note that the particle mbe does not affect the form of the 

verb. 

Ana amaniya mbe? did he come or not? 

Rem. 3. Note that the final a of the root yeha, to know, changes to 

idi in almost every tense and form of interrogative constructions, whe¬ 

ther an interrogative word is employed or not. 

Tayehidi mboka amona munga? are we able to see the wind? 

Bata bayehidi mboka alena mbana aba bana i yina? were the people 

able to see the curse which was theirs? (Past perfect). 

Balunga bayehidi mboka akela nguna? were the men able to do the 

work? (Past tense). 

418. In Interrogative Constructions where the simple yes, or no, is 

expected, and no interrogative word is employed, the present tense 

often takes the changed or irregular form of the past perfect tense, 

See 248, Rem. 2. This is especially true in constructions used in asking 

permission or consent. 

Tambekidi? must we call him? 

Biadi ngo? must the things remain thus? 

Tidi a mbula? may we come to the house? 

419. In Direct Interrogative Constructions in the future tense 

where one of the interrogative words is employed, instead of the 

regular future tense the form for the purportive mood is used. 

0 kata toka i bana ikela ke? when people die what will happen to 

their bodies? 

lya balunga, baJcela ke? when the men come what will they do? 

Balunga biya ngona ke? what month will the men come? 

Rem. 1. Sometimes the changed or irregular form of the past per. 

feet tense indicative is used in this construction. See 248, Rem. 2. 

Kuma akedidi kata bana bambelaka dioi diana ke? what will the chief 

do to his people who habitually disobey his word? 

Rem'. 2. Where no interrogative word is used and the simple yes, or 

no, is expected, tli^ regular future tense is usually heard. 

Bata bikiya? will the people come? 

Kuma ikiya kamotshi? will the chief come again? 
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420. It is important to note the construction of the verb when the 

direct question is in the present habitual tense, in which cas« we have 

the following form of the verb: pro. prefix + stem + hi. See 243, Rem. 4. 

Ana antotaka he? what does he habitually say? 
i • 

Ban a bamuiyaka a mihana? do the children habitually come to school? 

Balunga bambuakaka? do the men habitually fall? 

Anhelaka hata ngo boko? when the people habitually do thus will 

they die? 

421. It is also important to note that when the habitual tense is 

used in direct interrogative constructions in complex sentences we 

have the same construction as in 420 above. 

Balunga banlolaka mite banyanya? who are the men who habitually 

bring sticks? 

Balunga bamuiyaka a Bulajpe banyanya? who are the men who habit, 

ually come to Bulape? 

Bata bamuenaka a Lvebo bamuka he? what do the women who habitually 

go to Luebo want? 

II. INDIRECT INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES. 

422. In the Indirect Interrogative Sentences one finds the answer to 

the direct question instead of the question itself. 

423- As a rule, the Indirect Interrogative Sentences are complex, 

the subordinating clause being similar to a substantive clause. See 402 
(b), (l)-(2). 

Rem. For the various forms the verb tates in the Indirect Interroga¬ 

tive constructions, see 146, Rem. 2. (a)-(e). 

424 The dependent clauses are in reality relative clauses with the 

antecedent generally omitted. In English the words introducing these 

clauses of the Indirect Interrogative Sentences are icho, whom, which, 

what, where, when, why, whither, how, whence, etc., according to the word 

used in the direct question. 

(a) Who, whom, to whom, what, which. 

Ana amuka balunga biya i mite, he wants the men who are coming with 

the sticks. 
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Bita tamona ankuetabana, We saw whom they struck. 

Mind ndamuka amueka bana mindela, I want him to whom they gave 

the cloth. 

Ndamona bvitola bana, I saw what they carried. 

Kaialenidi muntola bana. I did not see which one (nte) they carried. 

Ndakela mboka akedidi bana, I did what they did. 

Rem. 1. In the direct form the possessive whose which is expressed by an 

adjective phrase may often be expressed in the indirect form by the 

use of the word mnna. See 75 (b). 

Tamona muna biketa, we saw whose they are, lit. we saw the owner 

of the things. 

Rem. 2. lathe indirect interrogative constructions if the interrogative 

word is the subject of a verb to be the verb to be is omitted and the in 

terrogative word becomes simply a pronominal infix. 

Bata he bii/a a mboka? katina *balena, who are coming the road? we do 

not see who they are, lit. we do not see them. 

(b , rihe word employed in the direct q estion determines the construc¬ 

tion to be used for when in the indirect question construction. See 349. 

Katokidi knot'iy ana, we have not heard when he is coming. 

Katokidi hiiyana, we have not heard when he is coming (lushu, day) 

Katokidi muiya bana, we have not heard when they are coming (ntshi)t 

(c) The indirect question clause, in expressing where, whence, whither, 

is introduced by the words kuntsha, kodi, indodia. See 328. 

Talena kuntsha ambuak'ana, we saw where he fell. 

Talena kodi amuena bana, we saw where they went. 

Kataienidi indodia imuiya bana, we have not seen the place from 

whence they came. 

(d) The following constructions are used in expressing the w7ord how: 

(I) When the direct question is as..ed with ke or mbonyi (361) the subor¬ 

dinate clause in the indirect question takes mboka followed by the infinit¬ 

ive when the subject of the infinitive is also the subject of the dependent 

clause. However, when the subject of the subordinate is different from 

the subject of the independent clause, the subject of the subordinate 

clause takes the inverted position, bee *217, 391, (b), and Rems , 412. 
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Tamona mboka atola mite, we knew how to carry the sticks, lit. we 

saw a way to carry the sticks. 

Tamona mboka antola bana mile, we saw how they carried the 

sticks. 

(2) when mbonyi or he modifies a substantive used as an adjective 

there follows either one of two forms: 

I. There may be the substantive form of the adjective followed 

directly by the possessive adjective phrase or the possessive adjective 

which refers to the noun modified in the direct question. 

Tamona buiki bu bina, we saw the number of them (biketa). 

Tamona bunena bu mina, we saw the size of them (mite). See 361, 

Rem. 

II. Or the verb may take the prefix of the substantive form of the 

adjective in which case the pronoun referring to the noun modified in 

the direct question follows the verb. 

Tamona buiki bena bana, we saw how many are going (bata, people). 

Biketa hie bunena ke? katalenidi bunena bu bina, what is the size of 

the things? We did not see the size of them. 

(e) In expressing the word why the following forms may be. 

employed: 

(1) When the direct question is asked in the affirmative by the 

use of ikama ke? the subordinate clause in the indirect question takes 

i (agreeing with ikama) prefixed to the verb, and the subject takes the 

inverted position. 

Bankela nguna ikama ke? kaiokidi inkela bana nguna, why did they 

do the work? We did not hear why they did the work. 

Rem. 1. Ikama ke may be employed at the beginning of the sen¬ 

tence in expressing the idea of why is it? Why was it? what has come to 

pass? etc., in which case i is prefixed to both the independent and the 

dependent clause. 

Ikama ke imuiya inkela buina nguna alola? Why was it that you 

worked to-day? lit. what has come to pass, etc.? 

Rem. 2 Sometimes ke alone, with ikama understood, is used. 

Umuena a Bulape ke? Tamanoka imuen uena a Bu tape, Why did you 

go to Bulape? We knew why you went to Bulape. 
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(2) When mbonyi is employed in asking a direct question the 

verb of the subordinating clause is preceded by mboka and the subject 

takes the inverted position. 

Yaha kakedidi nguna mbonyi? Katokidi mbok’ah’ana kamdidi nguna, 

Why didn’t he do the work? we have not heard why he did not do the 

work. 

Umuena a Bulape mbonyi? Wena kokidi mboka amuena mimi a Bu- 

lape, Why are you going to Bulape? You have not heard why I am 

going to Bulape. 

(f) For expressing whether.or, see 402, (b) (3). 

425 As in direct interrogative constructions so in the indirect dis¬ 

course it is important to note the form of the verb when the present 

habitual tense is used. See 243 and Rems., 420-421. 

Katalenidi bantolaka mite, we have not seen who habitually bring 

the sticks. 

Katalenidi bamuenaka a Bulape, we have not seen who habitually 

go to Bulape. 

Katalenidi bamuiya a Luebo, we have not seen who habitually come 

to Luebo. 

Katalenidi bambuakaka, we have not seen who habitually fall. 

Tamona bamuaka a Imebo, we saw who habitually dwell at Luebo? 

See 287, B. VIII (4), 243 and Rems. 
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NOTES ON THE USE OF THE DICTIONARY. 

1. The preposition of, found in parentheses, is to be replaced by the 

prefix of the noun modified. See Gram. 77, 78. 

2. The diphthong ua, is replaced by long o. See Gram. 42, Rem. 2; 

50, Rem. 1. 

3. The short vowel o and the diphthong no will be found used inter¬ 

changeably in the spelling of certain words, the one being pronounced 

as azv in awe or slmivl, the other as no in quotation. Thus, one will find 

both shoma, and shnoma, swine, etc. 

4. The n of the sing, prefix hi of class 5 is generally short before a 

consonant, having the sound of n in up, and is silent before vowels. 

This u in the sing, prefix of class 5, is sometimes replaced by a. 

U is often silent in other words. See Gram. 16, Rem. 1; 48, Rem. 2; 

54, Rem. 2. 

5. The syllable na of words beginning or ending in na is often pro¬ 

nounced la. See Gram. 28. Rems. 3 — 4. 

6. The figures directly after the nouns, either in parentheses or sepa¬ 

rated by commas or semicolons, indicate the class to which the noun 

belongs. 

7. Only the root forms of adjectives and verbs are found in the 

Dictionary. 

8. The words are arranged according to the English alphabet. Note 

in the Bukuba — English Dictionary the absence of the letters f, j, c, 

p, q, r, v, x, and z. There is also no initial g. See Gram. 1. Note 1; 6. 

9. A native word or letter or syllable in parentheses indicate another 

method of spelling or pronouncing. 

10. References to English words in the Dictionary means words in 

the English-Bukuba part of the Dictionary, and those to native words 

means words in the Bukuba-English part of the Dictionary. 
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11. The following abbreviations are employed: 

adj., adjective. j Conj., conjunction. 

adv., adverb. • neg., negative. 

part., participle. j nph., noun phrase, 

pers., personal. j pass., passive. 

p]., plural. j ph., phrase. 

prep., preposition. j poss., possessive. 

pro., pronoun. j p- P‘, past participle. 

sing., singular j rel., relative. 

trans., transitive. j subj., subject. 

vi., intransitive verb. j v-, verb. 

nurn., numeral. j vt. transitive verb. 

Gram., Grammar. j Bui., Buluba. 

fr., from. | Eng., English. 

sub., subordinate. \ Card., Cardinal. 

ord., ordinal. 

dim., diminished, \ demon., demonstrative. 

Buk,} Bukuba. j inclin., indeclineable. 
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ENGLISH -BUKUBA DICTIONARY. 

Abandon, vt.. (leave), sliola, to; 

(let alone), vt., lemala; 

(refuse), vt., bela. 
(decline or refuse to give to), vt., imala. 

Abase, vt., kokala. See Humiliate. 

Abate, vi., (dry up, as stream or boiling water), oma; 

(to subside or go down, as stream), kala mbisha (4); 

(to become empty, as stomach from hunger), v., bodi; 

(to go down or subside, as swelling), nyakama. 

Abbreviate, vt., (shorten), kokala; 

(lower, as body that another may look over), vi., kukama. 

Abdomen, n., ikuna. 8. 

Abhor, vt., use the auxiliary verb ela followed by i followed either 

by ibela. or bukengisha or kalia; as, Kueta ed’i bana ibela, Kueta 

abhors them; 

(loathe, as food), vt., leka with the one loathing as obj.; as, bishi- 

ma bialeka, they loathe the food, lit. the food has surpassed them. 

Abhorrence, n., (towards persons), kaha, 4; ibela, 8; bukengisha. 7. • 

Abide, vi. (dwell, live), ala; 

(to be alive), vph., ela a shina. 

Ability, n., (mental), buanyi; 

(artistic or mechanical), buina; 

(physical), bunonona, 7; ngona, 4. 

Able, Be, vi., yeha, or the auxiliary verb ela followed by / followed by 

mboka and the pres, part.; as, Mikohi ayeha mboka akela nguna 

or Mikohi ed’i mboka akela nguna, Mikohi is able to work. 

Abode, n„ of the living, nkontsha. 2; 

of the dead, iluemi, 8; 

(house), mbula, 4. PI. mambula; 

(village), bola (buola), 7. PI, mala; 

(village), ngana, 4. PI. mangana. 

Abort, v., (miscarry), shohala or tei with muana as obj.; to with mua- 

na as obj. 

Abound, vi., Use any of the auxiliary verbs meaning to be followed by 
build) as, shui ye buiki a luosha, fish abound in the stream. 

About (to do), adv., use the Future Imminent tense of the verb; as, 

hawela kabuaka, they are about to fall; or shota with the pres, part.; 

as, bayasha ashota akela nguna, they are about to work; 
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walk, bunga; 

so large, etc., huota i, huota ngo; 

this time, itanga huota i (indicating with the hand); 

(concerning), prep., ikama i; 

go, spread, as disease, v„ enentsha (pres, tense alone); 

Frequently the idea of about may be expressed in the verb; as, 

ba.yaslia atota nyimi, they are talking about the king. 

Above, n., dika, 6; 

prep., use the ph. a dika di; as, hula yela a dika di nte, the birds 

are above the tree. 

Abridge, see Abbreviate. 

Abcess, n., iketa, 9. See Boil; 

(pus), tunya, 10., pi. 

Absent, Be, vi.. use the neg. aha; as, habaha, they are absent. See 
Gram. 202 — 203, Bern. 2. 

Absolutely, adv., koka; 

(truly), ikakama. 

Absolve, vt„ see Pardon. 

Absorb, vt., (to imbibe as a sponge), lodi; as, ndela mualodi mashi, the 
cloth absorbed the water. 

Abstain from, vt., hela, lemala; 

(as food), kina. 
Abundance, n., buiki, 7. 

Abundant, adj., use prepositional phrase with build as object; as, bihe- 

ta hi build biela a rnbula, abundant things are in the house. 

Abuse, vt., (offend, speak evil of), tona, shemala; 

(deride, revile), vt., alala; 

(quarrel), sheya (shei); 

(humiliate), vt., kumisha; 
(maltreat) vt., ona; 

(admonish), vt., longa; 

(offend with lips), vt., betsha; 

(scold), vt., hangisha, tahisha; vi., hanga, taha; 

(persecute), vt., hinala, hetshi; 

n., butonyi, 7; busheya, 7;bubetshi, 7. 

Abyss, n., (bottomless), ibeki (8) yaha i mona (2); mbema (4) aha i 
moma. 

Accede to, v., imisha. 

Accept, vt., imisha, longa. 

Accident, n., nshena, 2 (lit. slipperiness); mhitshala (2) ntshemi; 
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have an, v., hitshala. 
Accidentally, adv., This idea is expressed in the verb, for the accident 

of something slipping from the hand, or the firing of a gun, or 

falling down accidentally, use shelama. 

Accompany, vt., tshika; ena followed by i; 

go a short distance with, tshintshala. 
Accomplish, vt., kela. 

According to each, prep, ph., muna—muna; as muna bola muna bola, 

according to each village. 

Accoucheuse, n., ngola mbotshi, 1. PL is bayola babotslii. 

Account (affair), n., ikama, 8; ishunga, 8; 

(bad luck), npli., iya ibe. PI. maya mabe; 

(debt), ikama, 8; mbata, 4; 

no, worthless, bukala, 7; also the ph. ihuona i followed by the 

subject; as, ihuona i muota, a worthless person; bihncna hi bata, 

worthless people; ihuona i nte, a worthless stick; bihuona bi 

mite, worthless stick; 

(on a. of), ikama i; 
(to do on one’s own a.), use the reflexive form of the verb with 

-di-, See Gram. 110. 

Accuse falsely, vt., bangisha, huta followed by makusha, pi. of 8. 

one behind one’s back, vt., shongala. 

one of theft, vph., baka buemi, 7. 

Accustom to, vt. (teach, show), laka, shuntsha. 
Accustomed, Be, vi., ekala. 

(learn), vt , eka. 
(know), v., yeha. 

Ache, v., shuma. 
Acid, Be, v., ela with i followed by ngariya, 4; as, mamma med'inganya, 

the fruit is acid. 
Acidity, n., nganya, 4. 
Acknowledge (confess), v., teta, shongala, dishongala. 

Acquiesce (consent), v., imisha, shoshama. 

Acquire (take), v., tola, osha. 

Acquit . vt., shui. 
(be acquitted), vi., shu. 
(one who acquits), n„ nshui, 1. PI. bashui, fr. shui, to acquit. 

Across, prep., or adv., a muidi a, lit. on the side on. The word mmdi 

is a noun of class 2. 
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go, v., shaha. 

put, vt., shahala. 

Act (do), v., kela. 

Action, have (of bowels), nena with tahi, 10 pL; tshakala with bukuhi, 7. 

Actually, adv., koka. 

Adapt, y., see Fit. 

Add, vt. (lengthen, widen), onga. 

(up), tuhala. 
a small bit to finish the trade, tshika with koihi, 4, 

(collect in a pile), vt., kueki. 

(put one on the top of the other), vt., nyaingi, 

(put in line), vt., longa. 

(assemble), vi., kokama; vt., kueki. 

Adequate, Be, vi,, elama. 
(plenty, an abundance), n., yona,, 4; buiki, 7. 

Adhere, vi., namata, bomata, baKata. 

(come apart after adhering), nama. 
(pull apart things adhering), vt., namala. 

(select from among a collection of things), vt., shomala. 

(as slave a master), v., bakata. 

Adherent, n. (ambassador, messenger), ishina, 9; nkentsha, 2. 

(friend), muentsha, 1; nkidi, 1; mbai, 1. 

(one who follows or clings to another), namatshi, 1. 

(pupil), mueki, 1. PL beki, fr. eha, to learn. 
Adieu, v. (give a parting word), tshika with ileshina (9) followed by i 

and the poss. pronoun. 

(good day), shala with hola, 

(good night) betaka. See Salutation. 

Adjacent, Be, v., bakata, namata. 

Adjure, vt., lokisha. 

Adjust, vt. (arrange), lodi. 

(put in line, prepare for battle), longa. 

Admonish, vt., longa. 

(reprove harshly), hangisha. 

(speak to), vt., losha; vi., lola. 

(warn), vt., ihala, yehisha. 

Admonition, n., ilonga, 8. 

Adolesence, n., bule bulunga, 7. 
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Adopt, vt. ( as child), hisha, fr. hila, to become. 
Adore, vt. (praise), kaingi, hatsha. 

(lean upon), vt., ekama. 

(long for, thirst after), vt., ahala. 
(fear), vt., tshina with hama, 4. 
(pray to), vt., loma. 

(esteem, idolize, honor), vt., keki, hatsha, kaikia. 
Adorn, vt., lata. 

(dress up), vt., bota. 
a. another, latshi. 

Adornment, n., lubota, 5. 
(various articles of dress), yonga, 9; ilatala, 9. 

Adult, n., muota (1) anena; ngola muota, 1; muota anoma, 1. 
Adulterer, n., muna (1) buhuoka (7); muna (1) shasha (4). 

Adulterous, adj., (of) buhuoka (7); (of) shasha (4). 

Adultery, n., buhuoka, 7; shasha, 4. 
to commit, vt., odia buhuoka or shasha. 

Advance, vi. (go), ena. 

in a., a bosha, a bukosha. 
(to be or do in a.), use the root tela followed by the root of the 

proper verb; as, tate’kela nguna, we did the work in advance; ta- 

te’betama, we went to bed in advance, 

price, vt., banyisha mbana,2. 

wages, vt., hetala ilesliina, 8. 
Adversary, n., muna (1) ibela, 8; pi. bina ibela. 

Advice, n., buanyi 7. 

give, vph., eka buanyi. 

ADvise, vt., losha, ihala, eka buanyi. 
Advocate, n., ntotshi, 1. 

(lawyer), n., nkoimi (1) makama, 8 pi.; mbami, 1. 

vt., (speak for), tosha, 

a. in court, vpli., koma malanga, 8 pi.; koma makama, 8 pi. 

(contend for, plead for), vt., wela. 

Affair, n., ikama, 8. 

an unpleasant a., ishunga, 8. 

(word), n., dioi, 6. PI. moi. 

Affect, vt. (cause), use causative form of verb. 

Affection, n. (love), nyinga, 4, pi. 

(pity ), n., muenga, 2. 
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Afflict, vt., ona, hinala, hetshi. 

(whip), vt., bola. 

Affliction, n. (illness), shushudi, 4. 

(disease), buala, 7. 
(misfortune), iya ibe, 8; ikama ibe, 8. 

(oppression), buonyi,7; nena, 2; buhetsbi,7. 

Afire, Be, vi., namata or bakata with tei, 9 pi. 

set a., tuma or baka with tei, 9 pi. 

Afraid, Be, vi., tshina, or ela i with buteta, 7. 

make a., vt., tshinyisha. 

After, prep., a mbisha a. See Gram. 405 (a). 

a long time, subordinate particle a- with ola. 

a short time, subordinate particle a- with eta. 

Afterbirth, n., iyosha, 8. 

(the next child born after twins), n., hutakanga. 

Afternoon, n., ikokala, 8. 

Afterwards, adv. ph., mbala’hena. 

Again, adv., kamotsbi or kamutshi 

(second time), kambena, 

do a., use the root kasha followed by the pres. part, of the proverb; 

as, kasha atota, speak again. 

(times), hueta, 4; as, bueta mi mo, one time, once; hueta ihe, two 

times twice; etc. 

(never a.), use the neg. of the verb followed by luluna, 5; as, Icadina 

akela luluna, I shall never do it again. 

Against, prep., a. 

Age, n., there is no particular word to express this idea. In asking the 

age of a person or a child use such expressions as mitshi mie mba¬ 

di-ke ? ngona ye mbadi-ke ? shu ye mbadi-ke 

(of the same a.), luonga lumo; ndonaka mimo (4). 

old, bunana, 7; buyola buata, 7. 

(period of time;, n., hueta, 4. 

increase in a., vi., ola. 

Aged, adj„ nuna, ngola muota, 1; pi., bayola bata; (of) kanyi. 

Aggravate, vt. (annoy), hetshi; ashakaha, 4; hitshi ntema, 2. 

(be aggravated), vi., oka with kaha, 4; hita with ntema (2) as subj.; 

ela with i followed by kaha, 4. 

Ago, adv., kanyi; a bukosha; shu buiki. 

(at the beginning), a matetshala or matetshidi, 8 pi. 
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Agony, n. (mental), manga, pi. of 8. 

be in, otola with ntema as subject, 2. 

(of as sad countenance), vi„ kutuma; oka with manga; eia with i 
followed by buhuola, 7. 

Agree, v. (be alike), hanyisha; ihua imo or imotshi, 8; ela with yelala. 
(be sufficient), vi., elama. 

in word or decision, dioi (6) dimo or dimotshi, or dioi dianelama. 
(consent), v., imisha, longa. 

(make fit, as a ring the finger), vt., kuiki. 

Agreeable, Be, vi., ela withhima, 4; as bishima bie hima, the food is 
agreeable 

(sweetness), n., muelela, 2; as, bishima bie muelela, the food is 

sweet. 

Agreement, n., yanga, 9. PI. bianga. 

make an, vt., boka with yanga, or anga with dioi (6). 

Ahead, adv„ a buosha, a bukosha. 

(pass on a.), shama, leka eta 

(do a., or in advance), vt., See Advance 

Aid, vt., kesha, asha. 

Aim., v., edi. 

miss, shuna, lei, boka shubanda, 4. 

bad, bushunyi, 7; mabokala mibe, 4. 

n., mbokala, 4, fr. boka, to shoot. 

good, ela with i followed by luboka lusheka, 5. 

Aimlessness, n„ ileJa, 8. 

Air, n. (wind), mnnga, 2. PI. miunga. 

Ajar Be, vi., dihala. 

set, vt., dihala, or ela with yolala; as, ikuiki ye yolala, the door 

is ajar. 

A jure, vt., lokisha. 

Alarm, vt. (frighten), tshinyi,fditshi, shishala. 

(be alarmed), vi., tshina, shisha, dita, or bantsha with ntema (2) 

as subject. 

give, vt., uta with yodi, 9; bola with nola, 2. 

Alarum, n., nola, 2, pi. milola; yodi, 9, pi. biodi. 

Albino, n., ntshueki, 1. 

(child born among albinos), nte mu nenga, 2. Lit. a tree of medi¬ 

cine. All light colored foreigners, including members of the white 

race are called albinos. 
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Alert, Be, vi., iha, diyeha, ela with i followed by buanyi, 7. 
Alight, v. (as bird), kohata. 
Alike, Be, vi., hanyisha; ihua imo or imotshi, 8; ela with i followed by 

yelala; as bana bakuiya be yelala, these children are alike. 

Alive, Be, vi., ela with i followed by muonya (2), or ela followed by a 

shina, 4. 
All, adj., kima. 

(all of them), nkima (2) followed by the poss. pronoun. See Gram. 

162. 

(all right), ode (indeclinable). 

(all day long), kosha (4)’ikokala, 8. 

(all night long), butu (7) i kosha, 4. 

(entire), kima. 

(the unbroken whole), nph., with ibonaka as object of the phrase; 

as, nte mue ibonaka; mite mie mabonaka. Generally the prep, is 

not heard, especially in the plural. One generally hears, tor exam¬ 

ple, nte m’ibonaka; mite mabonaka; etc. 

Allow, vt., (consent), imisha. See Permission. 

Allure, vt, ekisha or lakisha with ikama ibe, 8. 
(entrap), vt, kotsha. 

Allurement, n; (trap), ilonga, 9. 

Almanac, n., nolamanaka (Eng.), 2. See Gram. 57, Rem. 2. 

Almost, adv., use the past conditional Subjunctive followed by kodia 

(10) kakeka; as, antshika adiaka hamuli kodia kakeka, he almost 

killed the goat. 

The verb shota followed by the pres. part, and kodia kakeka may 

also be used to express this idea; as, bashoia adiaka kamidi kodia 
kakeka. 

Alone, adv., or adj., use the compound pronominal form mi-meta; etc. 

See Gram. 102. 

(bread alone), kata (4) bikona, 

(meat alone), nshodi (2) bikona, nyua (3) bikona. 

let, vt., iemala. 

(verily), adv., koka. 

Along, prep., in the path, a mboka, 4. 
(go along with), vt., tshika. 

with, prep, or conj., i. 

Already, adv., use past tense of verb generally. 

(do already), v., use the verb mana followed by the pres, part.; as, 
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amana ahela nguna, he has done the work already. 

(do already in advance), see Advance. 
(be already done), vi., shila; as nguna muashila, the work is done 

already. 

Alms, nph., biketa (9 pi.) bi nyinga (4 pi.). 
Also, adv., kamot-shi or kamutshi; i (conj.). 

Altar, n., ishemala, 8. of burnt offering, iyaha, 8. 
Alternate, vt., shekisha. 

Altitude, n., butadi, 7. 
Altogether, adv., use the substantive nkima, 2. 

(at the same time), hueta (4) mimo or mimotshi; yelala; ishola. 

Although, conj. (but), eka. 

Always, adv., use the ph. shu (5 pi.) ikima, or lushu taka lushu taka, 

or muna lushu muna lushu. 

(forever), luluna. 

(ceaselessly), yo yo; ye ye; i lushu i lushu. 

Amaze, vt., kamisha. 

(be amazed at), vi., kamala. 

Amazement, n., nkamala, 4. 
(cry of), nola, 2 ; yodi, 9 ; ibuaha, 8. 

Amazing, adj., (of) kamala. See notes on use of the Dictionary. 

Ambassador, n., nkentshi, 2. 

(minister, subordinate), ishina, 9. 

Amend, vi. (in health), kita, shamidi; to with nshala, 2. 
America, n., Ameleka, 4. 
American, n., muna (1) Ameleka 

Amiability, n., inanga, 8. 

Amiable, adj., (of) inanga, 8. See Notes on use of Dictionary. 

Among, prep., a ndenga (4) a. 

(in the midst of), a hinga (4) a. 

Amount, n., full, nkima, 2. See All. 
(be full amount), vi., elama; yosha. 

Amputate, vt., batala. 

Amuse, vt. (make to laugh), sheisha. 

(be amused), vi., shei. 

(play with), vt., shadi; vi., shala. 

Amusing, Be, v. (causing laughter), sheisha. 
Anaesthetize, vt., diaka shiya, 4; or eka with nenga (2) as object. 

(be anaesthetized), vi., owa with shiya. 

Anathema, n., kabala, 10. 
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(threat of bad luck), n., mbana, 4. 

(predict against), vt., banala (banana); boka mbana. 

Anathematize, vt., boka kabala, 10. 

(predict ill against another in anger), vt., banala; bola mbana, 4. 

Ancestor, n. (grand parent), mama, 1. PL bamama. 

Anchor, n., ishu, 8. 

Ancient, adj., nuna; (of) kanyi; (of) wala. See notes on use of Dictionary. 

And, conj., i; bank 

both . . and, i. . . i. 

Angel, n., ntsholo, 1. PI. bantsholo. 

Anger, n,, kaha, 4. See Annoy. 

Angle, n. (corner), ituka, 8. 

Angry, Be. vi., ela with i followed kaha; oka with kaha, 4; ata with 

kaha as subject; hita with ntema (2) as subject, 

make, vt., okislia kaha; hitshi ntema. 

Anguish, n., manga, 8 pi. 

be in, vi., otola with ntema (2) as subject. 

Animal, n., nyama, 3. 

tame, yona, 9. PI. biona. 

Anlmosity, n., ibela, 8. 

Animation, n(, mhuoka, 2, muadada, 2. 

Ankle n. (bone), nkanyi (2) mu lukola (5). PI. mikanyi mi mikola. 

Anklet, n., muata, 2. 

Announce, v., tota, lola, 

(with whistle of diviner), vt., butala. 

Announcement, n., mbeki, 4. 

make an, vt., boka mbeki. 

Annoy, vt., okisha or asha with kaha, 4; hitshi ntema, 2; liinala; 
hetshi. 

(be annoyed), vi, ata or oka kaha; hetana; hita with ntema (2) 
as subject; ela with i followed by kaha. 

(provoke anything to bite), vt., shota with munya, 2; shota akela 

hama, 4; as, ashota mbua akela hama, he provoked the dog to 

bite, 

Anoint, vt. boka shadi, 4. 

Anointing Oil, nph., shadi aboka. 

Another, adj., ekidi, motshi or mutshi 

(of one kind ... of another kind), see Gram. 165, 166. 

(one another, reciprocal), see Gram. 167, 296. 

(another way or method^, ihua (8) yekidi, ihua imotshi. 
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Answer, v. (when called), imata. 

(acquiesce), v., kuela, sliemi, shami. 

(in reply to call), ilanga. 

(answer back, reply), kalala dioi, 6. 

in courteous assent, ode! 
n., mhuimala 4; mhuimata, 4. 

Ant, n. (driver), iyumala, 8. 

(large black), nsheugidi, 2. 

(making large bill, edible), ikenena, 8. 

(making small hill, edible), kahoha, 10. 

(small red), lubohala, 5. 

(white), shenena 3. 

(small), mbolala, 5 pi. 

Ant-eater, n. (scaly manis), luwua, 5. 

Antelope, n. There are various species. Some of the more common are: 

mbadia, 3; hami, 3; mbolaka, 3; kuluha, 3; mbeua, 3: mbengila3; 
ishoyi, 8; 

Ant-hill, n. (made by the makenena), ntshimi, 2. 

(small black) , ituka, 8. 

Anticipate, v. (do in advance, etc,), See Advance. 

(look forward to, wait or hope for), lenala. 

Antipathy, n. (enmity), ibela, 8. 

Anxiety, n., manga, 8 pi. 

Anxious, Be, vi., oka manga or shushudi, 4; otola with ntema (2)as subj. 

Any, adj , teka (taka). 

Sometimes the word for any is not expressed; as wed’i biketa Li 

4kaha? have you any things to sell? 

Anybody, n., muota antaka, 1. 

(any people), bata bateka. 

(one person), muota muo or motshi. 

(everybody), bata bakima 1 pi. 

Any place, n., idodia iteka, 8. 

Anything, n., iketa iteka, 9. 

(all things), biketa bikima, 9 pi. 

Anywhere, adv., use the ph. kuntsha (4) miteka. 

Apart, adv., the idea is expressed in the verb. 

(come apart), vi,, nama 

(pull apart), vt., namala. See Gram. 298. 

perture, n., itonala, 8. 
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Apex, n. (top as distinguished from bottom), ishosha, 9. 

(of head), shashala, 4. 

(of mountain), tena (4) ankontsha, 2. 

(mountain peak), mboma (4) nkontsha, 2. 

(cone of roof of house, ntona, 2. 

Apologize, v. (entreat), onga. 

("ask, beg), vt., loma. 

(quiet), vt., kama. 

Apology, n., iuloma, 5, fr. loma, to ask. 

("grant ot an a.), “Uleka.” This word is used by the one to whom 

an apology is made. It is heard when one has been accidently 

. hit; etc. 

Apostle, n., ishina, 9; ntshakidi (1) a Dioi (5) Oi Ntshemi; mhuosho- 
tolo, l. 

Apostrophe, n., m ban a la 4. 

Apparel, n. (man’s), mahela, 8 pi. Sing, is ihela. 
(woman’s), ntsheka, 4. 

(any article of dress), lubota, 5. 
(various articles of dress), yonga, 9. PI. bionga. 
(decorations or trinkets, jewelry), inama, 9. 

(raw material), iiama, 9; mbala, 4. 

(material before treatment), iiama i nkanya. 

(raw material after treatment), iiama inotoma. 

Aiparition, n. (ghost), muena, 2, pi. miena; ngesha, 2, pi. mingesha. 

(corpse), nyu, 2. PI. midiu. 

(metempsychosis), nshanga, 2. PI. mishanga. 

Appeal, v., leya. 

’Appear, vi. (be seen), shola 

(as an assembly), vi., bala 

(different from reality), use ph. a misha; as, inoma ye busheka a 

misha, the fruit appears good to the eyes, lit. the fruit is good be¬ 

fore the eyes. 

(as moon), vi., bala. 

Appearance, n., mbonala, 4; bumona, 7. 
Appease, vt. (as thirst), mana or kitshi huosha (4) or muoya, 2. 

(as hunger), vt , mana ntshala, 4. 

(be appeased after eating), vi., lei; bima, with ikuna as subj. 

Appetite, n., ntshala, 4 ph 

have an, be hungry, ela with i followed ntshala; oka with ntshala; 

shuma with ntshala as subj., and the person as obj. 
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Appoint, vt. (to otfice), eka or ingisha followed by the abstract name of 

the office. 

a day, shongala lushu, 5. 

Apportion, vt. (divide among), kahisha, banyisha. 

Apprehend, vt. (catch), ata, tola. 

(know), yeha. 

Approach, v., ena or tola or iya a kola, or a kola’kola. 

Approve, v., imisha. 

Arbitrate, vt., koma makama, 8 pi; tohala. 

(complete an arbitration), vt., sham ala with makama. 

Arbitrator, n., nkoimi (1) makama, 8 pi; ntohidi, 1. 

Arched, Be, as bottom of foot, when swollen, totama, vi. 

Arduous, adj., nonona. 

Argue, v., boka with mianga, 2 pi. 

(quarrel), v., sheya. 

Argument, n., mianga, 2 pi. 

Arise, vi., from sitting, uma, kata. 

(ascend), v., bana. 

(as sun), vi., heta, to. 

(from dead), uma iwa, 8. 

(to the surface), heta. 

Ark, nph., ikohi (8) i yingeta, 9. 

of covenant, ikohi i yanga (9) i moi ma Yehuow’a. 

Arm. n. (of body), luo, 5. PI. mio, 2. 

of tree, tarn a (4) ante, 2. 

(right), luo Pi kata, 4. (left), luo 1’ kosha. 

Armful, n. , mbela, 4. 

Army, n., bina (1 pi) bita, 9 pi.; bananyi, 1 pi., mashoJai, 6 pi. 

Aroma, n., shola (4) iyu, or shola misheka. 

Around, prep., a; a mbisha a. 

go, vi., lela 

turn, vi., lela; vt., kalala, ledi 

Arouse, vt., (as from sleep or dead), umala. 

Arrange, vt., lodi. 

in line, longa. 

for another, vt., losha. 

(be arranged), vi., lolama. 

x\rrest, vt., ata. 

Arrive, vi., tola. 

(cause to a.), vt., todi. 
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Arrogance, n., (impudence), buntshoka, 7. 
(fearlessness, manhood), bulunga, 7. 

Arrogant, Be, vi., ela with i followed by buntshoka, 7. 

(be immodest, impertinent, saucy, learned, etc.), ekala. 

(cause to be arrogant), vt., ekisha, fr. eka, to teach. 

Arrow, n,, (with iron point), huontsha, 4. 

(without iron point), lubantsha, 5. (poison used on arrows), lulenga, 5. 
Artery, n., ntshimitsha, 2. 

Artful, adj. (cunning), (of) buluema, 7; (of) buanyi, 7. 
(be a.), vi., diyeha, diyihala, ala i buanyi. 

Article, n., (thing), iketa, 9. 

(an indefinite thing), ngeta, 4. PL biketa.- 

Artist, n., muina. 1. PI bina. 

As, adv. and conj. as.as, see Gram. 88 (d)., 

(as far as, to), a. 

(like) see Gram. 412. 

(as soon as), See Gram. 405 (a), also 83. 

Ascend, vi., (go up), bana. 

Ascertain, vt., (find out, learn), eka. 

Ashamed, Be, v., ed i or oka bushonya, 7; bushonya as subject of the 
verb ata and the person as object. 

(be not ashamed), use neg. of the forms given above. 

make, vt., asha or okisha or tshikisha or diakisha with bushonya. 
Ashes, n., butoka, 7. 
Ask, v., (beg), lorn a 

(inquire about), ula, kakalahala. 

permission, see Permission. 

Asleep, Be, vi., betama ntuengi, 2. 

Ass, n., nyama, kabala (Bui.), 10. 

Assemble, vi., kokama; vt., kueki, ditubala, dikuekisha. 

(place of meeting), yala, 9. 

Assembly, n., (crowd), ikueki, 8. 

(court), ibantsha, 8; malanga, 8 pi. 

Assent, vt., (nod), huka or hudiorhulama with ntshue, 2. 

give, imisha., shongala. 
Assert, v., loJa, tota. 
Assertion, n., dioi (dioya), 60 

Assist, vt., kesha, asha. 
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(take turns in doing), v., amala. 

Assort, vt., shola. 

(take away or take out a part), vt., tahala. 

(take out from among), vt., shomala. 

(take out of the way), vt., shekala. 

(arrange), vt., lodi. 

Assuage, vt., kokisha; vi., koka. 

Asthma, n., ihuoma, 8. 

Astonish, vt., kamisha, shishala, ditshi tshinyi. 

(be astonished), vi.5 shisha, tshina, kamala, dita. 

Astonishment, n., nkama, 2. 

cry of, yodi, 9; nola, 2, pi. milola. 
Astray, v., go,be lost, dima. 

(go the wrong path), vi., unga. 

(wander, be lost), vi., ungala. 

(be frustrated), vi., buntsliama. 

(hinder), vt., buntsha, ungi. 

(show the wrong path), vt., ungislia. 
(lead astray, entice), vt., ekisha ikama ibe. 

. At, prep., a. 

The idea of at is most frequently expressed in the verb; as, lena 

iheta ikuiya, look at this thing; boha hula nte, throw a stick at the 

bird. 

once, ihontshi. 

Atone, vt. (pay debt for), manyisha or komisha with makama, 8 pi 

(die for), vt., wesha. See Gram. 287, B. VIII. 

Atonement, make for, vph., komisha or manyisha makama; nyimisha 
buhi, 7. 

Attempt, vt., keka, edi. 

and fail, vi., lei. 

Attend, vt, (accompany), tshika, 

(accompany a short distanc), tshintshala. 

(cling to, as slave a master), namata. 

(listen), vt., oka, okama, tshika with mato, 8 pi. 

(look after, guard), vt., baka. 

Attendant, n. (servant), muna (1) nguna, 2. 

(bond servant), ngeta, 1. PI. beta. 
( shepherd), mbaiki (mbeki). 1. 

(one who clings to another), namatshi, 1. 
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Attention, v., pay, oka, okama, tshika mato busheka. 

(give, agree to), kuela. 
Attorney, n., ntotshi, 1; nkoimi (1) makama. 

Attractive, adj., sheka, (of) inanga, 8. 

Attune, vt., koraa or naingi with name of instrument as obj.. 

Aubergine, n., lushola, 5. 
Audacious, Be, vi., dimuka, ekala, ela with i followed by buntsbokaorthe 

neg. of ela with i followed by bushonya. 

Audacity, n., buntshoka, 7; buahala, 7. 
Auger, n., nkotola, 4. 
August, n., Agushita (Eng.). 
Aunt, n. (maternal), mai ngola, 1. PI bamai bayola. 

(younger sister of the mother), mai ilenga. PI. bamai bilenga. 
(older sister of father), ta’ngata ngola, 1. Pi. bata ngata bayola. 

(younger sister of father), ta’ngata ilenga. PI. bata’ngata bilenga. 

Authority, n., bunyimi, 7; bukuma, 7; nkokishi, 1; nkokidi, 1. 

(power), n., hama, 4. 

Avenge, vt. (Tree), ontshala. 

Avenger, n. (liberator), muontshidi, 1. 

Await, vt., lenala, konga, kongala. 

(stand), v., emata; vt., emi. 

Awake, vt., umala, shuengi a ntuengi, 2. 
be, vi., uma, shongama. 

(keep awake all night), betama ishongama or shuengi. 
Aware, Be of, v. (know), yeha. 

make, vt., iliala yehisha. 
(remember), vt., ihala, ihisha. 

Away, Be, vi., use neg. of alia. See Gram. 20 2-203, Rem. 2. far, kanyi. 
go, to. 

Awe, n., buteta, 7. 

Axe, n., ngema, 4. 

B. 
Babble, v., tota itototshi or ibohita, 8. 
Baby, n., muana, 1. 

first born, muan’a shumi. 

after twins, hutakanga. 

last “ muana butuna or bushula, 7, 

new “ muana huwa ntshumi. 

Bachelor, n., mbuemi, 9. 

Bachelorhood, n., bunabuemi, 7. 

Back, n., mbisha, 4. 
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come, v., kala. 

(go back and forth), v., bunga, tuta. 

send or bring, vt., kasha. 

Backbite, vt., shongala. 

(betray), vt., shana. 

Backbiter, n., nshongidi, 1; nshanyi, 1; muna (1) bushongiduorlushana. 

Backbiting, n., busliongidi, 7; lushana, 5. 

Backbone, n., nkonga, 2. 
Backwards, adv., lumbimbisha. 

fall, vi., huka, lumbimbisha or ikakala. 

(go back and forth), bunga, tuta. 

lean, ekama lumbisha. 

Bacon, n., nyua a shoma, 3. 
Bad, adj., be. 

luck (grief, sorrow), imuenyi, 8; iya ibe, 8. 

go (become useless), vi., ontsha. 

make (spoil, mar), vt., ona. 

(rot), vi., huona. 

smell, to with shola, (4) mibe; as, biketa biota shola mibe, the 
things smell bad. 

Badge, n., yingeta, 9. 

Badly, adv., buhi. 

Badness, n., buhi, 7. 

Bag, n., nguma, 4; bumboya, 7. 

(large open scrip), nshaka, 2. 

Bait, n., ndola 3. 

Bake, vt., uha. 

Balance, nph., iketa yedi i yina buditala or biketa. 

Bald, head, n., ibantshi, 8. 

Bale, n. (bundle), iboma, 8. 

tie in, vt., kana. 

out boat, vt. ela with mashi. 
Ball, n., imbingidi, 9. 

(a seed used as ball), ndoma, 4. 

of bread, tobacco, etc., mbonga, 4. 

Bamboo, n. (palm), See Palm. 

(small cane used in making mats), ntetala, 2. 

Banana, n., imbota, 8. See Stalk. 

Band, n. (for head), mbuha, 2; musha, 2. PI. miusha. 
(crowd), ikueki, 8, 
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(stripe), muongala, 2. 

Bank, n. (beach), nkola (2) mu luosha or ntshala;- mbonga luo$ha or 

ntshala. 

(hill or mountain), nkontsha, 2. 

side of, lubana, 5. 
(valley, deep gorge), ibeki, 8, 
sand-, lushenga, 5. 

Banker, n„ nshomidi, 1; nshomishi, 1. 

Baptize, vt., batisha; nyangala or shohi with mashi. 

Barbarian, n. (vagabond), yungala, 9. Pi. biungala. 

Barber, n., nuemi, 1. PI. buemi. muomaka (1) a bata. PL bomaka ba 
bata. 

Bare, adj., -headed, ntshe (2) mue bukala 

(shave the head bare), \7t., hukala with ntshue. 

Bargain, n. (price), mbana, 2. 

(trade), n., nganga, 4. 

drive a, vt., kula or oto nganga. 

Barley, n., mbule, 4. 

Bark, vi., bola, hanga. 

take off, ohala. 

n., of tree, yosha, 9. PL biosha. 

Barn, n., budika, 7; mbula (4) a mbota, 4. 

Barrel, n., of gun, mhueha, 2. PI. mihueha. 

Barren, person or animal, the subject followed by ikuta. 9; as, ngata 

ikuta, a barren woman. 

Barter, v. (buy and sell), oto nganga. 

(buy), vt., shoma. 

(sell), vt., kaha. 

Base, n. (bottom of inside of box, etc.), ishina, 9. 

of mountain, ilela (8) a shina, 4. 
of river, outlet of, ngela (4) a luosha (5) or ntshala, 4. 
of tree, stump, itshinga, 9. 
of vessel, the bottom of, mashaka, 8 pi. 

(bad), adj., be. 

Bashful, Be, vi., ela with i followed by bushonya, 7. 

Bashfulness, n., bushonya, 7. 

Basin, n. (half of gourd), lubala, 5. 

(pot used as basin), hoiki, 4. 

(foreigner’s), ilonga, 8. 

Bask, v., oka muanya, 2. 

Basket, n., large market, nkangala, 2. 
small lunch, ikoma, 8., flat with lid, kuiki, 4. 
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Bass, voice, n., ihuonala (8) i dioi, 6. 

deep, with closed mouth, inuma, 8. 
Bastard, d., muana (1) a buhuoka, 7. 

Bat, n. (large rodent), nema, 2. PI. Minema, 

small, kahushidi, 10. 

Bathe, v., oka; vt., wesha (uesha). 

Batten, n., ikeki, 8. These are tied crosswise to rafters. 
Battle, n., bita, 9 pi. 

make, vph., nana bita. 

(a hand to hand fight), nana ituma, 8. 
Battle-axe, n., ilona, 8. 

Bawl, v. (as goat), aha. See Bleat. 

Bay, n., kuma, 4. 

Be, vi., ela, yasha, aha, ila. See Gram. 182-211. 
mistaken, vi., kuya. 

Beach, n. See Bank 

Beads, n. (generic), disha, 6. 

Each kind of bead has its own name; as, 

iyinga, 8. ihuki, 9. 

string of, ibe, 8. 

Beak, n., itotala, 8. 
Beam, n., nkama, 2. PI. mikama. 

Bean, n. (blackeyed pea), lukona, 5. 

(large under ground), iholaka, 8 

Bear, v. (as plants), ota. 

(carry), vt., tola. 

(give birth to), vt., bota. 
footed, itami (8) i yolala. 

headed, ntshue (2) bukala. 

Beard, n., ndela, 5 pi. 

hair of, luhuwa, 5. 

Beast, n., nyama, 3. 

(domestic), iyona, 9. 

Beat, vt. (strike), bola. 

down, as grass, lami. 

down, as earth, boma. 
as cloth in mortar, bunala. 
down, as price, kokala. 

(drive away), benga. 
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as drum, beta, 

as heart, bola. 
(excel), shama, leka. 

into small particles, yeshala. 

Beat (continued. 

fine, as powder, vt., yesha. 

out, as dust from rug, vt., kuma, 

out iron, forge, tula. 

("punish), vt., hinala, hetshi. 

with fist, bola kuemi, 4. 

with knuckles, bola ikokisha, 8. 

with open hand, bola lukasha, 5. 

up, as eggs, vt., hutaia. 

as waves, huta mahuaka, 8 pi. 

(overcome), use the verb shama or leka followed by bunonona (7) 

or ngona, 4. 
Beatitudes, nph., mishasha mi bata. 
Beautiful, adj., sheka. 

Beautify, vt., lodi. 

Beauty, n., busheka, 7. 

Because, sub. conj. See Gram. 413. 

Beckon, vph., boka mbela (4) ihilahihi, 9. 

Become, vi., hila or iya followed by a predicate noun modified by a 

qualifying adjective, or by the adjective with the noun under¬ 

stood; as, ahila muota ansheka or ahila ansheka; aniya muota 

ansheka; etc. 

involved, v., shokoma. 

blurred, vi., lenga. 
bright, clean, vi., ngama, bahala. 

lean, thin, vi., shinga. 

dirty, vi., hita. 

engaged, vt., tetsha bulantsha, 7. 
grown, mature, vi., loma. 

hot, as water or scorched, as food, vi., koka. 

Become (continued), 
large, vi., nena, loma. 

light in weight, vi., to nshala, 2. 

strong, vi., nena loma. 
transformed, vi., kadiha; vt., kalala. 

turned down, vt., hudi. 
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worthless, vi., ontsha. 

king or chief, vph., kala a bunyimi. 

(cause to become), vt., liisha, isha. 

identified with another family or tribe (be naturalized), v., bila. 

Bed, n., ilaka, 8. 

foot of, ngela, (4) mikola. 

head of, tena (4) ntshue, 2. 

bug, ngongisha, 3. 

Bed-bug, n., ngongisha, 3. 

Bee, n. (honey), luntshuya (luntshui), 5. 

(sweat), imbamala, 9. 

(insect), yungala, 9. PI. biungala. 

Beef, nph., nyua (3) a nguemi, 3. 

Befr, n. (palm), mana, 8 pi. 

Beeswax, n., kuemi (4) a ntshuya, 4 pi. 

Beetle, n. (humming bird), kaya (3) idia, 8. PL kaya madia. 

Before, sub. conj. See Gram. 405 (b). 

adv. (do before), See Anticipate, Advance. 

(go before), ena or shama followed by a bosha or a bukosha. 

prep, (in front of), a bosha. 

Beforehand, adv., a bukosha. 

Begt, v., loma. 

Beget, vt„ bota. (impregnate), vt., tshika diemi, 6. 

Beggar, n., nuemi, 1. PI. baluemi; muna (1) luloma, 5. 
Beggary, n., luloma, 5. 

Begin, v., tetsha. 
again, kasha atesha. 

Beginning, n., ishina, 9; itetshala, 8; ntetshala, 4. 

Beguile, vt, huta, banga, bangisha. 

Behead, vt., batala ntshue, 2. 

Behind, adv., a mbisha, 4. 

prep., a mbisha. a. 

(last in coming), vph., shala mbisha. 

(the very last, nothing left), n., lumoma. 

Behindhand, Be or Do, v., shala a mbisha, or ela with i followed by 

bundena, 7. 

(lazy person), n., indena, 9. 
Behold, v. (look at), mona, lena, t.alala. 

steadfastly, mona or lena with hola or shululu. 

Belch, v., bola mbe, 4. 

Belief, n., buimisha, 7; mhuimisha, 4. 
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Believe, v„ imisha. 
Belittle, vt., kumisha. 

Bell, n. (large church), ngonga, 4. 
war, muangala, 2; ngala, 2. 

ring, vt., boka, beta, 

on hat pin, luhama, 5. 
(without a clapper), iluengi, 8. 

(worn on pourse), iyoya, 8. 

(small European with rattles), kawalawala, 10. 

(wooden, tied round dogs in hunting), ileha, 9. 

Bellow, vi., lela. 
Bellows, n., kuka, 4. 

Belly, n. ikuna, 8. 

Belong to, v. This idea is generally expressed by the auxiliary verb' 
ela followed by the adj. ph.; as Me hiketa M Kueta, the things be¬ 
long to Kueta. 

Below, adv. and, prep., a shina (4) or a shina a. 
Belt, n., nkodi, 2. • 

Bemoan, vt., lela. 
Bench, n., bulelela, 7. 

Bend, vt., lumi, konyi. 

to one side, vt., tengi. 

(fold), vt., munya, 

(stoop over, bow), v., hulama, raunama, nyakama. 
(stretch out, as body or arm), vt., shemala. 

(twist or screw), vt., oto. 

(be bent or crooked), vi., tengama, otola, lumata, konama. 

(be bowed, as legs), vi., kotama. 

n., kuma 4. 

Bendable, Be vi., teha, ela with i followed by nami, 2. 

Beneath, adv., and prep., a shina (4) or a shina a. 
Benevolence, n. (gift, present), shoma, 4. 

(love), nyinga, 4 pi. 

(pity), muenga, 2. 

Benevolent, adj., (of) nyinga; muna nyinga; muna muenga; ela with 
i followed by nyinga or muenga. 

Bequeath, vt., eka bukita, 7. 
Bereavement, n. (loss by death), buela, 7. 

Beseech, vt., onga. 

Beside, prep., a a kola a. 

(also), kamotshi, kamoitshi. conj. (and), i. 
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Besiege, vt., ledi followed by object. 
Bestow, vt., eka. 

Bet? vph. batala with mbala, 4. 
n. mbala. 
gain a, v. shu. 
lose a, v., buaka. See Gramble. 

Betray, vt., shongala, shana, bokisha yanga, 9. 
Betrayer, n., nshanyi, 1; nshongidi, 1. 

Betrothed, Be, v. (the man), tetsha bulantsha, 7; wela (aela); as aya- 
sha anguela, he is engaged or betrothed to her. 
(the woman), use the passive form of the verb wela; as, banguela 
a bola Kueta, she is betrothed to Kueta; Helenga, abaka bana ba¬ 
nguela a bola Kueta, aba i shushudi, when Helenga was betrothed 

to Kueta she was sick. 

The verb wela also expresses the idea of to woo or to contend for. 
n. (friend, fiance, fiancee lover sweetheart), yekala, 9. PI. biekala 
vt., tetsha bulantsha, 7. 

Better, Be, v. (comparative degree of good), shamaor leka with busheka.. 
(convalescent), v., kita, to nshala, 2. 

Between, prep, (like objects), a ndenga a; a hanga a. 
(unlike objects), a hanga a. 

(in the midst of, among), a henga a. 
Bewail, vt., lela. 

Beware, v. (be warned), iha, yeha, ala or ena i buanyi, 7. 
(warn), vt., ihala, ihisha. 

Bewilder, vt., buntsha; 

(be bewildered), vi., buntshama. 

(be in the wrong path), v., onga. 
(be lost), vi., dima. 
(wander, lose one’s way), v., ungala. 

Bewitch, vt., kuta. 
(do witchery,), vt., kela buloka, 7. 

(witchcraft), n., buloka, 7. 
Beyond, adv., a mbisha, 4; a wona; a ndona; according to sense, 

prep., a mbisha a. 

be, vi., shama, leka. 

Bible, n., Nkana Mu Ntshemi. 
Bicker, v., sheya. 
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Bid, v. (command), losha, lola, tota. 
(call), bekela. 

Bier, n., mueka, 2. 
Bio, adj., nena. 

Bill, n., itotala, 8. 
Billow, n., (wave) ihaka, 8. 
Bind, vt. (tie), kana. 

(wrap round), koha. 
(unbind), kohala 
(unroll), botala. 

Bird, n., hula, 8. 
Birth, to give, v., bota. 

(cause to give), vt., botshi. 
(power to give birth), n., ibotshi, 8. 
n. (the birth), mbotala, 4; bubotshi, 7; ibotshi, 8 

(mid-wife), mbotshi, 1. 
(one's own born child), muana (1) ibota, 9. PL bana bibota. 

Birthplace, n., ibotala, 8. 
Birthright, n., biketa bi or bukita bu muan a shumi. 

Biscuit, n., ishikita, 9. 
Bishop, nph., mbaiki (1) a bata ba Ntshemi. 

Bit, n. (small piece of anything broken or cut off), itenya ikeka, 8. 
(slice), yasha, 9. PI. biasha 
(a few grasshoppers), ihuihi, 8. 

The idea of a small quantity is generally expressed by the use of 
the diminutive prefix of class 10. 

Bridle, n„ muata, 2. 
Bitch, nph., ngadi (1) ’mbua, 3. 
Bite, vt., shuma. 

excite to, vph., shota akela hama, 4. 
(gnaw), v., nyaka. 
(a biting animal), nph., ela with i followed by hama, 4. 

Bitter, Be, vph., ela with i followed by bulolala, 7. 

Bitterness, a., bulolala, 7. 
Black, adj., (of) nduemi, 4. 
Blacken, vt., hitshi. 
Black-eyed pea, n., lukona, 5. 

Blackness, n., buhita, 7; nduemi, 4. 
Blacksmith, n„ ntudi, 1. 
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(artisan, craftsman, mechanic), muina, 1. Pl.bina. 

shop, npli., ntuma (2) mu lutula, 5. 

Blacksmithing, n., lutula, 5. 
Bladder, n., yengi, 9. pi. biengi. 
Blade, n., of grass, yontsliontsha, 9. PI. biontshontsha. 

of knife, mbama, 2. 

back of, nkonga, 2. 

(leaf), luasha, 5. PI. kasha. 

(shoulder), mbimala (4) a luo, 5. 

Blame, vt., falsely, bangisha, huta. 

Blameless, Be, v., neg. of present tense of ela with ikama, 8. 

Blank, Be, v. (empty, void) ela with i followed by bukala or buanga. 

Blanket, n., mbulankete, 4. 

Blaspheme, vph., tena dina di Ntshemi itetenyi. 

Blasphemy, n., mishinga mi Ntshemi. 

Bleach, vt., ngamisha, ngami. 

Bleat, v. (as animal), or a cry of pain as a hurt child), aha. 
(cry), v., lela. 
n., luashi, 5. 

Bleating, n., of man or animal, luashi, 5. 

Bleed, vi. (nose), (to with mbala (4) as subject; as, mbala yato, the nose 

bled. 
vt., shumi. 
(small gourd used for bleeding or cupping), hula (4) a shumi. 

(trickle down, as blood from wound), vi., odiha, shoha. 

Bless, vt., (adore, give one the preeminence), keki, kaikia. 

(make happy), vt., okisha nshasha, 2. 

(praise), vt., kaingi. 

(worship), vt., shemala, hatsha. 

(long after, yearn for), vt., ahala. 

(be blessed), vi., shala, ed’i or oka with nshasha, 2. 
Blessing, n., nshasha, 2. 

Blind, Be, vph., ela with i followed by bubo, 7. 
become, v., owa misha, 6 pi. 

person, n., ho, 1. PI. baho. 

(spot in eye causing blindness), n., tadi, 10 pi. 

Blind, vt., hisha ho, 1. 
Blindness, n., buho, 7. 
Blink, vt., hinala misha, 6 pi. 
Blister, n., (made by fire, hot water, etc.), itoha, 8. 

on body, n., itshetutshitshi, 8. 
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Blood, n., makela, 8 pi. 

Bloom, n., lushanga, 5. 
(burst open, as a pod), vi., tenga. 

(open out, unfold, as flower), v., hukata, bota. 

Blossom, n., See Bloom, 

Blot out, erase, vt., nyima. 

Blow, n., ngiria, 2. PL raingina. 

(noise, as from stick driven in ground), mbela, 4. 

away by wind, vt., tola, oma; vi., heha, uha. 

down, as tree, vt. hukala; vi., huka. 

bellows, vt., shasha kuka, 4. 

breath, vt., hula nshusha, 2. 
fire, vt., tema or nami with tei. 10 pi. 
(hit with fist), vt., bola kuemi, 4. 

horn, whistle, vt., boka. 
Blow (continued). 

meat, as flies, v., boka with nkunya, 2. PI. mikunya. 

nose, vt., ema tuonga, 10 PI. 

out, extinguish, vt., nyima. 

(pant), v., toma. 
violently, as storm, vt., nyinga. 

Blue, adj., (black), (of) nduemi, 4. 
Blunder, vi., buntshama. 
Boar, n., shoma, 8. 
Board, n., nte, 2; ibaiya, 8. 

Boast, v., (be haughty), dimuka. 
(brag), vt., ana bundoya or buhuangata, 7. 

Boat, n., (canoe), buata, 7. 
fsteamerj, ntshukatshuka, 4. 

Boatman, n., nui, 1. PI. balui. 
Body it., lutoka, 5; bilema, 9 pi. 

(corpse), nyu, 2. PI. midiu. 

Bogie, n., fghost), muena, 2, pi. miena ngesha, 2, pi. mingesha; 

nkala, 2. 
Boil, n., iketa, 9. 

small, ikeha, 8. 

(small bumps with pus), ikalakanga, 9. 

(very large swelling), ishela, 9. 

(large sore or cut), huota, 4. 
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(small sore), luhuota, 5. 
(large ulcer), imbontsha, 8. 

(ulcer from which the flesh has dropped out), inunahuna, 9. 
vi., as water, hela; vt., hedi. 

Boisterous, Be, vph., shama abola mahuaka, 8 pi. 

Bold, adj., See Brave. 

Boldness, n., buahala, bulunga, 7. See Bravery. 

Bondage, n., bueta, bunsho, 7. 

Bonds, n., muata, 2. 

put in, vph., boka a muata. 

Bone, n., ikodi, 9. 

Bookkeeper, n. (scribe), mboiki, 1. 

Book, n., nkana, 2. 

leaf of, luasha, 5. PI. kasha. 

Boot, n. (shoe), ishabata, 9. 

Booth, n., ishemi, 8. 
Border, n. (edge of path, stream, etc), nkola, 2. 

(dividing line of fields, etc.), nela, 2. PI. minela. 

(hem), n., muna, 2. PI. mimuna. 

vi., shamata; vt., shami, shemi. 

(hem) vt., moma. 

Bore, v., luskala with itonala, 8. 

Borer, n., mboma, 3. 
Born, Be, vi., use the past passive part, ofbota; as, ambotama, he was 

born. 

first, muan’a shumi. 

last, butuna, bushula, 7; muana lumoma. 

still, muana as object of shohala. 

(be still born), shuehi with muana as subject. 

(be born in another form after death), vi., shanga. 

Borrow, vt., shoma. 

Borrower, n., nshuemi, 1. 

Bosom, n., tola, 4. 

Both, conj. (both. . . and), i ... i. 

n., mhina, 2. See Gram. 89. 

Bother, vt., (annoy), hetshi, okisha kalia, 4. 

(be bothered), vi., hetana, buntshama. 

(go the wrong path), vi, onga; vt., ungi. 

(lose one’s way, wander), ungala. 

(send in the wrong path), vt„ ungi. 
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Bottle, n., rabonga, 4. 

Bottom, n. (base of vessels, etc.), shina, 4; mashaka, 8 pi. 

(anything with lid, the bottom part), ishina, 9. 

(butt-end of tree, etc.), ishina, 9. 

Bough, n., tama, 4. 
Bounce, vi., toha. 

Bound, vi. (jump), toha. 

(jump down from), shona. 

(tip-toe), shonama. 

n. (limit). See Border. 

Boundry, n. See Border. 

Bow, ri. (rain), ngongala, 2. 
-string, ngana, 2. PI. mingana. 

(put on bow string), v., koma, bota ngana 

(weapon), buota, 7. 
the head, vph., hudi ntshue buosha a shina. 

the knee, vph., kueta iyongidi (8) a shina. 

be bowed, as legs, vi., kotama. 

be bowed, as head, vi., hulama. 

Bowels, n. (intestine), nsho, 2. pi. misho. 

(viscera), bikina, 9 pi. 

action of, v„ nena with tahi, 10 pi; tshaka bukuhi, 7. 

ache of, v., shuma. 
Bowl, n. See Basin. 

Bowstring, n., ngana, 2. PI. mingana. 
Box, n., ikohi, 8. 

Boy, n., muana ’nunga, 1. PI. Bana balunga. 

(lad), ile nunga. PI. bile balunga. 
Boyhood, n., bule bulunga, 7. 

Bracelet, n., mnata, 2. . 

Braces, n. (belt), nkodi, 2. 

Brag, v., dimuka. ' 

Braggart, n., indena, 9. 

(a pretender of having possessions), yantsha, 9. 

Braid, vt., tonga muana, 2. 

n. muana, 2. 

Brain, n., buonga, 7. 

Branch, n„ of tree, tama, 4. 

(fork in stream), ikishala, 8, 
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Branch (continued), of river (brooklet), nshelala, 2. 

of road (fork),ishishala, 8. 

vi., as streams or paths, kahisha. 

Brand, n. (sign), yingeta, 9. 

Brass, n., muata 2 mu shosha, 4; lubola lukengala, 5. 

Brave, adj., (of) ihuangata (9) or bunonona (7) or hama (4) or matadi, 

Bravely, adv., ntema (2) mu matadi, 8 pi. 

Bravery, n., ihuangata, 9; hama, 4; buahala, 7; bunonona, 7; 

bulunga, 7; matadi, 8 pi.; ntema mu matadi. 

(daring, audacity), n., buahala, 7. 

Bray, v., lela, aha. See Bleat, 

n., luahi, 5. 

Bread, n. kata, 4. 

of king, mbema mboka, 4. 

daily, nph., bishima bihuotadi mans lushu muna lushu. 
(food, victual), bishima, 9 pi. 

Breath, n., butadi, 6; bunena, 7. 

Break, vt., bokala; vi., boka 

(as day), vi., uya with butu as subject, 

fire wood, vt., teha. 

of day, n., kosha butu; ntshietsha butu, 7. 

friendship, vt., diaka with bukidi, 7. 

down, be exhausted, vi., lei; vt., lesha. 

(cease, as rain), v., bata. 

(fall to pieces, as food in cooking), vi., buntshama. 

(as string), vi., bata; batala. 

in as thief, vt., bana. 

loose, vi., bata, tunga; vt., tungala. 

off, as limb of tree, vi., ktiaka 

(as vessel), vi., bantsha, bodi; vt., bola 

wind, vt., tuhala ngusha, 2 

(split), vi., bantsha; vt., bana 

open, as house, vt., bongala, 

bread, vt., hashala. 

(cut), vi., bata; vt., batala. . 

Breakfast, nph., bishima bi kosha. 

Breast, n. (chest), tola, 4. 

(heart, conscience), ntema, 2. 

(life), muonya, 2. 

(teat), ibela, 8. . 
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Breath, n., nshusha, 2. PI. mishusha. 

blow the, vph., hula nshusha, 2. 

draw the, vph., nana nshusha, 2. 

Breathe, vi., toma. 

faintly, vph., taka ntema, 2. 

(pant), vi., toma. 

Breeches, n., nama, 2. PI. minama. 

Breed, vt., tshika with diemi, 6. 

Brew, vt., kela mana, 8 pi. 

(pour up), vt., ala mana, 8 pi. 

Bribe, eka ileshina, 8; eka iketa idihi munya, 2. 

vt., dihi munya, 2. 

n., ileshina, 8. 

Brick, n., kashola, 10; itahadi, 8. 

Bride, n., ngata (1) banguela; ntuimi (1) a nunga, 1. 

(a married woman), ngata bantuima, 1. 

(a married woman living at her husband’s village), na (1) bula- 

ntsha, 7. PI. bala malantsha. 

(a newly married woman), ngata bulantsha bumbangala. PI. 

bata malantsha mambangala. 

(wife), n., muamisha, 1. 

Bridegroom, n„ ntuimi (1) a ngata; nguedi, 1. PI. bawedi. 

(married man), nunga (1) bantuima. 

(married man living at his wife’s village), na bulantsha. PI. 

bala malantsha. 

(newly married man), nunga bulantsha bumbangala. 
(husband), numi, 1. PI. banumi. 

Bridge, n., inana, 8; 

(a sing’e log or ford), nkoka, 4. 

Bridle, n., mishuka, 2 pi.; muata, 2. 

Briefly, adv., (speak briefly), vph., tota itenya, or kuledika dioi di 

bukala. 

Brigand, n., ntamidi, 1. 

Bright, adj.. (smart), (of) buanyi, 6. 

be, vi., (glitter), kekedi. 
become, vi., ngama. 

Brighten, vt., (make to shine, cleanse), ngami or ngaimi; vi; ngama. 

(wash), vt., kutala; vi., kuta. 

(whiten), vt., bahisha. 

Brightness, n„ (intelligence), buanyi, 7. 
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(of color), ngamala, 4. 

(of moon), muedi, 2. 

(of sun), muanya, 2. 

Brim, n., muemi, 2. 

Brimstone, n., shuluha, (Eng.), 4. 

Bring, vt., latshi, ]ata, tola, iya i. 
about, to cause, use Causative Form of verb. 

back, vt., kasha. 

forth, give birth, vt., bota. 

forth, as tree, vt., ota. 

forth, as plants, otosha. 

out, vt., tei. 

to mind, vt., ihala; vi., iha, 

to, resuscitate, kitshi. 

up, rear, vt., bola, naingi, luemi. 

water, v., teka, taka. 
(accompany), vt., tshika. 

(carry), vt., tola. 

Brink n. (cliff), lubana, 5. 

(deep cavern), ibeki 7. 

(beach), nkola (2) mu luosha (5) or ntshala, 4, 

Broad, adj. (large), nena. 

Broaden, vt. (by adding more to), onga, shami, sbemi. 

(by stretching), odi, nana, shahisha. 

Broil, vt., auga. 

(roast), uha. 

Brood, v. (as hen), boshama. 

over, vi., kutama. 

Brook, n., luosha, 5; nshelala, 2. 

(running spring), mbonga (4) a luosha (5) or ntshala, 4. 
Brooklet, n., nkoka (4) a luosha, 5. 
Broom, lushashala, 5. 

(small hearth broom for sweeping inside of house), yoma, 9. PI. 
bioma. 

Broth, n. (fat), muta, 2. PI. miuta. 

(gruel), bukoka, 7. 

Brother, n. There is no special word for brother. There is the indefi¬ 

nite muavcimai, muan’ita, etc. There is also the word haingi, plu, 

ral, hahangi, which a sister may use in speaking of her brother, 

and the brother may use in speaking of bis sister. However, the 

brother cannot use this word haingi when speaking of his brother. 
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nor the sister in speaking of her sister. The haingi, used as above, 

may also mean cousin. 

(elder brother), ngola, 1. PI. bayola. 

(younger brother), muakidi, 1. 

Brother - in - law, n. (brother of wife), nshama, 1. PI. bashama. 

(older brother of husband), ngola (1) numi, 1. 

(younger brother of husband), muakidi (1) a numi, 1. 

Brow, n. (forehead), buosha, 7. 

eye-, lukika, 5. 

knit the, vph., kana buosha. 

Brown, adj., kuka; (of) tola. 

Bruise, vt. (by striking against some object), nemala. 

Brush, n., (broom), lushashala, 5. See Broom. 

(small hearth), yoma, 9. PI. bioma. 

vt. (dust), omala. 

(sweep), vt., oma. 

Brushwood, n., nshakana or nshakala, 2. PL bishakana, 9. 

Brutal, adj., be, (of) nena (2) or buonyi (7) or ibela, 8. 

Brutality n., ibela, 8; ihetshi, 8; ya (4) buhi, 6; nena, 2. 

Brute, n. (animal), nyama, 3. 

(person), muna (1) ibela (8); muna mahetshi, 8 pi.; muna nena, 

2; muna ya (4) ‘buhi, 7. 

Bubble, n., luhula, 5. PI. hula. 

Bubo, n., iketa, 8. 

Bud, n., of flower, lushanga, 5 

(fresh leaves), lushonganshonga, 5. 

vi., mena, boka shanga; vt., bosha shanga. 

Buffalo, n., nyeta, 3. 

Bug, n. (generic), yungala, 9. PI. biungala. 

(stinging insects), ishushumi,. 9. 

Bugle, n., hunga, 4. 

Build, vt. (as house), shola with ishola, 8. 

(set up house in ground), vt., hika. 

Builder, n., mhiki, 1. PI. bahiki; nshodi ishola. 

Building, n., mbula, 4. PI. mambula, 8. 

material, ishola, 8. 

(stick used in staking of building), mhika, 2. PI. mihika. 

Bull, n., numi (1) nguemi, 3; numi nyeta, 3. 

Bullet, n., ndoma, 4. 

(shell), ntelenga, 2. 
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Bully, n., muna (1) bundoya, 7; ihuangata, 9. 

Bump, n., ishunganshunga, 8. 

Bunch, n. (bananas), ishaka (8)’imbota, 8. 

(cluster), ibuki, 8. 

(package), ibuki, 8. 

of plantains, ishaka (8) ikona, 8. 

of palm nuts, ibimi (8) ’ lumba, 5. 

of things tied together, iboma, 8. 

Bundle, n. (package, large or small), ibuki, 8. 

(roll with man’s tunics), mboma, 2. 

(roll with woman’s clothes), nshaki, 2. 

of things tied together, iboma, 8. 

Burden, n., (weight), buditala, 7. 

carry a, vt., nyaingi. 

Burial, nph., ndela (4) a nyu, 2; ilei i midiu. 

Burn, vt., tuma or baka with tei, 10 pi. 

(be consumed), vph., shiya tei. 
(roast), vt., uha with tei. 

(scorch, as food), vt., koiki; vi., koka. 

(set on fire), vt., tuma or baka with tei. 
(smart), vi., shuma. 

Burnt-offering, n., See Sacrifice. 

Burrow, vt., in ground, tshima, in wood, vt., oto, lushala. 

Burst, vt., bana; vi., bantsha. 

(as hard nuts), vt., bola; vi., bodi. 

(as soft nuts), vt., teta. 

Bury, vt., leya or lei. 

Burying-place, n., iyoma, 9. 

Bush, n. (forest), buanya, 7 

(on plain), yoka, 9. PI. bioka. 

(copse on plain), bushoihi, 7. 

Bushman, n. (vagabond), yungala, 9. PI. biungala. 

Business, n., (occupation), nguna, 2. PI. minguna. 

(affair), n., ikama, 8. 

Busy, Be, v., use ela with i followed by nguna or ikama, or use the 

neg. of ela followed by bukala. 

Bust, n. (statue), ndoha, 4. 

Busybody, n., ntshenga, 1. PI. bantshenga; muna (1) lutena, 5. 

But, conj., eka, embe. These words are used less frequently than 

their English equivalent. 

Butler, nph., ntadi (1) a rpaua, 8 pi. 
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Butt End, n., ishina, 9. 

of weapon, tuya, 4. 

(bottom of vessel), mashaka, 8 pi. 

(stump of tree), ithinga, 8. 

Butter, nph., shadi (4) a nguemi, 3, 

Butterfly, n., ibomidi, 8. 

Buttock, n., ishaka, 8. 

Button, n., lubote, 5. 

-hole, itonala (8) i lubote; disha, 6. PI. misha. 

Buy, vt., shoma. 
» > 

(buy and sell, trade), vt., kula or oto with nganga, 4. 
Buyer, n., nshoimi, 1. PI. bashoimi. 

By, prep, (near), a, a kola a, a kola’kola. 

(agent), a bola. 

c. 
Cackle, vi., kekala. 

Cage, n., shakala, 4. 

Calamity, n., ikama (S) ibe, ikama inonona. 

(bad luck), iya (8) ibe. 

Calf, n., mhudika, 3; muan’a (1) nguemi, 3. 

of leg, ihuma (8), lukola, 5. PI. mahuma ma mikola. 

Call, vt,, bekila, bekela, boka with mbela, 4. 

(beckon with hand^), vph., bekila ihilahihi, boka mbela ihilahihi. 
one’s name behind one’s back, v„ tena. 
to mind, vt., iha’la; vi., iha. 

(to name), vph., eka dina, 6. 

throw a, vph-, boka mbela, 4- 

(an announcement), mbeki, 4. 

(echo), ibuahn, 8- 

n-, mbela, 4. 

Calling, n- (occupation), nguna, 2. 

Calm, vi-, kita, ala or shala with hola (adv-); vt-, kitshi. 

(forbid), vt., kinyi- 

Calmly, adv., hola. 

Calumniate, vt., shana, shongala. 

Calumniator, n,, nshongidi, 1; nshanyi, 1; muna (1) bushongidi, 7; 
muna lushana, 5, 

• Calumny, n., bushongidi, 7; lushana, 5. 
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Camel, n,, kamelo (Eng.), 10. 
Calmwood, n., lutola, 5. 
Camp, n., itolala, 8; ikila, 8. 

Can, v. (be able), See Gram. 208. 

Can, n., mbonga, 4. 

Cancel, vt., nyima. 
Candle, n. (torch), mbona, 4. 

Candlestick, nph., itshikala (8) i mbona, 4. 
Cane, n., sugar-, muenga, 2. 

walking, hanga, 4. 

Cannibal, nph., nyei (1) a bata. PI. badiei ba bata. 

Cannon, nph., ingoma inena, 9. 
Canoe, n., buata, 7. 

Canvas, nph., ndela (2) mu mbula, 4. 
Caoutchouc, n., ndenala, 4. 

Cap, n. (hat), luketa, 5. 
Capable, Be, vi., See Gram. 208. 

Capital, n., nshenga, 4. 
Capsize, vi., tshaka; vt., tshakisha. 

(turn upside down), vt., hudi. 

(upset), vt., hukala. 

Captain, n., kahetene, 1; kuma (1) a ntshukatshuka, 4. 

of troops, n., iyola, 8; ndonganshela, 1. 
Captious, Be, v., hetala, betsha. 

Capture, vt., ata. 
Caravan, nph., batodi ba biketa a mboka. 

Carcass, n. (bones), bikodi, 9 pi. 
(corpse), nyu, 2. PL midiu. 

Cardinal points, n. There are no names for these in the language. The 

following nativized words may be employed: 

North, n., nota, 4. 

South, n., shude, 4. 

East, n., eshete, 4. 

West, n., weshete, 4. 
For West we may use the ph. kodi ankitaka itanga, 8. 

For East, we may also use the ph. kodi antoka itanga. 

Care, n. (affair, concern), ikama, 8; ishunga, 8. 
(attend, guard), vt.,baka. 

for, vt., muka, ela with i followed by nyinga or muenga. 
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Carefully, adv., bubola, busheka. 

Careless, (person), nph., ihuona (9) i muota, 1. 
Carelessly, adv., mbanga, bunonona, bubi. 

Caress, vt. (kiss), nyuta. 

(embrace), vph., husha luhisha, 5. 
Carnal, adj., (of) ntema (2) mube. 

knowledge, n., shasha, 4; buhuoka, 7. 
Carpenter, n. (mechanic), muina, 1; muna, (1) mabaiya, 8 pi. 

Carriage, n. (king's conveyance), mbentsha, 4. 
(wagon), nph. iketa (9) inana nyama, 3. 
(bicycle), muata, 2. dikala 6. 

Carrier, nph., ntodi (1) a biketa, 9 pi. 
Carry, vt. (to some one or place), toiala. 

away, vt., lata, 
a burden, vt., nyaingi. 

across stream, etc., vt., shahala, 
(move away), vt., shekala. 
water, vt., taka, teka. 

Cartridge, n., ntelenge, 2. 

Carve, vt. (as meat), kaka. 

(as wTood), shonga. 

Carver, n. (of meat), nkaiki, 1. 

(of wood), nshuengi, 1. 
Case, n. (affair), ikama, 8; ishunga, 8. 

(box), ikohi, 8. 
Cassava, n. (dry), bimana, 7. See Manioc. 

-leaf, used as greens, inuta, 8. 
Cast, vt. and vi., (about, scatter), tshakala. 

away, as worthless, vt., hula. 

(empty), vt. or vi., tshaka. 
leaves, vph., shaka kasha, 5 pi. 
(throw), v., boka. 
lots, vph., boka ntshuemi, 4; tena shanga, 5 pi. 
one’s self down, vt., dibuakisha, dibuesha. 

Castrate, vt., shalala. 

Cat, n. (wild), there are a number of species: 

small, shima, 3. 

small black, mbidi, 3. 
very large, nshodia, 3. 

very large spotted, luwawona, 5. 

domestic, mbidi, 3; mhusa (EngJ, 3. 
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Cataract, nph.} inuma (8) i mashi, 8 pi. 

Catch, vt., ata, 

(by covering with hand), hudi luo, 5. PI. mio, 2. 

disease, bala or to with lutoka as subject and buala as obj. 

(embrace), vph., husha luhislia, 5. 

in hand, as ball, vt., kohala. 

with hook, as fish, vph., boka iloha, 8. 
(entrap), vt., kotsha. 

Catechism, nph., nkana (2) mu ilonga, 8. 
Catechumen, nph., muna(l) ilonga, 8. 

Caterpillar, n. (generic), muonga, 2. There are many varieties of these. 

Some of the more common that are edible are as follows: 

mualoma, 2; mhakala, 2, pi. mihakala; nanga, 2; lundolonga, 5; 

ingontsha, 8; nshesha, 2; nkalala, 3; nshinga, 2; nkokodi, 2; 

mamana, 2,pi. mimamana; ibubola, 8.. 

(not edible), imbamala, 9. 

Cause, n., ikama, 8; ishunga, 8. 

without, bukala, adv. 

for what? See Why. 

vt., use the Causative Form of the verb. 
Caution, vt., ihala, yehisha, eka with buanyi, 7. 
Cautious, Be, vi., iha, ihala, ala i buanyi, 7. 
Cave, n. (hole), mbema, 4. 

(deep cavern), ibeki, 8. 

in, vi., bunga. 

Cavil, v„ hetala, betsha. 

Cease, vi., from, lemala, 

raining, or to shine, as moon, bata. 

Ceaselessly, adv., yo! yo! yo! shu! shu! shu! lushu taka lushu taka; 

luluna; shu ikima, muanya nkima. 

(habitually), use Habitual Form of the verb. 

Celestial, adj., (of) dika, 6. 

Cemetery, n., iyoma, 8, biana, 9 pi. See Grave. 

(grave), yana, 9. pi. biana. 

Censer, nph., ntshuenga (4) a teya, 10 pi. 

Censure, vt., bimala. 

Centime, n., shantima (French), 4. 

Centipede, n., kota, 3. 

Centre, n., ndenga, 4. 

Centurion, n., iyola, 8; mbaiki (1) a mashalai, 8 pi. 
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Certain, adj. (true), use the ph., dioi dikoka, 6. 

Certainly, adv., ikakama 

Certainty, n., ikakama, 8. 

Certify, v., lola, tota. 

Chaff, n. (bark, peels, etc.), yasha, 9. PI. biasha. 

(leaves, shucks, etc.), kasha, 4, pi. Sing, luasha. 

Chagrin, n., bushonya, 7. 

(cause one c.), vph., diaka bushonya. 

Chain, n., muata, 2. 

vt., boka a muata. 

Chair, n., mbata, 4. 

(king’s seat, throne), ihuona, 8. 
Chalk, n., hema, 4. 

Chamber, n., mbula, 4. PL mambula, 8. See Room. 

Chameleoh, n., iyombodi, 8. 
Change, vt., (alternate, exchange), shekisha. 

vi. (act of metempsychosis), shanga. 

(become different, be transformed), vi., kadiha, bila 
followed by the quality obtained; as ahila muota anshelm, 

mind, vt., kalala with ntema as object. 
(transform, transfigure), vt., hisha. 

(turn around or over), vt., kalala, kadiha 

Changeableness, n., ihila, 9. 

Character, n. See Kind. 

Charcoal, nph., iyala (8) i teya, 10 ph 

Charge, vt. (ask a price) loma mbana, 2. 

deny a, v., tona. 

Chariot, nph. iketa (9) inana nyama (3); dikala, 6. 
Charity, n. (pity), muenga, 2. 

(love), nyinga, 4 pi. 

Charm, n. (medicine), nenga, 2. PI. minenga; See Medicine. 
(with which divination is done), bukanga, 7. 

Chase, vt., away, benga. 

out, vt., tei. 

with dogs, vph., benga boshonga, 7. 
Chaste, adj., (good), sheka. 

be, vi., use neg. of ela with i followed by buhuoka (7) or sha- 
sha, 4. 

Chasten, vt., bola, hetshi, hinala, hedi; vi., hela. 
Chastize, vt., See Chasten. 

Chastizement, n., luhela, 5; ihetshi, 8. 
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Chatter, vph. (speak rapidly), tota nkakala o mhunga. 

Chattering, n., itototshi, 9. 

Cheap, adj., (of) mbana (2) mukeka, or mu kola a shina, 4. 
Cheapen, vt., kokala mbana, 2; kasha mbana. 

Cheat, vt. (steal), shena. 

Check, vt., (stop), kinyi. 

Cheek, n., itama, 8. 

Cheer, vt. (console), onga, manyi with yoya (9), naingi with ntema, 2. 

(give alarum), vph., bola nola (2) or yodi, 9. 

(make glad), vt., okisha with nshasha, 2. 

Cheese, n., ntshisha (Eng.), 4. 

Chest, n. (box), ikohi, 8. 

of body, nph. luanga. (5) lu tola, 4. 

Chew, vt., shamala. 

(masticate), vt., nyaiki. 
(as bones or other hard substances), vt., buetala. 

with unpleasant sound, vph., odia tshoka tshoka. 

Chicken, n., koka, 3. 
(very young), nkedidi, 2. 

Chickle, v. (as blood or water), shohala. 

Chief., kuma, 1. 

Chiefship, n., bukuma, 7; buma, 7. 

(lord or kingship), bunyimi, 7. 

Chiefdom, n., see Chiefship. 

Child, n., muana, 1. 

(boy), ile nunga. PL bile balunga. 

about 10 or 12 years old, itutuimi, 9. 
about 6 or 8 years old, mu (1) ilenga 9. PI. ba bilenga. 

be with, vph., ela with i followed by diemi, 6. 

beget, vt., bota. 

be with by, vt., tshika with diemi, 6. 

first born, nph., muana’shumi, 4. 

last born, muana (1) bushula or butuna, 7. 

new born, muana huwa, ntshuemi, 4. 

next after twins, hutakanga. 

of slave, nph., inena (9)i hula, 4; mbotala, 1. 

own, muana ibota, PL bana bibota. 

(girl), ile ngata. PI. bile bata, 

Child-Bearing, n., ibotshi 8. 
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Childhood, n„ buana, 7; bulenga, 7. 

Chidless, (barren), n., ikuta, 9. 

Chilliness, n., hio hio, 4. 

Chilly, adj. See Cold. 

Chin, n., lumanga, 5. 
Chip, n., mbama, 4. 
Chirography, n.,mbokala, 4. 

(design for fancy work, etc.), buina, 7. 

Choice Of God, nph., mboka Ntshemi, iboma Ntshemi. 

Choir, nph., bina (1 pi.) ntshema (5 pi.). 

Choke, vt., shukata muoya (2) with the object that caused the choking as 
subject. 
as vine a plant, vt., koha; vi., kohata. 

Choose, vt., shola. 
Chop, vt. (as wood), bana. See Cut. 

into small pieces, hash up), vt., shasha. 

(as meat), vt., kaka. 
n. (food), bishima, 9 pi. 

Chorus, n., kolusha (Eng.), 4. 
Christ, n., Kalishataor Klishita, 1. 

Christian, nph.,muna (1) Klishita, or muota a Ntshemi, 1. 

Christianity, nph., ikama (8) i Ntshemi. 

Christmas, nph. lushu lumbotshidi bana Yishu or Klishita. 

Church, n. (house) mbula (4) a Ntshemi. 

-people, bina mhuimisha. 

(place of worship), ishemala, 8. 

Churl, nph., muna (1) ibela, 8. 
Cicatrice, n., iyoma, 8. 

Circle, n., ilela, 8; idengala, 8; nkota, 2; yingadinga,7. PI. is 
midingadinga. 

Circular, adj.. (of) idengala; (of) yingadinga; (of) nkota; etc. 
Circumcise, vt., shona. 

Circumcision, n., nshonala, 4. 
Circumstance, n., ikama, 8; ishunga, 8. 
Citizen, n., nshi, 1, pi. bashi; muna, 1, pi. bina. 

fellow, etc., muan’ita, 1; mu’iy’ita. PL, bana bita, bana b’iy’ ita. 

City, n., buola, 7. See Village. 

Civil, adj., (of) inanga 8. 

Civility, n., inanga, 8; buhuola, 7. 
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Clan, n., See Tribe. 

(family), n., ikina, 8. 
Clap, n., of thunder, ikungala, 8. 

v. , the hands, bola with lukasha, 5. 
the hands in expressing regret, bola ibuka, 8. 

Clapping, n., of hands, lukasha, 5; ibuka 8. 
Clasp, vt. (embrace), husha with luhisha, 5. 

(catch in hands), vt., kohala. 
hands, ashala with mio, 2 pi. 
n., luhisha, 5. 

Class, n (group), ikueki, 8. 
catechumen, ilonga, 8. 

Claw, n., yala, 9. PL biala. 
Clay, n. (for making pots), ibuma, 8. 

white, used for whitewashing, hema, 4. 
Clean, adj., sheka. also past. part, of verbs bahala, kuta, ngama, 

also the hp. (of) yema, 9. 

person, (of) inanga, 8. 
vt., ngami, bahisha, 
vt. (brush, rub, scrub, etc.), omala. 
(wash), vt., kutala. 

Cleanliness, n. (of person), inanga, 8. 

Cleanness, n., ngamala, 4. 
Cleanse, vt., ngami, bahisha, 

(bathe), vt., ueslia (wesha). 

(preserve , vt., lodi. 

(wash), vt., kutala; vi., kuta. 

Clear, vt., a field, bentsha. 

away, vt., tei. 

away, as sweepings, vt., tota. 

vi. , away, as cloud or mist, hohala. 

vi., become, ngama. 

Cleave, vi. (stick together), bakata, namata. 

vt., (split), bana. 
Clench, vph., munya ndema or minema, 2. Sing, nema. 

Clever, adj., (of )buanyi, 7. 

Cleverness, n., buanyi, 7. 

Click, v. (as gun), kesha. 

with lips, as in anger, betsha. 
(suck the teeth in anger), shonya. 
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Cliff, n. (mountain), lubana, 5. 

(a deep cavern or ravine), ibeki, 8. 

(top of mountain), nkontsha, 2. 

Climb, vi., a hill or tree, bana, heta. 

as vine, lalama. 

(entwine, as vine), kohata. 
Clock, n (sunj, itanga, 8. 

(o’clock). See Day. 

Cloak, n. See Wrap. 

Clod, n.. ibonga, 8. 

Close, vt., dihi; vi., dihata. 

up, as flower, vi., botama. 

(put side by side, together), vt., baka. 

(stand or be close together,) vi., bakata. 

Closeness, n. f nearness^), mbakala, 4; kola, 4. 

shortness, bukuya, 7. 
Closet, n. (secret place), ishoma, 8. 

(W. C.), ntshona, 4. 

Cloth, n. (generic), ilama, 9. 

foreign, ndela, 2. PI. mindela. 

man’s, mahela, 8 pi. Sing, iliela. 

woman’s, ntsheka, 4. 

raw from the loom, mbala. 4, 

embroiderer, buina, 7. PI. mma. 

(worn bu mene or women), mbona, 2. 

Clothe, vt., latshi. 

Clothes, n., mindela, 2 pi.; bilama, 9 pi.; bilatala, 9 pi. 

Cloud, n.. itu.tsha, 8; ishemi, 8. 

(mist), mmyinga (2 pi.) ngola. 

Cloudy, Be, vi., hita with dika as subject. 

Cloven Foot, n., yontsha, 9. PI. biontsha. 

Club, n. (stick), isheka, 8; lukona, 5. 

Cluster, n. (bunch), ibuki, 8. 

Coagulate, vi., nangata, bakata, namata. 

Coal, n. See Charcoal. 

Coal.Oil, n., mhitolo (Eng.), 4. 

Coast, n. See Beach. 

Coat, n., nguma, 4. 
("as paint), vt., kola. 

Coax, vt., onga. 

Cob, nph., ntela (2) mu imbona, 8. 
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Cob-web, n. See Spider- web. 

Cock, n. (rooster), numi (1) a koka, 3. 

Cockcrowing, nph., huota (4) abeka koka, 3. 

CocKCROAch, n., konga, 3. 

Cocoa, n., koko (Eng), 4. 

Coerce, vt. use Causative Form of verb. 

Coffee, n., koihi (Eng.), 4. 

Coffin, n., imbetsha, 8. 

Cohabit, v.,osha, kula, shela, shoma i, betama i. 

Coil, n., ikata, 8. 

vt., koha,- vi,, kohata. 

as snake, mph., koma ikata. 

Cola, nut, n., lukola, 5. 

Cold, adj,, (of) hio, 4. 

n., mbami 4. 

(cough), luketa, 5. 

(be or feel cold), vph., hio (4) as subject of the verb ata and 

the person as object, or the person as subject of the verb oka and 

hio as object, 

become, cool off, vi., ola. 

Coldness, n., hio, 4. • 

Collect, vt., kueki, tuhala, hutala; vi., kokama. 

Collector, n., nkueki, 1; ntuhidi, 1; mhutshidi, 1. PI. bahutsbidi. 

Color, n., iyaha, 8 

adj. (black), (of) nduemi, 4. 

(brown), (of) ngona, 4. 

(dark red), kuka. 
(light or bright red), (of) lutola, 5, pi. generally used. 

(white) (of) yema, 9. PI. biema. 

(brown, yellow or white people), (of) shosha, 4. 

(various colors, (of) mbadimbadi, 4. 

Colt, nph., kana ka kabala, 10. 

Comb, n., shahala, 4. 

of fowl, ikelakeka, 8. 

of honey, nph., kuemi (4) ’ntshui, 5 ph 
vt., shahala. 

Combine, vt., See Collect. 

Come, v., iya. 

after, follow, vt., laha. 
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around to other side, vi., lela. 

(arrive at), vi., tola. 

back, vi., kala, kasha akala. 

down, vi., kuma a shina, 4. 

from, vi., iya to, ora bosha. 

in, into, ingala,. 

into view,vi., shola. 

off, as skin, vi., oha, oma. 

out, as blade out of handle, vi., toka. 
out of, vi., to. 

over, as path or stream, shaha. 

to an end,vi., tuta, tuhi. 

past, v., eta, shama, leka. 

slowly, stealthily, ongala. 

to consciousness, vi., buma. 

together, assemble, vt., kueki; vi.,kokama. 
to mind, vt., ihala; vi., iha. 

with accompany, vt., tshika. 

unadhered, vi., nama. 

to pieces, vi., buntshama. 

to grief, besad,vi., shaka. 

Comfort, vt., onga, shamala, kitshi with ntem, 2. 
Comforter, n., nshamidi, 1; muengi, 1. 

Command, vt., losha; vi., tota, lola. 

n., nkentsha, 2. See Commandment. 

Commandment, n., dioi, 5; ikina, 9. 
give a (negative), vt., kinyi. 

Commence, v., tetsha. 

Commend, vt., kaingi. 

Commingle, vi., kokama; vt., kueki. 

Commit, v. (do), kela, odi. 

adultery, vt., odi with shasha. 4. 

rape, vph., ata ngata a bunonona. 

suicide, vt., didiaka; (by hanging), shima 

Common, adj. (of little account), (of) bukala. 

have in, tuhala biketa. 

Commotion, n. (disturbance), lutota, 5. 

Communion, n. (Lord’s Supper), kata a Ntshemi; (wine) mana ma 
Ntshemi. 

Companion, n., nkidi, 1; muentsha, 1; muan’a mai, 1; muan’ita, 4. PI. 
bana b’iy’ita. 

/i 
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Companionship, n., bukidi, 7. 

Company, n. (crowd), ikueki, 8. 
(bundle), iboma, 8; ibuki, 8. 

Compare, vt. (measure), edi. 

Compassion, n., muenga, 2; ibadi mashi. 8. 

(love), nyinga, 4. 

feel, oka with muenga, or ata with ibadi mashi as subject, 

have for, eka muenga, onga. 

Compel, v., use Causative form of verb. 

Compensate, vt., eka with ileshina or shuoma or iyekala. 

Compensation, n., ileshina, 8; shuoma, 4; iyekala, 8; iyeyeka, 9. 

Competent, Be, v, (able), yeha or mona or ed’i followed by mboka 

and the pres. part. 

Complain, v., of before another, shongala. See Grumble, Murmur. 

against, vt., shana. 

Complaint, n., ikama, 8; ishunga, 8. 

(tattling), buntshenga, 7. 

Complete, Be, vi., ola to, iya yona, shila. 
vt., mana. 
(be full quantity or measure), vi., elama. 

(fill), vt., osha. 

adj., the noun followed by to or ibonaka., 8; as, kama’to, a 

complete hundred; iketa’ ibonaka, a complete thing. 

Compliment, vt., kaingi. 

Compliments, n., yumala, 8. 

(greet), vt., umala, shamala. 

Comprehend, v. (hear), oka. 

(know), yeha. 

Compress, vt. (squeeze), ama. See Press. 
Conceal, vt., shuei; vi., shorn a. 

Concede, v., imisha. 

Conceit, n. (pride), nshasha, 2; buntshoka, 7. 

Conceited, Be, vi. (proud), dimuka 

Conceive, v., iya with diemi, 6. 

cause to, vt., tshika with diemi, 6. 

(think), v., boka with lukanva, 5. 

Concern, n. (matter), ikama, 8; ishunga, 8. 

Concerning, prep., ikama i, 8. 

Conciliate, vt., shuka. 
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Conclude, nph. (be agreed after consultation), dioi dianelama. 

vph., tota dioi dimotsli, anga dioi. 
[finish], vt., mana. 

[resolve], v., tota, lo'a. 

Concourse, n. [crowd], ikueki, 8. 
Concubine, n., ngadi, 1. PLbadi. 

Condemn, vt., buesha, 

to death, buesha’iwa. 

[be condemned], vi., Hiaka. 

[disapprove of], vt., hedi 

Condemnation, n. [doom], kanala, 10. 

[curse, predication of bad luck], mbana, 4. 

Condition, n., mhualala, 4. 

Conduct, vt , tshika, tshintshala, ena i. 
Conductor, n. [guide], ndonganshela, 1; nonadi [1] a mboka, 1. PI. 

balonadi ba mboka. 

in war, or battle, iyola, 8. 

[teacher] naiki, 1. PI. balaiki. 

[one who accompanies], ntshiki, 1; nishikidi, 1. 

Confer, v. [give office to), eka with abstract name of office, 

together, boka with yanga, 9. 

Conference, n. [private], yanga, 9. 
Confess, v., teta, imisha, dishongala, sholala. 

Confidence, have in, trust, vt., lenala. 

Confluence, n. [fork in stream or path], ishishala, 8 

Conform, v [be like], ela withyelala or ihua [8] imotshi or imo. 

Confound, vt., buntsha. 

Confuse, vt., buntsha, 

(put in wrong path), ungi. 
(be confused), vi., buntshama, unga, ungala, tshakala. 

(put in disorder), vt., tshakala. 

Confusion, n. (noise), lutoto, 5. 
Congeal, vi., namata, bakata, nangata. 
Congo Government, including all State Officials), Bula Matadi. 

Congratulate, vt., kaingi, kela with 2nd. pers., sing, or pi., as subject, 

and followed by busheka; as, wakela busheka; etc. 

Congregate, vi., kokama. 

Congregation, n. (crowd), ikueki. 8. 

Conjure, vt. (bewitch), kuta, loka. 

(divine), oto with itoma, 8. 
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(do sleight-of-hand), kela ishama, 9. 
Conjurer, n., noiki, 1. PI. baloiki. 

Conquer, vt., shama or lekisha followed by bunonona or ngona, 4. 
Conscience, n. (heart), ntema, 2. 

(life), muonya, 2. 
(after metempsychosis), nshanga, 2. 

Conscious of, v., ekala, yeha. 
Consecrate, vt. See Sanctify. 

Consent, v., imisha. See Permission. 

Consequence, of no, adj. ph., (of) bukala, kua ikama, 8. 
Consequently, adv. See Therefore. 
Consider, v., boka with lukanya, 5; shongala. 

(reckon), tota, lola. 
Consistent, adj. ph., (of) dioi (6) dikoka or dimo. 

Console, vt., onga, naingi with ntema, okisha with nshaslia, 2. 
Consolation, n., ela with i followed by nshasha, 2. 
Conspicuous, Be, vi. (appear), shola. 

Conspiracy, n., yanga ibe, 9. PI. bianga bibe. 

Conspire, vph., anga yanga ibe, 9. 
Constantly, adv. See Ceaselessly. 

Constipation, n., ndema, 4. 
(be constipated), v., ela with i followed by ndema, ikuna (8) as 
subject. 

Constrain, vt. (hinder), buntsha. 
(be constrained), vi., buntshama. 

(cause to do), vt. use Causative Form of verb. 
Construct, vt. (build), shola with ishola, 8. 

(set up, as house), vt., hika. 
(make), vt., kela. 

Consult, vt., for advice, ula. 
medicine man or diviner, vph., oto iyoma, 8. 

secretly, anga with yanga, 9. PI. bianga. 
Consultation, n., yanga, 9. 
Consume, vt., tuma or baka with tei, 10 pi. 

(be consumed), vi., shiya with tei, 10 pi. 
(be finished), shila. 
(exhaust, eat up), vt., odia. 

Contagious, Be, vi., tshakala; vt., kaliisha. 
Contain, v., ela with i. 

Content, Be, vi., oka with nshasha, 2; shakala with buela, 7; kita with 
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ntema (2) as subject; ela with ntema as subject, and followed by 
the adv. hola. 

Contention, n. (dispute), muanga, 2. 

have a, vph., boka mianga, 2 pi. 
Contentment, n., nshasha, 2. 
Contiguous, Be, vi., bakata, namata, nangata. 
Continually, adv. See Ceaselessly. 
Continue, v, (reside), ala 

(persevere), vph., ela with nama, 2; neg. habitual tense of lei or 
lemala. 

Contract, n, (secret agreement), yanga, 9. PI. bianga. 
make a, vph., anga yanga or dioi, 6. 
a written, n., nkana, 2, 
(shorten), vt., kokala. 

Contradict, v., bimala. 

Control, vt. (as mother a child), kama. 
Controversy, n., muanga, 2. PI. is generally used. 

have a, vph., boka mianga, or ela with i followed by mianga. 
settle a, vph., batala mianga. 

Converge, vi., tuhala. 

Conversation, n., yamidi, 9. 

have a, vph., bola yamidi, 9. 

Converse, vph., bola yamidi, 9. 
Convert, vt., kalala. 

(be converted), vi., kadiha, hila with the noun, indicating the 
change, used as a predicate adjective; as, ahila muota ansheka. 

Convict, vt., buesha. 
(be convicted), vi., buaka. 

Convince, vt., imishisha. 

Convulse, vi. (have a fit), owa with isheshala (8) or bela with kema. 4. 
Convulsion, n., isheshala, 8; kema, 4. 
Cook, vt., lama. 

(boil, stew), vt., hedi; vi., hela. 

(fry), vt., anga. 

(roast before lire), vt., uha. 

(stir boiling bread), vt., bu. 
n., nami (1) a bishima, pi. balami; kuka (Eng). 

,-house, mbula a ilama, 9. 
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Cooking, n., ilama, 9. 

Cool, vt., (with breath), hula with nshusha, 2. 
off, vi., ola. See Cold. 

Coolness, n., hio, 4. 

Copper, nph., lubola lukengala, 5. 
Copse, n., biteta, 9 pi. 

Copulate, v., osha, lodi, betama i, kula, shela, shoma i. See Cohabit. 

Copy, n., yingeta, 9. 

Cord, n., nshuka, 2. 

Cork, n (stopper for bottle, etc.), iluengi, 8. 
Corn, n. (maize), imbona, 8. 

(short undeveloped ear), muengidi, 2. 
cob of, ntela (2) mu imbona. 

shuck of, luasha (5) l’imbona. PI. kasha i mambona. 
silk of, muesha (2) mu imbona. 

stalk of, nte (2) mu imbona. 

tassel of, lushanga (5) l’imbona. 

Corner, n., of house, yard, mat, etc., ituka, 8# 

of street, ishishila, 8. 

Cornet, n., hunga, 4. 
Corpse, n., nyu, 2. PJ. midiu. 

Corpulent, grow, vi., nena, loma, nanga. 

Correct, adj., slieka. See Complete, 
adv., yelala. 

Be. v., elama, ed’i with yona. 

(rebuke), vt., hangisha. 

(scold), vt., bela, hedi, hangisha. 

(admonish), vt., longa 

(beat), vt., bola. 
Correctly, adv., (truly), ikakama, koka. 

(rightly), busheka, 
Correctness, n., yelama, 9; busheka, 7. Sec Truth. 

Correspond to, vi., hanya, hanyisha, ela with i followed by yelala or 

ihua (7) imotshi (imo). See Like. 

Corrode, v. (rust), namata with matadi, 8 pi. 

Corrosion, n., (rust), matadi, 8 pi. 

Corrupt, adj. (bad), —be. 
(be rotten), vi., huona. 

make, vt., ona, huonyi. 
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(make to go bad, pollute), vt., ona; vi., oritsha. 

(spoil, as child), vph., eka ikama (8) ibe. 

Corruption, n. (badness), buhi, 7. 

Cost, n. (price), mbana, 2« 

(trade), nganga, 4. 

Costive, Be, See Constipation. 

Costly, adj. ph., (of) mbana (2) munonona. 

Cotton, n., buanda, 7; ndanda, 4. 

(thread), luheka, 5. 

Couch, n., ilaka, 8. 
Cough, n., luketa, 5. 

v„ ketala. 
Could, v. See Able. 

Council, n., malanga, 8 pi. 

hold a, or court, vph. koma or shamala malanga; tohala toha, 4. 

Councilor, n., ntotshi, 1; mbami, 1; nkoimi (1) makama. 
Counsel, vt., losha, eka buanyi, 7. 

(warn), vt., ihisha, yehisha. 
n. buanyi, 7. 

Count, vt. bala. 

Countenance, n., buosha, 7; ihua, 8. See Face. 
Countless, adj. Use neg. of yeha or mona with mboka abala. 

Country, n. Perhaps the only way to express this idea is by giving 

the name of the clan, tribe or people. There is also the indefinite 
muidi meaning section or part or side. Nunga (pi. minunga) means 

a collection of villages or sections or precinct, 
down, ngela, 4. 

of foreigners, Mhuta. 

-fellow, n., nkona, 1. PI. bakona 

Country man, n., rnuna, 1; rishi, 1; see Gram. 122, Rems. 8-9. 
(vagabond),, yungala, 9. PI. biungala. 

Country-town, ph., ingana (8) i kona. 

Couple, n, (all two), mhina or mhena, 2. 

Courage, n. (boldness), buhuoka, 7. 

(manliness), bulunga, 7. 

(bravery), buahala, 7. 

have, vph., ela with i followed by buhuoka or bulunga or bua¬ 
hala or ntema (2) munonona. 

Courageous, adj. See Bravery, Brave. 

Court, n., of justice, malanga, 8 ph; itohala 8. 
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(enclosure), luana, 5. PI. ntshana. 

hold, vph., koma malanga, 8 pi. 

pass decision in, vph., shamala malanga. 

(woo), vt., wela (uela). 

Courteous, adj., (of) inanga, 8. 

be, vi., beka. 

Courtesy, n., inanga, 8; ibeki, 8. 

Cousin, n. See Brother. 

Covenant, n., yanga, 9. PI. bianga. See Agreement. 

Cover,- vt., dihi. 

to put laths on roof, kakala, 

n., iha, 8. 

(for pots with food), yasha, 9. PI. biasha. 

(stopper for bottle, etc.), iluengi, 8. 

(a wrap or covering for body), lukuka, 5. 

Covet, vph., bola ntema a biketa bi kana. 

CovErous person, nph., mbodi (1) a ntema a biketa bi kana. 

Covetousness, nph., mbolala (4) a ntema, 2. 

Cow, n., nguemi, 3. 

Coward, nph., muna (1) buteta, 7. 

Cowardice, n., buteta, 7. 

Cower v., as animal, kita, yo. 

Cowery, n., luhasha, 5. 

Crab, n., iyala, 8. 

Crack, n,. muasha, 2. 

vt. (as hard nuts), bola. 

(as soft nuts), teta. 

(as lice), teha. 

(split), bana; vi., bantsha. 

Craft, n,. (occupation), nguna, 2. 

Craftiness, n. (meanness) buhi, 7; ibela, 8. 
(cunningness), bulema, 7; bushomala, 7. 

(intelligence), buanyi, 7. 

Craftsman, muina 1. 

Crafty, adj., (of) bulema (7) or bushomala (7) or buanyi, 7. 
(mean,) (of) ibela (8) or buhi, 7. 

Cram, vt., (together), ina. See Press. 

(crowd together, as people), vt., kueki; vi., kokama. 

Crane, n. (bird), hula (3) a ntshala, 4. 
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Crash, n. (fall or a blow), ngina, 2. PI. mingina. 

Crawfish, n., ngosha, 2. 

Crawl, vi. (as snake, worm, etc.), lama. 

(as child), tanala. 

Craziness, n., ntshita, 4; bubela (7) bu ntshita, 4. 
Crazy, Be, vi., bela with ntshita, 4; ela with i followed by ntshita, 4. 

(become mad), vi., hanga. 
Crease, n., muna, 2. PI. mimuna. 

Create, vt., anga. 

Creation, n., yanga, 9. 

Creator, n., muangi or muaingi, 1 

Credit, v. (make a loan), eka with mbata (4) or makama, 8 pi. 
(large debt), ikama, 8. 

(small debt), mbata, 4. 
Credulity, n., buimisha, 7; mhuimisha, 4. 

Credulous, adj., (of) buimisha (7) or mhuimisha, 4. 
Creek, n. (large stream), ntshala, 4. 

(small stream), luosha, 5. 

Creep, v. (as child), tanala. 

(as snake), lama 

(as vine), kohata. 
stealthily, as cat, ongala. 

Creeper, n. (generic), naraa, 2. PI. minama. 

There are various species, the most useful being the lukodi (5) 

which is employed very extensively in making baskets, mats, 
houses, etc. See Vine. 

Creeping thing, n, (generic), ilalami, 9. See Caterpillar, Worm, Insect. 
Crevice, n., muasha, 2. 

(hole in vessel or garment), itonala, 8. 
(hole in ground), mbema, 4. 

Cricket, n. (small), yentsha, 9. PI. bientsha. 

(large, edible), ntshentsha, 3. 
Crimson, adj., (of) lutola, 5. 

(dark red), kuka. 
Cringe, v., See Cower. 

Cripple, Be, vi., tumala, ena tumidi. 
Croak, vi. (as frog), ngonala. 
Crocodile, n., kona, 3. 
Crook, n., ilumi, 8. 

Crooked, Be, vi., lumata, konama. 
(be bent to one side), tengama 
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(be zigzag), otola. 

(be out of line, irregular), buntshama. 

Crop, n. (of bird), itodidi, 8. 

Cross, n. (as the one on which Christ died), nte mukeki, 2. 

iron or copper, muata mukuemi, 2. 

(fork in path or stream), ishishala, 8. 

(as two paths), kekama. 
(be fretful, as child), kekeha. 
a stream, vi., shaha; vt., shahala. 

Crossing, n. (ferry or ford), mbonga (4) a luosha or ntshala. 

Crouch,- vi. (hide), shoma. 

Crow, vi., beka. 

Crowd, n., ikueki, 8; buiki, 7. 

(cram), vt., ina. 
about one, vi., kokama. 

together, vt., kueki; vi., kokama. 

Crown n. (band for the head), mbuha, 2. PI. mibuha. 

of power or glory, nph., luketa lu hama (4). 

of head, nph., luboma (5) ntshue, 2. 

(king’s royal headdress), lushedi, 5. 

-prince, buemi, 1. 

Crucify, vph., diaka a nte mukeki, 2. 

Cruel person, nph., Muota (1) a nena (2) or ihetshi, 8. 

be toward one, vi., hinala, ona, hetshi. 

Cruelty, il, ibela, 8; nena, 2; ihetshi, 8. 

Crumb, n., ikolala (9) i kata, 4. 

Crumble, v. (come to pieces as meat, etc, in cooking), buntshama. 

(hash), vt., shasha vi., shashama. 

(cave in), vi., bunga. See Crush. 

Crunch, vt., bunala. 

Crush, vt. (by beating), kuma, tutala. 

(by pressing on with hands), nyaka, ongidi; nyaiki. 

(by rubbing on board), kola. 

(by rubbing between two stones), koka. 

into small particles, yeshala. 

(pulverize, powder up), yesha. 
(squeeze), arna. 

Crust, n., ikolala, 9. 

Cry, v., lela. 

(stop from), vt., kinyi or basha with ilela, 9. 
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in loud voice, vph., boka dioi dinonona. 

as crazy person, vi., hanga. 
(exclamation of surprise or joy), vt., bola with nola (Pi. milola) 

or yodi, 9. PI. biodi. 

n., ilela, 9. 

(announcement), n., mbeki, 4. 

(make an “ vt., boka mbeki. 

of animal (bleat), luahi, 5. 

(alarum), nola, 2. PI. milola. 

(make an alarum) vt., uta yodi; bola nola. 

Cryer, n., nedi, 1. PI. baledi. 

Crying, n., ilela, 9. • 

(announcement), mbeki, 4. 

Cud, nph., biketa binkalama a munya. 

Cubit, n., shentimeta mash’a'tana. 
Cummin, n., mbimala, 4. 

Cunning, adj., (of) bulema or bushomala or buanyi, 6. 

Cunningness, n., buanyi, 7; bulema, 7; bushomala, 7. 
Cup, n., mbonga, 4. 

("made of leaf), nkema, 2. 

(to bleed), vt., shumi. 

(small gourd used fur cupping), n., hula (4) a shumi. 

Cuke, vt. (heal), bo. This verb is employed in connection with the per- 
son performing the cure. 

kitshi or tei, is used in reference to the medicine. 
(be cured), vi., kita, shila, oma. 

Curse, n., nshinga, 2. 

(doom), kabala, 10; mbana, 4. 
vt., boka kabala or mbana. 

(offend,), vt., tona. 

Curve, vt. (bend), lumi; vi. lumata. 

n., ilumi, 1. 

Custom, n., ishama, 9. 

(doing), ikelala, 9. 

Cut, vt., kaka, batala. 

(cease as moon or rain), vi., bata. 

vine for rubber, vt., bola. 

away, as weeds vt., shahala. 

(clear up, as field;, vt., bentsha. 

(carve, as wood;, vt., shonga. 
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Cut (continued), 

(castrate,) vt., shalala. 

(chop down, as grass), vt., batala. 

(chop down, as tree), vt., shaingi. 

finger nails, vt., tetala. 

fire-wood, vt., bana, teha, 

open, split, vt., bana. 

(slice), vt., yeshala, bana a yasha, 9. PI. biasha. 

teeth, v., mena with dina, 6. 

up, as dead animal, vt., kaka. 

up by the root, vt., tokala. 
into small pieces, hash, vt., shasha. • 

(wound), vt., kaka with huota, 4. 

n. (wound), huota, 4. 

D 

Daily, adv., lushu taka lushu taka; muna lushu muna lushu. 

DAiNTiNess, n., inanga, 8. 

Dainty, adj., (of) inanga, 8. 

Damage,’ vt., ona. 

Damn, vph., boka kabala (10) or mbana, 4. 

Damp, adj., (of) hio, 4. 

be, vi„ ela with i followed by hio. 

(be wet), vi., nyoka. 

Dampen, vt. (immerse), numi. 

(sprinkle with water), vt., nyangala, shuehi. 

Dampness, n., hio, 4. 

Damsel, n., ile (9) ngata, 1. PI. bile bata. 

Dance, v., mina, mina imina. 

(instructor of), bulama, 7; bulona, 7. 

n., imina, 8. 

Dancer, n., minyi, 1. PI. baminyi. 
Danger, n., ikama (8) or ishunga (8) inonona, 

Dangle, vi., lela. 

Daring, Be, vi. See Brave. 

Dark, adj, (color), of nduemi, 4. 
(as of night), muimala, 2. 
become, vi., hita, iya with muimala or nduemi. 

make, darken, vt., hitshi. 
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Darkness, n. (as night), muimala, 2. 

color nduemi, 4. 

(night), butu, 7. 

Dash, n. (an extra bit given to complete the trade, given by the 

buyer), koihi, 4. 

give a, vph., eka koihi. 

(a present), shoma, 4. 
Date, n. This idea is usually expressed with reference to the 

moon or to a certain day of the week or to one of the sea¬ 
sons. See Day, Season, Week. 

Daub, vt. (with mud or earth), boma. 

Dauber n., mboimi, 1. PI. bamboimi. 
Daughter, nph., muana (1) ngata, 1; ile (9) ngata. 

(one’s own daughter or child), muana ibota, PI. bana bibota. 

Dawn, n., kosha (4) hu-u or hue-e! 

(cockcrowing), nph., huota abeka koka, 3. 

(early in the fore-noon), kosha butu, 7. 

vi., uya with butu (7) as subject. 

Day, n., lushu, 5. 
(all day long), a kosha a ikokala, 8. 
(day after to-morrow), adv., a hena. 

(day by day), lushu taka lushu taka; muna lushu muna lushu; 

buya buya. 

(day time), muanya, 2. 

to-, day by day, buya buya, muna lushu muna lushu. 

market-, nkila, 2. 
(three days before market), ilaka itadi, 8. 
(the day before market, ilaka ikuya. 
next, in the morning, uya buna. 

For days of the week see Week. 
Daybreak, n., See Dawn. 
Daylight, n., muanya, 2. 

Daytime, n., muanya, 2. 

Dazzle, vi., kedi, kedi a misha, 

Dead, adj. or part., ngua. See Gram. 287 B. VIII. 
(corpse), n., nyu, 2. PI. midiu. 
(the dying), ba banguaka. pi. 

Deaf, adj., (of) mato makokama, 8 pi. 

person, n., muna (1) mato makokama. 
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Deafness, n., if the person is deaf in only one ear use the ph. ito 

yakokama, if in both ears, use the pi. mato makokama. 

Deal, v. (trade), oto or kula with nganga, 4. 

(large amount), n., buiki, 7. 

Dear, adj. (costly), (of) mbana munonona, 2. 

Dearth, n., busheka, 7. 

Death, n., iwa, 8. 
(bereavement, loss by death), n., buela,7. 

without cause, n., diue, 6. 

(to be suffering from a prolonged illness), vph., use iwa as subj 

and the person as obj. of the verb tona or hetshi. 

Debase, vt., kumisha. 

Debate, n. (dispute), muanga, 2, PI. generally used. 

v., boka mianga. 

Debris, n., See Trash. 

Debt, n, (large), ikama, 8, 

(small), mbata, 4. 
ask for the payment of, vt., kalala mbata. 

be in, vt., bala ikama or ela with i followed by ikama or mbata. 

pay a, vt., kalala ikama or mbata. 

pay for another, vt., komisha with ikama. 

incur a, v„ bala with ikama. 
Decay, vi., huona. 

Deceit, n., inema, 8. 

Deceive, v., huta, banga. 

(fool), vt., bola with itshima, 8. 
Deceiver, n., muna yonga (9) or makusha. 

December, n., Dishemba., (Eng.), 6. 

Deception, n., itshima, 8; yonga, 9. 

Decide, vt. (judge,), koma. 
(after consultation), nph., dioi dianelama dimo, tota dioi dimo. 

(resolve), v., tota, lola. 

(settle a dispute), vph., batala, mianga. 

Declare, v., tota, lola. 

Decline, vt. (refuse to give), imala 

(as price), vt., kokala mbana, 2. 

(refuse), vt., bela. 

Decompose, vi., huona. 

Decorate, vt., lodi. 

Decoration, n. (ornament), isheka, 9. 
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(jewelry, etc.), ilatala, 9; lubota, 5. 

Decorous, adj., (of) inanga, 8. 

Decrease, vt., (as price), kokala with mbana, 2; vi., kala a shina with 

mbana (2) as subject. 

(as swelling), vi., yengala. 

(as wages), vt., kokala with ileshina, 8. 

in size, vt., onyi; vi., ona. 

Decree, n., dioi, 6; nkentshi, 2. 

v., lola, tota, boka dioi or nkentshi. 

Deed, n. (affair), ikama, 8; ishunga, 8. 

Deep, adj., tadi. 

Deepen, vt., edi. 

Deepness, n„ butadi, 7. 

Defeat, vt., leka or shama with bunonona (7) or ngona, 4. 

Defend, vt., shukisha, hanyisha. 

Defender, n., nshuki, 1; mhanyishi, 1. 

Deference, n., inanga, 8. 

Deferential, adj., (of) inanga, 8. 

Deficient, (not enough), vph., use neg. elama, or the neg. of ela with 

yona, or use shala. 

Defile, vt. (soil), hitshi. 

(make to go bad), vt., ona. 

Define, v., tota, lola. 

Deformed, Be, vi. (in back, humpbacked), to with kuma, 4. 

(any other deformity), vph., to butuimi, 7. 

Deformity, n. in back, kuma, 4. 

in other parts of body, butuimi, 7. 

Defraud, vt., shena. 

Defy, vt., ana bundoya or bundoi, 7. 

Degrade, vt., kumisha. 

(discharge), vt., tei. 

Delay, vt., ungi, buntsha. 

(stay behind), vph., mana shu, shala shu, shala. 

(stop), vt., lemala 

n., buhuosha. 

Deliberate, vt., boka with lukanya, 5. 

(hold a conference), vph., boka yanga, 9. 

Deliberation, n., buanyi, 7; lukanya, 5. 
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Delicate, v. (not strong), neg. of ela with bunonona, 7. 

Delight, vt., okisha with nshasha, 2. 

(be delighted), oua with nshasha, 2. 

Delirious, lie, v. (talk in delirium), tota itototshi, 9. 
Deliver, vt. (as child), botshi. 

(give birth), bota. 

from slavery, redeem, vt., ontshala. 

message, lola, tota dioi or nkentshi, 2. 

(save), vt., shuka, shukisha, hanyisha. 
Deliverance, n., mhanala, 4. 

Deliverer, n., nshuki, 1; nshukishi, 1. 
Demand, vt. (ask for), loma. 

(to question), ula. 

Demented, Be, vph., bela with ntshita, 4. 

Dementia, nph., bubela bu ntshita. 
Demolish, vt. (as a house), bokala. 

(pillage, as village), vt., shansha. 

(waste, scatter), vt., tshakala. 

(kill), vt., diaka. 

Demon, n. (Devil), Shatana, 1. 
(evil spirit), ishina (9) i Shatana. 

(ghost, spirit), muena, 2; ngesha, 2. 
(corpse), nyu, 2. PI. midiu. 

(witch), noiki, 1. PI. baloiki. 

Den, h., mbeta, 4. 

(hole), mbema, 4. 

of thieves, nph., indodia i batamidi, 

Denounce, vt., bimala. 

Dense, P>e, (as forest or a crowd of people), kanama, 

Density, n., kantsha, 4. 

Deny, v., bela. 
a charge, tona. 
(refuse to give), imala. 
(renounce), bela. 
(not speaking to), neg. of tota with dioi diekidi. 

Depart, v., ena, kata, to. 

Depose, vt., tei. 
Depress, vt. (lower), kumisha. 
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(be with sorrow), vi., kutama, otola with ntema (2) as subject. 
Depth, n., butadi, 7 

Deputy, n., nkentshi, 2. 

Derange, vt., tshakala. 

(frustrate), buntsha, ungi. 

(be disarranged), vi., buntshama, unga. 

Deranged, Be, vi., bela with ntshita, 4. 

Derision, n., isheisha, 8. 

Descend, v., from tree or any elevation, kuma a shina, 4. 

(fall), buaka, shanga. 

(go down stream), leha. 

Descendant, n., Muana, 1. See Generation. 

of slave, mbotala, 1. 

Descent, n. (family line), ilontsha, 8. 

(coming down), nkumala, 4. 

(contemporary, about same age), ndonaka, 4. 

(same age or size), luonga, 5. PI. ntshonga. 

place of, as at base of mountain, ilela (8) a shina, 4. 

Describe, v., lola, tota. 

Desecrate, vt.,ona. 

Desert, vt., shola, lemala. 

(scatter, move away), tshakala. 

(uninhabited place), nph., indodia (8) bukala; indodia kaya i 
bata. 

Deserted village, n., iyoma, 8. 

Deserve, v. (be best or right to do), use ela with busheka (7) followed by 

the pres, part.; as, ye busheka akela nguna muau, it is best that 
you do your work. 

(be proper or sufficient), vi., elama. 

Desire, v., muka. 

have, vph., oka with nyinga, 4. 

n., nyinga, 4. 

Desist, v., lemala. 

Desolate, vt., make, shansha, yoi (yui). See Loot. 

Be, v., yo. 

(be wasted), vi., inga. 

Desolation n., iyo, 8; buhuola, 7. 

Despite, n., ibela, 8. 
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Despoil, shansha, yoi (yui). 

Despond, v., kutama, otola with ntema as subj. 

Despondent, Be,v., kutama, otola with ntema as subj. 

Despot, n., muna(l) nena (2) or ihetshi, 8. 

Despotic, adj., (of) nena or ihetshi. 

Destination, n., itolala, 7; ikitala, 8. 

Destine, vt., shongala. 

(select), vt., shola. 

Destitute, adj. (poor), ntana. 

vi., be, of relatives, etc., huha. 

vi., be, of things, ela with bukala or mio mio; or neg. ofelawith 

i followed by biketa. 

Destitution, n., ntana, 2. 

Destroy, vt. (break down as house), bokala. 

(kill), diaka. 

(pillage), shansha. 

(desecrate), ona. 

Detain, vt., ungi, kinyi; buntsha. 

(be detained), vi., unga; buntshama. 

Detect, vt. (feel, become conscious of), oka. 

Deter, vt., See Detain. 

Deteriorate, vi., ontsha. 

Determine, v. See Decide. 

Detest, vt. See Despise, Loathe, 

Detestation, n., ibela, 8. 

Detour, make a, v , onga, eta. 

Develop, vi. (grow), nena. 

(mature), loma. 

(grow in stature), ola. 

Devil n. See Demon. 

Devotion, n. (love), nyinga, 4 pi. 

(pity), muenga, 2. 

Devour, vt., odia. 

Dew, n., ilula, 8. 

Devout person, nph., ntomidi (1) a moi, 6 pi. 

Dexterity, n., buanyi, 7. See Cleverness. 

Dialect n., lutota, 5. The dialects may be expressed by prefixing bu- 

to the name of the people; as, tota Bushonga, speak the dialect 

of the Bakuba. 
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Diarrhoea, to have, vph., eta ikuna, 8. 

Die, v., owa. See Death. 

Differ, y. (dispute), boka with mianga, 2 pi. 

(be unlike), use neg, of ela with ihua (8) imotshi or imo, or the 

neg. of ela with yelala, or the neg. of hanva or hanyisha. 

Difference, n. (argument), muanga, 2. 

Different, Be, vi., See Differ. 

Differently, adv., use the ph. ihua yekidi, 8. 

Difficult, adj., nonona. 

Difficulty, n , ishunga, 8; ikama, 8. 

Diffidence, n., bushonya, 7. 

Diffident, Be, vi., oka with bushonya, 7. 

Dig, vt., a hole, tshima. 

(to hoe), shahala. 

(up as plant), tokala. 

Dilatory, Be, vi., use the ph. ela with i and bundena, 7. 

Diligent, Be, vi., use the neg. of ela with indena, 9. PI. bindena. 

Dim, become, vph., to with muimala, 2. 
as writing, ela with muimala muimala. 

Dimension, n. (length), butadi, 7. 

(width), keka keka, 4. 

(size), bunena, 7. 

(measure, take), vt., edi. 

Diminish, vi., See Decrease. 
Diminutive, adj., This idea is usually expressed by the use the prefix 

of the 10 th class of nouns, ka- tn-. 

(small), adj., keka. 
Dimness, n., muimala, 2; bilengi, 9 pi.; bingidi bingidi, 9 pi. 

Dinner, nph., bishima bi ndnega, 9 pi. 

Dip, vt., immerse, numi. 

in, vt., kueta. 

up, buhala. 

out, tahala. 

as bread in gravy, shoshola. 

Direct, v. (show), laka, shuntsha. 
(command, tell), vt., losha; vi., lola. 

the way, guide, lonala with mboka, 4. 

adj.. (straight), nshema, p. p. of shema. 
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Direction, n. (command), dioi, 6; nkentsha, 2. 

prep, (towards), a. 

the d., bulodi, 7. 

Director, n. (guide), nonadi, (1) a mboka, 4. 

Directly, adv. (soon), ihontshi. 

over head or in front of one, shongashuma, 4. 

Dirt, n. (earth), mana, 8 pi. 

(excrement,) tahi, 10 pi. 

(loose earth or sand), ibuntsha, 8; lushenga, 5. 

(large grains of sand, earth, saw dust, etc.), busha, 7. 
(dust), musha, 2. pi. miusha. 

on the clothes or body, mbina, 4. 

(trash), biketa, 9 pi. 

Dirtdauber, n., ndotshidi, 8. 

Dirtiness, n., mbina, 4; nduemi, 4; buhi, 7. 

(untidiness), bushala, 7; nyetsha, 4. 

(desecration), buonyi, 7. 

Dirty, adj., mhita, be, (of) nduemi, 4. 

tin person), (of) mbina, 4. 

(untidy), (of) bushala, 7. 

Disagree, v. (dispute), boka with mianga, 2 pi. 

Disagreement, n., mianga, 2 pi. 
Disappear, vi., dima. 

Disappointed, Be, vi., in doing, bunfcshama. 

Disapproval, n , bubedi, 7; luhela, 5. 

Disapprove, vt., bela, hedi; vi., hela. 

with click of lips, betsha. 

Disarrange, vt., tshakala, tuhala. 
(be disarranged), vi., tshakala, tuhidi, shakana. 

Disaster, nph., ikama (8) inonona or ibe, 
Discard vt., bela. 

Discharge, vt., tei. 

(unload), tei. 

a, venereal, misho, 2 pi. 

Discern, vt. (look into, make known, interpret), shakala, tongata. 

Disciple, n., muentsha, 1; ishina, 9; mbingi, mbai, 1; nkentshi, 2. 

(pupil), mueki, 1. pi. beki. 

(teacher), naiki, 1. pi. balaiki. 

(evangelist), nph., ntshakidi a Dioi Di Ntshemi, 
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Discipline, vt. [punish], bola, ona, hinala, hetshi. 

[disapprove], hedi. longa. 

[rebuke], hangisha, longa. 

Disclose, vt- [unhide], sholaia. 

[interpret], shakala, tongata. 

Disconcert, vt., buntsha, ungi. 

Disconcerted, Be, vi., buntshama, unga. 

Discontented, Be, vi., [grumble], nungisha. 

Discontinue, v., lemala. 
Discordant, Be, vi., [as musical instrument out of tune], koma. 

Discourage, vt., lesba. 
[be discouraged], vi., lei. 

Discourse, n. [conversation], yamidi, 9. 

[affair], ikama, 8. 

[word], dioi, 6. 

bold a, vph., bola yamidi, 9. 

Discover, vph., te’mona. 

[detect, become conscious of], oka. 

Discretion, n., buanyi, 7. 

Discussion, n. (dispute), mianga, 2 pi. 

have a, vpb., boka mianga. 
Disease, n., buala, 7; shusbudi, 4. 

Disenchant, vpb., tei buloiki, 7. 

Disentangle, vt., tungala. 

Disgrace, vph., okisha or diaka bushonya, 7. 

n„ buslionya, 7. 

Disgust, n. (hatred , ibela, 8.) 
Disgusted, Be, vi. with food (to loathe), See Dispise, Loathe. 

Dish, n. made from gourd , lubala, 5. 

(tray for bread), ikala, 8. 

foreign, ilonga, 8. 
Dishearten, vt. (hinder), buntsha, unga. 

Dishonest, Be, v„ shena, ela with i followed by buemi, 7. 

■person, n., rauemi, ;nshenyi, 1;. 

Dishonesty, n., buemi, 7. 

Dishonor, vt., kumisha. 

Dislike, vt. See Despise. 
Dislocated, Be, vi., to, toka. 

Dismay, vt., tshinyi, shishala, okisha with buteta, 7. 

(be dismayed), vi., tshina, shisha, oka with buteta. 
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Dismiss, vt., tei. 

Disobedience, n., bubedi, 7; buomidi, 7. 

Disobedient, adj. (of) bubedi, 7;(of) buomidi, 7. 
person, n., mbedi, 1; muomidi, 1; nkueki mato.. 

be, v., use neg. of oka mboka followed by the proper tense 

and person of losha or tota. 

Disobey, vt., bela followed by dioi (6) or nkentsbi, 2. See Disobedient, 
vt., omala. See Refuse. 

Disorder, n., lutota, 5. 

put in, or be in. See Derange. 

Disown, vt., bimala. 

(refuse), bela. 

Disperse, vt., tshakala; vi., tshakala. 

Dispensation, n.,(things put aside to be given out later on), yok’ana an- 

tshikisha. 

Displease, vt., okisha or diaka with bushonya, 7; hitshi ikuna, 8; okisha 

with kaha, 4. 

Disposition, n. (heart), ntema, 2. 

Disputation, n., mianga, 2 pi. 

Dispute, vph., boka mianga, 2 pi. 

settle a, vph., basha mianga. 

n, mianga, 2 pi. 

Disreputable, adj., be. 

Disrespect, n., rnhuoka, 2; buntshoka, 7; buhuangata, 7. 

Disrespectful, adj., (of) rnhuoka, 2;(of) buntshoka, 7; (of) buhuangata 

be to, vph., shuntsha buntshoka or rnhuoka or buhuangata. 

Dissatisfied, Be, vi. (grumble), nungisha. 

Dissect, vt., (cut up, as dead animal), kaka. 

Dissent, v. (refuse), bela. 

with head, vph., nyinga ntshue, 2. 

Dissimilar, Be, vi., use neg. of ela with yelala or ihua (S) imo, or mu’in’ana, 

Dissipation, n., buhuoka, 7; buhuangata, 7. 

Be drunk, vph., owa mana, 8 pi. 

Dissolve, vi., sliinga, tuta. 

(cave in), bunga. 

(fry out, as fat), vt., anga. 

Dissuade, vt. (hinder), buntsha, ungi. 

(stop a dispute), vph., basha mianga, 2 pi. 

Distance, n. long, butadi, 7; itana, 8. 

the, luanga, 5? 
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short, bukuya, 7. 

adv. (far), kanyi. 

Distant, adj., See Remote. 

Distasteful, Be, vi. (as unseasoned food), use ela with hio hio. 

Distend, vt. (inflate), osha. 

(swell), vi., ola. 

Distinctly, adv., busheka. 

Distinguished, adj. See Famous. 

Distort, v. (as face), otola a misha (6 pi.) or buosha, 7. 

Distress, n. (mental), manga, 8 pi. 

Distressed, Be, vi., tukama. 

Distribute, vt., kahala. 

among, kahisha, banyisha. 

District, n. including several villages, nunga, 2. PI. minunga. See 

Country. 

Disturbance, n., lutota, 5. 

Ditch, n., ngusha, 2. PI. mingusha. 

Dive, vph., bola inyimi, 8. 

n., inyimi. 

Diverge, v. (as paths), kahisha. 

Divergence, n. (as in path), muodi (2) mu mbcka, 4. 

(fork in path), ishishala (8) i mboka, 4. 

Divers, adj. (various), (of) mahua (8 pi.) ma bund, 7. 

(many), (of) buiki, 7. 

Diverse, Be, vi., See Dissimilar, Differ. 

Divide, vt., kaha. 

(distribute), kahala. 

among, kahisha, banyisha. 

(assort), shola. 

(take out a part), tahala. 

(separate, split), bana; vi., bantsha. 

(n., between fields, etc., nela, 2. PI. minela. 

Divination, n. (the fetish used in the performance of), item a, 8. 

Divine, vph., oto itoma, 8. 

adj., (of) Ntshemi. 

Diviner, nph., ntoi (1) ’ itoma, 8. 
Divinity, n. (Clod), Ntshemi. 

Division, n., of anything broken or cut off, itenya, 9 

of anything sliced or split, yasha, 9. PI. biasha. 
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(partition in bouse), tenga, 4. 

(side of any object or body), luona, 5. 

(side, as of path or river), rnuidi, 2. 

(wall), ibena, 8. 

Divorce, vph., diaka bulantsha, 7. 

be divorced, vi., owa with bulantsha as subject. 

Divorcement, bill of, nph., nkana mu diaka bulantsha. 

Divulge, vt., a secret, sholaia. shakala. 

Dizziness, n., iluingi, 8. 

Dizzy, Be, vi.., ela with i followed by iluingi, 8. 

Do, vt., kela. 

(complete), mana 
(commit), odi. 

(begin), tetsha. 

in advance, te? followed by pres. part. 

(be done, complete), vi., shila. 

well, graciously, yesha. 

Docile, Be, vi., use neg. of ela with i followed by inanga (8), or the 

neg. of ela with lutota (5), use also the habitual tense of oka. 

Docility, n., inanga, 8. 

Doctor, n., nguoma, 1. 

(one who prepares the poison), nshaki, 1. 

(diviner), ilumi, 9; ntoi (1) ’ itoma, 8. 
(witch), noiki, 1. PI. baloiki. 

Doctrine, n., ikama, 8; ishunga, 8. 

Dodge, v., esha, sheka, tengama. 

cause to, vt., esha. 

Dog, n., mbua, 3. 

hunting, mbushonga, 3. 

Domestic, n. (fowl, animal, etc.),’iyona, 9. 
Dominion, n. See Country, World. 

(chiefdo.m, chiefship), bukuma, 7; buma, 7. 

(district consisting of several villages), nunga, 2. PI. minunga. 
(kingdom, kingship), bunyimi, 7. 

Donkey, n., nyama, 3; kabala, 10. 

Doom, vph., boka mbana (4) or kabala, 10. 
n., mbana, 4; kabala, 10. 

Door, n., ikuiki, 8. 

(space just in front of door), nph., munya (2) mu mbula, 4. 

-sill, nph., iyota (8) kuagala, 4. 
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-way, npli., mboka (*4) 'mbnla, 4. 

Doorway, npb. mboka (4^’mbula, 4. 

Dot, n„ itoha, 8. 

Double, vt. (fold), munya. 

(two and two), mhena, 2. 

Double, minded, Be, vi„ ela with i followed by mitema mihe, 2 pi. 

Doubt, v., use some such ph. as, boka tukanya (5) mbe busheka mbe 

kua busheka. 
Doubtful, adj., See Doubt. 

Dove, n., imbinga, 9. 
Down, adv., (at, in, on), a shina, 4; a shina a. 

come, v., kuma. 
take, vt., kumala, tolala. 
-country, hill or stream, prep, ph., a ngela, 4. 

Down (continued). 
The idea is frequently expressed in the verb. 

Downward, adv., See Down. 

Doze, vph. ungala ntuengi, 2. 

Drag, vt., bolala, nana. 

Draw, vt., kuntsha. 
breath, toma, kuntsha n shush a, 2. 

near to, tshintsha, See Approach. 

out (as from well),vt., shahala. 

out, (as tooth, etc.), tokala, kuntsha. 

out, stretch, vi., shear a; vt., shemala. 

picture, vt., edi ihua, 8. 

up, shrink, vi., bolama. 

water, vt., taka or teka. 

water, urinate, vph., nena menya, 8 pi. 

Dread, n., buteta, 7. 

v., tshina. 

Dream, v., lota ilo, 8. 

make know a, vt., shakala. 

n., ilo, 8 

Dress, vi., lata, latshi, dinga. 

(adorn), vph., bota lubota (5) or bilatala, 9 pi. 

n., nguma, 4; luoota, 5. See Apparel, Adornment. 

Drink, v., onyo. 

give to, vt., nyosha. 
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Drinker, n., nyoi, 1. PL banyoi. 
Drip, v., shoha. 

Drive, vt., away, benga. 

a bargain, kula or oto nganga, 4. 

in, ingisha. 

in, as nail, kueki. 

out, tei, benga. 

as wagon, tshintsha, ensha, enyisha. 

Driver Ant, n., yumala, 8. PI. mayumala. 

Drop, n., inyanga, 8. 

v. (drip), shoha. 

(fall), buaka. 

(fall from tree or house top, etc.), shanga. 

Dropsy, n., of the feet, mashidi, 8 pi. 

of body, ingula, 8. 

Drought, n. (dry season), isho, 8. 

.famine), nph., mbinga (2)’ntshala, 4, pi. 
(hunger), ntshala, 4 pi. 

Drove, n., ikueki, 8. 

Drover, n., mbaiki, 1. 

Drown, vph., owa mashi, 8 pi. 

Drowsy, Be, vph., ungala nyuengi, 2. 

Drum, n., made of hide, ngoma, 4. 

(hollowed piece of wood), kodi, 4. 

beat, v., beta. 

of ear, nph., kuma (4) ito, 8. 

Drunk, Be, v., owa with mana (8 pi.), or ata with mana as subject, 
and the person as object. 

make, vt., bedi with ntshita as object, and mana as subject. 

Drunkenness, nph., bunyoi (7) bu mana, 8 pi. 

Drunkard, nph., nyoi (1) a mana. 

Dry, vt., oimi, 

be, vi., oma, angua-a. 

season, n., isho, 8. 

(shrivel up, wither), vi., nyengala, yo; vt., nyengidi, yoi. 

(squeeze); vt., ama. 

(wipe up or off, as mud from feet), vt., numala. 

(wipe, dust), vt., omala. 

Dryness, n. (thirst), huosha, 4. See Drought. 
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Duck, n.. ingadi, 9. 

Due, n. (wage), ileshina, 8.- 

Dude, n., ndedi, 1. 

Doll, Be, vi., as knife, use neg. of ela with i followed by hio, 4. 

become, vi., tuha. 

(be stupid), vph., bela ntshita, 4. 

make, as knife, vt., tuhi. 

of hearing, nph., nkueki (1) mato, 8 pi. 

Dumb, person, n., kila, 1. 

Dun, kalala with mbata (4) or ikama, 8. 

Dunce, nph., mbela (1) ntshita, 4. 

Dung, n., tahi, 10 pi. 
Dunghill, n., iyala, 8. 

Dust, n., musha, 2, pi miusha; ngoha, 2; kuesha, 4. 

vt., omala, kuma, numala. See Dry. 
Dutiful, Be, vi., tomala, okama. 

Dutifulness, n., lutoma, 5. 

Duty, n. (tax), nama, 2. Ed. minama. 

pay, vt., boka with nama, 2. 

(obligation), This idea is expressed to some extent by the verb 

ela with busheha followed by the pres, part.; as, ye busheka akela 

nguna mioau, it is right that you do your work. 

Dwarf, n., itshika, 9. 

to be a, vph., kukama itshika. 

Dwarfish, adj., (of) itshika, 9. 

Dwell, v. (abide), ala. See Live. 

Dweller, muadi, 1. PI. badi. 

Dwelling, n (house), inbula, 4. PI. mambula, 8. 

(abode of dead), iluemi. 8. 

(abode of living), nkontsha, 2. 

(village), buola, 7. See Village. 
Dwindle, vi., shinga. 

(shrink, as cloth when washed), bolama. 
Dye, n., iyedi, 8. 

(dyed goods), yina, 9. PL bina. 

vt., ina with iyedi. 

Dyer, nph., muinyi (1)’iyedi, 8. PI. biyi’iyedi. 

Dying, n, (those who habitually or always die), ba banguaka, 1 pi. 
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Each, adj., kima. 

(distribution), See Gram., 88. 

other, reciprocal, use Reciprocal Form of verb. See Gram., 296. 

one, totality, n., nkina (2) with poss. pro. See Gram., 162, Rem. 

Eagle, n., liuonga, 3. 

Ear, n., ito, 8. 

of maize, imbona, 8. 

Ear-drum, npli., kuma (4)’ito, 8. 

Early, adv., in the morning, ntshetsha butu, kosha butu, kosha hu-u, 

kosha he-e. 

Earn, vplu, tola ileshina, 8. 

Earnestly, adv. (well), buslieka. 

(strongly), bunonona. 

Earnings, n., maleshina, 8 pi. 

Earring, nph., kata (10) ka ito, 8. 

Earth, n. (cosmos); matanga mantslie, 8 pi.; shina, 4. 

(district consisting of several villages), nunga, 2. PI. minunga. 

loose, ibuntslia, 8. 

hard, (ground), man a, 8 pi. 

(small particles, dust), busha, 7; musha, 2. pi. miusha. 

white, used for whitewashing, liema, 4. 

Earthquake, n., use mana as subject of the verb dita or nyingala. 

vi., dita, nyingala. 

Earth worm, n., nslioka, 2. 

Ease, Be at, vi., (rest), kita. 

Easily, adv., bubola. 

East, npli., kuntsha (4) antoka itanga, 8; Eshete, (Eng.), 4. 

Easy, adj., (of) buola, 7. 

Eat, v., odia. 

give to, vt., lesha. 

Eating, n., inyodia, 9; iledi, 9; ndiela, 4; ntshela, 4. 

Eaves, of house, n., kukri, 4. 

Eavesdrop, v. (to spy,), okarna, ongala. 

Eavesdropper, n. (spy), muekimi, 1. PI. bekimi. ‘ 

Eavesdropping, n., buekimi, 7. 

Ebb, vi., kala. 

Echo, nph., mbonga (4) a buanyi, 7. 

Eddy, n. (whirlpool), nena, 2, PI. minena. 



Edge, n. of field, stream, etc., nkola, 2. 

(border on cloth), munya, 2. PI. mimunya. 

(dividing line between fields, districts, etc.), nela, 2. PI. minela. 
of knife, npli. kudia (4) a hio, 4. 

(pat an edge on), vt., shiya. 

to have an, be sharp, vph., ed’i hio. 

Edible, adj., (of) odia. 

Edifice, n., mbula, 4. PI. mambula, 8. 

Educate, vt., laka, eka, longa, losha. 

Education, n., buekala, 7; mhuekala, 4. 
Educator, n., naiki, 1. PI. balaiki. 

Effect, v., See Do. 

n., ikama, 8; ishunga, 8. 

Effervesce, v., hela. 

Effort, n., make an. See Try. 
(make and fail), vi., lei. 

Effrontery, n., matadi, 8 pi.; buntshoka, 7; luhuoka, 5; mhuoka, 2- 
buhuangata, 7. 

Egg, n., ikela, 8. 

inside of, buontshidi, 7. 
lay, vt., boka. 

shell of, yosha, 9. PI. biosha. 

Eggplant, n., lushola, 5. 

Ego, pro., mi mi. 

Egotistical, Be, vi., dimuka. 

Eight, card, num., inana. 
Either . . . Or, conj., mbe . . . mbe. 

Eject, vt., tei. 

Elapse, v., tola, use also the nouns lushu or ntshi (2) as subj. of 
iya; or ngona (3) as subj., of bala. 

Elastic, Be, vi., ed’i nama, 2. 

Elasticity, n., nama, 2. PL minama. 

Elbow, nph., kongidi (4) ’luo, 4. 
Elder, n., kolama, 1; ngola, 1. PI. bayola. 

Elect, vt. (appoint to office), eka or ingisha followed by abstract 
name of office, 

people, nph., bata banshola. 

(choose), vt., shola. 

Electric, fish, nph., tula (4) ’shui, 3. 

Elegance, n., busheka, 7. 
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Elegant, adj., sheka. 

Elephant, n., ntshoka, 3. 

Elephantisis, n., (of foot), ibohala, 8. 

Elevate, vt., shenala: 

Elope, vi., tshina. 

Else, adj. (other), ekidi, motshi, mo. 

('somewhere else), kantsha iyekidi. 

Elsewhere, adv., a kantsha (4) iyekidi. 

Elucidate,, vt., tongata, sholala, shakala. 

Emaciate, vt., ona. 

(be emaciated), vi., ontsha, shinga, ed’i yona, 9. 
Emaciation, n., yona, 9. PI. biona. 

Emancipate, vt., ontshala. 

Emancipation, n., mhuontshala. 

Embalm, vt. boka ngentsha, 4. 
Embarrass, vt, okisha or diaka bushonya, 7. 
Embarrassment, n., bushonya, 7. 

Embassy, n., nkentsha, 2. PI. mikentsha. 

Embellish, vt. (adorn, as body), bota. 

(arrange, as house), lodi. 

Embitter, okisha with kaha (4) or ibela, 8. 

Emblem, n., yingeta, 9. PI. bingeta. 

Embrace, vt., buta or liusha with luhuisha, 5. 

n., luhuisha, 5. 

Embryo, n., mena, 2. PI. mimena. 

Emerge, v. (appear), shola. 

(come out), vi., to. 

Emigrate, vi. (scatter), tshakala. 

Emigration, n., ntsliakala, 4. 

Eminence, n. (hill), nkontsha, 2. 

Eminent, adj., nena, (of) hama, 4. 

Emit, v., an odour, to with shola, 4. 

Employ, vt., See Engage. 
Employment, n. (occupation), one of three methods may be used in ex¬ 

pressing this idea: 1, muna followed by the name of the occupation; 

2 noun derivatives of class I, see Gram. 307 (a); 3, by the use of 

the habitual tense of the verb, 

to seek, v., shota nguna, 2. 

n. (work), nguna 2; ishola, 8. 

Emptiness, n., bukala, 7; buanga, 7. 
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Empty, Be, v., use ela with buanga or bukala, 7. 

vt., tshaka. 

(throw away, hula). 

(take away), tei. 

(be emptyhanded, have nothing), ela with mio mio. 
Emulate, vt., edi. 

(do as another), See Gram. 412. 

Enact, vt., tota, lola, boka with dioi (6) or nkentsha, 2. 

Enactment, n., nkentsha, 2; dioi, 6. 

Enamour, vt., okisha with nyinga, 4 pi. 

Enchant, vt., kuta. 

(divine), vph., oto itoma, 8. See Witch. 

Encircle, vt., ledi; vi., lela. 

Enclose, vt., ledi. 

Enclosure, n. (fenced, luana, 5. PI. ntshana. 

fbrush fence for protecting garden^), luhala, 5. 
Encourage, vt., naingi with ntema, 2. 

(be encouraged), vi., nangata with ntema as subj. 
to fight, vt., shengisha. 

End, vi., be on, stand, emata 1 

come to the, vph., tola a morna. 2. 

bring to, complete, vt., mana. 

come to, be complete, vi., shila. 

come to, stop, vi., lemala. 

come to, as path, v., tulii. 

(be exhausted,), vi., tuhi. 

put on, stand upon, vt., emi. 

n., butt end, itshinga, 8. 

butt end of weapon, tuya, 4. 

at the hind, a moma, 2. 

(^destination,), moma, 2. Pi. mimoma 
(camp,), itolala, 8. 

front, a ntshue, 2. a buosha, 7. 
lower, a ngela, 4. 

small, as of tree, ishosba, 8. 

(point of needle, etc.,), shosha, 4. 

mfbbo0mL,t4bJe, paralleloSram> etc-> as distinguished from 

(extremity, uttermost part), moma, 2 ' 
Endeavor, v. See Try. 

sides, 
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("endeavor and failj), lei. 

Endlessly, adv., see Ceaselessly. 

Endow, vt. ("bequeath), eka with bukita, 7. 

(give); eka. 

Endowment n. (inheritance), bukita, 7; biketa, 9 pi. 
Enema, n., bukana, 7. 

give an, vph., boka bukana. 

Enemy, nph., muna ("1) ibela, 8; mhishi, 1. 

to be an, use a ph. as, Mbohe ed’i Kueta ibela. 
Energetic, adj. See Diligent. 

Energy, n. (strength), ngona, 4; bunonona, 7. 

Enfeeble, vt. (weaken), nyuengi. 

(be enfeebled, become soft), vi., nyonga, iya with buola buola, 7* 
Engage, v. (be engaged). See Betrothed. 

(hire), vt., eka or ingisha nguna, 2. 

in battle, vph., nana bita, 9 pi. 

in fist fight, vph., nana ituma, 8. 

Enigma, n. (puzzle), ishama, 9. 

Enlarge, vt., nenyi. 

Enmity, n., ibela, 8; nkonona, 4; buhisha, 7. 

Enormous, adj., nena. 

Enough, Be, vi. (sufficient), elama, ela with yona. 

(be satisfied with food), vi., bima. 

Enquire, See Inquire. 

Enrage, vt., okisha with kaha, 4; liitshi with ikuna, 8. 

(be enraged), vi., oka with kaha, hita with ikuna. 

Enrich, vt. eka or isha or hisha with budiya, 7. 

Enslave, vt., ingisha a bueta (7) or busho, 7. 

Enslavement, n., bueta, 7; busho, 7. 

Ensnare, vt., kotsha. 

Entangle, vt., in action or purpose, ungi. 

in vine or bush, shuihi. 

in speech, buntsha. 

in net, ledi. 

(be entangled), vi., buntshama, ungala, shuihama, ddedi. 

Enter, v., ingala. 

Entice, vph., laka ikama (8) ibe. 

Entice (continued). 

(to trap), vt., kotsha. 

by lying to, banga. 
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to fight, sliengisha. 

Enticemejit, n., ilonga, 8. 

Enticer, n., nkotshi, 1. 

Entire, adj., kima, (of) ntshiha, 2; (of) ibonaka, 8. 

Entirety, n., tuna, 4; nkima (2). 

(uncut, unbroken, etc.), ibonaka, 8; as, iketa ’ibonaka; 

biketa bie mabonaka. 

Entrail, n., nsho, 2. PI. misbo. 

Entrance, nph., mboka (4) ’mbula, 4; munya (2) mu mbula. 

Entrap, vt., kotsha. 

(be entrapped), vph., bala ilonga, 8. 

Entreat, vt., onga. 

(seek excuse), v., leya or lei. 

Entrust, vph., shola a mio, 2 pi. Sing, luo, 5. 

Entwine, vt., ledi. 

Enumerate, vt. bala. 
Enumerator, n., mbadi, 1. 

Enunciate, v., tota, lola. 

Enunciation, n., dioi, 6. 
Envious, adj. (jealous), (of) liala, 5 pi. 

(be envious), vph., bola ntema (2) followed by the prep, a and 

the thing coveted, or ela with i followed by ntema dika dika. 

Envoy, n,. nkentshi, 2. 

Envy, n. (jealousy), luhala, 5. 
Epileptic Fit, n., isheshala, 8. 

Epistle, n., nkana, 2. 

Equal, Be, vi., use ela with yelala, or with ihua (8) imo; as, bie 
yelala, or bie ihua imo, they (biketa) are equal, 
vt. tshika. akela yelala or ihua imo. 

(measure), edi. 
Eradicate, vt., nyima. 

Erase, vt., nyima. 

Erect, vt. (build, as house), shola with ishola, 8. 

(set up, as house), hika. 

be, vi., emata. 

(cause to stand erect), vt., emi, shuemi. 

Err, v., kela with buhi, 7; hengala. 

Escape, v. (from danger), liana, 

(run away), tshina. 

(go away), to. 
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from harm, grief, sorrow or death, vph., shakala buela, 7. 

Escort, vt., tshika. 

a short distance, tshintshala. 

Espoused, Be v.f See Betrothed. 
(marry), v., tuima. 

n. (lover, sweetheart, generally in a bad sense), yekala, 9. PI. 
biekala. 

Establish, vt. (make firm), shnengi; vi., shongama. 

Esteem, vt. (praise), kaingi. 

(adore, let one have his own way), kaikia or kekia. 

(worship, glorify), vt., liatsha, shemala. 

(love) vt., mnka. 

Eternal, adj., (of) luluna. 

Eternally, adv., see Ceaselessly. 

Eternity, n., (forever), luluna, muanya nkima, slm ikima. 

Eunuch, nph., shala (4) nunga, 1. 

Evacuate, v. (go out from), to. 

the bowels, nena. 

Evacuation, n. (going out), ntola, 4, 

Evangelist, nph., ntshakidi (1) a Dioi (6) Di Ntsbemi 

(preacher), nph., ntotshi (1) a Dioi Di Ntsbemi. 

Evangelize, vph., laka Dioi (6) or ikama (8) i Ntshemi. 

Evaporate, vi., oma, shinga. 

for salt, vph., leka nshe, 2. 

Eve, n., ikokala, 8. 
Even, Be, vi. See Equal, Enough. 

(be parallel), shema. 
make, vt., shemala. 
adj., even number, to; as, ishenga to, kama to; etc. 

Evening, n., ikokala, 8 
(sunset), nph., itanga yakita. 

Ever, adv. See Ceaselessly. 
Everlasting, adj. See Eternity. 

Every, adj., kima. 
one, totality, nkima (2) with poss. pro. 
(each, distrubutive). See Gram., 88. 

-body, bata bakima. 
-biketa bikima. 
-kuntsha ikima. 

Everybody, n., bata bakima, 1 pi. 
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Everything, n., biketa bikima, 9 pi. 
Everywhere, adv., a kuntsha ikima. 

Evil, n., buhi, 7; ikama [8] ibe, ishunga [8] ibe. 

Evil doer, nph., nkedi [1] amakama [8 pi.] mabe. 

Exact, Be, vi., elama. See Equal, Enough, Even, 
[become full], yola with to. 
[be finished], shila. 

Exactly, adv., [truly], ikakama. 

[very], mom a, kue, koka. 

Exactness,n., ikakama, 8. 

[goodness], busheka, 7. 

Exaggerate, vt., nenyi with ikama, 8. 

Exalt, vt. [praise], kaingi. 

[worship], shemala. 

[let have the preeminence], keki, kaikia. 

[adore], hatsha. 

Examine, vt., by handling, amala. 

by looking at, mona, lena. 

by measuring, edi. 

by questioning, ula. 

by testing, keka. 

Example, n. [fable], nkona, 2. 

[illustration, image], ihua, 8. 

[copy, sample, specimen], yingeta, 9. 

Exasperate, vt. See Annoy. 
Exceed, vt., shama, leka. 

[be left over], vi., shala. 

[cause to exceed], vt., lekisha. 

[be more than enough], shama, leka. 

Exceedingly, adv., moma, kue, koka. See Very. 

Excel, vt., shama, leka. 

Excellence, n., busheka 7. 

Excellency, n., busheka, 7. 

Excellent, adj., sheka. ... 

Except, sub. conj., neg. condition having the force of if not. unless, 

use neg. of conditional forms as are found in Giam., 406. prep., 

This idea may be expressed by a vph. with shala; as, biketa bikima 

biashila, iketa imotshi yashala, everything is finished, except one, lit. 
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everything is finished, one thing remains, 

vt. [leave], sliola. 

Excess, Be, in, v., shama, leka with buiki, 7. 

Excessively, adv., see Very. 

Exchange, vt., shekisha. 

[be exchanged], vi., sheka. 

[return again], kasha’kasha. 

Exchangee, n., nshekishi, 1. 
Excite, vt. [frighten], shishala, ditshi, tshinyi. 

[be excited], vi., tshina, shisha, dita, buntshama. 

animal to bite, vph., shota hama [4] or munya, 2. 

Exclaim, v., in surprise, kamala. 

[grunt when surprised], vi., kima. 

(speak), lola, tota. 

[tell to], vt., losha. 

[grunt in sickness], numa. 

Exclamation, n. (grunt of surprise], nkima, 2. 

make an, v., kima. See Gram., 385. 

Exclude, vt., bela tei. 

[except, leave], shola. 

Excommunicate, vt., tei. 

Excrement, n., tahi, 10 ,pl. 

(discharge], vt., nena. 

Excuse, vt., shui. See Pardon. 

Exhaust, vt. [scatter, waste], tshakala. 

(use badly) ona. 

(use up, eat up), odia, mana. 
(weaken, make soft], nyuengi. 

(be weak, soft), vi., nyonga, ontsha, lei. 

(be exhausted), vi , tshakala, shila. 

Exhaustion, n., buola, 7; buola buola, 7. 

Exhibit, vt , (show), shuntsha. 

Exhort, vt., (tell;, losha. 

(speak), vi., lola, tota. 

Exhortation, n., dioi, 6. 

Exist, v. [abide], ala. 

(be alive), ela with shina [4] or ela with i followed by muonya, 2. 

Existence, n., mhualala, 4. See Exist. 

Exorcise, vt., tei buloiki, 7. 
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Expand, vi. (become large), hila or iya with bunena, 7. 
(grow, mature), loma, nena, ola. 
(swell, as body, foot, etc.), ola. 

(swell, as stream), yola. 

vt. (swell), yosha. 

Expect, vt. (look for, anticipate, trust], lenala. 

Expectorate, vph., tunya mashonya, 8 pi. 
Expectoration, n., mashonya, 8 pi. 

Expedite, vt., enyisha, ensha. 

Expel, vt., tei. 
Expend, vt. See Exhaust. 

(pay), vph., eka ileshina, 8. 
Expense, n. [price], mbana, 2. 

(pay), ileshina, 8; shoma, 4. 
Expensive, adj., (of) mbana [2] munonona. 

make, vt., banyi, or bansha, or hetala with mbana, 2. 

Experience, to have,v. (to know), yeha. 
[be accustomed to], vi., ekala. 

Expert, adj., (of) buanyi, 7. 

Expert, n., muanyi, 1. 
Expiration, n. (end in death), ngueia, 4. 
Expire, v. (breathe out], boka with nshusha, 2. 

(breathe), toma. 

(die), owa. 

(of time), shila, shala with kakeka. 
Explain, v., lola, tota. 

to, vt., laka, losha, longa. 

(show), shuntsha. 

Explode, v. (as gun), tona. 

Expose, v. (be visible, appear), shola. 

(open), vt., dihala. 

secret, sholala. 

(show), shuntsha. 

(interpret), shakala. 

Expound, vt. (tell to), losha. 

(teach), laka 
(admonish), longa. ^ 

(exclaim), tota, lola. 
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Express, v., lola, tota. 

regret, displeasure, remorse, etc0 vph., tshika itutuma, 8. 
Extend, vt. (as hand), shemala. See Stretch. 

(reach to, arrive at), vi., tola. 

(reach down to), vt., todi luo a shina, 4. 
Extended, adj. (long), tadi. 

Extension, n., butadi, 7. See Distance. 

Extent, n., See Distance. 

Exterior, n., a mbisha, 4. 

External, adj., (of) a mbisha, 4. 

Extinguish, vt., nyima. 

Extol, vt. (praise, esteem), kaingi. See Exalt. 
Extra, adv., See Very. 

amount used to complete the trade, koihi, 4. 

Extract, vt., tokala. 

Extraordinary, adj., (of) kamala. 

(great, large), nena. 

Extravagantly, spend, vt., tshakala, ona, odia. 
Extremely, adv., See Very. 
Extremity, be at, incapacitated, vi., tuhi. 

(end), n., moma, 2. 

Extricate, vt., (disentangle), tungala. 

Exult, v., (be happy), shala, oka with nshasha, 2. 

Eye, n., disha, 6. PI. misha. 

(disease of, causing blindness), n., tadi, 4. 
of needle, disha di ndonga, 4. 

open, vt., dihala. 
shut, vt., dihi., 

pupil of, n., ilela, 8. 

Eye-ball, n., disha, 6. PI. misha. 
Eye-lid, nph., iha (8) i disha, 6. 
Eye-service, nph., nguna (2) a misha. 

Eye-witness, muoinyi, (1) ; ’ikama (8) ; itena (9) i muota, 1. pi. bitena 

bi bata. 

F 

Eable, n., nkona, 2; kasuma, 10. 

(told only at night), ntshika, 2. 
tell a, vt., bok^ with one of the words given above. 
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Fabricate, v., huta, banga. 

vt. (lie to or on), bangisha. 

Face, n. There is no word to express this idea as in the English. The 

word for nose, eyes, mouth, cheek, forehead, chin, etc., most 
be employed according to sense. Generally the word buosha, 

forehead, is used in the sense of tho face, 

(before one’s face), a buosha (7), a mislia, 6 pi. 
each other, v.., dilenyisha. 

Facing, Be, v., each other, dilenyisha (misha or buosha). 

Fact, n. (affair), ikama, 8; ishunga, 8. 

(truth), nph., dioi (6) dikoka; ikakama 8. 
Factory, v. (magazine), nph., mbula (4) a biketa, 9 pi. 
Fade, vi., kosha. 

Fag, vi., lei. 

Fail, v. (attempt and fail), lei. 

in ability, strength, be exhausted, come to an end, vi., tuhi. 
to do, vi., buntshama. 

Failure, in obtaining, etc., nkuta, ibalaka. 

Fain, v. (to wish), muka. 

Faint, v. (swoon), owa with isheshala, 8. 

from dizziness, owa with iluinga, 8. 

from hunger, owa with ntshala, 4. 

vi. be (weak), nyonga, yo. 
be (weary), lei. 

sound, n. (whispering), inungisha, 8. 

. Faintness, n., (dizziness), iluinga, 8. 

[fit], isheshala, 8. 

[weariness], buleidi, 7; ndeiia, 4. 

Fair, adj. [handsome], sheka. 

[honest], sheka, (of) inanga, 8. 

color (brown), (of] ngona, 4. 

of skin (light), (of) shosha, 4. 

color (white), (of) yema, 9. PI. biema. 

FaiRNESS, n. (honesty), inanga, 8; busheka, 7. 
(whiteness), buyema, 7; yema, 9. 

Farm, n., m.huimisha, 4; buimisha, 7. 
(anticipate, trust), lenala. 

Faithful, Be, v„ use ela with i followed by ntema (2) musheka, or by 

itshinyi (8), or the neg. of ela with indena, 9. 
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one, nph., mua’itshinyi, PI. ba’itshinyi. 

Faithfulness, n., inanga, 8; ikaiki, 8. 
(fear), itshinyi. 

Fall, vi., buaka. 

from tree, (as fruit or limb), shanga. 
(as rain), no. 

down (as house), vi., boka. 

down to worship, vph., kueta mayongidi (8 pi.) a shina, 4. 

backwards, buaka ikakala. 

by accident, shelama. 
in, cave in, buriga. 

in price, koka. 

out, quarrel, sheya or shei. 

over, topple, vi., hulama. 

over board, vph., buaka a mashi, 8 pi. 

as lots, vt., ata with shanga or ntshuemi as subject. 

(sink, as stream, or swelling), vi., bodi. 

to pieces, vi., tshakala, buntashama. 

(as tree), vi., huka. 

(as limb from tree, or anything from house top, etc,), shanga. 

(stumble and fall), vph., buaka itomata, 8. 

(slip from hand accidentally), vi., hushama, shelama. 

n., itomata, 8; mhukala, 4. 

Falls, n (cataract), inuma, 8. 

(side of falls, elevation), kintsha, 4. 

False, Be, v., huta, banga. 

Falsehood, n., makusha, 8 pi. 
tell a, v., banga, huta, huta with makusha. 

(tell a falsehood on), vt., bangisha. 

Falsely, accuse, vt., baka. 

Falter, vi., buntshama, ela with i followed mitema mihe or mitonaka. 

(be fearful), tshina, oka with buteta, 7. 

Faltering, n., ntonaka, 2, 

Fame, n. (report), nshosha, 2; ntshika, 2. 
to have, be famous, vi., huoha. 

(nickname), n., lukoma, 5. 

Familiar, Be, v. (accustomed to), ekala. 

(learn), vi., eka. 
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Familiarize, vt., laka. 

Family, n., ikina, 8; ilontshi, 8. See Tribe. 

Famine, nph., mbinga (2)’ ntshala, 4. See Drought, Dry. 

Famish, v., owa with ntshala, 4. 

Famous, adj. (great), nena, (of) ham a, 4. 
be, vi., huoha. 

Fan, v., huha. 

vt. (winner), shenga. 

(blow away, as chaff), v., shahala. 

Fancy, y. (think), boka with lukanya, 5. 

-cloth, n., buina, 7. PL mina. 

Fang, n. (claw, nail), yala, 9. PL biala. 

(tooth), dina, 6. PL mina. 

Far, adv., kanyi, a wona. 

(long distance), butadi, 7; itana, 8. 

(as far as), a. 

(how far), butadi ke? 

Farewell, see Adieu. 

(good nighty, v., betaka. 
(good bye), vph., eka ileshina, 8. 

bid, with hands, v., sham ala. 

Far-famed, adj. See Famous. 

Farm, n., ngona, 4. PL mangona, 8. 
Farmer, nph., mbentshi (1) a ngona. See Farm. 

Farther, adv., use the comparative construction with sham a or leka; as, 

buola Nshenga buashama buola Yoba itana, the village Mushengi 

is farther away than the village Yoba. 

Farthing, nph., dikuta dikeka, 6. 

Fashion, n., ishama, 8; ikelala, 9. 
in this, thus, adv., ngo, ngosha, ihua (8) i ngo. 

Fast, adv. (quickly), mbanga, wa wa, buasha. 
vt., kina with bishima, 9 pi. 

Fasten, vt. (nail), bola with ikoka, 8. 

(shut), dihi; vi., dihata. 

(strengthen), naingi. 

(tie), kana 
Fat, n., of animal, rnuta, 2. PL miuta. 

(oil), shadi, 4. 

grow, vi., nena, loma. 
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Father, n., tata, 1; isha, 1. PI. bisha. This last word is always in 

the contracted or enclitic form. See Gram. 122, (a) - (c), 

Father-in-law, n., buo, 7. PI. mo. 

Fathom, n., of cloth, tarn a, 4. 
Fatigue, vt., leisha, nyuengi. 

[be fatigued], vi., lei, nyonga. 
n., buola, 7; buleidi, 7. 

Fatten, vt., naingi, luemi. 

Fault, n., ikama, 8; isbunga, 8. 

Favor, n. [mercy], muenga, 2. 
show to, vph., eka muenga, 2. 

have with one, vph., ed’i iya isheka, 8; as bata bed'i iya isheka 

a bola nyimi, the people have favor with the king. 
Fear, n., buteta, 7; itshinyi, 8. 

v., tshina, oka with buteta. 
[as animals], hana. 

Fearful, Be, vi. See Fear. 

Fearless, See Brave. 

Fearlessness, n., matadi, 8 pi. 

Feast, nph., bishima [9 pi.] binshasha, 2. 
marriage, bishima hi bulantsha, 7. 

Feather, n., lushala, 5. 

Features, n., buosha, 7. See Face. 

Fecund, Be, v. [have power to bear young], ela with i followed bv ibo- 
tshi, 8. 

Fecundate, vt., [cause to conceive], tshika with diemi, 6. 
Fecundity, n., ibotshi, 8. 
Federation, n., buikidi, 7. 
Fee, n., ileshina. 8. 

Feeble, adj., [of] buola, 7. 
Feebleness, n., buola, 7. 
Feed, vt., lesha. 
Feel, v. [perceive], oka. 

[test), vt., keka. 

[touch), vt., arnala. 

(wander, grope), vi., ungala. 

Feign, v., banga, huta. 
Fell, vt. fas tree), shenga. 

(pull down), tolala a shina. 
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throw down), boka a shina. 

Fellow, il (person) , muota, 1. 

servant, ngetsh’i ana, nsho i ana, nuh’i ana, 1. 

citizen, nshi (1) followed by the name of the village, place or 

country in which he dwells, 

(of the same family or tribe), muan’a mai, 1; muan’ita, 1. 

Fellowship, n. (friendship), bukidi, 7.. 

break off, vph., diaka bukidi. 

make, vph., ash a bukidi, 

Felony, n., buhi, 7. 

Female, n., ngata, 1. PL bata. 

(concubine), ngadi, 1. PL badi. 

adj., (of) ngata. 

Feminine, adj., (of) ngata. 

Fence, n., luana, 5. PL ntshana. 

of king, nkoha, 2. 
(for protecting garden), lull ala, 5. 

(wall of house, etc.), ibena, 8. 

Ferment, v. (effervesce), hela. 

Fern, nph., shina (4) a shama, 4. 

Ferocious, adj., (of) kaha, 4. 
(as an animal), (of) hama, 4. 

Ferocity, n., kaha, 4; bama, 4. 
Ferry, nph., mbonga (4) a luosha (5) or ntehala, 4; .shaha 

la, 4. 
(a single log or ford), nkoka, 4. 

(bridge), inana, 8. 
across, vt., shahala. 

(go across), vi., shaha. 
Fertile, adj. (as soil), sheka, nonona. 

(producing young) vph., ed’i ibotshi, 8 

Fester, vph., to tunyi, 10 PL 

Fetch, vt., tola. 
Fetid, Be, vph., to shola mibe, 4. 

Fetidness, nph., shola mibe, 4. 

Fetish, n. See Medicine. 
song, for hunting elephants, ituimi, 8. 

Fetus (foetus), n.5 ishoihi, 8. 

Feud, n. (hostility), ibela, 8. 

(8) i ntsba 
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(quarrel), busheya (bushei), 7. 

(dispute), mianga, 2 pi. 
Fevee, n., tei, 10 pi. 
Few, adj., keka. 

Fewness, n.} bukeka, 7. 

Fib, v., huta, banga. 

Fibbee, n., mhutshi, 1; mbaingi,1. 

Fibee, n. (palm for making thread), luheka, 5. 

of palm, foi making cloth, ntonga, 2. pi. mitonga. 

of palm nut. nph., ikanga (9) lumba, 5. 

Fickle, Be, vph., ed’i mitema mihe, 2 pi. 
Fidelity, n., busheka, 7. 
Fidget, v., kekeha. 

Fidgety, Be, v., kekeha. 

Field, n., ngona, 4. pi. mangona, 8. 
[garden], iyota, 8. 
deserted, iyoma, 8. 

[open place, plain], bushoihi, 7. 
clear a, vt., bentsha. 

Fieece, adj. (angry), (of) kaha, 4. 
[as biting animal), (of) hama, 4. 
act, vph., ana bundoi, 7. 

Fieeceness, n., kaha, 4; bundoi, 7. 

(as biting animal), hatna, 4. 

Fifth, ord. num., ntana,. 

Fig, n., mhigi (Eng), 4. 
Fight, n., bita, 9 pi. 

vph., nana bita. 
with fist, vph., nana itoma, 8. 

[entice to fight), vt., shengisha. 
(wage war), vph., nana bita. 

for, vph., nanyi or nanyisha or nansha bita. 

Fightee, n., nanyi, 1. 
Figuee, n. (symbol), yingeta, 9. 

[body), bilemi, 9 pi. 
tall, slender, mbami mbami, 4. 

File, vt., to a point, shonga. 
[row], n., muanga, 2; luonga, 5; nshela, 2. 
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Fill, vt., yosha. 

(be fall), vi., yola. 

up, as hole, vt., dihi. 

Filth, n. See Dirt. 

Filthiness, n., bushala, 7; nyetsha, 4; buonyi, 7.See Dirtiness. 

Filthy, adj. See Dirty. 

Fin. n., on back, bushanga, 7. 
tail, hela, 4. 

Find, vt., mona, lena 

out, ascertain, learn, vt., eka. 

(be found, appear), vi., shola. 

(pick up), vt., tola. 

(meet up with), vt., shakala. 

something hidden, vt., sholala. 

(go to meet), vt., nyei. 

Fine, n., mbata, 4; ikama, 8. 
pay a, vph, bala mbata or ikama. 
adj. (goodj, sheka. 

(sharp, as point), vph., ed’i hio, 4. 
[small), keka. 

(be powdered), vi., nyakama. 

Finery, n., lubota, 5; ilatala, 9; buina, 7; inama, 9. 
Finger, n., nema, 2. PL ndema or minema. 

nail, yala, 9. PL biala. 

Finger-ring, nph., kata [10] ka nema, 2. 

Finish, vt., mana. 

[be finished], vi., shila. 

(stop), lemala 

(cease, as rain), vi., bata. 

(become clear, as sky), vi., ngama. 

Fire, n., tei, 10 pi. 

a gun, vph., boka ingoma, 9. 

[be fired or burnt], vph., shiya tei. 

-brand, [torch], mbona, 4. 

extinguish, vt., nyima. 

[flame], nph., shesha (4) a tei. 

make to burn, vph., tema or nami tei. 

(make with friction), vph., shiya lushiya, 5. 

miss, not go off, vi., kesha. 
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-place, n., ikon gala, 8. 

set on, burn, vph., tuma or baka tei. 

stir up the, vt., sholala. 

-wood, -luonya. or lukonya, 5. PL generally used. 

[scorch], vi., koka. 

Firebrand, n., mbona, 4. 

Firefly, n., kangedingedi, 10. 

Fireplace, n., ikongala, 8. 
Fireside, n., ikongala, 8. 
Fire wood, n., luonya or lukonya, 5. PL generally used, 

break, vt., batala, bokala. 

split, vt., bana. 

[kindling wood], n., nshakala, 2; kambabentsha, 10;lumbabentsha, 5. 

Firm, adj. (hard), nonona. 

(be steady), vi., nangata, shukata, atala. 

Firmament, n., dika, 6. 
Firmly, adv., bunonona. 

Firmness, n., bunonona, 7. 

First, adj., in place or time, (of) bukosha, 7; (of) a buosha, 7. 

(be or do first in time), v., te’ with pres. part. 

(be, to excel), v„ shama, leka. 
-born, nph., muan’a shuemi, 4. 

(of twins), n., mboya, 4. 

adv., a buosha, a bukosha. 

Fish, n„ shui, 3. 

electric, tula (4) a shui, 

-gill, sheia, 4. 
.hook, n., iloha, 8. 

c 

-trap, neka, 2, PL mineka. 

-net, buota, 7. 

v., with hook, shosha shui. 
Fisherman, npli., nshoishi (1) a shui, 3. 

Fish-hook, iloha, 8. 

Fish-trap, n., neka, 2. PL mineka. 

Fist, n., induma, 9. 
clench the, vph., koma induma. 

strike with, vph., bola induma. 

Fit, vi., (agree), elama. 
make to, vt., kuiki. 
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adj, (good, proper), sheka. 
(spasm), n., isheshala, 8. 
be unconscious from, vph., owa shiya, 4. 

have, vph., owa shiya or isheshala. 

Five, card, num., tana. 

Fix, v. (appoint, as a day), tshika or lola with lushu, 5. 

(arrange), vt., lodi, tshika busheka. 

(be fixed firmly), vi„ atala, shukata, nangata. See Immovable. 

Flag, n. (cloth), ndela, 2. 

(reed, cane), muengi 2; muengi mu ntshemi. 

Flame, nph., shesha (4) a tei, 10 pi.; mamamanya (8 pi), ma tei. 

Flank, n., muidi, 2; yasha, 9. PI. biasha. 

Flap, v. (as bird in flying), huka. 

(in the wind), vi., lela. 

Flash, n., of lightning, see Lightning, 

vi. (as lightning), ngama, babadi. 

Flat, Be, vph., ed’i nshena, 2. 

Flatten, vt., batslii. 

(be flattened), vi., batarna. 
Flavor, n, (good odour), shola 4 yu. 

(good taste), hio misheka, 4. 

Flaw, n, crack, muaslia, 2. 

Flea, n., nkinya, 2. 

Flee, vi., tshina. 

from, tshina to, or a buosha. 

Flesh, n., nyua, 3; nshodi, 2. PI. mishodi. 
(fat), muta, 2. PL miuta. 

(lean, be), vi., oma, shinga. 

Flexibility, n., nami, 2. PI. minami. 

Flexible, Be, vph., ed’i nami, 2. 

(bend), vi., otola. 

(come apart), vi., nama. 

Flight, v., put to, benga. 

(take, as bird in flying), vi., uha. 

Fling, vt., boka. 
Flint, n., imanya, 8. 

(pebble), mboka, 4. 
Flint-lock, gun, nph., ingoma (9) ’imanya, 8. 

Float, vi., tetama. 

Flock, n., ikueki. 
9 7 
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Flog, vt., bola, hinala, hetshi. 

Flood, Be, a, v„ yola with mashi (8 ph) as subject. 

Floor, nph-, shina (4) a mbula, 4. PI. mambula, 8. 
Flour, n., huha, 4. 
Flow, (as stream), vi., leha. 

down, as blood, vi., shoha. 

together, as two streams, shamata. 

(make or cause to), vt., shoihi- 

Flower, n., lushanga, 5. 

of palm, nshomala, 2. 

vi., hakata, bota, tenga. 

Fluid, n. (water), mashi, 8 pi. 

Flute, n., nshema, 2. 
Fly, v. (rise in flight), uha. 

(flap wings to fly), huha. 
n., yungala, 9. PI. biungala, 

horse-, ishomala, 8. 

house-, tunga, 3. 

Foam, n., luhula, 5. 

Foe, nph., muna (1) ibela, 8. 

Foetus, n., ishoihi, 8. 
Fog, n., lubuingi, 5. 

Fold, vt., munya. Bee Enclosure. 

(roll up), botshi. 

arms, koha. 

(hem), moma. 

back, botala. 

(embrace), vph., husha luhisha, 5. 

legs under, as women in sitting, vph., bola mbodi, 4. 

(by bending), vph., bola mhonya, 4. 

as flower, vi., botama. 

up, tie, vt., kana. 

n., luana, 5. 

(hem), muna, 2. PI. mimuna. 

Folk, n., bata, 1 pi. 

Folk-lore, n., nkona, 2; ntshika, 2; kasuma, 10. 

Follow, vt., laha, ena a mbisha, 4. 

Follower, n , muentshi, 1; namatshi, 1; nahi, 1. PI. balahi. 

(ambassador, minister, friend), ishina, 9; nkentsha, 2. 

(pupil, disciple), mueki, 1. PI. beki. 
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Following, n., bunamatshi, 7. 

Folly, n., buenyi, 7. 

Fondle, vt- shake , hutala. 

(console), onga. 

(embrace) vph., husha luhisha, 5. 

Food, n., bishima, 9 pi.; biketa biodia, 9 pi. 

("unseasoned food^), bishima bi nkanya. 

parched, n„ kohola, 4. 

Fool, n„ yenyi, 1. PI. benyi. 
(crazy person), nph., mbela (1) ntshita, 4; mhuangi, 1. PI. bahuangi. 

vt. (deceive), bangisha. 

(hinder), buntsha. 
Foolish, Be; vph., bela ntshita, 4; hanga. 

person, nph., mbela (1) ntshita, 4. 
Foolishly, act, v., buntshama, bela with ntshita, kela with buenyi. 
Foolishness, n., bubela (7) bu ntshita, 4; buhuangata, 7; buenyi, 7; bu- 

huona, 7. 

Foot, n., itami, 8. 

cloven, hadi, 4. 

(paw), ikasha, 8. 

of bed, ngela, 4; mikola, 2 pi., Sing. lukoJa, 5. 

sole of, nph., shina (4)’ itami, 8. 

Footprint, n., inyatala, 8; itami, 8; hadi, 4; ikasha, 8. 

Footstool, nph., ishiki (8) i shina (4) a matami, 8 pi. 

For, prep, (do for), use Applied or Causative form of verb, 

ever, See Ceaselessly, 

(price in trading), a. 

(purpose), use infinitive; as, biketa bi’kaha, things for selling, 

(space of time), designate the time without the use of a prep.; 

as, altela nguna shu ihe, he worked for two days, 

this season, therefore. See Gram. 368. 

(too. .. for), use the verbal construction with shama or leka; as, 

nte muandeka bunonona, the stick was too strong for me. 

[what for? why?], use Applied or Causative Form of verb with the 

interrogative he? mbonyi? etc. See Gram. 369. 

Sub. conj. See Because. 

Forbear, v., lemala. 

Forbearance, n. [pity], muenga, 2. 

Forbid, vt., bela, kinyi, besha. 
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[taboo], kina. 

[the thing forbidden], ikina, 8. 

Forbidden thing, n., ikina, 8. 

Force, n., [strength], bunonona, 7; ngona, 4. 

(compel), vt., Use Applied or Causative Form of verb, 
by, a bunonona, 7. 

Ford, n., mbonga, 4; ishaha, 8. 

[a single log or ford], nkoka, 4. 

[bridge], inana, 8. 

vi., shaha; vt., shahala. 

Forefather, n., mamu, 1. PI. bamamu. 

Forehead, n., buosha, 7. 

Foreign, adj., [of] kanyi; muidi muekidi, 2. 
(down country), ngela, 4. 

[Europe, and other countries], Mhutu, 4. 

Foreigner, n. (stranger), muonyambanga, 1; imbangaia, 9. 

[Euiopeanj, nshi Mhutu, pi. bashi Mhutuj ntshueki, 2. PI. mitshueki. 
Foreleg, n.,luo, 5. PL mio, 2. 

Foremost, adj. ph., (of) a buosha, 7; (of) a bukosha, 7. 
(be foremost in doing, etc.), te’ followed by pres. part. 

Forenoon, n. (morning), kosha, 4. 

Foreskin, n., nshuimi, 2. 
Forest, n., buanya, 7. 

(copse, plain), bushoihi, 7. 

Foretell, vph., losha a bukosha dioi yaha kaditedi’ya oryaha kadididi; 
losha ikama yaha kaitedi’ya or yaha kaididi. 

Forever, adv., see Ceaselessly. 

Forewarn, vt., ihala, te’ losha. 
Forfeit, v. (pay), eka with ileshina, 8. 

(lose in gambling), vi., owa. 

Forge, vt., tula. 

Forgeman, n., ntudi, 1. 
Forget, vph, owa hima, 4; ata with hima as subject, and the person as 

object. 
vt. (forget a person), dima. 

Forgetful, Be, vph., owa hima, 4; ed' ihima. 

Forgetfulness, n., hima, 4. 

Forgive, vt. (acquit), shui. See Pardon. 

Forgiveness, n., nteila, 4. 
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Fork, n., shahala, 4. 
table, ndanga, 4. 
of river, or path, ishishala, 8. 
[forked stick], nph., nte (2) mu’haka. 

Form, n. (shape), lutoka, 5; bilemi, 9 pi. 
(tall and slim), bilemi mbamimbami. 

vt., (create), anga. 
(carve or cut), shonga. 
[forge], tula. 
[make], kela, 
pots, boma. 
friendships, asha with bukidi, 7. 

Fornication, n., shasha, 4; buhuoka, 7; buhuangata, 7. 
commit, vph., odi shasha or buhuoka. 

Fornicator, nph., muodi (1) a shasha or buhuoka; muna shasha or bu¬ 
huoka. 

Forsake, vt. [leave], lemala, shola. 
(refuse), be la. 
(deny), bimala. 

Forth, adv., This idea is generally expressed in the verb; as, hato a 
buola, they went forth from the village, 
back and, v., bunga, tuta. 

Forthwith, adv., ihontshi. 
Fortitude, n. [bravery], ihuangata, 9; 

(boldness), buahala, 7. 

[manliness], bulunga, 7. 
Fortitude, n. (bravery, boldness), ihuangata, 9; buahala, 7; bundoya, 7. 

(manlines), bulunga, 7. 
(power), hama, 4. 
(strength), bunonona, 7; ngona, 4. 

Fortunate, Be, v., ela with i followed by buesha (7) or iya isheka, 8. 
Fortune, n., bad, iya ibe or iya buhi, 8. 

good, iya isheka, 8. 
(wealth), budiya, 7; biketa, 9 pi. 

Forward, adv., a bosha, a bukosha, 7. 
Be, first in doing, etc., v., te’ (te]a) with the infinitive, 
step v., ota, eta. 

Forwards, adv., See Forward. 

(a short distance), a bosha itenya, 
(go backwards and forwards), v., bunga, tuta. 
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Foundation, n., beginning, source, ishina, 9. 

of the world, mate tshala (8pl) ma shina, 4; or neg. of anga with 

shina. 

Fountain, n., See Spring. 
Four, card, num., nai. 
Fourth, ord. num., nnai. 
Fowl, n., koka, 3. 

(cock), numi (1) a koka. 

guinea- kangala, 3. 

(hen), ngadi (1) a koka. 

Fracture, vt., bokala. 

(be fractured), vi., boka. 

Fragile, adj., (of) buola or neg. of ela with bunonona; or ela with 

buola buola. 

Fragment, n., of anything cut or broken off itenya, 9. 

(slice), yaslia, 9. pi. biasha. 

Fragrance, nph., shola yu, 4. 

Fragrant, adj. ph., (of) shola yu, 4. 

Frail, adj., see Fragile. 

Frailty, n., buola, 7; bukeka, 7. 
Franc, n., luhalanka, 5. 

Frankincense, nph., biketa bi shola yu. 

Fraud, n. (lie), mskusha, 8 pi. 
Fraudulent, person, n. [liar], mhutshi (1) a makuslia; mbaingi, 1; 

mbangishi, 1. 

[thief], muemi, 1. 

Free, vt. [acquit], shui. 

| let go], lemala, tungala, 

[get free], vi., to, tunga. 

-man, nph., muota [1] ibota, 9; muota a kana. 

from slavery, vt., ontshala. 

[empty, be], vph., ela bukala or buanga. 

Freeborn, nph., muana [1] ibota, 9; muana a kana. . 

Freedom, to give, vt. See Free. 
Freely, adv., bukala. 

Freeman, n. See Freeborn. 

Frenge, n., ndenala, 4; mitshue, 2 pi. 

Frequently, adv. ph., hueta i buiki; shu ikima. This idea may also 

be expressed by the habitual tense. 

Fresh, adj. (green, unripeJ,, kaka. 
(new), [of] nganga, 4. 

» 
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[as palm wine], (of) shasha, 4. 
[raw, be],. vph., ela with muonya, 2. 

Fret, v. [fidget], kekeha. 

Fretful, Be, vi., kekeha. 

Fretfulness, n., ishama, 8; nkekeha, 2. 
Friction, make fire by, vph., shiya lushiya, 5. 
Friday, nph., lushu (5) luntana; ilaka ikuya, 8. 
Friend, n., nkidi, 1; ishina, 9; muentsha, 1; mbai, 1; muan’a mai, 1; 

muan’ita. 

Friendship, n., bukidi, 7. 
break, vt., diaka. 

form, vt., ata, asha. 
Fright, n., buteta, 7. 

Frighten, vt., shishala, ditshi, tshmyi. 

(be frightened), vi., shisha, tshina, dita, bantsha with ntema (2) 
as subject. 

Frivolity, n., isheisha, 8; isheinga, 8. 
Frivolous, adj. ph., (of) isheisha; (of) isheinga, 8. 
Frog, n. (large, water), nuengi, 2. PI. minuengi. 

(small), iyola hnota, 8. 
(large, edible), ikolakosha, 9. 

From, prep., a, to. 
Front, n., end, a buosha, 7. 

(in front of), a buosha bu. 

leg, luo, 5. PI. mio, 2. 

Frost, nph., ilula imbakata, 8. 
Froth, n., luhula, 5. 
Frown, vph., kanamishaor buosha or lukika. 

Fructify, vt. (cause to conceive], tshika with diemi, 6. 

Fruit, n. (generic), ndoma, 4. Each kind of fruit has its own name. 

There is a certain fruit which grows on a rubber vine 

called inoma, 8. 

bear, vt., ota. 

Fruitful, Be, v. (female) use ela with i followed by ibotshi, 8. 
Frustrate, vt., buntsha, basha, ungi. 

Fry, vt., anga. 
Frying-pan, n., hoiki or hoki, 4. 
Fuel, n., luonya or lukonya, 5. See Fire. 

Fugitive, n., ntshinyi, 1. 
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[vagabond], yungala, 9. PI. biungala. 
Fulfil, vt., mana. 

[be fulfilled), vi., shila. 

Fulness, n., ntshola to, 4. 
Full, Be, vi., yola. 

[after eating], vi., bima. 
-grown, vi., nena, loma. 

measure, vi., elama. 

make, vt., yosha. 
moon, nph., ngona [3] adinga ikata, 8. 

adj., to, hua 
[whole, unbroken, etc], ibonaka, 8. 

Fun, n. [laughter], isheisha, 8. 
[giggling], isheinga, 8. 

have with, play, v., shala, sheisha. 

make of, vt., shei. 
Funnel, n., buela, 7. 
Funny, Be, v. [producing laughter], sheisha. 
Furious, Be, vi. (angry), oka with kaha, 4; ela with i followed by kaha. 

Furnace, (fireplace), nph., ikongala 8 i tei, 10 pi. 

(anvil), ilona, 8. 

Furlong, n., mhuolonga, 4. 

Fury, n. (anger), kaha, 4. 

Fuss, n., lutota, 5. 
make a, vph., tshika lutota. 

Fussy, Be, vph., ed’i lutota, 5 
Future, n., This idea is generally expressed by the use of the future 

tense of the verb. 
a buosha, preceded by shu (days), mitshi (seasons), ngona (moon), 

according to sense, expresses the idea to some extent. 

G 
* 

Gab, n. (too much mouth), munyamunya, 2. 

Gabble, vph., tota itototshi, 9. 

Gain, n. (by trading), nteta, 2. 

a bet or case at court, vi., shu. 

at gambling, vi., taha. 

(seek in trade), vph., shota nteta, 2. 

Gainsay, v., neg. of tota with dioi diekidi, or neg. of yeha with mbqk’ata. 
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Gabble, n. (of housej, shosha (4) mbula, 4. 
Gale, n. (wind), munga, 2. PI. miunga. 

(storm), nph., huinga (4) ’mbula, 3. 
blow a, v., huha. 

Gall, n., lushanga, 5. 
Gamble, vph., boka shaha, 5 pi. 

gain at, v., taha. 
lose at, v., owa. 
(seed used in), n„ luntshuemi, 5. 

Gambling, n., shaha, 5 pi. 
Gambler, nph., mboiki (1) a shaha, 5 pi. 
Game, n., tushadi, 10 pi. 
Gang, n. (bad), ikueki ibe, 8. 
Gape vph., bola muasha, 2. 

n., muasha, 2. 
Garbage, n., biketa, 9 pi.; biteta, 9 pi. 
Garden, n. (field), ngona, 4. Pi. mangona, 8, 

small, iyota, 8. 
("an abandoned field), ishesha, 8. 

Gardener, nph., mbentshi (1) a ngona, 4. 
Garment, n. See Apparel. 

Garner, n., mbonga, 4; budika, 7; ilonala, 8; ilonyi, 8. 
Gash, n., huota, 4. 
Gasp, vph., toma mbanga. 
Gate, n., ikuiki, 8. 
Gather, vt. (as corn), bokala. 

(as fruit), kakala. 
(as harvest), kuna, 

vi., together, kokama. 
vt., (assemble), kueki. 

together, collect, add, tuhala. 
up, pick up, as trash, tota. 
up, pick up, as would a fowl, totala. 

Gaze, v., fixedly, lena shululu. 
Gender, n. See Gram. 59. 

Generate, vt. (impregnate), tshika with diemi, 6. 

(give birth), bota. 

Generation, n. (family line), ilontsha, 8. 
(same age, contemporary), ndonaka, 4. 
(time,) hueta, 4. 
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(line), luonga, 5. 

(forefather), mamu, 1. 

Generosity, n., shoma, 4; iyeyeki, 9; iyekala, 8. 
Genius n. (wisdom), buanyi, 7. 

Gentile, nph., muota (1) ka nyuda, i. 

Gentle, person, nph., muota (1) a inanga, 8. 
be, vph., ed’i inanga . 

adj., (of) inanga. 

Gentleness, n., inanga, 8; buola, 7. 

Gently, adv., bubuola. 

Germ, n. (in seed), mena, 2. PI. mimena. 
Germinate, y. (sprout), mena. 

Get, v., accustomed to, ekala. 

angry, vph., oka kaha, 4; ed’i kaha. 

anything done for another, Use Applied and Causative Form, 

away, to escape, hana, to. 

(become), vi., hila, iya. See Become. 

down, vph., kuma a shina, 4. 

drunk, vph., owa mana 1 pi. 

dry, vi., oma. 

fat, vi., nena, loma. 

hot, vph., iya teya, 9 pi.; koka. 

in line, vi., angama. 

in, into, v., ingala. 

loose, untied, vi., tunga, to. 

mad (crazy), vph., bela ntshita, 4. 

out, vi., to. 

out of the way, vi., onga, esha. 

palm wine, vph., batala shama, 4. 

(take up), vt„ tola. 

up, vi., uma, kata. 

up, pick up, as trash, vt., tota. 

up tree, to climb, vi., bana. 

water from stream or spring, vt., taka or teka. 

well, vph.. to nshala, 2; nama or kita with shushudi assubj. 

worse, vi., bakata with shushudi (4) as subj., 

(bring), vt., tola, iya i. 

Ghost, n. (apparition), muena, 2; ngesha, 2. PI. mingesha. 

Holy, nph., Nyuma A Ntshemi. 

Giant, nph., Muota antadi, 1. 
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Gibberishness, n., itototshi, 9. 
Giddiness, n., iluinga, 8. 

Giddy, Be, vi., lela with misha (6 pi), as subj. 

Gift, n., to serenaders, dancers, singers, etc., diama, 6. 

to corpse, lubatna, 5. 

(present), shoma, 4; iketa, 9; iyeyeki, 9; iyekala, 8; mhuekala, 4a 
(extra amount given to complete the trade), n., koihi, 4. 
(pay), ileshina, 8. 

Giggle, vph., ed’i isheinga, 8. 

Giggling, n., isheinga, 8. 

Gill, n., shela, 4. 

Gird, v., up the loin, boka nama, 2. PI. minama. 

(wrap around), vt., koha; vi., kohata. 

Girdle, n., nkodi, 2. 

Girl, npli., ile (9) ngatai (1), pi. bile bata; rnuan’a ngata, 1. PI. bana 

ba bata. 
Girlhood, nph., bula buata, 7. 

Girt, v. See Gird. 

(surround), vt., ledi. 

(wrap around), vt., koha; vi., kohata. 

Give, v., eka. 

one’s self over, vt., ditshika. 

a name, vph., eka dina, 6; or eka followed by the name given, 

to twins, serenaders, etc., ama. 

birth to, vt., bota. 

heed to, vph., boka or tshika mato, 8 pi. . 
light, vi., tema, ngama. 

suck to, vt., nyuemi. 

over to, vt., lema; as, biketa bindema, things given; bana bande- 
ma, children given, 

permission, See Permission., 

to drink, vt., nyosha. 

to eat, vt., lesha. 

Giver, n„ mueki, 1. PI. beki. 

Giving, n., See Gift. 

Gizzard, nph., ikuna (8) i koka, 3. 

Glad, Be, vph., oka nshasha, 2. 

(be merry, play), vi., shala. 

Gladden, vph., okisha nshasha, 2. 
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Gladness, n„ nshasha, 2. 

Glance, v., off, as ax, eshala. 

Glass, n. (looking), lumanya, 5. 

(tumbler), mbonga, 4; ngalasha, 4. 

Gleam, y. (glisten), kedi. 

(shine), yd, tema, ngama. 

Glee, n., nshasha, 2. 

Gleeful, Be, vph., oka nshasha, 2. 

(be merry, play), vi., shala. 

Glisten, vi., kedi. 

Glitter, vi., kedi, tema. 

Gloat, envy , vph., bola ntema, 2. 

Globe, n. (ball), imbingidi, 8. 

Gloominess, n. (darkness), muimala, 2. 

Glorify, vt. (praise), kaingi. 

(adore), hatsha. 

(worship), shemala. 

(yearn after), ahala. 

Glorious, adj., nena, sheka, (of) hama, 4. 
Glory, n. (authority), bundoya, 7; bundoi, 7. 

(beauty), busheka, 7, 

(greatness), bunena, 7. 

(power), hama, 4. 

Glow, vi., tema. 

(glisten), kedi. 
(glitter), kekedi. 

Glue, n. (used to rub on pots), ibela, 8. 

(pitch), ilona, 8 

Glutton, n., muentsha, 1. 

Gluttonous, adj., (of) iledi, 8. 

Gluttony, n., iledi, 8, 

Gnash, vph., kekisha mina, 6 pi. Sing. dina. 
Gnat, n., lumbongidi, 5. 

Gnaw, v., nyaka. 

Go, v., ena. 

from place to place, vi., bunga, ena abunga, enentsha (pres, tense 
only). 
across stream or path, vi., shaha. 

after, follow, vt., laha. 

ahead of, v., shama, leka, ena a buosha. 
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around, vi., lela, tshima, tshimidi. 
away, vi., ena, to. 

back, return, kala, kasha akala. 

back and forth, vi., bunga, tuta, ena atuta. 
to return, vi., ena atuta. 

backwards, vph., ena lumbimbisha. 
bad, vi®, huona, ontsha. 

down, as swelling, nyakama, 
down stream, vi., leha. 

first, vi., te’ena. 

about, spread, as disease, vi., enentsha (pres, tense only). 
in, into, ingala. 

let, v., lemala. 
mad, vph., bela ntshita, 4. 

off accidentally, as gun, vi., hisha. 
on a journey, vph., ena a luena, 5. 
out, vi., to. 
out, as fire, nyima. 

past one, vt., shama, leka. 
up, vi., bana. 

up stream, vi., heta. 

to W. C. vph., bala nto, ena a biteta, 9 pi. 
behind, vph., tshima’mbisha. 
with, accompany, vt., tshika. 

Goat, n., kamidi, 8. 

half grown, mhudika, 2. mihudika. 
he, nph., numi (3) a kamidi. 
she, nph., ngadi (1) a kamidi. 

God, n., Ntshemi, 1. 

Goddess, nph. ntshemi ngata, 1. 
Gold, nph., lubola lukengala, 5; ngolo, 4. 

Goliath-beetle, n., itoha, 8. 

Good, adj., sheka. 
(attractive), (of) inanga, 8. 

keep, as salt preserving meat, vt., lodi, ota. 
make, beautify, vt., lodi, ngami, bahisha, ngaimi. 

(taste good), vph., ed’i hima, 4. 

Good-bye, See Adieu. 
Good-morning. See Adieu. 
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Goodness, n., busheka, 7; manga, 8. 
Good-night, v., betaka. See Adieu. 
Goods, n., biketa, 9 pi. 

[wealth], budiya, 7. 
Gospel, nph., ikama (8) i Ntshemi. 
Gourd, n., dried, mbina, 4. 

green, nph., mbina a shasha, 4. 
neck of, ikolala, 8. 
split, lubala, 5. 

vine, lukengala, 5. 
Govern, vt. perhaps the best way to express this idea is to use some such 

ph. as, Kueta e nyimi a Bushonga, Kueta governs the Bakuba, lit. 

Kueta is king of the Bukuba tribe, 
fas mother her child), vt., kama. 

(instruct, admonish), vt., longa. 

Government, n. (chiefdom), bukuma, 7. 

^kingdom), bunyimi, 7. 

Governor, n., (chiet), kuma, 1. 

(king), nyimi, 1. 
Grab, vt., husha. 

Grace, n. (mercy), muenga, 2. 

Gracious, adj., (of) muenga, 2. 

to be, vph., eka or okisha muenga, 2. 

Grain, n., of corn, ndoma (4) a imbona, 8. 

(all seed for planting), mbota, 4. 

of salt or sand, iyedi, 8. 
of sawdust, coarse sand or other like particles, busha, 7. 

Grainerv, n., budika, 7. See Garner. 
Grand-child, n., nkana, 1. 

Grand-father, n., mamu, 1. 

Grand-mother, mamu, 1. 
Grand-parent, n., mamu, 1. 

Grant, vt. (give), eka. 

permission. See Permission. 
Grapes, nph., manoma(8pl.) mankelaka bana i mana inyo (wine) i Mhu- 

tu. See Fruit. 
Grape-vine, nph., nshuka (2) mu manama makelaka bana i mana inyo 

i Mhutu. 

Grasp, vt., ata. 
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Grass, n., yontshontsha, 9; ibabantsha, 8. 
tall, as on plain, biteta, 9 pi. 
very tall, coarse, ibola, 8. 

Grasshopper, n., luhesha, 5. 
Grateful, adj., (of) inanga, 8. 

to be, for escape from trial or danger, etc., vph., shakala buela, 7. 
Gratefulness, n., for escape from danger, etc., buela, 7. 

fquietness, attractiveness), inanga, 8. 
Gratis, n., bukala (adv). 
Gratuity, n., iyeyeki, 9; iyekala, 8; shoma, 4. 
Gratitude, n., See Grateful, Gratefulness. 

(express by praising), vt., kaingi. 
Gratuitiously, adv., bukala, a nyinga. 
Grave, n., with corpse, yana, 9. PL biana. 

without corpse, ngila, 4. 
-yard, iyoma, 8; ilei [8] i midiu, 2 pi. 

Gravy, n. [fat of animal], muta, 2. PI. miuta. 
[palm oil], shadi, 4. 

Gray, adj. [color] , ngami or ngaimi. 
hair, n., lumboi or lumboya, 5. 

Grease. See Gravy. 

Great, adj., nena. 
make, praise, vt., kaingi. 

Great grand child, n., nkanala, 1. 

Great great grand child, n., ntshakanala, 1. 
Greatness, n., bunena, 7. 
Greediness, n., iledi, 8; isholala, 8. 
Greedy person, n., muentsha, 1. 

Green, adj. (color), (of) nduemi, 4. 

grass [young shoot or blade], luntshongantshonga, 5. 
[new], nganga. 

[be uncooked, half done, as food], vph., ed’i muonya, 2. 
(as unripe fruit), kaka, or ela with ikinya, 9. 

Greens, n., manuta, 8 pi.; mbonga (4) a muonya, 2. 
[fresh pea leaves used as greens], masha, 7 pi. Sing, buasha. 

Greet, vt., umala. 
with hands, vt., shamala. 

Greeting, n., yumala. See Salutation, 

vt., give, umala. 
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Grief, n. [anger], kaha, 4; nkonala, 2. 

come to, vi., shaka. 

escape from, vt., shakala with buela, 7. 
[anguish of soul], n., manga, 8 pi. 
[disease], n., buala, 7. 
[bereavement, lost by death], buela, 7. 

[oppression], nena, 2; ihetshi, 8. 

(sadness, misfortune], imuenyi, 9. 

(physicial suffering), nshaha, 4. 
(sickness), shushudi, 4. 

Grievance, n. (an unpleasant affair), ishunga, 8. 
Grieve, vi., otola with ntema (2) as subj. 

(be angry) konala, oka with kaha, 4. 

(mourn), konala, oka with manga, 8 pi. 
(be sorrowful), ela with i followed by buela, 7; konala. 

Grin, vph., nginana mina, 6 pi. Sing. dina. 

Grind, vt. (as corn), yesha, nyaka, nyaiki. 

(grit the teeth), vph., kekisha mina, 6 pi. 

[sharpen], vt., shiya. 

Grindstone, nph., imanya [8] ishiya. 

Grip, vt., ata bunonona. 

Gripe, v., otola or shuma with ikuna [8] as subj. 

Grit, v. [the teeth], kekisha mina, 6 pi. 
n., busha, 7; lushenga, 5. 

Groan, vph., toma or ama nshonga (2), or toma dika dika. 

[grunt], numa. 

n., nshonga, 2; nkima, 2. 

Grope, v., ungala. 

Ground, n. See Earth, 
on the, a shina, 4. 

Group, n., ikueki, 8; iboma, 8. 
Grove, n. [copse on plain], biteta, 9 pi.; bushoihi orbushohi, 7 

Grow, vi., loma 
large, nena. 

thin, shinga. 
in stature, ola. 
weak, nyonga. 
[as plants], mena. 
[as child being able to crawl], huta with bunonona. 
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Geowl, v. [as dog], hanga. 

[grumble], nungisha, shonya. 

Grown, Be, vi., loma, nena, hila with ngola muota, 1. 
person, nph., ngola muota, 1. PI. bayola bata. 

Grub, n. See Worm, 
up, vt., tokala. 

Gruel, n., nshaha 2. 

Grumble, vi., nungisha, shonya, tena 

[with noise of lips], betsha. 
Grumbling, n., lutena, 5. 
Grunt, v. [because of pain], numa. See Groan. 

[in expressing surprise], vph., bola nkima, 2. 
(from surprise), kama. 

n., nkima, 2. 
Guarantee, n. [pawn], tuka, 4. 

to leave as, vph., tshika tuka. 
Guard, vt., for, save, shukisha, shuka. 

[watch], baka. 
put on one’s, ihala, ihisha. 
be on one’s, vi., iha. 

n. (saviour), nshuki, 1; nshukishi, 1. 
[shepherd, attendant], mbaiki, 1. 
for home, nph., hanga mboka, 4. 

Guerdon, n., ileshina, 8; shoma, 4. 
Guess, v. [think], boka with likanya, 5. 
Guest, n., muonyambanga, 1. PL bonyambanga. 
Guide, vt., lonala or laka or shuntsha with mboka, 4. 

n., nonadi, 1, pi. balonadi; naiki, 1. PL balaiki. 
in battle, forerunner, ndonganshela, 1. 

Guileless, Be, vi., beka; neg. with moi mahe. 
Guilt, n., buhi, 7; ikama ibe, 8. 

Guiltiness, n., buhi, 7. 
Guiltless, adj. [good], sheka. 

[be acquitted], vi., sbu. 
declare, vt., shui. 

Guilty, be condemned as, vi., buaka. 

declare, vt., buesha. 
Guinea-fowl, n., kanga, 3. 
Gully, n., ngusha, 2. 
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side of, kintsha, 4. 

Gum, n., of teeth, butshikatshi, 7. 
(as stick substance), bulema, 7. 

Gun, n., ingoma, 9. 
(bow), buota, 7. 
(cannon), ditende, 6 

(cap gun), npb., ingoma i luhatatshi, 5. 
(flint-lock), nph., ingoma i mumbinga, 2. 
(pistol), kahamala, 10. 
(rifle), nph., ingoma i ntenga, 2. 
shot, nph., ingoma i lutena, 5. 
barrel, n., mulona, 2. 
bullet, n., lutena, 5. 
cap, luhatatshi, 5. 
cartridge, ntelenge, 2. 
flint, imanya, 8. 
hammer, nkola, 2. 
muzzle, mboka, 4. 
nipple, disha, 6. 
powder, tei, 10 pi. 
ramrod, hakatsha, 4. 
shell, ntelenga, 2. 
shot, lutena: 5: 
trigger, ngana, 2. 
wadding, yosha, 9. PI. biosha. 
aim, v., nuengi. 
(click when cocked), vi., aha. 

cock vt., bangala. 
fire, vt., bola. 
go off accidentally, vi., hisha. 
hit, vt., bola. 
load, vt., shumi. 

miss aim, vph., boka shubanga; lei, boka bukala. 

miss fire, not go off, vi., hesha. 

Gun-powder, n., tei, 10 pi. 
Gut, n., nsho, 2. 

Gyve, n., muata, 2. 

to. vt., boka a muata. 
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h 
Habit, n., ishama, 8; ikelala, 9. 

bad, ishama ibe, ikelala ibe. 

For habitual action, use Habitual tense of the verb. 

Habitually, adv. See Ceaselessly. 

Habituate, vt., laka. 

(be habituated), vi., ekala. 

Haggard, .Be, vi., ontsha, shinga, yo. 

Haggardness, n., yona, 9. PI. biona. 

Hail, vt., (call), bekela. 

from, vi., to. 

[greet], vt., umala. 

-stone, n., iyedi, 8. 

n., mbela, 4. 

Hair, n. [on head or body of persons], luhuwa, 5. 

[beard], ndela, 5 pi. 

[on animals], muosha, 2. 

Half, n. There is no adequate method of expressing this idea as in 

the English. If anything is broken or cut into two pieces or 

parts, whether these parts are equal or not, each part is called 
itenya [9]. 

(cut half in two), vt., batala a ndenga, 4. 
-way, a ndenga. 

Hallow, vt. [praise], kaingi. 

[worship], shemala, hatsha. 

[honor, esteem, adore], kekia, kaikia. 

Halt, v. [be lame]. See Lame, Limp. 

[stand], vi., emata. 

[stop], v., lemala. 

[wait], v., konga, kuengi. 

Hamlet, n., [used for hunting or camping], ngana, 4. PI. mangana, 8. 

Hammer, n [blacksmith’s], nshaka, 2. 

of gun, nkola, 2. 
[drive a nail], vt., kueki. 

[forge], vt.,tula. 
Hammock, n. [conveyance used by king], mbentsha, 4. 

[foreign], tipoi, 4; buanrla, 7. 

Hand, n., ikasha, 8. 
in the, a luo, 5. PL mio, 2. 
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left, nph., luo l’i kosha, 4. 
right, nph., luo l’i kata, 4. 
(left handed, be), vph., ela with i followed by kosha. 

palm of, nph., ngata’ikasha. 
(sleight-of-hand), ishama, 9. 

(to hand to), vt., todi. 
-writing, n., mbokala, 4. 

Handcraftsman, n., muina, 1. PI. bina. 
Handful, n., ilenga, 8; mbela, 4. 

Handle, n. (of hoe, knife, etc.), muenyi, 2. PI. mienyi. 
of cup, etc., luo, 5. PI. mio. 

vt. (fasten handle inhoe or axe), tetshisha. 
(examine), am ala. 

Handmaid, nph., ngata (1) nkedi (1) a nguna, 2. 
Handsome, adj., sbeka. 

Handsomeness, n., busheka, 7. 

Hang, v. (down, suspended), lela. 

one’s self, vt., shima. 
up, hanya. 

Happen, vi., iya, hila. 
Happiness, n., nshasha, 2; itula, 8. 

Happy, Be, vi., oka with nshasha, 2. 
(be contented), use ntema. (2) as subj. of ela followed by hola. 
(because of escape from danger, etc.J, vph., shakala buela, 7. 

make, vt., okisha with nshasha, 2. 

Harass, vt., ona, hetshi. 
Harassment, n., mahetshi, 8, pi. 

Hard, adj., non ona. 
become, vi., nangata, bakata, shukata. 

make, vt., naingi. 

Harden, vt., naingi. 
(accustom to), vt., laka. 
(be accustomed to), vi., ekela. 

Hardness, n., bunonona, 7. 
(strong headedness), bukokata, 7. 

Harlot nph., ngata (1) a shasha (4) or buhuoka, 7. 
Harm, n. (danger, palaver, trouble), ikama, 8; ishunga, 8. 

vt., keBha buhi. 
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Haemless, Be, (as an animal), use neg. of ela with i followed by hama, 4. 
(as person), Fut. neg. of kelawith ikama or iketa, 9. 

Harmonium, n. See Organ. 

Habmonize, vt. [put in tune], koma. See Tune. 

[put out of harmony], vt., komala. 
[tune instruments to each other], vt., edi. 
[sing in harmony], vph., edi moi yelala. 

[be out of harmony or tune], vi., koma. 
Habmony, n. See Harmonize. 

Haep, n., ishengi, 8; Jukuemi, 5. 
Harvest, n. [time], ishosha, 8; ntshi [2] mu kuna mbota, 4. 

vt., kuna mbota, See Gather. 
Hash, vt. [as meat], shasha. 
Haste, n., mbanga, 4; buasha, 7. 
Hasten, vph., tokala or naingi luena, 5; or the specific verb with bua¬ 

sha or mbanga or wa wa. 
[hurry], vph. nyengala luena, 5. 

[make to do in a hurry], vph., keshisha mbanga or buasha, enyisha 

mbanga. 

Hat, n.? luketa, 5. 
royal, lushedi, 5. 

Hatch, vt., teta. 
Hatchet, n., ikenga. 8. 
Hate, vt. [refuse], bela. 

[be at enmity], v., use ela with i followed by ibela; or use 

the neg. of muka. 

Hateful, adj., toward, [of] ibela, 8. 
Hatred, n., ibela, 8. 
Haughtiness, n., nshasha, 2; diasha, 6; buntshoka, 7; mhuoka, 4; 

buhuangata, 7. 
Haughty, Be, vi., dimuka, oka nshasha, 2. 

Have, v. [possess], use one of the auxiliary verbs meaning to be, follo¬ 

wed by i. See Gram. 184-193, and Rems, 

sexual intercourse with, vt., shela. See Co-habit, 

something done for one. Use Applied and Causative Forms of the 
verb. See Gram. 293- 295. 

good luck, vph., bola iya isheka, 8. 

Hawk, n., kuemi, 3. 
He, pers. pro. Simple Disjunctive Form, ana. See Gram. 97- 99. 
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Compound Disjunctive form. See Gram. 105- 108. 
Conjunctive forms used as: 

(a) pro. prefix. See Gram. 109- 111. 

[b] pro. infix. See Gram. 112. 114, 

Head, n., ntshue, 2. 

-ache, have., v., ntshue as subj. of shuma. 
bald, n., ibantsha, 8. 

crown of, nph., luboma (5) lu ntshue. 

of millet, n., muesha,2. 

of stream, n., tena, 4; ntshue, 2. 

Headache, have, v., ntshue as subj. of shuma. 

Headlong, adv., use the ph. ntshue a buosha a shina. 

Headman, n., kuma, 1; kahita, 9. 

Heal, vt., bo. See Cure. 

Healer, n., mboi, 1. 

[doctor], n., nguoma, 1. 

Health, n., No definite word has been found to express this idea. For 

good health the words bunonona, 7, or ngona, 4, or lutoka (5) lu- 

nonona, are generally used. For bad health the words buala (7) 
or lutoka lubola, are used. 

Healthy, adj., [of] bunonona, 7; (of) ngona, 4; (of) lutoka lunonona, 5. 
Heap, n., (large pile), iboma, 8. 

(small pile, handful), iluini, 8; ibusha, 8; mbela, 4. 

up, pile one on top of the other, vt., nyaingi. 

(be piled together, one on the top of the other), vi, nyangama. 
together, gather together, vt., kueki. 

Hear, v., oka. The obj.. of this verb is dioi or lutota etc., and not a 

preson; as, tanoka dioi di bana; tanoka lutota lu bana; tonoka 
mboka atota bana, etc. 

each other, understand, v., diokisha. 

[listen to], v., okama, tshika mato, 8 pi. 

Hearer, n., muoiki, 1; muoikimi, 1. 

Hearing, n., mhuokala, 4; yoiki, 9. 

Hearken, v. (obey), tomala, oka, imisha, kela followed by mboka and 

tota. 

[take heed, be warned], vi., iha; vt., ihala, ihisha. 

Hearsay, n., nshosha, 2; ntshika, 2. 

Heart, n., ntema, 2. 

lose, vi., tshina, oka with buteta, 7. 

take, vt., naingi with ntema. 

Hearth, n., ikongala (8) i tei, 10 pi. 
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Heartless, adj., (of) nena, 2; (of) bukokata, 7; neg. of ela with i followed 

by muenga, 2. 

Heartlessness, n., ihetshi, 8; nena, 2; ibela, 8; bukokata, 7. 

Heat, n., of fire, tei, 10, pk; nshusha, 2. 

of sun, muanya, 2. 

of air or body, nyoka, 2. 

(rash on body), nph., ibela [9] i koka, 4. 

[closeness, lack of air], imbima, 9. 

vt., yesha, 

(be heated), vi., uya. 

[over, as cold food], vt., ohisha; v., ohata. 
Heathen, n. [country fellow], nkona, 1. PI. bakona. 

Heaven, nph., buola hu Ntshemi. 

[firmament], dika, 6. 

Heavenly, adj. [of the firmament], (of) dika, 6. 

Heaviness, n., buditala, 7. 

Heavy, Be, v., use ela with i followed by buditala, 7. 

Hedge, n. (a fence made of dry brush), luhala, 5. 

Heed, vt. (obey), tomala. See Hearken. 

give h. to, v., okama, boka mato, 8 pi. 

Heedless, adj. See Obstinate. 

Heedlkssness, n., See Obstinancy. 
Heel, nph., itshisha (8) i itami, 8. 
Heifer, nph., mhudika 2 a nguemi, 3. 

Height, n., butadi, 7. 

Heir, n., nkitshi, 1. 

■ (be heir to, inherit), vt., kita. 

Hell, n., ngena, 4. From the Greek, yeevva. 

Helmet, nph., luketa lu muanya. 

Help, vt. (assist), asha. 
Hem, n., muna, 2, pi. mimuna; butshika, 7; moma, 2. PL mimoma. 

Hemp, n. (Indian), ibengi, 8. 

Hen nph., ngadi (1) a koka, 3. 

Hence, adv. (from here), a wonyi. 

(therefore), See Gram. 368. 
Henceforth. See Hereafter. 

Her, pers. pro. and poss. pro. See Him, also Gram. 98, Rem. 2, 118. 

119. 
Herald, n. (messenger), nkentsha, 2; ishina, 9. 

Herb, n, iteta, 9, 
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(edible), bilesha, 9 pi. 

tender, ntshongantshonga, 5. 
Herd, n„ ikueki, 8. 

Herdsman, n„ mbaiki, 1. 

Here, adv, a wonyi. 

(here it is, etc.), use the particle la. See Gram. 140, 141, 143. 
(“Here, take this !”), raa!, 

Hereafter, adv. ph., shu ye a buosha. According to sense the words 

ntshi. (2), season; ngona (3), moon; may be used instead of shu, 5 pi. 
Heritage, n., bukita, 7; biketa bi bukita,. 

Her, poss. pro. See His, also Gram., 118, 119. 
Herself, pers. pro. See Himself, also Gram., 98. 

Hesitate, v. (vacillate), buntshama, ela with i followed by mitema 
mihe. 

Hew. vt., shonga. 

down, fell, shenga. 
Hewer, n., nshuengi, 1; nshengi, 1. 

Hiccough, n., shokashoka, 4. 
Hide, vt., shuei. 

one ’ s self, vi., shoma. 

n. [skin of animal], hoka, 4. 

[skin of person], iyoha, 8. 

Hidingplace, n., ishomala, 8. 

High, adj., tadi. 
on, a dika, 6. 
voice, nph., dioi [6] dikeka. 

High Priest, nph., kuma a batotshi ha Ntshemi. 

Highway, nph., mboka minena, 4. 

(street), muaka, 2, 

robber, n., btamidi, 1. 

Highwayman, n., ntamidi, 1; ihuangata, 9. 

Hill, n., nkontsha, 2. 
ant-, n., ibuki, 8; ituka, 8. 

down, a ngela, 4. 

Him, pers. pro., 
[1] As direct or indirect obj., use pro. infix mu before roots 

beginning with a vowel and n or m, according to the consonant, 

See Gram. 112-118 and Rem. 

[2] For the use with prepositions, See Gram. 100 and Rems. 
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Himself, pers. pro. 
[1] Compound Disjunctive form, ameta. See Gram. 105 ■ 108. 

[2] When reflexive use the reflexive infix of the verb -di-. See 

Gram. 114. This construction may be employed as subj. or obj. 

Hind leg, n., lower part of, lukola, 5. PL mi kola, 2. 

upper part of, ibela, 8. 

-part, ishaka, 8. 

Hinder, vt., buntsha, basha, ungi. 

[forbid], kinyi. 

(be hindered), vi., buntshama, unga. 

Hindermost, adv., a mbisha; lumoma. 

be the, vph., ela lumoma. 

Hindrance, n. [backbiting], buntshuengi, 7; lutena, 5. 

[oppression], nena, 2; ihetshi, 8. 

Hip, n., lukona, 5. 

Hippopotamus, n., nguhu, 8. 

Hire, one’s self, v., dibakata. 
Hireling, nph., muna [1] nguna [2] mu ileshina, 8. 

His, poss,. pro., ana. 

Hit, vt., bola, kuma. 
with arrow, kueta. 

with fist, vph., bola induma, 9. 

with knuckle, vph., bola ikokasha, 8. 

with open hand, vph., bola lukasha, 5. 
[shoot with gun], vt., bola. 

[shoot with arrow], vt., boka. 

Hither, adv., a wonyi. 

Hither and thither, a wonyi...... a wona. 

Hoarse, Be, v., dioi [6] as subj. of kokama. 

Hobgoblin, n., (apparition), muena, 2, pi. miena; bgesha, 2. PI. minge- 
sha. 

[corpse], nyu, 2. PL midiu. 

Hoe, n., ishu, 8. 
handle of, muenya, 2. 

put handle in, vt., tetshisha. 

v., bentsha, shahala. 

Hog, n. [wild], shoma, 8. 
(domestic), ngulu, 3. 

Hoist, vt., shenala, toma a dika. 
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Hold, vt., ata, shuka, 

out hand, shemi or shemala with luo. 

Holden, eyes, vph., ed’i tadi, 4. 

Hole, n., in ground, rat hole, etc., mbema, 4. 

key-, nph., disha (6) di nshahi, 4. 

make a, dig, vt., tshima. 

(pierce through), vt., tonala, kueta. 

through something, n., itonala, 8. 

Holiday, n. (market day), nkila, 2. 

Holiness, n., busheka, 7. 

Hollow, n. (in tree), muena, 2. 

(low ground), ngidi, 4. 

(deep valley), ibeki, 8. 

Holy, adj., sheka. 

Spirit, See Spirit, Sacred. 
Holy Spirit, nph., Nyuma Ansheka. 1. 

Homage, pay to, vt. (praise), kaingi. See Honor. 
Home, n. (house), mbula, 4. PI. Mambula, 8 pi. 

at, a mbula, a buola. - 

(village), buola, 7. 

at the, a buola. 

Honest, adj. (good), sheka, (of) inanga, 8. 

(one not stealing), neg. of the habitual tense of ghena, or the neg. 
of da with i followed by buemi, 7. 

Honesty, n. (goodness), busheka, 7; inanga, 8. 

Honey, nph., buoi (7) bu ntshoi, 5 pi. 

-comb, nph., kuemi (4) a ntshoi. 
Honey-bee, n., luntshoi, 5. 

Honey-comb, nph., kuemi (4) a ntshoi, 5 pi. 

Honor, vt. (obey), tomala, shoshama. 

(praise), kaingi. 
(worship), shemala. 

(adore), hatsha, kekia, kaikia. 

Honorable, adj. (great), nena, (of) hama, 4. 

Hoof, n., hadi, 4. 

Hook, n., fish, ilolia, 8, 

Hop, vph., ena itoha or ikohakoha, 8. 

(bounce, jump), v., toha. 

n., (bounce, jump), ihota, 8; ikohakoha, 8. 
Hopping, n. (pounce), itoha, 8; ikohakoha, 8. 

; * 

4 
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Hopk, vt., for, expect, lenala. 

n., bulenala, 7; nenala, 2; ndenala, 4. 

Horn, n., of goat, ox, sheep, etc., isheka, 8. 

of deer, nshema, 2. 

(for blowing), hunga, 4. 
Horrify, vt., tshinyi, shishala. 

(be horrified), vi., tshina, shisha, dita, bantsha with ntema (1) 

as subj. 

Horror, n. [fear], buteta, 7. 

Horse, n., nyama, 3; huna, 3; kabala, 10. 

Horse-fly, n., ishomala, 8. 

Hospital, n. (small house for women about to be confined), ikena, 8. 

Hospitality, be given to, vph., muka bata ba kana. 

Host, n. (crowd), ikueki, 8. 

Hostage, n., nkodidi, 1; ibona, 8. 

Hostile, adj., (of) ibela, 8. 
Hostility, n., ibela, 8. 

provoke to, vph., shedi ibela or kaha, 4. 

Hot, adj., (of) tei, 10 pi. 

be, vi., koka, iya tei. 

be done, vi., uya. 

make, vt., yesha, koiki. 

Hour, n. See Time. 

House, n. mbula, 4. PI. mambula, 8. 
batten, ikaiki, 8. 

door, ikuiki, 8. 

(door-way), mboka. 

-fly, tunga, 3. 

(palm leaves for covering), busha, 5 pi. 
partition, wall, ibena, 8. 

post in walls, ikontsha, 8. 

rafter, ilema, 8. 

gable end of, sliosha, 4, 

ridge pole, nkama, 2. 

roof, shama, 4. 

room of, large, yoma, 4. 

room of, small, tengi, 4. 

side wall, ibena, 8. 

space in front of door, nph., munya (2) mu mbula. 
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to cover a, vph., boka shama a mbula. 

top of, shosha, 4. 

to tie the battens, vph., kakala shama a mbula. 

House-hold, n. See Tribe. 

House-holder, nph., muna (1) mbula, 4. 

Hover, v. (as hawk), lela a dika. 

How, interrogative adv., mbonyi? ke? mboka (indirect question). 
(in what way?), See Gram. 369. 

For use in indirect questions, see Gram. 424. 

many? mbadi-ke? 

much? buiki?. ke? 

Hubbub, n., lutota 5. 

Hug, vph., buta or husha luhisha, 5. 

(go out to meet), vt., nyei, nyeya. 

Hull, n. (egg shell), hentsha, 4. 

of peanuts, etc., yosha, 9. PI. bioslia. 

vt. (as soft nuts), teta. 

(as hard nuts), bola. 

(as peas by beating), shola. 

Humane, adj., slieka, (of) muenga, 2; (of) inanga, 8. 

Humanity, n., buata, 7. 

(kindness), muenga, 2; inanga, 8; nyinga, 4 pi. 

Humble, Be, vi., use neg. of dimuka; neg. of ela with i followed by 

buntshoka (7) or mhuoka (2) or buhuangata (7); oka; or ela with i 

followed by bushonya (7) or ntema (2) mu buola (7) or inanga, 8. 

(obey), v., tomala, beka. 

make, vt., kumisha, nyuengi. 

Humid, Be, vi., kita; ela with i followed by hio, 4. 
Humidity, n., hio, 4. 

Humiliate, vt., kumisha, nyuengi, okisha with bushonya, 7. 

be humiliated , vi., kuma, nyonga, oka with bushonya, 7. 

Humility, n., bushonya, 7: inanga, 8; ibeki, 8. 

Humor, n., bad, kaha, 4. 

(happiness), nshasha, 2. 

(a joke), shemi, 4. 

be in good, vi., oka with nshasha, 2. 

Humpbacked, Be, vi., ela with i followed by kuma, 4. 

Hundred, n., kama, 4. 

Hundred thousand, n., luntshuka, 5. 
Hunger, n., ntshala, 4 pi. 
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Hungry, Be, V., ela with i followed by ntshala; oka with ntshala; shli¬ 
ma with ntshala (4 pi), as subject. 

Hunt, v., for, shota. 
with dogs, kintsha, benga bushonga, 7. 

Hunter, nph., nya (1) bushonga, 7; nshonga, 1; nkintshi (1) a nyama, 3. 
Hunting, n., bushonga, 7. 

-net, buota, 7. 

Hurricane, nph. huinga (4) mbula, 3. 
Hurriedly, adv., mbanga, buasha, wa wa. 

Hurry v., use the required -verb with mbanga or buasha or wa wa. 

be in a, [fidgety], vi., kekeha. 

up, make, to do in a hurry, vt., nyangalaor naingi with luena, 5 
n., mbanga, 4; buasha, 7. 

Hurt, v. (ache), shuma. 

[as stomach], vi., otola. 

Husband, n., numi, 1. PL banumi. 

Husbandman, n., mbaiki, 1. 

Hush, vt., kinyi, kama. 

(stop talking), vph., lemala lutota, 5. 

Husk, n., luasha, 5. PI. kasha, 

v. (as corn), bukala. 

(ashard nuts), vt., bola. 

(as soft nuts), teta. 

(as peas), tenga, bola. 

(as peas by beating), shola. 

Hymn, n.,luema, 5. PI. ntshema. 

Hypocricy, n.,yonga, 9. PI. bionga. See Lie. 

Hypocrite, n., mbaingi, 1; mhutshi, 1; mhutshi a makusha (8 pl.); muna 

[1], yonga, 9. 

I 

I, pers. pro. 

(1) Simple Disjunctive Form, mimi. See Gram. 98, 99. 

(2) Pro. prefix, na (la). See Gram. 109-112 

(3) Compound Disjunctive Form, mimeta. See Gram. 105-108. 

Identical, Be, v., ela with yelala or ihua imo or imotshi; as, mite mie 

yelala or mie ihua imo, the sticks are identical. 

(very), adv., koka. See Same. 
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Identity, nph., ihua imo, 8. 

Idiocy, nph., bubela bu ntshita. 

Idiom, n. (language, speech), lutota, 5; ntotala, 4. 

Idiot, nph., mbela (1) ntshita, 4. 

Idle person, n., indena, 9. 

Idleness, n.s bundena, 7; indena, 9. 

Idol, nph., ishaka (8) i nduemi, 4. This is no idol worship among this 

people. The ishaka i nduemi, made in the image of a person, 

is supposed to be able to ward off certain evils, etc. There also 

many other fetishes and mixtures known as nenga, 2. PI. minenga, 

lit. medicine, See Medicine, 

make an, vt., shonga. 

make (as “medicine,” fetish, etc.), vph., haka nenga, 2. 

Idolatry, nph., minenga mi bukala, 2 pi. 

If, sub. conj., mbe. See Gram, under Conditional Sentences, 406,407. 
Ignite, vt., tumaor baka or nami with tei, 10 pi. 

by friction with sticks, vph., shiya lushiya, 5. 

Ignoramus, nph., mbela (1) a ntshita, 4. 

Ignorance, (stupidity), nph., bubela (7) bu ntshita, 4. 

Ignorant, Be, vi., bela with ntshita, 4. 

n. (fool), yenyi, 9. PI. benyi. 

v. (not to know), use neg. of yeha. 

Ill, Be, v. See Sick. 

treatment, n., nena, 2; ihetshi, 8. 

(wish illto), vph., boka mbana (4) or kabala, 10. 

Illegal, the forbidden thing, n., ikina’ 9. 

Illegitimate child, nph., muana (1)’ imbuemi. 

Illness, buala, 7; shushudi, 4. 

Illtreat, vt.,See Abuse. 

Illustrate, vt. (show), shuntsha. 

(measure), edi. 

Illustration, n. (likeness, example), ihua, 8. 

(sign, copy, mark, etc.), yingeta, 9. PL bingeta. 

(fable, story), nkona, 2; ntshika, 2. 

(puzzle), ishama, 9. 

Illustrious, adj. (great), nena, (of) hama, 4. 

Image, n. (stature), ndoha, 4. See Idol. 

(likeness), ihua, 8. 
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Imagination, n. (thought), lukanya, 5. 

(knowledge), buanyi, 7. 

Imagine, vph., boka lukanya, 5. 

Imbecility, nph., bubela (7) bu ntshita, 4. 

Imbibe, vt., onyo. 

Imitate, v., edi. 
(mock), okala. 
[do as another], See. Gram. 412. 

Immature child, (prematurely born), n., ishoihi, 8. 

Immediately, adv., ihontshi. 
[not hesitate], vph., neg. of mana with shu, 5 pi. 

Immense, adj., nena. 

Immerse, vt., numi. 
Imminent, adj., use the Future Imminent tense of the verb. 

Immodest, Be, v. (indecent), use neg. of ela with i followed by bushonya, 7. 

(saucy), vph., use ela with i followed by buntshoka, 7; rnhuoka, 2; 

buhuangata, 7. 

Immodesty, n., buntshoka, 7; rnhuoka, 2; buhuangata, 7. 

(slovenliness in dress, etc.), bushala, 7; nyetsha, 4. 

(shame), bushonya, 7. 

Immoral adj. (bad), be. 

{adulterous), (of) shasha, 4; (of) buhuoka, 7. 

Immorality, n., buhuoka 7; rnhuoka, 2; buhuangata, 7. 

Immortal, adj., [of] shu ikima or muanya nkima; luluna. 
be, vi., neg. of owa. 

(metempsychosis), n., nshanga, 2. 

Immovable, Be, vi., shukata, nangata. 
Immure, vph., boka a mbula a hio, 4. 

Impair, vt., on a, nyuengi. 

(be impaired), vi., ontsha, nyonga, yo, shinga. 

Impatience, n., nshokashoka, 2. 

Impatient, Be, vi. [restless], kekeha, ela with i followed by nshokashoka. 
Impede, vt. [cause to fail, hinder], buntsha, kinyi, dasha. 
Impediment, n., in speech, stuttering, ikokama, 8. 

have, to stutter, vph., ela with i followed by ikokama. 
Impend, v., use Future Imminent tense of the verb iya. 

Impenitent, adj., (of) ntema (2) munonona. 

Imperfect, Be, vi., use neg. of forms under Perfect. 
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Impertinence, n,, buntshoka, 7; ibiha, 8; buhuangata, 7; diasha, 6. 

mhuoka, 2, 

Impertinent, adj., (of) buntshoka or ibiha or buhuangata or mhuoka. 

be, vi., dimuka, ela with i followed by buntshoka, or ibiha, or mhu¬ 

oka, or buhuangata; neg. of ela with i followed by bushonya 

or inanga. 

Impious, adj. (bad), be. 
Impiety, n. (badness), buhi, 7. 

Implement, nph., iketa (9) ikela i yina. See Note under Machine. 

(tool), n., yongala, 9. PL biongala. 

Implore, vt. (beg), loma. 
(entreat, beseech), onga. 

Impolite, Be, vi. See Impertinent. 

Impoliteness, n. See Impertinence. 

Importance, nph., ikama (8) inena. 

Important, adj. (great), nena. 
Importunate, adj., in begging, (of) luloma, 5. 

(persevere), use the habitual tense of the verb, or the neg. of 

lei or lemala. 
Impossible, Be, v., use neg. of forms given under Able. See Gram 208. 

Impotent, adj., (of) buola, 7. 

be, vi. (weak), nyonga, yo. 
Impoverished, vt., hisha or ingishawit n ana . 

Impregnate vt. [cause to conceive], tshika vit i * * 
Imprison, vph, boka or tshika a mbula L4] a bio, 4; boka a muata, 2. 

Improve, v., in health, convalesce, kita; to nshala, . 

Impudence, n. See Impertinence. 

Impudent, adj. See Impertinent. . - 
Impure, adj. [adulterous], (of) shasha [4j orbuhuoka, 7 

[bad], adj., be. . 7 
Impurity, n. (adultery), shasha, 4, u iuo a, / • 

[badness], n., buhi, 7* 

(trash), biketa, 9 pi. 

In, prep., a. 
front, a buosha, 7; a bukosha, i. 

order that, use Purportive Mood. 

the hand, a luo, 5. PL mio, 2. 
the midst of, a hinga a, a ndenga a. See Midst. 

the same place, a indodia imo or imotshi. 
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vain, ibalaka, nkuta- 

The idea of in is often expressed in the verb root- 

Inadequate, vi., use neg. of forms under Enough. 

Inattentive, Be, v„ ungi with mato, 8 ph; neg. of oka; buntshama. 

be towards, vt-? buntsha. 

Incantation, do before fetish or charm, vt., shemala, kaingi. 

Incapable, Be, v., use neg. of yeha with mboka followed by the infinitive- 

Incense, nph-, biketa (9 ph.) bi sliola (4) yu. 

Incessantly, adv. See Ceaselessly. 

Incise, vt. (carve), shonga. 

Incision, n. (cut in flesh), huota, 4. 

Incite, vt., us Applied and Causative Form of the verb, 
a dog to bite, vph., shota hama (4) or munya, 2. 

to hostility, vph., shedi ibela or kaha, 4. 
Incline, vi., ongata, tengama; vt-. uengi, shuangi. 

against, vi., ekama; vt., eki. 
Inclose, vt., ledi, 

be inclosed, vi,, lela. 

Incoherently, speak, vph., tota bitototshi, 9 pi. 

Income, n. (gain in trade), nteta, 2. 

Incompetent, Be, v„ use neg of constructions under Able. See Gram. 208. 

Incomplete, Be, vi., (not finished), use neg. of shila; vt., use neg. of 

mana. 

Incorrect, adj., use neg. of the verb with sheka, yelala orihua(8) imo. 
Incorrection, n. (perfection), busheka, 7. 

Increase, vt. (enlarge, make to grow), nenyi, luemi. 

(become large), vi., nena, loma. 
in number or quantity, vt., boi, odi, ohisha; vi., ola, boya. 

(lengthen by adding to), vt., onga; vi., ongama. 

(lengthen by letting out, raising up or stretching), vt., odi. 

[strengthen], vt., naingi; vi., nangata. 
in size, swell, as foot, vi., ola; as stream, yola. 

in stature, vi., ola. 

in price, vt., odi, naingi followed by mbana (2); vi, ola. 
with mbana [2] as subj. 

Incur, v., a debt, bala with ikama [8] or mbata, 4. 
Indecency, n. See Immodesty. 

Indecent, adj. See Immodest. 

Indeed, adv. [truly], ikakama, moma, koka. 

Indian-Corn, n. See Corn 
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Indian- Hemp, n., ibengi, 8. 
India-Rubber, n., ndenala, 4. 

ball of, nph., ndoma [4] a ndenala. 
Indicate, vt. [show to], shimtsha. 

(teach), laka. 

(point out with finger) vph., shanga nema, 2. PI. ndema. 
Indifferent, Be, v. See Inattentive. 
Indignant, See Angry. 
Indignation, n., kaha, 4. 

Indistinctly, adv., to see, use neg. of mona with busheka. 
to hear, use neg. of oka with busheka. 
to speak, use neg. of tota with busheka. See Stutter. 

Indolence, n., bundena, 7. 

Indolent, adj., [of] bundena, 7. 
person, n., indena, 9. 

Induce, vt. [cause to accept], imishisha. 

from doing, vt., buntsha. 
Industrious, See Diligent. 
Industry, n. [work], nguna, 2. 
Infancy, n. [childhood], buana, 7; bulenga, 7. 

Infant, n., muana, 1. See Child. 

Inferior, adj. (worthless), (of) bukala, 7; ihuona i (9) followed by the 
person or thing concerned; as, ihuona i muota; hihaona hi bata. 

Infinite, Be, v., use shama or leka with the necessary adj. or v. 
Infirm, adj., (of) buola, 7. 

be, (weak), vi., nyonga, yo. 
Infirmity, n. (disease), buala, 7. 

(sickness), shushudi, 4. 
(weakness), buola, 7. 

Inflate, vt., yosha. 
(be inflated), vi., yola. 

Inflexible, see Bendable. 
Influence, vt., imishisha. 

(greatness), n., bunena, 7. 
(strength), bunonona, 7. 
(power), kama, 4. 
have with one, vph., ela with i followed by iya isheka (8) a bola 

muota, 1. 
Influential, adj., nena. 

(famous), mhuoha. , 

i 
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be, vi., huoha. 
Inform, vt. (teach), laka, luengi, yehisha, ekisha. 

(tell to), losha. 

(warn), ihala, ihisha. 
Information, n. (news), nshosha, 2; ntshika, 2. 

(word), dioi, 6. PL moi. 

Ingenious, adj., (of) buanyi, 7. 
Ingeniousness, n., buanyi, 7. 
Ingenuity, n., buanyi, 7. 
Ingratitude, n. See Impudence. 

Inhabit, v., ala a. 
Inhabitant, n., nshi (1) or muna (1) followed by name of the place. 

Inhale, (drawing in the breath), vph., kuntsha nshusha, 2. 

Inherit, vt., kita. 
Inheritance, n., bukita, 7; biketa bi bukita. 
Inheritor, n., nkitshi, 1. 

Inhuman, adj. (unkind), [of] nena, 2; [of] ihetshi, 8; [of] ibela. 

Inhumanity, n., nena, 2; ibela, 8; ihetshi, 8. 

Iniquity, n., buhi, 7. 
Injure, vt. (accuse falsely), bangisha. 

(do wrong to), kesha buhi. 

(corrupt, make to go bad), ona. 

Injustice, n. (dishonesty), buemi, 7. 

Ink, nph., mashi [8pl.] ma. nduemi ma mikana, 2 pi. 
Inn, nph., mbula ambeta maka bonyambanga. 
Innocent, Be, vi [acquitted], shu. 

pronounce, vt., shui. 

Innumerable, adj., use neg. of mona or yeha with mboka abala. 
Inquire, vt., ula. 

about, into, kakalahala. 

Inquisitive, Be, vph., sham a mula, 2. 
Inquisitiveness, n., mula, 2. 

Insane, Be, vph., bela ntshita, 4. 

Insanity, n., ntshita, 4; bubela(7) bu ntshita. 
Insect, n. (generic), yungala, 9. PI. biungala. 

Insensibility, n. (from blow or fall), shiya, 4 
[spasm], isheshala, 8. 

Insensible, Be, v. (from blow or fall), owa with shiya, 4. 
(from spasm), owa with isheshala, 8. 
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[not to feel], neg. of oka. 

(not to know), neg. of yeha. 
Insert, vt., ingisha a. 
Inside, n., ngata, 4. 

prep, in, a. 

(on or in the inside), a ngata. 
Insipid, Be, v. [without seasoning], ela with hio hio, 4. 
Insipidity, n., hio or hio hio, 4. 

Insnare, vt. [entrap], kotsha. See Entrap. 

Insolence, n. See Impertinent. 

InspECT, vt. [look at, examine], mona, lena. 
InspECTOR, n., muonyi, 1; nenyi, 1. PI. balenyi. 

Instantly, adv., ihontshi. 

Insurrection, nph., bubela [7] bu ntshita, 4. 
Instigate, vt., use Causative Form of the verb. 

[entice or urge to fight], shengisha. 
[incite to hostility], shedi with ibela, 8. 

Instruct, vt., [show teach], laka, shuntsha, longa, luengi, losha, ekisha. 
[be instructed], vi., eka. 

Instruction, n., ilonga, 8. 

Instructor, n., naiki, 1. PI. balaiki- 

Instrument, n. There are various kinds of musical instruments. Some 

of the more common are as follows: 

lukuemi, 5. 

ngoma, 4. 

iluemi, 8. 

nkodi, 4. 

nshema, 2. 

yantsha, 9. 

ngonga, 4. 

play on, vt., beta. 

[as drum, beat], boka. 

[as whistle, blow], boka. 
[tune instrument], koma. 

Insubordinate, adj., [of] bubedi, 7; (of) buomidi, 7. 

person, n., mbedi, 1. 
Insubordination, n., buomidi, 7; bubedi, 7. 
Insufficient, Be,v., use neg. of constructions under Enoug . 
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Insult, vfc., shemala, tona. 

with lips, v., betsha. 

n., butona. 7; mishinga, 2 pi. 

Intact, adj. (whole), kima, or the noun followed by the noun ibonaka 

(8); as, 

iketa ibonaka; biketa hi mabonaka. 

Integrity, n. (goodness), busheka, 7. 

Intellect, n., buanyi, 7. 

(thought), lukanya, 5. 

Intellectual, adj., (of) buanyi, 7. 

person, n., muanyi, 1. 
Intend, v., tshika followed by the past perfect indefinite tense; as, 

tshika lamanena, I intend to go. 

Intently, look, vph., lena or mona shululu. See Steadfastly. 

Inter, vt., lei or leya. 

Intercede, vt., for, tosha, tohisha, komisha. 

Intercessor, n., ntotshi, l;nkoimi, 1. 
Intercourse, have with one another in journeying, v., diyena. 

have sexual with, vt., shela, osha, kula, shorn i, betama i. See 

Co-habit. 
Interdict, vt. (as food, etc)., kina. 

(the thing interdicted), n., ikina, 8. 

n., nkana, 2. 
Interest, n. (affair), ikama, 8; ishunga, 8. 

('gain in trade), nteta, 2. 

(to gain in trade), vph., odi nteta. 

(small amount given to complete trade), n., koihi, 4. 

pay, vph., tshika nteta or koihi; or iketa yekidi a dika. 

Interfere with, vt., buntsha, ungi. 

Interior, n., ngata, 4. 

Intermarry, vt., dituimisha. 
Intermediary, n., in marriage, toma, 1. 

Intermingle, vt.,tuhala, bodi, ingisha, kueki; vi., tuhidi, bolama, koka- 

ma. 
Internal, adj., (of) ngata, 4. 

Interpreter, nph., nkadidi or nshakidi (1) a rnakama, 8 pi. 

Interpret, vt., shakala, 

(translate), vph., kalala lutota, 5. 
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Interpretation, n., nshakala, 4; ntshehala, 4; buyehala’ 7. 

Interrogate, vt., ula. 
Interrupt, vt., buntsha, ungi. 

(be interrupted), vi., buntshama, onga. 

Interruption, n., mbatala, 4; lutota, 5; mbuntshama, 4. 
Intervene, v. (come between), iya a ndenga, 4. 

in fight or quarrel, shuka. See Elapse. 

Intestine, n., risho, 2. 
Intimidate, vt., tshinyi, okisha with buteta, 7. 
Into, prep., a. See In. 

Intoxicate, vph., bedi ntshita, 4. See Drunk. 

Intoxication, nph., bubela (7) bu ntshita, 4; bunyoi bu mana. See 

Drunk. 

Intractable, Be, vi., use neg. of tomala, or ela with i followed by 

bubedi, 7. 

Inure, vt. (accustom), laka, See Instruct. 

Invade, vt. (pillage) shantsha. 

Invent, vt. (create), anga, te’kela. 

[make], kela. 

Inventor, n., nkedi, 1. 

[creator]' muangi’ 1. 

Invert, vt., kalala. 

I visibility, n., the state of, itu, 8. 

Invisible, Be, vi., use neg. of shola. 

[a fetish that is said to make one invisible), nph., nenga (2) mu 

itu; 8. 
to become at will, vi., huma. 

Invoke, vt. (call), bekela. 
(implore), onga. 
(praise), kaingi. 
(worship), shemala. 
(adore), hatsha, kaikia, kekia. 
(yearn after) ahala. 

Invulnerability, n., ishunyi, 8. 

Invulnerable, Be, v., ela with i followed by ishunyi, 8. 
Ire, n., kaha, 4; ibela, 8. 
Iron, n., lubola, 5. 

clothes, vt., bunala. 
(laundry), n.s ml.unala, 4. 
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ore, n., tola, 5 pi. 

[gold, brass copper, etc), lubola lukengala, 5. 

Irreverence, n. See Impertinence. 

Irreverent. See Impertinent. 

Irritable, Be, v., oka with kaha, 4; ela with i followed by kaha, 4. See 

Restless. 

Irritate, vt., okisha with kaha, 4; hitshi ikuna, 8. 

ls. See Be. 

Island, n., ishenga, 8. 

Issue, a decree, vph., losha with dioi (6) or nhentshi, 2. 

(come out) vi., to. 

n. (offspring), muana, 1. 

lt, pers. pro. The agreement must be made with the class of the noun 
to which the pronoun refers. 

(1) Simple Disjunctive Forms. See Gram. 98, 99. 

(2) Compound Disjunctive Forms. See Gram. 105-108. 

(3) Conjunctive Forms: 

(a) As prefixes, see Gram. 109.111. 

(b) As infixes, see Gram. 112-113. 

(4) The use with prepositions. See Gram. 99, (c), 100. 

Itch, vph., lama bionga, 9 pi. 

n., bionga, 9 pi. 

Itinerate, vph. ena abunga; ena a luena, 5. 
Its, poss. pro. See Gram. 119 

Itself, pers. pro. 
(1) Compound Disjunctive Forms. See Gram. 105-108. 

Note that the agreement must be made with the class of noun to 

which the pronoun refers. 

(2) If reflexive use the reflexive infix of verb, -di- See Gram. 114. 

This form may be employed as subj. or obj. 

(by itself, to itself, separately, yikala yikala; as, tshika mite yikala 

yikala, put the sticks each one to itself. 

Ivory, n., muonga, 2. 

J 

Jabber, vph., tota itototshi, 9. 

Jackal, n., mbola, 3. 
Jade, be tired, vi., lei, yo, nyonga. 

Jail, nph., mubula (4) ahio, 4. 
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Jailor, nph., Kuma (1) or mbaiki (1) a mbula (4) a hio, 4. 

Jam, n., Shama (Eng.) 4. 

January, n., yanyuele, Eng. 

Jar, n., ibonga, 8. 

Jargon, n., itototslii, 9. 

Jaw, n., lower, lubanga, 5. 

Jealous, adj., (of) hala, 5 pi. 

Jealousy, n., hala, 5 pi. 
(hatred), buhisha, 7; ibela, 8. 

Jeopardy, be in, vph., tshik’o or wela ko. 

Jeer, vt., shei. 

Jesus, n., Yishu. ^ 

Jew, n., nyuda, 1; nshi (1) Yuda. 

Jewel, n., (ornament), inama, 9, 

Jewelry, n. (ornaments), binama, 9 pi. 

Jigger, n., ilebela, 8. 
Join, y. (as streams, paths, etc.), kishala. 

(become one of a company or group), ingala, tuhidi, kokama. 

(be near to so as to touch), vi., bakata. 

vt. (assemble, collect), tuhala, kueki, 
together, put close together so as to touch), baka, shemi. 

to, lengthen by adding to, onga, 

Joint, n., ntshongala, 4. 

be out of, vi., toka, tengama. 

Joke, vt., boka with shemi. 

n., shemi, 4. 

Jot, n., kabadi, 10. 

Journey, n. luena, 5. 

go on a, vph., ena a luena. 

long, malaka matadi, 8 pi. 

short, malaka makuya, 8 pi. 
Joy, n., nshasha, 2. 

Joyful, Be, vph., oka nshasha, 2; ela with i followed by nshasha. 
See Happy. 

Joyless, Be, vi., kutama. 

Judge, nph., nkoimi (1) ’makama, 8 pi. See Lawyer, 

v., koma, tohala. 

for, vt., komisha, tohisha. 

(decide a case), vt., shamala. 

for, vt., shamisha, 
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Judgment, n. (curse, damnation), mbana, 4; kabala, 10. 

pronounce, vt., shamala, koma or basha with makama, 8 pi. 

(trial), n., makama, 8 pi.; malanga, 8 pi.; ntohisha, 4. 

(wisdom), buanyi, 7. 

Jug, n., ibonga, 8. 

Juice, n., mashi, 8 pi. 

July, n., Yulai (Eng). 

Jump, v., shona. 

(as flea or frog), vi., toha. 
n., itoha, 8. 

Junction, n. (in streams or paths), ishishala, 8. 
Jungle, n., buanya, 7. 

Junior, n. (younger brother or sister, the younger person) muakidi, 1. 

(child about ten or twelve), itutuimi, 9. 

(young person, male or female), mu ’(1) ilenga, 9. PI. 
ba bilenga. 

.Just, adv. (to have done), use the verb tshika with pres. part, 
adj., sheka. Bee Honest 

Justice, n. (goodness), busheka; 7; buelama, 7; inanga, 8; makama 
ma sheka, 8 pi. 

Justified, Be, vi. (be acquitted), shu. 

Justify, vt., sliui. 

Juvenile, n. See Junior, Youth. 

Juvenility, n., bulenga, 7. See Youthhood. 

K 

Keep, v., awake, shongama, betama, ishongama, 8. 

doing, use habitual tense of verb. 

(feed), vt., lesha. 

for shukisha, tshikisha. 

from, abstain, bela, kina. 

(save), shuka, bei. 
silence, vph., lemala lutota, 5; tosha hola. 
(watch, guard), vt., baka. 

an eye on, watch, vt., omaka. 

Keeper, n., mbaiki. 1; nshuki, 1; nshukishi, 1; mbaiki’mboka, 4; mua 

n’a hanga (4), mboka. 

Keepsake, n., yingeta, 9. 
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Kernel, n., germ of, mena, 2. PL mimena. 

Kerosene n., mhitolo (Eng.), 4. 

Kettle, hoki or hoiki, 4. 

Key, nph., muana (1) a nshahi, 4. 

Key-hole, nph., disha (6) di nshahi, 4. 

Kick, vt., tua, bola with itami, 8. 

Kid, nph. muana (1) a kamidi, 3. 

Kidney, n., nyidina, 2. PL minyidina. 

Kill, vt., diaka. 
(by hanging), shima. 

Killer, n., nyeki, 1. Pl. badieki. 

Kilo, n., nkila (French), 4. 

Kin, nph., muan’a mai, 1. PL bana ba mai. See Relative. 

Kind, n., of the same. There are various methods of expressing this 

idea: 

(1) By the use of ela with ihua imo or motshi or yelala; as, 

mite mie ihua imotshi or yelala, the sticks are of the 

same kind. 

(2) By the words muna or yelala. 

(3) By the ph. mu’in’ana 

of different, use neg. of constructions given above. 

(of one kind_of another kind), ihua yekidi-ihua yekidi. 

(what kind of?), ke? See Gram. 156. 

adj. (gentle), (of) inanga, 8. 

(good), sheka, (of) muenga, 2. 

Kindle, vt., tema. 
Kindling-wood, n., nshakala, 2; kambabentsha, 10; lumbabentsha, 5. 

Kindly, adv., busheka. 
Kindness, n. (love, mercy, pity), muenga, 2; nyinga, 4 pl. 

(gentleness, peacefulness), inanga, 8. 
Kindred, nph., use such constructions as, muan’a mai, 1; mu’iy’ita, 1. 

Pl. bana ba mai; bana b’iy’ita. 

King, n., nyimi, 1. 

(chief), kuma, 1. 

Kingdom, n.,bunyimi, 7. See Country, World, 

of heaven, nph., bunyimi bu dika. 

(district), nunga, 2. PL minunga. 
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Kingship, n., bunyimi, 7. 

Kinsman, n. See Kindred, (chiefship), buma, 7; bukuma, 7. 

Kiss, vt., nyuta. See Gram 111, Rem. 3. 

Kitchen, nph., mbula (4)’ilama, 8. 

Kitten, nph., muana (1) a nshodi, 8. See Cat. 

Knee, n., iyongidi, 8. 
Kneel, vph., kueta mayongidi a shina, 4. 

Knife, n., (matchet), mbama, 2. 

(worn in belt), ikula, 8. 

(long dagger like), ngadihi, 4. 

(small, as table or pocket knife), nshinambo, 2. 

handle of, mueyi, 2. 

sheath for (large war knife), luhaha, 5; ngodiha, 2. 

Knit, the brow, vph., kana lukiki, 5. 

Knock, vt. (beat), bola. 

(beat, as drum), beta. 
(beat oat, as dust, tap, as on door), kuma. 

Knot, n. (hard, or a knot on body or wood), ikuha, 8. 

fancy , ishosha, 8. 

loose, nph., ikuha (7) i kongala, 4. 
(made by tying two pieces of cord, etc. together), yangala, 9. 

tie a, vt., kana. 

untie a, tungala. 

Know, v., yeha. 

(hear, feel, understand, perceive), oka. 
(not to know, fail to recognize a person, forget the name), vt., dima; 

as, tamabadima, we do not recognize or know them. 

(unhide), vt., sholala, shakala. 
(not to know the way, be lost, wander), v., ungala, dima 

with mboka, 4. 
(make known, as dream), vt., shakala. 

Knowledge, n., buanyi, 7. 
Knuckle, nph., ntshongala (4) a ndema, 2 pi. Sing. nema. 

(knuckles ready for striking blow), kuemi, 4. 

strike with the, vt. bola with kuemi. 

Kola-nut, n., lukola, 5. 
Kudos, n. (fame, news, report), nshosha, 2; ntshika, 2. 

(glory, power), hama, 4. See Glory. 
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Labor, n., nguna, 2, pi. minguna; ishola, 8. 

[work at] vt., shola or shola ishola. 

There is no special word to express the general idea of to labor 

as in the English. The verb kela with nguna expresses the idea to 

some extent, how7ever, each form of labor has its verb to express it; 

as, shahala, work with the hoe; shola ishola, to work at building; 
hika, to set up, as house or sticks in the ground; etc. 

Laborer, nph., muna (1) nguna, 2. El. minguna. 
[craftsman], muina, 1. 

Lace, n. See Embroidery. 

Lack, v., shala. neg. of ela with i; as, kaba i bishima, they lack food. 

Lad, nph., ile (9) nunga, 1. PI. bile balunga. See Youth. 

Ladder, nph., mbana (4) a budika, 7. 

Lake, n., idiha, 8. 

Lamb, nph., muana (1) a hanga, 3. 

Lame, Be, vi., hakata, tumala. See Limp, 

person, unable to walk, n., ituimi, 9. 

become, vph., to butuimi, 7. 

walk, vph., ena ahakatshi or atumidi or abokidi. 

Lameness, n , butuimi, 7. 

Lament, v. [cry), lela, or leila. 

Lamentation, n., ilela, 9. 

Lamp, n. (torch), mbona, 2. 

Lance, n. (spear), ikonga, 8. See Knife, 

vt., [pierce], kueta. 

Land, n. [earth], mana, 8 pi. See Earth. 

v., emata a nkola (2) mu luosha (5) or ntshala, 4. 

Landing, n. See Ferry. 

Language, n., lutota, 5. 

Languid, Be, vi., nyonga, lei, yo, ela with i followed by buola buola, 7. 

Lap. vt. (as dog), lenga. 

nph., mabela, 8 pi. 

Lapse, v. (as time), eta, ola, shila. 

Lard, n., muta, 2. PL miuta. 

Larder, n., itanga, 8. 
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Large, adj., nena. 

Largeness, n., bunena, 7. 

Lasciviousness, n. (adultery), shasha, 4; buhuoka, 7; bundoi, 7. 

Lascivious, adj. (adulterous), [of] shasha (4); (of) buhuoka (7); ela 
with i followed by shasha or buhuoka. 

Lash, vt. (whip), bola. 

n., eye-, Lukuengi (5), lu disha, 6. 

Lass, nph., ile [8] ngata, 1. PI. bile bata. 

Last, adj., (of) lumoma; a mbisha. 

n. [everything, nothing left, no more, all], tuna, 4. 

v. (be finished, exhausted), shila. 

born child, n., butuna, 7; bushula, 7. 
Latch, n., nshahi, 4. 

vt , boka with nshahi. 

[shut], dihi; vi., dihata. 
(tie), vt., kana 

Late, Be, v., ela with a mbisha, 4. 

(behind), vph., shala a mbisha. 

come, vph., iya a mbisha. 

(long time), nph., shui (5 pi.) i buiki, 7. 

Later, on, adv. ph., mbala’hena. 

Lath n., ikaki, 8. 

Laud, vt., (praise), kaingi. See Adore. 

Laugh, v., shei. 

Laughable, Be, v. (causing laughter), sheisha. 

Laughter, n., isheisha, 8. 

(giggling), ishenga, 8. 

vt., produce, sheisha. 

Laver, n., ikinga (8) i oka mashi, 8 pi.; iyokala, 8. 
Law. n. (custom), ishama, 9; ikelala, 9. 

(commandment), nkentshi, 2. 
establish a, vph., boka ikina (9) or nkentshi. 

(prohibition), ikina, 9. 

Lawful, Be, v. (not prohibited), neg of ela with a ikina, 9; as, kua ikina, 

it is lawful. 
(good, right), adj., sheka. 

Lawyer, n., mbinga, 1; mbami, 1; nyehi (1) or nkoimi (1) makama, 8 pi. 

(policeman, leader in battle), iyola, 8 See Judge. 
Lay, vt., blame to falsely, bangisha. 

aside, put away, Iona, bei, baya. 
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crosswise, keki; vi., kekama. 

down, vt., bei or beya. 

egg, vph., boka ikela, 8. 

head on pillow, vph., tshika ntshue a mbomaka, 2. 

hold of vt., ata. 

one on the top of the other, pile, vt., nyaingi. 

over, cover, vt., dihi. 
waste, vt., shantsha. 

Laying aside, n., bumbeya, 7; bumbei, 7; mbeya, 4; mbei, 4; ndonala, 4. 

Lazily, adv., buola buola. 

Laziness, n., bundena, 7; buyoya, 7. 

Lazy person, indena, 9; muna(l) bundena, 7. 

adj., (of) bundena. 

Lead, vt., a tune, tetsha or toma luema, 5. 

astray, entice, vph., laka ikama [8] ibe. 

(go before), vph., ena a buosha, 7. 

[show the way], vt.. lonala; laka or shuntsha with mboka, 4. 

(show the wrong way), vt., ungi, buntsha, oingi. 

Leader, n. (guide), ndonganshala, l;nonadi, 1. PI. balonadi. 

of tune, nph., ntetshi (1) or ntoimi (1) a luema, 5. 
of dance, n., bulama, 7. 

Lead-pencil, nph., nte (2) mu nkana, 2. 

Leaf, n., of book or tree, luasha, 5. PI. kasha, 

dry, lundala, 5. 

of cassava, inuta, 8. 

of palm, lubusha, 5. 

of peas, buasha, 7. 

vi. put forth, bud, mena. 

shed, toka. 

(wide leaf of plant used in building small houses), n , iheta, 8. 

new, of palm, n., ntshima, 2. 

Leak, n. (crack), muasha, 2 

(a tear)} itonala, 8. 

spring a, vph., to muasha. 

Lean, Be, vi., shinga. 

person, n., yona, 9. PI. biona. 
become, vi., shinga. 

forward, vi., hulama; vt., hudi. 

on, against, vt., aka, 

upon, ekama. 
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over, not straight, vi., tengama; vt., tengi. 

upon, recline upon, vt., ekama. 

Leanness, n., yona, 9. PL biona. 

Leap, vi., shona, See Jump. 

Learn, vi., eka. 

(be accustomed to), ekala. 

Learned, adj., (of) buanyi, 7. 

person, n., muanyi, 1. 

Learner, n. (pupil), mueki, 1. PI. beki. 

Learning, n., buanyi, 7. 

Leather, n. (skin of animal), huoka, 4. 

Leave, vt., behind, shola. 

(bequeath) vph., eka bukita, 7. 

(go), vi., ena, to. 

off, stop, v., lemala. 

for, vt., shedi. 

(permission). See Permission. 

Leaven, n., luehena (Eng.), 5; yishita [Eng.], 4. 

Lecherous, adj. (adulterous), (of) shasha, 4; of) buhuoka, 7. 

Lecherousness, n., n., shasha, 4; buhuoka, 7. 

Leach, n., mushundu, 2. 

Left, Be, vi., shala. 

hand, nph., luo l’i kosha 

-handed person, nph., muna[l] a luo l’i kosha. 

Left-handed person. See Left. 

Leg, calf of, nph., ihuma[8] i lukola, 5. 

front, arm, luo, 5. PI. mio. 

hind, lower part, muona (2) mu lukola. 

hind, upper part, ibela, 8. 

of table, chair, etc., itami, 8. 

Legacy, n., bukita, 7; biketa [9 pi.] bi bukita. 

Legend, n., nkona, 2; ntshika, 2. 

Lend, vt., shuemi. 

Lender, n., nshuemi, 1. 

Length, n., butadi, 7; ngangala, 2. 
Lengthen, vt. [by adding on a piece], onga. See Increase. 

Leopard, n., koya, 8. 

Leper, nph., muna [1] lunduemi, 5. See Leprosy. 

Leprosy, n. This disease is not often found among the Bakuba. The 
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nearest thing to it is lundnemi which is a contageons venereal 

trouble which breaks out on the face and other parts of the body, 

luehuosha (Eng.), 5. 

Less, grow, vi., shinga. 

[go down, as swelling], vi., nyakama. 

make, vt., shingi, nyaiki. 

than. See Gram. 88, (f). 

Lessen, vt., shingi. 

(take out a part, as of water in vessel), vt., tahala. 

LESSon, n., dileshona [Eng.], 6. 

Lest, sub. conj., use neg. of Purportive Mood. See Gram. 408, Bern. 

Let. v., alone, lemala. 
down, kumala, tolala, kusha or tola a shina, 4. 

[give permission], See Permission. 

[hortative imperative], See Gram. 215, [c]. 

one pass, vt., esha. 

loose, vt., lemala, tungala. tei. 

out [lend), vt. shuemi. 

Lethargy, n., bundena, 7. 

Letter, n., nkana. 2. 

of alphabet, dileta (Eng.) 6. 

Level, Be, vi., lamata. See Smooth. 

(be even), elama; ela with i followed by yelala. 

(be flat), lamata; ela with i followed by nshen, 2. 

vt. (flatten), lami buangala. 

out, as dirt or hay, etc., alala. 

Levity, n., ishesha, 8 

(giggling), ishenga, 8. 

Lewd, adj., (of) shasha, 4; (of) buhuoka, 7. 

Lewdness, n., shasha, 4; buhuoka, 7. 
Liar, n., mbaingi, 1; mhutshi (1) a makusha, 8 pi. 

Liberal person, nph., mueki (1) a biketa, 9 pi. 

Liberality, n., (gift, giving), shoma, 4; iyeyeki, 9; iyekala, 8. 

Liberate, vt., lemala, tungala. 

from slavery, vt., ontshala. 

Liberty, Be at, v., use ela with bukala. 

set at, vt., shangala. 

be at, vi., shangama. 

to give, vt., ontshala, tungala, lemala. 
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Licentious, adj. [adulterous], See Lewd. 

Licentiousness, See Lewdness. 
Lick, vt., lenga. 

n. a (blow), nkoma, 2. 

Lid, n., iha, 8. 
(cover for food in pots), yasha, 9. PI. biasha. 

Lie, tell a, vph., bana or huta with makusha, 8 pi. 

tell on one, vt., bangisha. 

tell to one, huta, banga. 

(cause to lie down), vt., beya, bei 

down, vi., betama. 
in wait for, vt., kongala. 

on top of, vi ^ nyangama. 

with in sexual intercourse, vt., osha, kula, shela, betama i, 

shoma i. 
Life, n., muonya, 2. 

[cause one to come to life], vt., hanyisha a iwa, 8. 

come to [to conciousness], vi., hana. 

raise to, vt., umala a iwa. 

Lift, vt. [pull up], tokala. 

[be lifted up], vi., shangama. 

up, raise, vt., shenala. 

up, upon, vt., shaingi 

up for, as upon the head, vt., shenyi. 

[take up], vt., tola. 

[pick up], vt., tota. 

Light, vt., a fire, tema or nami with tei, 10 pi. 
(be lighted), vi., tema. 

become, at dawn, vi., uya with butu as subject, 

be, from fire or moon, vi., ngama. 

in color, adj., (of) yema, 9. PI. biema. 

in weight, vi., shaka, shinga. 

give, vi., tema. 

persons, n., ntshueki, 1; (of) shosha, 4. 

of fire, n., ishahusha, 8. 

of moon or stars, n., muedi, 2. 

of sun, n., muanya, 2. 

(lamp, candle, torch), n., mbona, 4. 

Lighten, vt., weight, kokala with buditala 7. 

(as lightning), vi., ngama. 

/ 
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Lightning, n., ntshetsha, 3. 

the flashing of vi., ngama. 
Light-hearted, Be, vi., (be merry), oka with nshasha, 2. 

Lightness, n., in weight, nshala, 2. 

in color, shosha, 4; yema, 9. PI. biema. 

Like, vt., muka. 

(as adv. and sub. conj.), see Gram. 412. 

be, vi., hanya, ela with i followed by ihua imo or imotshi or 

yelala. 

each other, v., hanyisha. 

be mate to, as one shoe or book is exactly like the other, v., tana, 

(same), adj.,-ntshi. 

make, vt., hanyisha. 

(measure, compare), vt., edi. 

Likeness, n., ihua, 8. 

(shadow), ilumilumi, 8. 

(sameness), ihua imo or imotshi, 8. 

Likewise, adv., ngo, ngosha- 

[also] kamotshi. 

Limb, n. [branch], tama [4] a nte, 2. 

of animal, hind leg, ilema, 9. 

Lime, n. [fruit], inoma, 8; dilala, 6. 

Limp, v., hitshi, hakata, ena hakatshi or atumidi. 

Limit, n. [border], nkola, 2. 

[destination], itolala, 8. 

[dividing line], nela, 2. PI. minela. 

Line, n. [cord], nshuka, 2. 

[be side by side], vi., ongama; vt., onga. 

of descent, ilontsha, 8. 

be in a, v., ela a muanga [2] or nshela [2] or luonga, 5. 

put in a, vt., uengi; tshika a muanga or nshela or luonga. 

stand in a, v., emata a muanga or nshela or luonga. 

n. (row), muanga, 2; luonga; 5; nshela, 2. 

Linen, n., linene [Eng.], 4. 

Lion, n., ntambue, 3. 

Limp, nph., iyoha [8] i munya, 2. 

Listen, vph., okama mato, 8 pi. 

[understand], v., oka. 

to, v., okama. 

Listless, Be, vi., buntshama, neg. of oka. 
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be toward, vt., buntsha, kueki mato, 8 pi. 

Listener, n., muoiki, 1.P1. boiki. 
Little, adj., keka. 

Often this idea is expressed by the diminutive prefixes (kaeg tu) of 

class X. For expressing a small quantity or a small amount of, see 

Gram. 54, Rem. 2. 

become, vi., shinga. 

Little [continued], 

make, vt., shingi 

too, see Gram. 83, [b]. 

while, nph., itenya ikeka,. 9. 

Littleness, n., bukeka, 7, 

Live, vi., ala, tosha. 

[be alive], vph., ela a shina, 4; ela with i followed by muonya, 2. 

Liver, n., ibadi, 8. 

Lizard, n., ngodidi, 2. 

Lo, adv., yoha. 

Load, n., buditala, 7. It is usually well to mention what the load is. 
a boat, vt., tshika or ingisha, followed by a. 

a gun, vt., shuemi. 

Loaf, n., mama, 2. PI. mimama. 

Loafer, n., yungala, 9. PI. biungala. 

Loan, vt. shuemi. 

Loathe, v. (as food), leka with person loathing as obj.; as, bishima bia- 
baleka, they loathe the food. 

Lock, n., nshahi, 4; in’ana, 1. PI. bin’ana. 

key to, muana, 1. 

vt., boka with nshahi. 

Locust, n., iyaya, 8. 

Log, n., nte* 2. 

Loins, gird up, vph., boka nama, 2. PI. minama. 

Loneliness, n., yoya or yoi, 8. 

Long, adj, tadi. 

ago, adv., kanyi, a bukosha, 7; a matetshala, 8 pi.; wala wala. 

all day, kosha’ ikokala. 

all night, butu bukima, i butu i kosha. 

become, vi., ola with butadi. 

for, covet, vph., bola ntema, 2. 

for, yearn after, v.? ahala. 
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how? use according to sense the words shu, days; ngona, moon; 

mitshi, seasons, followed by mbadi he? 

how? hueta ke?. 

full length, uncut, adj., ngangala. 

time, shu, shu, shu; shu i buiki; mana shu. 

Look, v., about from side to side, kekeha. 

after, care for, vt., baka. 

after for, vt., shukisha. 

around, vi., eha. 
down, vph., lena a shina, 4. 

(appear), see Seem. 

at, v., mona, lena. 

fixedly, vph., mona or lena shululu. 

for, to expect, vt.,lenala. 

for, to seek, v., shota. 

like, to resemble, v., hanya, hanyisha, ela wfith ihua imo, 8. 

out, to be warned, v., ihala. 

out for, lie in wait, v., kongala. 

(yearn after), v., ahala. 

Looking-glass, n„ lumunya, 5. 

Loom, nph., mbanga (4) mbala, 4. 

shuttle of, n., ngontsha, 4. 

Loop, n., muantsha, 2; inshuka, 8. 

Loose, get, vi., to 

become, unravel, vi., shoma. 

(get untied), vi., tunga. 

take, unravel, vt., tungala, shomala. 

let, vt., tei, tungala. 

make, not taut, vt., kokala, yoi. 

(be not taut), vi., koka, yo. 

Loosen, vt., see Loose. 

Loot, vt., shantsha. 

Loquacious, Be, vph., tota itototshi, 9. 

Loquaciousness, n., itototshi, 9. 

Loquacity, n., itototshi, 9. 

Lord, n. [chief], kuma, 1. 

(king), nyimi, 1. 

(God), Ntshemi, 1. 

Lore, n., folk, nkona, 2; ntshika, 2; ishama, 9. 
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Lose, vt., dimisha. 

(be lost) vi., dima. 

one’s wits, vi., tuhi. 

a bet, vi., buaka. 

at gambling, vi., owa, lei. 

in trading, vt., ona. 

[be lost in trading], vi., ontsha. 

[be lost, wander], vi., ungala, 

savor, vi., tuhi. 

Lost, Be, vi., dima. 

[not to know the way], vi., buntshama. 

[wander], vi., ungala. 

Lots, n., shanga, 5 pi.; ntshuemi, 5 pi. 

Loud, adj., nonona. 

speak, vph., tota bunonona. 

Louse, n., shidi, 3. 

kill a, vt., teha. 

Love, vt., muka, oka with nyinga, 4 pi. 

n., nyinga, 4 pi. 

[pity, mercy], muenga, 2. 

Lovely, adj., sheka. 

Low, adj. [short], kuya. 

[bass voice], nph., ihonala [8] i dioi, 6. 

[be short], vi., kokama. 

[poor, thin], vt., ona, shoma. 

speak, vi., nungisha. 

Lower, vt., kokala, kusha a shina, 4. 

part of hind leg, nph., ihuma [8] i lukola, 5. 

part of country, n., ngela, 4. 

price, vt., kokala with mbana, 2. 

voice, vt., kokala dioi, 6. 

(to threaten rain), vi., idima. 

Luck, n., bad, iya ibe, 8. 

good, buesha, 7; iya isheka, 8. 

have good, vph., bola iya isheka. 
have bad, vph., bola iya ibe. 

Lucky, see Fortunate. 

Ludicrous, Be, v. (producing laughter), shesha. 

Lukewarm, adj., (of) nshusha (2) mu tei, 10 pi, 

as water, adj., (of) yoboha, 4. 

/ 
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Lukewarmness, n., yoboha, 4; nshusha (2) mu tei, 10 pi. 
Lump, n., of earth, ibonga, 8. 

of meat, huna, 4. 

of bread, ngima, 2. 

(grain of salt), iyedi, 8. 

(swollen place, lump on body), itoha, 8. 

Lunacy, nph., mbela (1) a ntshita, 4. 

Lung, n., ishasha, 9. 

Lure, vt., (teach to do wrong), laka or shuntsha with ikama ibe, 8. 

(tempt), vt., kotsha. 
Lurk, v. (lie in wait for), kongala. 

Lust, n. (adultery), shasha, 4; buhuoka, 7. 

(covetousness), nph., mbola (4) a ntema, 2. 

Lustful, adj. (adulterous), (of) shasha, 4; (of) buhuoka, 7. 

be, vph. [man], muka bata, l pi. 

(woman), muka balunga, 1 pi, 

Lustre, n. (fame), nshosha, 2; ntshika, 2. 

(glory, power, renown), hama, 4; bundoi, 7; bundoya, 7. 
Lying, n., makusha, 8 pi. 

Lyre, n. (stringed instrument), lukuemi, 5. 

M 

Machine, n. There is no specific name expressing the idea of a ma¬ 

chine as we have in the English. There is the indefinite expression 

iketa i'kela i'yina, a thing with which to do. 

Mad, adj. See Angry, Crazy. 

Madam, n., muamisha, 1. 
Madman, nph., mbela (1) a ntshita 4. 

(fool), yenyi, 1. PI. benyi. 

Madness, nph., bubela (7) bu ntshita, 4. 

(foolishness), buenyi, 7. 

(anger), kaha, 4. 

Maggot, n., nkunya, 2. 

Magic, n. (sleight-of-hand), ishama, 9. See Divination, Divine. 
Magician, nph., muna (1) ishama, 9. See Diviner. 

Magnify, vt., (praise), kaingi. See Adore. 

(open out, blossom), vi., hakata, tenga, bota, 

(worship), vt., shemala. 

(adore), vt., hatsha. 

(yearn after), vt„ ahala, 
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Magnitude, n., bunena, 7. 

Maid, nph., ile (9) ngata, 1. PL bile bata. 

[unmarried woman], imbuemi, 9. 

Maidenhood, nph., bule buata, 7. 

Maize, n. See Corn. 

Make, vt., kela. 

(appoint to office), vt., eka or ingisha a followed by the abstract 

name of the office. 

ashamed, vt., okisha or diaka with bushonya, 7. 

aware, vt., ihala, ihisha. 

basket, mat, etc., tunga. 

excuse, v., leya. 
vt., basket, mat, etc., tonga. 

bed, lodi. 

(build, set up), hika. See Build. 

(carve), vt., shonga. 

(cause to do or be), use Causative Form of verb. 

cloth, weave, vt., bola with mbala, 4. 

false charge against, vt., bangisha with nkala. 

(compel), use Causative Form of verb. 

(create), vt., anga. 

dirty, soil, vt., ona, hitshi. 

disturbance, noise, vt., tshika with'lutota, 5i 

fire, vt., tema or nami with tei, 10 pi. 

friendship, vt., ata with bukidi, 7. 

fun of, v., she. 

hole in ground, vt., tshima. 

(transform), vt., hisha. 

like, vt., (measure), edi. See Like, 

medicine, charm, vt., haka with nenga, 2. PI. minenga. 

out of, with, use i with the necessary verb; as} atonga buota i mi- 

sliuka, he made the net with strings, 

pottery, vt., boma. 

known, as dream, vt., shakala. 

string, vt., oto nshuka, 2. 

(cause to make known), vt., shakisha. 

water, urinate, v., nena with menya, 8 pi. 

known, unhide, vt., sholala. 
Maker, n., (doer), nkedi, 1. 

(creator), n,, muangi, 1. 
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Malady, n., buala, 7, shushudi, 4. 
Malapert, adj. See Impertinent. 

Male, n. (man), nunga. 1. PL balunga. 

adj., [of] nunga. 

Malefactor, n., ihuangata, 9; mina (1) ibela, 8. 

Malice, n., ibela, 8; buhisha, 7. 

Malicious, adj., [of] bushisba, 7; [of] ibela, 8. 

Maliciousness, n., buhisha, 7; ibela, 8. 

Malt, vt., see Brew, Evaporate. 

Maltreat, vt. See Abuse. 

Maltreatment, n., butonyi, 7; nena, 2; ihetshi, 8. 

Mammon, n. [wealth], budiya, 7; biketa, 9 pi. 

Man, n. [generic], muota, 1. 

(male), nunga, 1. PI. balunga. 

(young), ile (9) nunga, 1. PL bile balunga. 

(inhabitant), nshi, 1. PL bashi. 

(one who owns or does a certain work), muna, (1) followed by the 

thing possessed or the work being done. 

(young person, male or female), mu’(l) ilenga, 9. PL ba bilenga. 

Mandate, n., nkentslia, 2; dioi, 6. 

Manger, n., inyaka, 8. 

Manage, vt. (as child), kama. 

(control, admonish), vt., longa. 

Mango, n., inoma, 8; nshaho, 4. 

Manhood, n., bulunga, 7. 

(humanity), buata, 7. 

(young), bule bulunga, 7. 

Manioc, n. (dried), bunana, 7* 

(fresh), mhueha, 2. 

(green, raw), nph., mhueha mu shaha, 4. 

(undug, in the ground), mhueha mu dina, 6. 

Manis, n. (scaly ant-eater), nyonya, 8. 

Mankind, n., bata, 1 pi. Sing, muota. 

Manly, act, vph,, kela bulunga, 7. 

Manner, n. (habit), ikelala, 9; ishama, 9. 

(in this, thus), adv., ngo, ngosha, ihua ingo. 

(customary action), use habitual tense of verb. 

Mansion, n., mbula, 4. PL mambula, 8. 

Manumit, vt., ontshala. 

Manure, n. (excrement), tahi, 10 pL 
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Many, adj., (of) buiki, 7. 

how?, mbadi ke?. 

too, shama or leka with buiki. 

Mar, vt., ona. 

(be marred), vi., ontsha. 

March, n., luena, 5. 

go on a, vph., ena a luena. 
(the month), n., Malasha (Eng.), 4. 

Margin, n. (border, nkola., 2. 

(brim), muema, 2. 

(dividing line), nela, 2. PI. minela. 

Mark, n. [dividing line], nela, 2. PL minela. 

(made by anything dragged on ground), mbokala, 2. PI. mimboka- 

la. 

[scar], iyoma [8] i huota, 4. 

[sign], yingeta, 9. 
[footprint], itami, 8; inyatala, 8; hadi, 4. 

tribal, tatoo on face, isheshala, 8. 

[tatoo on body], itenva, 8. 
[make the tatoo mark], vph., bola isheshala or itenya. 

v., bola, boka. 

Market, n., imboma, 8. 
day, nkila, 2. 

(day before market), nph., ilaka ikuya, 8, lit. a short bed. 

[several days before market], malaka matadi 8 pi., lit long beds, 

[do marketing], vph., oto imboma. 

hold a, vph., bala imboma. 

Marriage, n., bulantsha, 7. 
[dowry given by groom to parents of bride], biketa bi bulantsha. 

[pay the marriage dowry], vph., tshika biketa bi bulantsha. 

-feast, nph., bishima bi bulantsha. 

(intermediary), n., toma, 1. 

give in, vt., tuimisha. 

Marrow, n., buonga, 7. 

MARRy, v., tuima. See Marriage. 

Marsh, n., ibintsha, 8. 
Marvel, vi., kamala, ahala; vt., kamisha, ahisha. 
Mash, vt. (crush between hands,) ama. See Crush, Grind, 

down flat, nyaiki. 
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[grind between two stones], koka. 

in mortar, vt., oto. 

by rubbing with hands, ongidi. 

Mask, n., muashamboi, 2; buoma, 7; pi. moma. 

Mason, nph., munatushola, PI. bina tushola. 

[head man], kuma, 1; kahita, 10. 

Master, n. (chief), kuma, 1. 

(king), nyimi, 1. 

Masticate, vt., nyaiki. See Chew. 
Mat, n. [artistic], ishasha, 8. 

[ordinary], itoka, 8; inkongala, 8. 

Match, n. [iucifer], tei. 10 pi. nte [2] mu tei. 

(of the same kind, like), There are several methods of expressing 

this idea: 

(1) By the word muna. 

(2) By the ph. ihua imo or imotshi, 8. 

(8) By the ph. mu’in’ana. 

vi., hanya, hanyisha, elama. 

vt. (compare), edi. See Like. 
Matchet, n., mbama, 2. PI. mimbama. 

Mate, n. (friend), nkidi, 1. See Match. 

(be mate to, as shoe, book, etc.,), vi., hanyisha. 

Material, n. (thing), iketa, 9; yeya or yeyi, 4. 

Matrimony, n., bulantsha, 7. 

Matter, n. (affair), ikama, 8; ishunga, 8. 

no, kua ikama, 

[pus], n., tunyi, 10 pi. 

(what is the matter?), ke? ikama ke? mbonyi?. 

Mature, vi., loma. 

[be ripe], vi., ela. 

Maw, n., ikuna, 8. 

May, see Permission. 

[month], mai (Eng.). 

Maybe, adv., mbe. 

Me, pers. pro. 

[1] Simple Disjunctive, mimi. See Gram. 98,99. 

[2] As direct object, use the pro. infix, n. See Gram. 109,113. 

[3] With prepositions, See Gram. 99 (c), 100. 

Meadow, n., bushoihi, 7; bushohi, 7. 
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Meal, n. (flour of any grain or of manioc), huha, 4. 
of peanuts, biyama, 9 pi. 
[food], bishima, pi. of 9. 

Mean, v. [intend], use Future Imminent. 
be, vph., ela with i followed by ya (7 buhi. 
adj., be; [of] ibela, 8; [of] nena, 2; (of) ya buhi. 
(of low birth), (of) bukala. 
(stingy), (of) bukuta, 7. 

Meander, vph., ena abunga. 
Meanness, n., buhi, 7; ya buhi. 

(enmity), ibela, 8. 
(hatred), buhisha, 7. 
(stinginess), bukuta, 7. 

Means, n. (wealth), budiya, 7; biketa, 9 pi. 

(by means of), i. 
Measure, n. (implement for measuring), luedi, 5. PI. ntshedi. 

vt., edi, hika. 
(be full measure), vi., elama, iya with yona. 

n., mhuikala, 4. 
Measles, n., ihukisha, 8. 

[heat, rash on body], yoihi, 9. PI. bioihi. 
Meat, n., nyua, 8; nshodi, 2. 

fat, muta, 2. 
lean, use neg. of ela with i followed by muta. 

Mechanic, n., muina, 1. PJ. bina. 
Mediate, vt. [separate when fighting], shuka. 

(deliver, save), shukisha, hanyisha. 

Mediator, n., nshuki, 1; nshukishi, 1; mhanyishi, 1; buntshela, 7. 
Medicine, n., nenga, 2. PI. minenga. 

(liquid), bilomala, 9 pi. 
(charm with which witches are tested), itoma, 8; bukanga, 7. 
(for sprains or broken limbs), nonga, 2. 
(magical charm supposed to cause death), nkala, 2. 
for pleurisy, ikuetshi, 8. 
(perform incantations before fetish), vt., shemala. 
[destroy the power or influence of fetish], vt., diaka. 
make, vph , haka nenga, 2. 
(carve idol), vph., shonga ishaka(8) i nduemi(4). 
paaker of, mhaiki, 1. 
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maker of, for war, ilumi, 9. 

(carver of image), nshuengi, 1. See Divine, Bewitch, Doctor. 
Meditate, vph., boka lukanya, 5. 

Meek, Be, vi., tomala, beka, ela with i followed by inanga, 8. 
Meekness, n., inanga, 8; ibeki, 8. 
Meet, vi. (assemble), kokama. 

go to, to welcome, vt., nyei. 

(meet and pass), homisba. 
up with, shakala, homa. 
(find, as door shut, find in path, etc.), vt., tana. 

Meeting, n. (crowd), ikueki, 8. 

[junction of paths or streams], ishishala, 8. 

Melancholy, Be, vi., kutama, tukama. See Sorrow, Sad. 
(anxiety), n., buhuola, 7. 

Melt, vi., shinga; vt., shingi. 

(dissolve), vi., tuta. 

Memento, n., yingeta, 9. PJ. bingeta. 
Memorial, n., nkanala, 4. 

Memory, n., buihidi, 7. 

call to, vt., ihala; vi., iha. 
Menace, see Threaten. 
Mend, vt., lodi. 

[patch], vt., nami. 

[patch], n., luona, 5. PL ntshona. 
(be patched), vi.5 namata. 

Menses, have, vi , benama. 

Menstruate, vi., benama. 
Mention, v., lola, tota, tena. 

to, vt., losha. 

Merchant, nph., muenyi (1) a nganga, 4; ntoi (1) a nganga. 
Merciful, adj., (of) muenga, 2. 

be to, vt., onga, eka or okisha with muenga. 

Merciless, adj., (of) nena(2) or ihetshi (8) or ibela (8); neg. of ela 
with i followed by muenga, 2. 

Mercy, n., muenga, 2. 
give to, vph., eka muenga. 

Merit, v. (be fit), use ela with yona or busheka. See Like. 
[be sufficient], vi., elama. 

Merriment, n. (happiness), nasha, 2. 
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Mess, n. (as made by child from stool), bukoihi, 7. 

make a, vph., tshaka bukoihi. 

Message, n., dioi, 6; nkentsbi, 2; bukentshi, 7. 

Metal, n. See Iron. 
Metempsychosis, n., nshanga 2. PI. mishanga. 
Meteor, n., muedi muntoka, 2. 

Method, n., ishama, 9; ikelala, 9. See Manner. 
Metropolis, n., nshenga, 2. See Capital. 
Midday, nph., itanga yela a ndenga. 

Middle, n., ndenga, 4. 

Middleman, n. (in arranging marriage), torna 1. 
Midnight, nph., ndekandeka’butu. 

Midrib, n., of palm frond, nkola, 2. 

(hard, outside part of the midrib of the shama), ikalabantsha, 8 
(hard, outside part of the midrib of the ibona), lubantsha, 5. 

Midst, n., hinga, 4; ndenga, 4. See Centre. 
Midwife, il, mbotshi, 1. 

(perform the duty of), vt., botshi. 
Mighty, adj., nena, (of) hama, 4. See Great. 
Migrate, v. (go to another place, scatter), tshakala. 

Mildew, n., butoka, 7. 

v., ata butoka. 

Milk, mabela, 8 pi. 

Mill, n. See Machine. 
Milleped, n., kongala, 3. 

Millet, n., ishanga, 8. 

Mimic, vt., edi. 

[imitate], vt., okala. 

Mince, vt. (as hash), shasha. 

(be minced or worn out), vi., shashama. 

Mind, n. (intellect), buanyi, 7. 

(the will), ntema, 2. 

call to, v., ihala. 

change the, vph., kalala ntema. 

never, kua ikama, 8; ala. 

(obey), v., imisha, oka, longa, tomala, kela followed by mboka and 
the proper form of tota. See Gram. 412. 

[guard, tend], v., baka. 
Mine, poss. pro., emi. 

Mingle, vt. [mix], tuhala. 
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[run into each other, as streams or paths], bola. 
together, assemble, vt., kueki; vi., kokama. 
up together, stir, kalala, hutala. 

Minister, n. [adviser, ambassador, friend, helper], ishina, 9. 

(evangelist), nph., ntshakidi or ntotshi (1) a Dioi (6) Di Ntshemi. 
(preacher), nph., ntotshi a ikama [8] or Dioi Di Ntshemi. 
vt., bakata. Bee Serve. 
(help), vt., asha. 

Mint, n., iluluma, 8. 

Minute, n., (a short time), hueta [4] mikeka, kua shu, 5 pi. 

adj., keka. 

Miracle, nph.,ikama(8)i’kamala. 

Mire, n., ibintsha or ibintshi, 8. 

up, vph., kohata ibintsha. 

Mirror, n., lumunya, 5. 

Mirth, n., isheisha, 8. 

Miscarry, vph., shohala muana. 1. 

Mischief, n. [meanness, badness], buhi, 7. 
Misfortune, n., iya, ibe, 8. See Luck. 
Misguide, vt., buntsha, ungi. 

Mishap, n., iya ibe, 8. 

Mislead, vt., buntsha, ungi. 

Miss, aim, vph., bola shubanga, bola bukala. 
(fail), vi, lei. 

fire, not go off, vi., kesha. 
[omit, not do as planned], vi, buntshama. 

Missionary, nph., ntotshi [1] a ikama (8) or Dioi Di Ntshemi. 
Mist, n. fog , lubuengi, 5. 

Mistake, make, v. (be caught when trying to escape), shaka. 

in counting, shaka with the things being counted as subj. 

(take the wrong path), v., shuhala. 
(be mistaken), vi., huya. 

Mistress, n. (woman chief), kuma, 1. 
(mother). See Mother. 
(woman), See Woman. 

Misuse, vt. See Abuse. 
Mite, n., dikuta (6) or ikuta, 8. 

Mix, up., tuhala. See Mingle. 
Moan, vph., to ngesha, 2. 

n., ngesha, 2. 
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Mock, v., okala, edi. 

Mode, n. custom , ishama, 9; ikelala, 9. 

in this, thus, adv. ngo, ngosha, ihua i ngo. 

Model, n., luedi, 5; yingeta, 9. 

Modest, Be, vph., oka bushonya, 7; ela with i followed by bushonya or 

buteta (7) or inanga, 8; neg. of dimuka or neg. of ela with i 

followed by mhuoka (2) or buhuangata, 7. 

Modesty, n., inanga, 8; bushonya, 7. 

Moist, adj. See Damp. 

Moisten, vt. See Dampen. 

Moisture, n„ hio, 4. 

Moment, n. See Minute. 

Monday, nph., lushu (5) lunto Lumingu. 

Money, n. (coin), mhalata, 4. 

Monkey, n. There is no generic word for monkey. There are 

various kinds; as, kema, 3; ndonga,3; ngila, 3; hunga 3; ibuka, 8. 
Month, n. (moon), ngona, 3. 

Moon, n., ngona, 3. 

the appearing of, vi., bala. 

be full, vph., denga ibonaka, 8. 

shining of the, vi. ngama. 

waning of, vi., ona. 

waxing of, vi., nena. 

Moonlight, n., muedi, 2. 

Mope, vi. (feel bad), kutama, tukama. 

Morbid, Be, vi., kutama. See Sad. 
More, adj. (other), ekidi. 

adv. To express the Comparative Degree of adverbs and adjec¬ 
tives, use the verbs lelca, lekislia or shama. See Gram. 82. 

Morn, n. See Morning. 

Morning, nph., kosha (4) butu, 7. 

(at day break), kosha hu....u; kosha he....e. 

(cockcrowing), vph., abeka koka, 3. 

(dawn, to break day), vi., uya with butu as subj. 
Mortal, Be, vi., use pres, habitual tense of owa. 

Mortar, n. (for pounding in), idinga, 8. 
(plaster) nph., mana mamboshama, 8 pi. 

(mud), n., ibintsha (ibintshi), 8. 
mix, vt., tuhala. 

Mortified, Be, v., oka with bushonya; ela with i followed by busho¬ 
nya, 7; bushonya as subj. of ata. 
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Mortify, vt., okisha or diaka with bushonya, 7; bushonya as subj. of 
ata. 

Mosquito, n., lumbemala, 5. 

Most, adv. To express the superlative degree, use the verb shama or 
lekci or lekisha. See Gram. 82. 

Mote, n., ngeta, 4. PI. biketa, 9. 

Moth, n., ibomada, 8. 

Mother, n. The word for mother has various forms. See Gram. 122, 

(a) and (b) 

mai (or maya or mei), 1, my mother. PI. bamai. 
nyo, your mother. PI. banyo. 

in’ana, his mother. PI. bin’ana. 

iy’ita, our mother. PI. biyita. 

iy’ina, your mother. PI. biy’ina. 

iy’aha, their mother, PI. biy:aha. 

(a nursing mother), buala, 7. PI. mala. 

Mother-in-law, n., buo, 7. PI. mo. 

Mould, n., butoka, 7. 

v., ata butoka, 

Mount, vi. (rise, as sun, go up hill), beta, bana; vt., hetala. 

(climb), vi., bana. 

Mountain, n., nkontslia, 2. 

base of, nph., ilela (8) i shina, 4. 

peak of, nph., mboma (4) a nkontsha. 
Mourn, vi., lela, 

for, long or yearn after, vt., ahala, kanala. 

Mourning, n., isheiya (ishei^), 8; bilela, 9 pi. 

be in, vph. ela with i followed by buela (7) or isliei, 8. 

Mouse, n. (generic), liowa, 3. There are several varieties of rats; 

shenya, 3; ngonga, 3; shongidi, 3; ntoma, 2; itoka, 8. 

Moustache, nph., huwa (5pl.) a diaka (6) di munya, 2. 
(beard), n., ndela, 5 pi. 

Mouth, n., munya, 2. 
of stream, n.. shosha, 4; ngela 4. 
too much, munya munya minya ishata, shama with munya. 

Mouth piece, n., of pipe, mlieha, 2. PI. miheha. 

Move, v., back and forth, nyaka, nyakama; vt., nyaiki. 

(dangle, as in wind), vi., lela. nyingala. 
out of the way, vi., to, eta, sheka; vt., tei, shekala. 
(shake), vt., nyinga. See Shake. 
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side wise, vi., shelama, tshitsha, ena a luonga, 5. 

slowly, vi., ena bubola. 

stealthily,, vi., ongala. 

to another place, vi., tshakala. 

Much, adj., (of) buiki, 7. 

how? buike ke? mbadi ke?. 

too, shama or leka with buiki. 

Mucus, n. (from eye), luhuotsha, 5. 
(from nose), tonga, 5 pi. 

[blow from the nose], v., ema. 

Mud, n., ibintsha (ibintshi), 8. 
Muddy, Be, v., nunala. 
Mug, n., mbonga, 4. 
Mule, n., nyarna, 3; huna, 3; kabala, 9; mula, 2. 

Multiply, v. (give birth), bota; 

(abound), iya or hila with buiki, 7. 

(by generations), v., dibosha. 

Multitude, n., ikueki, 8; buiki, 7. 
Mumps, n., ishulakata, 8. 

Murder, vt., diaka. 

Murderer, n., nyeki, 1. PI. badieki. 
(by stealth), ntshonga, 1. PI. batshonga. 

Murmur, v., nungisha. 

against, vt., tena. 

n4, inungisha, 8. 

Muse, vph., boka lukanya, 5. 

Mtjser, nph., mboiki (1) a lukanya 5. 

Mush, n., nshaha, 2. 

Mushroom, n., nyengala, 2. 

Music, n., (song, hymn), lnema, 5. PI. ntshema. 

Musical instrument, n. (generic), yokala, 9. PI. biokala. 

Other varieties are: 

ishengi, 8; lukuemi, 5; ilemi, 8; see Instrument. 

Must, v. There is no specific word to express this idea'. The ph. 

iJcama inonona with the Causative Form of the verb ©r ela with 

busheka followed by the infinitive, expresses the idea to some 

extent. 

Mustard, n., mutada, 2; ntada, 2. 
Mute, n., kila, 1. 

be v., when rightly accused, alahola. 
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Mutter, v., nungisha. 

Mutton, nph., nyua a hanga, 3. 

Muzzle, n., of gun. munya, 2.; boka, 4. 

My, poss. pro., emi. See Gram. 119. 

Myrrh, n., mula, 2. 
Myself, pers. pro. 

(1) Compound Disjunctive Form, mimeta. See Gram. 105-108. 

(2) If reflexive use reflexive prefix of the verb -di-. This form may 
be subj. or obj. Sde Gram. 114 

Mysterious, adj. [of] bushuemi, 7. 
Mystery, n., (secret), bushuemi, 7. 
Myth., n., nkona, 2; ntshika. 

N 
* 

Nag, vt., hetshi, okisha with kaha, 4. 

Nail, n., ikoka, 8. 
(brass tack), nph., lumbaka lu’kengala., 5. 

finger, n.,yala, 9. PL biala. 

drive a, vt., kueki, kuma. 

Naked, Be, v., ela with i followed by bukata, 7. 

Nakedness, n., bukata, 7. 
Name, n., dina, 6. PI. mina. 

call by, vt., bekela. 

call one’s name behind one’s back, teni. 

give a, eka w7ith dina or the name given. 
-sake, ndoi, 1. 

take in vain, vph., tenadina itetenyi. 

nick-, lukoma, 5. 

what is its name? dina di yina ke? or die ke? 

what is your name? dina diau nyanya? 

Namesake, n., ndoi, 1. 

Nap, v. (nod), ungala with ntuengi, 2. 
n., kanyuengi, 10. 

Napkin, n. (serviette), kandela (10) ka munya (2) or ka mesha, 8 pi. 

Narrate, v., tota. lola. 

to, vt., losha. 

a fable or story, vph., bola nkona (2) or ntshika, (2) 

or ishama, 9. 
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Narrative, n., ikama, 8; nkona, 2; ntshika, 2; ishama, 9. 
Narrow, adj., keka. 
Narrowness, n., bukeka, 7. 

Nasty, adj., be. 
Nation, n. See Tribe. 
Native, n. There is no special word to distinguish the native from the 

foreigner. The word ns/ii (1) followed by the name of the place 
in which the person lives or the name of the person’s tribe 
expresses the idea fairly well. 

Nature, n. (custom, habit), ikelala, 9; ishama, 9. 

Naughty, adj., (bad), be. 
Nausea, have, v. bota with munya (2) as subj. 

(vomit), vi., lo. 
Nauseate, vt., botshi munya, 2. 

Nauseous, Be. See Nausea. 
Navel, n., ngoma, 2. PI. mingoma. 
Near, adv., a kola, a kola a kola. 

Nearly, See Almost. 
Nearness, n., bukuya, 7. 
Neat, adj., sheka, [ofjinanga, 8. 

Necessary, See Must. 
Necessity, See Must. 
Neck, n., ikolala, 8. 

Necklace, n., yonga, 9. PI. bionga. 

Need, v. [lack], shala, neg. of ela with i. 

n. [poverty], ntana, 2. 

be in, poor, adj., (of) ntana, 2. 
(wish for, want), v., muka. 

Needle, n., ndonga, 4. 
eye of, nph., disha [6] di ndonga. 

point of, nph., shosha(4) a ndonga. 
Needy, adj., [of] ntana, 2. 

Negative, See. Gram. 176. 178. 
Neglect, v., [leave], lemala or shola with bukala. 

[disown], vt., bela. 
Neglectful, adj., See Disobedient. 
Neglectfulness, n. See Disobedience. 
Negligence, n., See Disobedience. 
Negligent, adj. See Disobedient, 
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Neighbor, n. [of the same tribe or village or family], mu’iy’ita 1; 
muan’ita, l,4 See Gram. 122, Rems. 4-7. 

Neither. .. nor, correlative conj. See Gram. 380. 

Nepi-iew, n. [child of man’s older or younger sister], muana [1] haingi 

emi. See Sister. 

(child of man’s older brother), muana a ngola [1] emi. 
[child of man’s younger brother], muana a muakidi [1] emi. 

(child of woman’s older or younger brother), muana a haingi emi. 
[child of woman’s older sister], muana angola emi. 

[child of woman’s younger sister], muana a muakidi emi. See. 

Brother, Sister. 

Nervous, Be, vi., (restless), kekeha. 

Nest, n., of birds, rats, etc., iyantsha, 8. 

of fowl, ishanga, 8. 

of wasps, ndotsbidi, 4. 

Net, n., buota, 7. 

Never, adv., again, use neg. of verb with luluna or shu ikima or mua. 

nya nkima. 

mind, vph., kua ikama, 8. 

New, adj., [of] inanga, 8. 

[clean, fresh], [of] yema, 9. PI. biema. 

[unripe], kaka, ela with ikinya, 9. 

New-Born babe, n. See Baby. 

News, n. [fame, report], nshosha, 2; ntshika, 2. 

[word], dioi, 6. 

spread, vph., tshakala nshosha; vi., nshosha as subj. of tshikala. 

Next, adv., hueta [4] yekidi. 

[again, also], kamotshi. 

month, nph., ngona ikiya. 

after, a mbisha, 4. 

[be next to each other], vi., bakata. 

Niece, n., use same form under Nephew. See Nephew. 

Night, n., butu, 7. 

all, butu bukima. 

at, butu. 

last, butu bu alola. 

mid-, ndekandeka butu. 

the approaching of, nph., butu as subj., ofila. 
the disappearance of, nph., butu as subj. of uya. 

bid good., vt„ bei (beya). 
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Nil, n., bukala. buanga, 7. 
Ninny, nph., mbela (1) ntshita, 4. 

Nipple, nph., munya (2) mu ibela, 8. 

No, adv. (ueg. answer to a question), kuaha, bi. 
[not any, none], use neg. of the -verb; as, a mboka kua bata, 

there are no people in the road. 

Noble, adj. (good), sheka. 

(famous), See Famous. 

Nobleman, n. [chief], kuma, 1. 

(prince), nph., mua’nyimi, 1. 

[crown prince], buemi, 7. 

[herald of king], nph., nkentshi (2) mu nyimi. 

Nobody, use neg. of verb; as, kua muota, there is nobody. 

Nod, v., assent, hulama with ntshue, 2. 
dissent, v., nyinga with ntshue. 

in sleeping, v., ungala with ntuengi, 2. 
Noise, n., of crying, ilela, 9. 

[low murmuring], inungisha, 8. 

of human voices, disturbance, iyokisha, 8; lutota, 5. 

of rain or wind, storm, nph., hinga [4] mbula, 3. 
of gun, blow, etc.), nkoma, 2. 

Noisy, adj., [of] lutota, 5. 

None, adj. or pro. See No. 

Nonsense, n. (gibberishness), itototshi, 9. 
Noon, nph., itanga (8) a ndenga, 4; muanya muanya; a ndenga a mua. 

nya, 2. 

Noose, n., kuka, 4. 
Nor, see Neither. 

North, n. node (Eng.), 4. 

Nose, n., muola, 2. 

blow the, vph., ema tonga, 5 pi. 

Nostrils, n., miola, 2 pi. 

Not, adv. For formation of neg., see Gram. 176-178; 364 and Eems. 

any, see No. 

Notch, n., koha, 4. 

Note, n. (letter), nkana, 2„ 
Nothing, n. Use neg. of verb; as, a mboka kua iketa, in the ‘ road there 

is nothing, 
for, bukala. See No. 
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Notice, v. (see, behold), lena, mona. 
Notify, vt., losha. 

Nourish, vt. (feed), lesha. 

(bring up), vt., luemi, naingi, bola. 
Nourishment, n. (bread), kata 4. 

(food), bishima, 9 pi. 

November, n., Nohemba (Eng.), 4. 

Novice, n., muonyambanga, 1. PI. bonyambanga. 
Now, adv., ihontshi. 
Nude, be, v., ela with bukata, 7. 
Nudity, n., bukata, 7. 

Number, v. (count), bala. 

n., a great, buiki, 7. 
Numerals, n. See Gram. 84-98. 

Numerous, adj., (of) buiki, 7. 
Nurse, vt. (attend, guard), baka. 

(suckle), vt., nyuemi; vi., nyoma. 

n., mbaiki, 1; nkamishi, 1. 
Nursing mother, buala, 7. PI. mala. 
Nut, n. There is no word for nut generically. See Palm Nut, Peanut, Cola 

Nut, etc. 
(crackj, vt., bola, teta. 

O 

Oaf, n. (blockhead, fool), yenyi, 1. PI. benyi. 
Oafish, adj. (foolish), (of) buenyi, 7. 
Oafishness, n., buenyi, 7. 

Oar, n., kaya, 4. 
pull an, vt., lu. 

Oarsman, n., nui, 1. PI. balui. 
Oath, n., nkana, 2; ndokala, 4. 

(promise), ilaka, 8. 
take an, vph., tei nkana. 
(make a promise), vph., tshika ilaka. 

Obedience, n,, inanga, 8; lutoma, 5. 

Obedient, adj., (of) inanga, 8; (of) lutoma, 5. 
be, v., ela with i followed by inanga or lutoma. 

person, ntomidi, 1. 
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Obduracy, n., bukokata, 7. 

Obdurate, adj., (of) bukokata, 7. 

person, n., ikokata, 9. 

Obeisance, n., do before one, vt., shemala, kaingi. 

make, vph., kueta mayongidi a shina. 

Obey, vt., tomala, oka with dioi, 6; imisha with dioi; kela with mboka 

followed by the proper person and tense of the verbs tota or 

losha. 

Obfuscate, vt. (bewilder), bunstha, ungi. 

Object, n. (cause, reason), ikama, 8; ishunga, 8; dioi, 6. 

(thing), iketa, 9. 

(forbid), vt., bela, kinyi. 
Objurgate, vt. (chide, reprove), hangisha. 

Obligation, n. See Duty. 

Oblige, vt. [cause to do], use Causative Form of the verb. 

Oblique, Be, vi., tegama. 

make, vt., tengi. 

Obscene, see Immodest. 

Obscenity, n. See Immodesty. 

Observe, v. See Look, Obey. 

Obstacle, n., mbuntshala, 4. 

Obstinacy, n., bubedi, 7; bukokata, 7. 
(heedlessnessj, bukidika, 7. 

Obstinate, adj., [of] bubedi, 7; [of] bukokata, 7. 

be, vi., omala; neg. of constructions under Obey. See Obey. 

Occupation, n., see Employment. 

Occur, v., iya. 

Ocean, n., mashi manena, 8 pi. 

[large stream], ntshala, 4. 

[lake], idiha, 8. 

Oclock, see Time. 

Ocra, n., ingombo, 9. 

October, n., Okotoba (Eng.). 
Odor, n. [good or bad] shola, 4. 

bad, shola buhi, shola mueya. 
good, shola yu. 

(savor) shola a hima, 4. 
detect the, oka. 
emit an, to shola. 

smell in order to detect, uhala. 
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Of, prep. For expressing possession or quality in an adjective phrase 
use the prefix of the noun indicating the thing possessed; as, 

muata mu ngata, the bracelet of the woman. See Gram. 62, Rems.1-3. 

Off, adv. This idea is generally expressed in the verb; as, Kueta atski- 

na, Kueta has run off; yoha yanoha, the shin has come off; etc. 

prep., use the prep, a; as, tei hiketa a makohi, take the things off the boxes. 

Offence, n. (insult), mishinga, 2 pi. 

Offend, vt., tona, shemala, tona mishinga, 2 pi. 

cause to, vt., leisha. 

by sucking the teeth, vi., shonya. 

with lips, vi., betsha. 

(be offended), lei. ■ 

Offender, n., ntonyi, 1/ nshemidi,l. 

Offer, v. (give), eka. 

(show), laka, shuntsha. 
(hold out to, hand or pass to), vt., esha. 

Offering, n. (gift, present), shoma, 4. 

make, as due or tribute, vt., boka or tshika with nama, 2. 

(giving), iyeyeki, 9; iyekala, 8. 

Office, n. This idea is expressed by prefixing bu- to the root of the 

title; as, kuma, bukuma; nyimi, bunyimi; etc. 

appoint to. See Appoint. 

Offspring; n., muana, 1. 

Officer, n., nkentshi, 2; ishina, 9. 

Often, adv. See Frequently. 

Oil, n., of animals, muta, 2. 

anointing, nph., shadi aboka, 4. 

coal, petroleum, mhitolo (Eng.), 4. 

palm, shadi. 

render, vph,, ama shadi. 

Ointment, n., shadi, 4. 

Old, adj., [of] kanyi; [of] inuna [8] followed by the noun modified; as 

inuna i muota; binuna bi bata; inuna i nte; binuna bi mite; etc. 

person, ngola muota, 1. PI. bayola bata. 

age, buyola (7) muota, bununa, 7. 
times, adv., kanyi; a matetshala (matetshidi); a buosha; a bukosha. 

be, vph., mana shu, 5 pi. 

Older, adj., (of) a buosha; (of) a bukosha; (of) wala. 

brother or sister, ngola, 1. Pi, bayola. See Sister, 

of twins, n., mboi, 1. 



Oldest child, ngola, 1; muana a shumi, 4. 

Olive, n., oiehi, 4. 

Omit, v. (leave), lemala, shola. 

(fail to do), vi., buntshama, lei. 

(forget, overlook), lei; owa with hima, 4; hima as subj. of ata. See 

Forget. 

Omnipresent, Be, vph., ela with kuntsha ikima (4). 

Omniscient, Be, vph., yeha makama makima, 8 pi. 

On, prep., a. 

top of, a dika (6) di. 

(above, up on high), a dika, 6. 

Once, adv., at, ihontshi. 

(long ago,), kanyi, a matetshala, a biosha, a bukosha. 
(one time), hueta (4) mimo or mimotshi. 

One, adj., numeral, motshi, mo. 

in abstract counting, hosha is used, 

any, kima. 

(at one time, at the sane time), ishola, yelala, hueta mimotshi, 
hueta yelala. 

(distributive), the one....the other, motshi....motshi; ekidi9..ekidi. 
as indefinite pronominal subject, see Gram. 168. 
as indefinite pronoun, see Gram. 98,99,168. 

Oneness, n., bunameta, 7; buyelala, 7. 

Onion, n., nshohola, 4. 

Onlooker, n., muonyi, 1; nenyi, 1. PI. bonyi, balenyi. 

Only, adv. Use the Compound pronoun forms, mimeta, etc. See Gram- 
105-108, 367. 

child, muana motshi, 1. 

Ooze, v., out, as sweat, tuta. 

(trickle down or flow, as blood, etc.), vi., shoha. 
Open, vt., dihaia; dihata. 

(unloose, untie), vt., tungala. 

[blossom, unfold, as flower], hakata, bota, nama; vt., namala. 
(burst open, as pod), vi., tenga. 

(loosen, as tongue of the dumb), vi., shenala; vt., shenyi. 
(as mouth), vt., ahala; vi., aha, 

out, as cloth or roll, etc., vt., botala; vi., bota. 

out, unfold, raise, as wings, vt., shemala, botala, shenala; vi., 
bota, shema, shena. 

(piize open, as anklet or bracelet), vt., komala. 
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(unlatch), vt., kukala. 

(uncover), vt., kuhala. 
Opener, nph., iketa (9) idihala i yina. 

Opening, n., muantsha, 2. 

Oppose, vt. (interrupt), buntsha. 

(forbid), vt., bela, kinyi. 

(refuse to give to), vt., imala. 

Opposite, side, muidi, 2. 

directly, shongansliuma, 4. 

(be facing one another), vph., dilesha masha, 7 pi. Sing, buosha. 

Opposition, n. (refusal), bubedi, 7. 

Oppress, vt, ona, hinala, hetshi. 

Oppression, n., nena, 2; luhina, 5; mahetshi, 8 pi. 

Oppressive, adj., [of] nena, 2; (of) luhina, 5; (of) mahetshi, 8 pi. 

Or, conj., mbe. 

(either .... or), mbe... mbe. 
(in asking questions), mbe. See Gram. 382. 

Orator, n., ntotshi, 1. 

Ordain, vt. See Sanctify. 

Ordeal, n; When a person knows or imagines that he has been wronged 

or injured by another unknown person, he goes to a medicine man 

(nguoma) who inquires (oto itoma) and gives the name ol the per¬ 

son who committed the wrong. An accusation is then made by the 

family of the injured person against the person named by the medi¬ 

cine man. The accused, in order to show his innocence or guilt, sub¬ 
mits to a certain ordeal or test. When accused of witchcraft he is 

made to drink a poisonous mixture called ihumi (8) named from the 

tree from which the poison is obtained. The person who mixes the 

poison is called nshaki (1) ihumi. When a person is accused of theft, 

adultery, etc., and pleads innocent the injured party goes to the 

medicine man who inquires {oto shanga) in which case the test is 

made by cutting a piece of bark from a tree (ihumi), if the outside 

of the bark, when it falls, is next to the ground the accused is in¬ 

nocent, if the inside of the bark is next to the ground the accused 

is guilty. The hands of the accused are tied to his belt and he is 

placed with his back next to a tree (nkoma, 2), covered with insects 

(mikoma). These sting the person, causing great pain. The last 

part of this ordeal is seldom used at the present time. 

Order, n. (command), dioi, 6; nkentshi, 2. 
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(neg. command), ikina, 8. 
v., losha, tota, tomisha dioi. 

(command not to do), vt., kinyi. 
put in, arrange, vt., losha, lodi. 
put out of, disarrange, vt., tshakala. See Disarrange. 
(be out of line, mixed), vi., buntshama. 

Ordinal numerals. See Gram. 92. 

Ordinance, n., dioi, 6; nkentshi, 2. See Commandment. 
(neg. ordinance), ikina, 8. 

Ore, iron, n., lutola, 5. PI. tola. 

Organ, n., ishengi, 8. See Musical Instrument. 

Ornament, n. (for the body), ilatala, 9; inama, 9. 

Orphan, nph., muan’a ndema, muana itshika, 9. 

Orphanhood, n., ndema, 4; butshika, 7. 

Oscillate, vi., lela, nyingala. 

Other, adj., motshi, ekidi. 

[distributive], the one.the other, motshi.motshi, 

ekidi.ekidi. 

each, use the Reciprocal Form of the verb. 
(of another), adj., [of] kana. 

Otherwise, adv. See Differently. 

Otter, n., ishuemi, 8. 

Ought, See Must. 

Our, poss. pro., ita. See Gram. 119. 

Ours, poss. pro., ita. See Gram. 119. 

Ourselves, pers. pro. 

[1] Compound Disjunctive Form, bita —meta, See Gram. 105-108. 

[2] If reflexive, use reflexive prefix of verb —di—. This form 

may be employed as subj. or obj. See Gram. 114. 

Out, adv., Most frequently this idea is expressed in the verb; as, to, get 

out; tohala, pull out; nyima, rub or blow out; etc. 

[be finished, exhausted], vi., shila. 

[get out of the way], vi., sheka, eta. 

[take out of the way], vt., shekala. 

[be out of line, as in sewing, etc]., vi., buntshama. 

[leave out], vt., shola. 

(not to have, neg. of ela with i. 

prep, (out of), a. 

Outcast, n. See Vagabond. 

Outcry, n. See Alarum. 
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Outdoor, adv., a bushohi. 
Outfit, blacksmith’s, n. [anvil], ilona, 8. 

[bellows], kuka, 4. 
[hammer, large], ntshona, 4. 
(hammer, small), nshaka, 2. 
(shed), ntuma, 2. 

Outrage, vt. See Abuse. 

Outwit, vt., shama. See Surpass. 
Oven, n., ohuma (Eng.), 4. 

[place for cooking], ilamala, 8. 
Over, prep, [above], a dika (6) di. 

[across], a muidi [2] a. 

adv., nshemala. Frequently the idea of the adverb is expressed 
in the verb; as, shaha, cross over; shama, pass over; etc 

(do over), vph., use kasha with the pres, part.; as, kasha akela, 
[overhead], a dika. 

Overawe, vt., kamisha. 

Overbound, vi., shama or leka with buiki, 7. 

Overboard, fall, vph., buaka a mashi, 8 pi. 

Overcome, vt., shama or leka with bunonona (7) or ngona, 4. 
Overflow, vi. [run over, as water in vessel], utala. 

Overhead, adv., a dika. 

(directly above, opposite), shonganshuma,4. 
Overlook, v. (oversee), lena, baka, mona. 

(not to see), use neg. of lena, mona. 

[omit, miss], lemala, shola, lei. See omit. Forget. 
Oversee, vt., lena, baka, shuka, mona. 

Overseer, n., mbaiki, 1; nshuki, 1; muonyi, 1; nenyi, 1. PL balenyi. 
Overtake, [catch up with, as in road], vt., ata. 

(meet up with), shakala, homa, homala, homid’i. 

Overthrow, vt. (conquer), shama or leka with bunonona (7) or ngona, 4. 

(throw down, as house), hukala. 
(tear down,as house), bokala. 

Overturn, vt. [shove over], nyukala. 
(throw out, empty), tshaka. 
(turn upside down), hudi. 

(turn over), kalala. 
Owe, v. Use the form ela with i followed by mbata (4) or ikama (8); as, 

Kueta ed’i mbata, Kueta owes a debt; etc. 
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(incur a debt), vph., bala ikama. 

Owl, n., ishukala, 9. 

Own, y. Use the verb ela with i. See Gram. 875, Rem. 3. 
up, confess, v., teta, sholala, disholala. 

For the emphatic use of own after the poss. pro., see Gram. 99, (b). 

Owner, n., of, kuma (1) a; muna, 1. PI. bina. See Gram. 75, (b). 

Ox, n., nguemi, 8; numi (1) nguemi. 

P 

Pace, n., at rapid, mbanga, buasha, 7; wa wa (adv.). 
adv., at slow, bubola. 

to and fro. v. bunga, ena atuta ena atuta. 

Pacify, vt., a child when crying, kama, batshi with ilela, 9. 

(make quiet), tshika with hola. 

[soothe, calm], kitshi with ntema, 2. 

(separate persons fighting), shuka. 

Pack, n. [bale], mbala 4. 
(bundle, roll), iboma, 8. 
vt., down, as dirt, boma. 

[press down], nyaiki. 

Package, n., ibuki, 8; iboma, 8; iboiki, 8. 

Packet, n. See Package. 

Pad, n. [for head in carrying a load], ishana [8] i kana, 4. 

Paddle n. [oar], kaya, 4. 

for killing grasshoppers, haha, 4. 

for stirring bread, mu [2] mu kata, 4. PI. miu. 

for stirring meat mu mu nshodi, 2. 

v. [row], lu. 

Paddler, n., nui, 1. PI. balui. 

Padlock, n., nshahi, 4. 

Page, n., luasha, 5. PI. kasha. 

Pain, n., buala, 7; shushudi, 4, pi. 

v. (ache, smart), shuma. 

v. (ache, as stomach), shuma, otola. 

Paint, n. (dye), nkenga, 2; iyedi, 8; nkuha, 2. See Dye. 

Palatable, Be, v. (pleasing to the taste), ela with hia or hima, 4; as, 

bishima hie hima, the food is palatable. 

Palaver, n., ikama, 8; ishunga, 8; dioya, 6. 

no, kua ikama. 
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decide, judge, settle a, vt., shamala orkoma with makama; tohala. 
decide or settle for, vt., shamisha or komisha with makama, tohi- 

sha 
Palm, n., of hand, ngata (4) a ikashi, 8. 

tree. There are various kinds: shama, 4; ikadi, 8; ibona, 8; 
diana 6. 

-flower, nshomala, 2. 

-leaf, dianga, 6. 

-leaf after being cut for roofing, lubusha, 5. 
(fibre of leaf, used in making cloth), luheka 5; ntonga, 2. PI. mi- 

tonga. 
midrib of, nkola, 2. PL mikola. 

(hard outside part of midrib), lubantsha, 5. 
(pith of midrib), ngongidi, 2. 
(outside part of midrib after removal of the pith), mbuha, 2. 
-nut, lumba, 5. 
(small undeveloped nut), luhita, 5. 

(bunch of nuts), ibima, 8. 
(kernel of nut after the oily outside part has been removed), nka- 

ya, 2. 
PL mikanya. 
oil, shadi, 4. 
wine, mana, 8 pi. 
(man who climbs tree for nuts), ingola, 9. 
(rope used in climbing tree), nanga, 2. 
(implement used in tapping for wine), hala, 4. 
(make incision), vt., bana. 

(make palm wine), v., ala. 

Palsy, lumboma, 5. 

Pan, n. (pot) hoki or hoiki, 4. 
(foreign), ilonga, 8. 

Pang, n. (mental), manga, 8 pi. 

(pain), buala, 7; shushudi, 4. 

Pant, v„ hela. 

Pants, n. [long,] ikohala, 8. 

(short), nama, 2. PL minama. 
Pap, n. (nipple), munya (2) mu ibela, 8. 

Pawpaw, «n., dihaihai, 6. 

Paper, n., nkana, 2. 

Papyrus, n., reed used in making baskets, mhuaha, 2. PL mihuaha. 
Parable, n., nkona, 2; PI. mikona. See Fable. 
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Paradise, n., Haladisho, 4. 

Parallel, Be, vi. shema. 

make, vt., lodi. 
Paralytic, n. (with any deformity), ituimi, 9; ela with i followed by 

butuimi, 7. 

Paralyzed person, n., ituimi, 9; mbela, 1. See Paralytic. 

Parcel, n. [packet], ibuki or iboiki, 8. 

Parch, vt., anga. 
[shrivel, as by sun], vt., nyengidi, yoi; vi., nyengala, yo. 

Pardon, vt., nyima or teisha with buhi, 7. 
one’s debts, etc., vt., letnala, nyima, dihi, tei. 

(acquit), vt., shui. 

(cease to hold anger in the heart against another), vt., ngami or 

bahisha with ntema, 2. 

[“Beg pardon”], uleka. 

Pare, vt., nails, tetala. 
Parrot, n., kosha, 8. 
Parsimonious, adj., (of) bukuta, 7. 

Parsimony, n., bukuta, 7; luo (5) bunonona. 

Part, vt., among, kahisha. 
(as hair), bana with nkeka, 2. 

(separate, divide), kahala. 
(take or pull out from among), shomala. 

(take or pull apart that which is adhered), vt., namala. 
those fighting, vt., shuka. 

(some of), adj., ekidi. 

n., yasha, 9. PI. biasha. 
(piece cut or broken off), itenya, 9. 
(anything sliced or split), yasha, 9, PI. biasha. 

(side), luonga, 5; muidi, 2. 

in hair, nkeka, 2. 

hind, ishaka, 8. 

Partition, n. (wall), ibena, 8. 

[large room of house], yoma, 4. 

small [room of house], tengi, 4. 

Partner, nph.,muna [1] nguna [2] i ana. 
Partridge, n., mboboha, 3. 

Party, n. [crowd], ikueki, 8. 

[one of the party or place of], nshi [1] followed by the name of the 

village or place from which the person comes. 

r 
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[of the party of, as workmen], muna 1. See Gram. 75, [b]. 

Pass, v., on by, shama, leka, eta. 

on by in the opposite direction, homisha 

by, elapse, See Elapse. 

[go around in order to pass], onga. 

in, ingala. 

let, vt., esha, shamisha. 

[meet and pass], shakala 

on, go., vi., ena. 

on, vi., ota. 

out, to. 

over, as path or stream, vi., shaha. 

as time, vi., eta, ola. 

judgment, vt., sbamala makama or malanga, 8 pi. 

Passage, n. [fording], ishaha [8] or mbomga [4] followed by luosha [5] 

or ntshala, 4. 

Passion, n. [anger], kaha, 4. 

get into a, ed’i or oka followed by kaha; kaha as subj. of ata and 

the person as obj. 

throw into, vt., okisha or asha with kaha. 

Passover, nph., Mhuetala [4] a Yehowa. 

Past, go, v., shama, eta, ota, leka. 

Paste, vt., together, nami. 

[be pasted together], vi., namata. 

Patch, vt., boka with luona, 5. 

of peanuts [or small garden in forest], iyota, 8. 
[small garden near house], iyala, 8. 

[small piece for mending, etc.], luona, 5. PI ntshona. 

Path, n., mboka 4. 

(street), muaka, 2; nshesha, 2. 

Patience, n., bubola, 7. 

Patriarch, n., mamu, 1. PI. bamamu. 

Pattern, n., luedi, 5. PI. ntshedi. 
Paw, n., ikasha, 8. See Foot, Track. 

Pawn, n., tuka, 4. 

of one’s self, bueya, 7. 
vt. (put in), tshika with tuka. 

vt. (take out of), ontshala. 
Pay, v., eka with ileshina, 8. 
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attention, v., oka, tshika with mato, 8 pi. 

debt, vt., mana or kalala mbata, (4) or ikama, 8. 

homage to, vt., shemala, tomala, shoshama, kaingi. 

interest in trading, vt., nyaingi with koihi (4) or nteta, 2. 

over to, vt., tshika followed by the things paid over, 

taxes to, vt., lamala, boka with nama, 2. 

n., ileshina. 

[interest), nteta, 2. 

(small amount added to complete the trade), koihi, 4. 

Payment, n., ileshina, 8. 

Pea, n. black-eyed, lukona, 5. 

Peace, Be at, ela with hola, kita with ntema (2) as subj. 

Peacefully, adv., hola. 

Peacemaker, n., nshuki, 1. 
Peak, n. of mountain, mboma (4) a nkontsha, 2. 

Peanut, n., luntsho, 5. 

an immature, lutsho lutodi. 

Pearl, nph., hema (4) a nganga [4] minonona. 

Pebble, n., kamanya, 10. 

Peck, v., as fowl, totala, kueta itotala, 8. 

Peel, vt., ohala. 

n., yosha, 9. Pi. biosha. 
Peer, v., about, kekeha; shama muebeha, 2. 

Peevish, Be, vi., otola. 

Pen, n (enclosure), luana, 5. 
for writing, nph., nte (2) mu mashi (8pl.) ma nduemi (4) ma nkana, 2. 

Penalty, n., (fine), ikama, 8; mbata, 4. 

pay the, vph.> bala ikama, 8. 

Pencil, nph. nte (2) mu nkana, 2. 

slate, nte mu imanya (8) or ditadi, 6. 

Penetrate, vt. (pierce), tonala, lushala, kueta. 

(go in), ingala. 
Penis, n., ikota, 8. 

Penitent, Be, v., otola with ntema [2] as subj.; ntema as subj. of oka 

followed by manga (8pl.) or shushudi, 4. 

(be ashamed), vph., oka bushonya, 7. 

Penny, n., ikuta, 8; dikuta, 6. 

Pensive, Be, vi., kutama, tukama. 

Pensiveness, n4J buhuola. 
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Penury, n., ntana, 2^ 

People, n., bata, 1 pi. 

(people of), bashi (1) followed by name of place of village from 

which they come or at which they abide. 

work, bina (lpl.) followed by nguna [2] or the name of the work in 

which they are engaged. 
People belonging to other tribes than that of the Bukuba, are 

expressed by prefixing ba- to the root of the name of the tribe; 

as, Baluha; Bahianga; Bangena; etc. People belong to Bukuba 

descent are expressed by Bashi; as Bashi Bushonga; Bashi Bi- 

yenga; Bashi Bulanga; Bashi Ibama; Bashi Lele; etc. The sing; 

of the above names are as follows: nuha; mhianga; ngena; nshi, 

Bushonga; nshi Biyenga; nshi Bulanga; nshi Ibama; nshi Lele; 

etc. 

Pepper, n., ishenga, 8. 

Peradventure, adv., ane. 

Perceive, v. (after meditation, detect the approach of another), homa. 

[feel], oka. 

[know], yeha. 
[see], lena, mona, talala. 

Perch, vi., kohata, kotama. 

Percussion cap, n., imanya, 8. 

Perfect, Be, vi. [be completed], shila; vt., mana, mansha, manyisha. 

[exact number], vi., elama, yola with to. 

adj. (good), sheka. 

[whole, complete], kima, ibonaka preceded by the noun modified; 

as, nte mu ibonaka; mite mi mabonaka; etc. 

Perforate, vt., (pierce), lushala, tonala, kueta. 

Perforation, n., itonala, 8. 

Perform, v, [do], kela. 

on an instrument, emala, koma. 

Perfume, n., shola yu, 4. 

(musk from an animal of the cat family), ntshoha, 2. 

Perhaps, adv., mbe, ane. 

Perish, vi., owa. 

Permission, ask, v., loma; as aloma mboka, he asked permission to 
enter; etc. 

grant, v., imisha; as, bamuimisha luena, they permitted him to 

go on a journey; animisha luloma luewi, he granted my request. 

This idea may sometimes be expressed by the Purportive Mood 

/ 
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and is usually translated by may. See Gram. 286, (b). Sometimes 
the Causative Form of the verb may also be employed to ex¬ 
press this idea; as, bamhuesha, they gave me permission to pass. 
Refuse permission may be expressed by the verb, kinyi. 

Permit, v., imisha. See Permission. 

(not tabooed, permitted), kua ikina> 8. 
Perpendicular, Be, vi., lolama, shema, emata. 

make, vt., emi, lodi, shemi. 
Perpetually adv., See Ceaselessly. 
Perplex, vt., (confuse), buntsha, ungi; vi., buntshama. 

Persecute, vt., hetshi, hinala, ona, kesha buhi. 

Persecution, n., mahetshi, 8 pi.; nena, 2; luhina, 5. 

Persevere, v., ed’i nami, 2; use the habitual tense or the neg. of lei or 

lemala. 

Perseverence, n., nami, 2. 
Persistent, Be, v., angatakanangata. See Persevere. 
Person, n., muota, 1. See People. 
Perspiration, n., yanga, 9. PI. bianga. 

(heat causing), nyoka, 2. 
Perspire, v., tuta with yanga (9) as subj. 

make to, vt., tutshi with yanga as obj. 

Persuade, vt. (induce to do), imishisha. 

(induce from doing), buntsha. 

(implore), onga. 
Pervert, vt. (show the wrong path), ungi. See Disturb, Annoy. 
Pester, vt., See Disturb, Annoy. 
Pestilence, n., ntshi, 2. 

Pestle, n., ntshisha, 2. 

Petroleum, n., mhitolo, 4. 

Petulant, Be, vi., otola. 

Phlegm, n., ikuama, 9. 

Photograph, n., ihua, 8. 

take a, vph., ata ihua a nkana, 2. 
Physician, n., nguoma, 1. See Doctor. 
Pick, vt. (choose), shola. 

[gather, as fruit], kakala. 
[gather, as harvest], kuna. 

(gather, as maize), bokala. 
off, as feathers, tokala, shona. 
out, tei. 
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up, ata, tala, tola, 
up, as trash, tota. 
up, as does a fowl, totala. 

Picture, n., ihua. 
draw a, vt., boka ihua. 
take a, ata ihua a nkana, 2. 

Piece, n., of anything cut or broken off, itenya, 9. 
of anything split or sliced, yasha, 9. Pi. biasha. 
of cloth, mhesha, 4. 
(a fathom of cloth), tama, 4. 
come to pieces, vi„ toka, shashama. 
cut into pieces, vt., batala bitenya. 
(hash up), vt., shasha. 
(pull to pieces), vt., shokala, shomala. 
(take to pieces), vt., tungala, tokala. 
(tear to pieces), vt., bana, tokala. 

Pierce, vt., tonala, lushala- 
with spear, pin, etc., vt., kueta. 

Pig, nph., muan’a shoma, 3. 
Pigeon, n., imbinga, 9. 
Pile, n., iboma, 8; ikueki, 8. 

(armful, handful, small heap), mbela, 4. 
vt., kueki. See Heap. 

one on the other [stack], tetshi. 
Pilgrim, n., mbungi, 1. 
Pilgrimage, n., lubunga, luena, 5. 

go on a, vph., ena lubunga or luena. 
Pill, n., kandoma, 10. 
Pillage, vt., shantsha. 
Pillar, n., ikontsha, 8. 
Pillow, n., mbomaka, 2; nkuka, 2. 
Pimple, n., luhuota, 5. 
Pin, ne, ndonga, 4. 
Pinch, vt., kueta or kola with biala, 9 pi. 
Pine, vi., kutama, tukama. 

(weep), v., lela. 
(yearn after), vt., ahala, kanala. 

Pineapple, n., ikama, 8; ndena, 4. 
Pinnacle, n., ntshue, 2; shosha, 4. 
Pipe, nph., ngola (4) makai, 8 ple 
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bowl of, indinga, 8. 

mouth piece of, mheha, 2. 
stem of, ntama, 2. 

Pistol, n., kah'amala, 10; ingoma ikeka, 9. 

Pit, n. (hole), mbema, 4, See Abyss, 

for trapping animals, ibima, 8, 

sharpened stick in, nshonga, 2. 

Pitch, n. (used on bow strings, etc.), ibela, 8. 

(resin, used in mending vessels), luonga, 5. 

tent, vt., hika. 

(throwj, boka. 
Pitcher, n., mbonga, 4. 

Pith, n.. of palm frond, ngongidi, 2. 

Pitiless, adj. See Merciless. 

Pity, n., muenga, 2. 

v., eka or okisha with muenga. 

(feel), v., oka muenga. 

Place, n., indodia, 8; kuntsha, 4; kodi, 4. 

fire7 ikongala, 8. 
resting, lukitshi, 5; ikitala, 8. 

of birth, ibotala, 8. * 

v., tshika, See Put. 

Placenta, n., iyosha, 8. 

Plague, n, ntshi, 2; mahetshi, 8 pi. 

Plain, n., (treeless tract of land), bushohi or bushoihi, 7. 

Plait, vt. (tuck, braid, as hair), tonga. 

n. (braid of hair), mhata, 2. PI. mihata. 

(plaited string or cord), muana, 2. 

(tuck), munya, 2. PI. mimunya. 
Plan, v. (intend), use the past indefinite tense preceded by tshika. 

in the pres, tense; as, tshika banena, they intend to go; 

when the past tense is expressed use the past tense of 

the Subjunctive Mood; as, bantshik? ena, they intended to go. 

Plane, vt., koma. 

(sharpen, as stick), shonga, 

(sharpen, as knife), shiya. 

Plank, n., ibaya, 8. 

Plant, vt., ona. 

Plantain, n., ikona, 8. 

stalk of, nph., ntshima (2) mu ikona. 
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Plantation, n. See Farm. 

Planter, n., muonyi, 1. PL bonyi. 
Plaster, vt., boma. 

Plate, n., ilonga, 8. 
(pot), hoki or hoiki, 4. 

(small piece of metal), itenya (9) i lubola, 5. 

Plateau, d. (treeless plain), bushohi or bushoihi, 7. 
Play, v., shala. 

on an instrument, beta, koma. 

with, amuse, vt., sheisha, shadi. 

n. [game], tushadi, 10 pi. 

Player, n., of game, nshadi. 
Plead, vt., for, tosha, komisha or tohisha or tohala with makama, 8 pi. 

with, vt., onga. 
[beg, ask], v., lorn a. 

Pleasant, Be, vi., to the taste, ela with hima or hia, 4. 

Please, vt. [make happy], okisha with nshasha, 2. 

(be courteous), vi., beka. 

(be pleased), vi., oka with nshasha, 2. 

[implore], vt., onga. 

Pleasure, n., nshasha, 2. 

Pledge, See Pawn. 

Plentiful, adj., [of] buiki, 7. 

Plenty, n., buiki, 7. 
of, abundant, adj., (of) buiki. 

Pleurisy, n., ikuetshi, 7. 
Pliability, Pliableness, n.,nami, 2. 

Pliable, Be, vi., use ela with nami, 2. . 

Pliant, Be, vi. See Pliable. 

Plot, n., yanga, 9. PI. bianga. 

against, vt., angisha, tuhisha. 

Plough, vt. (hoe), shahala. 
(prepare ground for planting), vt., bentsha. 

Pluck, vt. (as feathers), tokala, shona. 
(as flowers or flesh from bone) hashala. 

(as fruit), kakala. 
(as harvest), kuna. 

(as maize), bokala. 

Plunder, vt., shantsha. 
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Plundebeb, n., nshantshi, 1. 

Plunge, v. [dive], bola inyimi, 8. 

n., inyimi, 8. 

Pock mark, n., iyoma, 8. 

Pocket (bag), n., nguma, 4. 

Point, v., at, shonga. 

at the, or end, a nkola, 2. 

n., of needle, peak, etc., shosha, 4. 

out to one, cause to see, vt., yehisha, shuntsha, laka. 

Poison, vt. [bewitch], kuta. 

n., lulenga, 4. 

(given to witches), ihumi, 8. 

Poke, vt., the fire, shoshala. 

Pole, n, (stick), nte, 2. 

(stake), mhika, 2. PI. mihika. 

Polite, Be, vi., beka, ela with i followed by inanga, 8. 

adj., (of) inanga, (of) ibeki, 8. 

Politeness, n., inanga, 8; ibeki, 8. 

Polute, vt., ona. 

(be poluted), vi., ontsha. 
Pompous, Be, vi., dimuka, dishuntsha, oka with nshasha, 2. 

Pond, nph., koka (4) a luosha, 5. 

(lake), idiha, 8. 
Pool, n. (very deep in forest near stream), ntshimi, 2. 

Poob, adj., ntana. 
become, as land, vi., yo, tuhi. 

make, vt., yoi. 

(become thin, emaciated), vi., shinga. 

Pop, v. (as com in parching), toha. 

Population, n., bata, 1 pi. See People. 

Pobch, nph., shina (4) a mbula, 4. 

Pobcupine, n., kesha, 8. 

-quill, muentshi, 2, 

Pobbidge, n. (grits), nshaha, 4. 

Pobteb, nph., ntodi (1) a biketa, 9 pi. 

Pobtion, n. (inheritance), bukita, 7. 
(piece of anything broken or cat off), itenya, 9. 

[piece of anything split or sliced], yasha, 9. PL biasha 
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[side], luonga, 5; muidi, 2. 

(section), yasha, 9; muidi, 2. 

Portuguese, n. (albino), ntshueki, 1. 

Position, n. (place), indodia, 8. See Place. 

Possess, see Have. 

Possessed by demon, vph., atama i namatsha, 1. 

Possession, n., biketa, 9 pi.; budiya, 7. See Goods. 

Possessor, n. See Owner. 

Possible, Be, vi., use yeha or mona or ed’i with mboka followed by the 
infinitive. 

Possibly, adv. (perhaps), ane. 

Post, n., ikontsha, 8. 

(stick), nte, 2. 

(stake), mhika, 2. 

Posterior, [of] a mbisha, 4; [of] a mbisha a bushohi, 7. 

Posterity, n., bana, 1 pi. 

of slave parents, bambotala, 1 pi. Sing, mbotala. 

Postpone, vt. (hinder), buntsha, 

(be hindered), vi., bunfcshama. 

[put off, decide not to do], v., kuihi with mboka followed 

by the ifinitive; as, bakaihi mboka adiaka kamidi, they postponed 

killing the goat. 

Pot, n., hokiorhoiki, 4; ngema, 2. 

make a, vt., boma. 

water, ibonga, 8. 

(ring for setting pots upon), ikana, 8. 

Potato, n. [sweet], ntola, 2. 

Potter n., mboimi, 1. 

Pottery, make, vt., boma. 
Pouch, n., of monkey or crop of fowl,itodi, 8. 

Pound, vt. (crush between stones), koka, 

(beat), kuma, tutala. 

down, as loose dirt, boma. 

in mortar, oto. 

into powder, yesha. 

into small particles, yeshala. 

[press down], nyaikh 

[be pressed down], vi., nyakama. 
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{weight), nph., kilongama mash’a’ manai. 

Pounder, n., ntoi, 1. 

Pour, out, vt., tshaka. 

out or take out apart of, vt., tshakala. 

up, as palm wine, vt., ela. 

over (run over) vi., utala. 

Pout, vi., kutama. 

Poverty, n., ntana, 2. 

Powder, vt, (crush into small particles), yeshala. 

(pulverize yesha), yesha. 

up, nyaiki. 

up, vi., nyakama. 

n. [very fine, like flour], boma, 4. 

[dust], musha, 2. PI. miusha. 

[particles, like saw dust], busha, 7. 

Power, n. [authority], bundoi or bundoya, 7. 

(glory, majesty), hama, 4. 

(strength), bunonona, 7; ngona, 4. 
[greatness], bunena, 7. 

Powerful, adj., [of] bunonona (7) or hama [4] or ngona (4J. 
(great), nena. 

Practice, n. (custom), ishama, 9; ikelala, 9. 

with weapons, v., huna. 

[customary action], use habitual tense of the verb. 
Praise, vt., kaingi. 

(pay homage to), tomala, shoshama. 

(worship), shemala. 

(yearn after), ahala. 

(adore), hatsha. 

Prattle, v., tota itototshi, 9. 

Pray, v. [beg, ask for], loma. See Praise. 

Prayer, n., ndomala, 4; luloma, 5. 

Preach, vpb., tota or losha ikama (8) i Ntshemi. 

Preacher, nph., ntotshi [1] a ikama [8] i Ntshemi. 

Precaution, n., buluemi, 7. 

take, v., ihala. 

Precede, v., ena a buosha, te’ followed by the root of the verb. 

Precinct, n., ilontsha or ilontshi, 8. 

Precipice, n., lubana, 5. 
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Precious, adj., (of) mbana munonona, 2. 

make, vph., bantsha or toma or hetala mbana. 
Predestinate, vph., shola a bukosha. 
Predict, vph., shongala or tota or losha ikama yaha kayidi. 

Prefer, vt. (choose), shola. 
(like), muka. 

Pregnancy, n., die mi, 6. 
Pregnant, Be, vi., ed’i with diemi, 6. 

by [cause to conceive], vph., tshika with diemi. 

(conceive), vi., iya with diemi. 
Prematurely, bring forth, see Miscarry. 

Prepare, vt. (make), kela. 
for, vt., losha. 
arrange, vt., lodi. 

[be arranged], vi., lolama. 

(be complete, ready), vi., shila. 
Preposition, n. See Gram. 372-875. 

Present, Be, vi., ela- ngata. 
(give), vt., eka. See Gift, Giving, Generosity. Give. 

Presently, adv., ihontshi. 

Preservation, safe keeping, n., ibeki, 8. 
Preserve, vt. (as salt), lodi. 

(guard), baka. 
(lay up for future use), bei. 

President, n., ntotshi, 1. 

Press, vt., down, nyaiki. 

(squeeze), vt., ama. 
(push against), vt., nyakala. 

as shoes the feet, vt., mbodi. 
[be pressed down], vi., nyakama. 

Pretender, n. (to have wealth, etc. when he has nothing), yantsha, 9. 

Pretend, v., huta, 

(lie), v., banga. 

(lie on), vt., bangisha. 
[feign], v., dimidi; as, adimidi iwa, he pretended to he dead. 

Pretty, adj.,sheka. 
Prevail, see Overcome. 
Prevent, v. (forbid), bela, kinyi. See Hinder, Interrupt, Postpone. 
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Previously, do, v., te* followed by the root of the verb. 

Price, n., mbana, 2. 

lower the, vt., kokala. 

raise the, vt., bansha or tom or hetala mbana a dika. 

of no, vph., kua mbana. 

of great, (of) mbana munonona. 

talk the, vt., oto or kula with nganga, 4. 

Pride, n., nshasha, 2. 

Priest, n. (in a Biblical sense), ntotshi a ikama i Ntshemi. 

high, kuma a batotshi ba ikama i Ntshemi; ntotshi a dika. 

Prince, nph., mua’nyimi, 1. 

(heir to throne), ntshuala, 1. 

crown -, bnemi, 7. 

[chief], kuma, 1. 

[king], nyimi, 1. 

Print, vt. [write], boka. 

Prison, nph., mbula a hio, 4. 

Prisoner, nph, muna mbula a hio. 

‘ Privacy, a private place, ishomala, 8; indodia (8) i bushuemi, 7. 

Private, adj., [of] bushuemi, 7. 

Privately, adv., a bushuemi. 
Privily, adv., a bushuemi. 

Privy, adj., (of) bushuemi, 7. 

n., (W. C.), nthona, 4. 

Probably, adv., ane. 

Proboscis, n., muina. 2. 

Procedure, n., ikelala, 9. 

Proceed, See Go. 

Procession, n. (line), muanga, 2; luonga, 5; nshela, 2. 

Proclaim, v., tota, lola; vt., losha, boka with dioi, 6. 

Proclamation, n., dioi, 6; nkentshi, 2; mbeki, 4. 

issue a, vt., tota or losha or boka with dioi or nkentshi or mbeki. 

[prohibitive command], n., ikina, 8. 

Procrastinate, v. See Postpone, Hinder. 

Prodigal, n. [spendthrift], ntshakidi or muonyi [l] a biketa, 9 pi. 
[fool], yenyi, 1. PI. benyi. 

Prodigally, spend, vt., ona or tshakala or odia with biketa, 9 pi. 

Produce, v. [bear], bota. See Bear. 

v., yola with i followed by the object. 
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(make), vfc., kela. 
Productive, adj., soil, sheka. 

(have power to bear young), vph., ed’i ibotshi, 8. 

Profane, adj., be. 

vt., ona. 

Profanity, n., buhi, 7. 

Profess, v. [accept], imisha. 

(pretend), See Pretend. 

Profession, n. (calling), nguna, 2. 

(craftsman), muina, 1. PI. bina. 
of faith in God, vph., imisha ikama i Ntshemi. 

Profitable, Be, v., nganga (4) as subj. of kala. 

Profit, n. (gain in trade), nteta, 2; konga, 4; nganga misheka, 4. 

receive a, vph., odia nteta. 

Progenitor, n., mamu, 1. 

Progeny, n., bana, 1 pi. 

Progress, v. (go), ena. 

Prohibit, v. (forbid), bela, kinyi. 

(prevent), vt., buntsha. 

[taboo], vt., kma. 

(the tabooed or prohibited thing), ikina, 8. 

Prohibition, n. [law], nkana, 2; nkentshi, 2, dioi, 6. 

Prolific, Be, v. (have power to bear), ed’i with ibotshi, 8. 

Prolong, v., use proper verb followed by shu shu; as, atota shu shu, he 
prolonged his conversation. 

Prominent, (adj. important), nena. 

person, nph«, muota (1) a hama, 4. 

Promise, v., make a, tshika with ilaka (8) or ileshina, 8. 
(have a parting word), v., leshina i. 

n., ilaka, 8; ileshina, 8. 

Promptly, adv., ihontshi. 

Pronounce, v., badly, stutter, tota ikokama, 8. 
innocent, vt., shui. 
judgment, pass decision, vt., shamala. 

Proof, n. (sign), yingeta, 9. PI. bingeta. 
Prop, n., tuma, ikontsha, 8. 

Propagate, vt., bota. 

Proper, adj. (good), sheka. 

(be sufficient), vi., elama. 
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Property, n. (goods), biketa, 9 pi. 

[wealth], budi or budiya, 7. 

Prohesy, vph., tota or losha makama mambe yaha kamidi. See Predict 
Prophet, nph., ntotshi (1) a makama mambe yaha’ kamidi. 

[diviner], ntoi [1] a itoma (8); huoma, 1. 
Proprietor, see Owner. 
Proselyte, nph., muimishi (1) a ikama, 8. 

Prostitute, n. (adulterer) muna (1) shasha [4] or buhuoka, 7; ngata 
[1] a shasha or buhuoka. 

Protect, vt. (guard), baka. 
[keep for,] shukisha. 

Protract, v. See Prolong. 

Protrude, vi., to, toka. 
Proud, Be, v., dimuka. 

Prove, vph., manyisha dioi (6) or ikama, 8; edi dioi. 
Proverb, n,. nkona, 2; ntshika, 2. 
Provide, vt. (feed), lesha. 

(rear), vt., luemi, bola. 

(help), vt., asha. 

Provoke, vt., okisha with kaha, 4; hitshi with ntema [2] or ikuna, 8; 
asha kaha. 

to hostility, vt., shedi with ibela or kaha. 

(be provoked), vi., ed’i or oka with kaha; hita with ntema [2] or 
ikuna [8] as subj, L 
animal to bite, vph., shota munya, 2. 

Prudence, n., buanyi, 7. 

(cunningness), buluemi, 7. 
Prudent, adj., (of) buanyi, 7; [of] buluemi, 7. 

Public place, nph., indodia (8) inkokama bata, 1 pi. 

Publican, nph., toma or nkueki (1) a nama, 2. 

Publicly, See Public. 
Publish, v. (tell), lola, tota, losha. 
Pull, vt., nana. 

vt., an oar, (row), lu. 

apart, as anything adhered, vt., namala. 

down, as house, bokala. 

off, as clothing, kohala. 

off, as fruit, kakala. 

out, tokala. 

out from among, shomala. 
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to pieces, bana, tokala. 

(tighten), kuntsha. 

up, tokala. 

Pulsate, v. [as heart], bola. 

Pulverize, vt., yesha, ongidi. See Powder. 
Pumpkin, n., ibifeki, 8. 

Punch, vt., lushala, tonala. 

(pierce), kueta. 
Pungent, Be, v., as pepper, ed’i with hama, 4. 

Punish, vt., bola, liinala, hetshi; vi., hetana. 

Punishment, n., nena, 2; ihetshi. 8; luhina, 5. 

Pup, n., kambua, 10. 

Pupil, n., of eye, ilela, 8. 

(scholar), mueki, 1. PL beki. 

Purchase, vt. shoma. 

Purchaser, n., nshoimi, 1. 
Pure, adj. (good), sheka. 

(chaste, be), v., use neg. of ela with i followed by shasha (4) or 

buhuoka, 7. 

Purge, vt. (as medicine), bola with ikuna, 8. 

(make good), vt., lodi. 

(wash), vt., kutaia. 
(cleanse, whiten), vt., ngami, bahisha. 

Purification, n., ngamala, (4) a ntema, 2. 

Purify, vt., See, Purge. 

Purity, n., busheka, 7; buelama, 7. 

Purple, n. fdark red color), kuka. 

Purpose, v. See Intend. See Gram. 408. 

n. (cause), ikama, 8; ishunga, 8. 

for what? See Why. 

interrupt one’s, vt„ buntsha. 

Purse, n., mbuemi, 4. 

Pursue, vt., (drive away), benga. 

[follow) vt., laha. 

Pus, n., tunyi, 10 pi. 

[from eyes], huotsha, 5 pi. 

Push, vt., tshinsha. 
down, press down, kusha, nyaiki. 

over, upset, nyakala. 
down, as loose dirt, boma. 
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Put. vt., tshika. 

across, as stream or path, vt., shahala. 

aside for future use, vt., bei or beya, Iona. 

[fit into], vt., shoiki. 

back, kasha. 
down, to put to bed, vt., bei. 

down, let down, vt., tolala a shina. 

fire to, vt., baka or tuma with tei, 10 pi. 

forth leaves, to bud, vi., mena. 

in, vt., ingisha. 

in a line, vt., longa, tshika a luonga or nshela or muanga. 

in mind, to remind, vt., ihala. 

in order, vt., lodi. 

off clothes, vt., kohala 

off, postpone, vt., buntsha, kuihisha; vi., kuihi. See Postpone. 
on a patch, vt., baka with luona, 5. 

on, as tunic, vt., anga, engi, dinga, nyinga. 

on, as clothes, vt., lata. 

on back, vt., tshika with ikakala. 

on lid or cover, vt., dihi. 

one on the top of the other, vt., nyaingi. 

on top, vt., tetshi, nyaingi. 

out of, vt., tei. 

out, as hand, vt., shemala, 

out, to distinguish, vt., nyima. 

out of the way, move, vt., shekala. 

to death, vt., diaka. 

to flight, vt., benga. 

together, vt., tuhala, kueki. 

together, to join, vt., onga, shemi, baka, nami. 

under, vt., ingisha or tshika or shina (4) a. 

up, as price, vt., bansha mbana, 2; toma mbana a dika. 

upon, vt., tshika a dika [6] di. 

up, to build, set up, as house, vt., hika. 

Putrefy, vt., huonyi. 

Putrid, Be, vi., huona. 

Puzzle, n., ishama, 9. 
Pygmy, n., itshika, 9. 
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Q 

Quail, y. (flinch, shrink back), shushama. 

(n. bird), nguala, 3. 

quake, vi., dita. 

Qualified, Be, vi. See Able. 

Quality, n. See Kind. 

Quantity, n., great, buiki, 7. 

what q.? buiki ke?. 

(how many?), mbadi ke? 

Quarrel, n., bushei or busheya, 7. 

(dispute), mianga, 2 ph 

(row), lutota, 5. 

v., shei or sheya, 

(dispute), vph,, boka mianga. 

[fight in battle], vph., nana bita, 9 pi. 

(fight with fists), vph., nana ituma, 8. 

Quarrelsome, adj., (of) bushei, 7; [of] lutota, 5; [of] mianga, 2 pi. 

Quaternion, nph , hueta inai hueta inai, 4 pi. 

Queen, n. [wife of king], rauamisha a nyimi, 1. 

Quell, vt. [conquer], shama or lekisha with bunonona (7) or ngona, 4. 

(quiet), karna or batala or kinyi with lutota, 5. 

Quench, vt. (as fire), nyima. 

(as thirst), mana huosha, 4. 

Querist, n., mudi 1. PI. budi. 

Question, vt. (ask about), ula. 

n. [dispute], mianga, 2 pi. 

Questioner, n., mudi, 1. PI. budi. 

Quickly, adv., mbanga, buasha, wa wa. 

Quickness,.n., mbanga, 4; buasha, 7, 

Quiet, vt., kama or kinyi or batala with lutota, 5. 

be, vi., ala or shala or tosha with hola; ela with hola. 

[stop noise], v., lemala with lutota, 5. 

[become quiet, be at peace], vi., kita with nterna [2] as subj. 

(be satisfied after eating), vi., bima. 

vt., kitshi. 

Quietly, adv., hola, bubola. 

Quietness, n., buhuola, 7: iyo, 8. 

Quill, n., of porcupine, muentsha, 2. PI. mientsha. 
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Quit, v. [leave off], lemala. 

Quite, adv., koka, kue, moma. See Very. 
Quiver, vi., dita. 

n., for arrows, muentsha, 2. PI. mientsha. 

R 

Babble, nph., bata ba bukala, 1 pi. 

Rage, n. See Tribe. 
running of a, nph., mhuedila [4] a mbanga. 

run a, vph., edi mbanga. 

Radiant, Be, v. [joyful], oka with nshasha, 2. 
Radiate, v. [diverge, as streams or paths], kahisha. 

Rafter, n., nkama, 2. 

Rag, n., ishana, 9. 

wash-(towel), mueha, 2. 
Rage, n., kaha, 4. 

be in a, vph., oka or ed’i with kaha; kaha as subj. of ata and the 

person as obj. 

Ragged, Be, vi., shashama. 

Raggedness, n., ishana, 9. 

Rail, vt. (revile), alala. 

Railway, nph., mboka [4] a ntshukatshuka [4] a shina, 4. 

Railway train, nph., ntshukatshuka [4] a shina, 4. 

Rain, n., mbula, 3, 

vi., no. 

upon, wet, vt., bodi. 

-bow, n., ngongala, 2. 

(cease raining), vi., bata with mbula as subj. 

(threaten rain), vi., idima. 
(drizzle), n., luluenga, 5. 

Rainbow, n., ngongala, 2. 

Rainy Season, n., mbula, 3. 

Raise, vt. (elevate), shenala, katala. 

the voice, vt., naingi with dioi, 6. 

to life, vt., umala with iwa, 8. 

price, vt., hetala, toma mbana a dika. 

(be raised), vi., uma, bana, shena. 
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Ram:, nph., numi (1) a hanga, 3. 

(as a gun) vt., shumi. 

Ramrod, n., hakatsha, 4. 

Rank, n., of high (kingship), bunyimi, 7. 

(chiefship), bukuma, 7; buma, 7. 

(row), muanga, 2; nshela, 2; luonga, 5. 

Ransack, vt. (pillage), shantsha. 

Ransom, vt. (redeem), ontshala. 

Ransomer, n., nshuki, 1; muontshidi, 1. 

Rape, vt., commit, ata ngata (1) a bunonona, 7. 
Rapidity, n., mbanga, 4; buasha, 7. 

Rapidly, adv., mbanga, buasha, wa wa. 

Rapids, n., kintsha, 4. 

Rapture, n. [happiness], nshasha, 2. 

Rascal, n., muota ambe, 1. 

Rascality, n. [badness], buhi, 7. 

Rascally, adj., be. 

Rash, n., on body, yuha, 9; pi. biuha; ibela, 8. 
(white splotches on skin), iyota, 8. 

Rat, n., huowa, 3. 

-hole, mbema, 4. 

-nest, buantshala, 7. 

trap, ilonga, 9. 

For varieties of mice, see Mouse. 

Rather, v. had, prefer, shongala, shola. 

Rat-hole, n., mbema, 4, See under Rat. 

Rattle, n. (small gourd with seed inside), yantsha, 9. 

(for dogs in hunting), ileha, 8. 

*v., emala. 

Rat.trap, n., ilonga, 9. 

Ravage, vt. (pillage), shantsha. 

Ravager. n., nshantshi, 1. 

Ravel, vt., shomala, tungala; vi., shoma, tunga. 

Ravine, n-, ibeki, 8. 

Ravish, vt., ata ngata (1) a bunonona, 7. 

Ravishment, n. [rapture, happiness], nshasha (2) mu buiki, 7. 

Raw, adj., (of) muonya, 2. 

be, as food, vi., ed’i with muonya. 

[unseasoned food], raw material), adj., (of) nkanya; as, manutama- 
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nkanya, unseasoned greens; ilama inkanya, fresh or raw cloth. 

Rawness, n.,muonya, 2. nkanya, 4. 

Razor, n., lukenga, 5. 

Reach, v. (arrive at), tola, 

out, as hand, shemala. 

out to, extend to, v., kueta a. 

to, as with hand, vt., todi. 

to (hand something to another), vt., esha. 

Read, v., bala, luida (Eng.). 

Ready, Be, v. (finished), shila, lolama. 

(complete), vt., mana. 

(arrange), vt., lodi. 

make (prepare for), vt., losha. 

Real, adj. [true], koka; muota ankoka; dioi dikoka. 
Reality, n., ikakama, 8. 

Sometimes the adj. koka is used. 
Real, n. (kingdom), hunyimi, 7. 

Reap, vt. (gather, as corn), bokala. See Harvest. 

[gather, as fruit], kakala 

as harvest, vt., kuna. 

Reappear, vph., kasha ashola. 

Rear, n., at the, a mbisha, 4. 

(be the last), vph., ela with lumoma. 
vt., luemi, bola. 

Reason, n., (cause), ikama, 8; ishunga, 8. 
for this, therefore, see Gram. 368.’ 

for what? See Gram. 369. 

^intelligence), n., buanyi, 7. 

(think), vph., boka lukanya, 5. 

Reassemble, vph., kasha akokama. 
Reassert, vph., kasha atota, kasha alosha. 
Rebel, against, vt., bela with ntshita, 4. 

(disobey), vt., omala. 
Rebound, vi., toha. 

Rebuild, vph., kasha ahika. 
Rebuke, vt., hangisha, longa, bola ihuanga, 8. 

(forbid), vt., kinyi. 

n., ihanga, 8. 

Recall, vt., kasha. 

[remember], iha; vt., ihala. 
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Recapture, vph., kash’ata. 

Receive, vt. (accept), iraisha. 
[get], vt., ata, tola, 

one’s sight, v., tengala. 
Recent, new, adj., [of] nganga, 4. 
Reckless, Be, vi,, bela with ntshita, 4. 

Recklessly, spend, vph., ona or tshakala or odia followed by biketa bukala. 
Recklessness, nph., bubela bu ntshita. 
Reckon, v. (count), bala. 

(think), vph., boka lukanya, 5. 
with, vph., bala biketa i. 
(suppose), v., tota. 

Recline, v., betama. 

(lean against), vt., ekama. 

(stretch out), vi., shesha. 
Recognize, vt. (know), yeha. 

(not to recognize), vt., dima; abadima, he does not recognize them, 
(perceive, detect the approach of another or of coming danger. 
(solve a problem after meditation), homa. 

Recoil, v. (shrink back), vi., shushama. 
Recollect, v., ihala; vi., iha. 
Recommence, vph., kasha atetsha. 
Recompense, vt. (pay) eka with ilesbina, 8. 

n., shoma, 4; ileshina, 8; iyeyeki, 9; iyekala, 8. 
Reconcile, vt., ngami with ntema, 2. 

[persons fighting], vt., shuka. 

[arbitrate in battle], vph., koma bita, 9 pi. 
Reconciler, n., nshuki, 1. 

[arbitrator in battle], nph., nkoimi (1) a bita, 9 pi. 

Reconciliation, n., bukidi, 7. 
gift of [from husband to wife after quarrel], ihonala, 8. 

Reconnoiter, v., okama. 

Reconquer, vph., kasha ashama or kasha aleka with bunonona, 7. 

Reconsider, vph., kasha aboka lukanya, 5. 
Reconstruct, vph., kasha akela. 

Recover, v. (after a fainting spell), buma. 
from illness, vi., kita, shamidL 

Recreation, take, v. [play], shala. 
n. (game), tushadi, 10 pi. 
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Recrement, n. (refuse, trash), biketa, 9 pi. 

Recititude, n. (goodness), busheka, 7. 

Recuperate, v., from illness, kita, shamidi, to with nshala, 2. 

Red, adj., [of] tuola, 10 pi. 

Redden, vi. [as eyes after drinking wine], lenga. 

Redeem, vt., from pawn or from slavery, ontshala. 

[save], vt., shukisha. 

Redeemer, n., nshuld, 3; nshukishi, 1; muontshidi, 1. 

Redemption, price of, n., buontshidi, 7. 

Redness, n., tuola, 10 pi. 

Red Sea, nph., Idiha (8) I Tuola. 

Reduce, vt., see Decrease. 

Reed, n. (papyrus, used in making baskets, etc.), ntetala, 2; nkuemi, 2. 

Reel, v. (stagger), hukama, tengama. 

Reenter, vph., kash’ingala. 

Refine, vt., lodi. 

Reflect (meditate), vph., boka lukanya, 5. 

Reflection, n(image, as in mirror, etc.), ihua, 8. 

(meditation), lukanya, 5. 

Refractoriness, n., bubedi, 7. 

Refractory, adj,. (of) bubedi, 7. 

Refrain, from, v., lemala 

(shrink back), vi. ,shushama. 

from, vph., tshika moi (6 pi.) or ikama, 8. 

Refresh, vt. (strengthen), naingi. 

(calm, quiet), kitshi with ntema, 2. 

(console), vt., onga. 

(feed,) vt., lesha. 

Refuge, take, v. (run away), tshina. 

(go away quietly or stealthily), vi., ongala. 

city of, nph., buola bu ntshina. 

Refugee, n., (runaway), ntshinyi, 1. 
Refusal, n., ibetshala, 8; ikina, 8; bubedi, /; bubela, 7; buomidi, 

(heedlessness), bukidika, 7. 

Refuse, vt., bela, omala. 

(forbid), vt., kinyi. 
(deny), vt., bimala. 

to give, vt., imala. 
[threaten, prohibit], vt., shedi with nkeka, 2. 

Refuse, n., biketa, 9 pi. 
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Regard, vt., (honor), shoshama, tomala. 

(look at), lena, mona. 
(praise), vt., kaingi. 

(reckon), v., tota. 

Regards, n. [compliments, greeting], yumala, 9. 

give, vt., umala, shamala. 

Regenerate, vph., kash’anga; kash’abota, anga or bota kamotshi, anga 
or bots hueta, amhena. 

Regeneration, n. (second birth), mbotala hueta amhena. 
Region, n. (district), nunga, 2. PI. minunga. See Country. 

Regret, n. (anger), kaha, 4. 

(come to grief, suffer), vi., shaka. 
(sorrow), n., manga, 8 pi. 
(pensiveness), n., buhuola. 7. 

(be angry), vi., oka with kaha, 4; ed’i kaha; kaha as subj. 

of ata and person as obj.; otola with ntema (2) as subj. 

an expression of, vph., tshika itutuma, 8. 

(be sorrowful), vph., oka or ed’i with manga, 8 pi.; ototla with nte¬ 
ma (2) as subj. 

Regulation, n. See Law. 

Reign, v., ela with nyimi or kuma, 1. 

in power, humiliate, vt., kokisha. 

Reject, vt., bela, 

(refuse to give to), vt., imala. 

Rejoice, vph., oka nshasha, 2. 

Rejoicing, n., nshasha, 2. 

Relate, v., (as fable), boka, bola. 

(tell), lola, tota, losha. 

Relative, nph., muan’a mai, 1. See Neighbor, Kinsman. 

Relationship, n., butonga, 7. 
Relax, v., (let go), lemala. 

(open), vt., dihala. 

(let fall), vt., shangala. 

Release, vt. (let go), lemala. 

(pronounce innocent), vt., shui. 

(be pronounced innocent), vi., shu. 

Reliable, adj., [of], dioi dimo, 6. 

Relieve, vt. (carry for), tosha. 

(help), vt., asha, kesha. See Causative Form of verb, 

pain, vt., kitshi or katsha with shushudi, 4. 

(take away, remove), vt., tei. 
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Religion, u. (Christian), ikama (8), i Ntsherai. 

Religious, Be, vph., tshina Ntshemi. 

Rely, vt, (expect, look forward to, hope for), lenala. 

Remain, vi,. shala, ala. 
over, vi., shala. 

Remainder, nph., iketa inshala, 8. 
Remake, vph., kash’akela. 

Remarkable, adj., (of) kamala. 
(great), nena. 

Remedy, n, (medicine), nenga, 2, PI. minenga. 

Remember, vi., iha; vt., ihala. 

(recognize), vt., yeha. 

Remind, vt., ihala. 

Reminder, n., (mark, sign), yingeta, 9. PI. bingeta. 

Remission, n., of sin, nteil (4) a buhi, 7; nyimala a buhi. 

Remit, vt. (erase), blot out, nyima. 

(pay debt), vph., kalala mbata, (4) or ikama, 8. 
Remorse, n. (anger), kaha, 4. 

an expression of, n., itutuma, 8. 

(sorrow), manga, 8 pi. 

Remote, adj. (indistance), (of) kanyi; (of) itana, 8. 

(yonder), a wuna or a wona. 

in time, kanyi; a matetshala; a bukosha: a buosha. 
villages, nph., mangana makima,, 8 pi. 

(old, ancient), see Old. 
Remove, vt. (as cover or lid), dihala. 

(carry away), lata. 
from one place to another, (scatter), tshakala; vi., tshakala. 
(take away), vt., tei. 

(gather up, take away, as vessels or off, as clothing), vt., kohala. 

Remunerate, vt., eka with ileshina, 8. 

(for a kindness done), eka with shoma, 4. 

Remuneration, ii., ileshina, 8; shoma, 4. 
Rend, vt., bana; vi., bantsha. 

Render, v., give, eka. 

oil, am with shadi, 4. 
Renounce, vt., bela, hangisha. 

(disown), vt., bimala. 

Renown, n. (power), hama, 4. 

Renowned, adj., (of) hama, 4; nena. 
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Rent, n., itonala, 8. 

(pay for the use of anything borrowed), kohi or koihi, 4. 

(gain in trade, interest), nteta, 2. 

Reopen, vph., kash’adihala. 

Repair, vt., lodi. 

(patch), vph., baka luona 5. 

Repeat, vph., kash’atota; kash’atetsha; or kasha followed by the pres, 
part, of any root. 

Repent, v. (change one’s mind), vph., kalala ntema, 2. 

(be sorry), oka with manga, 8 pi.; otola with ntema (2) as subj. 

Repentance, (change of heart), nph., nkalala (4) a ntema, 2. 

(shame), n., bushonya, 7. 

(sorrow), manga, 8 pi. 

Reply, n., ilanga, 8. 

vi. (answer when called), imata. 

to question, v„ tota, shongala. 

Report, n. (news, fame), nshosha, 2. 

(noise of crying), ilela, 9. 
(noise of gun), nkoma, 2. 

(noise of human voice), lutota, 5. 

(tell about), v., tota, lola. 

(tell to), vt., losha. 

Reporter, n., ntotshi, 1; noshi, 1. PI. baloshi. 

Repose, vi. (lie down), betama. 

(rest), vi., kita. 

n. (sleep), ntuengi 2; ntonga, 2. 

Reprimand, vt. (rebuke), longa, hangisha. 

Reprehension, n. (scolding), ihanga, 8. 

Represent, v. (act for), use Applied Form ol verb, 

to, tell to, vt., losha. 

Representation, n. (likeness), ihua, 8. 
Reproach, n. (shame), bushonya, 7. 

(rebuke), vt., longa, hangisha. 

Reproduce, vt. (give birth to), bota. 

Reproof, n., ihanga, 8. 
Reprove, vt., longa, hangisha. 

Reptile, n. [snake, generic], ntshua, 8. There are many species of 

snakes and other reptiles. 

Repudiate, vt., bela. 
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(disown), bimala. 

(refuse to give to), vt., imala. 

Regpugnant, adj., be. 

Repugnance, n. [badness!, buhi, 7. 

Repulse, vt. [defeat], shama or lekawith bunonona [7] or ngona, 4. 

Repulsive, adj. [bad], be. 

Request, v. (beg, pray], loma. 

Require, v. (ask for), loma. 
(asK question), vt., ula. 

Requite, v. [compensate], eka with ileshina [8] or shotna, 4. 

Rescind, vt. (rebuke), longa, bangisha. 

Rescue, vt., shukisha, hanyiska, shuka; vi., hana. 

Resemblance, n. [likeness], ihua, 8. 

Resemble, v. See Like. 

Reside, vi., ala, shikama, tosha, betama. 

Residence, n. [house], mbula, 4. PI. mambula, 8. 

Resident, n.,muadi, 1. Pi. badi. 

Resin, n., luonga, 5, ibela, 8. 

Resist, v. (fight), nana. 

(refuse), bela. 

Resolute, Be, vi. See Persevere. 

Resolve, see Conclude. 

Respect, vt., tomala, shoshama. 

[praise], vt., kaingi. 

Respects, n. (greeting), yumala, 9. 

give to, vt., umaia. 

give to for another, vt., umisha. 

to a superior, vt., shoshama, hatsha, kaingi. 

Respire, v., toma. 

(pant), vi., hela. 

Respond, v„ to a question, tota, lola, shongala. 

Responsibility, n., ikama, 8; ishunga, 8. 

Responsible, Be, ela with ikama (8) i. 

Rest, vi., kita, tosha, shikama, betama; vt., kitshi. 

n., ikita, 8; nkitala, 4. 

(get well or strong), vph., to nshala, 2. 

(remainder), nph., iketa (9) inshala. 
Restingplace, n., ikitala, 8; lukitshi, 5. 

Restless, Be, vi., nyingala, kekeha. 
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Restlessness, n., nyingala, 2; muadadi, 2; mhuoka, 2. 

Restore, vt. [return to], kasha. 

[to health, to cure], bo. 

[by use of medicine], vt., kitshi, manyi. 

(strengthen), vt., naingi. 

(be restored), vi., kita. to with nshala, 2. 

Restrain, vt. (correct, rebuke, admonish), longa, hangisha. 

(forbid), vt., kinyi, bela. 

(hold), vt., ata. 

[interrupt, hinder], vt., buntsha, ungi, kinyi. 

Result, n., ikama, 8; ishunga, 8. 

Resurrect, vph., umala ’iwa, 8. 

Resuscitate, vt., manyi or kitshi with buala (7) or shushudi [4] or bu- 

mala, 7. 

(be resuscitated), vi., buma, kita, to with nshala, 2. 

Retainer, n. [follower], ishina, 1; muentsha, 1; namatshi, 1. PL bana- 

matshi. 

Retard, vt., buntsha. 
Reticent, Be, vi., ala with hola; oka with buteta or bushonya, 7. 

Retinue, n., bentsha, 1 pi.; bakidi, 1 pi.; bishina, 9 pi. 

Retire, vi. (go back), tuta, kala a mbisha, 4. 

(shrink back), vi., shushama. 

Retreat, see Retire. 

v. (run away), tshina. 

Retribution, n., ibela, 8. 

(curse), mbana, 4; kabala, 10. 

(punishment), ihetshi, 8. 

Return, vi., kala, tuta. 

(take or send back), vt., kasha. 

Reveal, vt., a secret or something hidden, sholala. 

a dream, vt., shakala. 

(tell on), vt., shongala. 
[confess], v, teta. 

[uncover], vt., kuhala, dihala. 

Revenge, n. [enmity], ibela, 8. 

Revengeful, adj., [of] ibela, 8. 

Revenue, n. (tax), nama, 2. PI. minama. 

Revere, vt., shoshama, tomala. See Adore. 

[praise], vt., kanigi. 
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[worshipJ, vt., sheinala. 

(yearn after), vt., ahala. 
(adore), vt., hatsha. 

Reverence, vt. See Revere, 
n., inanga, 8. 

Reveere^t, adj. [of] inanga, 8. 

Reverse, vt. (turn over, around), kalala. 

(be reversed), vi., kaiama. 

Revile, vt., hangisha, sheisha, shemala, tona with mishina, 2 pi. 

Revive, vt., one fainting, bumala, shamala, 
from illness, vt., kitshi; vi., kita, to with nshala, 2. 

(be revived), vi., buma, shamidi. 

Revolt, vt., from, bela. 

Revolve, vi., lela. 

Reward, n., ileshina, 8; shoma, 4; iyeyeki, 9; iyekala, 8. 
v., eka with ileshina or shoma. 

Rewrite, vph., kash’aboka. 

Rib, n., lubami, 5. 
Rice, n., luosho, 5. 
Rioh, adj., (of) budiya, 7; [of] biketa, 9 pi. 

person, n., nyiya, 1. Pi. Babiya. 

[as soil], adj., sheka, nonona. 

Ridicule, vt., shei. 
Ridiculous, Be, v. (producing laughter), sheisha. 

Rifle, nph., ingoma (9) i ntulenga, 2. 

Right, n., busheka, 7. 

all, Kua ikama, 8. 

be, to fit, vi., elama. 

(good), auj., sheiia. 

hand, nph., luo (5) l’i kata, 4. 

be to do, vph., ela followed by busheka and the infinitive, 

way, the best choice, n., luoka, 5; as, shoshama luoka, revere the 

right way. 
[sufficiency], n., yelama, 8. 

Rightly, adv., busheka. 

Righteous, adj., sheka. 

Righteousness, n., busheka, 7; yelama, 8. 

Rigid, adj. (strong), nonona. 
(to adhere), vi., bakata, nangata, namata, shukata. 

become, as in death, vi., shenala. 
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Rim, n. (border), nkola, 2. 

[brim], muemi, 2. PI. miemi. 

Rind, n. [peeling], yosha, 9. PI. biosha. 

Ring, n. [circle], nyingadenga, 2. 
for finger or ear, iketa, 8. 

[as bell], vt., boka. 

[a musical instrument], ernala, boka. 
Rinse, vt. (as vessel or mouth], shusha. 

Rip, vt., bana; vi., bantsha. 

Ripe, Re, -vi., ela. 

Ripen, vi., loma. 

Rise, vi. [ascend], bana, heta. 

(as sun), vi., to, bana, beta. 

(as stream), vi., ola. 

[as price], vi., bana, heta. 

(swell, as dough, foot, etc.), vi., yola. 

from sitting, vi., uma, kata, emata. 

from the dead, vph., uma’iwa, 8* 

sun-, about, n., kosha, 4. 

River, n., ntshala, 4. 

(small stream), luosha, 4. 

head of, nph., tena (4) a ntshala or luosha. 

outlet of, nph., ngela (4) a luosha or ntshala. 

Riverlet, n., luosha, 5. PI. ntshosha. 

Road, n. [path], mboka, 4. 

[street], muaka, 2; nshesha, 2. 

deserted, nph., iyoma (8) ’ mboka, 4. 

Roam, vi., bunga, ena abunga. 

Roar vi. [as cataract], bola with ihaha, 8. 

[as lion], vi., lela. 

n. (as of animals), luahi, 5. 

(as falls), ihaha, 8. 
(as storm), nph., huinga (4) a mbula, 3. 

Roast, vt., in fire, uha. 

in pot, as corn, anga. 

Rob, vt. (pillage), shantsha. 

[steal], shena. 

[take by force]; vt., tamala. 

Robber, n., ntamidi, 1. 
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(thief), muemi, 1; nshenyi, 1. 
Robe, h. See Dress. 
Robbery, n., butamidi, 7; buemi, 7. 
Robust, adj., nonona. 
Robustness, n., bunonona, 7. 
Rock, n., imanya, 8. 

vi. about, as canoe, tengama. 

Rod, n. (brass, used in making bracelets, etc.), muata, 2. 
(shepherd’s crook), lukona, 5. 

(staff), nkaka, 2; hanga, 4. 
ram-, hekatshi, 4. 

Rogue, n., muemi, 1; nshenyi, 1. 

Roguish, adj., (of) buemi, 7. 

Roguishness, n., buemi, 7. 
Roll, n., mbokata, 2. pi. mimbokata. 

(bundle of things tied together), iboma, 8. 
(coil), nph., ikata (8) i nama, 2. 

(package), ibuki or iboiki, 8. 
vi., along, away, budima. 
vt., out, as dough, bidima. 

vt., up, munya, botshi. 
(as a boat), vi., tengama. vt., tengi. 
into a string, vt., shinga. 

Roof, nph., shama (4) a mbula, 4. 
cone of, n., ntonga, 2; shosha, 4. 

Room, n. (in house), mboka, 4. 

(large room of house), yoma, 4. 
(small room of house), tenga, 4. 

Rooster, nph., numi (1) a koka, 8. 
Root, n., muidi, 2. 

(found on top of ground), iya, 8. 
[stump of tree broken off], ishongata, 9. 

up, vt., tokala. 

up, as pig, vt., shushala. 
Rope, n., nshinga, 2. 
Rot, vi., huona. 

Rotate, vi., lela. 

Rotten, Be, vi., huona. 

Rough, Be vi., [as surface], ed’i maya, 8 pi- 
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Roughly, adv. (carry or handle), buhi. 
(speak), vph., hanga dioi, 6. 

Round, adj. [circular], [of] idingala, 8. 

(go around, turn around), vi., lela, tshima. 

[go around anything in the way], v., onga. 
(spherical), adj., (of) imbingidi, 9. 
[be round], vi., bomata. 

make, vt., boma. 

Roundness, n. (a circle), idingala, 8. 

(spherical), iboma, iboma, 8. 

Rouse, vt. (as from sleep or from the dead), umala. 
Rout, vt., benga. 

Route, n., mboka, 4. 
(street), muaka, 2; nshesha, 2. 

Rove, vi., bunga. 

Row, n. (line), muanga, 2; nshela, 2; luonga, 5. 
be in a, v., ela a muanga or nshela or luonga. 
put in a, vt., tshika a muanga or nshela or luonga. 
stand in a, vi., emata a muanga or nshela or luonga. 

vt., a boat, lu. 

(quarrel,), busheya or busliei, 7. 
(noise), lutota, 5. 

Rub, vt. (grind between stones), koka. 

(mash or press down), nyaiki. 
in fingers, bosha. 

against, as a goat against a house, kolama. 
off, numala, omala. 

on, kola, oka, shita. 

out, nyima. 

(scrap), kolala. 
(touch), amala. 
up, as dried tobacco between the hands, angidi. 
the hand over [as in rubbing a limb], nanala. 

Rubber, ndenala, 4. 
ball of, ndoma, 4. 
(fruit of rubber vine), inoma, 8. 
(to cut the vine for), vph. bola ndenala. 

Rubbish, n. (trash), biketa, 9 pi. 

place for throwing, iyala, 8. 
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Ruddy, adj., (of) muonya (2) mu buiki, 7. 

Ruin, n. (site of old village), iyoma, 8. 

(desolation, solitude), yoya, 8. 

Ruffian, n„ muota ambe, 1; yungala, 9. PI. biungala. 

Rule, n. (authority), bunyimi, 7. 

(custom), ishama, 9; ikelala, 9. 
(law), nkentahi, 2; dioi, 6. 

(negative law), ikina, 8. 

vt. (measure), edi. 

(measure), n., luedi, 5. 

(power), n., hama, 4;' bundoya or bundoi, 7. 

(be king), nph., ela with nyimi, 1. 

(be chief), vph., ela with kuma, 1. 

over, vt., see Govern. 

Ruler, n., nyimi, 1; kuma, 1. 
(for measuring), luedi, 5. 

Rumor, n., nshosha, 2; ntshika, 2. 

Run, v., ena or tshina with mbanga or buasha. 
against, v., bodi. 

against and fall, v., diteha. 

a race, vt., edi with mbanga or buasha. 
(as water), vi., leha. 

(as water running swiftly forming a trench on the ground), vt., 

bola with ngusha, 2. 

down, trickle, as water or blood, vi., shoha. 

away, vi., ena or tshina with mbanga of buasha; ongala. 

off at the bowels, v., eta with ikuna, 8. 

into each other and unite as one, as streams or paths, v„ bola. 

down, as sweat, vi., odiha. 

out, as sweat, vi., tuta. 

after, chase, vt., benga. 

pass, going in opposite directions, v., homisha. 

over, as water in vessel, vi., utala. 

Runaway, n., ntshinyi, 1. 

Runner, n., ntshinyi, 1. 

Runt, n. (dwarf), itshika, 8. 

Runty, adj. (dwarfish), (of) itshika, 8. 

Rust, n., matadi, 8 pi. 
RustYj Be, v., ata with matadi, 8 pi. 
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Rut, n. (in ground), ngusha, 2. 

Ruthless, adj. (cruel), (of) nena, 2; (of) mahetshi, 8 pi. 

Ruthlessly, adv. (cruelly), buhi. 

S 

Sabbath, nph., Lushu (5) Lu Ntsliemi; Lubingu, 5. 

[market day, day of rest or light work], nkila, 2. 

Sack, n., nguma, 4; nshaka, 2. 

vt. (pillage), shantsha. 

Sackcloth, nph., mahela [8ph] ma nkanya, 2; bilama [9pl.] bi nkanya. 

Sacred, adj. ph., (of) ikama inonona, 8. 

[interdicted], (of) ikina, 8. 

make, vt., kinyisha. 

Sacrifice, vt., (kill), diaka. 

to, vt.. diakisha. 
(make an offering, as due or tribute), vt., lamala or boka with 

nama, 2. 

n., nyama anyakama, 3. 

(burnt offering), nph., nama (2) mu’tuma. 

Sad, Be, v., ed’i or oka with manga, 8 pi.; otola with ntema (2) as subj. 

(be angry), ed’i or oka with kaha. 4; ata with kaha as subj. 

(to regret), vi., shaka. 

(mope, pout, be distressed), vi., tukama, kutama. 

(be left alone without relatives, etc.), vi., huh a. 

Sadden, vt., okisha or asha with manga (8pl.) or kaha, 4. 

Sadness, n., imuenyi, 9; manga, 8 pi. 

(anger), kaha, 4. 

Safe, Be, vi., (be escaped from danger), hana. 

Safety, n., buhanyi, 7; mliuanala, 4. 

Sagacious, adj., (of) buanyi, 7; (of) bulema, 7. 
(able to unhide or find out a secret), busholala, bushodidi, 7. 

Sagacity, n., buanyi, 7; bulema, 7. 
(ability to unhide or find out a secret), bushilala, bushodidi, 7. 

Saint, nph., muota ansheka (1) a Ntshemi; nshento, 1. 

Sake, n. (cause), ikama, 8; ishunga, 8. 

Salad, n., shalata (Eng.), 4., 

Salary, n., ileshina, 8. 

Sale, n. (market), imboma, 8. 
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Saliva, n., mashonya, 8 pi. 

Salt, n. (native), ngela, 2. 

(foreign), nshe, 2. 

Saltless, Be, vi., ela with hia hia, 4. 

Salt Sea, n., Idiha I Nshe. 

Salutation, n., yumala, 8. 

give, vt., umala. 

give, with hands, shamala. 

In giving a salutation the first person speaking says, “Wanuma 

(sing.)” or “buanuma (pi.),” the person replying says, “Ndanu- 

ma (sing.).” or “tanuma (pi.).” The lit. meaning of the greeting 

is, “Are you up?” The reply is, “I am up.” or “We are up.” 

Salute, vt., umala. 

with hands, shamala. 

(evening adieu, “good night”), vi., betaka. 

(farewell, goodbye), vph., ka mi’ndena (sing.), ka bit’ena (pi.) 

shala hola. These last words are used by the taking his leave. 

The king is never saluted by an inferior. The king gives the salutation 

and the inferior claps his hands saying, “Oila nyimi,” or “Oila 
ngola muota.” The word oila is used in expressing or showing 

one’s politeness or attention to the one addressing him. 

Salvation, n., buhanvi, 7; mhuanala, 4. 

[life], muonya, 2. 

Same, adj., of the same kind. This idea may be expressed in several 
ways: 

(1) by the verb hanya, hanyisha. 

(2) “ “ auxiliary verb ela with ihua imo, 8. 

(3) “ “ word muna. 

(4) “ “ verb ela with yelala. 

(5) “ “ phrase, mu’in’ana. 

(6) “ “ adj., ntshi. 

length, size, number, etc., motshi, mo, ntshi. 

the very-, koka. 
time, at the, adv., ishola. 

make the, vt., edi, hanyisha. 

Sameness, n., bunameta, 7; buyelala, 7; ihua imo, 8. 
Sample, n., yingeta, 9. PI. bingeta. 

Sanctification, n., (cleanliness), bahala, 4. 

[goodness], busheka, 7. 

[meekness], ibeki, 8; inanga, 8. 
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[sufficiency], yelama, 9. 

Sanctify, vt. (interdict), kina. 

(make clean), ngaimi or ngami. 

(make good, preserve, arrange), lodi. 

(set apart, save for future use), Iona, bei. 

Sanctuary, nph., indodia’ikina, 8. 

Sand, n., lushaingi, lushengi, 5. 

large grain of, busha, 7. PI. musha. 

[loose earth], ibuntsha, 8. 

Sand-bank, nph., kentsha (4) a nshengi, 5 pi. 

(island), ishanga, 8. 

Sap, n., of tree, shaha, 4. 

Satan, n., Shatana, 1. 

(demon, devil), namatshi (1) a Shatana. 

Satchel, n. (scrip), nshaka, 2. 

[tall, slim basket with lid], nkuemi, 4. 

Satiate, Be satiated, vi., bima. 

Satisfied, Be, vi., after eating, bima. 

(content), ela with hola; kita with ntema (2) as subj. 

with (accept), vt., imisha. 

Satisfy, vt., with food, bimisha. 

with water, kitshi huosha, 4. 

(make content), kitshi with ntema, 2. 

Satrap, n., kuma, 1. 

Saturday, nph., lushu lunshamala, 5. 

Saucer, n., ilonga ikeka, 8. 

Sauciness, n., mhuoka. 2; buntshoka, 7; ibiha, 8. 

Saucy, Be, vi., dimuka, ekala, ed’i mhuoka (2) or buntshoka (7) or ibi 

ha (8).; 

neg. of ela with i followed by bushon'ya, 7. 

Save, vt., shukisha, hanyi, hanyisha. 

(be saved), vi., hana. 

(be saved in advance), te’hana. 

for, keep, guard for another, vt., shukisha. 

up, vt., Iona. 
(lay aside or apart for future use), vt., bei. 

Saviour, n., nshuki, 1; nshukishi, 1; mhanyi, 1. 

Savor, have, vi., ed’i hia, 4. See Taste, 

lose its, vi., tuhi. 

n., hia, 4. 
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Savory, Be, vi., ed’i hia, 4. See Savor. 

Saw, n„ ikuaka, 8. 

crosswise, vt., batala. 

lengthwise, vt., bana. 

Sawdust, n., busha, 7. PI. musha. 

Say, v., tota, lola. 

to, vt., losha. 

[come to say good night], vt., bei preceded by iya. 
Saying, n. [proverb, fable, story], nkona, 2; ntshika, 2. 

(news), nshosha, 2. 

Scab, n., yoha, 9; yosha, 9. 

tear off, vt., ohala. 

come off, vi., oha. 

Scabbard, n., luhaha, 5. 

Scald, vph., tuma i mashi [8pl.] ma tei, 10 pi. 

Scale, n., of fish, iya, 8. 

(peel), vt., ohala; vi., oha. 

Scales, nph., ngeta [4] yedi i yina biketa, 9 pi. 

Scant, adj. See Scarce. 

Scar; n., iyoma, 9. 

Scarce, adj., keka. 

be, vi., neg. of ela with buiki, 7. 

Scarcity, n., bukeka, 7. 

Scare, vt., shishala, tshinyi, okisha with buteta, 7. 
(be scared), vi., shisha, dita, tshina, oka with buteta, 

bantsha with ntema (2) as subj. 

Scarlet, adj., kuka; (of) tola, 10 pi. 

Scatter, vt., or vi., tshakala. 

[empty, throw out], vt., tshaka. 

as disease, vi., kohata. 

Scent, n. [bad smell], shola mibe or shola buhi, 4. 
(pleasant odour), shola yu, 4. 

(detect the odour), y, oka. 

emit a, vi., to with shola. 

(an offensive odour), n., shola mueya, 4. 
(odour, pleasant or unpleasant), shola, 4. 

(perfume), n., tshoha, 2. See Perfume. 

Scholar, n., mueki, 1. PI. beki. 

Scbool, n., mikana, 2 pi. 

Scissors, n., lushola, 5. 
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Scoff, vt-, shei. 
Scold, vt., hangisha, tahisha; vi-, hanga, taha# 

(admonish), vt-, longa. 

Scolding, n., ihanga, 8. 

give a, vt., hangisha, bola with ihanga, 8. 

Scorch, vt-, (as foof), koiki. 

(be scorched), vi., kokama, koka. 

Scorn, vt., (refuse), imala, bela. 

[show by clicking the tongue], vi., shonya. 

[“ “ making unpleasant noise with lips], vi-, betsha, 

[disown] vt-, bimala. 

Scorpion, n., kota, 3. 

Scoundrel, n., ihuangata, 9. 

Scour, vt-, omala, numala. 

[scrape], vt-, kolala. 

Scourge, vt-, (beat), bola. 

n;, nkaha, 2. 

Scowl, vph., kana lukiki, 5. 

Scrape, vt-, kolala, kona. 

(bruise by striking against something), vt-, nemi; vi., nemala. 

(scrub, wipe off), vt-, omala, numala. 
Scratch, v., (as fowls), shana. 

(in case of itching), kola, 

make a, vt-, kola, 

out, erase, vt., nyima. 

with nails or claws, vph., kola or kueta with biala, 9 pi. 

n., nshota, 2; nshela, 2. 

Scream, v. (cry aloud), hanga; 

in terror, vi., dita, shisha. 

(weep), v., Ida. 
Screw, n., ikota, 8; nkotola, 4. 

Scribe, n., mboiki, 1. 

Scrip, nguma, 4; nshaka, 2. 

(tall basket with lid), kuemi, 4. 

(scabbard), luhaha, 45. 

Scriptures, nph., Nkana (2) Mu Ntshemi. 

Scrotum, n., ishaka, 9. 

Scrub, vt., omala, numala, 

(scrape), vt., kolala, koma. 
Scum, n- (froth), luhula, 5. 
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Sea, nph., mashi manena, 8 pi. 
(large stream), ntshaJa, 4. 

(lake), idiha, 8. 

Seal, n. (mark), yingeta, 9. 

(animal), nyika, 2. 

Seam, n., nshama, 2; ntuma, 2. 

make a, vi., shami; vi., shamata. 

Search for, vt, shota. 

(test, taste, vt.)? keka. 

Season, n., ntshi, 2. PL mitshi. See Year, 

dry, isho, 8. 

rainy, mbula, 8. 

(drizzly, rainy), luluengi, 5. 
(short dry season, harvest time), ishosha, 8. 

(time), hueta, 4. 

vt., lodi. 
Seat n. (chair) ,mbata 4; ishiki, 8; ishikama, 8. 

(bench), bulelela, 7. 
(royal seat, throne), ihuona, 8. 
(resting place), lukita. 5; lukitshi, 5. 

vt., shiki. 
vi., take a, be seated, tosha, shikama. 

Second, ord. num., mhena. See Gram. 92. 

time, hueta amhena, kamhena. 

(two), card, num., he. 

Secret, n., bushuemi, 7. 
place, ishomala, 8. 

hidden, nph., ikama ishuei. 

tell a, vt., sholala. 
keep a, vt., shuei. 

Secretary, n., mboiki. 

Secrete, vt., shuei. 

one’s self, vi., shoma. 

Secretly, adv., a bushuemi, b. 

Sect, n., ela with a muidi (2) mu. 

Section, n., (consisting of several villages), 

Part, Country. 

nunga, 2. PL minunga. See 

rity' n., tuka, 4. 

give a, vph., tshika tuka. n 

(safety), n., buhanyi, 7; mhanala, 4; lu ana, 
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Sediment, n. See Dregs. 
Seduce, vt. (entice), laka with makama mabe, 8 pi. 

(commit adultery with one), vph., odi i ana shasha (4) or buhuoka, 7. 

See, vt., mona, lena, talala. 
* 

(know), yeha. 

Seed, n. (for planting), lumbota, 5. 

germ of, mena, 2. Pl. mimena. 

large, in fruits, ndoma, 4. 

of millet, ishang, 8. 

(kernel of palm nut), nkanya, 2. PI. mikanya. 
(offspring), muana, 1. 

very fine, like tobacco or mustard seed, lushanga, 5. 

(very young plants to be transplanted), mbota, 5 pl. 
Seek, vt., shota. 

(taste, test), keka. 

Seeker, n., nshotshi, 1; nkeki, 1. 

Seen, vi. [appear], shola. 

Seer, n. See Prophet. 
Seize, vt., ata. 

[embrace], vph., buta luhisha, 5. 

(snatch, grab), hutsha. 

things by force, vt., tamala. 

Select, vt. (choose), shola. 

Self, when emphatic, use: 

(1) The compound Disjunctive pro. forms, mimeta, etc. See Gram. 

101 
(2) When reflexive, use the reflexive infixdi-. See Gram. 110. 

Selfcontrol, n., nkumala, 4. 
Selfish, Be, vi. (conceited), dimuka. 

(stingy), adj., [of] bukuta, 7. 

toward one, vt., imala. 

Selfishness, n., bukuta, 7. 

Sell, vt., kaha. 
(trade, buy and sell), vt., oto or kula with nganga, 4. 

to one, vt., kahisha. 

Semen, n., iyunyi, 8. 

Send, vt., toma. 

away, dismiss, tei. 

to one, vfc.? tomisha. 
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Sender, n., ntoimi, 1. 

Senior, n. (also elder brother or sister), ngola, 1. PI. bayola. 

of twins, mboi, 1. 

(eldest child), nph., muana’shumi (4). 

Sense, n. (wisdom), buanyi, 7. 

Senseless, Be, vi. (unconscious), owa with shiya, 4. 

(be stupid), vi., bela with ntshita, 4. 

person, [fool], mbela [1] ntshita, 4; yenyi, 1. PL benyi. 
Sensible, adj., [of] buanyi, 7. 

person, n., muanyi, 1. 

Sentinel, [watchman, guard],n., mbaiki, 1. See Guard, Watchman. 

Separate, vt. [divide among], kahisha, banvisha, bansha. 

into parts, vt., kahala, bana. 
from among [take from among], vt., shomala; vi., shoma. 

that which is adhered, vt., namala; vi., namata, nama. 

those fighting, vt., shuka. 

[split], vt., bana; vi., bantsha. 
[take out apart, as water, etc. from a vessel], vt., tahala. 

(as anassembly, paths or streams), v., kahisha. 

(scatter), vt. or vi., tshakala. 

Separately, adv. (one at atime), motshi i motshi; mo i mo. 

(each to itself), yikala yikala. 

September, n., shepetemba. 

Sepulchre, n., yana, 9. PI. biana. See Grave. 

Serf, n., ngeta, 1. PI. beta. See Slave. 
Series, n. (line), muanga, 2; nshela, 2; luonga, 5. 

Serious, matter, n., ikaraa, 8; ishunga, 8. 

Sermon, nph., ntotala (4) a ikama (8) i Ntshemi. 

Serpent, n. [generic], ntshua, 8. 

Servant, n., bond, ngeta, 1, pi. beta; nsho, 1; ibona, 7. 

[workman], muota, 1; muna [1] nguna, 2. 

fellow-, ngetsh’i ana, 1. 
Serve, vt. (guard), baka. 

(guard for), vt., bakisha, sukisha, 

(do for), vt., kesha. 

(help), vt., asha. 
(adhere to, as slave a master), v., bakata, namata. 

Service, n., nguna, 2. PI. minguna. 

Serviette, n. See Napkin. 
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Set, vt., tshika, shiki. 

against, vt., eka. 

apart, aside, vt., Iona. 

(save a part of), vt., bei. 

(as the sun), vi., kita. 

down, seat, vt., shiki. . 

fire to, vt., tuma or baka with tei, 10 pi. 

free, vt., ontshala, leraala, tei, tungala. 

in line, vt., anga; vi., angama. 

in order, vt., lodi; vi., lolama. 

out, to depart, vi., kata, to, ena. 

(prepare the way for), vt., losha. 

out, to plant, vt., ona. 

table, vt., lodi. 

trap, vt., kotsha with ilonga, 9. 

up, erect, vt., shuengi; vi., shongama. 

up, as tent or house, vt., hika. 

n. [in ring], ishosha, 8. 

Settle, v. [become calm], kita, iya with hola. 

debt, to pay, vt., kalalaor mana with mbata [4] or ikama, 8. 

an affair in court, vt., koma with ikama, 8. 

an affair for, vt., komisha with ikama. 

dispute, vt., tena withmatena [8pl.]; batala withmianga, 2pl. 

dispute for, vt., basha with mianga. 

down, as sediment, vi. kita. 

(decide a case in court), vt., sham ala. 

(decide a case for in court), vt., shamisha. 

palaver, vt., koma, tohala, basha. 

Seven, card, num., shamala. 

Sever, vt. [cut], batala. 

Several, adj. (many), (of) buiki, 7. 

(others), ckidi, motshi. 

(some, distributive), ekidi....ekidi; motshi....motshi. 

Severe, adj. (strong), non on a. 

Sew, vt., tuma. 
on patch, baka with luona, 5. 

together, in ter lap, as palm leaves for roofing, vt., bekala. 

Sewer, n., ntumi, 1, 
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Sexual Intercourse, have with, vt., shela, kula, shoma i, betama i. See 
Co-habit. 

Shade, n. (coolness), hio, 4. 

[shadow], ilumilumi, 8. 
Shady place, nph., yoka (9) hio, 4. x 

Shake, vt., nyinga. 

head, vt., huka. 

hands, vt., buta with ikasha/8. 

(greet with hands), vt., shamala. 

(as wind), vt., huka. 

(in the wind), vi., nyingala. 

one’s self, vi., dinyingala. 

(vibrate), vi., nyingala, lela. 

up, vt., nyinga. 

off, as dust, vt., kuma with musha, 2. 

[rinse out], vt., shusha. 

off, as snake or insect, vt., shohala. 

Shall, use Future tense of verb. See Must. 

Shallow, adj., kuya. 

Shame, n., bushonya or bushonyi, 7. 

cause, vt., diaka or okisha or asha with bushonya. 

have, vi., oka or ed’i with bushonya. 
have no, to be immodest, use neg. of ela with i followed by bushonya. 

Shameful matter, nph., ikama [8] i bushonya, 7* 

Shameless, see Immodest. 
Shamelessness, n., see Immodesty. 
Shape, n. and v. See Form. 
Share, vt. (divide among), kahisha. 

[separate into parts], kahala. 

(take out from among), vt., shomala. 
Sharp, adj. (cunning, sagacious), (of) buanyi, 7; (of) buluemi, 7; (of) 

busholala or bushodidi, 7. 

be, as knife, vph., ed’i hia, 4. 

[be ferocious, as dog], vph., ed’i hama, 4. 

Sharpen, vt. [by beating, as blacksmith], shamala. 

(by grinding), vt., shiya. 

to a point, vt., shonga. 

Sharpness, n., hia, 4. 
(cunning), buanyi, 7, buluemi, 7; busholala or bushodidi, 7. 
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Shave, vt., oma. 

off, as bark, koma. 

(scrape), vt., kolala. 

She, jDers. pro. See He, also Gram. 98, Rem. 2. 
Sheaf, n., iboma, 8. 

Shear, vt., batala. 

[shave], vt., oma. 

Shears, See Scissors. 

Sheath, n. (scabbard), luharha, 5. 

Shed, n., ntuma, 2. 

feathers, vi., toka with nshala (5pl.) as subj. 

leaves, vi., toka with kasha (5pl.) as subj. 
tears, vi., to with biosliidi (9pl.) as subj. 
skin, as snake, vi., ohala. 

Sheep, n., hanga, 8. 

(ram), nph., numi [1] a hanga, 8. 

Sheet, of bed, nph., ndela [2] mu ilaka, 8. 

of paper, luashi or luasha, 5. PI. kasha or kashi 

She-goat, nph., ngadi [1] a kamidi, 8. 

(very large), lubobota, 5. 

Shell, n. (cartridge), ntelenge,2. 

cowry-, luhasha, 5. 

of egg, yosha, 9; hentsha, 4. 

of snail, mbema, 4. 

of tarrapin, yosha, 9. PL biosha. 

vt. (as corn), bukala. 

(as soft nuts), teta- 

(as hard nuts), bola. 

[as peas], tenga. 

[as peas by beating], shola. 

Shelter, vt. (cover), dihi. 

[be sheltered], dihata. 

n. (thrown up hastily on path), ishema, 8. 

Shepherd, nph., mbaiki (1) a hanga, 3. 
(guard), mbaiki, 1. 

Shield, nguha, 4. 

Shilling, n., luhualanka, 5. 

Shin, nph., mboma (4) a lukola, 5. 

Shine, vi. (as fire, torch, sun), tema. 
(as stars, moon), ngama. 
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(gleam, glitter, glisten), vi., kedi. 

moon-, muedi, 2. 

sun-, rnuanya. 

Ship, n. [canoe], buata, 7. 

[steamer], nph., ntshukatshuka (4) a mashi, 8 pi. 

Shirt, n., nguma, 4. 

Shiver, vi., dita. 
Shock, vt., with gear grief, etc., bansha or ditshi with ntema, 2. 

[startle), vt., shishala. 
[be shocked), vi., dita, bantsha with ntema as subj. 

Shoe, n., ishabata, 9. 

Shoot, vt., one with arrow, kueta. 

with an arrow, vt., boka. 

with a gun, vt., bola, kuma. 
vi. [bud, sprout], mena 
n. [bud), lushanga, 5. 
(sprout], menala, 2. pi. mimenala. 

Shop, n., blacksmith, ntuma [21 mu ilona, 8. 

Shore, n. (beach), nkola [2] mu luosha or ntshala. 

on the, bushohi, 7; bushoihi, 7; nkontsha, 2. 

Short, adj., kuya. 

(be not enough], neg. of elama; neg. of ela with yona or buiki 

time, nph., hueta mikeka, 4; shu ikeka, 5 pi.; neg. of ela with 

shu 

vi. be or become [shrink), shushama, kukama, lulama. 

Shorten, vt. (lessen), kokala. 

(let down], vt., kumisha. 

(sever, cut), vt., batala 

(shrink), vi., lulama, shushama, kukama. 

Shortness, n., bukuya, 7. 

Shot, n., for shot-gun, lutena, 5. 

-gun, nph., ingoma (9) i lutena. 

Should, v. In order to express the idea of recommendation use the 

Imperative Mood or one of its like forms. In the Future. 
Conditions, use the forms given in Gram. 406, (b). 

Shoulder, n., inyaka, 8. 

-blade, nph., ikenga (8) i luo, 5. 

Shout, v., by a number of persons expressing alarum, joy or sur¬ 

prise, 

bola or uta with yodi (9) or nola, 2. PI. minola. 
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n., yodi, 9; nola, 2. pi. milola. 

Shove, vt., down, nyukala, See push. 

Show, vt., shuntsha, laka. 

by pointing, v., shonga. 

off one’s self, dishuntsha. 

one’s self, appear, vi., shola. 

the way, vt., lonala with mboka, 4. 

the eye by pulling down the lid, expressing an insult, v., tonala 

with disha, 6. 

Shrewd, adj., See Smart. 

Shred, n. (piece), itenya, 9. 

Shriek, v., hanga, bola with ibuaha, 8. See Shout. 

n., ibuaha, 8. 

Shrimp, n., ngosha, 2. 
Shrink, vi. (draw up), kukama shushama, lulama. 

back from fear, vi., shushama. 

(become poor, thin), vi., shinga. 

(shrivel up) vi., yo; vt.. yoi. 

Shrivel, vi., yengala, yo; vt., yengidi, yoi. 

Shrub, n., yoka, 9. pi. bioka. 

Shrug the shoulders, vph., shaka manyaka, 8 pi. 
Shuck, n., luasha or luashi, 5. pi. kasha or kashi. 

vt., (as corn), bola. 

(as peas), tenga. 
[as peas by beating], shola. 

Shudder, vi., dita, shisha, bantsha with ntema (2) as subj. 

Shut, vt., dihi; vi., dihata. 

Shuttle, n., ngontsha, 4. 

Shy, see Timid. 

Shyness, n. See Timidity. 
Sick, Be, vi. (ill), bela, ed’i with shushudi (4) or buala, 7. 

become [break out with disease], vi., to with buala. 

become, be nauseated, vph., bota a munya, 2. 

feel, v., oka with shushudi or buala. 

make, nauseate, vt., betshi a munya. 

[vomit], vi., lo. 
[make to vomit], vt.., loi. 
(be troubled with some growth in the stomach], vph., buakala 

with iketa [9] as subj. and ikuna [8] as obj. 

One or two constructions may be employed when speaking of ill- 
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ness of various parts of the body; as, ihuna iyash’ashuma; ayasti 

oka shmhudi or buala a ihuna. The first, meanig the stomach is 

sick; the last, he is sick at the stomach, 

n., person, mbela, 1. PI. babela.. 

Sicken, vt. [nauseate], betshi a munya, 2. 

[make to vomit], vt., loi. 
Sickness, n., shushudi, 4; buala, 7. 

Side, n., muidi, 2. 

of body, box or vessel, luonga, 5. 
of body above the hip, lubami, 5. 

of house, ibena, 8. 

of path, stream, field, etc., nkola, 2. 

of stream, nph., mbonga (4) a luosha, 5. 
[line], n., muanga, 2; nshela, 2; luonga, 5. 

[piece, section], yasha, 9. pi. biasha. 

[be in line], vi., angama. 

(put side by side), vt., emi, angi, shemi. These words are generally 
followed by muanga, nshela, luonga, line. 

(be side by side), vi„ bakata, shamata, namata, ongama. 

Sideways, go, v., ena with the pres. part, of shahisha. 

Sidle, v., shahisha, tshintsha, shelama. 

Sieve, n., nsho, 2. 

Sift, vt., sho. 

Sifter, n„ nsho, 2. 

Siftings, n., sheka, 4. 

of manioc, bikokola, 9 pJ. 

Sigh, v., tola with ntema [2] or toma with itoma, 8. 
[breathe], v., toma. 

n., itoma, 8. 

Sight, come into, vi., shola. 

Sign, n. (mark), yingeta, 9. 

make a to the dumb, vpb., edi with makasha, 8, pi. 

make a, write a, vph., boka yingeta, 9. 

Silence, n. See Silently. 

keep, vph., ala or shala or tosha with hola; lemala. 
vt., kinyi or lemala with lutota, 5. 
[pensiveness], n., buhuola, 7. 

(quietness, desolation), iyo, 8. 
Silent, Be, v., ela with hola. 

(be quiet), v., ala or shala or tosha with hola. 
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(become calm), vi., kita. 

(to sulk, be pensive), vi., kutama, tukama, ecTi with buhuola, 7. 

Silently, adv., hola. 

(carefully, peacefully), bubola. 

Silk, n.,of corn, muesha(2)mu imbona, 8. 

Silly, see Foolish. 

Silver, n. (soft, white iron), ikata, 8; lubola (5) lu yema, 9. 

Similar, adj. See Like, Same. 

Similarity, n., (sameness), ihua, 8; buntshibuntshi, 7. 

Similarly, adv., ngo, ngosha. 

Similitude, n., ihua, 8; buntshibuntshi, 7; ihua i ngo. 
Simple, See Foolish. 

Simpleton, n., (fool), yenyi, 1; mbela (1) a ntshita, 4. 

Simultaneously, adv., yelala, ishola, hueta mimo or mimotshi, 

or mintshi. 

Sin, n., buhi, 7; ikama ibe, 8; ya buhi. 

v., kela with buhi. 

against, vt., kesha with buhi. 

offering, nph., nama [2] mu-buhi. 

Since, adv. sub. conj. [because], se Gram. 418. 

[long ago], kanyi, a bukosha, a matetshala or matetshidL 

Sinfulness, n., buhi, 7. 

Sing, v., emala. 
together, vph., edi moi yelala. 

Singe, vt., behi; vi., beha. 

Singing, n., luema, 5. 

[voice in], kinga, 4. 

Single, adj. [one], motshi, mo. 

Sink, vi., nyima. 

[float down on surface of water], vi., leha. 

[as sediment], vi., kita. 

vt., ina. 

Sinner, nph., muota. ambe, 1; Muota ya buhi. PI. bata ba ya buhi. 

Sister, n. [younger or older, called so by brother], haingi, 1. See Brother, 

[elder of two sisters], ngola, 1. pi. bayola. 

(younger of two sisters), muakidi, 1. 

Sister-in-law, n. (sister of husband), numi(l) ngata. pi. banumi bata. 

(sister of wife), nshama, 1. pi. bashama. 

Sit, vi., tosha, shikama. 
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(as hen on eggs), v., boshama. 

(as infant in attempting to sit alone), vi., bonama. 

waiting, v., kitala. 

on haanches, squat, vi., kokama, shonama. 

bent forward, vi., hulama, nunama, nyakama. 

up straight, vi.; shongama, shema. 

(make to sit on haunches), vt., kueki. 

(make to sit up straight), vt., shemi. 
Site, n., of deserted village, iyoma, 8. 

Situation, n. (Place), ndodia, 8; kuntsha, 4; kodi, 4. 

Six, card, num., shamala. In abstract counting, ishamala. 

Sixth, ord. num., nshamala. 

Size, n. [largeness], bunena, 7. 

[smallness], bukeka, 7. 

Skeleton, n. [bones], bikodi, 9 pi. 

Skilful, adj. [ingenious, smart, clever], [of] buanyi, 7; [of] buluemi 7. 

[of] buloka, 7; [of] busholala or bushodidi, 7. 

Skilfulness, n. [cleverness], buanyi, 7; buluemi, 7; buloka, 7; busho¬ 
didi, 7. 

Skill, see Skilfulness. 

[artistic], n. buina, 7. 

Skim, vt. [wipe off, dust], omala. 

Skin, n., of animals, huoka, 4. 

of people, iyoha, 8. 

[peel], yosha, 9. PI. biosha. 

disease of, [an eruption on arms, legs, etc.], luhuota, 5. 

[an eruption on body caused by venereal trouble], lunduemi, 5, 
[white hands], mio lukengala or lukongala. 

[whitish spots on neck, arms and chest], iyota, 8. 

vt., ohala. 

Skull, nph., mboma[4] a buosha, 7; iieka [8] i ntshue, 2. 

Sky, n., dika, 6. 

Slack, adj., (of) buola, 7. 

Slacken, vt., kokala, yoi. 

Slackness, n., buola. 

Slake, see Quench. 

Slander, vt., shongala, shana, tena. 

n., bushongala, 7; buntshuengi, 7; lutena, 5. 

Slanderer, n., nshongidi, 1; nshanyi, 1; muna (1) bushongidi or bun- 
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tshuengi. 

Slant, vt. [lean against], eka. 
[bend to one side], tengi; vi., tengama. 

[not perpendicular], vt., tengi, shedi; vi. tengama,, shelama. 

(recline, lean upon), vt., ekama. 

Slap, n., lukashi, 5. 

Slate, n., imanya, 8. 

pencil, nph., nte [2] mu imanya. 

Slaughter, vt., diaka. 

n., idiakala, 8. 

Slave, n., ngeta, 1; nsho, 1; ibona, 8. See Servant. 

Slavery, n., bueta, 7; busho, 7. 

Slay, vt., diaka. 

Slayer, n., nyeki, 1. PI. badieki. 

Sleek, Be, v., ed’i nshena, 2. 

Sleekness, n., nshena, 2. 

Sleep, n., ntuengi, 2; ntonga, 2. 

v., betama with ntAuengi or ntonga. 

(dose), v., ungala ntuengi or ntonga. 

Sleepless, Be, v., betama with ishongama, 8. 

Sleeplessness, n., ishongama, 8. 

Sleepy, Be, v., ata with ntuengi (2) as subj.; ed’i ntuengi; ntuengi as 

subj. of ela followed by a misha, 6 pi. 

Sleeve, n., luo [5] lunguma, 4. 

Sleight of hand, n., ishaina, 9. 

[power to change into something else, as a leopard, etc.], buhila, 7. 

have, vph., ed’i buhila. 

(deception), n,, ihila, 9. 

Slender, adj. (tall and slim), (of) mbamimbami, 4. 

Slenderness, n., mbamimbami, 4. 

(tall, slim figure), bilemi mbamimbami. 

Slice, n,, yasha, 9. PI. biasha- 

vt., bana, tenga. 

Slide, vi., shelama. 

Slim. See Slender. 

Slimness, n., mbamimbami, 4. 

Slip, vi., shelama. 

away, run off, tshina. 

away unnoticed, vi*, shela. 
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down, as cloth from body, vi., shaka. 

down, as head from pillow, vi., shodiha. 

(shrink, back, crouch), vi., shushama. 

(stumble and fall), vph., buaka itomata, 8. 

n. (an accident by slipping), nshena, 2. 

Slipperness, n., nshena, 2. 

Slippery, adj,, (of) nshena, 2. 

Slope, vi., shelama, tengama; vt., shedi, tengi. 

(lean upon or on), vt., ekama. 

(lean against), vt., eka- 

Sloth, n., bundena, 7. 

Slothful, adj., (of) bundena, 7. 

person, n-, indena, 9. 

Slothfulness, n., bundena, 7; bushala, 7. 

Slow, Be or Do Slowly, v., kela with bubola or yo yo. 

(do lazily), v., kela with the pres. part, of ongidi. 

(do or walk slowly or lazily), v„ ena with the pres. part, of ongidi. 

Slowly, adv., bubola. 
(do stealthily), vi., ongala. K 

Slowness, n., (laziness), bunyengala, 7; bundena, 7; bunyengidi, 7; bu¬ 

bola, 7; buhuosha, 7. 

[weakness], buola, 7*. 

Sluggard, n., indena, 9. 

Sluggishly, adv., yo yo, bubola. 

do, go, etc., see Slowly. 

Sluggishness, n., bundena, 7; bunyengala; 7; bunyengidi, 7. 

(weakness), buola, 7. 

Slumber, vph., betama ntuengi, 2. 

(dose), vph., ungala ntuengi or ntonga, 2. 

n., ntuengi, 2; ntonga, 2. 

Slumberer, nph., mbetshimi (1) a ntuengi or ntonga, 2. 

Sly, adj., (of) buanyi or buloka or buluemi or busholala or bushodidi, 7. 

Slyly, move, vi., ongala. 

Slyness, n., buluemi. 7; buloka, 7; buanyi, 7; busholala, 7; bushodidi, 7. 

Smack, v. (as lips), bola with hamala, 4. 

vt. (slap), bola with lukashi, 5. 

n. [slap], lukashi, 5. 

of lips, hamala, 4- 

Small, adj., keka. This idea is sometimes expressed by the diminutive 
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prefixes of class X. A small quantity is usually expressed by the 

plural prefix of class X. 

become (shrink), vi., shushama, lulama, kukama, koka. 

(become thin, poor), vi., shinga. 

make, vt., kokala. 

make thin, poor, shingi. 

too, see Gram. 83, [b]. 

Smallness, n., bukeka, 7. 

Smallpox, n-, bukoya, 7; buala (7) bu kashakasha, 4. 

Smart, adj., (of) buanyi or inema (8) i nshala (2). See Skilful, 
vi., tuma, shuma. 

Smartness, n., buanyi, 7. See Skilful, Skilfulness, Skill. 

Smash, vt., bola. 

(be smashed), vi., bodi. 

Smear, vt. (as oil on body, etc.), kola, shita, oka. 

(be smeared, as mud on clothes), vi., okisha. 

(be wrinkled, entangled, in disorder), vi., buntshama. 

Smell, n. [pleasant or unpleasant], shola, 4. 

bad, shola mibe, shola a buhi or shola’mueya. . 
good, sweet, shola yu. 
detect a, vph., oka shola. 
emit a, pleasant of unpleasant, vph., to shola. 

in order to detect, v., uhala. 

(musk from an animal of the cat family, very sweet), ntshoha, 2. 

Smelt, v. (blow bellows), shasha with kuka, 4. 

Smelter, n., ntudi,l. 

Smile, v., kukama with isheisha, 8. 

(laugh), v., shei. 

Smite, vt. (kill), diaka. 

(strike), vt., bola. 

Smith, n., ritudi, 1. 

(artisan), muina, 1. 

Smithy, nph., nyuma, (2) mu ntudi, 1. 

Smoke, n., nyinga, (2) mu tei, 10 pi. 

v. (as burning wood), to with nyinga. 

tobacco, vt., onyo. 

Smooth, Be, vph., ed’i nshena, 2. 

out, roll out. vt., bidima. 

out, stretch out, vt., shemala. 
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over, level down, vt., lami. 

out, as the brow, vph., shangala lukiki, 5. 

Smoothing —iron, n., mhela, 4. 

Smoothness, n., nshena, 2. 

Smother, vph., dihi itoma (8). 

(be smothered), vph., owa itoma. 

Smuggle, vph., ata a bushuemi, 7. 

(steal), vt., shena. 

Snag, n., ishongata, 8; iya, 8. 

Snail, n., kola,, 3. 

shell of, mbema,4. 

Snake, n., (generic), ntshua, 3. Some varieties are: mboma, 3 

dio, 6; 
luenga, 5; kaingi, 3; tunala, 3; bonala maloha, 3. 

Snap, v.,the finger, bola with lukashi, 5. 

n., lukashi, 5. 
Snare, n., ilonga, 9. 

Snarl, vi. (as dog), hanga, 
Snatch, vt., away from another or hand to another angrily, 

up, grab, vt., husha. 

(take away by force), vt., tamala. 

Sneak vi- (stealthily), ongala. 

Sneeze, n., yesha, 9. PI. biesha. 

v., bola with yesha. 

Snigger, v-, shei. 
n., isheisha, 8. 

(giggling), n., ishenga, 8. 

Snore, v-, ngonana. 
n., ingonana, 9. 

Snout, n., of elephant, muema, 2. 

of pig, munya, 2. 
(nostril), muola, 2. 

Snuff, n., mbuma, 4. 

vt., (smell), uhala. ' 
So, adv. (in this way, thus), ngo, ngosha, ihua (8) i ngo. 

(not so...as), see Gram. 83. 

(that, so as to), see Gram. 408. 

(therefore), see Gram. 368. 

(very), see Gram. 33, (c). 
(assent), exclamation, sha! 

* toka, 3; 

shuhala. 
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Soak, vt. (immerse), numi. 

[as cassava,] vt., nyoka. 

Soap, n., shubanga, 4 . 

Soar, vi. (as bird), lela. 

Sob, vi., shehala. 

Sober, Be, vph., use neg. of ela with i followed by mana a misha, or 

mana [8pl.] as subj. and the person as obj. of the neg. of ata. 

[silent], vph., ela with hola; ed’i buhuola, 7; neg. of ela with itoto- 

tshi, 9. 

Soberness, n., buhuola, 7. 

Society, n. (a company of persons), ikueki,.(8), i bata, 1 pi. 

Sock, n., imenyi, 8. 

Soft, Be, vi. [become], nyonga. 

[as dough], vi., yo. 

[be weak], v., nyonga, ed’i buola, 7. 

[sleek], ed’i with nshena, 2. 
[as overripe fruit], vi., ela with shuhishuhi, 4. 

Soften, vt., nyuengi, yoi. 

Softly, adv., bubola. 

move, vi., ongala. 
(walk on tip toe), vph., ena a shosha (4) a matami 8pl.; ena with 

pres. part, of nyangidi. 

Softness, n., buola, 7. 

(sleekness), nshena, 2. 

Soil, vt*, hitshi. 

(be soiled), vi., hita. 

n., mana, 8 pi. 

Sojourn, vi-, ala, betama, tosha, tonga. 

(habitually abide or dwell), vi., muaka! 
Solace, vt., onga, naingi with ntema, 2. 

n. (happiness), nshasha, 2. 

Soldier, n., isholai, 8; nanyi (1) a bita, 9 pi. 

Sole, n., of foot, shina [4]’itami, 8. 
[one only], use the Compound Disjunctive pers. pro., mimeta, etc* 

Solemn, Be, vi., kutama, tukama, oka with buhuola, 7; oka with ma¬ 

nga, 8pl.; otola with ntema [2] as subj. 
Solicitous, Be. See Solemn. 

Solicitude, n., sheha, 4; manga, 8 pi. 

Solid, Be, vi. (firm), botama, bakata, shukata, nangata. 

(hard), adj., nonona. 
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Solidify. See Solid. 

Solidness, n., bunonona, 7. 

Solitary, adj., use the Disjunctive Pers. pro., mimeta, etc. 

place, nph., indodia [8] kaya bata, 1 pi. 

(be left alone without a relative), vi., liuha. 

Solitude, n. (loneliness), yoya, 8. 

Some, one, n., muota, 1. 

(something else or some one else), adj., ekidi, motshi. 

(some.others), ekidi...ekidi; motshi...motshi. 

Frequently the idea of Some is expressed in the sentence without 

the use of any special word; as, umueha bishima, give him some 

food. 

Somebody, n., muota, 1. 

Something, n., iketa, 9. 

Somewhere, adv. (anywhere), a knntsha ikima, indodia ikima. 

else, adv., a kuntsha [4] yekidi. 
Son, n., nunga, 1; muan’a nunga. PL bana balunga. 

(real), muan’a nunga ibota. 

(male child, boy), ile nunga. PL bile balunga0 

Song, n., luema, 5. PL ntshema. 

of happiness, ikesha, 8. 

Soon, adv., (as soon as), See Gram. 405, (a). 

(early in the morning), n., kosha, 4. 

(immediately), adv., ihontshi. 

(sooner or later, later on), mbala’hena. 
Soot, n., mbila, 2. PI. mimbila. 

Soothe, vt., (comfort), onga. 

one crying, vt., basha with bilela, 9 pi. 

Sorcerer, n., noiki, 1. PL baloiki. 

Sorcery, n., buloka, 7. 

Sore, n. (wound), huota, 4. 

Sorrow, n., sheha, 4; manga, 8 pi. 

(anger), kaha, 4. 
(pity), muenga, 2. 

(anxiety), buhuola, 7. 

(be sad), vi., oka with manga; otola with ntema (2) as'subj.; 

(mope), vi., tukama, kutama. 

(mourn), vph., ed’i ishei (8) or buela, 7. 

(yearn after), vt., kanala, ahala. See Yearn. 

Sorrowful, Be. See Sad. 
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Sorry, Be, vi. ed’i or oka with manga or sheha; otola with ntema (2) 

as subj. 
(be angry) vi., oka or ed’i with kaha, 4. 
(to regret, be disappointed), vi., shaka; vt., ata with kaha as 

subj. and the Person as obj. 
(mope. pout), vi., kutama, tukama. 
for, to pity, vph., eka muenga, 2. 
(to grieve, mourn), vph., edi with ishei oi buela, /. 

Sort, vt., shola. 
(separate), vt., kahala. 

n. (kind), see Kind. 
Soul, n. (metempsychosis), nshanga, 2. 

(heart), ntema,2. 

(life), muonya, 2. 
Sound, v., an alarum, bola with nola (2) or yodi, 9; uta nola or yodi. 

(a call), n., mbela, 4. 
(an announcement), ibeki, 8. 
a trumpet, vt., boka. 
a drum, vt., beta, 
of crying, n., ilela, 9. 
of noise, n., lutota, 5. 
of quarreling, n., bushei, 7. 
of wind or rain, lubidika, 5. 
(report of gun), n., ngima, 2. 
of noise made by people running, n., lubidika, 5. 
(storm), nph., huinga (4) a mbula, 3. 

(wind), n., munga, 2. PL miunga. 
of whispering, n., inungisha, 8. 
of word or letter, ntotala, 4. 

Soup, n. (gravy), muta, 2. PI. miuta. 

Sour, Be, vph., ed’i nganya, 4; iya nganya. 
Source, n. (cause), ikama, 8. 

[beginning, foundation], ishina, 9; itetshala, 8. 
of stream, nph., ishina i luosha (5) or ntshala, 4. 
[up stream], n., tena [4] a luosha or ntshala. 

Sourness, n., nganya, 4. 

South, n., shude, 4. 
Souvenir, n., yingeta, 9. 

Sow, vt. (plant), ona. 
n.» ngadi (1) a shoma, 8. 
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Sower, n., muonyi 1. PI. bonyi. 

Space, n. (place), indodia, 8. 

resting-, lukita. 

between two objects, as two boxes or two sticks, etc., ndamandama, 4. 

Spade, n., ishu, 8. 

Span, n., butadi, 7. 

Spank, vph., bola lukashi, 5. 

Spark, nph., ibalabala [8] i tei, 10 pi. 

Sparkle, vi. (glitter, glisten), kedi. 

Sparrow n., ndeha, 3; ishahodi, 8. 

Spasm, n., isheshala, 8. 

[unconsciousness], shiya, 4. 

be unconscoius, have, vph., owa shiya or isheshala. 

Speak, v., lola, shongala, tota. 
unkindly of, deride, vt., alala. 

against, vt., shongala, bimala. 

badly, vph., tota niunya mashi. 
together, v., tosha, shikama. 

louder, vph., naingi or todi with dioi, 6. 

rapidly, vph., shama ibohaka, 8. 
roughly or loudly, vph., tahisha ngona, 4; hanga. 

softly, whisper, v., nungisha. 

to, vt., losha.' 
of, vt., tena. 

(converse together), vph., bola yamidi, 9. 

Speaker, n., ntotshi, 1. 

Speaking, n., butotshi, 7; ntotala, 4. 
Spear, n., ikonga, 8. 

vt., kueta. 

Species, n. See Kind. 
Specimen, n,. yingeta, 9; luedi, 5; PL ntshedi. 

Speck, n., itoha, 8. 

Spectacles, nph., lumunyi (5) lu misha, 6, pi. 

Spectre, n. (ghost), muena, 2; ngesha, 2. 

(corpse), nyu, 2. PI. midiu. 

Speech, n. [dialect, language], inema, 8; lutota, 5. 

(word), dioi, 6. PI. moi. 

Speechless, Be, vi., ala with hola. 

(be unconscious), vph., owa shiya, 4. 
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Spell, v-, bala, shohela (Eng.). 

Spend, vt., carelessly, tshakala, ona, odia. These verbs are generally fol 
lowed by biketa with bukala. 

(be spent or exhausted), vi., shila, ontsha, tshakala. 
for, vt., kaha a. 

Spendthrift, nph., ntshakidi (1) or muonyi (1) a biketa bukala. 

Spew, v. (cast forth, as water from the mouth), udi. 

[vomit], vi., lo. 

Sphere, n., imbingidi, 9. 

Spherical, adj., (of) imbingidi, 9. 

become, vi,, bomata. 

make, vt., boma. 

Spice, nph., iketa (9) i shola (4) yu. 
Spider, n., ntshemi,3. 

web of, nph., buota (7) bu ntshemi. 

Spill, vt., tshaka; vi., tshakala. 

out, as water from vessel being carried, vi., huka. 

vt., bola with ihaka, 8. 

(upset, turn over), vi., huka. 

Spin, vt. [as spider], tunga with buota, 7. 

around, vt., ledi; vi., lela. 

(ripple), vi., huhuka. 

Spine, n., of body, nkonga, 2. 

Spirit, n. [Holy], Nyuma Ansheka. 

[breath, nshusha, 2. 

(spectre) see Spectre. 

(heart), ntema, 2. 

evil, namtshi (1) a shatana. 

(life), mounya, 2. 

soul), See Soul. 
Spit, vph., tunya mashonya, 8 pi. 

(spew, as water from the mouth), v., udi. 

n., mashonya, 8 pi. 

Spite, n., ibela, 8. 

Spittle, n., ishonya, 8 

Splinter, n., kate, 10. 

Split, vt., bana; vi., bantsha. 

[burst], vt., bola. 

Spoil, vt. (as child), laka with ikama ibe, 8. 
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(be spoiled, as clothes in rain), vi., nyoka, bodi. 
(become blurred), vi., lenga. 

as rain, vt., bodi. * 

(become worthless), vi., ontsha. 

(make worthless), vt , ona. 

(rot), vi., huona; vt., huonyi. 

Spool, n., idinga, 8. 

Spoon, n., itoka, 8. 

Sport, vt., make of, shei. 

[play], vi., shala. 

(game), n., tushadi, 10 pi. 

Spot, n., itoha, 8; ibadi, 8. 

Spotless, Be, use neg. of ela with itoha, 8. 

(whiteness), n., yema, 9. PI. biema. 

Spotted, Be, vph., ed’i itoha, 8. 

become, as clothes in rain, vi., lenga. 

Spout, n., of tea pot, etc., munya, 2. 

Spread, v., as contagious disease, tahala, kahisha, kohata, tshakala, 
temisha with buala, 7; enentsha (pres, tense only). 

[as news], vi., tshakala. 

as wings, vt., alala. 

on, as butter, vt., kola. 

out, expand, vt., naingi; vi., nangata. 

out, stretch forth, vt., shemala; vi., shema. 
out, level over, vt., alala. 

out. as mats, v., ala. 
out, open out, vt., botala; vi., bota. 
over, cover, vt., dihi. 

(swell), v., ola yola. 

Spring, v., a leak, to with muasha, 2. 
(jump), vi., shona. 

(leap, jump), n., itoha, 8; ikohakoha, 8. 

of trap, nph., nsha (2) mu ilonga, 9. 

(fountain), n., yedi, 9. PI. biedi. 

(brooklet), nph-, koka (4) a luosha, 5. 

Sprinkle, v., shahala, nyangala, shoihi. 

[immerse], vt., numi. 
Sprout, vi., mena. 

n., nshonga, 2; mena, 2. PI. mimena. 

Spurn, vt. [refuse], bela. 
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[disown], vt., bimala. 

Spy, v., okama. 

n., muoikimi, 1; shehi, 1. 
Spying, n., busliongidi, 7; buoikimi, 7. 

Squall, v. (as child), bansha with ilela, 9. 

(storm), nph., huinga (4) a mbula, 3. 

(strong wind without rain), n., imbamalakusha, 9. 

Squander, vt., ona, tshakala, odia bukala. See Spend. 

Squat, v., on haunches, koKama, shonama; vt., kueki. 
Squeal,v. (as pig), lela. 

Squeeze, vt., in hands, ama. 

(shake hands), v., buta. 

together, cause to adhere, vt., nami. 

(press down), vt., nyaiki. 

as shoes the feet, vt., bodi; vi., bolama. 

Squirm, vi., otola, bidima. 

(stagger), vi., tengama, otola. 

(strain, as in travail or stool), vi., amata. 

Squirrel, nshena, 3. 

Stab, vt., kueta. 

(cut), vt., kaka. 
Stability, n., bunonona, 7. 

Stable, Be, vi., shukata, nangata. 

Staff, n., hanga, 4. See Rod, Crook. 

Stack, vt., one on the other (pile), tetshi. 

n. (armful, handful, small pile or heap), mbela, 4. 

Stagger, vi., tengama, huhuka, otola. 

Stairs, nph., mbana (4)’ budika, 7. 

(ladder or bridge), inana, 8. 

Stake, n., nte, 2. 

[pole used in laying off house site, etc.], mhika, 2. PI. mihika. 

[pointed and used in a pit trap), nshonga, 2. 

Stale [as bread), nph., kata (4) a kuta. 

(as palm wine), nph., kodia (4) a mana, 8 pi. 

be, as meat, vi., oma. 

Stalk, n„, of banana or plantain, ntshima, 2. 

of corn, nph., nte (2) mu imbona, 8. 

Stammer, vpli., shakama ikokama, 8. 

Stammerer, nph., muna (1) ikokama, 8. 
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Stammering, n., ikokama, 8. 

Stamp, v., with the foot, bola with itami, 8. 

Stamping, n. (kick), itami, 8. 

Stand, vi., emata; vt., emi. 

alone, bs stick in ground, vi., shumata, shukata. 

erect, vi., shema, shumata, emata, shongama; vt., shuengi, emi, 
shumi. 

in line, vi., ongama, onga or emata a muanga (2) or nshela (2) or 

luonga, 5. 

side by side, vi., angama; vt., anga. 

steady or firm, vi., bakata, shukata, nangata, shumata. 

(lean against), vt., eka. 

(lean upon), vt., ekama. 

up, vi., emata ngisha. 

up, rise, vi., kata, uma. 

Star, n., muedi, 2. 

morning-, nph,, muedi mu ntshuma. 

Starch, n., shitatshi (Eng.), 4. 

Stare, v., lena, mona with shululu. 

Start, v. (begin), tetsha. 

from fright, vi., dita, shisha. 

out, depart, vi., to, kata, ena. 

Startle, vt., shishala, ditshi, tshinyi. 

Starvation, n. (hunger, famine), ntshala, 4. 

Starved, Be, v., owa with ntshala, diaka with ntshala as subj. and the 

person as obj. 

State, n. See Country. 

(condition), ed:i followed by the word indicating the state or 

condition in which the person or thing is; Kuetci ecVi buala, Kueta 
is sick. 

(declare), v., lola. shongala, tota. 

to, vt., losha. 

Statement, n., dioi, 6. 

Stature, n., bilema, 9 pi. 

grow in, vi., ola,. 

(carved image of person), ndoha, 4. 

Stay, vi., behind, remain, shala. 

(reside), vi., ala, tosha, betama, shikama. 

(reside habitually), muaka. 
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(stop), vt., batala, kinyi, buntsha. 

(thwart), vt., lula. 

Stead. This idea, such as in one's stead, etc., is generally expressed by 

the use of the Applied Form of the verb. 

Steadfast, adj., nonona. 

be, vi., shukata, nangata, shumata. 
Make, vt., naingi, shukatshi, shumi. 

Steal, vt., sliena, odi with buemi, 7. 
Stealthily, move, creep upon, vi., ongala. 

(slip away unnoticed), vi., shela. 

Steam, n., nshusha, 2. 

Steamboat, n., ntshukatshuka, 4. 

Steamer, n., ntshukatshuka, 4. 

Steep, adj. (high), tadi. 

Stem, n., of banana or plantain, ntshima, 2. 

of pipe, ntama, 2. 
of pipe, mouth piece, mheha, 2. pi. mihelia. 

of tree, branch, tama, 4. 

Stench, nph,, shola mibe, 4; shola mueya, shola buhi. 

emit a, vi., to shola mibe or mueya or buhi. 

Step, v down, kuma a shina. 

on, vph., nyata a itami, 8. 

stairs, npli., mbana (4) ’budika, 7; inana, 8. 

(door sill or that part of the wall just below the door), iyota (8) 

kongala, 4. 

take a, v., nyata. 
over, v., shama, shaha 

Sterile person or animal, n., ikuta, 9. 

Stern, n., ishaka, 8. 
(lower end, down stream, etc.), ngela, 4. 

adj. (of) nterna (2) munonona. 

(at the rear), a mbisha, 4. 

of boat, npli., tonya [4] ’buata, 7. 

(butt end), n., ishina, 8. 

[stump], n., itshinga, 8. 

Stew, vi., (boil), hela; vt., hedi. 

(coot), vt., lama. 
Stick, n., nte, 2. 

(club), lukona, 5. 

for staking of! house seat, etc., mhika, 2. PI. mihika. 
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for leading a dog, mboma, 4. 

in, vt., kueta. 

(in animal pit), nshonga, 2. 

in, as in mud, vi., shukata; vt., shukatshi. 

out, vi., to, toka. 

(adhere, as needle in cloth), vi., shukata; vt., shukatshi. 

through, slip through, as needle through cloth, vi., toha; vt. 

tohala, 

through, punch hole through, vt., tonala, lushala. 

to, adhere vi., bakata, namata; vt„ nami, baka lami, 

together, vi., shukata, namata, bakata; vt., shukatshi, nami, lami 

walking-, n., hanga, 4. 

Stiff, Be, vi. (inflexible), nangata, shemata. 

be rigid, as body after death, vi., shenala. 

Stifle, vpli., diaka itoma (8) or yirabima, 9. 

(bestifled, vph.), owa itoma or yimbima. 
Still, Be, vi., ela with hola. 

remain, vph., ala hola. 

make, vt., kama, kinyi, basha with lutota, 4. 

Still-born (child,), n., nph., muan’a shoihi. 

Stimulate, vt. (strengthen), naingi. 

Sting, vt., shuma. 

Stinginess, n., bukuta, 7. 

Stingy, adj., (of) bukuta, 7. 
person, n., nkuta, 1. 

toward, vt., imala. 

Stink, n., shola (4) buhi, nshola mibe, shola mueya. 

v., to with shola buhi or mibe or mueya. 
Stir, vt. [mix], tuhala. 

up a rebellion, vph., besha with ntshita, 4. 

around, as food in pot, etc., kalala kutala. 
fire, vt., slioshala. 

as hearts, vt., umala. 

Stockade, n. See Enclosure. 
Stocks, n., mbonga, 4. 

Stomach, n., ikuna, 8. 

Stone, n., imanya, 8. 

hail, n., iyedi, 8. 

Stool, n. (bench), bulelela, 7. 
(chair), mbata, 4. 
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[throne], ihuona, 8. 

have a, go to a, v., nena, bola with ikuna, 8. 

Stoop, vi., hulama, munama, nyakama. 

in order to peep in, vi., inama. 

(squat), vi., kokama shonama. 

Stop, v. (abstain from, cease,) lemala. 

as rain, vi., bata, ama. 

(come to an end, as path, etc.), vi., kanama, tuhi. 

(hinder), vt., buntsha, kuihisha. 

one from doing, vt., kinyi, basha. 

(thwart), vt., lula. 

(stay), v., ala, shala, betama, tosha, shikama. 

(stand), vi., emata. 

[wait], v., konga. 

[wait for], vt., kuengi. 

Stopper, n., iluengi, 8. 

[cover, lid], iha, 8. 

Store, nph., mbula (4) a biketa, 9 pi. 

away for future use, vt., Iona 

(lay aside apart of) vt., bei. 

(put away), vt., tshika. 

Storing away, n., bumbei, 7. 

Storm, nph,, huinga (4) a mbula, 3. 
(a strong wind without rain), imbamalakusha, 8. 

Story, n., ntshika, 2; nkona, 2. 

tell a, vt., boka. 

Stout, adj., nena. 

grow, vi, nena, loma. 

Stoutness, n., bunena, 7. 

Stove, n., tshikuka (Eng.), 4. 

Straight, Be, vi., shema, shongama, lolama, shemata. 

make, vt., shemi, shemala, lodi. 

stand up, make perpendicular, vt., emi, shuengi, shemi. 
Straighten, vt., shemala, shemi, lodi. 

(put in line), vt., lodi a muanga (2) or nsliela (2) or luonga, 5. 

stand up straight, vt., shemi, emi, shuengi. 

Strain, vi. (as in travail or stool), amata. 

through a cloth, vt., leka. 

(become firm, vi., nangata. 

Strange, adj. (of long ago, from a distance), (of) kanyi. 
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(not one’s own), (of) kana. 

(new), (of) nganga, 4; (of) yema, 9. PI. biema. 

(wonderful), (of kamala. 

Stranger, n. (visitor, foreigner, guest), muonyambanga, 1; mbangala, 2. 

Strangle, vph., ama a shina (4) a muoya, 2; husha or kueta a muoya 

or a ikolala, 8. 

(be strangled, have something in throat), vph., ata or shukata a 

muoya. 
(be strangled in drinking), vph., mina ikohakoha, 8. 

Strap, n. (belt), nkodi, 2. 

(hippo hide), nkaha, 2. 

Straw, n. (grass), yontshonsha, 9; iteta, 9; ibola, 8. 

Stray, v., about, bunga. 

(get lost, wander), vi., ungala. 

(be lost), vi., dima. 

Stream, n., large, ntshala, 4. 

small, luosha, 5. 

down-, a ngela (4) a ntshala or luosha. 

up-, a tena (4) a ntshala or luosha. 

[go down stream], vi., leha. 

[go up stream], vi., bana, heta. 

source of, n., ishina, 8. 

deep pool in, n., ntshimi, 2. PI. mitshimi. 

Street, n., muaka, 2. 

(path, road), n., mboka, 4. 
Strength, n., bunonona, 7; ngona, 4. 

(physical alone), bukoha, 7. 

Strengthen, vt., naingi. 

(make steady), vt., shukatshi, naingi. 

(become strengthened), vi., hakata. 

Stretch, vt., naingi, kuntsha. 

one’s self, v., nanala. 
out, as hand or wing, vt., shemala; vi., shema. 

out, unfold, botala. 
out, spread out, vt., alala; vi., ala. 

open, as the eyes, vph., hinala misha,6 pi. 

Strew, vt., tshakala. 

Strike, vt., bola, kuma. 
against, as foot in walking, vph., bola iva, 8. 
(bruise, as leg or arm, etc., in falling), v., nemala. 
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in order to cut, vt., kaka. 

with fist, vph., bola kuemi, 4. 

with knuckles, vph., bola ikokisha, 8. 

with open hand, vph., bola lukasha, 5. 

n., ngima, 2; nkoma, 2. 

String, n., nshuka, 2; nshinga, 2. 

Strip, vt., off, as bark, ohala. 

off, as tough part of palm leaf for making thread, vt., shikala 

oft, as clothes, vt., kohala. 

n., kasha, 10; yasha, 9. PL biasha. 

Stripe, n., ngongala, 2. PI. mingongala. 

(whelp), n., ngunyi, 2. 

Striped, Be, vi., ed!i mingongala, 2 pi. 

Strive, v., and fail, lei. 

by measuring, vt., edi. 

(test), vt., keka. 

Stroll, vi., bunga. 

Strong, adj., nonona. 

be, vph., ed’i bunonona or ngona (4) or bukoha, 7. 
(be steady), vi., shukata, nangata. 

Strongly, adv., bunonona. 
Strut, v. (to show off;, dishuntsha, dilaka. 

Stubble, n., tuteta, 10 pi. 

Stubborn, adj., (of) bubedi [7] or bubetshi [7] or buhuangata, 7. 

about paying a debt, [ofj bukokata, 7. 
Stubbornness, n., bubedi, 7; bubetshi, 7; buhuangata, 7. 

in not paying a debt, bukokata, 7. 

Student, n., mueki, 1. PI. beki. See Pupil. 
Study, v., eka. 

(be learned), vi., ekala. 

Stuff, vt., yosha; vi., yola- 

(press down), vt., ina, nyaiki. 
(be pressed down), vi., nyakama. 

n. (goods), biketa, 9 pi. 

(rubbish), n., iketa, 9. 

Stuffiness, n., yimbima, 9. 

Stumbling block, n., ileidi, 8. 
Stumble, y. [strike foot against], bola iya [7]. 

and fall, vph., buaka itomata, 9. 

(fail), v., ntshika alei. 
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cause to, vt., leisha. 
Stump, n., itshinga, 9, 

(snag), ishongata, 8. 

Stunned, Be, vph., owa ishehala (8) or shiya, 4. 

Stunt, vt. (maltreat), ona. 

(be stunted^), vph., kukama itshika,9. 

Stupefy, vt. (as palm wine), mana as subj. of ata and the person as 
obj. 

(be stupefied with wine), vph., owa mana. 
(be unconscious), vph., owa isheshala (8) or shiya, 4. 

Stupid, adj., [of] buenyi, 7; [of] bubela [7] bu ntshita, 4. 
person, n., mbela (1) ntshita, 4; yenyi, 1. PL beuyi. 

Stutter, vph., shakama ikokama, 8. 

Stuttering, n., ikokama, 8. 

Sty, u., (pen), ikuerai, 8. 
Style, n. (custom), ikelala, 9. See Kind. 

Subdue, vt., kohisha, shama or leka with bunonona or ngona. 

[be subdued], vi., tuhi, yo. 

Subject, vt. (conquer), shama or leka with bunonona or ngona. 

(subdued, bond or adherents), n., ngeta, 1. PL beta. 

[matter, affair], n., ikama, 8; ishunga, 8. 

(descendent of slave or of sieve and free person), n., mbotala, 1. 

(original subject, not of another tribe), n., mbangata, 2. PI. 

mimbangata. These were once of the royal line from 

whom the kingship was stolen through strategy. 

[slave, bond servant], n., ngeta, 1; nsho, 1; ibona, 8. 
See People. 

Subjection, n. (slavery), bueta, 7; busho, 7. 

bring into, vt., shama or leka with bunonona or ngona; yoi. 

free from, vt., ontshala. 

Subjugate, vt., yoi, shama or leka with bunonona or ngona. 
Submission, n., nkumala, 10. 

Submit, vi. (be subjugated), yo. 

(accept), v., imisha, longa. 

Suborn, vph., eka biketa ikama i shuei or shueisha. 
Subside, vi., oma, kala’mbisha. 

as stomach after eating, vi., bodi. 

Subsist, v. [be alive], ala, ela with a shina [4]. 

on, eta, vt., odia. 
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Substance, n. [goods], budiya, 7; biketa, 9 pi. 

[indefinite material], yeyi, 4. 

Substitute, vt., [exchange], shekisha. This idea is also sometimes ex¬ 

pressed by the Applied Form of the verb. 

Subtle, adj,, (of) bulema [7] or bushodidi or busholala, 7. 

Subtlety, n., buanyi, 7; bulema, 7; busholala or bushodidi 7. 

Subtract, vt., (take away), tei. 

Succeed, v., to chieftainship, etc., odia with bukuma or buma or bunyi- 

mi, 7. 

(become), vi., fila; as, ahila kuma; ahila nvimi; ahila muota a Ntshe- 

mi 

Succor, vt. (help), kesha, asha. 

(save), vt., shukisha, hansha, hanyisha, hanyi. 

n., buhanyi, 7; mhanala, 4. 

Succorer, n., nshuki, 1; nshukishi, 1; mhanyi, 1. 

Succomb, vi-, yo, lei, tuhi, nyonga, iya or fila buolabuola, 7. 
(suffer, regret), vi., shaka. 

Such, adj.,use the proper demonstrative adj.; as, kahamukidimite mikuna, 

they do not want such sticks. 

adv.(in such a manner), ngo, ngosha. 

(like, such as), muna, ihua i. 

Suck, v. (as child or young animala), nyorna. 

(as pipe), vt., kuntsha. 

give, vt., nyuemi. 

Suddenly, adv., buasha, mbanga, wa wa. 

Suffer, vi. (mentally), hetana, hetshama, oka with manga, 8 ph; otola 
with ntema (2) as subj. 

(be sick), vi., bela, oka with shushudi[4] or buala, 7; ed’i buala or 
shushudi. 

[be sorry, regret], vi., shaka. 

cause to, punish, vt., ona, hetshi, hinala. See Permit. 
Suffering, n., [mental], manga, 8 ph; sheha, 4. 

(punishment), n., raahetshi, 8 pi. 

[oppression], n., nena, 2. 

(sickness), buala, 7; shushudi, 4. 

Suffice, vi., elama ela with buiki or yona. 

Sufficient, Be, vi., elama, ela with buiki or yona. 

Sufficiency, n., yelama, 9. 

Suffocate, vph., dihi itoma, 8. 
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[be suffocated], vi., owa with yimbima, 9. 

Suffocation, n. [closeness, lack of air], yimbima, 9. 

(spasm), n., isheshala, 8. 

(unconsciousness), n., sliiya, 4. 
Sugar, n., nshukidi, (Eng.), 4. 

-cane, muenga, 2. 

Suicide, commit, vt., didiaka. 

by hanging, v., shima. 
Suit, vi., elama; vt., edi. 

(be like), v., hanyisha, ela with ihua imo or yelala. 

Suitable, Be, vi. See Suit. 

(good), adj., sheka. 

Suitableness, n., yelama, 9. 

Sulk, vi., shuma, kutama, tukama, ed’i with bushuola, 7. 

Sulky, Be, vi. See Sulk. 

Sullen, Be, vi. See Sulk. 
Summer, nph., ntshi (2)mu muanya, 2. See Season, Year. 

Summersault, n., itoka, 8. 

turn a, vph., boka, itoka. 
Summit, n. (head), ntshue, 2. See Top, End. 

Summon, vt., bekela, boka with mbela, 4. 

Summons, n. (a call,) mbela, 4. 

Sun, n., itanga, 8. 

-rise kosha, 4. 

-set, nph., itanga iwela kakita. 

-shine, muanya, 2. 
Sunday, nph., Lushu Lu Ytshemi; nkila, 2. This last word is a sacred 

day with the Bakuba. It is their market day. All heavy labor is 

dispensed with, the people put on their best clothes and go to market, 

then the rest of the day is spent in visiting or doing light work, such 

as sewing, etc. This day comes every six days, therefore, Sunday (nkila) 

comes on a different day every week. 

Sunrise, n. (about), kosha, 4. 

Sunset, nph., itanga iwela kakita. 

Sunshine, n., muanya, 2. 

Sup, vt. (drink), onyo. 

Superintend, vt., lena, mona, baka. 

Superior, Be, v. (better), shama or leka with busheka, 7. 

Supper, nph., bishima bi ikokala. 
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Lord’s, bishima bi Ntshemi. 

Superscription, nph., ikama imbokama, 8. 

Supple, Be, vi., ed’i with nami, 2. 

(as rubber), ed’i with itoha, 8. 

Suppleness, n., nami, 2 PL minami. 

Supplicate, vt (implore), onga. 

(worship, pray to), vt., shemala. 

(beg), vt., loma. 

[praise], vt., kaingi. 

Supplication, n. (begging), luloma, 5. 

Support, vt. (strengthen), naingi. 

Suppose v. [imagine], lola, tota. 

(think), vph., boka lukanya, 5. 

Surely, adv., ikakama, koka. 

Surety, n., tuka, 4. 

leaves as, vph., tshika tuka. 

Surfeited, vi., bima. 

Surpass, vt., shama, leka. 

Surprise, vt., kamisha. 

[be surprised], vi., kamala. 

an expression of, vph., tshika itutuma, 8. 

exclaim in, vi., kama, kima. 

(startle), vt., ditshi, shishala. 

Surrender, vi., lei, yo. 

(be sorry, regret), vi., shaka. 

Surround, vt., ledi. 

(wrap around), vt., koha; vi., kohata. 

Suspend, vi. (hang down), lela. 

Suspenders, nph., mikodi mi minama, 2 pi. 

Sustenance, n., bishima. 

Swallow, v., mina. 

Swamp, n., ibintsha or ibintshi, 8. 

Swarm, n., ikueki, 8. 

Sway, vi. (as anything hanging in the wind), lela. 

[stagger], vi., tengama, huhuka. 

Swear, v. (take an oath), loka. The reflexive, diloka, in generally used, 
before or by one, vph., diloka a bola. 

(make a strong vow), vph., tei nkana, 2. See Vow. 

at, vt., tona or shemala with mishinga, 2 pi. 

[take God’s name in vain], vph., tena dina di Ntshemi itetenyi. 
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Sweat, n., yanga, 9. PI. bianga. 

v. , tuta with yanga as subj. 

(ran down), v., odiha with yanga as subj. 

vt., tutshi with yanga as obj. 
Sweat.bee, n., imbambala, 9. 

Sweep, vt., oma. 

Sweet, adj., (of) muelela, 2. 

vi. [be pleasant to taste], ela with hima, 4. 

-potato, n., ntola, 2. PI. mitola. 

Sweetheart, n.(generally in a bad sense), yekala, 9. PI. biekala. 

Sweetness, n., muelela, 2. 

Sweet Smelling odor, n., shola yu, 4. 

(musk from an animal of the cat family, very sweet), ntshoha, 2 

Swell, vi. (as body), ola. 

(as stream), yola. 

[rise, pass, as time], ola. 

[decrease in swelling], vi., bodi, nyakama. 

Swelling, n., ikeha, 8; iketa, 8; ishela, 8. 

(tumor), ikuha, 8. 

Swiftly, adv., mbanga, buasha, wa wa. 

Swiftness, n., mbanga, 4; buasha, 7. 

Swim, vph., ena diueki or dineka, 6. 

Swimming, n., diueka or diueki, 7 

Swine, n., shoma, 3. 

Swing, vi. (vibrate, as in wind), lela. 

(stagger), vi., huhuka, tengama. 

n., ndela, 4. 

Switch., n. [rod], hanga. 

vt., bola. 
Swollen, Be, vi., (as some part of the body), ola. 

(as stream), vi., yola. 

Swoon, v. [become unconscious], owa with shiya, 4. 

(have spasm), vph., owa isheshala, 8. 

from suffocation, vph., owa itoma, (8) or yimbima, 9. See Smother 

n. (unconsciousness), shiya, 4. 

(spasm, fit), isheshala, 8. 

Sword, n., ngodiha, 4. 

Syllable, n., ishilabula [Eng.]? 8. 

Symbol, n., yingeta, 9. 
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Sympathize, v., with, okisha or eka with muenga, 2. 

Sympathy, n., muenga, 2. 

Symtom, [n. token], yingeta, 9. 
Syeinge, n., for nose, nkola, 2. 

for rectum, n., hinga, 4. 

Syeup, n. (honey), buoi [7] bu ntshoi, 5 pi. 

System, n. (method), ikelala, 9. 

(universe), shina, 4; matanga mantshei, 8 pi. 

T 

Tabeenacle, n., [house for the worship of God], mbula [4] a Ntshemi. 

of cloth, nph., mbula [4] a ndela, 2. 

(place of worship), ishemala, 8. 

Tabid, Be, vi., shinga, on a. 

person, n., yona, 9. Bl. biona. 

Table, n., mesha, 8 pi. 

clear the, vph., teior kohala biketa a mesha. 

set the, vph., lodi biketa a mesha. 

Taboo, vt., kina. 
(the tabooed thing), n., ikina, 9. 

Tack, n. (brass chair nail), lumba (5) lukengala. 

(nail), n., ikoka, 8. 

Tail, n. of animals or reptiles, ngela, 2. 

of bird, fowl, etc., ishongala, 8. 

of fish, hela, 4. 

Taint, vt., huonyi. 
vi. [be tainted], huona. 

Take, v., aim, nuengi, edi. 

a seat, vi., tosha, shikama. 

away, vt., tei, tola, lata, 

(carry to), vt., tolala. 

back, vt., kasha, 

by, vt., ata a. 

care of, guard, vt., baka, shuka. 

(carry), vt., tola, 

down, vt., tolala, kumala. 
heed, remember, vt., ihala; vi., iha. 

heed, listen, v., oka, okama. 
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hold of, vt., ata. 

in, into, ingisha. 

oath, v., loka, tei with nkana, 2. See Yow. 

off, vt., tei. 

off, as anything adhering, vt., bamala, namala. 

off as clothing, vt., kohala. 

off, as shoes, vt., shokala. 
off from, as dishes from table, vt., tei, kohala. 

out, vt., tei. 
out of the way, vt., shekala. 

photograph, vph., ata a nkana, 2. 

pity on, vph., okisha or eka with muenga, 2. 

to some one, vph., ena i a bola. 
to pieces, as sewing, etc., vt., tungala, batala, tokala, shomala. 

up, vt., tola. 
up, as by the roots, vt., tokala. 

up, something found, vt., tola. 

(here, take this!), ma!. 

Tale, n., nkona, 2; ntshika, 2. 

tell a, vt., boka, bola. 
Talent, n. (knowledge, wisdom), buanyi, 7. 

Talk, vt., for, tosha. 

about, v., lola, tota. 
against, behind one’s back, vt., shana, shongala. 

angrily, v., sheya or shei. 

a trade, vt., oto or kula with nganga, 4. 

behind one’s back, vt., tena. 
briefly, ne%. of tota with shu, 5 pl„ 

in one’s sleep), v., antsha 

a long time, vph., tota shu shu shu!! 

louder, vph., naingi dioi, 6. 

loudly or roughly, vi., hanga. 

lowly, whisper, v., nungisha. 

rapidly, vph., shama ibohata, 8. 

to, vt., losha. 
Talkative, adj., (of) lutota, 4; (of) munya (2) mu buiki, 7. 

Talkativeness, n., lutota, 5; munya (2) mu buiki, 7. 

Talker, n., ntotshi. 1. 

Talking, n., lutota, 5; butotslii, 7. 
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Tall, adj., tadi. 

become, in stature, ola. 
(slender), adj., (of) mbamimbami, 4. 

Tallness, n., butadi, 7. 

and slenderness, mbamimbami. 
Talon, n., yala, 9. PI. biala. 

Tame animal, fowl, etc., iyona, 9. PI. biyona. 

make, vt., ekisha iyona. 

Tangle, vt., buntsha, kohatshi; vi., buntshama, kohata. 

Tanner, nph., nkodidi (1) a huoka, 4. 

Tantalize, vt., hetshi, ona, hitshi with ikuna (8), osha or okisha with 

kaha, 4. 

Tap, vt. (knock,) kuma. 
palm tree for wine, vt., ala. 

Tape, n., nshuka, 2. 

-line, n., luedi, 5. PI. ntshedi. 

Tardiness, n., buhuosha, 7. 

Tarry, vi., shala. 

for, wait for, vt., kuengi. 

(wait), v., konga. 

Tare, nph., biketa bi bukala. 

Tart, adj. [sour], (of) nganya, 4. 

Tartness, n., nganya, 4. 

Task, n., nguna, 2. PI. minguna. 

Tassel, n., of corn, lushanga, 5. 

Taste, vt., keka. 
be pleasant to the, vph., ela with hima (4) or hia (4) misheka. 

(have the taste of), vph., ed’i hia followed by the name of the 

thing compared. 

lose for, grow tired of, v., leka with the thing as the subj. arid the 

person as obj. 

lose its, vi., tuhi. 

n., hia, 4. 
Tasteless, Be, vi. [without seasoning] vph., ela with hia hia. 

adj. [unseasoned], nkanya. 

Tasty, Be, vi. [savory], ela with hima [4] or hia [4] misheka. 

Tattle, v. (behind one’s back), tena. 

Tattler, n., ntshenga, 1; muna (l) lutena, 5, 

Tattling, n., buntshenga, 7; lutena, 5. 
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Tattoo, n., itenyi, 8; lukona, 5. 

vt., bola with itenyi or lukona. 

(cup), vt., shuemi, bola ishashala, 8; vi., shomata. 

Taunt, vt., shei. 

Taut, Be., vi.,shukata, nangata. 

Tax, n., ndama, 4; nama, 2. PI. minama. 

pay, vt., lamala, ekaorboka with nama. 

pay to, vt., lamisha. 

Tea, n., ntei (Eng.), 4. 

Teach, vt., laka, ekisha. 

(show), vt., shuntsha. 
Teacher, n., naiki, 1. PI. balaiki. 

(speaker), ntotshi, 1. 

Teaching, n., ndakala, 4; mhuekala, 4. 

Tear, vt , bana; bantsha. 

a hole in, as cloth by stick, etc., vt.,tonala, lushala. 

down, as house, vt., bokala. 
off, as anything adhering, vt., bamala, namala. 

off, as meat from bone, vt., hashala. 

off, as one’s tunic, vt., tungala. 

up, by roots, vt., tokala. 

to pieces, vt., shashala, tokala, shomala, tungala. 

shed, vph., to bioshidi, 9 pi. 

n., yoshidi, 9. 
Tease, vt., asha or okisha with kaha, 4; hitshi with ikuna, 8. 

(joke), vt., bola with shemi, 4. 

(provoke an animal to bite), vt., shota with munya, 2. 

n. [joke], shemi, 4. 

Teat, n., ibela, 8. 

Tell, v., tota, 

about, lola, shongala, tota. 

adieu, v., leshila with poss. pro. 

a lie, v., huta, banga. 

a lie on one, vt., bangisha. 
a secret, vt., shongala, sholala with bushuemi, 7. 

a story, fable, etc., boka with nkona (2) or ntshhua, 2. 

each other, vt., ditosha. 

on, vt., shongala. 

on, betray, vt., shana. 
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to, vt., losha. 

the exact truth, interpret, vt., shakala. 

Temperate, Be, vph., use neg. of pres, habitual tense of onyo with 
mana as obj. 

Temperance, nph., makama masheka, 8 pi. 

Tempest, nph., huinga (4) mbula, 3. 

(wincl), n., munga, 2. pi. miunga. 

(strong wind without rain), n., imbamalakusha, 8. 

Tempestuous, Be, vph., bola mahuaka, 8 pi. 

Temple, n., tempelo [Eng.], 4; mbula [4] a Ntshemi. 

(place of worship), n., ishemala, 8. 

Tempt, vt. (try, test), ingala with ikuna, 8. 

[entice], vt., laka or ekisha with ikama ibe, 8. 

[taste, test], vt., keka. 

[with an attempt to entrap], vt., kotsha. 

Temptation, fall into, vph., buaka a ilonga, 9. 

Ten, card, num., ishenga, 8. 

Tend, vt. [guard], baka, shuka. 

Tender, Be, vi. (as meat, etc., when cooked), nyonga. 

make, vt., nyuengi. 

Tenderly, adv. (carefully), bubola. 

Tenderness, n. (softness, weakness), buola, 7. 

Tent, nph., mbula (4) a ndela, 2. 

Ten thousand, n., luboma, 5. 

Tenth, adj., (of) ishenga, 8. 

Tepid, Be, vi., ed’i with nshusha (2) mu tei (lOpl.) or yoboha. 

Tepidness, n., yoboha, nshusha (2) mu tei, 10 pi. 

Terminate, vt., mana. 

(come to an end, be exhausted) , vi., tuhi, shila. 

Termination, n., (destination), itolala, 8. 

(end), n., moma, 2. 

Terminus, n., moma, 2; itolala, 8. 

Termite, n. (white ant), lushenala, 5. 

Terrapin, n., iyula, 8. 

Terrify, vt., shishala, ditshi, tshinyi, bansha with ntema (2) ; okisha 

with buteta, 7. 

(be terrified), vi., tshina, dita, shisha, bantsha with ntema as subj., 

oka with buteta. 

Terror, n., buteta, 7. 
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Terrorize, see Terrify. 
Test, vt., keka. See Tempt, 

n. (ordeal), see Ordeal, 

by lifting, vt., keka. 

by measuring, vt., edi. 

Testament, New, nph., yanga’ihontshi, 9. PI. bianga b’ihontshi. 

Old, nph., nyanga i kanyi or i matetshala, 8 pi. 

The nouns nganga, newness, and inuna, oldness, employed as adjec¬ 

tive phrases, do not make good sense when used with yanga. 

(will), nph., nkana (2) mu bukita, 7. 

Testicle, nph., nkanya (2) mu ikota, 8. 

Testify, v., tota, lola, sliongala. 

Tetrarch, n., nkuntshi, 2; ishina, 9; kuma, 1. 

Than, conj., use the verbs leka and shama. See Gram. 411. 
Thank, vt. There seems to be no special word to express this idea. The 

receiver of a gift or favor generally shows his appreciation or 

gratitude by softly clapping his own hands before receiving the 
gift, saying the while, “Wakela busheka.” The expression sha- 

hala buela, meaning to escape from grief’, bad luck, harm or 
death, is heard. 

(regard, respect, venerate) , vt., shosliama, hatsha. 
(praise) , vt., kaingi. 

Thankful, adj., (of) itshinyi, 8. 

be, vi., shakala with buela, 7. See Thank. 
Thankfulness, n. (fear, meekness, faithfulness), itshinyi, 8; ibeki, 8. 
Thanks, n. (praise), nkaingala, 4. 

That, demon and rel. pro., sub. conj.: 

[1] As demon, pro., see Gram. 131, 132. 
[2] “ rel. pro. “ “ 145. 
[3] u sub. conj. “ “ 402, (b), (2), 408, & Rem., 410. 

Thatch, vt., kakala. 

Thaw, vt., angala; vi., anga. 

[melt, dissolve; waste away], vt., sliingi; vi., shinga. 
Theatre, nph., indodia (8) i’lena. 

Thee, pers. pro. See You. 

Theft, n. (thievishness), buemi, 7. 
Their, poss. pro., use pi. forms of 3rd. pers. See Gram. 119, 120. 
Theirs. See Their. 

Them, pers. pro. 

a) As direct or indirect obj., use pronominal infixes, See Gram 

109-113. 
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(2) For the use with prep., see Gram. 99, (c), 100. 
Themsleves, pers. pro. 

(1) Compound Disjunctive Form, see Gram. 105-108. 

(2) When reflexive, use the reflexive prefix of the verb, -di-, see 

Gram. 114. 
Then, adv. (therefore), see Gram. 368. 

(after that), mbisha. 

Thence, adv., a wona, andona, etc., see Gram. 326. 

Thebe, adv., a wona, a ndona. 

(near by) , a ndana. 

(at or on), a kata a, see Gram. 311, Rem. 

Therefore, adv., see Gram. 368. 

These, See This. 

They, Pers. pro. Note that the pronoun agrees with the class of the 

noun to which it refers: 

(1) Simple Disjunctive Forms, See Gram. 98-104. 

(2) Compound Disjunctive Forms. See Gram. 105-108- 

(3) Conjunctive Forms, See Gram. 109. 114. 

Thick, adj., (large), nena. 
(become dense), vi., namata, bakata, bomata. 

(be come dense, as forest, or crowd of people)., vi., kanama. 

be, not flow well, vi,, betama with ntuenga, 2. 

Thickness, n., bunena, 7. 

(density), hantsha, 4. 

of board, etc., mbosha, 2. 

Thief, n., muemi, l; nslienyi, 1. PI. bashenyi. 

Thievish, adj., (of) buemi, 7. 

Thievishness, n.. buemi, 7. 

Thigh, n. (upper leg), ibela, 8. 

Thin Be, vi. lean, ona with yona (9). PI. biona. 
(become, waste away), vi., shinga. 

(dry up), vi., oma. 

(not thick), adj., keka. 

(slender) adj., (of) mbamimbami, 4. 

Thine, see Yours. 

Thing, n., iketa, -9. 

indefinite, ngeta. 4. PL, biketa, 9. 

Think, v., boka with lukanya, 5. 
(imagine), v., tota, lola. 

Thinker, n., mboiki (mboki) a lukanya. 
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Thinness, n., (leanness), yona, 9. PI. biona. 

(littleness), bukeka, 7. 

(tallness and slimness), mbamimbami, 4. 

(tall, slim figure), nph., bilema [9pl.] mbamimbami. 

(slice), yasha, 9. PI. biaslia. 

Third, ord. num., nshata. See Gram. 92, 

Thirst, n., huosha, 4. 

quench, vph., mana huosha. 

Thirsty, Be, vi., ed’i with huosha; ata with huosha as subj. and the 

person as obj. 

This, demon, pro. See Gram. 128, 130. 

Thistle, n., inemisha, 9; luama, 5; kangala, 4. 

Thither, adv., a wona, a ndona. See Gram. 326. 

at or on, a kata a. See Gram. 311, Rem. 

Thorn, n. (on tree), mbama, 4; kinga, 4. 

(rough bark or surface), ibihala, 8. 
small, on bush, nginga, 2. 

very small, on vine, nshuya, 2. 
Thoroughly, adv. (well), busheka. 

Those, see That. 

Thou, see You. v., 

Thoughtless, Be, kuihi, bela with ntshita, 4. 

adj., (of) buenyi, 7; (of) bubela bu ntshita. 
Thousand, n., luai, 5. PI. ntshai. 

Thrash, vt., out, as peas, shola, shehala. 

(beat), vt., bola 
Thread, n., luheka, 5. PI. mheka. 

Threat, n., mhuangisha, 4. 

Threaten, v. (be about to), use shota with pres. part, of following verb, 
vt., angisha, shedi or tshika with nkeka, 2. 

(test), vt., keka. 

rain, vi., idima with mbula (3) as subj, 

(practice, as soldiers with gun), vi., huna; vt., hunyisha. 

(show one’s fierceness or power,), vph., keka bundoi, 7. 

Three, card, num., shata. In abstract counting use ishata. See Gram 
84,91. 

Threshhold, nph., munya (2) mu mbula, 4. 

(door sill), nph., ngesha (2) mu ikuiki, 8. 

(lower part of door over which one steps in order to enter), nph., 
iyota (8) ’ kongala, 4. 
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Threshingfloor, n., ntola, 4. 

Thrice, adv., hueta (4) ishata. 

(third, time) hueta inshata. 

Throat, n., muoya, 2. 

[esophagus], nph., kongala (4) a muoya. 

Throb, v., bola, kuma. 

Throne, n-, ihuona, 8; bunyimi, 7. 

[chair, seat], mbata, 4. 
Throng, n., ikueki, 8; buiki, 7. 

Throttle, vt., ata or ama a ikolala, 8. 

Through, prep., a. See Gram. 372 [34]. 

Throughout, adv. ph., a kuntsha [4 pi.] ikima; a indodia [8] ikima. 
Throw, vt., boka. 

away as worthless, vt., hula. 
[empty], vt., tshaka. 

back and forth, vt., yakisha. 
down, as house, vt., bokala. 
in wrestling, vt., toma. 

Thrust, vt., in order to pierce, kueta. 

out, remove, vt., tei. 
out, empty, vt., tshaka. 

push, vt., nyukala. 

Thumb, n., nema munena, 2. PI. ndema minena. 

Thunder, n., rolling, ikungala [8]’ mbula, 3. 

vi., kungala with mbula as subj. 

Thursday, n., Lushu Lunai, 5. See Week. 

Thus, adv., ngo ngosha. 

[like], ihua ingo, 8. 

Thwart, vt., lula. 

[hinder], vt., buntsha. kuihisha, ungi. 

[make go the wrong road], vt., ungi. 

Thy, poss. pro. See Your. 

Thyself. See Yourself. 

Tick, n. (on dog), lukonya, 5; ntshoka, 4. 

[as watch], v., tota. 

Tickle, vt., yamala. 

Tidiness, n., inanga, 8. 

Tidy, adj., [of] inanga, 8. 

make, vt., lodi. 
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Tie, vt., kana. 

on, as battens, vt,, kakala. 

Tight, Be, vi. (taut), nangata, shukata. 
(as stopper in bottle), vi;, kokama. 

Tighten, vt. [strengthen], naingi. 

[make taut], vt., shukatshi, naingi. 
Tightly, adv., bunonona. 

Till, conj., see Until. 

[cultivate], vt., bentsha, shahala. 

Timbrel, n., lukuemi, 5. 

Time, n., at the same, ishola, hueta (4) mimo; hueta mintshi; hueta yelala 

for, nph., itanga [8] as subj. of elama. 

day-, muanya, 2. 
long, nph., hueta (4 pl.^) i buiki; shu i buiki; shu shu; mana shu. 
long t. ago, adv., kanyi, a matetshala a bukosha, a buosha. 

next, hueta yekidi. 

night-, butu, 7. 

old, adv., kanyi, a matetshala, a bukosha, a buosha. 

plenty of, be, nph., itanga yela-ngata; itanga yaha yela a dika. 

[repetition, as once, twice, thrice etc.], See Gram. 341, 344. 

short, nph., yasha (8) ikeka; itenya[9] ikeka. 

(dawn), kosha, 4; butu [7] as subj. of uya. 

[sunrise], kosha, 4; itanga (8) as subj. of to. 

[about 8 or 9, a. m.], itanga shamanyengi. 

(noon), muanya muanya, 2; itanga a ndenga’ndenga, 4. 
(after-noon), ikokala, 8. 

(sunset), nph., itanga iwela kakita, itanga yakita; itanga yashota 
akita. 

(midnight), nph., ndeka’ndeka butu. 

(what hour? what o’clock?), huota ke? itanga huota ke? itanga ke?. 

Timid, Be, vi., oka buteta or bushonya, 7; ed’i buteta or bushonya. 

Timidity, n., bushonya, 7. 

(fear, fright), buteta, 7. 

Tin, n. (soft, white iron), ikata, 8. 
-can, mbonga, 4. 

-opener, nph., iketa idihala i yina mbonga. 

Tiptoe, vi., shonama. 

walk on, vph., ena anyangidi; ena a shosha a matami. 
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Tire, vt., yoi, leisha. 

(be tired), vi., yo, lei, nyonga. 

(be tired of, loathe), vt., leka with the thing loathed as subj. 
and the person as obj. 

Tiredness, n., buola, 7; buleidi, 7. 

Tithe, n., (of) ishenga. 

Title, n., lushala, 5. 

Titter, n., isheisha, 8. 

v., shei; ed’i isheisha. 

To, prep., a. 

(1) When a person is the object of the prep, the a is followed 

by bola; as, yaha a bold Kueta, go to Kueta; iya a bold buitd, come to 

us; etc. 

(2) often to is expressed in the verb: as, shashala ishasha, pull the 

mdt to pieces. 

(3) As sign of the infinitive lea or a; awelci liakata. he is about to go; 

amukd dJcitd, lie wdnts to rest; etc. 

(4) For clauses expressing purpose, see Gram. 408. 

(5) From... to, to.... d. as, dniyd to Nshengd d Yohd, he edme from Mu¬ 

sh engi to Yohd. 

(6) Erorn... to (till), d.d; a held ngund d koshd d ikokdla he worked 
from morning till (to), evening. 

Toad, n., iyolahuota, 8. 

Toast, vt., aoga. 

Tobacco, n., makai, 8 pi. 

To-day, adv., alola. 

(this very day), alola akuiya. 

Toe, nph., nema (2) itami (8). PI. ndema mat-ami. 

great, nph., nema munena mu matami. 

Together, ad. This idea is generally expressed in the verb; as, bdkokd- 

md, they assembled together; bdtuhdld biketd, they put the things 
together; etc. 

put, etc. vph., tshika a indodia intshi (8) or imo. 

Toil, n., ngund, 2. PI. minguna. See Labor. 

Toiler, nph., nkedi (1) a nguna (2); muna (1) nguna. 

(artisan), muina, 1. PI. bina. 

Token, n., yingeta, 9. 

Tolerableness, nph., buditala (7) bu mahetshi, 8 pi. 

Tolerable, adj., (of) buditala bu mahetshi. 

Tomato, n., ditamata, 6. 
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Tomb, n. (grave), yana, 9. PL biana, See Grave. 

(graveyard), iyoma, 8. 

To-morrow, adv., ngesha. 

morning, kosha ngesha. 

day after, a hena, or a hena ngesha. 

Tone, nph., low bass, ihuonala (8) i dioi, 6. 

high, dioi dikeka. 

clear, n., kinga, 4. 

Tongs, n., ntetala. 2. 

Tongue, n., inema, 8. 

To-night, adv. (the night following day) butu, 7. 

last, butu bu alola. 
night before last, butu bu ikola, 8. 

Too, adv. (also), kamotshi. 

(excess), use the verbs ieka and shama. 

Tool, n., yongala, 9. PI. biongala. See Machine. 

(an indefinite thing), ngeta, 4. PI. biketa, 9. 

Tooth, n. dina, 6. PI. mina. 

-ache, nph., shushudi a dina; vph., shuma with dina as subj. 
cut, as a young child, vph., mena mina. 

grit the, vph., kekisha mina. 

knock out, vph., shokala mina. 
Toothless, Be, vi. hoka, bonga with mina as subj. 

Top, n. (end), ntshue, 2; ishosha, 8. See End. 

of head, n., luboma, 5. 

of house, roof, n., shama, 4. 
of house, cone, n., nyona, 2. 

(lid), n., ilia, 8. 

of mountain, nph., tena (4) a nkontsha, 2. 

of mountain, peak, nph., mboma (4) nkontsha. 
(pile on on top of the other), vt., tetshi, nyaingi; vi., tetama, 

nyangama. 

Topple, v., off, toka. 

over, vi., huka. 

Topmost, n. (point), shosha, 4. 

(above), n., dika, 6. 

Torch, n., mbona, 2. 

Torment, vt., okisha with kaha, 4; hitshi with ikuna, 8. 
(harass) vt., ona, hetshi. 

(persecute), vt., hinala, 
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(punish), vt., hetshi; vi., hetshama, hetana. 
(whip), vt., bola. 

n., mahetshi, 8 pi. 

Torn, Be, vi., bantsha. 

Tornado, nph., huinga (4) a mbula, 3. 
blow as a, vi., huha. 

(strong, blustering wind without rain), mbamalakusha. 

Tortoise, n., iyula, 8. 

Torture, vt-5 hetshi, ona; hinala. See Torment. 
Toss, vpb., tola a’bola mahuaka, 8 pi. 

Total, adj., kima. 

Totality, n., nkima, 2; tuna, 4. 

(whole, unbroken, uncut), ibonaka, 8; ntshiha, 2. 
Totter, vi., huhuka. 

(lean to one side), vi., tengama. 

Touch, vt. (feel), amala. 

together, vi., bakata, namata. 

Tough, adj. (as meat), nonana a mina, 6 pi. 

be, vph., ed’i nami, 2. 

Tour, n., luena, 5; lubunga, 5. 

Towards, prep., a, a bosha. 

Towel, n., mueha, 2. PI. mieha. 

Tower, n., mbula mitadi, 4. 

Town, n., buola, 7; ngana, 4. PI mangana, 8. 

(district of a number of villages), nunga, 2. PI. minunga. 

Trace, see Track. 

Track, vt., laha with matami or makashi, 8 pi., laha hadi, 4. 

(any tracing or marking or ground), mbolala, 2. PI. mimbolala. 

(mark, as on paper), n., nshota, 2. 
(footprint), iyatala; 8, itami, 8; ikasha, 8; hadi, 4. 

of snake, n. mbola, 4. 

of railway, nph., mboka (4) a ntshukatshuka (4) a mana, 8 pi. 

Tractable, Be, vi., tomala, beka. 

adj., (of) inanga, 8; (of) ibeki, 8. 

Tractableness, n., inanga, 8; ibeki, 8. 

Trade, vt. (exchange), shekisha; vi., sheka. 
(buy and sell), vt., oto or kula with nganga, 4. 

(price), n., mbana, 2. 

secure a, vt.. shola with bukudi, 7. 

n., nganga, 4. 
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Tradition, nph., ikelala (9) i bayola, 1 pi. 

Trader, nph., nkudi (1) a nganga (4); ntoi (1) a nganga. 
Traduce, vt., shana, shongala, bangisha. 

Trail, vt. (drag), bolala, lonala. 

[pull], kuntsha. 

[track], see Track. 

[trace], see Track. 
Train, n. [line], muanga, 2; nshela, 2; luonga, 5. 

railway, nph., mboka [4] a ntshukatshuka (4) a mana, 8 pi. 

(teach), vt., ekisha, laka. 

(rear), vt., bola. 
Traitor, n., nshanyi, 1; nshongidi, 1. 

to be, vt., shana, bangisha, shongala. 

Tramp, v., nyata. 

heavily, vph., bola itami, 8. 

on, vph., nyata a matami, 8 pi. 

n. (vagabond), yungala, 9. PI. biungala; muna (1) yendena, 9. 

Trample upon, vt., nyata a itami, 8. 

Tranquil, Be, vi., ela with hola. 

(become), vi., kita. 
Transfigure, vt., hisha, kalala, ;Vi., kadiha, hila. 

Transfiguration, n., buhila, 7; nkadihi, 4. 

(a changing of the mind, not doing what one promised), n., ihila, 9. 

Transform, vt., hisha, kalala; vi., kadiha, hila. 
Transformation, n. See Transfiguration. 

Transgress, vt., kela buhi. 

Transgression, n., buhi, 7; ikama ibe, 8.. 
Transgressor, nph., muota ambe, 1; nkedi [1] a makama mabe, 8 pi. 

Translate, vph., kalala lutota, 5. 
Translator, nph., nkadi [1] a lutota, 5. 
Transmigration, n. (metempsychosis), nshanga, 2. PI. mishanga. 

(the act of changing in this manner), vi., shanga. 

Transparent, adj., [of] yema, 9. 
become [clear, clean], v., ngama. . • 
make, vt. (clear, clean), ngamh 

Transpire, vi., ya. 
Transplant, vt. [plant], ona. 
Transport, vt. (carry), tola. 
Trap, n., ilonga, 9, 

for fish, neka, 2. PI. mineka. 
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(pit for trapping animals), ibemi, 8; nshoi, 2. Pl. mishoi. 

(be entrapped), vph., bala ilonga. 

(fail to entrap), v., boka shubanga with ilonga as subj. 

set a, vt., kotsha 

trigger of, n., nsha, 2. PL misha. 

Trash, n., biketa, 9 pl. 

-pile, iyala, 8. 

Travail, v., strain in, airiata. 

be in, vph., ed’i nshonga, 2. 

t n., nshonga, 2. 

Travel, vt., ena, bunga. 

n., luena, 5; lubunga, 5. 
Traveller, n., muenyi, 1; mbungi, 1; muna (1) luena (5) or lubunga, 5. 

Traverse, vt. (thwart], lula. 

Treacherous, be toward, vt., shana, slicngala, bangisha. 

Tread, vt., nyata. 

on, vph., nyata a matami (8 pl), nyengi or nyaingi matami, 8 pl. 

(tramp heavily), vph., bola itami, 8. 

Treasurer, nph., mbaiki (1) a budiya (7) or biketa, 9pl. 

Treat, vt. (action towards), kesha. 

disease, vt., bo. 

ill-. See Abuse, Torment. 

Treatment, n., ill, mishinga, 2 pl.; butonyi, 7; bushei, 7. 

Treaty, n., yanga, 9. Pl. bianga. 

make a, vph., anga or boka yanga. 

Tree, n., nte, 2. 

butt end of, ishosha, 8. 

stump of, itshinga, 8. 

Tremble, vi., dita. 

Trench, n., ngusha, 2. 

side of, kentsha, 4. 

dig a, vph., idi ngusha. 

Trespass, n., buleidi, 7; ndeila, 4. 

Trial, n., toha, 4; makama, 8 Pl. 
place of, court, ibantsha, 8; matena, 8 Pl. malanga 8 PL; ibantsha 

matena. 
make a, attempt, test, vt., keka. 

Tribe, n. (clan, family), ilontshi, 8; ikina, 8. See people. 

Tribulation, n., ikama ibe or inonona, 8, 

(oppression), nena, 2. 
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(punishment), mahetshi, 8 pi. 
Tribunal, n., malanga, 8 pi.; ibantsha (8) malanga or matena, 8 PI.; 

matena. 
Tribute, n., ndama, 4; nama, 2. pi. minama. 

pay, vt., lamala, eka or boka with nama. 
pay to, vt., lamisha. 

Trick, vt., (conjure), kuta. 
(deceive), v., huta, banga. 

Trickery, n. (sleight of hand), ishama, 8. 
(cunningness), bulemi, 7. 

Trickle, vi., down, shoha. 

(as sweat), odiha. 
Trifle, v. (do slowly), use proper verb followed by past part, of nyanga- 

la; a 

as, akela nguna anyangidi, he did the work slowly. 

(not do), v., use neg. of kela. 
(play), vi., shala. 

Trifling person, n., indena, 9. 

adj., (of) budena, 7; (of) bunyengala or bunyengidi, 7. 

Trigger, n., of gun, ngana, 2. 
of trap, nsha, 2. pi. misha. 

Trim, vt., as lamp, lodi. 

Trinket, (ornament), inama, 9. 

Trip, n., luena, 5; lubunga, 5. 
go on a, vph., ena a luena or lubunga. 

[stumble and fall], vph., buaka itomata, 9. 

[strike foot against], vph., bola iya, 8. 

Trouble, vt. [annoy], okisha or asha with kaha, 4; hitshi with ikuna, 8. 
[disturbance], n., lutota, 5. 

make, vt., tshika with lutota. 

[misfortune], n., iya ibe, 8; ikama ibe, 8. 
[oppression], n., nena, 2. 

[punishment], n., mahetshi, 8 pi. 
Trough, n., buata, 7; iteka, 8. 
Trousers, n., long, ikohala, 8. 

short, nama, 2. pi. minama. See pants. 

True, adj., [of] koka; koka. 

Truly, adv., ikakama. 
Trumpet, n., hunga, 4. 
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Trunk, n. [box], ikohi, 8; nsheta, 2. 

of elephant, muemi, 2. 

of body, lutoka, 5. 

Trust, vt., imisha, longa. 

[hope for, expect], lenala. 

Trustworthy, adj., [of] dioi dirno or dintshi or dimotshi, 6. 

Truth, n., ikakama, 8. 

[goodness], busheka, 7. 

[sufficiency], yelarna, 8. 

tell the, vt., shakala. 

Truthful, adj. See Trustworthy. 

Truthfully, adv., ikakama, koka, See Truly. 

Try, vt., a law case, koma with ikama, 8. 

[decide a case in court], tohala, shamala with ikama. 

[hold a court], vt.., koma with malanga, 8 pi.; tena matena, 8 pi. 

by lifting, vt., keka. 

by measuring, edi. 

(attempt and fail), vi., lei. 

(taste or test), vt., keka. 

[test one], vph., ingala ikuna, 8. 

(test one in order to get a confession), vt., kotala. See Test. 

Tube, n. (barrel of gun), rnboka, 4; munya, 2. 

of pipe, mouth piece, mheha, 2. PI. miheha. 

of pipe, stem, ntana, 2. 

Tuck, vt. (gird up the loins), boka with nama, 2. 

n., ishama, 9; muna, 2. PI. mimuna. 

Tuesday, n., Lushu lumhina, 5. 

Tuft, n„ of hair, ikoma, 8. 

Tumbler, n., mbonga, 4. 

Tumor, n., ikuha, 8; ngudi, 9; ingesha, 2. 

Tumult, n., lutota, 5. 

make, vt., tshika with lutota. 

Tune, n., nkoma, 2. 

(song), luema, 5. PI. ntshema. 
out of, v., koma. 

put out of, vt., komala. 

put in, vt., koma. 

instruments to each other, attune, vt., edi or koma yelala, 
(voice in singing), n., kinga, 4. 

Turn, v., aside, onga; vt. uengi. 

i 
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back, vi., kala, kasha akala; vt., kasha, 

handle of anything in a circle, vt., oto, ledi. 

inside out, vt., hinala, kalala. 

into, enter, v., ingala. 

into, become, vi., hila, kadiha, iya; vt., hisha, kalala. 

loose, vt., lemala. 

off, discharge, vt., tei. 
one’s back on, vph., eka mbisha, 4. 

out, drive out, vt., benga. 

over, vt., kalala. 

over, upset, vt., hukala; vi., huka. 

(revolve), vt., ledi; vi., lela. 

round, become different, vi., hila, iya, kadiha. 

round and round, vt., ledi; vi., lela. 

summersault, vph., boka itoka, 8. 
to one side, vi., tegama; vt., tengi. 
up, root up, as hog, vt., ushala. 

upside down, vt., hudi; vi., hulama. 
(twist), vt., oto; vi., otola. 

aside, out of the way, vt., shekala; vi., sheka. 
Turtle, n., iyula, 8. 

Tusk, n., of ivory, muonga, 2. 

of hog, dina, 6. 

Twice, adv., hueta amhina, liueta ihe. 
[second time], kamhina. 

Twig, nph., tama (4) a nte, 2. 

(young plants or sprouts), menala, 2. PI. mimenala. 
Twin, n., iyesha, 8. 

the older, mboi, 1. 

the younger, ishaka, 8. 

Twine, vi., around, kohata; vt., koha. 

ball of, nph., ikata (8) i nshinga, 2. 

(string), n., nshuka, 2; nshinga,2. 

for making mats, n., muota, 2. PL miata. 

Twist, vt., oto; vi., otola. 

(as string on the leg), vt., shinga. 

off, vt., oto. 

(wriggle, squirm), vi., otola, huhuka, nyinga]a. 

(roll over), vt., budima. 

Two, card, num., he. See Gram. 84. 
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Type, n. (printing), dileta (Eng). 6. 

Tyrannical, adj., (of) nena, 2. 

Tyrannize over, vt., hinala, hetshi, ona. 
Tyranny, n., buonyi, 7; nena, 2; mahetshi, 8 pi. 

Tyrant, nph., muna(l) buonyi (7) or nena (2) or mahetshi, 8 pi. 

U 

Udder, n., ibela, 8. 

Ugliness, n., buhi, 7. 

Ugly, adj., be. 

Ulcer, n., ibontsha, 8; inuna, 9. 

[large swelling], ishela, 8. 
[boil], iketa, 8. See Boil. 

Umbilicus, n., ngoma, 2. PI. mingoma. 

Umbrella, n. [bird with great wings), ihushidi, 8. 

Unable, Be, v., use neg. of yeha or ihala. 
Unaware, Be, v. See Unable. 

Unbar, vt., dihala. 

Unbelief, n., bubedi, 7. 
Unbeliever, n., mbedi, 1; muna [1] bubedi, 7. 

Unbend, vt. [bend straight], shemala; vi., shema. 

Unbending, Be, vi., nangata, shukata, shemata. 
[be mature], vi., loma. 

Unbind, vt., tungala. 
(unroll, unfold), vt., shemala, botala; vi., shema, bota. 

Unbolt, vt., dihala. 

(uncover), vt., kukala. 

Unbroken, (the whole thing), n., ibonaka, 8. 

Uncertain, Be, vi. (vacillate), ed’i with buenyi, 7; ed’i mitema mihe, 2 pi. 

(postpone), vi., kuihi. 

Unchaste, adj., (of) buhuoka, 7; (of) shasha, 4. 

Unchastity, n., buhuoka, 7; shasha, 4. 

Uncircumcised, Be, vi., neg. of shona; ed’i with nshuimi, 2. 
Uncivilized person, n., yungala, 9. Pl. biungala. 

(a country person), nkona, 1. PI. bakona. 

Uncle, n. (maternal), mai numi, 1. PI. bamai numi. 

(paternal, if older than father), tata ngola, 1. PI. batata bayola. 

(paternal, if Younger than father), tata ilenga. PL batata bilenga. 
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Unclean, Be, vi. (as clothes), hita, ed’i with mbina, 4. 
in person, ed’i with bushala (7) or mbina. 
(bad), adj., be. 

(unchaste). See Unchaste. 
[untidy], See Untidy. 

Uncleanness, n., bushala, 7; bunduemi, 7; buhi, 7. 

on person, mbina, 4; bushala, 7. 

(unchastity), buliuoka, 7; shasha, 4. 

(untidiness), bushala, 7. 
Unclose, vt. (disclose, unhide), sliolala. 

Uncoil, vt. (unwind), tungala; vi., tunga. 

(unroll), vt., botala; vi., bota. 

Unclouded, Be, vi., (clear up, as sky), ngama. 

Unconscious, Be, vi., owa with shiya, 4. 

(have spasm), vph., owa isheshala, 8. 

Unconsciousness, n., shiya, 4. 

(spasm), isheshala,8. 

Uncontrollable, Be, vi. (disobey), omala, neg., of tomala or okama. 

Uncooked, adj.. (of) muonya, 2. 

be, vi., ed’i muonya. 

Uncover, vt., kukala. 

(be uncovered), vi., kuka. 

(open), vt., dihala; vi., dihata. 

Uncultivatable land, n., shina minonona, 4. 

Under, prep., a shina a. 

Underneath, prep., a, a shina a. 

Undersized (dwarfed person), n., itshika, 9. 

become, vi., kukama with itshika. 

(a thin, slim person), bilerai mbamimbami. 

Understand, v., each other, diyokisha. 

(hear), v., oka. 

(know), v., yeha. 

(find out by association another’s ways), vt., tongata. 

Understanding, n. (knowledge), buanyi, 7. 
Undertone, n., inungisha, 8. 

speak in, v., nungisha. 

Undo, vt. (untie), tungala, hishala. 

(as sewing), vt., shomala. 

(take to pieces), vt., tokala. 

(tear to pieces), vt., shashala. 
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[uncover], vt.. kukala. 

Undone, come, vi., toka, tunga, hislia, shoma. 

Undress, vt., kohala. 

(take off, as tunic), vt., tungala. 
Uneasy, Be, vi. [restless), kekeha, nyingala. 

Uneducated person, n., nkona, 1. PJ. bakona. 

Unequal, Be, vi., use neg. of elama, or neg. of ela with yelala or ihua 
imo. 

Uneven, Be, vi. [rough to the touch], namisha. 
[unequal]. See Unequal. 

[not smooth], v., use neg. of ela with nshena, 2. 

Unfaithful, Be, (in the marriage relation), v., kela with nshangidi, 2. 
Unfasten, vt. [open], dihala. 

a knot, tungala, hishala, ditala. 

(uncover), vt., kukala. 

(be unfastened), vi., tunga, hisha, dita, dihata, kuka. 
Unfinished, Be, vi., use neg. of shila. 

Unfetter, vt., tei a muata, 2. See Unloose, Unfasten. 
Unfold, vt. (as cloth, wings, flower, etc), botala,- vi., bota. 

[stretch forth, spread out], vt., alala, shemala; vi., alama; shema. 

Unfortunate, Be, vi., use neg. of constructions given under Fortunate. 
Unfriendliness, n., ibela, 8. 
Unfriendly, adj., (of) ibela, 8. 

Unfruitful, person or animal, ikuta, 9. 

Unfurl, vt., botala; vi., bota. 

Ungodliness, n., buhi, 7. 

Ungodly, adj., be. 

Ungrateful, adj., (of) ibiha, 8; (of) butshoka, 7. 

Ungratefulness, n., ibiha, 8; buntshoka, 7. 

Unhappiness, n., buhuola, 7; manga, 8 pi. 

Unhappy, Be, vi., otola with ntema (2) as subj., ed’i or oka with manga; 
neg. of ela with i followed by nshasha, 2. 
[be angry], vi., oka or ed’i with kaha, 4. 

(mope), vi., kutama, tukama. 

[mourn], vph., ed’i with buela (7) or buhuola (7) or ishei, 8. 
Unhide, vt., sholala. 

(make known, as dream or secret), vt., shakala. 
Unholiness, n., buhi, 7. 

Unholy, adj., be; neg., of ela with sheka. 
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Unimportant, adj., (of) bukala. 

Uninhabited, place, nph., indodia kaya i bata. 

(cemetery or a deserted village, old site), n., iyoma, 8. 

Unintentionally, see Accidentally. 

Unison, sing in, vph., tuhala or edi moi yelala. 

Unit, n. [one], motshi, mo. 

Unite, vi. (as streams, paths, etc), bola, tuhala, kishala; vt., bodi, tuha¬ 

la, kishala. 

[join, become one of a party], v., ingala, bola tuhala. 

(put against), vt., baka, shami, nami, bodi; vi., bakata, shamata, 

bola, namata. 

(put end to end), vt., kuetshi; vi., kuetama. 

Unity, n. (sameness, oneness), buyelala, 7; buntshibuntshi, 7; ihua imo 

or imotshi, 8. 

Unjust, adj. [bad], be; neg. of ela with sheka. 

[be dishonest], v., shena; ed’i with buemi, 7. 

Unkind, adj., be, (of ibela, 8; [of] ihetshi (8) or nena, 2; neg. of ela 

with sheka. 

to, vt., hetshi, hinala, ona. 

Unkindness n., ibela, 8; ihetshi, 8; nena, 2. 

Unknown, adj., (of) bushola, 7; (of) bushuemi, 7; neg., of yeha, neg. of 

yehama. 

Unlatch, vt. (open), dihala. 

(uncover), vt., kukala. 

(be unlatched), vi., dihata. 

(be uncovered), vi., kuka. 

Unlawful, make, vt. (taboo), kina with ikina, 8. 

(forbid), vt., kinyi. 

thing, n., ikina, 8. 

Unlearned person, n., nkona, 1. PI. bakona. 
Unleavened, Be, v., neg. of ela i followed by luewene [Eng ], 4. 

Unless, sub. conj. (if not), use neg. of conditional forms., bee Gram. 

406, 407. , . 
Unlike, Be, vi., use neg. of ela with mu’in’ana or yelala oi uua imo 

or imotshi, 8. 

Unload, vt., tei. 

Unlock, vt. [open], dihala. 
(come unlocked), vi., dihata. 

(uncover), vt., kukala. 
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(be uncovered), vi., kuka. 

Unloose, vt. (untie), tungala, ditala, hishala. 
(pull loose), vt., shomaia, tokala. 

(set free, let loose), vt.} lemala. 

[free, redeem], vt., ontshala. 
Unlucky, Be, vi., use neg. of constructions given under Fortunate. 

Unmanageable, Be, v., use neg. of tomala, okama; ed’i with bubedi, 7. 

(disobey), vt., omala. 

Unmarried person, n., imbuemi, 9. 
Unmerciful, adj., [of] ibela [8] or nena (2) or ihetshi (8); neg. of ela 

with muenga, 2. 
Unmercifulness, n., ibela, 8; ihetshi, 8; nena, 2; buonyi, 7. 

Unmindful, Be, vi. (forget, forgetful), owa with hima, 4; ata with hima 

as subj., shama with buenyi, 7. 

(forget one), vt., dima. 
Unmovable. See Immovable. 

Unoccupied, Be, vi.. ed’i with bukala or buanga. 
Unpalatable, Be, vi., ela with hia hia; neg. ol ela with hima. 

Unproductive, Be, vi. [as land], oi, atala. 

nph., mana manouona, 8 pi. 

Unprofitable, adj., use ihuoa i (9) followed by the thing or person con¬ 

cerned. 
Unravel, vt., tungala, shomaia; vi., tunga, shoma. 

(loosen, as knot), vt., kokala, yoi, ditala, hishala. 
(be loosened, as knot), vi., dita, yo, hisha. 

Unreliable, adj., [of] makusha, 8 pi. 
Unreliableness, n., makusha, 8 pi. 
Unrighteous, adj., be. 
Unrighteousness, n., buhi, 7. 
Unripe, Be, vi., ela with kaka [4] or ikinya, 9. 

Unrobe, vt. [undroess], kohala. 
[remove tunic], vt., tungala. 

Unroll, vt., botala; vi., bota. 

[spread out], vt., alala; vi., alama. 

[stretch out], vt., shemala; vi., shema. 

Unruly, Be. See Unmanageable. 

Unseasoned, Be, vi., use neg. of ela with hima, or ela with hia hia. 

Unsavory, Be, vi., ed’i hia hia. 

adj., nkanya. 

Unslefjsh, adj. (generous), [of] iyeyeki, 9; (of) nyinga, 4 pi. 
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(generosity), n., iyeyeki, 9; iyekala, 9. 

Unsound, Be, vi. (rotten), huona. 

Unspotted, Be, vi., use neg. of ela with i followed by itoha, 8. 

(clean), vi., ngama. 

adj. (clean), [of] yema, 9. 

Unstable, Be, vi., nyingala; neg., of shukata or namata. 

Unsteady, Be. See Unstable. 

Unsuitable, Be, vi., use neg. of elama, or neg. of ela with yelala or 

ihua imotshi or imo, or neg. of ela with sheka. 

Untangle, vt., tungala, shomala; vi., tunga, shoma. See Unravel. 

Untidiness, n., bushala, 7; nyetsha 4. 

Untidy, adj., [of] bushala, 7; (of) nyetsha, 4. 

Untie, vt., tungala. 

(be untied), vi., tunga. 

(as knot), vt., hishala, ditala. 

(come untied, as knot), vi., dita, hisha. See Unloose, Undo, 
Undone. 

Uprightness, n., n. [goodness], busheka, 7; yelama, 8. 
Up-river, prep, ph., a tena (4) a. 

Uproar, n., lutota, 5. 

Uproot, vt., tokala. 
(as would pig), vt., ushala. 

Upset, vt., hukala; vi., huka. 
(turn upside down), vt., hudi; vi., hulama. 

Up-stream, prep, ph., a tena (4) a. 

Upwards, adv.,a dika. 

Urbanity, n., ibeki, 8, inanga, 8. 

Urge, on, vt., toimi, tumi, tshintshi. 

[catch in theft], v., to ata. 

[hasten], vt., nyangala with luena, 5. 

The causative form of other verbs may be employed according to 

sense. 

Urinate, v., nena with menya, 8 pi. 

Urine, n., menya, 8 pi. 

Us, pers. pro. 

(1) Simple Disjunctive, see Gram. 98-104. 

(2) As direct or indirect, object, use pro. infix -ta-. See Gram. 112- 

114. 

(3) with prepositions, See Gram. 99, 100. 
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Usage, n., ikelala, 9. 

Use, vt., ata. 

of no, adj. ph., (of) bukala. 

Until, sub. conj. See Gram. 405, (c). 

prep., a. 

(from.... until), a...* a. 

(as long as, as far as, etc.), shanga a, shuka. 
Unto, prep. See To. 

Untrue, Be, vi., ela with makusha, 8 pi.; neg. of ela with ikakama or 

koka. 
Untruth, n., makusha, 8 pi. 

tell an, v., banga, huta, huta makusha. 

Untruthful, adj., (of) makusha, 8 pi. 

Untruthfulness, n., makusha, 8 pi. 

Unwell, Be, vi., bela, ed’i with shusbudi (4) or buala, 7. See Sick. 
Unwholesome, adj., be. 
Unwilling, Be, vi., bela, omala, neg. of imisha or longa. 

Unwind, vt., tungala, botala; vi., tunga, bota. 

Unwtrap, vt., tungala, botala; vi., tunga, bota. 

Up, adv. [on high], a dika, 6. 

to, prep, a. 

stream, ph., a tena, (4) a. 

Upon, prep., a, a dika [6] di, a kata a. See On, To. 

Upper part of hind leg, n., ibela, 9. 

Uppish, adj., [of] mhuoka (2) or buntshoka (7) or buhuangata, 7. 

Uppishness, n., mhuoka, 2; buntshoka, 7; buhuangata, 7. 

Upright, Be, vi., emata, lolama, shemata, shongama. 

make, vt., emi, lodi, shemi, shuengi. 

(good), adj., sheka. 
Used, to vt., laka, ekisha. 

(be used to), vi., ekala. 

up, exhausted, finished, vi., shila. 

Useless, adj., (of) bukala. 

(worthless), ihuona (9) i followed by the person or thing eon- 
cerned. 

become, vi., huona, ontsha, iya with bukala. 

Usurp, vt [take by violence], tamala. 

Usurper, n„ ntamidi, 1. 

Uterus, nph., nguma [4] a muana, 10 

Utter, v., lola, shongala, tota. 
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V 

Vacancy, n. [emptiness], buanga, 7. 

Vacant, Be, v., ela with buanga or bukala. See Empty, 
spot of land, n., isho, 8. 

Vacate, vi. [go out], to. 

Vacillate, vi. [postpone], kuihi. 

[be undecided], vph., ed’i mitema mihe, 2 pi. 

[be foolish or silly], vph., ed’i buenyi, 7. 

(a vacillating or silly person), n., yenyi, 1. PI. benyi. 

Vacillation, n. [changeableness], ihila, 9. 

(folly, foolishness), n., buenyi, 7. 

Vag bond, n., yungala, 9. PI. biungala. 

(sluggard), n., indena, 9; ndedi, 1; muna (1) yendena, 9. 

Vagabondage, n., bungala, 7; yendena, 9. 

(sluggishness), n., bundena, 7. 

Vagina, n., ishonsha, 8. 

Vagrancy, see Vagabondage. 

Vagrant, see Vagabond. 

Vain, Be, v. (proud), dimuka, dishuntsha, oka with nshasha 2 

take name in, vph., tena dina itetenyi, 9. 

(try in vain), vi., lei. 

(to no purpose), adv., ibalaka, nkuta. 
Vale, n. (deep valley), ibeki, 8; a lubana, 5. 

(shallow trench), n., ngidi, 4. 

Valiant, see Brave. 

Valley, n., deep, ibeki, 8. 

shallow, ngidi, 4. 

side of, n., lubana, 5. 

Valor, n. [manliness], bulunga, 7. 

[daring, audacity], n., buahala, 7. 

men of, nph., bata or balunga banonona; bata or balunga 
ba matadi. 

Valuable, adj. ph., [of] mbana munonona, 2. 
Value, n. (price), mbana, 2. 

(trade), nganga, 4. 

Vanish, vi., dima. 

Vanity, n. (happiness), nshasha, 2. 

Vanquish, vt., shama or leka with bunonona (7) or ngona, 4. 
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Variableness, n. (fickleness), ihila, 9. 
Variegated, He, vi., ed’i with itoha, 8. 

Variety, See Kind. 

Vary, v., use neg. of elama, or neg. of ela with yelala or ihua imo or 

ihua (8) imotshi. 

Vassal, n. (slave), nsho, 1; ibona, 8; ngeta, 1. PI. beta. 

Vast, adj. (large), nena. 

number, many, (of) build, 7. 

Vastness, n. (largeness), bunena, 7. 

in number, n., buiki, 7. 

Vaunt, v., dimuka, disuntsha, oka with nshasha, 2. 

Vegetable, n., ilesha, 9. 

Veil, nph., ndela (2) mu shaingi a dika, or ndela mu hanyi a dika. 

Veil, nph., ndela (2) mu shaingi a dika, or ndela mu hanyi a dika. 

Vein, n., otshimitshi, 2. 

Velocity, n., mbanga, 4; buasha, 7. 

Venerate, vt., shoshama, shemala, hatsha, kaingi. 

Vengeance, n., ibela, 8. 

Venom n., for poisoning arrows, luluengi, 5. 

Veracity, n., ikakama, 8. See Truth. 

Veranda, nph., shina (4) a mbula, 4. 

eaves of, nph., kuka (4) a mbula. 
(pole resting on the supporting posts), n., nkama,2. 

post supporting the, n., nkontsha, 2; ikontsha, 8. 

Verdict, pass avt., shamala. 
Verge, n, [brink, border, margin], nkola, 2. 

(brim), n., muemi, 2. PI. miemi. 

(incline), vi., tengama. 
(lean against or upon), vt., ekama. 

[lean against], vt., eka. 

Verily, adv., ikakama. 

Very, adv., (the very one), koka. 
(exactly), ta; mite mshemi ta, the sticks are straight exactly. 

(as modifying adjectives), see Gram. 83, (c). 

Vessel, n. (pot), koki or koiki, 4. 

(foreign pot or other vessel), n., ntshenga, 4. 

[ship], n., ntshukatshuka, 4. 

[water jar], ibonga, 8. 

Vest, n. (garment), nguma, 4. 
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Vex, vt., okisha or asha with kaha; hitshi with ikuna, 8. 

[be vexed], vi., ed’i or oka or ata with kaha, 4; ikuna [8] as 

subj. of hita. 

Vexation, n., kaha, 4. 

expression of by making unpleasant noise with lips, vi., betsha. 

Vexed, vi, (regret, come to grief), shaka. 

(be vexed), vi., oka or ata or ed’i with kaha, 4; ikuna as subj. 

of hita. 

Vibrate, vi., nyingala, lela. 

Vice, n. [bad habit], ikelala [9] ibe. 

Vicious, adj. [bad], be. 
be, vi. [as animal], ed’i with hama, 4. 

[be reckless, wild], vi., bela with ntshita, 4. 

person, a fool, nph., mbela [1] ntshita; yenyi, 1. PL benyi. 

Viciousness, n. (as animal), hama, 4. 

[badness], buhi, 7. 
(madness, folly), buenyi, 7; bubela [7] bu ntshita, 4. 

Victorious, Be over, vt., shama or leka with bunonona [7] or ngona, 4. 

Victuals, n., bishima, 9 pi.; biketa bi’odia, 9 pi. 

View, v. (look, see), mona, lena. 

come into, vi., shola. 

pass out of, vi. dima. 

Vigil, n. (wakefulness), ishongama, 8. 

Vigilant, Be, v., iha, ihala, ala with buanyi (7) or bulemi, 7. 

Vigorous, adj., nonona. 

be, vi., ed’i with bunonona, 7. 

Vigorously, adv., bunonona. 

Vigor, n., bunonona, 7. 
Vile, adj., be. 

Vileness, n., buhi, 7. 

Vilify, vt., shana, shongala, bangisha. 

Vill, n., ngana, 4. PI. mangana, 8. 

Village, n., buola, 7. 

(hamlet, generally apart of a larger village), ngana, 4. PI. 
mangana, 8. 

[capital], Nshenga, 2. 

(a distiict or a collection of villages, a county], nunga, 2, PL 
minunga. 

The people living in the villages of a nunga have a name, 

collectively; as, Bashi Balongw, Bashi Yonga\ Bashi Biyenga, etc. 
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The uunga has its county seat which is the village at which the 

chief of the nunga or county resides and where criminal courts 

are held. 

a deserted, n., iyoma, 8. 

(lazaretto), n., ikila, 8. 

Villain, n., muota ambe, 1; muna (1) ibela (8) or ihuangata, 9. 

Villainy, n., ibela, 8; buhuangata, 7; ihuangata, 9. 
Vindicate, vt., shui. 

(be vindicated), vi., shu. 

Vine, n., nama, 2. PI. minama. 

very small, n., nshuka, 2. 

grape-, nph., nama mu manoma (ipl.) ma’kela i mana winyo (4) 
or mana ma Mhutu. 

Vinegar, nph., winyo (4) yed’i nganya, 4. 

Vineyard, nph., ngona (4) a minama (2pl.) mi winyo, 4. See Wine. 
Violence, n., bunonona, 7; ngona, 4. 

(dementia), n., buenyi, 7; bubela (7) bu ntsliita, 4. 

to do, to rape, vph.', ata ngata (1) a bunonona, 7. 

take by, vt., tamala. 

Violent person, n. (demented), yenyi, 1; mbela (1) ntshita, 4. 

(strong), adj., nonona. 

Violently, adv., bunonona. 

do, vph., kela a bunonona. 

Virgin, n. (girl, lass), ile ngata. PI. bile bata. 
(female), nph., muan’a ngata, 1. Pi. bana ba bata. 

(a girl or woman that has never known a man), nph., ngata yaha 

kabatshidi nkodi, 2; ngata yaha ntshiha, 2; ngata ntshiema 

ntshiha. 

(an unmarried woman), n., imbuemi, 9. 

Virtue, n. (goodness), busheka, 7; yelama, 8. 

Virtuous, adj., sheka. 

[be chaste], vi., use neg. of ela with i followed by shasha (4) 

or buhuoka, 7. 

Vis, n. [strength], bunonona, 7; ngona, 4. 

[power], n., hama, 4. See Power. 

Visage, n., buosha, 7; misha, 6 pi. Sing, disha. 

Viscera, n., bikina, 9 pi. 
(guts), n., misho, 2 pi. 

Viscid, Be, vi., nangata, bakata. 

Viscidity, n. (gum), bulema, 7. 
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Visible, become, vi., shola. 

Vision, n. (dream), ilo, 8; yaha mbonala, 4. 
have a, vph., lo ilo. 

Visit, go fob a, vph., ena buonyambanga, 7. 
Visitor, n., muonyambanga, 1. 

Visor, n. (mask), muashamboi, 2. 
Vocation, n., nguna, 2. See Work, Labor. 

Voice, n., dioi, 6; ihuonala, 8. 
bass, nph., dioi dinena, ihuonala inena. 

high, nph., dioi dikeka, ihuonala ikeka. 

lower the, vfc., kokala ihuonala or dioi. 

raise the, vt., naingi ihuonala or dioi. 

in singing, n., kinga, 4. 

Void, see Vacant, Empty. 
Vomit, vi., lo. 
Vortex, n. (whirlpool), ilela (8) mashi, 8 pi. 

[whirlwind], n., ngesha, 2. 

Vow, n., nkana, 2. 

(promise), n., ilaka, 8. 
make a, vt., tei with nkana, 2. 

be under a, vph., ed’i nkana. 

[promise], vph., tshika ilaka. 

Voyage, n., luena, 5; lubunga, 5. 

W 

Wabble, n. (rock, wriggle), huhuka, otola. 

(roll over), v., budima. 

Wadding, n., for gun, yosha, 9. PI. biosha. 

(paper), n., luashi, 5. PI. kashi. 

Waddle, vi. (stagger, rock), tengama huhuka. 
[roll over], vt., budima. 

Wade, vph., ena a mashi, 8 pi. 
Wag, vt., hitala; vi., hita. 

Wage, vt., war, nana with bita, 9 pi. 
(pay,), n., ileshina, 8. 

Wager, n., mbala, 4. 
v., batala with mbala, 

put up a, vt., tshika with biketa, 9 pi. 
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Wages, n., ileshina, 8. 

advance, vt., lekisha or hetala with ileshina. 

[be advanced], vi., heta with ileshina as subj. 

decrease, vt., kokala with ileshina. 

(be decreased), vi, koka with ileshina as subj. 

Wagon, nph., iketa (9) inana nyama, 3. 

Wail, vi., lela. 

n., ilela, 9. 

Wailing, n., bilela, 9 pi. 

Waist, n., ilonga, 8. 

Waistband, n., nkodi, 2. 

Waistcoat, n., nguma, 4. 
Wait, v., konga. 

for, vt., kuengi, kongala. 

on, attend, vt., baka. 
(stand), vi., emata. 

[stop], v, lemala. 
[trust, hope for, expect], vt., lenala. 

Wake, vt., shuengi, umala a ntuengi, 2. 

[waken], vi., uma, shongama, uma a ntuengi. 

Wakeful, Be, vi., betama ishongama, 8. 

Wakefulness, n., ishongama, 8. 

Waken, vi., shongama, uma a ntuengi, 2. 

Walk, vi., ena. 

about, as baby, ena ngisha. 

lame, vph., ena atumidi or abokidi or ahakatshi. 

slowly, vi., ongala. 

with staff, vph., ena a hanga, 4. 

(stagger), vi., tengama, huhuka. 

(leaning to one side), vi:, tengama. 

Walking-stick, n., hanga, 4. 

Wall, n. (fence), luana, 5. PI. ntshana. 

of house, n., ibena, 8. 

(small brush fence about garden), luhala, 5. 

(small enclosure about plants), ibula, 8. 

Wallow, vt., budima; vi., otola; bidimak 

n#, dbidima. 

Wander, vi., bunga. 

(as one lost)t vi., ungala, 

in unknown path, vi., tonga„ 
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Wanderer, n., mbungi, 1. 

(one who follows another), namatslii, 1. 

(vagabond), n., yungala, 9. PI. biungala; muon (1) yendena, 9. 
Wandering, n., bungala, 7; yendena, 9; bunamatshi, 7. 

Wane, yi. (as moon), shinga, ona. 

Want, vt., rauka. 

(desire), n., nyinga, 4 pi. 
(in, poor), adj., ntana. 
(lack), vi., shala, neg. ofela with i. 

(need), n., ntana, 2. 

(yearn after, mourn for), vt., ahala, kanala. 

Wantonness, n., buhuangata, 7. 

War, n., bita, 9 pi. 

v., nana with bita. . 

Ward off, vt., esha. 

Warm, Be, vi. (as water on fire), banga, ed’i with tei, 10 pi. 
(be done or cooked), vi., uya. 

(be heated), vi., ed’i with nshusha (2) mu tei. 

one’s self in the sun or by the fire, vph., oka rnuanya or tei. 

over again, as food, vt., ohisha; vi., ohata. 

vt., baingi, usha. 

Warmth, n., of fire, water, etc., nshusha (2) mu tei, 10 pi. 

of body or fire or air, n., nyoka, 2. 

(closeness, lack of air), n., yinbima, 9. 

of the sun, n., muanya, 2. 
of fire, n., tei, 9 pi. 

Warn, vt., yehisha, ihala. 

(be warned), vi., yeha, iha, ala with buanyi, 7. 

(instruct, admonish, rebuke), vt., longa. 

Warning, n., buanyi, 7; bulemi, 7. 

Warrior, n., nanyi, 1. PI. bananyi. See Soldier. 

Wart, n., ishunganshunga, 8. 

Wary, adj., (of) buanyi, 7; (of) bulemi, 7. 
Wash, vt., kutala. 

(be washed), vi., kuta. 

(bathe), v., oka; vt., esha. 

Wasp, n„ nguemi 2. PI. minguemi. 
(dirt dauber), n., ndotshidi, 3. 
-nest, n., kuemi, 4. 
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Waste, vt. (as goods), tshakala, ona, odia bukala. 
(grow thin), vi., shinga; ona with yona, 9. PL biona. 

go to, vi., huona, ontsha. 

lay, vt., shantsha. 

(trash), n., biketa, 9 pi. 

Wasting-sickness, n., yehi, 8. 
Watch, v. (as thief for opportunity to steal), ongala, okama. 

(guard), vt., baka. 
out, be warned, vi., iha, yeha. 

with, vph., ala ishongama, 8. 

over, vt., baiki. 

[keep an eye on], v„ omaka. 

n. [time piece], itanga, 8. 

Watchman, n., rnbaiki, 1. See Guard, Sentry. 

Water, n., mashi, 8, pi. 

cold, nph., mashi rna hio or ma luosha, 5. 

fetch, vt., teka or taka. 

hot, nph., mashi ma tei, 10 pi. 
make, urinate, vph., nena menya, 8 pi. 

-pot, n.. ibonga, 8. 

king’s, n., ngongaia, 4. 

small amount, n„ tuashi, 10 pi. 

Water-Closet, n., ntshona, 4. 

Water-fall, n., inuma, 8. 

Water.pot, n., ibonga, 8. 

Wave, n., ihaka, 8. 

to and fro, vt., nyinga, huha, hehala. 

(vibrate), vi., lela, nyingala, heha, huhuka. 

Waver, v. [be unsettled, vacillate], ed’i with mitema mihe, 2 pi 
(postpone), vi., kuihi. 

Wavering, Be, vi. (be restless), ed’i with muadadi (2) or mhuoka, 2. 
Wax, n. (honeycomb), kuerni [4] a luntshue, 5. 

(honey), nph., buoi [7] bu luntshue. 

of ear, nph., tahi [10] pi. tu kuma [4] ’ito, 8. 

vi., as moon, nena, loma. 

Way, n., mboka, 4. 

(custom), n., ikelala, 9. 

door-, mboka, ikuiki, 8; munya (2) mu mbula, 4. 
get out of the, vi., to, sheka, onga. 

half, prep, ph., a ndenga, 4. 

high-, jnboLa minena, rnuaka, 2. 
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in this, thus, adv., ngo, ngosha, ihua ingo. 

lead the, vph., eua a buosha, te’yena. 

know not the, vi., ungala. 

show the, vt., loka, lonala. 

the way to, nph., mboka a. 

make for, vph., sliola muantsha, 2. 

prepare the for, vt., losha mboka. 

Wayfarer n., mbungi, 1. 

Wayside, nph., nkola (2) mu mboka, 4. 

We, pers. pro. 

(1) Simple Disjunctive bita, See Gram. 98-104. 

(2) Compound Disjunctive, ibita, see Gram. 105-108. 
(3) Pronominal prefix, ta- . See Gram. 109-111. 

Weak, Be, vi., yo, lei, nyonga, iya with buola buola, 7. 
Weaken, vt., voi, nyuengi, leisha. 

[suffer, come to grief], vi., shaka. 

Weakness, n., buola, 7; ntshi, 2. 

(weariness), n., buleidi, 7; buyoi, 7. 

Wealth, n., budiya, 7; biketa, 9 pi. 

Wealthy, adj., (of budiya 7) or biketa, 9pl.;muna (1) budiya or biketa. 

person, n., nviya, 1. PI. badiya. 

Wean, vt., shomala. 

(be weaned), vi., shoma. 

Wear, vt., lata. 

out, as clothes, vt., shasha, ona. 

(be worn out), vi., shashama. ontsba. 

out, make tired, vt., leisha, yoi, nyuengi. See Worn. 

(pull to pieces), vt., shashala. 

Weariness, n., buleidi, 7; buola, 7; buyoya, or buyoi, 7. 

Weary, Be, vi., yo, nyonga, lei. 

of, v., leka. The thing making weary as subj. and the person as 

obj. 

Weather, season, n., dry, isho, 8. 

wet, mbula, 3. See Season. 

Weave, vph., bola mbala, 4. 

Weaver, nplh, mbodi (1) a mbala. 

Web, of spider, nph., buota (7) bu ntshemi, 3. 

Wed, vt., tuima. 

Wedding, n., bulantsha, 7. 

feast, nph., bishima (9 pi.) bi bulantsha. 
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garment-, nph., ndela (2) mu bulantsha. See Marry, Marriage. 

Wedlogk, n., bulantsha, 7. 

Wednesday, n., lushu lunshamala, 5. 

Weed, n., iteta, 9. 

(trash), n., biketa, 9 pi. 

(wild grass), n., yontshontsha, 9. PL biontshontsha. See Grass, 
(cut out with a hoe), vt., shahala. 

Week, n., The week of the Bakuba consists of six days: 

1st. day, lushu lunto nkila. 

no special word. To express the time they say, “Be- 

tama shu ihe a mbisha a nkila” sleep two clays after 
market. 

no special word, “Betama shn ishata a mbisha a nkila f 

sleep three days after market. 

malaka matadi, lit. long beds, freely sleep several nights 

before market 

malaka makuya, lit. short beds, freely, sleep a night before 

market. 

nkila, 2. See Journey, Sunday. 

At the Mission Stations among the Bakuba a succession 

of days corresponding to our week of seven days have been introduced: 

Sunday, nkila or Lubingu. 

Monday, nph., lushu lunto nkila or Lubingu 

Tuesday, nph., lushu lumhina. 

Wednesday, nplr, lushu lunshata. 

Thursday, nph., lushu lunai. 

Friday, nph.; lushu luntana. 

Saturday, nph., lushu luiishamala. 

Weep, vi., lela. 
(mourn for yearn after), vt., kanala, ahala, ed’i with ishi, 8. 

Weeping, n., bilela, 9ph 
Weevil, n., lumboma, 5. 

Weigh, vph., edi buditala, 7, 

Weight, n., buditala, 7. 
Weighty, adj., (of) buditala, 7. 

be, vph., kokama buditala. 

Welcome, vt., nyei. 

Weld, vt., baka, nami, bola. 

together, a& seam, vt., nami. 

2nd. 

3rd. ” 

4th. ” 

5 th. 

6 th. ” 
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Well, adv., busheka. 

adj., nonona. 

become, convalesce, vph., to with nshala, 2; vi., kita, shamidi. 
(spring), n., koka (4) a luosha, 5; yedi, 9. PL biedi. 

of water, nph., ibema (8) i mashi, 8 pi. 

West, nph., kuntsha (4) amuingalaka or ankitaka itanga, 8; Weshete, 4. 
Wet, Be, vi., nyoka, ed’i with hio, 4. 

make, vt., numi, nyueki. 

Wetness, n., hio, 4. 

What, interrog. pro., mbonyi? ke? ikama ke? iketa ke?. 

For Why? see Gram. 369. 

its name? nph., dina dyina inyanya? See Gram. 155. 

is the matter? mbonyi? ke? ikama ke?. 

is yoar name? nph., dina dian nyanya? See Gram. 154, Rem. 1 
kind? Re? See Gram. 157, Rem. 3. 

For use as indirect questions, see Gram. 424, (a). 

For useasrel. pro. with antecedent omitted, see Gram. 149. 

thing, material? yeya or yeyi or yei, 4. 

Interrogative words generally come at the end of the sentence 

Whatever, Whatsoever, pro. The adj., kima with the prefix of the noun 

mentioned; as, biketa bikima bimnk’ ana, whatsoever lie wishes. 

Wheat, n., this grain is not known in this part of Africa, 

mbbulei, from the French. 

(millet), mashanga, 8 pi. 

[Kafir Corn], n., ilo, 8. 

Wheel, n., dikala, 6; muata, 2; ikana,8. 

Whelp, n. [stripe received from blow with switch or rod], mbihala, 2; 

ngunyi, 
2. Pis. of these, mimbihala, mingunyi. 

When, interrog, adv. There is no special word. Use lushuke? ngona key 

ntshi ke? itanga ke? huota ke? itanga huota ke? etc., according to 

sense, sub. conj., See Gram. 275-283. 

For use in Indirect Questions, see Gram. 424, (b). 

Whence, interrog, adv., kuntsha ke? kodi ae? indodia ke? kuya? 

For use as sub. conj., see Gram. 424, (c). 

Wherefore, see Therefore. 

Wherein, adv. See Gram. 1481. 

Wherever, Wheresoever, adv., kuntsha (4) or indodia (8) or kodi [4] 

with the adj. kima. 
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Wherewith, adv. (with which), see Gram. 148, Rem. 
Whet, vt., shiya. 

Whether, conj., mbe. 

(whether . or), mbe . mbe. 

Which, interrog. pro. and rel. pro. 

(J) As use in Indirect Question, see Gram. 424, (a). 

(2) As interrog., use ke? following the noun, See Gram. 157, Rem. 8. 

(8) As rel. pro., see Gram. 145- 152. 

(4) As rel. pm. with prepositions, see Gram. 148. 

Whichever? Whichsoever? pro., the adj., kima with the prefix of the 

noun indicated, See Whatever. 

While, sub. conj., See Gram. 277. 

n., hueta, 4; shu, 5 pi. 

long, shu shu; shu i buiki; ngona (4) i buiki, 7. 

short, nph., hueta ikeka, hueta ’itenya; itenya [9] ikeka. 

Whine, vi., lei a. 

Whip, n., (rod), hauga. 4. 

(switch), mb ingala, 2. PL mimbangala. 

of hide, nkaha, 2. 

Whirlpool, ii„ ilela, 8. 

Whirlwind, n.. ngesha, 2. 

(tornado), nph., huinga (4) a mbula, 8. 
Whiskers, n., ndela, 5 pi. 

Whisper, vi., nungisha. 

ri., inungisha, 8. 

Whistle, n., nshema, 2. 

made by use of mouth, muifa, 2. 

through the mouth, vph., boka muita. 

through the hands, vph., boka ihuotala, 8. 

Whistler, nph., mboiki (1) a muita (2) or ihuotala, 8. 

Whistling, n., of the mouth, muita, 2. 

through the hands, ihuotala, 8. 

White, adj., [of] yema, 9. 

of egg, n., buontshidi, 7; nentsha, 2. PI. minentsha. 

Whiteness, n., bahala, 4; shosha, 4; yema, 9. PL biema. 

Whitewash, n., hema, 4. 

v., kola with hema. 

Whither, interrog. adv., kuntsha ke? kodi ke? indodia ke? mboka ke? 

For use as sub. conj., see Gram. 424, (c). 

Whitish, adj, (white), see White. 
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Whittle, vt., shonga. 

Who, interrog. and rel. pro. 

(1) As interrog. pro., use: 

[a] nganya? See Gram. 154. 

(b) ke? preceded by the noun, see Gram. 156. 
(2) As rel. pro., see Gram. 145-152. 
(3) As rel. pro. with antecedent omitted, see Gram. 424, (a). 

Whoever, pro., the adj. kima with the prefix of the noun mentioned. 
Whole, adj., kima. See Entire, Entirety. 

n., nkima, 2 ; tuna, 4; ntshiha, 2. 
Whom, interrog. and rel. pro. 

[1] As interrog., use: 

(a) Nganya? See Gram. 154. 

(b) Ke? following the noun, see Gram. 156. 

[2] As rel. pro. See Gram. 145-152. 

(3) As rel. pro. with antecedent omitted, see Gram. 424, (a). 

(4) As rel. pro. governed by prepositions, see Gram. 148. 

Whore, nph., muna [1] shasha (4) or buhuoka, 7; ngata (1) a shasha 

or buhoka. 

Whoredom, n., buhuoka, 7; shasha, 4. 
Whoremonger, nph., muna (1) shasha (4) or buhuoka, 7. 

Whose, interrog. and rel. pro. 

(1) As interrog., use (of) nyanya ?. 

(2) As rel. pro. See Gram. 147. 
(3) As rel. pro. with antecedent omitted, see Gram. 424, (a) 

Rem. 1. 

Whosoever, see Whoever. 

Why, adv. For different constructions, see Gram. 369. 

For use in Indirect Question constructions, see Gram. 424, (e). 

Wick, n., nshinga, 2. 

Wicked, adj., be. 

Wickedness, n., buhi, 7. 
Wide, adj. (large), nena. 

Widen, vt., nenyi, namala. 

Widow, nph., ngata (1) a nguela, 1. PI. bata ba bawela. 

Widower, nph.. nunga (1) a nguela, 1. PI. balumra ba bawela* 

Widowhood, Widowerhood, n. (bereavement by death), huela,7; nguela, 4. 

WAdth, n., a with bunena orbukeka, 7. 
Wife, n., muamisha, 1. 

(fellow wife of the same husband), n., bahidi, 1. 
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[concubine], ngadi, 1. PJ. badi- 

Wiggle, vi., huhuka, otola, bidima* 

(roll over), vt., budima- 

Wild, Be, vi., belawitli ntshita, 4. 

person (reckless), n., mbela (1) ntshita, 4; yenyi, 1; ihuangata, 9. 
animal, nph., nyama (3) abuanya, 7. 

Wilderness, n., lunyenga, 5. 

(burned place), ishi (8j tei, 10 pi. 

Wildcat, n., ntsliodia, 3. 

Wildness (craziness), n„ buenyi, 7; bubela (7) bu ntshita, 4. 

(effrontery), n., mhuoka, 2; buntshoka, 7; buhuangata, 7; matadi, 
8 pi.; luhuoka, 5. 

[fear], n., buteta, 7. 
(timidity, shame), n., bushonya, 7. 

Wile, n. (trap), ilonga, 9. 
Wilful, adj. (stubborn), [of] bubedi, 7. 

person, n., ihuangata, 9. 

Wilfulness, ij., bubedi, 7. 

in refusing to pay a debt, n., buhuangata, 7. 

Wiliness, n., buanyi, 7; bulemi, 7. 

Will, v., future tense, see Gram. 258. 

n. (mind), ntema, 2. 

[testament], nph., nkana (2) mu bukita, 7; dioi (6) di bukita. 

(act), n., nkelala, 4. 
of God, nph., mbo^a Ntshemi, iboma Ntshemi. 

(wish not, refuse), vt., bela. 
(abstain from), vt., kina. 

(forbid), vt., uinyi. 

(wish, want), v., muka. 

Willing, Be, v. (agree to), imisha, longa. 

Wilt, vi., yengala, yo; vt., yengidi, yoi. 
[dry up], vi., oma; vt., omisha. 
[be soft], vi., nyonga. 

[make soft], vt., nyuerigi. 

Wily, adj., [of] buanyi, 7; (of) bulemi, 7. 

Win, vi., in lawsuit, shu. 

• at gambling, v„ taha; shuma with the person losing as obi. • 

[conquer], vt., shama or leka with bunonoua (7) or n<mna 4 
Wind, n„ munga, 2. PI. miunga. 

break, vph., tuhala ngusha, 2. 

the four, nph., miunga minai. 
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[hurricane], nph., huinga (4) a mbula, 3. 

whirl-, m., ngesha, 2. 

around, vt., koha; vi., kohata. 
(fold), vt., munya. 

Window, n., ikuiki, 8; itonala, 8. 

Wine, n. (for the communion), mana ma Ntshemi. 

imported, n., winyo, 4; mana ma tola; mana ma Mhutu. 
palm, n., mana, 8 pi. 

Winepress, n., yamala, 9. 

Wing, n., diama, 6. 

Wink, vph., kohala disha, 6. 

at, vph., bola disha. 

Winnow, vt., shenga. 

Winter, nph., ntshi (2) mu hio, 4; isho, 8. See Season. 

Wipe, vt., omala, numala. 

Wire, n.? large, muata, 2. 

small, nyinga, 2. PI. miyinga. 

Wisdom, n., buanyi, 7. 

Wise, adj., (of) buanyi, 7. 

(cunning), (of) bulemi, 7. 

person, n., muanyi, 1. 

(diviner), n., iloimi or ilumi, 9. 

Wish, vt., muka. 

an ill, n., mbana, 4; kabala, 10. 

ill to, vt., boka with mbana or kabala. 

(desire), n., nyinga, 4 pi. 

Witch, n., noiki, 1. PI. baloiki; muna (1) ouloaa, 7. 

- craft, buloka. 

-doctor, n., nshaiki, 1. 

(bewitch), vt., kuta. 

Witchcraft, n., buloka, 7. 

Witchery, n., buloka, 7. 
With, prep., i. Often the idea is expressed in the verb; as, amabatshika, 

he ivent with them. 

what? i yei or yeya or yeyi? 

(be with child), vph., ed’i diemi, 6. 

Withdraw, vi. (go out), to. 

Wither, vi., yengala, yo; vt., yengidi, yoi. See Wilt. 

Withhold, vt. (restrain), buntsha, kuihisha, kinyi, basha. 
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Within, piep., use a when the noun which it governs is expressed; use 

a wjth ngata when the noun is not expressed; as, Kueta 
ela’. ngata, Kueta is within. 

Without, prep., with bushohi or a mbisha a bushohi. 

be, vph., ela with bukala or mio mio; neg, of ela with i; as, kaba 
i bishim,a, they are without food. 

Withstand, vt. [thwart], lula. 

(forbid), vt., kinyi. 

(hinder), vt*, kuihisha, buntsha. 

(refuse), vt., bela. 

vi., angata. 

Witness, n. (one knowing), muanyi, 1; nyehi, 1. PI. bayehi. 

eye-, itena [9] i muota, 1. PL bitena bi bata. 

(one seeing), n., muonyi, 1; nenyi, 1. PI. balenyi. 

to bear false, v., banga, huta. 

bear false against, vt., bangisha, tonyisha. 

(see), vt., lena, mona. 

a false, n., kusha, 1, pi. bakusha; mbaingi, 1. PI. babaingi. 
(testimony), n., vingeta, 9. 

Wizard, n., noiki, 1. PI. baloiki. 

Woe, n., mbana, 4; kabala, 10. 

Wolf, n., koya, 3. 

Woman, n., ngata, 1. PI. bata. 

(concubine), n., ngadi, 1. PL badi. 

recently confined , nph., ’buala, 7. PL ba mala, 

who has given birth many times, n., mbotshi, 1. 

childless or barren, n., ikuta, 9. 

young, nph., ile (9) ngata, PL bile bata. 

(wife), n., muamisha, 1. 

Womanhood, n., buata, 7. 

young, nph., bule buata, 7. 

Womb, nph., numa (4) a muana, 1. 

(placenta), n., iyosha, 8. 

[pregnancy], n., dierni, 6. 

(stomach, the inside), n., ikuna, 8. 
Wonder, v. [expressed by grunting], Idma, kama. 

vt., at., kamala. 

nph., ikama (8) i’kamala. 

(grunt), nkima, 2. 
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Wonderful, ad j., (of) kamala. 

affair, nph., ikama (8) i’kamala. 

Woo, vt , wela (uela). 

Wooer, n., nguedi, 1. PI. bawedi. 

[sweetheart], n., yekala, 9. PI. biekala. 

Wood, n., (copse), biteta, 9pl.; bushohi or busboihi, 7. 

(cluster of shrubs on plain), n., yoka, 9. PL bioka. 

fire-, luonyi or lukonyi, 5. 

(forest), n., buanya, 7. 

kindling-, n., nshakala, 2; lumbabentsha, 5. 

(stick, tree), n., nte, 2. 

Wooden, adj., (of) nte, 2. 

Wool, n., muoshi, 2. 
Word, n , dioi or dioya, 6. PI. moi or moya. 

Work, n., nguna, 2, pi. minguna; ishola, 8. See Labor, 

vt., shola. 
for, to serve, vt., kesha or asha with nguna. 

Worker, nph., muna(l) or nkedi [1] nguna, 2. 

(artisan, craftsman), muina, 1. PL bina. 

Workman, nph., muna (1) nguna, 2. PL bina nguna. See Worker. 

Works, n., makama, 8 pi.; nkelala, 10 pi. 

mighty, nph., makama ma’ kamala,nkelala i’ kamala. 

World, n. (cosmos), shina, 4; matanga tnantshei, 8 pi. 

[abode of living], n., nkontsha, 2. 

(abode of dead), n., iluemi, 8. 

(earth, dirt), n., mana, 8 pi. 

(district, county, a collection of villages), n., nunga, 2. PL minunga. 

(everywhere), nph., shina ikima, kuntsha ikima, 4 pi. 

(all villages), nph., mala makima, mangana makima, 8 pi. 

(age, dispensation), n., hueta, 4. 

people of, nph., ba bela’ shina. 

Worm, n. (generic), ilalami, 9. 

(caterpillar), n., muonga, 2. See Caterpillar. 

W^orn out, Be, vi. (as clothes), shashama, ontsha. 

(tired), vi., lei, yo, nyonga, iya or hila with buola, 7. 

Worry, see Annoy. 
n., nena, 2; mahetshi, 8 pi. 

Worse, get, v. (in health), bakata with shushudi as subj.; leka with 

shushudi (4) as subj. and ngona (4) or bunonona (7) or buiitala (7) 

obj. 
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Worship, vt., shemala. See Adore. 

[beseech], vt., onga. 

[honor], vt., shoshama. 

(praise), vt., kaingi. 

[yearn after, long for], vt., ahala, kanala. 

Worshiper, n., nshemidi, 1. 

Worth, n. [price], mbana, 2. 

(trade), nganga, 4. 

Worthiness, n. (goodness), busheka, 7. 

(sufficiency), yelama, 8. 

Worthless, adj. [cheap], [of] mbana raukeka, 2; neg. of ela with mbana. 

(of) mbana bukala. 

(lazy), [of] bundena, 7. 

person, n. (lazy), indena, 9; ndedi, 1. 

person or thing, nph., ihuona i (9) followed by the noun: as, 

ihuona i muota; bihuona hi bata; ihuona i nte, bihuona bi mite, etc. 

become, vi., ontsha. 

Worthlessness, n. (laziness), bundena, 7. 
[of no value], bukala. 

Worthy, adj. (good), sheka. 

of stripes, nph., makama ma’bola. 

of death, nph., busheka or i busheka adiaka. 

be, vi., elama. 

Would, auxiliary verb. 

(1) In Direct Discourse constructions the exact words of the speaker 

are used. See Gram. 402, (b) (2). 

(2) In Past Conditions, see Gram. 406, (c), 407, (c). 

(8) As past tense neg. of Will use past tense of beta; as, abela 

akela nguna, he ivould not do the work. 

Wound, n., huota, 4. 

vt., kaka with huota. 

Wounded, adj., nkakama. 

Wraith, n. (apparition), muena, 2. ngesha, 2. 

Wrangle, n. (dispute), mianga, 2 pi. 

(row), n., lutota, 5. 

v., sheya or shei; boka or ed’i mianga. 

Wrangling, n., mianga, 2 PI.; lutota, 5; bushei or busheya, 7. 

Wrap., vt., koha; vi.,kohata. 
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(embrace), vph., buta luhisha, 5. 

(roll up), vt., munya. « 

roll up in, vt., kana. 

Wrapper, n., luashi or luasha, 5. PI. kasha or kashi. 

(loose outer garment or covering), n., mbona, 2. pi. mimbona. 

for sewing, etc., n., luoha, 5. 

Wrath, n., kaha, 4. 

Wreck, vt., a village, pillage, shantsha. 

(tear down, as building), vt., bokala. 

Wrestle, v., nana with bitomata, 9 pi. 

(throw in wrestling), vt., toma. 

Wrestling, n., itomata, 9. 

Wretch, n. (bad person), ihuangata, 9; mota ambe, 1; ndedi, 1. 

(reckless, crazy person), mbela ntshita, 4; yenyi, 9. pi. benyi. 

Wriggle, vi., huhuka, otola. 
as snake, worm, etc., lama. 

[roll over], budima. 

[stagger], huhuka, tengama. 

Wright, n. [artisan, craftsman], muina, 1. pi. bina. 

Wring, vt. [squeeze], ama. 
off [twist], oto. 

Wrinkle, n., muna, 2. pi. mimuna. 

Wrist, n. [joint], ntshongala [4]’iikasha. 

Wristlet, n., muata, 2. 

Write, vt., boka. 

Writer, n., mboki [mbuki], 1; mboiki, 1. 
Writing, n., mbokala, 4. 

(trace, tract), n., mbolala, 2. pi. mimbolala. 
Wrong, n., buhi (bube), 7. 

be in the, vi., buaka. 

do, vt., kela with buhi. 

do to one, vt., kesha with buhi. 

judge to be in the, vt., buesha. 

(not right), use neg. with busheka or the neg. of elama. 

adv., buhi. 

Wrong-doer, n., nkedi (1) a buhi [7] or makama mabe, 8 pi; mota 
ambe, 1. 

Wrongly, adv., buhi. 

Wroth, Be, vi., ed’i or oka with kaha, 4. 
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Wry, Be, vi. (crooked), otola, tengama. 
/ 

X 

Xylophone, n,, ilema, 

Y 

Yam, n., wild, white, yema, 9. PI. biema. 

wild, yellow, ishonga, 8. 

(sweet potato), ntola, 2. PI. mitola. 

Yard, n., luana, 5. PI. ntshana. 

("a shady enclosure), n., ikuemi, 8. 
(small fence of brush around garden), n., luhala, 5. 

(wall of house), “n., ibena, 8. 

Yawn, n., muasha, 2. 

v., bola with muasha. 

Ye, pers. pro. See You. 

Year, There seems to be no word that expresses the idea of the complete 

circle of the year. See Season. 

Ntshi (2) is the word for season, wet or dry. The entire year consists 

of 13 lunar months: 

Ntshi mu mbula, wet season, lasting about six months. 

Ishosha (8), short dry season or harvest time, lasts about one mo. 

during which time the rains are few and far between. 

Isho (8), dry season, lasting about five months. 

Luluengi (5), all day drizzly rains, coming just before the regular 

hard rains. 

The word mbula (3), rain, expresses the idea of a year very well; as, 

mbula motshi, one year; mbula ihe, two years, etc. 

Yearly, adv., ntshi taka ntshi taka. 

Yearn for, vt., ahala, kanala. 

(covet), vt., bola with ntem (2) followed by a and the name of the 

person or thing coveted. 

Yearning, n. (desire for), nyinga, 4 PI. 

Yeast, n., yishita (Eng.). 4. 

Yell, vi., hanga. 

n., [alarm], nola, 2, pi. minola; yodi, 9. PI. biodi. 
[sound an alarm], vph., bola nola; uta yodi. 
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Yellow, adj. (as brass or gold), (of) kengala, 4. 

(brown, as leaves, meat, etc.), [of] ngona, 4. 

[as person^, light in color], [of] shosha, 4. 
become, dry, vi., ngama. 

Yes, adv., e. See Gram. 416. 

Yesterday, adv., ikola. 

Yet, not yet to have done, v., use the auxiliary verb aha with the neg. 

of regular verb; as, yaha kabayedi, they have not yet gone; etc. 

Yield, v. (as trees, plants, etc.), ota. 

(surrender), vi., lei, yo, nyonga, iya or hila with buola, 7. 

Yoke, nph., nte mu’nana. 

Yolk, nph., iyesha (8)’ikela, 8. 

Yonder, adv., a wona, a ndona. 

Yore, adv., kanyi, a matetshala or matetshidi, 8 pi. 

You, pers. pro. 

(1) Singular: 

(a) As Simple Disjunctive, wena (uena). See Gram. 98, 99. 

(b) As Pronominal prefix, as subj., u or TP, See Gram. 109-111. 

106-107. 

(c) As Pronominal infix, as direct or indirect obj. See Gram. 112- 
113. 

(d) With prepositions, See Gram. 99, 100. 

(e) As Compound Disjunctivem iwena. See Gram. 105-108. 
(2) Plural: 

(a) As Simple Disjunctive, buina. See Gram. 98, 99. 
(b) Pronominal prefix as subj., bu, see Gram. 110. 

(c) Pronominal Infix as direct or indirect obj., bu. See Gram. 112, 

113. 

(d) With prepositions, see Gram. 99, 100. 

(e) As Compound Disjunctive, ibuina, see Gram. 105-108. 
Young, man, nph., ile (9) nunga, 1. PI. bile balunga. 

of living creatures n., muana, 1. 

person, child, male or female, mu (1) ilenga, 9. PI. ba bilenga. 
person, child about 10 years of age, male, or female, itutuimi, 9. 
woman, nph., ile ngata, PI. bile bata. 

Younger, adj., (of) a mbisha, 4. 

brother or sister, n., muakidi, 1. * 

of twins, n., mboi or mboya, 1. 

Youngest child, n., muana bushula or butuna (7). 

Your, poss. pro. 

(1) Singular, au or a, see Gram. 116-121. 
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(2) Plural, ina, see Gram. 116-121. 

Yours, poss. pro. sing, and plural, see Gram. 116-121. 

Yourself, pers. pro. 

(1) Compound Disjunctive form, wemeta. See Gram 105-108. 

(2) When reflexive, use the reflexive prefix of the verb -di-. 

This construction may be employed as subject or object. Gram. 114. 

Yourselves, pers. pro. 

(1) Compound Disjunctive form buinameta (buimeta), Gram. 114. 

(2) When reflexive, use the reflexive prefix of the verb, -di-. See 

Gram. 114. 

Youth, n. (young man), ila (9) nunga, 1. PI. bila balunga. 
(young manhood), hula bulunga, 7. 

(young person, male or female), mu (1) ilenga, 9. PI. ba bilenga. 

(child 8 or 10 years old, male or female), ibohala, 9; itutuimi. 

Youthhood, n„ bulunga, 7; bula bulunga, 7. 

Z 

Zeal, grieve, v., kanala, tukama, kutama. 

Zealous, person, rouna (1) iyola. 
Zealously, adv., bunonona, yo yo yo; ye ye ye. 

Zealot, n., iyola, 8. 

Zebra, n., mbangala, 3. 

Zenith, n., a ndenga (4) a dika, 6. 

Zero, n., bukala, buanga, nkuta, ibalaka. These words are not declined. 

Zigzag, vi., be crooked, tengama, otola. 
make, vt., oto, tengi. 

walk (stagger), vi., huhuka, tengama. 
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II. BUKUBA (BUSHONGA) - DICTIONARY. 
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A, Poss. pro., your, yours, thy thine, See Gram. 119-122. 

A, prep., against, up, upon, on, in, at, by, to, unto, into from, as far 

as, direction towards, near to, close to, besides, towards, around, 
about, for, off from, etc. See Gram. 372 (1) - (36). 

A, ndenga a dika, zenith; a bosha itenya, forwards a short distance; 

a dika, over head, above, etc., see Over; a bosha, towards; a 
wona, yonder, there, thither; a ndona, there, yonder, thither; a 

ndzna, here, near by; etc. 

Aha, vk, to be open, as mouth. 

Aha, v., to click, as gun. 

Aha, vi., to bawl, bleat. See Bleat, Eng.-Buk. 

Aha, auxiliary verb. See Gram. 201-203. 

Ahala, vt., to yearn after, long for, thirst after or for, to worship, 
etc. 

Ahala, vt., to open the mouth. 

Ahala, v., to marvel, to be amazed or astonished, etc. 

Ahisha, vt.., to astonish, to amaze or cause to marvel. 

Akama, v., to reconnointer. 

Ala, v., to dwell, live, abide, to be, to inhabit, sit, exist. See Gram. 

204. 

a. ishongama, to watch with. See Watch, Eng.-Buk. 

Ala, v., to make palm wine, or get palm wine from palm tree. 

Aja, v., to spread out, as mat. 

Alala, vt., to deride, make fun of, scoff at, rail at, insult. 

Alala, vt., to spread out, as wings; to level or spread out as dirt, 

grass, hay, etc. 

Alamanaka, 4, n., almanac. See Gram. 58, Bern. 1. 

Ai.ola, adv., to-day. 

Ama, vt., to make or to present a gift to gladden the heart, as to 

twins, to dancers, musicians, singers, serenaders, etc. 

Ama, vt., to squeeze, compress, wring. 

a. a sliina a muoya, to strangle. See Strangle, Eng.-Buk. 

Amala, vt., to touch, tikcle. See Touch; Tickle. Eng.-Buk. 

Amala, vt., to assist in finishing a job of any kind. 

Amata, v.. to strain in travail or stool. 

Ameleka, 4, n., America. Nshi A., an American. 

Amldi, vt., to assist or help one in lifting something to the head 

or shoulders. 

Ana, with bundoi (bundoya), vph., to defy. 

Anga, vt., to fry, broil, toast, etc. 
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Anga, vt., to create. 

a. dioi, to make an agreement; a. yanga, to make a covenant or 

agreement, to conspire. 

Anga, v., to thaw, melt, dissolve, etc. 

Angala, vt., to thaw, melt, dissolve, .etc. 
Angama,- vi., to line up, get in line. 

Angata. vi., to withstand. 

A ng AT a K AN AN gat a, v., to strain under load or burden. 

Ane, adv., perhaps, thus. See Gram. 402, (b), (2). 

Angisha, vt., to plot against, See Plot, Eng.-Buk. 
Ata, vt., catch, grasp, seize, take, hold, capture, apprehend, etc. 

a. a muoya, to strangle; 

a. a buxuemi, to smuggle; See Seize; Strangle; Catch, 

a. luhisha, to embrace. 

Atala, vi., to become herd or firm, congeal, to be caught or seized. 
Atala, vi.. to be unproduct've, as land. See Unproductive, Eng.- 

Buk. 

Atama, v., to be seized or possessed. 

a. i namatshi. to be possessed with a demon or evil spirit. 

Au, poss. pro., your, yours, thy, thine. See Gram. 119-122. 
Augushita, 4, n., August. 

Asha, vt., to serve, help, assist, aid, hold for, seize for, etc. 

B 

Ba banguaka, nph., the dying, those who habitually die. 

Ba bela a shina, ph., the world, the people of the world. See World, 

Eng.-Buk. 

Babadi, v., to flash, as lightning. 

Bahala, 4, n., cleanliness, whiteness, sanctification, purity. See 

Sanctification. Eng.-Buk. 

Bahidi, 1, n., a fellow-wife of the same husband. 

Bahisha, vt., to cleanse, whiten, purify, etc. 

b. ntema, to pardon one’s debt, lit. to make clean the heart towards 

another. 

Baka, vt., to join together, unite, put together, put side by side, et 

b. tei (teya), set fire to; b. buemi, to accuse one of theft. 

Baka, vt., to attend, watch, guard, as shepherd his sheep. 

Baka, vt., to accuse falsely. 

Bakata, v., to find fault with, to criticize, to get after about. 
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Bakata, vi., to stand together or side by side, to coagulate, to congeal, 

to adhere, stick together, cleave, touch, be adjacent, etc. 
b. tei [teya], to be afire. 

Bala, vt., to spell, count, read, enumerate, 

b. imboma, to assemble at the market; b. Ntshemi, to assemble at 

Church; 

b. ikama or mbata, to incur a debt or pay the penalty, 

b. biketa i, to reckon with. 

Bamala, vt., to tear off anything adhering. 

Bana, 1 pi. children, progeny. 

Bana, per. pro., they, them. 

Bana, vt., to rise, climb, ascend, go up, mount, 

Bana, vt., to rend, tear to pieces, to tear, See Tear, Piece. 

Bana, vt., to split, cut open, rip, chop, etc., 

Bana, vt., to burst. See B irst. 

Bana, vi., to rise, be raised. 

Bananyi, 1, n., soldiers, warrior, fighter. 

Bantsha, vi., to split, to tear, burst open, to be torn, etc. See Tear, 

b. with ntema as subj., to be shocked with fear, grief, etc. 

See Shock. 

Banga, vi. vt., to lie or fabricate, to tell a falsehood or untruth, to deceive 

entice, beguile, trick, bear false witness, to be false, etc. 

Ban gala, vt., to cock, as gun. 

Bangi, vt., to heat or warm over. 

Bangisha, vt., to tell a falsehood on, to accuse falsely, bear false witness 
witness against, to lie to or on. 

Bani, conj., and. See Gram. 377. 

Bansha with ilela, vph , to squall, cry out. 

Bantsha, vi., See Bantsha above. 

Banyisha (bansha), vt., to distribute or divide among. 

Bata, 1 pi., women. 

Bata, 1, n., people population. See People. 

b. ba mafcadi, men of valor, haughty persons, 

b. ba but ala, ordinary people, the rabble. 

Bata, vi., to break, string, to cease, as rain, illness, storm, etc. 

Batama, vi., to be flat or flattened. 

Batala, vt., to cut down, cut off, amputate, saw off, chop off, shear off, 

sever, cut in two, break in two, etc. 

fo. bitexvya, cut in pieces. 
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b. a ndenga, cut half in two. 

Basha, vt., to flatten. 

Batisha, vt., to baptize. 
Batshi, vt., cause to cut off. 

Be, adj., bad, dirty, soiled, foul, unclean, filthy, impure, immoral, nas¬ 

ty, naughty, base, vicious, evil, corrupt, wicked, unkind, unjust, 

profane, repulsive, sinful, repugnant, vile, ugly, unholy, unrighteous, 

unwholesome, wrong, worthless, etc. See Corrupt. 

Muota ambe, a sinner, transgressor, rascal, villain, 

Makama mabe, sin, guilt, evil, iniquity, transgression, etc. 

Bedi, vt., to make sick. 

Bedi, with ntshita, 10, to intoxicate. 

Beha, vi., to be singed. 

Behi, vt., to singe. 

Bei, vt., to lay down, to lay aside, store away, bid good night, etc. See Beya. 

Beka, vi., to be courteous, faithful, pleasant, meek or humble. 

Beka, vt., to crown. 
Beka, vi., to crow. 

Bekela, vt., to summon or call. See Call. 

Beki, vt., to watch over, to guard, care for. 

Bekila, vt., See Bekela. 

Bela, vt., to refuse, deny, reject, denounce, abstain from, abandon, de¬ 

cline, disobey, discard, rebel against, revolt, disapprove, forbid, for¬ 

sake, renounce, scorn, spurn, exclude, neglect, disown, dissent, ob¬ 

ject, prohibit, repudiate, resist, be unwilling, will not, oppose, withs¬ 

tand, prevent, 

The past tense followed by infin. gives would not. 

Bela with ntshita, to be deranged, to rebel against, to become crazy or fool¬ 
ish, etc. 

Bela, v., to be sick. See Sica. 

Benga, vt., to chase away, run after, to drive away, to, put to flight, to 

pursue, put to rout, beat away. See Drive, 

b. bushonga, to hunt. 

Bengi, vt., to heat, to warm over. 

Benama, v., to menstruate. 

Bentsha, v., to prepare ground for planting, to cultivate a field. 

Besha, [beisha], vt., to save or put away or aside for another. 

Beta, vt., to beat, as drum. 

Bet aka, ph., “good night. 
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Bbtama, vi., to lie down, recline, repose, lie down to sleep. See Lie. 

b. ntuenga, to be asleep. 

Betsha, v., to click lips in disapproval or refusal or insult or disdain, 

to insult, or offend with lips. 

Betshi, vt., to belaid down. 

Betshi, vt., with munya, to sicken or nauseate. 

Beya, vt., to lay aside, lay down, to pat aside or lay up for future use, 

to store away, See Store. 

Biana, 9 pi., n., cemetery, grave yard, graves,, tombs. 

Bidima, vt., to roll out or over. 

Bihuotodi, 9 pi., n., See Bread. 

Biketa, 9 pi., n., property, possessions, treasures, goods, etc. 

Biketa, 9 pi., n., refuse, trash, recrement. 

Bikina, 9 pi., n., viscera, bowels. 

Bikodi, 9pl., n., skeleton, bones. 

Bikokola, 9 pi., n., siftings. 

Bikona, 9. pi., used in sense of adj., meaning alone or only, as kata 

bikona, bread alone, that is, without anything to eat with it. See 

Alone. 

Bilama, 9 pi., n., native cloth. 

b. bi nkanya, raw cloth from loom, sackcloth. 

Bilatala, 9 pi. n., articles of dress, adornment, etc. 

Bilema, 9 pi., n., body, figure, stature. 

b. mbammbami, tall, slim figure or body. 

Bilomala, 9 pi. n., liquid medicines made of leaves, etc. 

Bima, vi., to be satisfied or full after eating, to have enough, to be surfeited. 

Bimala, vt., to censure, refuse, reject, contradict, denounce, disdain, 

disown. 

Bimisha, vt., to satisfy with food, to fill. 

Binama, 9 pi., n., ornaments, jewelry, etc. 

Bionga, 9 pi., n., itch, 

lama b., to itch. 

Bioshidi, 9 pi., tears. 

Bita, 9 pi., war, battle, fight. 

nana b., to wage war, to fight a battle, 

b. biato nkuta, a false alarm, no war, no battle. 

Bita- meta, pro., ourselves. See Our, also Gram. 105, 108. 

Biteta, 9 pi., n., copse. 
Bishima, 9 pi., n., food, victuals, feast, meal, nurishment. 

b. bi Ncemi, nph., the Lord’s Supper, bee bupper. 
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Biyama, 9 pi., n., peanut meal. 

Biyeki, 9 pi., n., haughtiness, impudence, etc. 

Biyeki, 9 pi., n., jewels, ornaments, finery. 

Biyona, 9 pi., n., cattle, domestic animals or fowls. 

Bodi, vi., to slacken, sink in or become empty, as stomach. 

Bodi, vi., to break, be smashed or broken. 

Bodi, v., to run against or into, to collide. 

Bodi, vi., to become spoiled or spotted, as cloth in rain. 

Bodi, vt., wet, to rain upon. 

Boka, vi., to break or be broken. 

Boka, vt., to fling, throw, shoot, ring, write, pitch, cist away, 

b. shubanga, to miss aim in shooting gun, to throw amiss, 

b. lukanya, to think, to meditate, to consider or ti <e hee l to. 

b. kabala or mbana, to damn or curse. 

Bokala, vt., to break, to tear down, as house. 

Bokala, vt., to gather, as corn. 

Bokimi, n. See Bukimi. 

Bo, vt., to cure, to heal. 

Boi, vt., to increase in number or quantity. 

Bola, vt., to bring up, to rear. 

Bola (buola), 7., Village, city, town. See Village, 

b. bu’tshina. city of refuge, 

b. bu Ntshemi. heaven. 

Bola, v., to collide, run into each other, as paths, roads, streams, etc. 

Bola, vt., to strike, whip, beat, smack, break, switch, flog, See Strike. 

Bola, vt., to crack, as nut, to break, as vessel, 

b. ikuna, to have stool. 

b. ngusha, to unite, as streams or paths. See run. 

b. ntema, to covet. 

b. itshima, to deceive, fool, to make a joke or play a trick on. 

b. mbodia, to fold the legs under. 

b. itami, to kick. 

b. iya islieka, to have good luck. 

b. iya ibe, to have bad luck. 

b. mhuonya, to fold by bending. 

b. nola, to sound an alarm. See Sound. 
V 

Bola, v , to beat, throb, pulsate, as heart. 

Bola, vt., to weld. 

Bolala, vt., to drag or pull along. See Drag. 
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Bolama, vi., to draw up, as insect when touched. 
Bolama, vi., to be pressed. 

Boma, vt., to beat down, as earth on floor, to daub with mud or pla¬ 
ster, to pack down, press, to mould or shape, as pottery, to make 

round or spherical. 
Bomata, vi., to become round or spherical, to stick together or adhere, 

to congeal, to solidify. 
Bonama, v., to sit alone, as baby, to sit, as hen on eggs. 

Bonga, with mina as subject, to be toothless. 

Bongala, vt., to break open, as house. 

Bontshidi, n., See Buontshidi. 

Bontsha [bontshi], vi., to limp. 
Bota, v., to dress, adorn, to embellish the body. 

b. lubota, to adorn one’s self with adornment. 

Bota (buota), 7, n., hunting net. 

Bota, vt., to give birth to, to beget young. 

Bota, v., to open out, as flower, to unroll, to be unrolled, to bud or blossom. 

Botala, vt., to open out, to unroll, to fold back. 

Botama, vi., to close up, as flower. 

Bosha, vt-, to collide, to run into each other. 

Bosha (Buosha), 7, n., visage, countenance, face, forehead, front, 

a b., in front, ahead, in advance. 

(of) b., first. See Visage. 

Boshama, v., t.o sit as hen on eggs, to brood. 

Botshi, vt-, to cause to give birth, to act as mid-wife, to deliver, 

as child. 

Botshi, with munya, vt-, to nauseate. See Nausea. 

Botshi, vt-, to roll up. 

Buahala, 7. n., daring, audacity. 

Buaka, vi., to fall, to be guilty, to be condemned or convicted, 

to fail. 
b. itomata, to stumble and fall. See Fall. 

Buakala, with iketa as subj. and ikuna as obj., to have a growth in 

stomach. See Sick. 

Buala, 7, n., a nursing mother, a mother recently conflned. PI., 

mala. 
Buala, 7. n., sickness, disease, ill health, 

b. bu kashakasha, smallpox. 

Buana, 7, n., cliild-hood, infancy. 

Buanda, 7, n. (Bui.)* cotton, thread. 
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Buanga, 7, n., emptinenss, vacancy. 

This word is employed in the sense of an adj., as, ikolii ye buanga, 

the box is empty; etc. See Unoccupied, Vacant. 

Buangala, vt., to flatten, to make level or smooth. 
Buanya [buanyij, 7., n., forest, wood or woods, bush. 

Buanyi [buanya], 7, n., talent, intelligence, skillfulness, wisdom, cle¬ 
verness, sense, learning, deliberation, intellect, understanding, abi¬ 
lity, advice, etc. See Skillfulness. 

(of) b., wise, intelligent, skillful. 

Boasha, 7, n., haste, speed, quickness, rapidity, adv., quickly, rapi¬ 

dly, etc. 

Buata, 7, n., humanity, womanhood. 

Buata, 7, n., canoe, row boat. 

Bubanga, 7, n., wine of the royalty. 

Bubedi, 7, n., stubbornness, disapproval, disobedience, refusal, 
obstinacy, wilfulness, unbelief, insubordination, negligence, neg¬ 
lectfulness. See Stubborn. 

(of) b. insubordinate, disobedient, obstinate, stubborn, willful, neg¬ 
lectful, negligent, etc. 

Bubela bu ntshita, nph., insanity, foolishness, insurrection, dementia, 

folly, craziness, foolhardiness, absurdity, ete. See Foolishness. 

Bubotshi, 7 n., The birth. 

Bubuola (Bubola), adv., easily, quietly, gently, slowly carefully. See 

Slowly. 

Budi, 7, n., wealth. See Budiya. 

Budika, 7, n., loft, up stairs, ceiling. 

Budima, v., to roll along or away, to wallow. 

Buditala, 7, n., burden, weight, heaviness. 

(of) b., weighty; ed’i b., to be heavy; kokama b., to be b. weighty or 

heavy; edi b., to weigh, bu mahetshi, weight of punishment, 
tolerable. 

Bum (Budiya), 7, n., wealth, treasure, property, mammon, riches. 

(of) b., wealthy, rich. 

Buela, 7, n., bereavement, mourning, sorrow, sadness, 

ed’i b., to be in mourning. 

Buela, 7, n., funnel. 

Buema, (Buemi), 7, n., crown prince, next heir to throne. 
Buema, 7, n., a short person. 

Buemi, 7, n., theft, stealing, robbery, rougishness, dishonesty. 
Buentshi, 7 n., surprise. 

Buenyi, 7, n., stupidity, foolishness, ignorance, folly, etc. 
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Buesha, vt., to condemn, cause to fall, to convict or declare guilty. 
Bueta, 7, n., enslavement, slavery, bondage, servitude. 

Ingisha a b., to enslave. 
Buetala, vt., to chew a hard substance, as bones. 

Bueya (Buei), 7, n., the pawn of one’s self. 

Buhanyi, 7, n., safety, salvation, redemption, security, etc. 
Buhetshi, 7, n„ oppression, punishment, suffering, chastisement, retri¬ 

bution. 

The pi. maheci, is generally employed. 

Burn, 7, n., ugliness, wrong, sinfulness, rascality, corruption, sin, bad¬ 

ness, unholiness, uncleanness, evil, impurity, vice, transgression, 

wickedness, unrighteousness, viciousness, vileness, injustice, dirti¬ 

ness, etc. 
kesha b., to injure, do wrong to, to harm, 

kela b., to transgress, to do wrong, to sin, etc. 

nkedi a b., wrong doer, sinner. See Wrong. 

Bum, adv., wrongly, badly, carelessly, wrong, roughly, unkindly, etc. 
Buhila, 7, n., power of changing one’s form at will, transformation, 

transfiguration. See Sleight of hand. 
Buhita, 7, n., blackness, filthiness, uncleanness, dirtiness, etc. 

Buhisha, 7, n., enmity. 
Buhanyi, 7, n., safety, salvation, redemption, security, etc. 

Buho (Buhuo), 7, n., blindness, 
ed’i b., to be blind. 

Buhuangata, 7, n., disrespect, haughtiness, meanness, pride, impertin¬ 

ence wantonntss, rascality, See Buntshoka. 

Buhuoka (Buhoka), 7, n., dissipation, uncleanness, adultery, lascivious¬ 
ness, impurity, immorality, whoredom, fornication, licentiousness, 
carnal knowledge, boldness, lewdness, unchasity, etc. 
muna b., whore, whoremonger, fornicator, adulterer, harlot, pros¬ 

titute, etc. 
Ngata a b., harlot, whore, prostitute. 
Muan’a b., bastard or illegitimate child. 
(of; b., adulterous, immoral, impure, lustful, lewd, haughty, unc¬ 

haste, unclean, etc. 
kela b., to commit adultery or fornication. 

Buhuola (Buhola), 7, n., anxiety, quietness, sadness, sorrow, grief, des- 

olation, solemnity, serenity, pensiveness 
ed'i b., to be pensive, anxious, quiet, sad, sorrowful, solemn, 

desolate, serene, etc. 
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Buhuona, 7., n., foolishness. 

Buhuosha [Buhosha]. 7, n., tardiness, delay. 

Buihidi, 7, n., memory. 

Bum, 7, n., quantity, plentifulness, abundance, large amount. 

b. ke? how much? See Abundant. 

Buimisha, 7, n., faith, belief, acceptance, acquiescence, consent. 

Buina, 7, n., wisdom, artistic or mechanical skill, an artistic design, 

fancy cloth, art. PL is mina. 

Bukala, 7, n., nothing, nothingness, emptiness, vacancy, zero, etc. 

(of) b., of no account, worthless, of no consequence, unimportant, 

. useless, of no use, See Empty. 

This word, uninflected, and used in an adj. sense, means empty, 

void, worthless, unfit, etc. 
Bukala, adv., freely, without price, without cause, gratuitously, for 

nothing. 

Bukala, vt,, to husk, as corn. 

Bukanga, 7, n., charm for testing witches. 

BuKASHiDr, 7. n., dwarfishness. 

Bukata, 7, n., nakedness, nudity, 

ed’i b., to be naked. 
Bukeka, 7, n., smallness, littleness, dearth, narrowness,. 

Bukengisha, 7, n., abhorrence towards persons. 
Bukentshi, 7. n., commandment, messenger. 
Bukidi, 7, n., friendship, reconciliation, companionship. 

Bukidika, 7, n., heedlessness. 
Bukimi, 7, n.. listening, hearing, obedience, eavesdropping, spying, etc. 

Bukita. 7, n., inheritance, heritage, 

eka b., to bequeath. 
Bukokata, 7, n., obduracy, disobedience, obstinacy, refusal, stubborn- 

ess, hard headed ness. 

(of) b., obdurate, stubborn, disobedient, obstinate. 

Bukolia, 7, n., physical strength. 

Bukosha, 7, n., the front. 
a b., in front of, in advance, ahead, before, foremost, forwards, 

forward, before (in time). 
[ofj b., first. See First. 

Bukudi, 7, n., trade, 
shola b., to secure a trade. See Trade. 

Bukuhi, 7, n., mess, stool of child, 

tshaka b., to make a mess. 
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Bukuma, 7, n., chiefdom, chiefship, authority. 

Bukuta, 7, n., stinginess, parsimony. 
(of) b., stingy. 

Bukuya, 7, n., shortness, narrowness, short distance. 
Bula buata, 7, n., virginity, girlhood. 

Bula bulunga, 7, n., youthhood, young manhood, adolescence, youth. 
Bulama, 7, n., instructor of dance. 

Bulantsha, 7, n„ marriage, wedding wedlock, matrimony, 
tetsha b., to be engaged. 

bishima bi b., marriage feast. See Marriage, Betrothed. 

Buledi, 7, n., weariness, trespass, tiredness, exhaustion, fatigue, faint¬ 

ness. 

Bulelela, 7, n., stool, bench, seat. 

Bulema, 7, n., subtlety, keenness, slyness, sagacity, craftiness, cunnin. 

gness. See Slyness, Subtle, Subtlety. 

Bulema, 7., pitch, gum, a sticky substance. 

Bulenala, 7, n., hope, expectation, anticipation, trust. 

Bulenga, 7, n., childhood, youthhood, youth, youthfulness. 

Bulodi, 7, n., direction. 

Buloka, 7, n., sorcery, witchcraft, 

kela b., to commit witchery. 

Bulolala, 7, n., bitterness, 

ed’i b., to be bitter. 

Bulona, 7, n., assistant instructor in dance. 

Buluema, 7, n., cunningness, shrewdness, precaution, wisdom, 

of b., artful, cunning. 
Bulunga, 7, n., manhood, bravery, manliness, fortitude, youthhood. See 

Fortitude. 

Bumboya [Bumboi], 7, n., bag, sack. 

Bumbuemi, 7, n., bachelorhood. 

Buma, 7, n., chiefship, chiefdom. 

Buma, vi., to recover after fainting, to be resuscitated. 

Bumala, vt., to resuscitate. 
Bunala, vt., to press or iron, as clothing. 
Bunamatshi, 7, n., following. 

Bunameta, 7, n., oneness, sameness, equality. 

Bunane, 7, n., cassava, manioc. See Manioc. 
Bundena, 7, n., idleness, laziness, indolence, vagabondage, vagrancy, 

sloth, slothfulness. 
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(of) b., slothful, lazy, idle, indolent, etc. 
ed’i b., to be slothful, idle, lazy, indolent, etc. 

Bijnena (Bunene), 7, n., greatness, largeness, size, bigness, stoutness, 
breath, width. 

Bunga, vi., to cave in. 
Bunga, vi., to rove, to go about, stray away, stroll, to go or walk 

about from place to place, to go back and forth. 
Bungala, 7, n, n., vagabondage, vagrancy. 

Bunonona (Bunonola), 7, n., strength, firmness, ability, health, energy, 
force, hardness, might, influence, power, vigor, stability, violence, 

heartiness, etc. 
Bunonona, 7, adv., strongly, firmly, tightly, fast, carefully, zealously, 

violently, loud (speaking), etc. 
Buntsha, vt., to hinder, interrupt, bewilder, frustrate, bother, worry, 

annoy, confound, confuse, trouble, interfere with, constrain, etc. 
Buntshama. vi., to be worried, hindered, bewildered, frustrated, be in 

disorder, to come to pieces, to crumble. 
Buntshela, 7, n., mediator, intercessor, one who is friendly towards or 

fearlessly intercedes for another. 
Buntshenga, 7, n., tattling, back biting. 

Buntshibuntshi, 7, n., sameness, See Same. 
Buntshoka, 7, n., pride, disrespect, haughtiness, impolitenes, audacity, 

shamelessness, effrontery, immodesty, impertinence, sauciness, 
arrogance, etc. 

ed’i b., to be saucy, impertinent, arrogant, audacious, etc. 
Bununa, 7, n., old age, age. 

Bunyimi, 7, n., realm, kingdom, kingship, throne, authority, etc., 
b. bu dika, heaven, kingdom above, 

b. bu Ntshemi, kingdom of God. 
Bunyui (Bunyoi), 7, n., drinking, 

b. bu mana, drunkenness. 

Buo (Bo), 7, n., father-in-law, mother-in-law. PI. is mo. 
Buoi, 7, n., honey. See Buoya. 
Buokimi, 7, n., spying, eavesdropping. 

Buola (Bola), 7, n., weakness, weariness, easiness, softness, sleekness, 
(of) b., soft, weak, easy, slack. 

Buoma, 7, n., mask, false face. PI. is moma. 

Buomidi, 7, n., insurbordination, disobedience, stubbornness, obstinacy. 
Buonga, 7, n., brain, marrow. 
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Buontshidi, 7, n., inside of egg. 
Buontshidi, 7 n., redemption price. 
Buonyi, 7, n., untidiness. 

Buonyi, 7, n., 

Buonyi, 7, n., oppression, abuse, suffering, cruelty, tyranny, brutality, 

despotism, ill treatment, maltreatment, meanness, heartlessness, 
affliction, mercilessness, unkindness, unmercifulness, persecution, 
muna b., tyrant, See Tyrant. 

Buoya, 7, n., honey, See Honey. 
Busha, 7, n., small particle like sawdust, dust, fine dirt, etc. 

Bushala, 7, n., slothfulness, slovenliness, uncleanness, untidiness, fil¬ 
thiness. etc. 
(of) b., slovenly, untidy, filthy, slothful, etc. 

Bushanga, 7, n., fin on back of fish. 

Busheka, 7, n., beauty, goodness, perfection, excellence, purity, holiness, 
elegance, handsomeness, honesty, fairness, integrity, justice, right¬ 

eousness, sanctification, right, uprightness, virtue, worthiness, etc. 
See Bight. 

Busheka, adv., rightly, well, distinctly, carefully, correctly, earnestly, 
thoroughly, etc. 

Bushei (Busheya), 7, n., quarrel, dispute, disagreement, etc. 

Busho, 7, n., enslavement, slavery, servitude, 
ingisha b., to enslave. 

Bushoihi, 7, n., See Bushuhi. 
Bushodidi, 7, n., power or ability to divulge or unhide a secret or that 

which is hidden, spying. 

Busholala, 7, n., power to divulge or unhide a secret or that which is 
hidden, spying. 

Bushonga, 7, n., hunting. 
Bushongala, 7, n., slander, back-biting, calumny. 

Bushongidi, 7, n., See Bushongala. 
Bushonyi (Bushonya), 7, n., shame, reproach, chagrin, disgrace, bashful¬ 

ness, timidity, etc. 
asha or okisha or tshikisha or diaka b., to make ashamel. 
oka b., to be timid or ashamed. 

ed’i b., to be timid or bashful or ashamed. See Shame, Chagrin. 

Bushuemi, 7, n., secret, mysteriousness, a private or secret place, 
a b., secretly, privately, privily. See Secret. 

Bushuhi, 7, n., plain, plateau, copse, a treeless plateau, outside, out- 
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doors, shore, beach. See Shore. 

Bushula, 7, n., the last born. 
Buta, vt., to shake hands. 

b. luhuisha, to hug, embrace, 
b. ikasha, to shake hands. 

Butadi, 7, n , length, altitude, tallness, deepness, depth, height, dis¬ 

tance (long), dimension or extent or extension in length or height 

or depth, span. 

b. bumo, equal or even or same length, 

b. ke? what length? how long or how far? 

Butala, vt., to destroy. 
Butamidi, 7, n., robbery. 
Buteta, 7, n., fear, dread, fright, horror, terror, shyness, timidity, 

cowardness, wildness, awe. 
b. as subj. of ata with person as obj., to be afraid, be frightened, be 
scared, be timid or sby or fearful, 
muna b., a coward. 

Butoka, 7, n., ashes, mildew, mould. 
ata b., to become mildewed or moulded. 

Butona, 7, n., insult, offense. 
Butonga, 7, n., relationship. 

Butonyi, 7, n., abuse. 
Butotshi, 7, n., speaking. 
Butshika, 7, n., orphanhood. 
Butshika, 7, n., hem, border. 
Butshikatshi, 7, n., gum of teeth. 

Butu (Butua), 7, n., night. 
b. i kosha, all night. See Night. 

Butuimi, 7, n., lameness, deformity. See Deformity. 

Butuna, 7, n., the last born, the younger. 
muana b., the last born or the younger child. 

Buyeha, 7, n., interpretation, knowledge of. 
Buyekala, 7, n., instruction, learning, education. 
Buyelala, 7, n., Sameness, oneness, equality. 
Buyengala, 7, n., slowness, laziness, sluggishness, indolence. See Slow¬ 

ness. 

Buyengidi, 7, n., See Buyengala. 

Buyola buata, 7, n., old age. 

Buyoya [Buyoi], 7. n., laziness, weakness, weariness. 
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Diaka. vt., to kill, slay murder, put to death, slaughter, smite, etc. 
d. yimbima or itoma, to stifle, 
d. shiya, to anaesthetize. 

d. with ntshala assubj. and person as obj., to be hungry or starved. 
Diakisha. vt., to kill for. to sacrifice to. See Sacrifice. 

Diama, 6, n., a present given to make one happy, as to dancers, players, 
serenades, singers, a birthday gift, etc. 

Diama, 6, n., wing. 

Diana, 6, n., a species of the palm tree. See palm. 
Dianga, 6, n., a palm frond. 

Diasha, 6, n., haughtiness. 

Dibakata, v., to hire ones self to. 
Dibidima, v., to wallow. 

Dibosha, vt., to multiply by generations. 
Didiaka, vt., to kill one’s self, to commit suicide. 
Didikisha, vt., to kill one another. 

Diemi, 6, n., pregnancy. 

tshika d., to impregnate. 

ed’i d., to be pregnant. 

i (iya) d., to become pregnant. See pregnant. 

Diha, vi., to be shut, to be closed, etc. 

Dihi (Diha), vt., to close, fasten, shut, cover, etc. 

d. buhi, to pardon one’s debts or sins, 

d. itoma, to smother, 

d. munya (munyi), to bribe. 

Dihala, vt., to open, undo, unlock, uncover, set ajar. 

Dihala, vi., to become uncovered, unlocked, to open, to be ajar, etc, 
Dihata, vi., to be open, unlocked, uncovered, etc. 

Dika, 6, n., sky, firmament, top. 

a d., up, upwards, above, overhead, up on high, etc. 

Dikala, 6, n„ See Wheel. 

Dileshona, 6, n., lesson. 
Dileta, 6, n., letter of the alphabet. 

Diloka, vt., to take an oath, to swear. 
Dima, vi., to be lost, to go astray, disappear, vanish, pass out of view. 

Dima, vt., to forget one, not recognize or to know. See Forget. 
DimxpJ* v,, to feign. See Pretend- 
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Dimisha, vt., to lose, to cause to lose. 
Dimuka, v., to be proud, conceited, to exult, to love one’s self, be hauty, 

be egotistical, etc. 
Dina, 6, n., tooth. PL is raina. See Tooth. 

Dina, 6, n., name, 
eka d., to name. See Name. 

Dinga, vt., to dress, wrap or wind around. 
Dioi (dioya), 6, n., word, voice, decree, statement, message, command 

order, ordinance, exhortation, information, news, proclamation, 
discourse, assertion, speech, sound of music, 
angad., make an agreement or covenant, 

d. dimo or dikoka, truth. 
(of) d. dimo or dikoka, reliable, truthful, sincere, true, faithful, cer¬ 
tain, trustworthy, etc. See Word, Deciee. 

Disha, 6, n., eye, bead, button —hole, eye of needle. 11. is misha. 

ilia i d. eye-lid. 
Dishibula, 6, n., syllable. 
Disholai, 6, n., soldier, warrior. See Soldier. 
Dita, vi., quake, tremble, fear, to be frightened, feaiful oi afiaid, 

quail, quiver, shiver, shudder, etc. 
Dita vi. to be loosened, as knot. 

Ditala, vt-, to untie, as knot. 
Diteha, v., to run against and fall. 

Ditshi, vt., to frighten, scare, alarm, etc. 
Ditshi with ntema, as obj., to frighten, make afraid, scare, etc. 

Ditshika, vt., to give one’s self over to, to intrust one’s self to. 

Dituimisha, vt., to intermarry. 
Diue, 6 n., death without cause, sudden death. 
DiUEKA,’(dueka), 6, n., swimming. 

ena d., to swim. 
Diuengi (Duengi) 6, n., harem. 
Diyena. v., to go together, to have intercourse in journeying. 

Diyokisha, vt., to understand one another. 

E 

E, adv., yes. 
Edi, vt., to ripen. 
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Edi, vt., to measure, test, tempt, try, take aim, emulate, imitate, mock, 

to suit or make suitable, to fit, try on, deepen, widen, 

e. dioi, to prove, to mock, to strive for. 

e. mbanga or buasha, to run a race. 

Edi, vt., to surround or enclose, 
ed’i, vph., to have, 
e. i hia, to be sharp, as knife. 
e. i hama, to be ferocious, as dog or pungent, as pepper, 

e. i hama, to be powerful, a *ruler. See Have, 

e. i, buhuola, to sulk or be sulky or sullen. 

Eha, v., to look around or backwards. 
Eka, conj., but. although. 

Eka, vt., to learn, to study, to be learned or instructed, to ascertain, 
to discern, find out. 

Eka, vt., to give, to present, 

e. dina, to name. See Give. 

Ekisha, vt., to teach or cause to learn, instruct or cause to understand 
e. ikama ibe, to allure. 

Eka, vt., to lean against, incline upon or against. 
Ekala, vi., to be learned, be informed, accustom to, to be instructed, to 

be educated. 
Ekama, v., to lean upon, to recline on or against, 

e. lumbimbisha, to lean backwards. 

Ekidi, adj., another, other, some one or something else, several, more, 
a part (some). 
e.e., the one.... the other; some.others; several....several. 

a kuntsha (kuntshi) iyekidi, else where, 

indodi yekidi, another place, elsewhere. See Other. 

Ekishe, vt., to teach or instruct or cause to know or learn. 
Ela, vt., to pour up, as palm wine. 
Ela, vt., to be ripe, as fruit or a boil. 
Ela, v., to be. See Gram 184, 185. 

e. kanyi, is far away, used in connection with the royalty’s eating, 

Elama, vi., to be adequate, sufficient, to agree, match, to fit, be 

suitable, be even, be exact, be level, be proper, to suit, be 

fit, be right, be perfect, be righteous, be upright, to be rich 

or fertile or productive, as soil, to be virtuous, be fair or just or 

honest, be correct, be right, be kind, humane, noble, holy, be 

elegant, chaste, pretty, beautiful, lovely, fine, be enough, full, 

complete, be full measure or weight, to suffice, 
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Ema, v., to blow from the nose. 

Emala, vt., to sing, to rattle, to play a musical instrument. See Sing. 

Emata, v., to stand. 

e. ngisha, to stand upright or alone. See Stand. 

Emi, pers. pro., my, mine. 
Emi, vt., to stand, to erect, set up, to make upright or perpendicular. 

Ena, v., to go, depart, walk, advance, proceed travel, progress, 
e. ashahisba, to side ways, 
e. buonyambanga, to visit, go visiting, 
e. kola kola, to draw near, to approach. 

e, ona, to bury a king; as bane’muon a, they have buried him. See 

Go, Walk. 

Enentsha, v., to go about, to spread, as disease. 
Engi or Engi Engi, interrog. adj., how many? 

Ensha, v., to ciuse to go or go for another. 
Enyisha, vt., to cause to go, to expedite, hasten. 

Esha, vt-, to permit to pass, cause to pass by, on or forward. 
Esha, vt., to ward off, ciuse to pass by, as dirt or missile. 

Esha, vt., to hold out or pass to with hand, reach to or hand to. See 

Reach. 

Esha, vt., to bathe, to rub on, as oil or medicine. 

Eta, v., to pass or go by or on or forward, to lapse, as time. 
Eta with ikuna, vph., to have diarrhoea, to run off at the bowels. 

Eta, with buei, vph., to pawn one’s self. 

H 

Hadi, 4, n., cloven foot, hoof, footprint. 
Haha, 4, n., paddle for killing grasshoppers. 

Haingi, 1, n., See Henga. 

Haka with nenga, vph., to make “medicine,” charm or fetish. See Idol. 

Hakata, vi., to limp, be lame. 
Hakata, vi., to open out or unfold, as flower. 
Hala, 4, n , implement used in tapping palm trees for wine. 
Hala, 4 pi., jealousy, envy. 

(of) h., jealous, envious. 

Haladisho, 4, n., Paradise. 

Hama, 4, n., strength, power, glory, might, wisdom, greatness, fame, etc. 

Hama, 4, n., pungency. 
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ed’h., to be pungent. 

Hama, 4, n., viciousness, ferociousness, as animals. 

ed’i h., to be vicious or ferocious. 

Hami, 3, n., antelope, See Antelope. 

Hamala, 4, n., a smack of the lips, 

bola h., to smack the lips. 

Hana, vi., to be saved, to escape from death or danger, be safe, be de¬ 
livered, etc. 

Hana, v., to be afraid or timid, as animals. 

Hanga, 3, n., sheep, 

muana a h., lamb, 
numi a h., ram. 

ngadi a h., female sheep. 

Hanga, 4, n., staff. 

Hanga, v., to yell, to act crazy, to scold, to growl, as dog, to snarl, to 

become mad or crazy, to scream aloud, as mad man. 

Hanga mboka, 4, n., the house of the guard, entrance to the capital, 

a guard, watchman or sentry. 

Hangisha vt., to chide, objurgate, reprove, rebuke, scold, reprimand, 
etc. 

Hanya (Hanyi), v„ to be like, correspond to, See Like. 

Hanyisha, v., to be alike, resemble, favor, be equal, identical, be the 

same or similar sort or kind or quality or character or species 

or variety, to be mate, match or agree. 

Hanyisha, vt., to be like each other, to make like, See Like. 

Hanyisha, vt., to save or deliver, to defend. See Save. 

Hashala, vt., to pluck as flowers or flesh from bones, to break as 

bread. 

Hatsha, vt., to praise, honor, adore, glorify, magnify, hallow. See Adore. 

He, card, num., two. 

He, v., give to me. This is a diminished word. The whole word is 

umheha. 

Hedi, vt., to stew or boil. 

Hedi, vt., to disapprove of, refuse, disobey, etc. See Bela. 

Hekatsha (liekatshi), n., ramrod. 

Hela, vi., to be disobedient, to refuse, etc. 

Hela, , 4 , n., tail of fish. 

Hela, v., to pant. 

Hela, vi., to stew or boil. 

Hema, 4, n., chalk, white-wash, white earth. 
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kola h., to white-wash. 

Hema, 4, n., a beautiful sea shell, pearl. 
h. a nganga minonona, a pearl of great price. 

Hemi, 4, n., greens of the royalty. 
Henga (Hengi), 1, n., See Brother, Sister, Eng.Buk. * 

Hengala, v., to err, to make a mistake or error. 

Hengi, 1, n., Brother, Sister. See Brother, Sister, Eng-Buk. 

Hentsha [Hentshi]. 4, n., eggshell. 

Hesha, v., to miss fire, fail to go off, as gun. 

Heta, vi., to rise, as price or sun, to go up hill, stream, etc. 
Hetala, vt., to raise, as price, etc. 
Hetala, v., to find fault with, to cavil, to be captious. 

Hetana (Hetala), vi., to suffer, to be punished. 

Hetshi, vt., to punish, persecute, afflict, annoy, aggravate, chasten, 
discipline, oppress, maltreat, torture, chastise, etc. 

Hia [Hio], 4, n., taste, flavor. 

h. misheka, a pleasant or good taste, 
h. mibe, a bad or unpleasant taste. 

Hia Hia (Hio Hio), 4, n., tastelessness, insipidity, unsavory taste, 
e (la) h. h., to be insipid, tasteless, unsavory, etc. 

Bee Tasteless. 

Hia [Hio], 4, n., Sharpness, 

Kudia ah., sharp edge of knife or sword, 

ed’i h., to be sharp. 

munya mu h., a keen person, sharp mouth. 
Hika, 4, n., name of a certain dance. 

Hika, vt., to set up or pitch, as house or tent, to set up or build a 
house or fence, etc. 

Hila, vi., to become, to be changed, to be transformed or transfigured. 
This verb is always followed by the noun expressing what one has 

become or changed into, etc; as, ahila muota a Ntsbemi, he has 

become a Christian. See Become, Eng-Buk. 

Hima, 4, n., forgetfulness, 
owa h., to forget. . 

h. as subj. and person as ob.j., to forget. 
Hima, 4, n., a pleasant taste or feeling. See Tasty. 

Hinala, vt., to persecute, afflict, discipline, punish, maltreat, oppress, 
etc. 

Hinala, vt., toTurn inside out. See Turn. 
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Hinala, v., to stretch or blink the eyes. 

h. misha, to blink. See Stretch. 

Hinga, 4, n., midst. 

Hinga, 4, n., syringe for rectum. 

Hintsiiala, 4, n., a very small leak or aperture in gourd or vessel. 

Hintshi, v., the accidental firing off of a gun or the springing of a 
trap. 

Hintshi, v., to limp. 

Hio (Hia), 4, n., chilliness, dampness, humidity, wetness, coolness, 

cold. 

shade, shady place. Yoha h. a cool or shady place. 

Hisha, v., to slip from hand accidentally or unintentionally, to escape, 
as bird or animal from the hand, to come untied, undone or 

unfastened, to slip loose., to be loosened, as knot, to have accid¬ 

ent, to go off accidentally, as gun or trap. See Accidentally. 

Hisha, vt., to transform, to change, to transfigure, to adopt, etc. 

This verb is always followed by the noun indicating into what 

one or a thing has been changed; as, amatahisha bata bana, he 

transformed us into his people, etc. See Transfigure. 

Hishala, vt., to untie or unloose, as knot. 

Hita, vi., to wag. 

Hitala, vt., to wag. 

Hitshala, v., to have an accident. 

Hitshi, vt., to defile, soil, blacken, make dirty or black. 

h. ntema or ikuna, to irritate, provoke or make angry. 

Hitshi, v., to limp. 

Ho, 1, n„ a blind man. 

Ho, (Hoa), 3, n., rat. See Rat. 

Hoha, v., to be famous. 

Hohala, v., to clear away, as cloud or mist. 

Hohala, v., to wink. See Wink. 

Hoiki (Hoki). 4, n., pot, cooking vessel. 

h. alenga, a drinking cup. 

Hoka, 4, n., skin of animal, leather. 

Hoka, vi., to be toothless. 

Hola, 4, n., calmness, peacefulness, quietness, serenity. 

Hola, adv., calmly, quietly, sereneley, peacefully, etc. 

Homa, v., to recognize or detect approaching danger, See Recognize. 

Homa, v., to meet up with. 

Homala, 4, n., seine, fish net. t 
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Homala, vt., to meet up with, 

Homid’i, vph. to meet up with, this form is always followed by a noun or a 
pronoun. 

Homisha, vt , to meet and pass. 

Hona, vi., to rot, decay, spoil, etc. See Huona. Honyi, vt., to erase to rot. 

Hontsha, 4, n., an arrow, See Huontsha. 

Hota, 4, n., See Huota. 

Hota-ke? when? 

Howa(Ho, Hoa), B, n., mouse. See Mouse. Rat. 

Hudi, vt., to lean against or forwards, to turn up side down, 

h. ntshue, bow the head, assent to. 

Hueta, 4, n , time, age, generation, dispensation, etc. 

h. i buiki, often, frequently, 

h. mimotshi, once, 

h. amhena, second time, 

h. anshata, third time 

h. ihe, twice, 

h. ishata, thrice, etc. 

h. inai h. inai, quaternion. See Time. 

Huha, vi., to regret, to be sorry or sad, to be destitute of friends or 

relatives. 

Huha, v., to fan. 

ITuha, 4, n., flour, meal, 

Huha v., to flop wings, as bird. 

Huhuka, vi., to ripple, to stagger. 

Huinga, (4)’mbula (3), nph., storm, hurricane, tornado, tempest. 
Huka, 4, n., noose. 

Huka, vi., to topple over, to be upset, to turn over, to spill out, as water 

from a pail, to fall, as tree, 

h. lumbimbisha, to fall backwards, 

h. ikakala, to fall with the breast upwards. 

Hukala, vt., to throw or blow down. • 

Hukata, vi., to bud or blossom. 

Huki, 4, n., cooking pot or vessel, 

h. alenga, a drinking cup. 

Hula, 3, n., bird. 

TIula. 4, n., small gourd used in cupping. 

Hula, vt., to throw or cast away as worthless. 

Hulama, vi., to be upside down, lean or bend or bow or stoop over or 
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forwards, to assent with nod of the head. 

Huma, v., to disappear or become invisible at will. 

IIuna, v., to practice with weapons, as soldiers. 

Huna, 4, n., a lump or chunk of meat. 

Hunala, vt., to thin out as plants. 

Hunga [Hungi], 4, n , bugle, horn, cornet, trumpet. 

Huo [Ho], 1, n., a blind person. Bahuo, blind people. 

Huoha, vi., to be famous. 

Huoka, 4, n., skin of animals, leather, See Skin. 

Huona, vi., to putrefy, to rot or decay, to be putrid or tainted, to spoil, 

deteriorate, decompose, go bad, to corrupt, to be rotten or corrupt, 
be foul or spoiled or putrefied. 

Huonga, 3, n., eagle. 

Huontsha (Hontsha), 4, n., arrow. 

Huonyi, vt., to cause to putrefy or rot or decay, to taint. 

Huosha, 4, n., thirst, dryness of throat, 

mana hv to quench thirst, 

ed’i h., to be thirsty. 

Huota, 4, n., sore, cut, wound, kaka h. to wound. 

Husha, vt., to grab. h. a muoyo or ikolala, to strangle or choke. 
Hushama, v., to slip from hand accidentally. 

Huta, vt., to lie, to bear false witness, to deceive, beguile, fabricate, 
h. makusha, to tell lies or a falsehood, accuse falsely. 

Hutakanga, 1, n., the first child born after the birth of twins. 

Hutala, vt., to whip or beat up, as eggs. 

Hutala, vt., to stir, mingle or mix together, to collect, add, put to¬ 

gether, combine, shake. 

I 

I, prep., eonj., with, and, also, besides, along with, 

ed’i, to have, to possess, to contain, etc. 
i. „. .. i, both.and; whether.or. See Gram. 372 (32), 

375, 376. 

I (Iya), v., to come. See Iya. 

I, v., impersonal ve^b. 

i busheka adiaka, it is good to kill, is worthy of death. See Gram. 

185 Rems. 3-5. 

Ibabantsha, 8. n., grass. 
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Ibalabala, n., a spark of fire, See Spark. 

Ibadi, 8, n., liver. 

Ibadi, 8, n., a spot. 

Ibadi, 8, n., bead of sweat, a little pimple 

i. i ma, weakness, fatigue. 

Ibadi mashi, 8, n., compassion, pity. See Compassion. 

Ibaha, n. See ibuaha. 

Ibaki, 8, n., stewardship. See Ibeki. 

Ibalaka!! exclamation, vain! to no purpose! used in failing in accom¬ 

plishing an end or in finding after searching or seeking for. 

Ibantshi, 8 n., baldness, bald head. 

Ibaya [Ibai], 8, n., plank, board. 

Ibeki, 8, n., ravine, abyss. See Abyss. 

Ibeki, 8, n., faithfulness, humility, meekness, courtesy; gentleness, 

stewardship, faithfulness in watching over, keeping, guarding 

or caring for. 

Ibela, 8 or 9, n., rash on body. 

i. i koka, heat or rash on body. 
Ibela, n., teat, udder. 

Ibela, 8, n., glue, pitch, used on bow string. 

Ibela, 8, n., thigh, upper part of leg, hind leg of animal. 

Ibela, 8, n., spite, retribution, craftiness, meanness, enmity, refusal 

rejection, cruelty, despite, scorn, disgust, malice, revenge, 

unfriendliness, unkindness, vengeance, brutality, animosity, ab 
horrence, hostility, detestation, 

(of) i., hateful, malicious, hostile, revengeful, unfriendly, 
unkind, brutal, etc. 

Ed’i i., to abhor, despise, hate, detest, dislike, 
muna i., an adversary, an enemy, an evil doer. 

Ibema, 8, n., a hole. 

i. i maxi, a well, cistern. 

Ibena, 8, n., wall of house. 

Ibengi, 8, n., Indian hemp. 

Ibetshala, 8, n., hatred, refusal, disobedience, disdain, disgust, etc. 

Ibiha, 8, n., sauciness, impertinence. See Impertinent, Saucy. ? 
Ibihala, 8, rough surface, as bark on palm tree, etc. 

Ibima, 8, n., pit for trapping animals. 
Ibima, 8, n., bunch of palm nuts. 

Ibintshi (Ibintsha), 8 n., marsh, mire, mud, swamp. 
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Ibotshi, 8, n., birth, child-bearing, fruitfulness, fecundity, power or ca¬ 

pacity to give birth or to bear young, etc. 

Ibohaka, 8, n., rapidity in speaking. 

Ibohala, 8, n., Elephantiasis of foot. 

Ibohala, 9, n., a child 8 or 10 years of age. 

Ibola, 8, n., tall grass, straw. See Straw. 

Iboma, 8, n., bale, bundle, pile, sheaf, package, roll. 

Iboma, 8, n., clay for making pots. 
Iboma i Ntshemi, nph., the place chosen of God for one to live or dwell, 

the choice or will of God. 

Ibomidi, 8, n., butterfly. 

Ibona, 8, n., a species of the palm. See Palm. 

Ibona, b, n., hostage, bond servant, slave. 

Ibonaka, 8, n., the whole thing. See All. 

Ibonala, 8, n., a gift of reconciliation of husband to wife after a quarrel. 

Ibonga, 8, n., a clod, lump of dirt. 

Ibonga I Ntshemi, the will of God. 

Ibonga, 8, n., jar, pitcher, jug. 

Ibota, preceded by muana, 9, n., one’s own child by birth; as, muana 

ibota; bana bibota. 

Ibotala, 8, n., birth place. 

Ibotshi, 8, n., birth, child,-bearing, fruitfulness, fecundity, power to 

give birth. 

Ibuaha, 8, n., a shriek. 

bola i., to shriek. See Shriek, 

Ibueki, 8, n., pumpkin. 

Ibutakongala, 8, n., characteristic of a little child in getting into mis¬ 

chief, soiling itself, putting things into its mouth, etc., mischief. 

Ibuka, 8, n., bunch, cluster. 

Ibuki, 8, ,n., ant hill, See Hill. 
Ibuki, 8, n., packet, package, bundle, bunch, cluster. See Bunch, Bun¬ 

dle. 

Ibula, 8, n., small enclosure about plants. 

Ibuntshi (IbuntshaJ, 8 n., loose earth, dust. 

Ibusha, 8, n., peanut meal. 

Ibusha, 8, n., handful, small pile. 

Idiakala, 8, n., slaughter, place of slaughter. 
Idiha, 8, n., lake, 

Idima, v., to threaten rain, become cloudy. 

Idinga, 8, n., mortar for pounding corn, etc. 
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Idinga, 8, n., spool of thread. 

Idingala, 8,n., circle, roundness. 

(of) i., circular, round. 

Iha, vi., to remember, be on the alert, be informed. 

Iha, 8, n., cover, lid.. 

Ihaha, 8, n., noise or roar of waves, falls or cataract. 

Ihaka, 8, n., wave. See Wave. 

Ihala, vt., to remember, to call to memory, to caution, to warn. 

Ihantshi (Ihontshi), adv. now, forthwith, at once, immediately, directly, 

instantly, before long, presently, soon, etc. 

Ihanga, 8, n., scolding, rebuke, reproof, reprehension, 

bola i., to scold. 

Ihantshi (Ihontshi), adv., now, forthwith, at once, soon. etc. 

Ihela, 8, n., See Mahela. 

Ihetshi, 8, n., punishment, chastisement, suffering, persecution. 

Iheta, 8, wide leaf used in building small houses. 

Ihetshi, 8, n., punishment. 

Ihila, 9., n., variableness, changeableness, deception, vacillation, fickle¬ 

ness, postponement, changing of the mind, etc. 

Ibisha, vt., to cause to remember, warn, caution. 

Ihodi, 9, n., an immature seed or grain or nut, etc. 

Iholaka, 8, n., large underground bean. 

Ihomi, 8., n., See Ihumi 

Ihonala, i dioi, a low or bass voice. 

Ihona, 8, n., See Ihuona. 

Ihontshi, adv., now, See Ihantshi. 

Ihua (Iha), 8, n., likeness, the same, resemblance, image, way, manner 

method, mode, picture, photograph, example, illustration, 

i, i, like unto, such as, equal to, of same or similar kind or sort or 

quality or character or species or variety, 

ela i. i, to resemble or correspond to. 

neg. of ela with ihua i, to be unlike or diffrent. 

ela ihua imo, to be equal, be like or alike or identical, be of the 

same or similar sort or kind or quality or variety, to match or 

agree, to be mate, etc. 

boka i., to take or draw or make a picture. 

Ihuangata, 9, n., scoundrel, rascal, bravery, See Bravery. 
Ihukisha, 8, n., measles. 

Ihukisiia, 8, n., a small part or a little water or wine left in jug or 

drinking cup. 
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Ihuma (8) i lukola, nph, calf of leg. 

Ihumi (Ihomi), 8, n., a poisonous mixture given to witches, See Ordeal. 

Ihtjoma, 8, n., asthma, shortness of breath. 

Ihuona (Ihona), throne. 

Ihuona i, 9, n., worthless, no account, rotten, etc. 

This word is always followed by the noun; as, ihuona i muota, a 

worthless person; biliuona bi bata, worthless people, etc. See 
Inferior, worthless, Worthlessness. 

Ihuonala, (8) i dioi (6), nph., a deep, low or bass voice. See Voice. 

Ihuotala,8, n., whistling through hands, 

boka i., to whistle with hands. 

Ihushidi, 8, n., humrella, a bird with large wings. 

Ikadi, 8, n., a species of the palm tree, See Palm. 

Ikaiki, 8, n., faithfulness. 
Ikakama, 8, n., exactness, truthfulness, reality, truth, certainty. 

Ikakama, adv., verily, truly, certainly, correctly, exactly. 

Ikalabantsha, 8, n., the hard outside part of the palm frond, mid-rib. 

See Palm. 

Ikama, 8, n., pine-apple. 

Ikama, 8, n., an affair, business, circumstance, palaver, care, case, 

responsibility, complaint, concern, reason, object, effect, 

result, subject, source, purpose, law-suit, cause, fault, dan¬ 

ger, harm, difficulty, deed, doctrine, account, narrative, dis¬ 
course, debt. See Debt, 

i. ibe, bad luck, bad business, affair, etc. 

i. inonona, tribulation, trouble, etc. See Tribulation, 

i. imbokama, a written law, superscription, etc. 
Ikana, 8, n., a pot ring. See Pot. 

Ikana, 8, n., Wheel, See Wheel. 

Ikangala, 8, n., mat made of papyrus. 

Ikashi, 8, n., hand, paw, foot-print of animal. See Hand. 

Ikata, 8, n., soft or white or light colored iron. See Silver. 

Ikata, 8, n., coil. 

Ikedidi, 9, n., act, doing. 

Ikeha, 8, n-, swelling. 

Ikeki, 8, n., lath, batten or strip for tying on rafters of house. 

Ikela, 8, n., egg. 

boka i., to lay an egg. 
Ikelala, 8, n,, doing, custom, fashion. 

i. i bayola, tradition, doing or custom of the elders. 
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Ikelakeka, 8, n., comb of fowl. 

Iicena, 8, n,, small house for women about to be confined. 

Ikenena, 8, n., edible ant making large hill. 

Ikenga, 8, n., hatchet, small ax. 

Ikenga, 8, n., a part of a broken pot. 

Ikenga, (8) i luo (5), shoulder blade. 

Iketa, 9, n., abcess, boil. 
Iketa, 9, n., thing, something, article, rubbish. 

i. inshala, the remainder. 

Ikesha, 8, n., a song of happiness. 

Iketa, 8, n., finger ring. 

Ikila, 8, n., lazaretto. 

Ikina, 9, n., prohibition, negative command, the forbidden thing, the 

thing tabooed, the unlawful or interdicted or prohibited thing, 

that which is unlawful or against the law or regulation, etc. 

(of) i., holy, sacred, etc. 

kua L, to be lawful, not forbidden or prohibited, right, 

permitted, etc. 

Boka i., to establish a prohibition. See Order. 

Ikina, 9, n., clan, family. 

Ikinya, (Ikinyi), 9, n., unripe fruit. See Green. 

Ikita, 8, n., a shady place, a place to rest, rest, peace, quiet. 

Ikitala, 8, n., resting-place, destination, stopping place. 
Ikodi, 9, n., bone. 

Ikohakoha, 8, n., a bounce, jump, hopping, jumping, etc. 

Ikohala, 8, n., long pants. 

Ikohola, 8, n., the weave. 

Ikohi, 8, n., box, chest, case. 

Ikoka, 8, n., nail. 

kueki i., to drive a nail. 

Ikokala, 8, n., evening, afternoon, eve. 
Ikkama, 8, n., an impediment in speech, stammering, stuttering 

shakama i, to stammer. See Impediment. 

Ikokata, 9, n., an obdurate or obstinate person. 

Ikokisha, 8, n., knuckle. 
bola i., to beat or strike with the knuckle. 

Ikolala, 8, n., neck. 

Ikolala, 9, n., crumb, crust. 

Ikoma, 8, n., a tuft of hair. 

Ikonga, 8, n., spear 5 lance. 
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Ikongala, 8, n., fire-place, fire-side, hearth. 

Ikontsha, 8, n., a pillar, post. 
Ikota, 8, n., penis. 

Ikueki, 8, n., swarm, throng, drove, multitude, crowd, company, con¬ 
course, assembly, congregation, etc. 

Ikuemi, 8, n., pen, sty, a sheltered enclosure. 

Ikuetshi, 8, n., pleurisy, stab, a piercing pain. 

Ikuha, 8, n., tumor, a knot or wart on body or wood. 
i. ikongala, a loose knot. See Knot. 

Ikuiki, 8, n., a door, window, See Door. 

Ikuka, 8, n., a knot or wart, 

Ikuka, 8, n., scarlet color. 

Ikula, 8, n., knife worn in belt. 

Ikuna, 8, n., stomach, gizzard, belly, inside of, abdomen. 

Ikungala, 8, li., thunder. 

Ikuta, 9, n., barrenness, a sterile person or animal, male or female. 
Ila, v., to become dark. See Night. 

Ila (9), ngata (1), n., girl, lass maid, maiden, damsel, daughter. PI. 

is bila bata. 

Ila (9) nunga (1), n., boy, lad, youth, young man. PI. is bila balunga. 

Ilaka, 8, n., couch, bed, cot, See Bed, 

Ilaka, 8, n., promise, pledge. 

tshika i,.\o promise or swear or pledge. See promise. 

Ilalami, 9, n., creeping thing, insect, worm. See Worm. 

Ilama, 8, n., kitchen. 

Ilama, 9, n., native cloth, raw material, unmade up cloth. See Cloth, 

Apparel. 

Ilamala, 8, n., method of cooking. 

Ilanga, indeclinable, used in reply to call, response or answer, 

Ilatala, 9, n., clothing, apparel, jewelry, trinkets, various articles of 

adornment. 

Ile ngata, See Ila ngata. 

Ile nunga. See Ila nunga. 

Ilebela, 8, n., jigger. 
Iledi, 8, n., eating, gluttony. 

(of) i., gluttonous. 
Iledi, 8, n., stumbling-block, hindrance, failure, etc. 

Ileha, 9, tk, one taboos bread or wine, beginning at birth. 

Ileha, 9, n., a wooden bell with large seed inside, used on hunting dogs. 
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Ilei [8] i midiu, nph., grave yard, cemetery. 

Ileka [8] i ntshue [2], nph., skull. 

Ilela, 8, n., circle. 

Ilela, 8, n., pupil of eye. 

Ilela [8] i mashi, nph., whirl pool. 

Ilela, 9, n., wail, wailing, weeping, crying, cry. See Cry. 

Ilela, (8) i shina (4), nph., place of descent, as base of mountain. 

Ilema, 8, n., xylophone. 

Ilema, 9, n., hind leg of animal. 

Iluema, 9, n., hind leg of animal. 

Ilema, 8, n., rafter. 

Ilenga, 9, n., young person. 
Ilenga [Ilengi], 8, n., a handful, small bit or amount, a part or a little 

of, as of water or wine left in a cup or jug. 

Ilesha, 9, n., edible herb, vegetable. • 

Ileshina (Ileshila), 8, n., reward wage, pay, bribe, payment, etc. 

eka i. to pay, reward. See Reward, Wage, Pay. 

Ileshina (Ileshila), 8, n., adieu. 

tshika i., to bid adieu. Leshina i, followed by poss. pro., to 

bid adieu. See Adieu. 

Ileya [8] i midiu, nph., grave yard, cemetery. 

Ilo, 8, n., dream. 

lota i., to dream a dream. 

shakala i., to make known or interpret a dream. 

Iloha, 8, n., fish hook. 

Ilona, 8, n., a battle ax. 

Ilonala, 8, n., garner, repository, treasury. 

Ilonga, 8, n., waist. 

Ilonga, 8, n., trap, enticement, snare, temptation, allurement, 

bala i., to be entrapped or ensnared or enticed, 

buaka i., to fall into temtation, to be entrapped. 

Ilonga, 8, n., pitch. • 

Ilonga, 8, n., admonition. See Iluonga. ■ 
Ilontsha, 8, n„ family precinct. See Tribe. 

Ilontshi, B, n., See Ilontsha. 

Ilonyi, 8, n., See Ilonala. 

Ilotshi, 8, n., place for treasure. 

Iluema, 8, n., musical instrument. See Instrument. 

Ilubmi, 8, n„ abode of the dead. 
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Iluengi, 8, n., stopper, cork. 

Iluengi, 8, n., bell without a clapper. 

Iluinga, 8, n., dizziness,. See Dizziness, Dizzy. 

Ilula, 8, n., dew. 

i. imbakata, frost, snow. 

Iluluma, 8, n., anise, mint. 

Ilumi, 9, n., crook, curve. 

Ilumi, 9, n., diviner, wizard, witch doctor. 

Iluonga, 8, n., instruction, admonition. 

Imala, vt., to be stingy towards, to refuse to give to one, decline. 

Imanya (Imanyi), 8, n., flint, rock, stone. 

Imata, v., to answer or reply, answer when called. 

Imbamala, 9, n., sweat bee. 

Imbamalakusha, 9, n., strong wind without rain. 

Imbangala, 9, n., an outsider, one who is not a member of tribe subject 

by conquest or purchase, immigrant. 

Imbetsha, 8, n., coffin, casket. 

Imbima, 9, n,, closeness, lack of air, suffocation. 

Imbinga, 9, n., dove, pigeon. 

Imbingidi, 9, n., roundness, sphere. 

(of) i., to be round or spherical. 

Imboma, 8, n., market, 

oto i., to market. 

bala i., to hold a market. See Market. 

Imbomada, 8, n., moth. 

Imbona, 8, n., corn, maize. See Corn. 

Imbontsha (Imbontshi) 8, n., ulcer. See Ulcer. 

Imbota, 8, n., banana. See Stalk. 

Imbuemi, 9, n., bachelor, an unmarried person, man or woman. 

Ibuka, 9, n., bunch, cluster. 

Imina, 8, n., dance. 
Mina i., to dance. 

Imisha, vt., accept, accede to, consent, confess, acquiesce, concede, 

approve, permit. See Permission, Answer. 

Imishisha, vt., cause to accept, influence, convince, to induce, persuade. 

Imuenyi, 9, n., sadness, bad luck, misfortune. 

Ina, vt., to cram together, press down, to stuff into. See Stuff. 

Ina, vt., to sink, to immerse. 

Ina (ila), v.? to be. See Gram. 197-200, 
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Inama, v., to stoop down in order to peep in. 

In am a, 9, n., ornament, jewel, decorations such as bracelets, anklets, etc. 

Inana, card, num., eight. 

Inana, 8, n., bridge, ladder. 

In’ana, 1, n., his mother. 

Inanga, 8, n., amiability, goodness, kindness, neatness, modesty, 

attractiveness, reverence, meekness, docility, deference, 

civility, decorum, politeness, courtesy, purity, cleanliness, 

tidiness, daintiness, gentleness, etc. 

(of) i., amiable, kind, good, fair, just, honest, humble, meek, 

modest, docile, courteous, -faithful, gentle, reverent, civil, 

tidy, clean, etc. See Docile, Tidy. 

Indena, 9, n., sluggard, a slothful or lazy or indolent person. 

Indodi, 8, n., place, space, situation, room, position, etc. 

I. ikina, sacred place, Sanctuary. 

Indona, 8, n., spot, place. See No [Nuo], to rain. 

Indonga, 8, n., cross or fold, as of legs. 

koma i., to fold or cross the legs. n 

Induma, 9, n., fist. 

koma i., to clench the fist, 

bola i., to strike with the fist. 

Inema, 8, tongue, language, speech, deceit. 
Ingadi, 9, n., duck. 

Ingala (Ingila), v., to enter. 

Ingata, vt., to observe, take notice of. 

Ingila, See Ingala. 

Ingisha, vt., to cause to enter, 

i. a, to insert. 
i. bunyimi, to appoint to the office of king. 

Ingoma, 9, n., gun. See Gun. 

Ingonana, 9, n., snore. 

Ingola, 9, n., one who cuts palm nuts. , 

Ingula, 8, n., dropsy of body. 

Inoma, 8, n., fruit. See.Fruit. 

Inuma, 9, n., ulcer. See Ulcer. 
Inuma, 8, n., waterfall, cataract, deep voice or noise made with 

closed mouth. 
Inuna, 9, n., an old person or thing. See Old. 
Inungisha, 8, n., whispering, murmuring sound, murmur, whisper. 
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Inuta, 8, n., leaf of cassava. 

Inyaka, 8, n., shoulder. 

Inyaka, 8, n., manger, eating trough. 

Inyanga, 8, n., drop. 

Inyatala, 8, nv footprint. . 

Inyimi, 8, n., dive. 

bola L, to dive. 

Inyodi, 8, n., drinking. 

Ishabata, 9, n., shoe, sandle, boot. 

Ishaha, 8, n., crossing, ferry, passage, ford. 

Ishaiiodi, 8, n., sparrow. 

Ishahusha, 8, n., light of fire. 

Ishaka, 8, n., the younger of twins. 

Ishaka, 8, n., buttock, stern. See Stern. 

Ishaka (8) i nduemi (4), nph., idol. See Idol. 

Ishama, 8, n., fretfulness, fidgetiness, restlessness. 

Ishama, 9, n., puzzle, magic, sleight of hand, riddle, 
muna i., magician. 

Ishama, 9, n., custom, fashion, manner. 

Ishaingi. See Ishenga. 
Ishana, 9, n., rag, pad for head in carrying baskets, etc.. 

Ishanga, 8, n.y nest of domestic fowl.. 

Ishanga, 8, millet. The pi., mashanga, is always heard. 

Ishanga, 8, n., island. 

Ishasha, 9, n., lung. 

Ishasha, 8, n., an artistic mat or rug. 

Isheka, 8, n., rod. 
Isheka, 8, n., horn of ox, sheep, goat, etc. 

Isheka,9, n., ornament, decoration, jewel. 
Ishema, 8, n., a quickly constructed shelter or booth. 

Ishemala, 9, n., altar, place of worship, See Altar, 

Ishemi, 8, n., booth. 

Ishemi, 8, n., cloud. 

Ishenga, card, num., ten. 

(of) i., tenth. 

Ishenga, 8, n., frivolity, giggling. 

(of) i., frivolous. 

Ishenga, 8, n., pepper. 

Jshengi, 8, n„ harp, musical instrument. 
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Ishesha. 8. n., an abandoned field. 

Ishesha, 8, n., derision, fun laughter. See Fun. 

Isheshala, 8, ii., epileptic fit, spasm, convulsion. 
Ishei flsHEYA), 8, n., mourning, quarreling, anger. 

ed’i i., to be in mourning. 

Ishika, 8, n., a pillow. 

Ishikama, 8, n., seat. 

Ishiki, 8, n., seat, stool. Ishiki a shina a itami, foot-stool. 

Ishina, 9, n., foundation, beginning, source, butt-end, bottom of inside 

of, etc. See Base. 

Ishina, 9, n., herald, messenger, ambassador, minister, friend, adherent, 

subordinate. 

Ishisha, 8, n., a small animal belonging to the cat family. 

Ishishila, 8, n., a confluence or fork in stream or path, corner of street. 

Isho, 8, n,, dry season, drought. 

Isho, 8, n., vacant land. 

Ishola, 8, n., building material, work, labor, 

shola i., to build. 
Ishola, adv., simultaneously, at the same time. See Same. 

Isholala, 8, n., greediness. 

Ishomala, 8,n., horse-fly. 
Ishomala, 8, n., hiding place. See Ishuomala. 

Ishonga, 8, n., wild, yellow yam. 

Ishongala, 8, n., tail of fowl. 
Ishongama, 8, n., wakefulness. See Ishuongama. 

Ishongata, 9, n., stump of tree broken off, snag, root. 

Ishonganshonga, 8, n., small wart. 

Ishonsha, 8, n., vagina. 
Ishonya (Isiionyi), 8, n., spittle, saliva. 

Ishosha, 8, n., a fancy knot. 
Ishosha, 9, n., apex, top, end. See Top. 
Ishosha. 8, n., harvest time. See Harvest. 

Ishu, 8, n., hoe, spade, anchor. 

Ishuemi, 8, n., otter. 

Ishuhi, (Ishohi), 8, n., foetus. 

Ishuihi, 8, n., knot. 

Ishuka, 8, n., loop. 

Ishukala, 9, n., owl 

Ishulakata, 8, n., mumps. 
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Ishunga, 8, n., an unpleasant affair or business or palaver. 

Ishunganshunga, 8, n., bump, wart, knot. 

Ishunyi, 8, n., invulnerability, 

ed’i i. to be invulnerable. 

Ishuomala, 8, n., a secret or hiding place. 

Ishuongama, 8, n., wakefulness, sleeplessness, insomnia, vigil, 

betama i., to be sleepless, be awake, lie awake. 

Ishushumi, 9, n., stinging insect. 

Ita, poss. pro., our, ours, See Gram 119. 

Itama, 8, n., cheek. 

Itami, 8, n., foot, paw, kick. 

bola i., to kick or stamp with the foot. 

Itana, 8, n.. long distance, far away or remote place. 

Itanga, 8, n., sun, watch, clock, hour, time. 

i. a, ndenga, midday, noon. See Noon, Sun. 

Itanga, 8, n., larder. 

Itangantshuma, 8, large enamelled cup. 

Itel’shidi, 8, n., beginning. See Itetshala. 

Itena, (9) i bata. n., an eye witness. PI. is bitena bi bata. 

.Itenya, (Itenyi), 9, n., part, piece, a fragment or section or division 
or portion cut off, a moment, minute, a short while or time, 

i. ikeka, a small bit, a short while or time. See Division, Time, 

While. 
Itenyi, 8 or 9, n., tatoo. 

bola i., to tatoo. 

Iteta, 9, n., tall grass, weed. See Weed. 
Itetenyi, 9, n„ back-biting, 

tena dina i., to back-bite. 

tena dina di Ntshemi i., to take the name of the Lord in vain, 
to blaspheme. 

Ito, 8, n., ear. 

kuma (1) i., ear-drum. 

Itodidi, 8, n„ pouch of monkey, crop of fowl. 

Itoha, 8, n., Goliath beetle. 

Itoha, 8, n. spot, speck, dot, blister made by fire or hot water* 
Itoka, 8, n., an ordinary mat. 

Itoka, 8, n., spoon. 

Itoka, 8, m, summersault. 

boka i., to turn a summersault. 

Itoiala, 8, n., destination, camp. 
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Itoma, 8, n., fetish used in performing divination, 

oto i., to divine 

Itoma, 8, n., sigh, breathing. See Sigh. 

Itomata, 8, n., a fall. 

Itomata, 9, n., wrestling. PI. is bitomata. 

nana bi., to wrestle. 
Itonala, 8, n., an aperture, puncture, perforation, leak, rent, incision, 

hole, window. 
lushala i., to puncture, pierce through, bore a hole, etc. 

Itonga, 9, n., braid, plait. 

Itotala, 8, n., beak, bill. 
Itototshi, 9, n., jabbering, gibberishness, jargon, babbling, chattering. 

tota i., to chatter, babble, jabber, etc. 

Itshetutshitshi, 8, n., a blister on body. 

Itshitshi, (Itshitsha), 8, n., heel. 

i. itami, heel of foot. 

Itshika, 9, n„ runt, pygmy, dwarf. 

(of) i. runty, dwarfish. 

kakama i., to become dwarfish or runty. 

Itshima, 8, n., deception, joke. 

Itshtnga, 8, n., stump. 

Itshinyi, 8, n., fear, faithfulness, thankfulness, meekness. See Thank, 

Thankfulness. 

Itu, 8, n., the state of invsibility. See Invisible. 

Ituimi, 9, n., a lame, deformed or crippled person. 

Ituimi, 8, n., a fetish or fetish song for hunting elephants. 

Ituka, 8, n., corner, as of house, mat, yard, etc. 

Ituka, 8, n., black ant-hill, See hill. 

Itula, 8, u., happiness. 

Itutsha, 8, n., cloud. 

Itutuimi, 9, n., a young child 8 or 10 years of age. 

Itutuma, 8, n., regret, remorse, displeasure, etc. 

Tshika i ., to regret, to be in remorse, to be displeased. 
Iwa, 8, n., death. See Death. 

Iya, 8, n., root found on top of ground, rough surface, as bark on tree. 

Iya, v., to come, happen, occur, become. See Come. 

Iya, 8, n., fish scale. 

Iya, 8, n , luck, fortune. 

i. isheka, good luck or fortune. 
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i. ibe, bad luck or fortune, misfortune, bad affair, wickedness. See 
Luck, Influence. 

Iyaha, 8, n., color. 

Iyala, 8, n., crab. 
Iyala (8) i tei (10pl.), nph., charcoal. 
Iyala, 8, n., dung-hill, trash pile. 
Iyantsha, 8, n., nest of rats or birds. 
Iyaya, 9, n., locust. 
Iyaya, 8, n., very small bell worn on purse. 

Iyedi, 8, n., dye. 
ina i., to dye. 

muinyi [1] i., dyer, 
Iyedi, 8, n., grain of salt or sand, hail stone. 
Iyekala, 8, n., gift, giving, present, generosity. 
Iyeki, 9, n., beautiful apparel, jewelry. . 

Iyesha, 8, n., twin. See Twin. 

Iyesha, 8, n., Yolk. See Yolk. . 
Iyeshi, 8, n., an unlucky one. 
Iyeyeki, 9, n., gift, giving, generosity. 
Iy’ina, 1, your (pi) mother. See Mother. 
Iy’ita, 1, n., our mother. See Mother. 
Iy’aha, 1, n., their mother. See Mother. 

Iyo, 8, n., desolation, loneliness, quietness. 

Iyo, 8, n., death. 
Iyo ha 8, n., human skin. 
Iyoha, (8) i munya (2), nph., lip. 
Iyokala, 8, n., laver. See Laver. 
Iyokisha, 8, n., disturbance, human voice. 
Iyola, 8, n., policeman, leader in battle, zealot. 

muna (1) i., a zealous person. 
Iyolahuota, 8, n., frog. See Frog. 
Iyoma, 8, n., cicatrice. 
Iyoma, 8, n., a deserted village or old village site, cemetery, grave yard. 
Iyoma, 9, n., Scar. 

i. i huota, scar. 

Iyombodi, 8, n., chameleon. 
Iyona, 9, n., domestic animal or fowl. PI. is biyona. 
Iyosha, 8, n., placenta, after-birth. 
Iyota, 8, n., a skin disease consisting of white splotches. 
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Iyota, 8, n., garden. See Garden. 

Iyota (8) kangala (4), nph., door sill. 

Iyuemi, 8, n., asthma. 
Iyula, 8, n., tortoise, turtle, tarrapin. 

Iyumala, 8, n., driver ant. See Ant. 

Iyunyi, 8, n., semen. 

K 

Kabadi, 10, n., jot. 

Kabala, 10, n., horse. 
Kabala, 10, n., doom, curse, damnation, judgement, ill wish, condem¬ 

nation, anathema, woe, etc. 

boka k., to doom, curse, damn, wish ill to, anathematize. 
Kadiha, vi.,to be converted, changed or reversed. 

Kaha, 4, anger, abhorrence (towards persons), wrath, etc. See Annoy. 

Kaha, vt., to divide. See Divide. 

Kaha, vt., to sell. See Sell. 

Kahala, vt., distribute, divide, separate into parts. See Separate. 
Kahisha, vt., to sell to. 

Kahisha, vt., to divide among, distribute to, divide up, share among, to 

separate into parts, apportion, divide into parts. 

Kahisha, vi., to diverge, separate, as two streams or paths, branch off. 

Kahoha, 10, n., an edible ant making small hills. 

Kahushidi, 10, n., small bat. 

Kaikia, vt., See Kekia. 

Kaingi, vt., to praise, laud, worship, adore, honor, glorify, hallow, mag¬ 

nify, exalt, venerate, extol, commend, applaud, compliment, es¬ 

teem, etc. 
Kaka, adj., green, unripe. 

Kaka, vt., cut up, carve, as meat, dissect. 

Kaka, 4, n., unripeness. 
Kakala, vt., to gather fruit. 

Kakala, vt., to thatch, tie on battens of roof. 

Kala, v., to return, go back, ebb. 
lc. mbisha, to subside, go back, abate. 

Kalala, vt-, convert, reverse, turn round, turn over, turn up side down, 

invert, change, etc. 

k. ntema, to repent, to change the mind, 
k. lutota, to translate, interpret. See Convert. 
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Kalala, vt., to mix, to stir or mingle together. 

Kama, card, num., one hundred. 

Kama, vt., quiet, console, as mother her child. 

Kama, vi., to cry out in surprise or anger or fear. 

Kamala, vi., to be surprised, to marvel, to wonder, to be amazed or as¬ 
tounded or astonished, etc. 

(of) kamala, miraculous, remarkable, amazing. See Surprise. 
Kamanya, 10, n., pebble. 

Kamhena, adv., a second time, again. 

Kamidi, 3, n., goat. See Goat. 

Kamisha, vt., astonish, surprise, amaze, overawe, etc. 

KAMrsHA, vt., to quiet, comfort, console, This verb is generally followed 

by ntema; as, amabakamisha ntema, he consoled them. 

Kamisha, with ikama, vph., to atone for, suffer for. 

k. makama, to make atonement for. 

Kamutshi (Kamotshi), adv., again, also, too. 

adj., next. See Next, Too. 

Kana, vt., to tie, fasten. 

Kanala, vt., to yearn after or for, to grieve after. 

Kanama, vi., to be dense or crowded, as forest or people. 

Kandoma, 10, n., pill, small seed or fruit. 

Kanga, 3, n., guinea-fowl. 

Kantsha, 4, n., density. 

Kantuenga, 10, n., a nap, a little sleep. 

Kanyi, adv., long ago, far away, long time ago, long since, in olden 

times, remote, once upon a time. 

(of) k., old, ancient. 
Kata, vi., to rise up, depart, leave, start, get up, stand up. 

Kata, 4, n., conundrum. 

Kata, 4, n., bread. 
Kata, adv., there, used in various ways with the prep a; as, a kata nte. 

ma, in the heart; a kata nte, upon the tree, etc. 

Kata, 10, n., ring. 

k. ka ito, an ear-ring. 
Katala, vt., to raise, to elevate or lift up. 

Kawalawala, 9, n., a very small imported bell with shot inside of it. 

Kasha, 10. n., a strip of cloth. 

Kasha vt.. to return, recall, take or bring back, put, take or carry or 

send back, etc. 
Kasha, followed by the infin., means to repeat, to do over or again, etc.; 
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as, kasha atota, speak again; kasha akela, do again; kasha akala, 

come again, etc. 

Kashidi, vi., to be dwarfed or undersized, to be stunted or runty. 

Kashola, 10, n., brick. 

Kaya (Kai), 4, n., oar, paddle. 

Kaya (3) idia (7), nph., humming bird, large beetle. 

Kayumidi, 10, n., small bird, something like a canary. 

Ke ? interrog. word, what? Bee What. 

Kedi, vi., to dazzle, twinkle, shine or glisten or sparkle. 

Keka, vt., to test, to taste, to try, to attempt. See Taste, Test. 

k. bundoi, to show one’s power, strength or fiercenes, to threaten. 

Keka, adj., small, little. See Little. 

Keka, adv., when. This word may precede the form of the verb with 

the subordinating particle a-. See Gram. 265-273. 

Kekala, vi., to cackle. 

Kekama, vi., to be cross wise. 

Kekedi, vi., to glisten, glow, shine, sparkle, to be bright, etc. 

Kekeha, vi., to fret, to fidget, to be restless or fretful, be cross or 
nervous, be fidgety. 

Keketa, 4, n., spot in eye 

Keki, vt., to lay or put crosswise. 

Kekia, vt., to idolize, adore, esteem, give way to, honor, reverence, 

exalt, etc. 

Kehisha, vt., to gnash. 
k. mina, to gnash with the teeth. 

Kela vt., do, accomplish, make. See Do. 

Kema, 4, n., convulsion. 

Kema, 8, n., monkey. See Monkey. 

Kengala, 4, n., yellow color. See Yellow. 

Kesha, 4, n., grave of king. 

Kesha, 3, n., porcupine. 

Kesha, vt., do for, help, assist, aid, do for or against, to treat, etc. 

k. buhi, to injure or treat unkindly, to do wrong to, etc. 

Ketala, v., to cough. 

Kila, 1, n., mute. 
Kima, adj., all, each, any, entire, every, whole, total, perfect. 

Mota ankima, any person or body; biketa bikima, anything, 

everything; kuntsha ikima, any where, every where, wheresoever. 

Kina, vt., to taboo, to abstain from, as food. 
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k. ikina, to make unlawful, to taboo. See Unlawful. 
Kinga, 4, n., very small thorn, as on thistle, etc. 

Kinga, 4, n., a custom. 

Kinga, 4, n., voice. 

Kintsha, v., to hunt. 

Kintsha, 4, n., side of gully, ditch or trench. 
Kintsha, 4, n., rapid, cataract, fall. etc. 

Kinyi, vt., to forbid, to give negative command, to sanctify, to set apart, 

to ordain, to interdict, to prohibit, to consecrate, to fast, to 

abstain from,to keep from, to quiet, calm or silence, etc. 

This verb is always followed by the noun indicating the person 
or thing set apart, sanctified, etc.; as, akinyi bishima, he abstained 
from food or he fasted. 

Kinyisha, vt., to make sacred or holy, to hallow or to sanctify or set 

apart, etc. 

Kishala, v., to unite or join, as streams or paths. 

Kita, v., to rest, be at ease, to improve in health or recover after illness, 
to recuperate, to be quiet or at peace, to become well, to be healed, 
be calm, to cower, to amend in health, to set, as sun, to sink or 
settle, as sediment in water or pebble thrown in river. See Calm. 

Kita, vt., to inherit, to be heir to. 

Kitala, v., to sit waiting. 

Kitshi, vt., to quiet or calm or console or comfort. This word is gener¬ 
ally followed by ntema; as. ankitshi ntema, he'comforted me. 

k. ntema, to make content, to calm, to quiet or console. 
Ko mbimi bani ko nguemi, nph., precinct of the Mbami and Mbingi, 

two of the main officers or lawyers of the kingdom, and who 

preside at the capital. 
Ko Nyimi, 1., an under wife of the king. 
Kodi, 4, n., drum made by making a hollow in a solid piece of wood. 

Kodi, 4, n., place, section. 

Kodia, 4, vt., to sing about some one in a song. 

Kodia, 4, n., staleness. See Stale. 
Koha, 4, n , notch. 
Koha, vt., to entwine, to coil or wrap around, to fold, as arms. 

Kohala, vt., to unbind unwind. 

Kohala, vt., foundress. See Undress. 
Kohala, vt., to remove or gather up or take away, as things from table. 

Kohata, vi., to spread, as disease. 
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Kohata, vi., to light or perch, as bird. 

Kohata, vi., to creep, or coil or entwine, as vine. 

Kohatshi, vt., tangle. 

Korn, 4, n., an extra amount given to complete a trade or deal, a dash, 

a gratuity. 

Koiki, vt., to heat. 

Koka, adj., true, real, right, sincere, etc. 

Koka, adv., quite, truly, absolutely, actually, very, very one, etc. 
Koka, vt., to grind between two stones. 

Koka, vi., to be loosened or slackened, to be decreased. 

Koka, 3, n., chicken. 

numi (1) a koka, rooster, 

ngadi (1) a koka, hen. 

Koka (4)’luosha (4), nph., brooklet. 

Kokala, vt., to loosen, as knot, to shorten or slacken, to lower or let down, 

to abbreviate, to humiliate, to decrease or lower, as price, etc. 

See Decrease. 
Kokama, vi., to be shortened or loosened or decreased, humiliated, etc. 

Kokama, vi., to be deaf, used with ito as subj. See Deaf, Deafness. 

Kokama, vi., to assemble. See Kuokama. 

Koki, vt., See Kuki. 

Kokisha, vt., to subdue. See Subdue. 

Kola, 8, n., snail. 
Kola, 4, n., nearness. See Near. 

Kola, vt., to rub or smear on, to be rubbed or scraped. 

Kolala, vt., to scrape. 
Kolama, 1, n., an elder, an older person, patriarch, etc. 

Koma, vt., to fold, as legs. 

k. indonga, to fold the legs (men only), to clinch the fist. 

Koma. vt., to shave off, to plane. 

Koma, vt., to judge or decide in court. 
k. malanga, to arbitrate, to hold court, 

k. bita, to arbitrate in battle. See Judge. 

Koma, vt., to harmonize, to put in tune or harmony, to atune. 

Koma, vi., to be discordant or out of tune, as musical instrument. 

Komala. vt., to put out of tune or harmony. 

Komala, vt., to prize open, as bracelet or anklet. 

Kona, 4, n., the bend or fold of the arm in which one carries things. 

Kona, 3, n., crocodile. 
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Konala, vi., to grieve, to be sad or melancholy or sorrowful. 
Konama, vi., to be crooked or bent or twisted. 

Konga, 8, n., cockroach. 

Konga, v., to wait. See Kuonga. 

Kongala, vt., to wait for, to lie in wait for. See Kuongala. 

Kongala, 8, n., milleped. 
Kongala, 4, n., a esophagus. See Throat. 

Kongidi (4)Tuo (4), nph., elbow. 

Konyi, vt., to bend. 

Kosha, v., to fade. 

Kosha, 8, n., parrot. 

Kosha, 4, n., sunrise, early in the morning, morning, dawn. 

k. butu or hu or he-e, day break. See Early, Morning, Dawn. 

Kota, 8, n., scorpion. 

Kotama, vi., to be bowed, as legs. 

Kotama, vi., to alight or perch, as bird. 

Kotsha, vt., to entrap, ensnare, entice, to tempt or allure. See Tempt. 

Koya, 3, n., leopard, wolf. 

Kua, adj., no, none. 

k. kama, no affair, never mind, all right, of no consequence, 

k. mota, no one, no body. 

Kuaka, vi., to break or fall off, as limb of tree. 

Kudi, vi., to give up, fail, as in answering puzzle, etc. 

Kueka, vt., to drive a nail. 

Eueki, vt., to seat on haunches, make to squat. 

Kueki mato, vph., to be listless or deaf, to make deaf. 

Kueki, vt., to assemble, collect, combine, congregate, gather together, 

collect in pile, etc. 

k. dioi, to reaffirm, restate, strengthen the statement, etc. 

Kuela ngona, 4, n., an old field. 

Kuela ishama kema, nph., a new field with trees, lit. a field where 

monkeys pass. 

Kuemi, 3, n., hawk. 

Kuemi, 4, n., knuckle. 

bola k., to strike with knuckles. 

Kuemi, 4, n., honey comb. 

k. ntshui, bees’wax. 

Kuengi, vt., to wait for 

Kuesha, 4, n., dust 
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Kueta, vt., to peck, as fowl. 

Kueta, vt., to pierce, lance, spear, stab, 

k. yala, (8), to scratch or pinch, 
k. a miioya or ikolala, to strangle. 

Kuetama, vi., to be pierced or speared or stabbed, etc. 

Kuetama, vi., to be pat together end to end. 

Kuetshi, vt., to put together end to end. 

Kuhala, vt., to uncover. 
Kui, dem. pro. This, these. See Kuiya. 
Kuihi, v., to postpone, decide not to do, to be thoughtless or careless. 

See Postpone. 
Kuihisha, vt., to hinder, disturb, interrupt, cause to postpone or put 

off, etc. 

Kuiki, 4, n., basket with lid. 
Kuiki, vt., to put into position, make to fit, as ring the finger. 

Kuiya, dem. pro., this, these. 

Kuka, 4, n., bellows. 

Kuka, 4, n., eave of house, top of door frame. 

Kuka, adj., scarlet, purple, dark red. 
Kuka, vi., to come uncovered, unfastened, unlatched. 

Kukala, vt., to uncover, unfasten, unlatch. 

Kukama, v., to bend or stoop over, to lower the body that another may 
look over. 

Kukama, vi., to shrink, to be stunted or dwarfed. 
k. itshika (9), to be stunted, become a dwarf. See Stunt, 

k. ishesha (8), to smile. 

Kuki, vt., to heat, make hot. 

Kula, vt., to have sexual intercourse with, to cohabit. See Cohabit. 

Kuma, vt., to shake or beat, to crush, to strike, to shoot with gun, to 
beat the dust out of. See Crush, Strike. 

Kuma, vi., to throb or beat, as heart. 

Kuma, vi., to descend, come down from, to get down from. 

Kuma, 4, n., a deformity, humped back. 

Kuma, 1, n., chief; lord, master, leader. 
Kuma (1) kana, nph., member royal family, an heir to throne, a sister 

or brother of king. PI. is kuma i kana. 

Ktjma (4) ito (8), nph., ear-drum. 

Kumala, vt., to take or let down. 

Kumisha, vt., to belittle, lower, let down, humiliate, degrade, humble, 

dishonor, depress, debase, etc. 
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Kuna, vt., to gather harvest. 
Kungala with mbula (3) as subj., to thunder. 

Kuntsha, n., place, where ? K. ke ? where ? whither? See Whither. 

Kuntsha, vt., to tighten, to draw or drag along. 

Kuokama, vi., to become tight, as cork in bottle, to adhere or stick. 

Kuokama, vi., to sit on haunches, to squat. 

Kuokama, vi., to assemble, commingle, come together, congregate, etc. 

Kuonga, v., to wait. 

Kuongala, vt., to wait for. 

Kusha, vt., to let down. 

Kuta, vt., to conjure, bewitch, to trick. See Trick, Conjure. 

Kuta vi. to be washed. 
> } 

Kuta, 4, n., staleness. 

Kutama, vi., to sulk, to be sulky or sullen, to be pensive, to pout, to pine, 

to be joyless or sad or melancholy, to be despondent or depressed 

with sorrow, to mope or despond, to be solemn or brood over, etc, 

Kijtala, vt., to wash. 

Kutshi, n. See Kuntsha. 
Kuya, adj.,low, short, shallow, narrow. 

Kuya (Koiya), adv., where ? 

L 

Labala, 5, n., dish, basin, dipper, plate, made from gourd. 

Labami, 5, n., rib, side. 

Labana, 5, n., hill or mountain or river side, cliff, valley, precipice. 

Labantsha (Labantshi), 5, n., out side part of palm frond, split bamboo, 

arrow without iron point. See Mid-rib, Palm. 

Labidika, 5, n., a rushing sound either of rain or wind or people run¬ 

ning by. See Sound. 
Laboka, 5, n., aim in shooting. 

1. lasheka, good aim. 

Labola, 5, n., iron, 
1. lakengala, gold, brass, copper. 

Laboma, card, num., ten thousand. 

Labonga, 5, n., servant’s house. 

Labota 5, n., articles of dress, apparel, adornment, finery 

bota 1., to adorn. 

Labuingi, 5, n., fog, mist. 
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Labunga, 5, n., journey, pilgrimage. 

ena 1., to go on a journey ora pilgrimage, 
bunga l.y to go about from place to place. 

Labusha, 5, n., palm leaf. See Palm. 

Laha, vt., to follow. 

Lahaha, 5, n., scabbard or sheath for large war knife. 

Lahala, 5, n., jealousy, envy. PI. generally used. 

Lahala, 5, n„ a fence or hedge made of dry brush. 

Lahala, 5, n., small bell on hat pin. 

Lahana 5, n., salvation, safety* security. 

Lahasha, 5, n., cowry shell. See Shell. 

Laheka, 5, n., thread made of palm leaf. See Palm. 

Lahela, 5, n.. chastisement, punishment, disobedience, obstinacy. 

Lahesha, 5, n., grasshopper. 

Lahi, 5, n., roar, bleat or bleating of animals, cry of pain (man). 

Lahina. 5, n., punishment, persecution, maltreatment, oppression, etc. 

See Oppression. 
Lahita, 5, n„ an undeveloped or immature palm nut. 

Lahu, 5, n., hair on head or body of persons. 

Lahualanka, 5, n., franc, shilling. 

Lahuisha, 5, n., an embrace or hug. 

boka 1., to embrace or hug. 

Lahula, 5, n., foam, bubble, froth, scum. 

Lahuoka (Lahoka), 5, n., effrontery. 

Lahuota (Lahota), 5, n., pimple, small bump. 

Lahuotsha, 5, n., mucus from eyes. Also Luhotshi. 

Lahuwa. 5, n., See Lahu. 

Lai, 5, n., one thousand.. 

Laka, vt„ to teach, instruct, show, accustom to, educate. 

Lakanyi (Lakanya), 5, n., meditation, thought, deliberation. 

boka 1., to think or meditate or imagine or deliberate. 

Lakasha, 5, n., slap. 

Lakenga, 5, n., razor. 

Lakengala, 5, n., gourd vine. 

Laketa, 5, n., hat, cap. See Luketa. See Hat. 

Laketa, 5, n., cough. 

Lakiki, 5, n., eye brow. 

Lakitshi, 5, n., resting place. 

Lakola, 5, n.,leg. PI. is mikola. 
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Lakola, 5, n., kola nut. 

Lokona, 5, n., rod, club, shepherd’s crook. 

Lakona, 5, n., hip. 

Lakona, 5, n., tatoo. 

bola 1., to tatoo; 

Lakona, 5, n., black-eyed pea. 

Lakonya (5) la ntshoka [3], nph., tick found on dog. 

Lakonyi [Lakonya], 5, n., fire wood. See Fire. 

Lakuemi, 5, n., timbrel, harp, musical instrument, etc: 

Lakuengi, 5, n., eye lash. 

Lalama, y., to climb or creep,as vine. 

Laluenga, 5, n., drizzling rain, frequent showers. See Season. 

Laluna, 5, n., eternity. 

[of] 1., eternal always, forever. See Eternity. 

Laluoma (Laloma), 5, n., begging, asking, plea, supplication, prayer, 

apology. 

muna 1., beggar, supplicator. 
Lama, v., to crawl or creep, as worm or snake. 

Lama, vt., to cook. See Cook. 

Lamala, vt., to pay tribute or tax. See Tax. 

Lamanga, 5, n., chin. 
Lamata, vi., to be level or smooth. 

Lamba, 5, n., palm nut. 

Lamba, 5, n., tack. See Tack. 

Lambemala, 5, n., mosquito. 

Lambolala, 5, n., small red ant. 

Lamboma, 5, n., weevil. 

Lambongidi, 5, n., gnat. 

Lambota, 5, n., seed. See Seed. 

Lamboi (Lamboya), 5, n., gray hair. 
Lami, vt., to beat or press down, as dirt or grass, to flatten or make 

level or smooth, level over. 

Lamisha, vt., to pay tax or tribute to. See Tax. 
Lamoma, 5, n., the last one or the last of anything. See Last. 

Lamonyi (Lamonya), 5, n., mirror, looking-glass. 
Lana, 5, n., fence, yard, wall. See Yard. 

Landala, 5, n., a fallen dry leaf. 
Landuemi, 5, n., a contagious vernereal disease. 
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muna 1. a leper. See Leprosy. 

Langa latola, 5, n., breast, chest. 

Lantsho, 5, n., peanut. 

Lantshongantshonga, 5, n., grass, a tender herb or a young shoot or 

blade of grass. 

Lantshui (Lantshuya,) 5, n., honey bee. 

kuemi 1., bee’s wax, honey comb. 

Lanyenga, 5, n., wilderness. 

Lanyonga, 5, n., large red ant. 

Lasha [Lashi], 5, n., leaf, sheet of paper, page, husk. PI. is kasha. 

Lash ala, 5, n., feather, title. 
Lashana, 5, n., betrayal, back.biting, slander, 

muna 1. betrayer, traitor, back-biter, etc. 

Lashanga, 5, n., gall. 

Lashanga, 5, n., bud, shoot, flower, bloom, blossom. 

Lashashala, 5, n., broom. 

Lashedi, 5, n., royal hat. 

Lashenga, 5, n., grit, sand. See Sand. 

Lashi, 5, n., leaf. See Lasha. 
Lashiya, 5, n., friction made by rubbing things together, 

shiya 1., to make fire by friction. 

Lashola, 5, n., aubergine, eggplant. 

Lashola, 5, n.. scissors. 

Lashu, 5, n., day. See Lushu. 

Lashuki, 5, n., snap of finger, 

bola 1., to snap the finger. 
Lata, vt., to wear, to dress or adorn one^s self. This verb is generally 

follwed by the name of the garment to be worn. 

Lata, vt., to take or carry away. 
Latena, 5, n., back-biting, slander, murmuring, grumbling, etc. 

muna 1., a tattler, slanderer, grumbler. See Tattler. 

Lateta, 5, n., salt of royalty. 

Latoka, 5, n., body, frame. 

Latola, 5, n., cam wood, red color. 

Latola, 5, n., iron ore. 
Latoma, 5, n., obedience, dutifulness. 

ed’i 1., to be obedient. See Obedience. 

Latonga, 5, n., mucus from nose. 
Latota, 5, disturbance, noise. See Lutota. 
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Latshi, vt., to take or carry away. 
Latula, 5, n., Black-smithing. 

Lawua, n., ant-eater. See Scaly manis. 

Layonyi, 5, n., hindrance, that which mars or corrupts. 

Lb (lei, L*ya), vt., to he tired or discouraged, to surrenderor succumb, 

to fail, to be offended. 

Ledi, vt., to turn round, to surround or entwine. 

Ledi, 5, n., See Luedi. 

Leha, vi., to go down from, to go down stream or road, to flow, to 

descend, as from hill. 

Lei, vt., See Le. 

Lei, vt., to bury. See Leya. 

Leka, vt., to excel, surpass. See Surpass. 

Leka, vt., to loathe. See Loathe 

Leka, vt., to strain through cloth, etc. 

Lekama, v., to be thrown back, as head in looking up. 

1. misha a dika, go look up. 

Lela, 5, n., game board with disks. 

Lela, vi., to weep, cry, wail, bemoan, etc. 

1. bilela, to cry a cry. 

Lela, vi., to turn round, vibrate, go round and round, go around, 

revolve, oscillate, rotate, dangle, suspend, hang down, sway 

in wind, soar. 

Lema, 5, n„ song, singing, music, hymn. 

Lemala, vt., to leave, let alone, abandon, abstain from, desert, 

desist, give over to another, to pardon one’s debts. See Give, 
Pardon. 

Lena, 5, n., journey, pilgrimage. 

ena 1., to go on a journey or pilgrimage. See Journey. 

Lena v., to look at, behold, regard. See Look. 

Lenala, vt. expect, anticipate, wait for, look forward to. hope for, 

trust, have cnofidence in. 

Lenga. vt., to lap or lick, as dog. 

Lenga, vi., to become spoiled or spotted, as in rain, to become red, 

as eyes after drinking too much wine or sleeping too long. 

Lesha, vt., to feed, give to eat 

Lesha (Leisha), vt., to cause to fail or to stumble or to offend, to 

discourage or tire. 

Leshila, vt.,to bid adieu, have a parting word. See Adieu. 

Leya, vt., to bury. 
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Leya, vt., to seek excuse, 

Lida (introduced), vt., to read. 
Lida ( ” ), 5, n., reading. 

Lo, 5., n., See Luo. 

Lo 5, n., front leg of animal. 

Lo, v., to vomit. 

Lodi, vt., to season, to refine.or preserve, as meat. 

Lodi, vt., to absorb, as sponge. 

Lodi, vt., to adjust, arrange, prepare, to trim, as lamp, to decorate, to 
put in order, 

Lodi, vt., to wet, as rain 

Lodi, vi., to be prepared or ready or arranged. 

Loha, v., to fish. 

Loka, 5, n., the right choice or thing or way. 

shoshama l., to choose or honor the right. See Right. 

Loka, vt., to swear, to pronounce a curse upon. See Swear. 

Lokisha, vt., to adjure. 

Lola, vi., to speak, talk, say, announce, tell, describe. 

Lolama, vi., to be prepared or arranged, be ready, be perpendicular. 
Loma, vi., to develop, grow, mature, become grown. 

Loma, vt., to pray, ask for, etc. See Luoma. 

Lona, 5, n., patch. See Luona, 

Lona, vt., to lay aside, store away for future use, lay up, as treasure 
Longa, v,, to be in line. 

Longa, vt., to admonish. See Luonga 

Lonala, vt., to trail, to lead the way, go before, 

1. mboka, to show the road or way. 

Longa, 5, n., side. See Luonga. 

Longa, vt., to accept, agree or submit, to. 

Longa, 5, n., resin used in mending vessels, etc. 

Lonyi (Lonya), 5, n., fire-wood. See Fire. 

Losila, yt., to get ready for, to prepare or arrange or make ready for 
to prepare the way for, etc. See Way. 

Losha, vt.. to assert to say or talk or speak to, to tell, to advise or coun¬ 
sel, to command, etc. See Tell. 

Losha, 5, n., a small stream or brook. See Luosha. 
Lu, vt., to pull an oar, to paddle 

Luahi, 5, n., a roar, bleat or bleating of animal, a cry of pain. 
Luai, 5, n,, one thousand. 

Luana, 5, n., fence, yard, wall. See Yard. 

Luanga, 5, n., distance. 
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Luanga Lutola, 5, n., chest, breast. 

Luasha (Lutola), 5, n„ leaf, page, sheet of paper, husk. PI. is kashi. 
Lubala, 5, n., half gourd, used as dipper, plate, basin, etc. 

Lubami, 5, n., rib, side. 

Lubana, 5, n., hill or mountain or river side, cliff, valley, precipice. 

Lubantsha (Lubantshi), 5, n., out side part of palm frond, mid-rib, 
split bamboo, an arrow without iron point. See Mid-rib. Palm 

Lubidika, 5, n., sound of wind or rain or of people running by, etc. See 

Sound. 

Luboka, 5, n., aim in shooting. 

1. lusheka, good aim. 

Lubola, 5, n., iron. 

1. lakengala, gold, brsss, copper. 

Luboma, 5, n., ten thousand. 

Lubonga, 5, n., servant’s bouse. 
Lubota, 5, n., apparel, articles of dress or adornment, finery, 

bota 1., to adorn. 

Lubuingi, 5, n., fog, mist. 

Lubunga, 5, n., journey, pilgrimage, going about. 

ena 1., to go about, go on a journey or pilgrimage, walk 
about from place to place. 

Lubusha, 5, n., palm leaf. See Palm. 

Luedi, 5, n., model, measure, guide, implement for measuring, rule. 
Luela, 5, n., a game played on a board with disks. 

Luema, 5, n., song, hymn, music, singing. 

Luemi, vt., to fatten or cause to grow or mature, to bring up or rear 

to ripen. 

Luena. 5, n., journey, pilgrimage. 

ena 1., to go on a journey. See Journey. 

Luhaha, 5, n., scabbard or sheath for large war knife. 

Luhala, 5, n., jealousy, envy. PL generally used. 

Luhala, 5, n., fence, or hedge made of brush. 

Luhama 5, n., hat pin. 

Luhana, 5, n., safety, salvation, security. 

Luhasha, 5, n., cowry shell. 

Luheka, 5, n., thread, made from palm leaf. See Palm. 

Luhela, 5, n., chastisement, punishment. 

Luhela, 5, n., disobedience, obstinacy. See Bubedi. 
Luhesha, 5, n., grasshopper, 
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Luhina, 5, n., persecution, punishment, maltreatment, oppression. See 

Oppression. 

Luhita, 5, n., an undeveloped palm nut. 

Luhualanka, 5, n., franc, shilling. 

Luhuisha, 5, n., an embrace or hug. 

boka 1., to embrace or hug. 

Luhula, 5, n., foam, froth, scum, bubble. 

Luhuoka, 4, n., effrontery. 

Luhuota (Luhota), 5, n., pimple, small bump. 

Luhuotshi (Luhotsha), 5, n., Mucus from eyes. 

Luhu (Luhuwa), 5, n., hair on head or body of persons. 

Lui, vt., to cause or make to vomit. 

Luida, vt., to read. 

Luida, 5, n., reading. 

Lukanyi (Lukanya), 5, n., meditation, thought, deliberation, imagina¬ 

tion, etc. 

boka L, to think or meditate or imagine or deliberate. 

Lukasha, 5, n., slap. 

Lukenga, 5, n., razor. 

Lukengala, 5, n., gourd vine. 

Luketa, 5, n., hat, cap. 

1. lu hama, a crown of glory or honor. 

Luketa, 5, n., cough. 

Lukiki, 5, n., eye brow. 

Lukitshi, 5, n., a resting place. 

Lukola, 5, n., leg. PI. is mikola. See Leg. 

Lukola, 5, n., kola nut. 

Lukona, 5, n., rod, club, shepherd’s crook. 

Lukona, 5, n., hip. 
Lukona, 5, n., tatoo. 

bola 1., to tatoo. 

Lukona, 5, n., black-eyed pea, bean.. 

Lukonya lu ntshoka, (3), nph., tick found on dog. 

Lukonyi, (Lukonya), 5, n., fire-wood. See Fire. 

Lukuemi, 5, n., timbrel, harp, musical instrument, etc. 

Lukuengi, 5, n., eye lash. 

Lula, vt., to thwart. 

Lulama, vi., to shrink, as cloth. 

Luluengi, 5, n., Irequent showers, a drizzle. 
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Luluengi, 5, n., poison. 

Luluoma, 5, n., begging, asking plea, supplication, prayer, beggary, 

an apology, 

rauna 1., a beggar. 

Luluna, 5, n., eternity. 

(of) L, eternal, for ever, always, immortal, everlasting. 

Luluna, adv., ceaselessly, constantly, continually, endlessly, eter¬ 

nally habitually, perpetually, incessantly, etc 

Lumanga, 5, n., chin. 

Lumata, v., to be bent or crooked or twisted or curved. 

Lumba, 5, n., palm nut. 

Lumba, 5, n., tack. See Tack. 

Lumbemala, 5, n., mosquito. 

Lumbimbisha, adv., backwards. 

huka 1., to fall backwards. 

Lumbolala, 5, n., small red ant. 

Lumboma, 5, n., weevil. 
Lumbongidi, 5, n., gnat. 

Lumbota, 5, n., seed. See Seed. 

Lumboya (Lumboi), 5, n., gray hair. 

Lumi, vt., to bend or curve. See Bend. 

Lumoma, 5, n., the last one or thing. 
Muana’ lumoma, the last child. See Last. 

Lumonyi (Lumonya), 5, n., mirror, looking-glass. 

Lundala: 5, n., a dry, fallen leaf. 
Lunduemi, 5. n., a contageous venereal disease. Muna L, a leper. 

See Leprosy. 

Luntsho, 5, n., peanut. 
1. l’itodi, a faulty or immature peanut. 

Luntshongantshonga, 5, n., tender herb, young shoot or blade of 

grass. 
Luntshuka, card, num., one hundred thousand. 

Luntshui (Luntshuya), 5, n., honey bee. 
kuemi a n., beeswax, honey comb. 

Lunyenga, 5, n., wilderness. 

Lunyonga, 5, n., large red ants. 

Luo 5 n., arm. front leg of animal. 
This word is employed in the sense of hand. 

1. l’i kosha, the left hand. 
1* l’i kata, the right hand or right hand side, See Left. 
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Luoka, 5, n., the right choice or way or thing. 

shoshama 1., to choose or honor the right way. See Right. 

Lujma, vt., to pray or ask or beg for, demand, request, ask permission. 

See Permission. 

Luoma, vi., to grow, mature, to get large. 
Luona, 5, n., patch. 

baka 1., to patch 

Luonga, 5, n., side. 

Luonga, 5, n., resin used in mending vessels, etc. 
Luonga, vt., to instruct, admonish. 
Luonga, vt., to put in line or in battle array, to arrange in line. 

Luonyi (Luonya), 5, n., Fire-wood. See Fire. 

Luosha, 5, n., small stream or brook. 

Lushala, 5, n., feather, title. • 

Lu shala, vt., to penetrate, to pierce or perforate. 

Lushana, 5, n., betrayal. 
muna 1., betrayer, back-biter, slanderer. 

Lushanga, 5, m, bud, shoot, blossom, bloom, fiower. 

Lushanga, 5, n., gall. 
Lushashala, 5, n., broom, brush. 

Lushedi, 5, n., royal hat. 
Lushenga, 5, n., grit, sand. See Sand. 

Lushiya, 5, n., Iriction. 
shiya h, to make fire with friction. 

Lushola, 5, aubergine, eggplant. 

Lushola, 5, n., scissors. 

Lushu, 5, n., day. See Day. 
1. lu Ntshemi, Sunday, Sabbath. See Sunday, Sabbath. 

1- lunto Lubinga, Monday. 

1. lumhena, Tuesday. 

1. lunshata, Wednesday. 

1. lunnai, Thursday. 

1. luntana, Friday 
1. lunshamala, Saturday 

1. taka 1. taka, daily, 
muna 1. muna 1., day by day, daily, 

i 1. i 1., ceaselessly, always. 

Lushuki, 5, n , snap of finger, 

bola 1. to snap the finger. 
Lutena, 5, n., tattling, back-bit.ing, slander, grumbling, murmurring. 
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muna 1., tattler, back-biter, slanderer. 

Luteta, 5, n., salt of royalty. 

Lutoka, 5, n., body, frame. 

Lutola, 5, n., cam-wood, red color. 

Lutola, 5, n., iron ore. 

Lutoma, 5, n., obedience, dutifulness. 

ed’i 1., to be obedient. See Obedient. 

Lutonga, 5, n„ mucus from nose. 

Lutota, 5, n., noise, disturbance, confusion, trouble, quarrel, row, 

tumult wrangle, wrangling, uproar, riot, sound of noise, fuss, 

hubbub, speech, language dialect. 
batala or kinyi 1., to quell, hush, quiet or still noise, etc. 

lemala 1., to be quiet or still or stop noise, 

tshika 1., to disturb or make trouble or palaver or raise a 

tumult, etc. 

Lutula, 5, n., black-smithing. 

Luwua, 5, n., scaly manis, ant-eater. 

Luyonyi, 5, n., hindrance, that which mars or corrupts. 

M 

Mai, nterjection, “here, take this!” 

Mabela, 8 pi., milk. 
Mahe mbonga, 8 pi., n., meat of the royalty. 

Mahela, 8 pi., n., man’s dress, apparel or cloth, 

m. ma nkanya, sackcloth. 
Mahetshi, 8 pi., n., suffering, plague, punishment, worry, oppression, 

maltreatment, torment, etc. See Torment, Oppression. 

Mai, 1, n., my mother, See Mother, Aunt, Uncle, 

m. numi, uncle. 
Makai (Makaya), 8 pi., n., tobacco, 

onyo m., to smoke. 
Makama, 8 pi., n., affairs, trial, judgement, debts. 

ed’i m. mabola, to be worthy of stripes. 

Makaya, 8 pi., tobacco. 

onyo m., to smoke. 

Makela, 8 pi., blood. 

Makela, 8 pi., n., eggs. 
Makishila, 8 pi., n., branch or fork in river or stream or path, places 

rivers or paths meet or cross each other. 
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Mokona (8 pi.) ma ntshemi, nph., kanna lily. 

Makusha, 8 pi., n., lying, falsehood, untruthfulness, etc. 
huta or banga with m., to tell a lie or falsehood. 

MALANgA, 8 pi., m., council, court, tribunal. 

koma n., to plead a case in court, to hold court. 

See Tribunal, Trial, Council. 

Maleka (8 pi.) ma hima, nph., finger nails of royalty. 

Mama, 2, n., a loaf of bread. PI. is mimama. 

Mama, 1, n., grand parent, ancester, progenitor, forefather, patriarch- 

pi; is bam am a. 

Mamamanya (8 pi.) ma teya, nph., a blaze, flame 

Mamu, See Mama. 

Mana, vt., to finish, complete, terminate, perfect, conclude, appease, 

fulfil, bring to an end, to have done, etc. 

The past indefinte tense of mana followed by the infin. means to 

have already done or to do in advance, 

m. with shu, to be old, to stay a long time, etc. 

m. with ntshala, to appease or finish hunger. 

Mana, 8 pi., n., land, ground, soil, dirt, loose earth. See Land. 

m. mamboshama, plaster. 

Mana, 8 pi., n., wine, beer, palm wine. See Wine. 

mana as subj. and the person-as obj. of ala means to be drunk. 
Manga, 8 pi., n., mental agony or sorrow or pain or suffering, grief, 

sadness, pang, melancholy, penitence, unhappiness, remorse, 
anxiety, solicitude. 

ed’i or oka with manga, to grieve, to be sad or melancholy, 

to be sorrowful or unhappy, be sorry, to regret or repent, 
etc. See Sorrow, Sorry. 

Mangana (8 pi.) ma kona, nph., distant or remote or country villages. 

Manuta, 8 pi., n., leaves of the cassava, greens. 

Manyinga, 8 pi., n., strength. 

Manyisha (Mansha) with ikama, vph., to complete an affair or debt 
for another, to atone for. 

m. with makama. to make atonement for. 

Manyi, vt., to cause to complete or finish or restore, etc. 

Masha, 7, pi., n., fresh pea leaves used as greens. 

Mashaka, 8 ph, n., bottom, hips, buttocks. 

Mashi, 8 pi., n., water, juice. 
m ma nduemi, ink. 

m. kama iya, the water is pleasant to the taste. 
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Mashi manena, 8 pi., n., the ocean or sea. See Water. 

Mashidi, 8 pi., n„ dropsy of feet. 

Mashonya (Manslionyi), 8 pi., n., expectoration, spittle, 

tunya m., to expectorate. 

Matadi, 8 pi., bravery, fearlessness, effrontery, courage, valor, forti¬ 
tude, boldness. 

Matadi, 8 pb, rust, corrosion. 

namata with ra., to rust or corrode. 

Mtanga mantshei, 8 pi., nph., cosmos, world, earth, universe. See 

World, Earth. 

Matetshala (Metetshidi) ma shina, nph., the beginning or foundation 
of the world. 

Matetshala (Matetshidi), pi., n., the beginning or foundation. 

a m., at or in the beginning. 

Mayeya, 8 pi., n., market day. See Nkila. 

Mayongidi, 8 pi., n., knees. ^ 

kueta m. a shina, to fall down and worship, to bow the knee. 

Mayula, 8 pi., n., tender leaves of the manioc, greens. 

Mbadi, 1, n., enumerator, counter. 

Mbadi-ke? adv., how many? 

Mbadimbadi, 4, n., variegated colors. 

Mbahadi, 1, n., a companion wife, another wife with; as, mbahadi emi 

a wife (of the same man) with me. 

Mbai [Mbaya], 1. n., a friend or companion. 

Mbaiki [Mbaki] 1, n., guard, watchman, attendant. See Mbeki. 

Mbala, 4, n., a debt, wager. See Wager. 

batala m., to make a bet. 

Mbala, 4, n., cloth in loom, 

bola m., to weave. 

Mbala (4) as subj., of to, means to bleed at the nose; as, mbala yato, 

the nose is bleeding. 

Mbala’hena, adv., later on, some time, some day. 

Mbalakua, 4, n.,a battle cry or call to arms. 

Mbama, 4, n., thorn on tree. 

Mbama, 4, n., chip. 

Mbama, 2, n., matchet or large work knife. 

Mbama, 2, n., blade of knife 

Mbami, 1, n., lawyer, officer, 

iyola m., assistant lawyer. 

Mbamimbami, 4, n., slenderness. See Slender, Slenderness. 
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Mb ana, 2, n., price, cost. 

(of; in. munonona, of great price, dear, costly, expensive, 

precious, valuable. See Price, Bargain. 

Mbana, 4,n., threat, curse, ill will, judgement, damnation, doom, 

woe, anathema, etc. 

Banala or boka m., to curse, damn, wish ill to, anthematize. 

Mbana [4] ’budika, nph., ladder. 

Mbanga, 4, n., swiftness, haste, quickness, rapidity, speed. 

Mbanga, adv., swiftly, speedily, suddenly, quickly, fast. 

Mbangala, 3, n., zebra. 

Mbangala, 2, n., switch, withe. PI. is mimbangala. 
Mbangala, 2, n., stranger, an outsider. 

Mbangata, 1, n., subject. See Subject. 

Mb at a, 4, n., chair, seat. 

Mbata, 4, n., debt. See Debt. 

Mbatala, 4, n., interruption, interference. 

Mbaya, 1, n., friend, companion. 

Mbe, 4, n., belch. 

bola m., to belch. 

Mbe, conj , that, if whether. 

mbe.mbe, whether.or, either....or. See Gram. 382. 

Mbedi, 1, n., unbeliever. 

Mbkki, 1, n., guard, nurse, attendant, drover, shepherd, watchman, keeper. 

Mbeki, 4, n., an announcement, notice, usually given by a crier going 

through the village 

Mbela, 1, n., a sick person. 

m. ituimi (9), a paralytic. 

Mbela, 4, n., summons, call. 

boka m., to summon or call. 

boka m. ihilhihi, to summon or call by beckoning with the hand 

Mbela, 4, n., stack, pile, handful, armful. 

Mbema, 4, n., snail shell. 

Mbema, 4, n., hole in ground, .pit, cave. 

Mbentshi, 1, n., a cultivator of the soil. 

m. a ngona, a farmer, gardener. 

Mbenyi, 4, n.. hair of the royalty. 

Mbeta, 4, n., bed or den of animal. See Den. 

M bets ha, 4, n., hammock. . 
Mbetshala, 4, n., frivolity, levity, refusal, indifference. 
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Mbetshi, 4, n., refusal, disobedience. 

Mbetshimi (1) a ntuengi (2), slumberer, sleeper, sluggard, slothful one 
Mbihala, 2, n., whelp, stripe. PI. is mimbihala. 
Mbimala, 4, n. cummin. 

Mbila, 2, n., soot. PI. is mimbila. 

Mbina, 4, n., dried gourd. See Gourd. 
Mbinga, 1, n., lawyer. 

iyola m., assistant lawyer. 

Mbingidi, 2, n., somthing round or spherical like a ball. 
m. mu kata, a ball or loaf of bread. 

Mbisha, 4, n., back, rear. See Rear. 
a m., afterwards, later on, behind, in the rear. 

Mboboha, 3, n., partridge, quail. 

Mbobonga, 1, n., body-guard, attendant, servant. 

Mbodi, vt., to press or squeeze, as shoes the feet. 
Mboiki, 1, n„ scribe, writer, recorder, bookkeeper,. 

Mboha, 4, n., sunset glow. 

Mboi (Mboya), 1, n., first born of twins. 
Mboi, 1, n., healer, doctor, physician. 

Mboinyi, interrogative word, what ? See What. 

Mboka, 4, n., pebble. 

Mboka, 4, n., road, way, path, highway. 

iyoma m., a deserted or unused path, or road. See Way. 

Mboka, 4, n., manner, mode, method, way of performing, like or as 

(meaning manner or way) 

m. Ntshemi, the will or choice of God. 

Mboka, (4) mbula (4), nph., doorway. 

Mboka, 4, n., room in house. See Room. 

Mbokala, 4, n., aim in shooting, 

m. mibe, bad aim. 

Mboki, 1, n., scribe, writer, recorder, bookkeeper. See Mbuki. 

Mbola, 3, n., jackal. 

Mbolala, 2, n., trace or marking, track on ground, writing. PI. is 

mimbolala. 

Mboma, 4, n., powder. See Powder. 

Mboma, 4, n., mountain peak. See Mountain. 

Mboma, 3, n., borer (insect). 

Mboma, (4) a bosha (7). nph., skull. 

Mboma, 4, n., stick for leading dog. 

Mbomaka, 2, n., pillow. PI. is mimbomaka. 
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Mbomakamboma, 1, n., God. 

Mbomi, 1, n., potter. See Mbumi. 
Mbona, 2, n., torch, lamp, candle, light. 

Mbonga (4) a buanya (7), nph., echo. 

Mbonga (4) a luosha or ntshala, nph., crossing, ferry, ford, a running, 
spring. 

Mbonga (4) mbala, nph., loom. 

Mbonga, 4, n., cup, glass, pitcher, any small drinking vessel. 

Mbonga, 4, n., a lump or ball of bread or tobacco. 

Mbongala, 4, n., a place of happiness. 

Mbonyi, interrog. word, what? See What. 

Mbota, 4, n., seed, grain, harvest, plants to be set out, etc. 

Mbo taka, 2, n., roll, bundle. PI. is mimbotaka. 

Mbotala, 1, n., offspring or descendant of slave, see Subject. 

Mbotala, 4, n., birth, generation, the giving of birth. 

m. kamhina, regeneration, second birth, see Regenerate, Regene¬ 

ration, 

Mbotshi, 1, n., mid-wife. 

.Mboya, 1,-n., the firstborn of twins. 

Mbua, 3, n., dog. 

Mruha, 2. n., headdress, a band or crown for head. 

Mbuha, 2. n., a small basket. 

Mbuikotsha, 3, n., name for goat at the capital. 

Mbuki, 1, n., scribe, writer, recorder, bookkeeper, secretary. 

Mbula, 3, n., rain, rainy season. 

m. as subj. of bata, to cease raining. 

Mbula, 4, n.. house, building, mansion, edifice, abode, 

m. ilama, kitchen, 

m. a hio, prison, jail, 

m. Ntshemi, Church, Temple, Tabernacle, 

m. a ndela, tent. 
m. mitadi, tower, see House, Dwelling, Abode. 

Mbuma, 4, n., snuff. 

Mbumi, 1, n., plasterer, dauber, potter. 

Mbunala, 4, n., smoothing iron. 

Mbungi, 1, n., pilgrim, traveller, wayfarer. 

Mbuntshala (Mbuntshama), 4, n., obstacle, hindrance, obstruction, 

interference. 

Mbunyi, interrog pro., what?. See What. 

Mbushonga, 3, n., hunting dog. See Dog. 
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Mena, 2, n., sprout, germ in seed, embryo. Pi. is mimena. 

Mena, vi., to germinate, sj)rout, spring up, bud, grow. 

Menya, 8 pi., n., uri ne. 

nena m., to urinate. 

Mesha, 6p]., n., table. See Table. 

Mhaka, 2, n., See Mhuaka. 

Mhalaia. 4. n., money, coin, a five franc piece. 

Mhanala, 4, n., safety, deliverance, salvation. See Mhuanala, 

Mitangi, 1, n., a foolish or crazy person, a lunatic. 

Mhanyishi, 1, n., saviour, deliverer, redeemer, mediator. 
Mhata, 2, n., a braid of hair. 

Mhena (Mhina); ord. num. Second. See Second. 

Mhena (Mhina), 2, n., substantive n., both, all two. 

Mheha, 2, n., mouth piece of pipe. 

Mhika, 2, n., stake or stick used in staking of house, field, yard, etc. 
Mhisha mhisha Ntshemi, an accident. 

Mhjshi, 1, n., enemy. See Enemy. 

Mhitshala ntshemi. 2, n., accident. 

Mhoka, 2, n., haugtiness. See Mhuoka. 

Mhuaha, 2, m, papyrus used in making baskets. 

Mhudika, 2, n., young or half grown animal, as colt, calf, etc. 

m. ’nguemi, calf. 

Mhueha, 2, n., fresh manioc. See Manioc 

Mhueha, 2, n., gun barrel, tube, pipe stem. 

Mhuena, 2, n., couple, all two, both. See Mhena. 
Mhuekala, 4, n., learning, instruction, education, teaching. 

Mhuetala. 4, n., the passing by of. 

m. a Yehuowa, The Passover. 

Mhuikala. n., measure, measuring rod or vessel. 

Mhuimisha, 4., n.. faith,, credulity, acceptance, confidence. 

Mhukala, 4, n., fall, falling. 

Mhumala, 4, n., rising or raising. 
m. a iwa, resurrection from the dead. 

Mhuoka. 2, n., disrespect, pride, haughtiness, impudence, obstinacy, 

impertinence, etc. See Buntshoka, Buhuangata. ’ 

Mhuoka 2, n., restlessness, animation, friskiness. 

Mhuokala, 4, n., hearing, listening, attention. 

Muomidi 4, n., refusal, disobedience. 

Mhuonga, 2, n./ sidewise. PL is mihuonga. 
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tosha m., to sit sidewise, as women. 

Mhuontshala, 4, n., freedom, liberty, redemption, emancipation. 

Mikana, 2 pi., school, books. 

Mimi, per. pro., ego. 

Mina, v., to swallow. 

Mina, v., to dance. 
m. imina, to dance a dance. 

Minyi, 1, n., dancer. PI. is baminyi. 

Miola, 2 pi., n., nostrils. 

Misho, 2 pi., n., venereal disease. 

Mitshue, 2 pi., n., fringe, border, heads. 
Miunga minai, 2 pi., nph., the four winds. 

MrrsHiMiTsm, 2 pi., n., muscles. 

Moitshi, num. adj., one. See Mutshi. 

Moma, adv., very, truly. 

Moma, 2, n., terminus, end. 

Moma, 2, n., hem, border. PI. is mimoma. 

Moma, vt., to hem. 

Mona, v., to see, behold, gaze at, regard, look at. 

m. shululu or hola, to gaze or look at or behold steadfastly 

Mota, 1., person, some body, servant. PI. is bata. 

Motshi, num. adj., one. See Mutshi. 

Mu, 2, n., a paddle for stirring meat or bread when boiling in pot. 

PI. is miu. 

Muadada, 2, n., restlessness, animation, fidgetiness. 

Muadi, 1, n., dweller, inhabitant. 

Muaka, 2, n., street. 

Muaka, v., to live or dwell at. 

Muakidi, 1, n., the younger one, junior. See Brother, Sister. 

Mualoma, 2, n.; caterpillar. - 

Muamisha, 1, n., madam, wife, lady. 

Muana, 1, n., child, baby, the young of man or animals, 

m. a shuhi, a still-born child, 
m. a shumi, the first born child, 

m. a ndema, an orphan, 

m. itshika, an orphan, 
m. ibota, one’s own child, 

m. motshi (mutshi), the only child, 

m. mai, a relative. See Children, Child, Baby, Youth. 

Muana, 2, n., a plaited string or cord, braid, trimming. 
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tonga n., to braid or plait a cord. 

Muana; 2, n.. an enclosure. 

Muanga; 2, n., dispute, argument, controversy, difference, question, 

debate, disagreement, quarrel, wrangling, discussion, disputation, 

contention, doubt. PI. is mianga. 

boka or ed s mianga, to dispute, debate, contend, disagree, argue; 

wrangle, quarrel, differ in opinion or view, have a discussion or 
controversy, etc. 

Muanganga, 2, n., thorny plant in forest. 

Muangangala, 2, n., war bell. 

Muangi, 1, n., inventor, creator. 

Muantsha, 2, n., An opening; leak, crack, crevice, loop, noose, space 

between objects or lines. 

Muanya, 2, n., day light, day time, heat of sun; sunshine. 

Muanyi, 1, n., expert, wise or intelligent or sensible or smart person. 

Mua’nyimi, 1, n., prince, child of king. See Prince. 

Muasha, 2, n., gape, yawn, 

bola m., to gape or yawn. 

Muasha, 2, n., crack, flaw, crevice, space between two objects or lines. 

See Crack. 

Muashamboi (Muashamboya), 2, n., mask; false face; 

Muata, 2, n., chain, wheel, bicycle, wire, bridle, prison, anklet, brace¬ 

let, etc. 

Muebeha, 2, n., gazing. 

shama m., to be always gazing or peering about. 

Muedi, 2, n., star; moon-light. 

m. mu ntshuma, morning star. 

m. muntoka, a meteor or a shooting or loose star. 

Mueha, 2, n., towel, cloth, washrag. 

Muehi, 2. n., oil of the royalty. 

Mueka, 2, n., bier. 

Mueki, 1, n., giver. 

Mtteki, 1, n., pupil, scholar, disciple, learner. PI. is beki. 

Muelela. 2, n., sweetness, used as adj.; as, biketa bie muelela, the things 

are sweet. \ 
Muema, 2, n., snout of elephant. 

Muemi, 1, n., sweeper. PL buemi. 
Muemi, 2, n., arm or handle of cup or vessel. 

Muemi, 2, n., elephant trunk or snout. 

Muemi, 1, n., thief, rogue, a dishonest person, knave. 
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Muemi, 3, n., barber, pi. is buemi. 

Muena, 2, n., hollow in tree inwhich birds make nests. 
Muena, 2, n., ghost, spirit, apparition. PI. is miena. 
Muenga, 2, n., sugar cane. 
Muenga, 2, n., pity, compassion, charity, affection, favor, sorrow for, 

mercy, love, grace, kindness, humanity, devotion, sympathy, etc. 
(of) m., compassionate, humane, gracious, merciful, kind, 

friendly, charitable, etc. 
Eka m., to pity, to be merciful or compassionate, take pity on 

be gracious to show mercy or compassion, to have compassion 
for.oka m., to feel pity or compassion for. 

Muengi, 1. See Muangi. 
Muengi (2) mu ntshemi, nph., reed. 
Muengi, 1, n., comforter. 
Muentsha, 1, n., a glutton. 
Muentsha, 2, n., quiver for arrows. 
Muentsha, 1, n., a retainer, attendant, follower, adherent, friend. PI. is 

bentsha. 
Muentshi, 1. n., a retainer, follower, friend, etc. PL is bentshi. 

Muentshi, 2, n., porcupine quill. 
Muenya, 2, n., handle of hoe, knife, etc. 
Muenyi (1) a nganga (4), nph., merchant, trader. 
Muesha, 2, n., corn-silk. See Silk. 
Muidi, 2, n., root. 

Muidi, 2, n., flank, side, section, coast, division, part, locality, 
a m. a, across. 

m. mboka, road-side. 
Muina, 2, n., proboscis. 

Muina, 1, n., artisan, artist, mechanic, craftsman. PI. is bina. 

Mu’in’ana, 1, n., mate, neighbor, kinsman, fellow-man, brother, sister 
cousin, etc. 

Muimala, 2, n., darkness, dimness. See Dark. 
Muimila, 2. See Muimala. 
Muita, 2, n„ whistling. 

boka m., to whistle. 
Muhaka, 2, n., See Cross. 

Muka, vt., to love, like desire, wish, want, choose, etc. See Want. 
Muki, 1, n., listener, hearer. 

^Iuekimi, 1, n., hearer, listener, eavesdropper, spy, an obedient person, 
pi. is bekimi. 
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Mtjna, 2, n., hem, tuck, fold, wrinkle. PL is mimuna. 

Mxjna, 1, n., person, owner, possessor of, proprietor of, etc. PI. is bina. 

This word always precedes the noun or some word used as a noun. 

See Gram. 75 (b). 

m. mikana, pupil, scholar, 

m. nguna, workman, servant, laborer, 

m. iluonga, a catechumen, 

m. nena, an oppressor, tyrant, brute, despot, 

m. ihe, oppressor, despot, tyrant, 

m. muata, prisoner. See Prisoner, 

m. nguna i ana, a fellow servant or worker, partner 

Muna, conj., like. 

m. lushu, m. lushu, daily, day by day, according to each day 
Munama, v., to bow or stoop or bend over. 
Munga, 2, n., wind. pi. is miunga. 

raiunga minai, The four winds. 

Munya, 2, m, mouth. See Mouth. 

Munya munya, 2, n., too much mouth, gab. 
Munya (2) mu ibela (8), nph., nipple. 
Munya, 2, n., edge or border of cloth or apparel. PI. is mimunya. 

Munya, v. t.,to roll or fold up. 
Munyi, 2, n., mouth. See Munya. 

Muodi, 2, n., divergence in path or road. 

Muoiki (Muoikimi), 1, n., hearer. See Muki, Muekimi. 

Muoki, 1. See Muki. 

Muokimi, 1. n. See Muekimi. 

Muola, 2, n., nose, nostril. See Nose. 

Muomaka (1) a bata, nph., barber or one who shaves people. PI. is 

buomaka ba bata. 

Muona (2) mu lukola, nph., lower part of hind leg. 
Muonga, 2, n., ivory. 
Muonga, 2, n. caterpillar. See Caterpillar. 

Muonya, 2, n., life. See Life. 

Muonya, 2, n., rawness. 

ed’i m., to be raw or uncooked, not done. 

Muonyambanga, 1, n., foreigner, stranger, guest, visitor, novice. 
Muonyi, 1, n., one who corrupts or mars. 
Muonyi, 1, n., witness, one who sees. 

Muonyi, 1, n., sower, planter. 
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Muosha (Muoshi), 2, n., hair or fur or wool on animals. 

Muota, 1, n., person, some body, servant. PI. is bata. 

Muontshidi, 1, n., redeemer, emancipator, ransomer, deliverer, liberator. 

Muoya, 2, n., throat. 

Musha, 2, n., dust. PI. is miu. 

Musha, 2, n., band for head. PI. is miusha. 

Mushinga, 2, n., insult, offense. PI. is miusha. 

tona mishinga, to offend or insult, 

Muta, 2, n., fat of animals. PI. is miuta. 

Mutshi (Motshi), num. adj., one. 

Mutshi, adj., some. 
mutshi. mutshi, some... others, the one... the other. See One. 

Muyuma, 2, n., installer of the king, the one who relates or enumerates 

all the traditions and history of the tribe. While doing this he 

stands at a distance with back to the king who never sees his face. 

N 

Nahi, 1, n., follower. PI. is balahi. 

Naiki, 1, n., See Naki. 

Nai, card, num., four. 

Naki 1, n., teacher. See Neki. 

Nam a. 2, n., tribute, tax or duty, offering, present, gift. pi. is ininama. 

n. mu’tuma, burnt offering, 

boka n., to pay a tax or tiribute or duty. 

Nama, 2, n., vine, creeper, Pi. is minama. See Creeper, 

Nama 2, n., loin cloth, short pants, 

boka n., to gird up loins. 

Nama, vi., to come apart. 

Namala, vt., to pull apart, separate, take or pull apart that which is ad¬ 

hered, to widen. 
Namata, vi., to adhere, stick together, be side by side or adjacent, be 

firm or solid, to solidify or congeal or coagulate or become hard, be 

stuck or pasted together, be patched or mended, to adhere to, as 

slave a master, 

n. teya, to be afire. 

Namatshi, 1, n., attendant, follower, retainer, demon, satan, Devil, evil- 

spirit. 
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Nami, vt., to weld or stick or paste together, to patch or cause to stick 

together. 
Nami, 2, n„ perseverence, pliableness, pliability, elasticity, suppleness, 

ed’i n., to persevere, to be pliable or supple or elastic, etc. 
See Pliable. 

Namisha, vt., to pay tribute or tax for another. 

Namisha, v., to be uneven or rough to the touch. 

Nana, vt., to pull or draw or drag along, to stretch. 
Nanala, vt., to rub with the hands. See Rub. 
Nan ala, v., to stretch one’s self. 
Nanga, v., to become mature, hard or strong. 

Nanga, 2, n., hoop or vine or rope used in climbing palm trees. 
Nangata, vi., to solidify, be firm or solid or stable. 

Naingi, vt., to rear or strengthen or cause to grow. See Nengi. 
Nanyi, 1, n., soldier, warrior, fighter. PI. is bananyi. 

Ndakala, 4, n., teaching, instruction. 
Ndama, 4, n., tax, tribute, duty. 
Ndamndama, 4, n., space between two objects, as boxes, stakes, etc. 

Ndanga, 4, n., fork. 
Ndedi, 1, n., dude, vagabond, tramp, beggar. PI. bandedi. 

Ndeha, 3, n., sparrow. 
Ndeila, 4, n., trespass, failure. 
Ndeila, 4, n., burial. 
Ndekandeka butu, nph., mid-night. 
Ndela, 2, n., foreign cloth. 
Ndela, 4, n., swing. 
Ndela, 5 pi., n., beard, whiskers. 
Ndela (4) a nyu (2), nph., burial, 

Ndela, 4, n., failure, trespass. 
Ndema, 4, n., orphanhood. 
Ndema, 4, n., constipation. 
Ndena, 4, n., pineapple. 
Ndenala, 4, n., India-rubber. 

bola n., to gather or cut vine for rubber. 

Ndenala, 4, n., fringe for cloth. 
Ndenga, 4, n., middle, center, half way. 
Ndoha, 4, n., a carved image or stature representing a person. 
Ndoi (NdoyA), 1, n., namesake. 
Npokala, 4, n., an oath, 
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Ndola, 3, n., worm, bait. 
Ndoma, 4, n., bullet, fruit, pill, ball. 

Nduomala, 4, n., prayer, praying. 
Ndonaka, 4, n., comtemporary, about same age or time. 

n. mimo, the same age. 
Ndonga, 4, n., needle. See Needle. 

Ndonganshila, 1, n., leader, guide, conductor. See Conductor. 

Ndotshidi, 3, n., dirt dauber. 

Ndoya, 1, n., namesake. 
Nduemi, 4, n., blackness. 

(of) n., black, dirty, dark, blue. 
Neka, 2, n., fish trap. PI. is mineka. 

Neki, 1, n., teacher, educator, instructor, tutor. PI. is baleki. 

Nela, 2, n., dividing line between fields, lands, countries, etc. 

PI. is minela. 
Nema, 3, n., bat (largr rodent), pi. is minema. 
Nema, 2, n., finger. PI. is ndema or minema. 

Nemala, vt., to bruise by striking against something. 
Nemala, vi., to be bruised. 

Nemi, vt., to bruise by striking against someting. 

Nena, adj., large, great, famous, powerful, grand, enormous. 
Nena, vi., to become large, develop, grow. 
Nena, vt., to evacuate the bowels or kidneys. 
Nena, 2, eddy, whirlpool. PI. is minena. 

Nena, 2, n., cruelty, tyranny, brutality, despotism, inhumanity, illtreat. 
ment, meanness, maltreatment, heartlessness, mercilessnes, un¬ 
kindness, pitilessness, unmercifulness, persecution, oppression, 

worry, etc. 
(of) n., cruel, mean, merciless, unkind, inhuman, heartless, 
despotic, oppressive, brutal, tyrannical, unmerciful, pitiless, etc. 
muna n., tyrant, brute, despot, etc. 

Nenala, 2, n., hope, expectation, trust, anticipation. 
Nene, adj., large. See Nena. 

Nenga, 2, n., medicine, charm, fetish. PI. is minenga. 
minenga bukala, idolatry. See Medicine. 

Nengi, vt., to strengthen, make strong, encourage. 

n. ntema, to console or comfort or solace or strengthen the heart. 
Nenyi, 1, n„ witness, inspector, onlooker. 

Nenyi, vt., to enlarge. 
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Ngadiha (Ngadilii), 4,n., sword, Jong dagger like knife. 

Ngadi, 1, n., concubine, female. PI. is badi. 

JNgaimi, vt., See Ngami. 

Ngama, vi., to become clean or clear or bright- 

Ngamala, 4, n., cleansing, purification, etc. 

n. a ntema, the cleansing or purification of the heart. 

Ngami (Ngemi), vt., to cleanse, polish, brighten. 

n. ntema, to cleanse the heart towards another or concerning a 
trespass committed by another, to pardon one’s debt, to forgive. 

Tangami ntema ikama i buhi butakeshidi bata bekidi, we have 

cleansed our heart concerning the wrong done by others. 

Ngana, 2, n., bow string. PI. is mingana. 

koma bota n., put on the bow string. 

Nganga, 4, n., used as adj., new. 

biketa bi n., new things. 

Nganga, 4, n., trade. 

oto or kula n., to trade, barter, buy and sell. 

Ngangala, 4, n., used as adj., full length or size, uncut unbroken, the 

whole. 
Nganya, 4. n., acidity, sourness. 

ed’i n., to be sour or acid. See Sour. 

Ngata, 1, n., woman. PI. is bata. See Woman. 
n. yahantshiha or yaha kabatshidi nkodi, nph., virgin. See Virgin. 

Ngata, 4, n., interior, the inside. 

a ngata a, on the inside, in the interior. 

Ngela, 2, n., tail of animal. 

Ngela, 2, n., native salt. 
Ngela, 4, n-, lower end or part, down country, foreign country, the foot 

of, outlet. 
a n., down country or hill or stream, etc. 

Ngela Mbimi, 4, n., precinct of heirs to the throne. 

Ngema, 2, n., pot. 

Ngema, 4, n., axe. 

Ngena, 4, n., hell, Gehenna. 

Ngentsha 4, n., an embalming mixtuie 

boka n., to embalm. 

Ngesha, adv., to morrow. 

Ngesha, 2, n., a moan, groan, 

to n., to moan. 



Ngesha, 2, n., door sill. See Threshhold. 
Ngesha, 2, n., spectre, apparition, ghost, whirlwind. PI. is mingesha. 

Ngeta, 4, n., an indefinite thing. PI. is biketa. 
Ngeta’ 1, n., slave, subject, servant, bond-servant. Ngetsh’i ana, fellow 

servant. 

Ngidi, 4, n., low ground. 

Ngila, 4, n., an empty grave. 

Ngima, 2, n., a lump or ball of bread. 
Ngina,’ 2,’n.,’a lick, strike, blow, crash, fall, sound of noise from a lick or 

blow with an axe, club, etc. 

Ngina, 2, n., depth. 
Nginama with mina, vph., to grin. 
Nginga, 2, n., small thorn on bush. PI. is mingina. 

Ngo, adv., thus, likewise. 

Ngodidi, 3, n., lizard. 
Ngodiha (Ngodihi), sheath for large war knife. See Ngadiha. 

Ngoha 2, n., dust. Ph is mingoha. 
Ngola’ i n. eider, older one, elder brother or sister or cousin etc. 

PI is^bayola. See Brother. 
Ngola mota 1 n., an old or aged person. PI. is bayola bata. 

Ngola mbotshi, 1, n., accoucheuse. PI. is bayola babotshi. 

Ngola, (4) rnakai (8 ph), nph., pipe. 

Ngoma, 4, n., drum made of hide, 

beta n., to beat a drum. 
Ngoma, 2, n., navel, umbilicus, PI. is mingoma. 

Ngona, 4, n., strength. 
Ngona, 2, n., an apron or front flap of cloth or tunic. 

Ngona, 4, n., brown color. 

(of) n., brown. 

Ngona, 3, n., month, moon. See Moon. 

n. abala, the moon has appaered. 

Ngona, 4, n., farm, field. PI. is mangona, 7. 

n. mbangala, a new field in forest. 

Ngonala, v., to snore, to croak, as frog. 

Ngonana. v., to snore. 

Ngonga, 4, n., church bell. 
Ngonga’mbanga, 1, n., servant of king, an ordinary subject, not a member 

of the royl family. PI. is bonga ba mbanga. 

Ngongala, 2, n., rainbow. 
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Ngongala, 2, n., a stripe. PI. is mingongala. 

ed’i n., to be striped. 

Ngongisha, 3, n., bed bug. 

Ngontsha, 4, n., shuttle. 

Ngosha, 2, n., craw-fish, clam, shrimp. 
Ngosha, adv., thus, in this manner. See manner. 

Ngua, adj. or part., dead. 

Ngua (elongated), adj., dry. 

mana mangua-a, dry ground. 

Nguedi, 1, n., wooer, bridegroom. PL is bawedi. See Bridegroom. 

Nguela, 4, n*, bereavement by death, widowhood, expiration, dying, 

death 

ngata, a n., widow, nunga a n., widower. 

Nguemi, 2, n., wasp. PI. is minguemi. 
Nguemi, 3, n., cow, beef. 

numi n., ox, bul], 

Nguha, 4, n., shield. 

Ngohu, 3, n., hippopotamus. 

Nguma, 4, n., uterus, womb. See Uterus, Womb. 

Nguma, 4, dress, coat, sack, bag, garment, apparel. 

Nguna, 2, n., craft, occupation, work, business employment, labor, 

service, etc. See Labor, Occupation, Work. 

Ngunyi, 2. n., whelp. 

Nguoma, 1, n., doctor, physician,medicine man. See Doctor. 

Ngusha, 2, n., wind or gas on stomach. 

tuha-la n., to break wind. 

Ngusha, 2, n., trench, rut, ditch, gully. 

idi n., to dig a trench, etc. 

Nkadidi, 1, n., a converter, 

rr a makama or moi, an interpreter, translator. 

Nkaoihi, 4, n., transfiguration, transformation. 

Nkaka, 2, n., scourage, strap, thong, made of hippo hide. 

Nkaka, 2, n., rod, staff. 

Nkakama, adj., wounded. 
Nkala, 2, n., a magical charm supposed to cause death, an appa¬ 

rition or being or ghost that can appear at will or at any time or 

place. 

Nkalala, 4, n., a change* 
n. a ntema, a change of heart, repentance, conversion. 

Nkama, 2, n., an expressionof astonishment made by a cry or grunt. 
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Nkama, 2, n., beam, ridge pole of house, pole for carrying things. 

Nkamala, 4, n., surprise, amazement, astonishment. 

Nkamishi, 1, n-, one who calms or quiets or comforts or consoles 

another. 

Nkana, 2, n., book, epistle, letter, note, written communication, law. 

JST. Mu Ntshemi, Scripture, Bible. 
Nkana, 2, n., oath, vow. 

Te nkana, to take or make an oath or vow, to swear 

ed’i n„ to be under a vow or oath. 

Nkana, 1, n., grand child. 

Nkanala, 1, n., great grand child. 

Nkanala, n., a memento, memorial, keepsake. 

Nkangala, 2, n., a basket. See Basket. 

Nkanya, 2, n., testicle. See Testicle. 

Nkanya, adj., raw, fresh, unseasoned, See Raw. 

Nkanya, 2, n., kernel of palm nut. 

Nkanyi, (2) mu lukola (5), nph., ankle bone. PI. is mikanyi mi mikola. 

Nkaimgila, 4, n., praise, thanks, worship. 

Nkedi. l,n„ doer. 

n. a nguna, worker, servant, toiler, laborer, worker, etc. 
Nkedidi, 3, n., young chicken. 

Nkaki, 1, n., cutter, carver of meat, etc. See Nkeki. 
Nkeka, 2, n., a threat. 

shedi n., to threaten or prohibit. 

Nkeka, 2, n., a part in hair. 

Nkeki, 1, n., a carver of meat. 

Nkekela, 2, n., fretfulness, fidgetiness, restlessness. 

Nkelala, 4, n., doing, work. 

Nkema, 2, n., cup made of leaf. 

Nkenga, 2, n., dye, paint. 

Nkentsha, 2, n., embassy, messenger, representative, herald, deputy, 

ambassador, etc. PI. is mikentsha. 

Nkentsha, 2, n., a positive commandment, decree, message, law, 

order, ordinance, direction, command, proclamation, etc. PI. 

mikentsha. 

Nkidi, 1, n., friend, companion. 

Nkila, 2, n., holiday, market day. Sunday. See Sunday, Market. 
Nkima, 2, substantive, totality, the whole, all, entirety, altogether, full 

amount, all of, every one of, etc. See Gram. 162, Rem. 
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Nkina, 2, n., an exclamation of surprise expressed by a grunt. 

Nkintshi, 1, n., hunter. See Hunter. 

Nkinya, 2, n., flea. 

Nkitala, 4, n., quietness, resting place, calmness. 

Nkitshi, 1, n., an heir. 

Nkodi, 2, n., belt, strap, girdle. 

Nkodidi, 1, n., hostage. 

Nkodidi, (1) a huoka (4), nph., tanner. 

Nkoha, 1, n., a strong or grown person. PI. is bakoha. 

Nkoha, 2, n., fence or yard of king. 

Nkoka, 4, n., anything lying across path or stream, as log, etc. 

Nkola, 2, n., mid-rib of palm frond. 

Nkola, 2, n., syringe for nose. 

Nkola, 2, n., edge or border of stream or path or field or anything, 

n. mu mboka, wayside. 

n. mu luosha or ntshala, bank, beach, riverside, 

n. mu idiha, seaside. 

Nkoma, 2, n., noise or report of gun, a blow, lick or strike. 

Nkoma, 2, n., tune. 

Nkomi, 1, n., judge. See Nkumi. 

Nkomi (1) makama, nph., lawyer. See Nkumi makama. 

Nkona, 1, n., a country fellow. 

Nkona, 2, n., story, parable, fable, saying, proverb, narrative, boka n., 

to tell a story. 

Nkontsha, 2, n., hill, mountain, shore, beach, abode of the living. 
See Abode, Shore. 

Nkonga, 2, n., summit of mountain, divide 

Nkonga, 2, n., back-bone, spine. 

Nkononona, 1, n., enemy. 
Nkontsha, 2, n., hill, mountain, shore, beach, abode of the living. See 

Abode. 

Nkoshidi, 2, n., green smell of gourd. 

Nkota, 2, n., circle. 

Nkotala, 4, n., auger, screwdriver. 

Nkotshi, 1, n., enticer, entrapper. 

Nkueki, 1, n., a collector. 

n. a nama, tax collector, publican. 

Nkuemi, 4, n., tall, slim basket with lid. 

Nkuemi, 2, n., reed, papyrus. 
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Nkuka, 2, n., pillow. 

Nkumala, 4, n., submission, humility. 

Nkumi a bita nph., arbitrator, reconciler in battle. 

Nkumi (1) makama, nph., judge, lawyer. See Judge, Lawyer. 
Nkumi malanga, nph., arbitrator, attorney, advocate, lawyer. 

Nkumidi, 8, n., large lizard. 

Nkunya, 2, n., maggot. 

Nkunyi, 2. See Nkunya. 
Nkuta, adv., to no purpose, failure in obtaining or finding after 

seeking or searching for. 

Nkuta, 1, n., a stingy person. 

Nnai, ord. num., fourth. 

No (Nuo), v., to rain. 

n. mimbimi mimbimi or mandona mandona, to rain in spots. 
Nona, l,n., witch. PI. baloiki. 
Noki, 1, n., witch. See Nuki. 
Nola, 2, n., alarm, cry of amazement or astonishment, the cheer or 

shout of a crowd of people, 
bola n., to give a cry of alarm, to shout or cheer. 

Nonadi, 1, n., guide, leader of path, etc. PI. is balonadi. 

Nonga, 2, n., medicine for broken limbs or sprains. 

Nonona (Nonola), adj., strong, well, vigorous, ardous, mature grown, 

steady, stable, solid, hard, immovable, robust, steadfast, 
powerful, tough, fertile, rich or productive (soil) loud (voice) 
(of) ikama inonona, sacred, holy. 
(of) lutoka lunonona, healthy 

(of) ntema mnnonona, fearless, of a strong heart, courageous, 

daring, bold, valiant, stern, impenitent. 

Nsha 2, n., spring of trap. 

Nshadi, 1, n., player. 

Nshaha, 2, n., mush gruel. 

Nshaha, 4, n., physical suffering or pain. 

Nshahala, 4, n., crossing, ferry. 

Nshaha, 2, n., scrip, satchel. 

Nshaka, 2, n., black-smith’s hammer. 

Nshaki, 1, n., one who prepares the poison for witches. 

Nshakidi, (1) a makama, nph., interpreter. 

Nshala, 2, n., lightness thinness. 

ed’i n., to be thin, to be light in weight. 
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to n., to get well, recover amend in health. 

Nshama, 2, n., a seam. 

Nshama, 1, n., sister-in-law. See Sister- in-law. 

Nshamala, ord. num., sixth. 

Nshamidi, 1, n., comforter. 

Nshanga, 2, n., metempsychosis, transmigration. PI. is mishanga. 

Nshangidi, 2, n., unfaithfulness in the marriage relation. 

kela n., to be unfaithful in the marriage relation. 

Nshantshi, 1., n., plunderer, pillager, spoiler. 

Nshanyi, 1, n., betrayer, slanderer, backbiter. 

Nshata, ord. num., third. 

Nshasha, 2, n., happiness, joy, gladness, cheerfulness, contentment, 

glee, merriment, consolation, pride, conceit, 

ed’i or oka n., to be happy or glad or cheerful or merry, etc. 

Nshb, 2, n., foreign salt. 

Nsheha, 4, n, physical suffering or pain. 

Nshei, 2, n. See Nshe. 

Nshekishi, 1, n., exchanger. 

Nshela, 2,.n., line. 

Nshelala, 2, n., brooklet, branch of stream. 

Nshema, 2, n., whistle. 

Nshema, 2, n., horn of deer or antelope. 

Nshsmidi, 1, n., an offender, one who abuses or insults another. 

Nshemidi, 1, n., worshipper. 

Nshexa, 3, squirrel. 

Nshena, 2, a., sleekness, smoothness, softness, flatness, Slipperiness, 

(of) n., sleek, slippery, smooth, soft to the touch, flat, 

ed’i n., to be sleek or smooth or flat, etc. See Flat. 

Nshenga, 2, n., metropolis, capital. 

Nshengi (Nshangi), 1, n., hewer or feller of trees. 

Nshengidi, 2, n., large black ant. 

Nshengidi, 2, n., grass. PL is mishengidi. 

Nshenyi, 1, n., rogue, thief. 

Nshinga, 1, n., an additional wife. 

Nshinga, 2, n., illtreatment. See Treatment. 

Nshinga, 2, n., tope, cord, string. 

Nsho, 2, n., intestine, bowel, entrail, gut. PI. is misho. 

Nsho, 2, n., sieve, sifter. 
Nsho. 1 n., bondservant, slave. 

n. i ana, fellow servant or slave. 
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Nshodi, 2, n., flesh, meat. 

Nshoha, 2, n„ intestinal worm, earth-worm. PI. is mishoha. 

Nsholala, 4, n., sifting, 

sho n., to sift a sifting. 

Nshomala, 2, n., floweror blossom of palm tree. 

Nshomi, 1. n., buyer. See Nshumi. 

Nshomishi, 1, n., lender. 

Nshonala. 4, n., circumcision. 

Nshonga, 1, n., hunter. See Hunter. 
Nshonga, 2, n.} sprout. 

Nshonga, 2, n., acute pain in travail, labor pain, a groan. 

ed’i n., to be in pain or labor or travail, to make a groan. 
Nshongidi, 1, n., back-biter, betrayer, slanderer, calumniator. See 

Calumniator, Slander. 

Nshota, 2, n., mark or line or scratch on paper, etc. 
Nshosha, 2. n., news, report, fame, rumor. 

Nshoshaka, 2, n., n., impatience, restlessness. 

ed’i n., to be impatient or restless. 

Nshoshi (1) a shui (shuya), nph., a fisherman. 
Nshuemi, 1, n., one who loans or borrows. 

Nshuengi 1, n., a carver of wood. 

Nshuka, 2, n., cord, string, twine. 

Nshuka, 2, n., small vine. 

Nshuki, 1, n., peacemaker. 

Nshuki, 1, n., saviour, redeemer, defender, deliverer, helper. 

Nshukishi, 1, n., deliverer, defender, helper, saviour. 

Nshuimi, 2, n., foreskin. 

ed’i n., to be uncircumcised. See Uncircumcised. 

Nshumi, 1, n., buyer. 

Nshusha, 2, n., breath, steam, warmth or heat of fire or air. PI. mishusha 
hula n., to blow the breath, 

nana n., to draw the breath, 

toma or kunga n., to breathe or draw the breath. 

Nshuya, 2, n., very small thorn on vine. 

Ntadi, 2, n., mustard. 

Ntadi, 1, n„ porter, carrier. 

Ntamidi, 1, n., brigand, highwayman, robber. 

Ntana, 2, n., destitution, poverty, penury, 
(of) n., poor, destitute. 

Nte 2, n., stick, tree log, post, beam, wood, etc. 
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(of) n., wooden. 
n. mukeki, cross or forked stick, 

n. mu imanya, slate pencil, 

n. mu nkana, lead pencil, 

n. mu teya, match (lucifer). 

n. mu mashi ma nduemi, pen. 

n. munana, yoke. 

Ntedi, 1, n., forerunner. 

Nteila, 4, n., removing, taking away, 

n. a buhi, forgiveness. 

Ntetlama (4) a buhi, remission of sin, forgiveness. 

Ntela, 4, n., See Nteila. 

Ntela (2) mu imbona, (8), nph., corn cob. 

Ntelama a buhi, nph. See Nteilama. 

Ntema, 2, n., heart, mind, will, conscience, soul, spirit, disposition, 

n. as subj. ofbantsha, to be frightened or shocked, to shudder, 

be excited, be anxious, be terrified or horrified, be terrorized, etc. 
naingi, nengi or nangi n., to console, comfort, cheer up. encourage, 

soothe, take heart. 

Bola n., to covet. 

kalala n., to change one's mind, to repent or be converted, 
n. mube, a carnal mind, 

n. munonona, bravery, courage, valor. 
n. as subj. of otola, to be grieved, be sorrowful, be melancholy, be 

sorry, be sad, be solicitous, be solemn, be penitent, be morbid, to 
regret, to pine, to repent, be anxious, etc. 

Nteta, 2, n., gain in trading. See Gain. 
Nteta, 2, n., paralysis, 

muna n., a paralytic. 

ed'i buala bu n., to be paralysed. 
Ntetala, 2, n., tongs. 

Ntetala, 2, n., bamboo, reed used in making fences, etc. 
Ntohidi, 1, n., an arbitrator, lawyer, judge. 
Ntohisha, 4, n., judgement. 

Ntoi, l,n., pounder. 
Ntoi, 1, n., merchant. See Ntui. 

Ntola, 4, n., evacuation, leaving, going out. 

Ntola, 2, n., sweet potato. 
Ntomi, 1, n., sender. 
Ntomidi, 1, n., an obedient or devout person. 
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Ntona, 2, n., cone of roof of house. 

Ntonaka, 2, n., faltering. See Falter. 

Ntonga, 2, n., sleep, rejDOse. 

Ntonga, 2, n., thread made from the palm leaf. See Palm. 

Ntotala, 4, n., speaking, sound, as of letter or word, etc. 

Ntotshi, 1, n.. speaker advocate, attorney, mediator. 
N. anena, high priest. 

Ntshaka, 4, n., a woman’s cloth or dress or apparel. 

The various patterns or styles are: 

n. ishehi. 

n. ananemi. 

n. ishushama. 

n. itoka. 

n. amhuahala. 

n. minena. 

n. mikeka. 

n. mashemi. 

n. malela. 

n. a buina. 

n. nguma. 

n. ishena. 
Ntshakanala, 1, n., great, great grand child. 

Ntshakidi, 1, n., a soatterer, spendthrift. See Prodigal. 

n. a Dioi Di Ntshemi, an evangelist, minister, preacher, apostle. 

Ntshala, 3, n., hunger, appetite, 
mbinga n., famine, starvation. 

ed’i or oka with n., to be hungry or have an appetite, 

ntshala as subj. and the person as obj. of shuma, to be hungry. 

Ntshala, 4, n., creek, large stream or river. See Eiver. 

“Ntshala yayola mashi,” is an expression used in stating that 

one of the royalty has become fat or large. 

Ntsheitsha, 8, n., lightning. 

Ntsheka, 4, n., woman’s dress. See ntshaka. 

Ntshela( Ntshola), 1, n., angel. (This word taken from the Greek). 

Ntshema (Ntshemi), B, n., spider 

bota bu n., spiderweb. 

Ntshemi, 1, n., God, Divinity. See God. 
N. Hunga or Huonga Mboma, the Almighty God. 

bola bu Ntshemi, heaven. 
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Muota a N., a Christian, convert, church member. 

Nkana Mu N., the Bible. 
Ntotshi a N., a minister, preacher, evangelist, priest, missionary. 

Kuma a batotshi a ikama i N., High Priest, 
bishima bi N., the Lord’s Supper, Communion, 

bata ba N., the Church, members of the Church. 

(of) N., divine. 
tota ikama i N., to preach. 
mashi ma N., communion wine. 

Ntshentsha, 3, n., an edible cricket. 
Ntshenga( Ntsheinga), l,n., tattler, busy-body. 

Ntshenga (Ntsheinga), 4, n., a foreign dish, plate or vessel. 

Ntshi, 2, n., season, year. See Season, Year, 
n. taka n. taka, yearly, 

n. mu hio, winter. 

Ntshi, 2, n., weakness. 

Ntshi, 2, n., pestilence, plague. 

Ntshi, adj., same, like. 
Ntshietsha butu, nph., day break, early in the morning. 

Ntshiemi muntshiha, nph., an unbroken or undisturbed ant-hill, a virgin. 

Ntshiha, 2, n., entirety, the whole or unbroken thing, a chaste person. 

Ntshika, 2, n., proverb, fable, rumor, news, report, story, etc. 

boka n., to relate a fable, etc. 

-Ntshik’alei, vph., to fail or stumble, would have failed, about to fail. 
Ntshima, 2, n., a banana or plantain stalk. 

Ntshima, 2, n., a fresh palm frond, new shoot of palm. 

Ntshimi, 2, n., a very deep pool or suck hole in forest near stream. 
Ntshimitshi, 2, n., vein. 
Ntshinyi, 1, n., refugee, runner, fool, fugitive. 

Ntshita, 4, n., insanity, craziness, fool, folly, foolishness, etc. 

bela n., to become a fool, to be crazy or foolish, act like a fool, be 

demented, to make an uproar or tumult. 

Ntshisha, 2, n., pestle. 
Ntshodia, 3, n., wildcat. 
Ntshoha, 3, n., an animal with a very pleasant musk or odour. 

Ntshoka, 3, n., elephant. 
Ntshola, 1, n., angel. PI. isbantshola. 

Ntshona, 4, n., water closet. 

Ntshonga, 4, n., beard of royalty. 
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Ntshongala, 4, n., joint, wrist. 

Ntshua, 3, n., snake, serpent, reptile. See Snake, Eeptile. 

Ntshuala, 1., n., second person in line to the throne. 

Ntshue, 2, n , head, summit. See Head. 

Ntshueki, l,n , albino, a light or brown or white person. 

Ntshuena, per. pro., you, thou, thee. 

Ntshui (Ntshuya), 3, n., honey bee. See Ntshuya. 

Ntshukatshuka, 4, n., steamboat, ship, n. a shina, railroad train. 
Ntudi, 1, n., black-smith, forgeman, smelter. 

Ntuengi, 2, n., sleep, repose, slumber. See Sleep, Sleepy. 

Ntui (1) a nganga (4), nph., merchant, trader. 

Ntui (1) itoma, nph., diviner. 

Nttiimi, 1, n., bride, bridegroom. See Bride, Bridegroom. 

Ntuingi, 2, n., booty, spoil. 

n. mu bita, the spoil of the battle or of war. 

Ntuma. 2, n., a seam. 

Ntumi, 1, n., sender. 

Ntuma, 2, n-, shed. See Shed. 

n. mu ntudi, a smithy or black-smith shop. 
Nuemi, 1, n., beggar. PI. is baluemi. 

Nuemi, l, n , grower, rearer. 

Nuenga, v., to aim at with g m or weapon. 

Nui, 1, n., oarsman, boatman. PI. is balui. 

Nuki, 1, n., witch, wizard, sorcerer, conjurer. PL is baluki. 

Numala, vt., to try, wipe off, dust. See Dry. 

Numi, vt., to immerse, soak. 

Numi, 1, n., husband, male, 

n. a koka, rooster, 

n. a kamidi, male goat, etc. 

Numi ngata, 1, n., Sister-in-law. See Sister.in-law, Brother-in-law. 

Nun a, v., to be old or aged. 

Nuna, adj., old, aged, ancient. 

Nunga, 2, n., a district or county composed of several towns or 

villages. PI. is minunga. See Country. 

Nunga. 1, n., man, male. son. PI. is balunga. See Son. 

Nungisha, v., to whisper, murmur, be discontented or dissatisfied 

Nya, 1, n., hunter. PI. is banya. See Xiunter, 

Nyaiki, vt., to mash or press down, 

Nyaiki, vt., to masticate, chew. 
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Nyaingi, vt., to place or put upon, to pile or stack one on the other. 

Nyaka, v., to move or rock backwards and forwards. 

Nyaka, v., gnaw, chew. 

Nyaka, vt., to grind to powder, to powder up. 

Nyakama, v., to bow or stoop over or rock to and fro. 

Nyakama, v., to subside or go down, as swelling. 

Nyama, 3, n., animal, beast, brute. 

n. anyakama, sacrifice, offering. 

Nyangala, vt., to sprinkle. 
Nyangala luena, vph., to hasten or hurry. 

Nyangama, vi., to be piled or stacked or put or placed upon. 

Nyanyi (Nyenyi) interrog. pro., who? See Who. 

Nyata, vt., to step or tread upon. 

Nyehi, 1, n., witness, knower. 

Nyei, vt., to go to meet. 

Nyeki, 1, n., murderer, killer, destroyer. PI. is badieki. 

N yen gala, 2, mushroom. 

Nyengala, vi., to be parched or shriveled, to wilt or wither. 

Nyengala, v., to be slow, to trifle. See Trifle. 

Nyengidi, . vt., to cause to wither or shrivel or parch up, to wilt. 

Nyeta, 3, n., buffalo. 

Nyetsha, 4, n., filth, untidiness. 

Nyetshintshi, 4, n., untidiness. 

Nyeya, v., to reply or respond or say to. 

Nyeya, vt., to go to meet. 

Nyi, 1, n., a rich person. See Nyiya. 

Nyidina, 2, n., kidney. PI. is minyidina. 

Nyima, vi., to sink. 
Nyima, vi., to be extinguished as fire or light. 

Nyimi, vt., to erase, to blot or rub out, to eradicate or cancel, 

to quench or extinguish, as fire or light. 

Nyimi; 1, n., ruler, king. 
Nyimisha, vt., to pardon or forgive, to extinguish or blot out or 

erase or cancel for. 

Nyinga, 2, n., 2, n., small wire. 

Nyinga (2) mu teya (10 pi.), nph., smoke. PI. is minyinga mu teya. 

to n., to be smoking, as wood or fire. 

Nyinga, 4 pi. n., love, devotion, affection, desire, longing, yearning, 

ed’i or oka n., to desire, have love for, etc. 
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Nyinga, vt., to shake, to blow against, as wind. See Shape, Move. 
n. Ntshue, to dissent by shaking the head. 

Nyingala, 2, n., restlessness, shaking. 
Nyingala, vi., to shake or vibrate or dangle in the wind. 
Nyiya, 1, n., a rich or wealthy person. PI. is badiya. 
Nyo, 1, n„ your (s) mother. See Mother. 
Nyoi, 1, n., drinker. See Nyui. 

Nyoka, vt., to soak cassava. 

Nyoka, vi., to be wet, to be spoiled or get wet in rain. 

Nyoka, 2, n., heat or warmth of air or body. 

Nyonga, 2, n., top of house. 

Nyonga, 3, n., scaly ant-eater, manis. 

Nyosha, vt., to cause to drink* 

Nyua(Nyu), 3, n., flesh, meat. 

n. a sbuoma, bacon, pork. 

Nyu, 2, n., corpse, pi. is midiu. 

Nyuda, 1, n., Jew. 

Nyuemi, vt., to nurse or give suck to child, to suckle. 

Nyuengi, vt., to tire, enfeeble or weaken, to make soft or tender. 
Nyui, 1, n., drinker. 

n. makai, a smoker of tobacco. 

n. mana, a drinker of wine, a drunkard. See Drunk. 
Nyukala, vt., to shove or push over or overturn or push down. 

Nyuma, 1, n., Spirit. 
N. Ansheka or N. Ntshemi, The Holy Spirit, The Holy Ghost. 

Nyuoma, vi., to suck or nurse. 
Nyuonga, vi., to become weak or enfeebled or tired or weary, to be tired 

or weak or weary, to be or become soft or tender. 

Nyuta, vt., to kiss. 

Nyenya, vt., to go meet or welcome. 

0 

Ode, indeclin., a courteous expression of recognition of having been 
called or spoken to. 

Odi, vt., to stretch or lengthen by letting out or raising up or stretching. 
Odi, vt., to raise or increase, as price. 

Odi, vt., to commit. 
o. shasha, to commit adultery. 

o. buemi, to commit theft, etc* See Commit# 
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Odia, vt., to eat, devour, waste. 

(of) o., edible. 

Odiha, v., to run or trickle down, as blood from wound or sweat 

from body. 

Odima, v., to descend or come down from. 

Oha, vi., to peel or come off, as scab, skin, bark, etc. 

Ohala, vt., to peel, skin, tear off or remove or strip off, as bark from 

tree. 

Ohata, v., to be reheated, to warm over, as food. 

Ohisha, vt., to increase in number or quantity. 

Ohisha, vt., to rehe it or warm over, as food. 

Oi. vi., to be unproductive, as land. See Unproductive. 
Oka, v., to bathe, to rub or smear on. as oil or medicine. See Warm, 

o. teya, to warm one’s self at the fire, 
o. muanya, to bask in the sun. 

o. nenga, to rub on medicine. 

Oka, v., to hear, comprehend, understand, be conscious of, heed, listen, 

perceive. 
o. shasha, to be happy or glad or merry, to rejoice, etc. 
o shushudi, to be sick. See Hear. 

Okala, v., to mock, mimic, imitate. 
Okama (Uokama), v., to listen, obey, be obedient, etc. 

Okama (Uokama), v., to spy or eavesdrop. 

Okisiia, vt., to cause to hear. 

o. nshasha, to gladden, make happy or merry, delight, please, etc. 

o. kaha, to provoke or make angry. 

o. buteta, to intimidate, to scare or frighten, to make or cause to 

fear or be afraid, etc. 

Ola, v.. to swell, increase, become full., be complete, to grow or increase 
in stature, to rise, as stream, to lapse, as time, etc 

See Swell. 

Ola, vi., to cool off, as hot food or iron. 

Oma, vi., to subside, dry up, become dry or stale. 
Oma (Uoma), vt., to sweep. 

Oma (Uoma), vt., to shave. 
Omala (Uomala), vt., to rub or wipe or dust off, to scrub, to dry off. 

Omala, vt., to disobey. 
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Ona, vt., to afflict, abuse, persecute, oppress, maltreat, tyrannize over 

spoil, ruin, desecrate, punish, emaciate, mar, damage, corrupt, 

defile, demolish, profane, destroy, devastate, discipline, torture, 

be cruel to, illtreat, polute, cause to go bad, to close (the road), 

to lose fin trading), to spend or exhaust or expend recklessly or 

prodigally. 

Ona, vt., to sow or plant. 

Ona, vi., to wane, as moon. 

Onga, v., to go around in order to pass, make a detour, pass on by on 

another side. 

Onga, vt., to implore, beseech, entreat, supplicate, invoke, plead with, 

persuade, coax. 

Onga, vt., to console, comfort, soothe, solace, etc. 

Onga, vt., to lengthen by stretching or splicing or tying onto, to 

widen or broaden by adding more to. 

Ongala, v., to eavesdrop, to creep upon stealthily, as cat, to move 

about slyly, to sneak away or about stealthily. 

Ongama, vi., to be lengthened or widened or broadened or increased, 
as cord, etc. 

Ongidi, vt., to rub or powder up, as dry tobacco between the hands. 

Ontsha, vi., to deteriorate, spoile, go bad, become marred or worthless, 
go to waste, be useless, be worn out, be emaciated, etc. 

Ontshala, vt., to redeem, emancipate, ransom, set free, liberate, etc. 

Onya, vt., to drink or smoke. See Drink, Smoke. 

Osha, vt., to inflate or fill full,’ cause to swell or rise, as river. 

Osha, vt., to have sexual intercourse with, to co.habit, copulate, to 

commit adultery with. 

Ota, v., to step forward cr around, come forward or around. 

Ota, v., to loathe, See Loathe. 
Ota, v., to yield or bear or bring forth fruit, as trees and plants. 
Oto, v, to twist around or off, to pound in mortar, etc. 

o. nganga, to trade, buy and sell, deal, 

o. itoma, to divine. See Ordeal, Twist. 

Otola. vi., to be bent or wry or crooked or twisted, to be zigzag, to 

wriggle or squirm, to be depressed or sad or sorry or in pain, 

to suffer, etc. 

o. with ntema as subj., to despond, be sorrowful or sad or in pain, 

be despondent, be sorry, to repent, etc. 
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Owa (0), vi., to die, expire, perish, etc. 

o. shiya, to convulse or swoon or be stunned or insensible, to have 

convulsion or spasm or fit, be unconscious, to faint, 

o. hima, to forget. 

o. ntshala, to be starved or famished or faint from hunger, 

o. itoma or yimbirna. to be stifled or smothered, 

o. mana, to be drunk or intoxicated or stupefied, 

o. with bulatsha as subj., to be divorced 

o. Ntshemi hima, to forget God. 

The pres, habitual tense of owa, to be mortal, the neg. habitual, 
to be immortal. See Swoon, Starve. 

s 
Sha! adv., so! This is an exclamation or expression of assent. 
Shadi, vt., to amuse or play with. 

Shadi, 4, n., palm oil, ointment. 

ama s., to render oil. 
boka 8., to anoint. 
kola S., to rub on oil. 

to pass over or across, cross over, go across (path or 
stream). 

Shaha, 4, n., gambling. 

boka shaha, to gamble. See Gamble. 

Shahala, vt., to hoe, plough, cultivate, rake up, to comb the hair, etc 

Shahala, vt., to blow away, as chaff. 

Shahala, vt., to shake off, as snake from hand. 

Shahala, vt., to sprinkle. 

Shahala, vt., to put across stream or path. 

Shahala, 4, n., comb, rake, fork. 

Shahisha, vt., to stretch. 

Shahisha, v., to sidle. 

Shaingi, vt., to lift up, to carry suspended. 

Shaingi, 5 pi., n„ sand. 
Shaka, vi., to be thin or lean or light in weight. 

Shaka, vi., to be too much, not room enough for. 

Shaka, vt., shake up, as water in bottle, etc. 

Shaka vi., to suffer, regret, come to grief, be sad or destitute, be guil¬ 
ty, be in the wrong, be convicted or condemned, be culpable, to 
lose a bet, be miscounted, be intercepted when trying to escape. 
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See Mistake. 

Shakala, 4, n., cage. 

Shakala, vt., to make known, unhide, interpret, discern, look into, as-, 

certain, speak openly, tell the exact truth, interpret or make 

known, as dream. 

Shakala, vt., to meet up with, come upon. 

Shakala with buela, vph., to escape from harm or danger or sorrow or 

grief or death, to be contented or happy or thankful. 

Shakana, vi., to be in disorder or confusion, be scattered or disar¬ 

ranged. 

Shala, vi., to play, be merry or happy or cheerful. 

Shala, vi., to stay behind, remain, be left over. 

Shala (4) nunga, nph., a eunuch. PI. is shala balunga. 

Shalala, vt., to castrate, emasculate. 

Shama, 4, n., palm tree. See Palm. 

Shama, 4, n., roof of house. 

Shama, v., to pass by or on. 

Shama, v., to surpass, excell, pass by or on or ahead, go by, go on 

before, come or go past, be beyond, be first, go over or through 

or by, exceed, etc. 
S. busheka, to be better, be superior. 

S. bunonona or ngona, to beat, win, excell, defeat, conquer, 

master, overcome, overthrow, quell, repulse, prevail, subjugate 

vanquish, be victorious, etc. 

In Comparative constructions there may be expressed the idea 

of of too much, extremely, exceedingly, farther, very, too, 

excessively, too far, etc. 

In the Comparative degree with this verb there may be expressed 

the idea of the English than. See Gram. 82. 

The idea of infinite may be expressed by this verb when used 

with the proper adj. or ver. 

Shamala, vt-, to revive after fainting. 

Shamala, card, nurn., six. 
Shamala, vt., to sharpen by beating, as done by black-smith. 

Shamala, vt., to greet or salute with the hands, shake hands with. 

See Salutation. 

Shamala, vt., to chew. 
Shamala vt., to decide case in court, pronounce judgement, pass 

verdict. 
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S. makama or malanga, to pass or settle or decide a dispute in 
court, to judge between, arbitrate or complete an arbitration 
to pronounce judgement, etc. 

Shamata, vi., to meet or be united or joined together, as paths or 
streams or seams, etc., to unite or flow into each other, 
to border on. 

Shami, vt., to seam or unite or put together, to join, etc. 
Shamidi, vi., to get well, convalesce, revive after fainting, amend in 

health. 
Shamisha, vt., to let or cause to pass by. 

Shamisha, vt., to decide a case for another in court, to pronounce 
judgement for another. 

Shana, vt., to betray, slander, calumniate. 
Shana, v., to scratch, as fowl. 

Shanga, adv., on and on, until, as far as, as long as, etc. 

Shanga, with nema (2), vph., to point out with finger. 

Shanga, v., to fall, as from tree. 
Shanga, v., to transmigrate. See Transmigrate. 

Shanga, 1, n., a woman’s female friend or chum or sweetheart. 
Shangabushaha, adv., fast, quiculy, speedily. 

Shangala, vt., to untie, let go. set at liberty. See Liberty. 

S. lukiki, to untie or smooth out the brow, stop frowning. 
Shangama, vi., to be untied, be at liberty, be free or loose. 
Shangama, vi., to be lifted up or suspended 
Shansha, vt., to make desolate, loot, lay waste, despoil, invade, loot, 

pillage. 
Shantima, 4, n., centime. 
Shantsha, vt., to invade, loot, pillage, make desolate, dispoil, lay waste. 
Shantsha, vt., to make vicious or reckless. 

Shasha, vt., to blow, as bellows. 
S. kuka, to blow the bellows, to smelt. 

Shasha, vt., to wear out, as clothing, etc. 

Shasha, vt., to mince, hash, chop up. 
Shasha, 4, n., used asadj., freshness, 

mana ma shasha, fresh wine. 
Shasha, 4, n., adultery, whoredom, fornication, impurity, lust, carnal, 

knowledge, lasciviousness, licentiousness, unchasity, uncleanness 

immorality, lewdness, etc. 
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(of) S., immoral, adulterous, impure, licentious, lustful, lewd, un¬ 

clean, unchaste, lascivious, etc. 

odi S., to Commit adultery or fornication. 

odi’ana S., to commit adultery with, to seduce one. Muna S., for¬ 

nicator, adulterer, harlot, whore, whoremonger, prostitute, etc. 

ngata a s., whore, harlot, 

muana a s., an illegitimate child, bastard, 

neg. of ela with s„ to be chaste, virtuous, pure clean. 

Shashama, vi., to be worn out, ragged, be crumbled up or fallen to 

pieces, be hashed or minced, to fall or come to pieces. 
Shashala, vt., to pull or tear to pieces. 

Shashala, 4, n., apex of head. 

Shatana, 1, n., satan, demon, Devil, See Demon, Devil. 

She (Shei), v., to laugh, laugh at, be amused at, deride, make fun or 

sport of, taunt, scoff at, mock, ridicule, etc. 

s. ishesha, to laugh a laugh. 

Shedi, vt., to leave something for another. 

Shedi, vt., to threaten or provoke to. 
s. ibela or kaha, to provoke to anger or hostility. 

s. nkeka (2), to threaten or prohibit, restrain, stop from doing. 

Sheha, 4, n., small red fruit that grows on vine. 

Sheha, 4, n., solicitude, sadness, sorrow. 

Sheha, vt.. to stew or boil a little, as meat to keep from spoiling. 

Shehama, vi., to be stewed or boiled. 

Shehi, vt., to boil or stew. 

Shei, v„ to laugh, etc., See She. 

Shei, vt., to quarrel. See Sheya. 

Sheka, 4, n., siftings. 

Sheka. v., to be exchanged or changed. 

Sheka, v., to dodge, get to one side, get out of the way, move. See 

Out. 

Sheka, adj., good pretty, beautiful, handsome, correct, suitable, 

right, perfect, lovely, pure, chaste, virtuous, guiltless, righteous 

noble, honest, holy, kind, humane, fair, just, worthy, fit, elegant, 

excellent, magnificent, glorious, rich or fertile or productive (as 

soil), lawful, etc. 
neg. verb with sheka, to be unkind, unjust, wrong, unholy, 

unclean, not right, unchaste, etc. See Good. 

Shekala, vt., to move or take out of the way 
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Shekisha, vt., to change, exchange, alternate, substitute one for 

another. See Change. 

Shela, 4, n., gill of fish. 

Shela, vt., to have sexual intercourse with, co-habit. 

Shela, vi., to steal or slip away unnoticed. 

Shelama, vi., to fall or slip down accidentally, to move sidewise, 

sidle. See Move, Accidentally, Slip. 

Shema, vi., to be straight, perpendicular upright. 

Shema, vi., to stretch forth or out. 

Shemala, vt., to offend, insult. See Offend. 

Shemala, vt., to worship, do incantation before fetish or charm 

or idol. See Worship. 

Shemala., vt., to stretch forth, as arm, stretch out, as body, open 

out or raise or unfold, bird its wings. 

Shemi, vt., to make straight or perpendicular or stand upright. 

Shemi, vt., to unite, put together, join. See Shami. 

Shemi, 4, n., a joke or bet. 

boka s., to tell a joke. 

Shena, vi., to be raised or elevated or lifted up. 

Shena. vt., to steal, defraud, cheat. 

Shenala, vt., to hoist or raise up or elevate or stand upright, 

vi., to become rigid after death, 

vi., to become loosened, as tongue of dumb. 

3, white ant. 

vt., to fell or hew down tree, 

vt., to winnow. 
vt. to entice to fight. 

Shenala, 

Shenala, 

Shenena, 

Shenga, 

Shenga, 
Shengisha. 
Shenyi, vt., to raise or lift up for another. 

Shenyi vt., to loosen, as tongue of dumb- 

Shesha, v., to stretch out. 

Shesha vt., to amuse or cause or make to laugh, have fun with or 

provoke to laughter. 

n., flame, blaze* Shesha, 4, 

Sheshi, 1, n., spy. 
Sheya (Shei), v. to quarrel. 

Shidi 3 n., louse* 
Shiha v. to wither or shrivel up, be parched or withered. 

Shikama, ’vi-, to sit down, be seated. 
Shiki vt., to seat or cause to sit down. 
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Shila, vi., to be ready or arranged or complete or finished, be done 

be prepared, be enough or sufficient or adequate, be perfect or 

perfected, to suffice, be consumed or exhausted, be used up, be 
fulfilled, be the exact or complete number, be out of, be expended 

carelessly, to lapse, as time. 
neg. s., to be incomplete, insufficient, be unfinished, etc. See 

Ready. 

Shima, v., to hang one’s self.^ 

Shima, 3, n, cat. See Cat. 

Shimala, vt., to insult or offend. 

Shina, 4, n., earth, world, cosmos. 

Shina, 4, n., floor, bottom side, 

a s. a, down at or in or on. 

Shina (4) a shama (4), nph., fern growing under or upon palm trees. 
Shinga, vt., to twist or roll, as in making cord or string. 

Shinga, vi., to melt, dissolve, dwindle away, be wasted, be come lean 

or thin, to wane, as moon. 

Shingala, vt., to husk, by rubbing between the fingers or hands. 

Shingi, vt., to lessen, to melt, desolve, make less. 

Shinyi, ah., to become thin or poor or lean, to dissolve or melt. 

Shisha, vt., to sharpen or whet for another. 
Shisha, vi., to be afraid, be frightened, be scared. 

Shishala, vt., to frighten, scare, alarm, excite, terrify, startle, make afraid. 

See Excite. 

Shishala, vt., to strip off. See Strip. 

Shita, vt., to rub or smear on, as oil. 
Shiya, vt., to sharpen or whet, put an edge to knife, etc. 

Shiya, 4, n., unconsciousness, insensibility, occurring from blow or fall 

o (owa) s., to be insensible. 

Sho, vt., to sift. 
Shodiha, v„ to slip off or down, as head from pillow. 

Shoha, vi., to drip or run or trickle down, to leak, as roof of house. 

Shohala with Muana, vph., to miscarry or abort. 

Shohi, vt.., to cause to leak or trickle or run down. See shuehi. 

Saoi (Shuya), 3, n., fish. 

Shoi, vt., to hide. See Shuei. 

Shoihi, vt., See Shohi. 

Shoiki, vt., to put or place into. 
Shokala, vt., to take off, as shoes. See Take. 

Shokama, vi., to be placed or put or joined in. 
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ShokamAj v., to join in an affair or controversy of others. 
Shokata (Shukata), vi., to be fixed or fastened or stuck in. 

Shoki (Shuki), vt., to put or place into. 

Shola, 4, n., smell, odour, scent, perfume. 

s. ibe, a bad or foul or unpleasant odour or smell, 

s. isheka or yu, a sweet or pleasant odour or scent, 

to s., to emit an odour or smell. See Odour, Smell. 

Shola, vi., to appear, be seen, be conspicicuous, show one’s self, be 

found, come into view or sight, emerge from hidden or secluded 

place. 

neg. of s., to be invisible. 

Shola, vt., to thresh or husk peas by beating 

Shola, vt., to assort, choose, select, elect, etc. 

bata banshola, chosen people. 

Shola, vt., to leave, desert, vacate, let alone. 

s. muantslia, to make way or opening for. 

Shola, vt., to work or labor. 
Shola with ishola, 8, vph., to work, to build, repair, as house. 

Sholala, vt., to unhide, disclose, confess, acknowledge, find something 

hidden to- reveal or betray a secret. 

Shoma, vt., to buy. 

Shoma (Shuoma), vi., to hide. See Hide. 

Shoma, vi., to become loose or unraveled. 

Shoma, vi., to be weaned. 
Shoma (Shuoma), 4, n., gift, present, wage, pay. See Shuoma. 

Shoma (Shuoma), 3, n., swine. See Shuoma. 

Shomala, vt., to wean. 
Shomala vt., to unravel, to take or pull out or separate from among. 

See Ravel. 

Shomi (Shumi), vt., to load, as gun. 

Shomi [Shumi], vt., cup. 
Shomi [Shumi], vt., to erect or stand upright. 

Shoe a, vt., to circumcise. 
Shona, vt., to pick off, as feathers of fowl. 

Shona’ v., to hop, leap, jump down from. 
Shonama vi., to sit on haunches, to scpiat. 

Shonama, v., to stand on toes, to tiptoe. 

Sbonga, vt., to point at. 
Shonga [Shuonga], vt., to carve; as wood. 

Shongala, vt., to slander, tell on, betray, calumniate, speak against, 

talk about, back-bite, accuse one behind one’s back. 
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Shongala, v., to speak, answer, testify, affirm, tell, say, reply to. 

answer to, etc. 

Shongala, vt., predict, destine, choose. See Predict. 
Shongala, v., to prefer, had rather. 

Shongama [Shuongama], vi., to be erect, upright, to sit up, be awake. 

Shonganshuma, adv,, directly opposite or overhead. 
Shongata, vt., to find fault with. 

Shonyi (Shonya), v., to grumble. 

Shonyi (Shonya), vt., to insult or scorn, shown by clicking with the 

tongue. 
Shosha, v., to fish. 

Shosha, vt., to stick or push in or replace, as sticks in roof of house. 

Shosha, 4, n., white color. 

Shosha, 4, n., tip end, topmost, point of finger or needle, etc. 

Shosha, 4, n., gable of house. 

Shoshama, vt., to respect, reverence, honor, esteem, regard. 

Shoshama, v., to acquiesce, consent, agree. 

Shota, vt., search, hunt, seek or look for. 

s. ham a or munya, provoke an animal to bite. 

Shoya (Shuya), 3, n., fish. 

Shu, vi., to be acquitted, be innocent, be right, to win in game, etc. 
Shu, 5 pi., n., long while. See While. 
Shubanga, adv., amiss, contrary to aim in shooting. 

Shuehi, vt., to cause to run or leak or trickle down. See Shuhi. 
Shuei (oi), vt., to hide, conceal, secrete, etc. 

Shuemi, vt., to load, as gun. Shuemi, vt., to cup or bleed. 

Shuemi, vt., to loan, borrow. 

Shuemi, vt., to erect, to stand upright. 

Shuengi, vt., to stand up, erect, set up, establish, make firm. 

s. nyuenga, to wake, awake, awaken. See Wake. 
Shuhala, v., to make a mistake in taking the wrong road or path, to 

go the wrong way. 

Shuhala, vt., to snatch from another angrily. 

Shuhala, vt., to shake off, as insect from hand or arm. 

Shuhi (Shuehi), vt., to sprinkle, to cause to run or leak or trickle 

down. 

Shuhi, vi., to be stillborn. 

Shuhishuhi, 4, n., overripeness. See Ripe, Soft. 
Shui, 3, n., fish. 
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Shui, vt., to acquit, forgive, pardon, See Forget, Forgive. 

Shuihama, vi., to be be caught or entangled, as animal in vine or 
bush. 

Shuihi, vt., to entangle or catch in vine or bush. 

Shuka, vt., to part or separate those fighting or quarreling, to 

conciliate. 

Shu kata, vi., to be stable, solid, firm, fastened in, stuck. 

Shuki (Shoki), vt., to put or place in. 
Shukatshi, vt., to cause to adhere or stick. 

Shukisha, vt., to save, defend, redeem, guard or save for. See Save. 

Shululu, asv., fixedly, steadfastly. 

lena s., to look steadfastly. 

Shuma, vt., to buy. 

Shuma, vt., to sting, to bite. 
Shuma, vi., to ache, smart, sting, hurt, pain. 

Shuma, v., to sulk, be sullen or sulky. 

Shumi, vt., to erect, stand upright or perpendicular. 

Shumi, vt., to load, as gun. 

Shumi, vt., to cup, bleed. 

Shumisha, vt., to cause to bite. 
s. a mina, to gnash with the teeth. 

Shuna, v., to miss aim in shooting. 

Shunsha, vt., to show. 
Shuoha, vt., to run or trickle or leak down. 

Shuoi, vt., See Shuei. 
Shuoma vi., to be hidden, be concealed, to hide or secrete one’s self, 

s i ana, to hide with or have sexual intercourse with. 

Shuoma, 3, n., hog, swine. 
Shuoma, 4, n., a gratuity, gift, present, wage, pay, generosity. 

Shuoma, vt., to loan or borrow. 
Shuonga, vt., to carve, as wood, etc. 
Shuokgama, vi., to wake up, sit up, be awake, be upright or erect, be 

firm or fixed. 
QwnciHA vt. to rinse, as vessel or mouth. 

IhushaU vt., to root up, as hog. 
Shushama, vi-, to shrink, retreat, to flinch or quail or shrink back, to 

shrink, as cloth. 

Shushudi, 4 ph, sickness, pain, illness, suffering. 

Shtjya (Shui, Shot), 3, n., fish. 
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T 
Ta (elongated), adv., very, well, 

Lodi mite ta, arrange the sticks well. 

Tadi, 10 ph, n., spot in eye causing blindness, 

Tadi, adj., long, tall, high, steep, deep. See Long. 

Taha, v., to bubble up, as boiling pot of water or mush. 

Tahala, v., to spread, as contagious disease. See Spread. 

T ah ala, vt., to take out a part, as water from a vessel. 

Tahi, 10 pi., manure, dung, excrement, filth. 

Tahisha, vt., to scold. 

Taka (Teka), vt., to draw orbring or fetch water. 

Tala, vt., to bring, See Tola. 

Talala, vt., to see, behold. 

Tama, 4, n., a fathom or two yards of cloth. 

Tama, 4, n., bough, limb, branch. 

Tam ala, vt., to rob or take by force. See Rob. 

Tana, card, num., five. 

Tana, vt., to find, to meet up with, come upon. 

Tana with yamidi, vph., to visit or converse with. 

lya antana yamidi, come visit with me. 

Tanala, v., to creep or crawl, as child. 

Tata, 1, n., father. See Father. 

Tateta, 10 pi. n. See Tuteta. 
Te (Tei, Teya), vt., to take or put or bring out or away, to depose, 

remove, dismiss. 

t* buhi, to pardon, to remove one’s debts, 

t. nyimi, to swear by the king. 

Teha, v., to be elastic, bendable, pliable. 

Teha, v., to pop, as corn. 

Teha, vt., to break up, as fire wood. 

Teha, vt., to kill or crack, as louse. 

Tei, vt., See Te. 

Tei, 10 pi. n. See Teya. 

Teka, vt., to bring or draw or fetch water. 

Tela, v., to do in advance. See Gram. 206 and Rems.1-2. 
Tema, v., to shine, glow, to give light as torch or fire or sun. 

t. teya, to light or make or kindle a fire. See Shine. 

Temhelo, 4, n., Temple. 

Tena, 4, n., at the head or source or top, up river, up country, etc.. 
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t. nkontsha, top of mountain, 

t. ilaka, head of bed, etc. 

Tena, v., to grumble, murmur, to slander or back- bite, to speak to 

one after having quarreled, to mention, speak of. 

Tenga, v., to bud or blossom or open out, as flower, to burst open, as 
a pod. 

Tenga, vt., to slice or split, to husk, as peas. 

Tengala, vi., to come open. 

misha as subj. of t., to receive one’s sight. 

Tengama, vi., to stagger, to lean to one side, to be oblique or zigzag, 
to bend to one side, make a detour. See Zigzag. 

Tengi, 4, n., small room of house 

Tengi, vt., to turn or bend to one side, to make oblique, cause to lean 

forward. 

Tesha, vt., to hull or husk for another 

Teta, vt., to confess, acknowledge. 

Teta, vt., to husk or shell, as peas or soft nuts. 

Teta. vt., to hatch. 

Tetala, vt., to pare the nails. 

Tetama, vi., to be stacked or piled or placed or put up or crossed, as 

legs. 

Tetama, vi., to float. 

Tetsha, v., to start, begin, commence. 

Tetshi, vt., to pile or stack up, to put or place on top, cross, as legs. 

Tetshisha, vt., to set or put on handle of hoe. 

Teya, vt., See Te, Tei. 

Teya, 10 pi., n., fire, heat, fever, matches (lucifer). 

tuma or baka t., to set fire to, burn 

sholala t., to stir up the fire. See Fire. 
To, prep., from. 

To (Tuo), adv., full measure. 

To, vi., to depart, start, leave, get out, go or come out from, go away, 

t. ata buemi, to catch in theft, 

t. bioshidi, to shed tears. 

t. buala or shushudi, to break out with a disease, 

t. kuma, to become humped back, etc. 

Toni, vt., to cause to reach or arrive at, bring to destination. 

Toha, vi., to bounce, rebound, jump. 

Toha, vi., to stick through cloth, etc. 
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Toha, 4, n., palaver, dispute, trial, court. See Trial. 

Tohala, vt., to judge a case in court, to arbitrate, try a case, hold 

court or council, pronounce judgement, decide a trouble or settle a 

dispute. 

Tohisha, vt., to arbitrate or judge or try a case for another. 

Tohisha, vt., to stick or pierce through cloth, etc. 

Toka, vi., to topple off, to come out of joint, come apart, be dislocated 

come out of socket, etc. 

kasha as subj. of t., to shed leaves, 

shala as subj., of t., to shed feathers, etc. 

Tokala, vt., to pull up or out, to pick or pluck out, as feathers of 

fowl. 

t. luena, to hasten. See Hasten, Out. 

Tola, 5 pi., camwood, red color. 

(of) t., red. 

Tola, 4, n., breast, chest, bosom. 

Iola (Tala), vt., to bring, take, catch, apprehend, carry, See Carry. 

Tola, vi., to reach or arrive at, come to journey’s end, come to the 
end. 

t. abola mahuaka, to toss, as waves of the sea. 

Tolala a shina vph., to pull or take down, carry to. 

Toma, vt., to send. 

Toma, vt., to throw in wrestling. 

Toma, vi., to breathe or pant. 

Toma, 1, n., intermediary in marriage. 

Toma (1) a nama (2), nph., publican. 

Tomala, vt., to obey, esteem, regard, honor. 

Tomala, vi., to obey, be obedient or dutiful. 

Tomisha, vt., to send to. 

Tonav., to explode, as gun. 

Tona, vt., to insult or offend, to abuse. 
t. mishinga, to insult. See Abuse. 

Tonala, v., to insult by pulling the lid of the eye down. See 

Show. 

Tonala, vt., to penetrate, to pierce, perforate. 

Tonga, vt., to tuck or plait or braid. 

Tonga, v., to stray away, to sojourn, See Sojourn. 

Tongata, vt., to sum up or call to mind or count over one’s belong¬ 

ings, to count up or reckon, discern, elucidate. 
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Tonya, 4, n., stern of boat. 

Tonyisha, vt., to bear false witness. See Witness. 

Tosha, v., to be seated, sit down. 

Tosha, vt., to speak, talk, plead or intercede for another, to advocate. 

Tshaka, vt., to pour out, empty, spill, throw away. 

Tshaka, vi., to be spilt, emptied, etc. 

Tshakala, vt., to scatter, strew, derange, disarrange, disperse, to spend reck¬ 
lessly or extravagantly, exhaust, waste, squander, etc 

Tshakala, vi., to be deranged or scattered or in disorder or confusion or 

dispersed or exhausted or spent or expended, to migrate, desert, 

move away, scatter, to spill over, to be wasted, etc. 

Tshakala, v., See Cast. 

Tshika, vt, to accompany, escort, conduct, bring before. 

Tshika, vt., to set or place or put. See Gram. 205 Rems. 1-10. See Set. 

t . with moi or ikama to refrain from, 

t . itutuma, to be in remorse, sad or sorrowful, 

t . hanga mashanga, a good night to or by royalty. 

Tshima, vt., to dig or burrow in the ground. 

Tshima, v., to go around in the rear. 

Tshimidi, v., to go around. 

Tshina, v., to run away, escape, flee, 

t. a, to flee to. 

t. to or a bosha, to flee from, 

t. mbanga, to run away or escape. 

Tshina, v., to fear, dread, 

t. hama to adore, 

t. Ntshemi, to fear God. 

Tshina, vi., to be alarmed, be frightened or afraid, be terrified, be 

fearful, be excited, be timid or shy, be dismayed or terrorized, to 
fear, to dred 

Tshintsha, vi., to approach draw near 

Tshintsha, vt., to push towards, to shove. 

Tshintshala, vt., to accompany a part of the way or a short distance. 

Tshinyi, vt., to frighten, scare, alarm, make afraid, terrify, excite, 

horrify, intimidate, terrorize, dismay, etc. 

Tshinyisha, vt., See Tshinyi. 

Tota, v., to speak, talk, address, announce, say, assert, suppose, 

define, reckon, command, tell, resolve, relate, declare, de- 
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scribe, to tick, as watch or clock, etc. 

t. itototshi, or ibohata, to babble, chatter, etc. See Talk, Speak. 

Tota, vt., to pick up as trash. 

Tota, v., to become large or spread, as sore. 
Tot ala, vt., to pick up, as fowl. 
Totama, vi., to be arched up, as foot when swollen. 

Tua with itami, vph., to kick. 

Tuana, 10 pi., a little palm wine. 
Tuashi, 10 pi., n., a little water. 

Tuhala, vt., to add up, put together, collect, combine, mix together, 

disarrange, gather together, assemble, unite, converge, stir. See 
Stir, 

Turn, vi., to fail, be exhausted, come to an end, be subdued, be faint, be 

weary, be infirm, be feeble, be frail, be fatigued, be tired, be loose 

or slack, surrender, succumb, give up, yield to, be dull, to lose 

its taste or savor. See Savor, Fail, Dull. 

Tuhidi, vi., to be disarranged, scattered, exhausted, spent, etc. 
Tuhisha, vt., to plot against. See Plot. 
Tuima, v., to marry. 

Tuimisha, vt., to give in marriage. 

Tuka, 4, n., pawn, security, 

tshika t., to pawn. 

Tukama, vi., to be sad or melancholv, worried or distressed. 

Tula, vt., to forge, beat out iron, shape or make by hammering. 
Tula (3) a shui (3), nph., an electric fish. 

Tuma, v., to stump the toe. 

Tuma, 4, n.. pole, prop, post. 

Tuma, vi., to sting or smart. 

Tuma, vt., to burn, consume. See Burn, Consume. 

Tumala, vt., to open or lance, as boil. 
Tumala, vi., to be crippled or lame. 

Tuna, 4, n., totality, entirety, all, the whole. 

Tunga, 8, n., house fly. 
Tunga, vi., to break loose, come untied, to come apart or unravel, as 

thread in cloth. 

Tungala, vt., to extricate,, unloose, disentangle, unravel or pull out, 

as thread in cloth or mat, untie. 
Tunya with mashonyi, vph.,to spit or expectorate. 
Tunyi, 10 pi., pus, matter, 

to t., to fester. 
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Tushadi, 10 pi., games, plays. 

Tuta, vi., to ooze or run out, as sweat, to disolvp, melt. 

Tuta, v., to go and return, go back and forth. 

Tuteta, 10 pi., stubble. 

Tutshi, vt., to cause to perspire, to sweat. 

U 

Udi, vt., to blow or breathe into. 

Udi, v., to spew from the mouth. 

Uha, v., to fly away, as bird. 
Uha, vt , to roast or bake or toast before or over a fire. 

Uhala, vt., to smell. 
Ula, vt., to ask, consult, inquire about, question. 

Ula, v., to become or grow thick and tall or long, as grass or hair. 

Uleka, v., “Beg pardon,” An expression used when having accidentally 

stepped on another’s foot, etc. See Apology. 

Uma, vi., to rise, get up, stand up, sit up, arise, get up from sitting or 

lying down, be raised up or resurrected, 

u. iwa, to rise up from the dead, 

u. ntuenga, to get up from sleep, to awake. 

Umala, vt., to wake, awake, awaken, arouse, rouse up, 

u. iwa, to raise from the dead, to resurrect, 

u. ntuenga, to awake or awaken or arouse from sleep. 

Umala, vt., to greet, salute 
Umi, vt., to dry, wipe dry, etc. 

Unga, vi., to lose one’s way, be frustrated, turn aside, go another way, go 
the wrong way or path. 

Ungala, v., to wander, be lost, go astray, get lost, grope. 

Ungala, v., to nod. 
u. ntuenga, to doze, be drowsy, nod. See Nod. 

Ungi, vt., to delay, hinder, interrupt, annoy, interfere with, disturb,, 
bewilder, frustrate, worry, show the wrong path. 

Ungi, vt. to increase or lengthen or widen or broaden by adding to. 

Uoka, v., to bathe. See Oka. 

Uomaka, v., See Omaka. 

Uoma, vt., to shave. See Oma. 

Uoma, vt., to sweep. See Oma. 
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Uomala, vt., to dust, wipe off, scrub, etc., See Omala. 

Uonga, vt., to comfort, console, etc. See Onga. 

Utala, vi., to overflow, run over, as water in cup, vessel, etc. 

Usha, vt., to heat. 

Uya, vi., to be heated or cooked. 

Uya, v., to be light, be daybreak, to dawn, 

butu buanuya, to be daybreak. 

W 

Wala, or Wala Wala, adv, long ago, old. 

Wela, v., to be about tc. 

Wela (Uela), vt., to woo, to court (woman for wife), to contend or 

quarrel or dispute over, to contend or plead for. 

Wena, (Uena), per. pro., you, thou. 

Wesha, vt., to die for. 

Wesha, (Uesha), vt., to bathe, cleanse, 

bamuesha, they bathed him. 

abawesha, he bathed them. 

Winyo, 4, wine, vinegar. See Wine, Vinegar. 

Wua wua, adv., fast, quickly, speedily. 

Wola, (Wela), v., to be about to. 

Y 

Ya buhi, 8, n„ meanness, unkindness, evil. See Mean, Meanness. 

Yabuanyi, 9, n., kitchen of king. 

bashi y., waiters and cooks of king. 

Yaha mbonala, vph., vision. See Vision. 

Yakisha, vt., to throw back and forth. 

Yala, 9, n., claw, nail, talon. . 

Yamala, 9, n., winepress 

Yamidi, 9, n., discourse, conversation. 
bola y., to have or hold a conversation or discourse. 

Yanga, 9 n., creation, testament, conference, consultation, contract, 

agreement, covenant, treaty, deliberation, plot, plan, secret, 

anga or boka y., to confer, make an agreement or plan or plot, 

or covenant, etc. PI. is bianga. 

y. yema yema, New Testament. 
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y. i kanyi or’matetshala, Old Testament, 
y. ibe, a conspiracy. See Testament, Confer. 

Yanga, 9, n., sweat, perspiration. 

tuta with y. as subj., to sweat or perspire. See Sweat. 
Yangala, 9, n., a link or joining, as knot made by tying two pieces of 

string together. 

Yasha, 9, n., part, piece; slice, section, portion, division, flank, 

district, etc. PI. is biasha. 
Yasha 9, n., chaff. 

Yantsha, 9, n., a cloven foot. 

Yantsha, 9, n., rattler, a child’s toy made of a small gourd or reed 

with seeds inside. 

Yantshi, 9, n., one who pretends to have possession when he has nothing. 

Ye ye ye, adv., zealously, continuously, incessantly, etc. 

Yeha, v., to know, understand, perceive, recognize. 

Yehi, 8, n., wasting sickness. 

Yehisha, vt., to make or cause to know, to warn. See Warn. 
Yei, 4, n., substance, material. See Yeyi. 
Yekala, 9, n., sweetheart, lover, wooer. PI. is biekala, 

Yekala, vt., to beat or pound into small particles, powder up. 

Yelala, adj., (uninflected), same, like, alike. See Ihua. 
Yelala, adv., simultaneously, at the same time, the same way or manner. 

Yelama, 9, n., completeness, sufficiency, fullness, suitableness, 

correctness, beauty,j ustice, honesty, purity, goodness, holiness, 

excellence, integrity, sanctification, worthiness, right, virtue, 

handsomeness, uprightness, fairness, etc. 

Yema, 9, n., whiteness, pi. is biyema.. 

(of) y., white. 

Yema, 9, n., wild white yam. 

Yema, v., to become light, as daylight, to dawn. 

Yena, 9, n., wheel. 

muna y., wheelman. 

Yendena, 9, n., vagabondage, vagrancy. 

Yengala, vi., to shrivel, wither. 

Yengi, 9, n., bladder. PI. is biengi. 

Yengidi, vt., to wither or shrivel, parch. 

Yentsha, 9, n., small cricket. 
Yenyi, 9, n., fool, idiot, lunatic, silly person, etc. 

Yesha, 9, n., sneeze. 
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bola y., to sneeze. 
Yesha, vt., to grind fine, pulverize, powder up, beat up fine. 

Yesha, vt*, to heat. 
Yesha, v., to answer well or correctly. 

Yeya (Yeyi), 4, n., substance, material. 

Yikala, adv., alone, separately. See Itself. 

YYkala yikala dv., See Yikala. 

Yimbima, 9, n., closeness, suffocation, stuffiness, 

owa y., to suffocate. 
Yina, 9, n-, dyed cloth. PI. is bina. 

Yingadinga, 9, n., circle. PI. is midingadinga. 

Yingeta, 9, n., sign, token, emblem, sample, example, copy, badge, 

symbol, earnest, mark, specimen, illustration, seal, proof, 

reminder, souvenir, keepsake, symptom, testimony, etc. 

ed’i y. i hola hola, to be peaceable, patient. PI. is bingeta. 

Yishu, 1, n., Jesus. 

Yo, vi., to become weak or weary or tired, be exhausted, be desolate, 

to submit, succumb, surrender, cower, to be withered, shriveled 

or parched, etc. 

Yo yo yo, adv., zealously, incessantly, continuously, ceaselessly, etc., 

See Ceaselessly. 
Yoboha, 4, n., likewarmness. 

Yodi, 9, n., alarm, shout. See Nola. 

uta y., to sound an alarm. 

Yoha, 9, n., scab. 

Yoha, adv., lo. 
Yoi (Yui) vt., to exhaust, to make weak or weary or tired or desolate, 

to slacken or loosen, as knot, to shrivel, wither or parch. 

Yoiki, 9, n., hearing. 
Yoka, 9, n., bush, shrub on plain. PI. bioka. 

Yolala, adv., ajar. 
Yoma, 4, n., large room of house. # 
Yoma, 9, n., small broom. PI. is bioma. 
Yona’ 4, n., plentifulness, an abundance, sufficiency. 

Yona,’ 4,’ n., a lean or thin or poor person. PI. is biona. 
Yonga, 9, n., private place or apartment of king where he eats. 

Yonga* 9, n., various articles of dress, apparel, adornment, jewels, 

pi. is bionga. 

Yonga, 4, n., deception, hypocrisy. 
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muna y., hypocrite, deceiver, unfaithful or untrustworthy 

person, wolf in sheep’s clothing. 

Yongala, 9, n., joining, splicing. 

Yongala, 9, n., tool. See Tool. 

Yontshontsha, 9, n., grass, PL is biontshontsha. 

Yonyi, card, num., ten. 

Yosha, vt., to fill. 

Yosha, 9, n., bark, hull, egg shell, husk, peel, scab, wadding. 

Yoshidi, 9, n., tear. PI. is bioshidi. 

to b., to shed tears. 

Yoya, 8, n., loneliness, solitude, desolation, quietness, ruin. See Ruin. 

Yuhi, 9, n., n., rash on body. PI. is biuhi. 

Yui (Yoi), vt., to exhaust, to make weak or weary or tired. See Yoi. 

Yukala, vt., shake or punch or push over or down. 

Yuki, 9, n., hearing. 

Yumala, 8, n., driver ant. PI. is is mayumala. 

Yumala, 9, greeting, salutation, compliments, respects, regards. 
Yunga, v., to nod. 

Yungala, 9, n., insect, bug, PI. is biungala. 

Yungala, 9, vagabond, barbarian, ruffian. 



INDEX. 



N.B. —Only the more important references are given in this INDEX. 

The figures refer to paragraphs in the Grammar. 
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INDEX 

Accent, 36. 

Active Voice, 179, 294, Rems, 2 and 4, 295, Rem. 2, 299, 300, 301. 

Active Past Participle, 225. 

Adjective Clause, 401, introduced by relative pronoun, 145-150. 

Adjectives, 65-83., follow the noun modified, 67; relative position of, 74; 

contained in verb as predicate complement, 75 (d); phrases, 77-80, 

92; comparison of, 81-83; adverbs formed from, 366; root, of, 65, 

Note; abstract nouns used as, 75 (e), Rems. 2-5. 

Adjective Phrase, 77-80, 92, 390 (b); used as simple adjective, 77 (b). 

Adverb Clauses, 403-413; inverted position used with, 391 (b), Rems. 
1-3; of place, 404; of time, 405; of condition, 406, 407; of purpose, 

408, 409; of result, 410; of comparison, 411; of manner, 412; of 

cause, 413. 

Adverbs, 311. 371; of place, 311-328; of time, 329.349; of degree and 

quantity, 350-356; of manner, 357-362; of affirmation and negation, 

363-365; formation from adjectives, 366,305, Rem. 1; miscellaneous, 
367-371. 

Alliterative Concord, 62. See Concord. 

Alphabet, 1.18. 

Antecedent of relative pronoun, 145-148; omitted, 149, 
Apodosis of past conditions, 271, 406-407. 

Applied form of verb, 293, 294. 

Archaic forms of nouns, 43, 45, 64, 131, Rem. 137, Rem. 140, Rem., 307. 

Assimilation of vowels, 25, 293. 

Auxiliary verbs, 182-211; used in forming compound tenses, 173; ela. 

184-193; yasha, 194-196; ivela, 197-200; aha, 201-203; ala, 204; tshika, 

205; tela, 206; can, 208; may, 209; must and ought, 210. 

Cardinal Numerals, 84-91; distributive forms, 88, substantive forms 

made from, 89; the forms with hueta, yelala, ishola, 89, Rems. 4-5 

(a)-(b); forms in abstract counting, 91. 

Case, 38, 98, Rem. 5. 

Causal Clauses, 413. 

Causative Form of verb, 295. 

Change of n to w and i to y, 26, 27. 

Classes of nouns, 37-58. 

Cognate Accusative, 396 (g). 

Comparison of adjectives, 81-83; of adverbs, 352; clauses of, 411. 
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Complex Sentence, 400-413. 

Compound Predicate, 393. 

Sentence, 399. 

Subject, 389 (e), (l)-(2). 

Tenses, 171. 173, 113, 391, Rem. 2. 

60-64, 100. 

Clauses, 406-407. 

Conjunctions, 373-384; coordinate and correlative, 

384. 

Compound 

Compound 

Compound 

Concord, 

Conditional 

374-383; subordinatej 

Consonants, 3-12; double consonants, 13-15; euphonic changes of, 28-35. 
Demonstrative Pronouns, 123-141. 

Derivative Verbs and Nouns, 288-309. 

Difficult Verbs, 287, B. VIII. 

Diminutives, 54, 57. 

Diphthongs, 16-18. 

Direct Discourse, 402, (b) (2); use of purportive in, 419; Use of neg. 

habitual in, 420-421, 423, Rem. 1-3. 

Elision of Vowels, 24. 

Enclitic Form of possessive pronoun, 122. 

Euphony, 22-35. 
Expansive orReversive Form of Verb, 300-301. 

First Present Actual Tense, Indicative, 235-237. 

Forms of Derivative Verbs, 289-301. 

Future Indicative, 256 259; in relative clauses, 152 and Rem. 

Future Imminent Tense, 259-261. 

Gender, 39, 59, (a) and (b), 98, Rem. 2, 389, (c). 

Gerund, 217, 389, (c), 287, B. VII. (b); as subject 372 (30), 389 (c).; 

Expressing abstract idea of verb, 307 (g). 

Hortative Imperative, 215, (c), (l)-(4). 

Imperative Mood, 212-215, 169, 170; irregular constructions, 215, (a)- 

(d); simple sentence, 387, Rem. 1. 

Indefinite Pronouns, 160-164. 

Indicative Mood, 261-273. 

Indirect Object, 396, (c); used as infix, 112, (c), 115, (c) (l)-(6) 

and Rems. 1 and 2; position of direct and indirect objects, 397. 

Indirect Question, 149, 422, 425. 

Infinitive, 216-219. 
Indefinite Subject, 76, Rem. 3, (3). 

Interjections, 385. 
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Internal Object, 396, (g). 

Interrogative Pronouns, 153.159; position of, 153, Rems. 

Interrogative Sentences, direct, 415-421, 391 (c); indirect, 422-425; a 
simple sentence, 387, Rem. 2. 

Intransitive Verbs, 179, 180, 299-301. 
Inverted Position, 391, (b). 

Irregular, peculiar and difficult verbs, 287, B. VIII. 
Joint Possession, 390, [b]. 

Language of People in bu- 303, Rem. 

Locative, the, 99, (c), (1). 

Manner, clauses of, 412. 

Middle Voice, 294, (a), Rems. 2-3, 299, treated as intransitive, 180. 

Mood, see Indicative, Infinitive, Imperative, Subjunctive, Purportive. 

Name, of Tribe, 303, Rem. 

Natural Position, 391, (a). 
Negative, formation of, 175-178; in relative clauses, 151, negative ans¬ 

wer to question, 363. 

Nouns, 37-58; inflection of, 37; classes of 41-56, introduced, 57, Rem. 1; 

Derivative, 302-308; indefinite, 305, Rem. 2; from verbs, 307, (c). 

Number, 38, 40, 41, 174. 
Numerals, 84-93, See Cardinals and Ordinals. 

Object, direct, 396, (b); indirect, 396, (c); as predicate noun, 396, 

double, 396, (e); direct and indirect, 396, (f); internal, 396. 

position of direct and indirect objects, 397; pronominal suffixes, 

used as, 112, (c); pronominal infixes used as, 115, (a); relative 

pronouns as, 146; present participle as, 222, Rem. 2, (1); sub¬ 

stantive clause as, 402, (b). 

Ordinal Numerals, 92-93. 

Paradigms of verbs, 287, A. and B. 
Participles, used as simple adjectives, 76, (a)-(d); 171, 173, 216, 

Rems. 3, and 4, 220 230; as adjectives, 75, (d), 76, (a)-(d); 220; 

various uses of, 222, Rems. 2 and 3; used in formation of compound 

tenses, 173, 223; difference of participles formed from transitive, 

and intransitive verbs, 76, (d), Rem. 3. 

Passive Voice, 168, 181, (a)-(b), 297. 
Past Indefinite Indicative, 246-249. 

PAst Passive Participle, used as adjective, 228; method of use, 227 

(l)-(B). 
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Past Perfect Participle, used as adjective, 226. 

Past Perfect Indicative, 247-249. 

Past Perfect Progressive Indicative, 253-255. 

Past Progressive Indicative, 250-252. 

Past Perfect Subjunctive, 281-288. 

Past Subjunctive, 278- 280. 

Person, 98, Rems. 1, 3, and 6,105, 108,109, Rem. 1, 110, Rems. 2-3,116, 

119, Rem. 1, 174. 

Personal Pronouns, 96-114; simple disjunctive, 98-100; compound dis¬ 

junctive, 105-108; pronominal prefixes, 109-110; pronominal 

infixes, 108-110; pronominal suffixes, 111. 114. 

Place, clause of, 404. 

Plural, 38, 40, 55. 

Position, of adjectives, 67; of subject, 391; of predicate modifiers, 

395; of pronominal prefixes; 106; of pronominal infixes, 108; 

of pronominal suffixes, 111; of interrogative prounouns, 153 and 

Rems.; of the direct and indirect objects, 897. 

Possessive Case, 98, Rem. 5; 147. 

Possessive Pronouns, 116-122; as as enclitic with defective nouns, 122; 
as adjective phrase used instead of personal pronouns after i, 

100,119, preceded by prefix of noun modified, 116. 

Predicate, 392-398. 

Prefixes, 41, 61, 62, 64,100, 110, 116,145. 

Prepositions, 62, Rem. 2; the particle a, 63; 372; governing relative 

pronoun, 148. 

Present Habitual Indicative, 241-243. 

Present Imminent Indicative, 262-264. 

Present Progressive Indicative, 250-252. 

Present Purportive, 284.286. 

Present Subjunctive, 275-277. 

Pronominal Prefixes, 100,110. 

Pronominal Infixes, -111-115. 

Pronominal Suffixes, 109, Rem. 2. 

Pronouns, 94-168. See Personal Pronouns, Demonstrative Relative, 

Possessive, Interrogative, Indefinite. 

Protasis, of present general conditions, 406, (a) and (b). 

of future conditions, 277; 406, (b); of past conditions, 406, (c); 

when negative, 407. 
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Purportive Mood, 170, 215, (d), 284-286, 408; used with imperative, 

215, (b); as imperative, 215, (c), (3). 

Purpose, clauses of, 408,409. 

Reciprocal Form of Verb, 296-299. 

Reflexive Form of Verb, 110, 167;. 
Relative Pronouns, 145.152; as subject, 145, as object, 146 and Rem. 1; 

with i 148, Rem.; the negative in relative clauses, 151 and Rem. 1; 

Future tense in relative clauses, 152 and Rem.; inverted position 
with, 391, (b); introducing object clause, 391 (b), Rem. 3, (1); 

forms of verb in relative clauses, 145, Rem. 1, (a)-(d), (l)-(4). 

Repetitive Form of Verb, 298, 329, Rem. 1. 

Result, clauses of, 410, 411. 

Second Present Actual Indicative, 238-240. 

Sentence, The, 386; simple, 387-398; compound, 399; complex, 400- 

413; interrogative, 414-425. 
Simple Sentence, 387-398. 

Singular, 38,40,55. 

Spell, 50, Rem. 1. 

Subject, 388-391, 114; pronominal suffixes as, 112, (a); relative pronoun 

as, 145; gerund as, 389, (c); position of, 391; substantive clause 

as, 402; (a); indefinite, 168, 76, Rem. 3 (3). 

Subjunctive Mood, 274-283. See Tenses. 

Subordinating particle a, the, 265-273. 

Substantive Clause, 402; inverted position with, 391, Rem. 3, (2); 

numerals used as, 85, 87, 89, 92. 

Suffixes, 109, Rem. 2. 

Syllables, 19-21; when diphyhongs, 18. 

Synopses of the verbs eka, owa, odia, ala and iya, 287, B. VII. 

Syntax, 386. 
Temporal Clauses, 405. 
Tenses, Simple, 172; Compound, 173; of Indicative Mood, Present Pro¬ 

gressive, 232-234; First Present Actual, 235-237; Second Present 

Actual, 238-240; Present Habitual, 241-243; Past Indefinite, 244- 

246; Past Perfect Indefinite, 247-249; Past Progressive, 250-252; 

Past Perfect Progressive, 253-255; Future, 256-258; Future Immi¬ 

nent, 259-261; Present Imminent, 262-264; Tenses of, with subor¬ 

dinating particle a, 265-273; subjunctive mood, present, 

274-277; past 278-280; past perfect, 281.283; Pres. Purportive, 284- 

'286. 
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Transitive Verb, 293, Rem. 4, 295, 299, Rem., 300, 301. 
Transposed Position, 391, (c). 

Tribe, name of, 303, Rem. 

VEtes, 169.287; the root of, 169; moods, of 170; agreement with subject 

174; auxiliary, 182-211; paradigms of, 287, A. and B.; 

derivative, 289-301; abstract idea of, 307, (g). 

Voice, 179, See Active, Passive, Middle. 

Vowels, 2 and Rem.; assimilation of, 25. 
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APPENDIX 

TO 

BUKUBA-ENGL1SH DICTIONARY 

A. 

Abuosha a mbisha, ph., behind, 

Akeka a kuna, ph., at that time. 

Ambisha a kuna, ph., behind, afterwards. 

Anga, vm wander, migrate to another place. 
Angala, vt., to heat before afire. 
Awo .... awo, adv., here and there. 

Ayedi buna, v. ph., the next morning, on the morrow. 

B. 
Bala muingi [2], v. ph., to be entrapped. 
Bama, v., draw near, come near to. 

Bata ba ntsheka, v. ph., women or the ones who wear the dress. 
Beka, vt., to crown or to install in office. 
Bekama, vi., to be crowned or installed in office. 
Bima, vi., to rise up in fright, as startled animals. 
Bidiakala, n., 9 ph, lack of hospitality. 
Bita-kima, all of us. 
Biyesha, n. 9 pi., hospitality. 

Boka lubantsha, v, ph., give a security for a debt. 
Bota bambota, v. ph., to adorn one’s self, dress up. 
Botala, v., to adorn one’s self, dress up. 
Buakala, v., to fall upon. 
Buama, n., 7, a mint. 

Buhuona, n., 7, folly. 
Buina-kima, comp, pro., all of you. 
Bushehi, n., 7, plain. 
Butuimi, n. 7, a tree with cork-like timber. 

D. 
Dia, v., to eat. Used sometimes instead of odia. 

E. 

Eka, ntshue [2], v. ph., to be enslaved, be under the authority of another, 
place one’s self in subjection. 
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H. 

Ha, n., 4, a net like basket for catching rats. 

Haha, n., 4, swadder for killing grasshoppers, made of palm frond. 
Hanga, vi., quarrel, speak roughly, shine hot, as sun, growl, as dog. 
Hengi, n., 1, sister. See Haingi. 
Hia, n., 4, savor, purity, a good taste. 

Hiahia, adv., without taste, unsavory, etc. 
Him, v., to persevere, succeed. 
Hoha, vi., to clear up after rain. 
Hohala, v., to be cleared up, as rain. 

Huo, n., 3, rat. 

I. 
Ibantshi, n., 8, a large, open court for dances, etc. 
Ibobotsha, n., 8, a tree, the leaves of which are used for dye. 
Idi mianga (‘2 pl.)v. ph., to dispute. 
Idima, if. 

Ikama, v., to lean upon, to rest on the top of. 
Ikula, n., 8, a grub worm. 
Ila(9) ngata(l), n., a girl. 

Ila (9) nunga (1), n., a boy. 
Ileka (9) mbina (mbena), 4, a cracked gourd. 
Ilena, n. 8, greeting. 

Ilengi, n., 3, small rat on plain. 

Ilonga, n., 8, a line or circle around a given space. 

Imbetshi, n., 8, swadder for killing grasshoppers, made of split stick. 
Inana, n., 9, stem of a bunch of palm nuts. 
Indonga, n., 8, a pile near one. 
Ishena, n., 9, a cloth made of bark. 

Ishina, n., 3, a specie of mouse or rat. 
Itetetshi, n., 8, the beginning. 

Iyona, n., 9, a sufficiency. 

K. 

Ka k’ilenga, n., a small person. 

Kata, adv., therefore, thus. 
Keki (kakj), vt., to adore, reverence, obey. 
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Kena, vt., to track, as animal. 
Kentsha, vt., put drum head on. 

Kinga, n., 4, a string obtained from palm tree. 

Kishala, v., to emerge into, as two paths, rivers, etc. 
Kitsha, vt., excahane something by stealth. 
Koha bumbunyi (7), v. ph., to squeeze to death. 
Kokidi, v., to be able. Used in 1st. Pres. Actual. 

Koma indonga (8), v. ph., to sit on ground with legs folded under. 
Kosha ngeshi, n. ph., early in the morning. 

Kueki dioi (6), v. ph., to come to an agreement. 
Kutshi, adv., where. 

L. 

Lami, vt., to veneer, spread over, smooth out, as plaster. 
Lehaleha, very light in weight. 
Lekama, v., looking with head drawn back. 

Lemala, v., to give a present, make a gift of. 
Lemisha, v., to give to another. 
Lena, v., to greet. 
Longama, v., to spy upon. 

Lubema, n., 5, a leaf used for polishing or smoking. 
Lubuobuosha, adv., forward. 
Luhisha, n., 5, a hug, an embrace. 

M. 
Malena, n., 8 pi,, greetings. 
Mashonyi, n., 8 pi., saliva. 

Matuimi, n., 8 pi., fancy dress of man. 

Mbana, n., 2, number, price. 
Mbana, n., 4, shoulder. 

Mbena (mbina) idina, n. ph., a green gourd. 
Mbola (4) ntshoka(B), n. ph., elephant tusk. 

Mbonala, n., 4, a period. 

Mhika, n., 2, a pile, a piece, as of meat, fowl, etc. 
Mhuimata, n., 4, question mark. 

Mu’a ilenga (9), nph., a young person, a child. PI. ba bilenga, chil¬ 
dren. See Youth, Eng-Buk. 

Muan’ a mai, n. ph., my fellow man. PI. bana ba mai, my fellow-men. 
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Muingi, n., 2, locust, a choice grasshopper. 

Muokidi, n., 1, the younger one. See Brother, Sister, Eng.-Buk. 
Muonga, n., 2, village. 

N. 

Ndanala, n., 4, Fighting. 

Ndema, n., 4, a gift of food stuff. 
Ngengi, n., 8, wild cat. 

Nguemi, n., 3, large field rat. 

Nguna, n., 2, a leaf, used as greens long ago. 
Nihi, v., cover over with something. 

Nkoka, n., 2, a fallen tree. 

Nkoka, n., 2, a stick or paddle used to stir bread. 
Nkoka, n., 2, a seed used in game. 

Nkoma, n., 2, worm. 

Nolaka, n., 2, small, sweet-smelling leaf. PL is minolaka. 
Nshota, n., 4, line, row, mark. 

Nto, n., 2, the rear. 

Ntshina, adj., same. 
Ntsholala, adv., incoherently. 
Ntshueyi, n., 8, bee. 

Ntuha, n., 2, hat of ghost. 

Nuengi, vt., put upon the other, put on top of something else. 
Nyangama, v., to get up upon, be on the top of something else. 
Nyinga, vt., to choke. 

Nyingala, v„ to entwine, wrap around, as vine a tree. 

NyeIj v., to reply, answer back. 
Nyua (3) a mashi (8 PI.) n. ph., fish. 

0. 
\ 

Oka, v., perceive, find, discover. 

Ola, v., to rest after a journey. 
Ongala, v., to put in line, as path, building, etc. 

S. 

Shahala, v., to take out of water. 
Shaka, vt., shell out palm nuts from bunch. 
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Shamala, vt., to sound or test, as drum. 
Shanga5 vi., to bubble, as water in boiling. 
Shangala, v., let fall upon. 

Shei, vt., frighten or startle, as wild animals. 

Shbka, n., 4, a fee for arbitrating an affair. 

Sheka, n., 4, grits. 

Shemala, v., to pass on, go by. 

S. 

Shoiki, vt., to surround. 
Shokama, v., to be surrounded. 
Shuama, vi., to hide. See Hide, Eng.-Buk. 
Shuhala, vi., to be lost, lose one’s way. 
Shumi misha a shina, v. ph., look down. 

Tana, v., go visiting 
Tena, v., converse with. 
To ngesha, v. ph., cease being a ghost. 

Totshala, v., to light. 

Tusha, vt., convince, persuade. 

U. 

Uta, v., to fall into the water. 

Y. 

Yema, vi., to become clean or clear; to dawn; as* bwtu buayema. 
Yeshi, n., 4, tail of elephant. PI. is mieshi (2). 
Yika, n., 9, small rat trap. PL is bika. 
Yo, adv., forever, on and on. 
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